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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
In December all members of the Board were informed of a
settlement offer of the United States incident to damages resulting
from the construction of the Hartwell Reservoir.

This settlement offer

proposed certain conditions and considerations including a payment to
the College by the United States Government of the sum of one million
dollars ($1,000,000) .

All members of the Board were also informed of, and

all approved, the reconunendation of the Hartwell Dam Subcommittee of the
Board that this proposal not be accepted unless the pertinent settlement
amount be raised from one million to one million one hundred and fifty
thousand dollars ($1,150,000).
On

December 21, 1960, President Edwards conveyed this decision

of the Board to Mr. Luttrell .

As shown in the Memorandum for the Record

submitted herewith, acceptance was by no means immediately forthcoming.
However, on January 16, the College Attorney was advised by District
Attorney Joseph E. Hines that the United States Government had agreed to
the higher figure ($1,150,000).

This is being accepted by the College

in accord with the authorization of the Board.
President Edwards, the College Attorney, and the College
Engineers met with the District Attorney and representatives of the Corps
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of Engineers yesterday to work out further details.

There is a report

on this meeting in the following Memorandum for the Record.

The

liability of the United States for the cost and operation of a sewage
treatment plant will be litigated in the U.

s.

District Court.

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD
The following paragraphs, giving further detail, constitute
a Memorandum for the Record concerning recent negotiation between Clemson
College and the Corps of Engineers:
United States Offer of $1,000,000:

On

December 13, 1960, Mr. Luttrell, Chief,

Acquisition Section, Lands Division, United States Department of Justice,
communicated an offer of settlement of the condenmation case to the attorneys
for the College.
1.

The offer was substantiaily as follows:

The College will be paid, as agreed, $115,000 as the Government's

share of the cost of replacing the raw water intake.

2.

The right of the College to withdraw water from the lake in the

amounts needed to serve the area now served and the normal growth of the area
will be recognized.
3.

The United States will pay to Clemson in full settlement of the

claim of the College for lands taken, buildings, severance damage, timber,
etc., subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Army and the Attorney

General, the sum of $1,000,000, which figure includes the sum of $459,152
already deposited in court of which the College has withdrawn $453,702.

this offer is accepted, the United States will also
(a)

Convey to the College, reserving flood rights, the surplus

Perry land of 85 acres in exchange for the estimated just

compensation paid into court for 43.2 acres of the Clemson will
land amounting to $5,450 and the additiona l payment by the
College of $5,000.

If
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(b)

Construct the 51,000 G.P.M. dewatering station and sewage

lift station in accordance with plans submitted.

The pumping

stations will be conveyed to the College on completion and the
College will accept title and responsibility for operation.

The

United States will pay to the College a sum which, if invested at
41. interest, will provide in principal and interest sufficient

sums to pay the estimated cost of maintenance and operation of the
sewage lift station for 15 years and of the dewatering pumps for

50 years.
(c)

The Corps of Engineers will mark all corners of the take

line, some with concrete monuments and the others with iron pins.
(d)

The Corps of Engineers will relocate the power line to the

hog barn.
(e)

The civil action pending in U.

s.

District Court will be

dismissed but the College will reserve the right to litigate
the liability of the United States for the cost and operation
of a sewage treatment plant, which suit would probably have to be
brought in the Court of Claims.
(f)

The College will release the United States from all claims

for damage for the taking of lands and for severance damage
to remaining properties excepting the claim of the College for payment for construction and operation of the sewage disposal plant.
This offer was submitted to the Hartwell Dam Subcon:mittee
along with the statement of the College Administration that the minimum
estimated cost of obtaining and improving lands and constructing replace-

ment buildings and facilities is the sum of $1,150,000.

The Hartwell

Dam SubcoD1Dittee recoumended that the offer be rejected and that a
counter-proposal be made for settlement according to the same terms for
the sum of $1,150,000.
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Board action:

Recommendation of the Rartwell Dam Subconmittee approved .

(Approved by individual votes of all Board members and to be confirmed
in meeting assembled at the next meeting of the Board.)
United States Offer of $1,050,000: On Wednesday, December 21, 1960,
President Edwards, in Washington on another matter, conveyed the counterproposal of the College to Mr. Luttrell.

On Wednesday, December 28, District Attorney Joseph E. Hines,
in conference with the College attorneys, raised the offer of the United
States to $1,050,000 and agreed that the College might reserve the right
to litigate the liability of the United States for the cost and operation of
the sewage treatment plant in the pending action in U.S. District Court,
the United States reserving the right to contend that the District Court
does not have jurisdiction but the settlement of the other issues in the
case not to be construed to deprive the court of such jurisdiction as it has.
Conference in Savannah ml Januazy 2 and~, 1961:

On January 5 and 6, 1961,

Messrs . Wilson, Collins and Watkins conferred with representatives of the
Corps of Engineers in Savannah.

Agreement was reached as to the statement

of the right of the College to draw water from the lake and a stipulation
prepared covering the agreed value of the timber on the land taken, the
agreement of the United States to pay the $115,000 and the recognition of
the right of the College to draw water from the lake. These matters are not
related to the proposed settlement. Substantial agreement was reached on the
following matters which are related to the proposed settlement:
1.

Slight changes in the design of the dewatering station recommended

by the College were agreed to by the Engineers.
2.

Information was exchanged on the basis of which the College can

estimate the cost of maintenance and operation of the dewatering pumps

and the sewage lift station.
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3.

The Corps of Engineers acknowledged that any general release

proposed in connection with the settlement would exclude damages caused
by excessive seepage of water from the lake into the protected area.

The

demand of the College for $1,150,000 was repeated.
Acceptance EI, the United States of Settlement Amount ($1,150 ,000):

On

January 16 the College Attorney was advised by District Attorney
Joseph E. Hines that the United States Government had agreed to the
higher figure ($1,150,000).

This is being accepted by the College

in accord with the authorization of the Board.
Meeting in Savannah 2E. January 18, 1961:

President Edwards, the College

Attorney, and the College Engineers met with the District Attorney and
representatives of the Corps of Engineers in Savannah on January 18.
Agreement was reached on all items (exclusive of the sewage treatment
plant) except the amount of money to be capitalized by the Corps of
Engineers with interest at 4 percent compounded semi-annually to pay the
operating costs of the de-watering pump station for a period of 50 years
and the sewage lift station for 15 years.

This problem could not be

resolved yesterday because neither the Corps of Engineers nor Clemson
College had sufficient engineering data to determine the operating costs
of these facilities.
Mr. Luttrell of the Justice Department and the District Attorney
agreed that the stipulation of all other items was approved.

The stipulation

embodying the various points is being prepared by the College Attorney in
collaboration with the District Attorney.
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The stipulation will include provisions:

(1)

That the liability

of the United States for the cost and operation of a sewage treatment plant
will be litigated in the U.

s.

District Court, and (2) That College and

Corps of Engineers will work out jointly the cost of the de-watering pumping

station and sewage lift stations.
Respectfully s ubmitted,

A£~~

Clemson College Board of Trustees
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONSIDERATION

by the
Clemson College Board of Trustees
March 22, 1961

RECOMMENDATIONS FR01 THE COMtUTTEE ON EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND ST\IDENT AFFAIRS

1.

~

of

lli.

School of Engineering

Statement: Since July 1, 1960, Nr. Walter L. Lowry has been the Acting
Dean of the School of Engineeringo He has proved himself an able and
imaginative administrator and the School is making steady progress under
his leadership.
Committee Recolllllendation: That Mr. Walter L. Lowry's title be changed from
Acting Dean of the School of Engineering to Dean of the School of Engineering,
effective upon approval by the Board.
2.

Director of Computer Center -- Confirmation 2!_ Administrative Action

Statement: The College eletronic computer center will soon be in regular
operation, with funds made available from the State Organizetion for Associated Research. Mr. Merrill c. Palmer, Associate Professor of Mathematics,
assumed duties on February l, 1961, as Director of the Computer Cente= on
a part-time basis by administrative appointment to this position. He will
continue to teach a partial load in the Mathematics Department.
Mr. Palmer joined the Clemson faculty in 1956. He holds the
Bachelor's and Master's degree from the University of Chattanooga and
Vanderbilt Univer.sity. He has also done graduate study at Washington
University (St. Louis), the University of Pittsburgh, and the University
of Wisconsin. Recently he completed a two-week progranming school sponsored by the Royal-McBee Corporationo
Coannittee Reconmendation: That the administrative appointment of Mr.
Merrill c. Palmer as Director of the Computer Center be confirmed.
3.

~Curriculum,!!!~ Technology

Statement: For more than a year planning has been unden,ay to offer an
undergraduate curriculum in food technology. During November and
December, 1960. the proposal for such a curriculum was approved by the
School of Agriculture, the College Curriculum Committee, and the Educational
Council. The curriculum will include t1m new courses, and one and one-third
teaching equivalents will be added to the department of food and human
nutrition.
Committee Recommendation: That the proposed undergraduate curriculum in food
technology be authorized, effective September, 1961,

2
4.

Discontinuation

2!

the Department

2!

Secondary Education

Statement: After July 1, 1961, the administration proposes to discontinue
the department of Secondary Education, and with it the curriculum in
Secondary Education.
This does not mean that the College will cease training high
school teachers. After July a Clemson student who plans a career in
teaching high school subjects will enroll in the School of Arts and
Sciences, majoring in the subject matter field which he plans to teach
and minoring in professional education. This will enable the student
to complete those courses required for teacher certification in South
Carolina and will insure that the bulk of his advanced study will be in
the proper subject matter area.
For purposes of administration the instructor in Secondary
Education will be assigned to the Social Sciences Department, The
professor of Industrial Education, along with the curriculum in that
work, will be transferred to the Department of Industrial Engineering
where most of the Industrial Education courses are taught.
Committee Recommendation: That the discontinuation of the Department of
Secondary Education be approved,

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE AGRICULTURAL REGtn.ATORY COMMITTEE
5.

Fertilizer Recommendations

Statement: At the meeting on February 21, 1961, the Agricultural Regulatory
Committee approved all recommendations contained in the Department of Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis Report to the Board of Fertilizer Control,
February 1961. A copy of the repo~t is embodied in the attachments to this
agenda.
Committee Recommendation: That the Board confirm the action of the Agricultural Regulatory Committee in approving the recommendations identified
above.
6.

Health Requirements Governing Admission of Livestock int2, South Carolina
Proposed Amendments

Statement: On October 26, 1955, the Board of Trustees approved recommended
regulations under the title of "Health Requirements Governing Admission of
Livestock into South Carolina." Appropriate amendments to these regulations
were approved by the Agricultural Regulatory Comnittee on February 21, 1961,
and are now submitted for approval of the Board.
Committee Recommendation: That the Health Requirements for Admission of
Livestock into South Carolina be amended as follows:
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(A) REGULATION NO. 4 - Brucellosis (Bang's Disease) -- Add
paragraph (g) to Section No. 1:
"g - Cattle originating immediately and directly from
an established herd in a Modified Certified Brucellosis
State and not passing through any public stockyards or
any other concentration points may enter this State
without further test for Brucellosis. A statement by
the veterinarian certifying to the origin must appear
on the approved health certificate."
(B) REGULATION NO. 7 -- Covering the Interstate Movement of
Swine for Breeding and Feeding purposes -- Delete paragraph 2
and replace with the following:

"2o Swine for feeding and breeding shall be treated
with a proper dose of anti-hog cholera serum (not less
than 20 cc) and anti-hog cholera vaccine within twelve
months of entry into the State.n
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE COMMITTEE ON DEVELOPMENT AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
7.

Master

f!!!1

Statement : At the meeting on February 20, 1961, the Co[illllittee on Development
and Public Relations reviewed and approved the Master Plan Study and Master
Plan Model as completed to that date. A report on the Status of the Master
Plan is embodied in the attachments to this agenda.
Committee Recommendation: That the above action of the Development Cormnittee
be confirmed by the Board.
8.

Dormitor~ E!,Pansion

Statement: At the November 11, 1960, meeting of the Board of Trustees,
the location of the men's housing area was approved including the location
of two dormitory units projected for immediate construction. At the meeting
on February 20, 1961, the Committee on Development and Public Relations approved the location of two additional dormitory units in the area, with construction to be undertaken as space is needed to take care of increased enrollment.
Committee Recommendation: That the above action of the Development Committee
be confirmed by the Board.
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RECOMNENDATIONS FROM THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING OF DECEMBER 22, 1960
9. Suits Against tl•
Construction Company

~. !S!!m, Construction Company and£!!!!• l• Craig

Statement: As information and for confirmation by the Board of all actions
represented therein, the following item from the Minutes of the December 22,
1960, Meeting of the Executive Coumittee is presented in full:
I.

ill

Contract

Review

the Construction of Two~ Dormitory Units

2! ill.! !!!2.

Matters Relating Thereto:

College officials reviewed

for the information of the Executive Conmittee several facts pertaining
to the bids for the construction of two new dormitory units as publicly
opened in the College Auditorium at 2:00 p. m., December 15, 1960:
(1)

That the bids as opened on December 15 were as given in

the attached "Tabulation of bids -- Two Dormitories for Clemson College,
Clemson, South Carolina-·
Greenville,

w.

E. Freeman, Jr., & Associates, Architects,

s. c.",*

(2)

That the lowest bidder was M. B. Kahn Construction Company

at a base bid of $667,647, and that the second lowest bidder was Craig
Construction Company at a base bid of $683,500,
(3)

That, when it was determined at the bid opening that Kahn

Construction was the lowest bidder, the College Administration took
immediate steps to reconJnend to the Board of Trustees that the contract
be awarded to Kahn Construction Company,

* The Tabulation of Bids is attached to the Minutes of the Executive
Cocmittee presented herewith.
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r;

•

(4)

That eleven members of the Board were contacted by telephone

or otherwise on December 15 and 16 and all approved the recoamendation as
presented, with the two remaining trustees concurring in the action as soon
as they could be reached, and
(5)

firm of

w.

That, based upon Board approval of the reco[IJllendation, the

E. Freeman, Jr.

&

Associates was authorized to write the

following letter to M. B. Kahn Construction Company:

W. E. FREEMAN, JR. & ASSOCIATES
Architects
226 West Washington Street
Greenville, South Carolina
December 17, 1960

M. B. Kahn Construction Company
P.O. Box 595
Columbia, South Carolina

Attn:

Mr. Irwin Kahn

Dear Mr. Kahn:
Confirming our telephone conversation today, Mr.
Melford A. Wilson, Comptroller of Clemson College,
has today instructed us to notify you that the Board
of Trustees, Clemson Agricultural College of South
Carolina, has accepted your proposal submitted on
December 15, 1960, for the construction of Two
Dormitories for Clemson College, Clemson, South
Carolina
Very truly yours,

W. E. FREEMAN, JR. & ASSOCIATES
Architects
/s/
By:

w. E. Freeman, Jr.
w. E. (Jack) ··Freeman,

WEF/mw
cc: Mr. Melford A. Wilson
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Jr., A. IoA.

6
Request of

tl• ~.!!!!!!,Construction Company: The Executive Committee

was informed that the M. B. Kahn Construction Company was requesting that
the bid submitted by this company as well as the bid submitted by the
Craig Construction Company be returned along with the bid bonds to these
respective companies.

Information was also given that Mr. Irwin Kahn

of the M. B. Kahn Company wished to appear before the Committee on behalf
of his request; and reference was made to the following Memorandum
dictated and signed by Mr. Irwin Kahn in the Office of the Attorney
General in Columbia on December 16, 1960 (bearing M. B. Kahn's name
by mistake):
MEMORANDUM BY Mr. M. Bo Kahn, December 16 1 1960
On December 15 at 2:00 p. m. at Clemson College,
our firm, M. B. Kahn Construction Company, submitted
a proposal in the amount of $667,647.00 to build two
dormitories according to plans and specifications prepared by W. E. Freeman and Associates, Architectso In
the preparation of this proposal we made an error in our
addition tape in developing the total cost of the project.

The error consisted of the omission of sub-totals of
$77,324000, representing labor cost to install, excavation,
concrete, masonry, overhead and other related items which
we ordinarily perform with our own forces. Likewise we
omitted in the final total the sum of $109,915000 which
represented like materials as described above which we
would install with our own forces.
The tape actually used in the preparation of the bid
submitted involved only totals of the materials, and subcontracts which we ordinarily purchase on a lump sum basis,
These tapes were as follows:
Labor
Sub-contracts and
contract materials

$ 53:886.00

558,953.00

These combined totals, including sales tax and
insurance, total $614,427.00, to which was added bond,
profit, insurance and minor adjustment to items in
this total, resulting in a bid of $667,647.00, which was
submitted to the Board of Trustees as our proposal. When
the bids were opened at 2:00 p. m. on December 15th, it
developed that our proposal was approximately $180,000.00
low. We immediately started checking our bid and dis•
covered that the aforementioned $77,324.00 and
$109,915.00, representing our work was omitted in
the final tabulation of our total cost.
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ltllllediately upon discovering this error, the
writer called Mr. w. E. Freeman who was at that time
in the President's Office at Clemson College, and
advised him of this error. This time was 3:00 p. m.
on December 15, approx.imately one hour after the bids
were opened.
We also advised Mr. Freeman at that t.ime that the
bid of the Charles J. Craig Construction Company was a
"complimentary one", that we submitted in behalf of
Mr. Craig a proposal at approximately $15,000.00 higher
than our costs.

Mr. Craig had advised us two days before the actual
time of the letting that he was unable to prepare a
proposal, however, he was desirous of going thr.ough the
formality of having a proposal submitted but wanted to
be sure that he would not be low and asked us to give
him a figure to submit whi.ch \<JOuld be higher than the
one we submitted. This is a common practice when due
to pressure of circumstances, a contractor finds it
impossible to submit a proposal on a project for which
he has taken plans and indicated that he intended to
submit a bid.
We agreed to do this for Mr. Craig , and, in fact,
carried his blank proposal to Clemson and actually
entered the figures for him.
It is our desire to have withdrawn both our
proposal which was submitted on the basis of the above
described error and Mr. Craig's proposal which was also
based apon the error which we made in preparation of
our bid.
We are not asking that any negotiations be carried
on to adjust our proposal but merely that our bid and
Mr. Craig's bid be returned to us with the bi.d bonds
submitted with the proposal.
M. B. Kahn

Appeal:

In a series of appearances before tbe Committee, Mr. Irwin

Kahn reviewed the situation essentially as outlined in the Memorandum
quoted above and requested that both the M. B. Kahn Construction Company
and the Craig Construction Company be relieved of any and all obligations
inherent in the bids and bid bonds submitted by these respective
companies.

The Executive Comuittee made clear to Mr. Kahn:
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(1)

That the delay in awarding the contract and beginning

construction on the dormitories brought about by the purported error
constituted a damage and expense to the college, since the dormitories
were urgently needed by September to house an increasing enrollment of
students,
(2)

That while the Committee would consider with him only the

obligations of the M. B. Kahn Company, leaving for separate consideration
the obligations of the C~aig Construction Compsny, the Committee
nevertheless could not condone in any way the so-called "complimentary
bid" of the Craig Construction Company and could not condone in any way the
part played by M. B. Kahn Company in submitting the so-called "complimentary
bid",
(3)

That the bid under consideration as received from the

respective bidders was the base bid less the amount of deductive
alternates l, 2, 3, and 4, since these four alternates had been adopted,
(4)

That if the M. B. Kahn Construction Company did not

accept the contract it would be subject to suit to the extent of its
bid bond, and that it was the intention of the College to enter such
suit, and
(5)

That, as a public institution, Clemson College would

be obligated to inform the general public through the press of these
matters to the extent necessary to fulfill its public trust.
Negotiations:

While the Mo B. Kahn Construction Company, as represented

by Mr. Irwin Kahn, did not request any negotiations, the Executive
Committee asked that the company explore the possibility of submitting
a revised lowest possible bid for consideration of the Committee if it
were feasible to enter into such negotiations.
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After consulting with

9
his organization, Mr. Kahn presented a base bid of $832,000 less
$48,779, the deductive amount of alternates 1, 2, 3, and 4, making
a net bid on the basis of $783,221.
The Committee decided that, if negotiations were feasible, it
would still not be possible to accept the bid submitted ti"1thout
extending the privilege of revising bids to all other bidders either by
requesting revised bids or by rejecting all bids and readvertising for
bids.

Such a procedure ) the Committee de~ided, was not practical, since

it would delay further the construction urgently needed and in all
likelihood make its completion by September impossibleo
Contract Declinacl !?,I!:!_, !• Kahn Con~truc'ion Company:

The M. B. Kahn

Construction Company, as represented by Mr. Irwin Kahn, was specifically
offered the contract for the construction of the two dormitories at the
bid submitted by the company and publicly opened at Clemson on December 15,
1960.

On

behalf of the company, Mro Irwin Kahn declined the contract.

When asked whether in declining

ae

waived the tender of a formal contract,

he replied that he did on the condition that such waiver did not prejudice
the case so far as his company was concerned.
Executive Committee, Mr o Irwin Kahn

In the presence of the

recorded the declination of the

contract by ente::! ng and signing on the letter of December 17, 1960,
from W. E. Freeman, Jr. & Associates to M. B. Kahn Construction Company
as follows:

"Declined--M. B. Kahn Constr. Co o--Irwin Kahn, Partner--

12/22/60."
Contract Declined~

£!!!.!a Construct ion Company: After the contract was

declined by the Mo B. Kahn Construction Company, the Executive Committee
took steps to offer the contract to the next lowest bidder, the
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Craig Construction Company of Columbia.

w.

E. Freeman, Jr.

&

The Committee authorized

Associates to write the following letter to the

Charles J. Craig Construction Company:
226 West Washington Street
Greenville, South Carolina
December 22, 1960

Charles J. Craig Construction Company
1610 Westminster Drive
Columbia, South Carolina
Gentlemen:
The Board of Trustees, Clemson Agricultural
College of South Carolina, has accepted your proposal submitted on December 15, 1960, for the
construction of two dormitories for Clemson College,
Clemson, South Carolina.
The acceptance of your proposal is based upon
the fact that M. B. Kahn Construction Company has
declined to enter into the contract to be awarded.
Very truly yours,

W. E. FREEMAN, JR.
/s/
By:

w.

&

ASSOCIATES

E. Freeman, Jr.

---------------

w.

E. (Jack) Freeman, Jr., A. I. A.

WEF jr/cr
Mr. Charles J. Craig, representing the Charles J. Craig Construction
Company, met with the Executive Committee at which time the above letter
was delivered to him for his company.

The Executive Conunittee made

clear to Mr. Craig:
(1)

That the bid under consideration as received from the

respective bidders was the base bid less the amount of deductive
alternates l, 2, 3, and 4, since these four alternates had been
adopted,
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(2)

That if the Charles J. Craig Construction Company did not

accept the contract it would be subject to suit to the extent of its
bid bond, and that it was the intention of the College to enter such
suit,
(3)

That, as a public institution, Clemson College would

be obligated to inform the general public through the press of these
matters to the extent necessary to fulfill its public trust, and
(4)

That the Executive Committee could not condone in any

way the so-called "complimentary bid" submitted by the Craig Construction
Company as described in the memorandum of the M. B. Kahn Construction
Company quoted above.
The Charles J. Craig Construction Company as represented by Mr. Charles

J. Craig declined the contract; and Mr. Craig recorded the declination
of the contract by entering and signing on the letter of December 22, 1960,
from

w.

E. Freeman, Jr. and Associates to Charles J. Craig Construction

Company as follows:

"Declined--Chas. J. Craig Construction Co., by

Chas. J. Craig-·12/22/60."
Executive Committee Action:
(1)

It was ·moved, seconded and passed:

That the Attorney General and the College Attorney be

instructed to enter suit against M. B. Kahn Construction Company and
Chas. J. Craig Construction Company to recover for the College the
amount of the respective bid bonds furnished by them, or so much
thereof as may be recoverable at law,
(2)

That, based upon the fact that the M. B. Kahn Construction

Company and the Charles J. Craig Construction Company had declined to
enter into the contract to be awarded, that this contract for the
construction of the two dormitory units be awarded to the next lowest
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bidder, the Crosland-Roof Construction Company at the bid submitted
by the company and publicly opened at Clemson College at 2 p. mo,
December 15, 1960.
(3)

That the College issue a press release on this entire

matter giving sufficient detail to fulfill its public trust.*
Implementation: Copies of the above extract from the December 22, 1960,
Minutes of the Executive Committee have been transmitted to the Attorney
General and the College Attorney, and the two suits have been brought
in the Court of Common Pleas for Richland County.
Committee Reconunendation: That all actions represented in the above
extract from the Minutes of the Executive Committee and in the statement
of implementation be confirmed and approved by the Board.
10.

Additional Executive Committee Actions of December 22, 1960

Statement: At the meeting of December 22, 1960, the Executive Committee
took actions as identified briefly below and covered in more detail in
the Minutes of the Executive Conmittee presented herewith. The Executive
Committee:
(1) Adopted a policy that a complete sewage disposal plant
be constructed and in operation not later than December 31, 1963 (Item II-A
of the Executive Committee Minutes of December 22, 1960).
(2) Granted a right-of-way easement to the l.merican Telephone
and Telegraph Company (Item II-B of the Executive Committee Minutes of
December 22, 1960),
(3) Granted a right-of-way easement to Duke Power Company
(Item II•C of the Executive Committee Minutes of December 22, 1960).
(4) Granted a rifle range lease to the Military Department of
South Carolina and authorized the signing of the Lease Agreement on the
Part of the College (Item II-D of the Executive Committee Minutes of
December 22, 1960).
(5) Authorized the administration to take such steps as necessary
to make rock available to the Nello L. Teer Construction Company, with the
College to be compensated therefor on an equitable financial basis (Item
II-E of the Executive Committee Ninutes of December 22, 1960),
Committee Recommendation: That the above actions of the Executive Committee
be confirmed and approved by the Board.

* A copy of the press release issued by the College is attached to the
Minutes of the Executive Committee presented herewith.
- 12 -
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RECOMMENDA'i'IONS FROM THE EXECtrrIVE COMMITTEE MEETING OF MARCH 7, 1.9~1
11.

Construction and Financing of Facultx and Student pous~.~a

££rnmi,lli!, !ecommendations:
A. It is recommended that the following be constructed subject
to the conditions indicated:

12.

(a)

10 three-bedroom faculty apartments at the earliest practicable date.

(b)

2 seventy-two room dormitories (144 students each) as
needed to take care of increased enrollment.

(c)

20 married student duplex apartment buildings (40 married
students) by September 1962, if determined financially
practicable and feasible;

Rental Rates 2£ Faculty~ Student Housing

Committee Recommendations :

A. It is recotllllended that the following adjustments be made in
the charges for Clemson Homes effective July 1, 1961, with these charges to
be labeled, "Rent, Heat and Water" and receipts to be distributed as indicated:
Proposed Accounting
Distribution of Rent,
Heat and Water Rate
Current
Monthly
Rate

Proposed Monthly
Rate of Rent, Heat
and Water

Bond
Account

College
Utility
Accounts

65.00

$ 69.00

$ 64.50

$ 4.50

54 2 BR, duplex units

65,.00

72.00

64.50

7.50

10 3 BR, duplex units

75.00

84.00

75.00

9.00

36 2 BR, 2' story units

$
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B. It is recommen~ that
a justments be made in the monthly
rentals in student housing as indicated, with the increases to become effective
July l, 1961 for incoming tenants and Oct. l, 1961 for those occupying the
units prior to July 1, 1961.

J;

~

Present
Rate

Proposed
Rate

$ 34.00

$ 36.00

28 ~ittlejohn-Interior apartments

31.00

33.00

247 Prefab-single units

24.00

27.00

22 Littlejohn-End apartments

It is further recommended that no change be made in the rental
of those students given a special rate by the Board of Trustees in August
1955.
13.

Reservation~

!.2£ Married Student Housing

Committee Recommendations:
A. It is recommended that every applicant for married student
housing be required to deposit $44.00 as a reservation fee in order for his
application to be considered. (It is understood that applicants now on
the waiting list would be required to pay the fee after due notice.)
B.

It is further recommended:

(a) That a refund of the total deposit be made if the
applicant cancels his reservation prior to July 1 for the
September enrollment; prior to December 1 for the February
enrollment; and prior to Aprill for the June enrollmento
(b) That no refund be made if the applicant fails to
cancel his reservation in accordance with (a) above, except
that a full refund of the deposit be made regardless of the
date, if the college refuses admittance to the applicant.
14.

Policy .2!!. Occupancy£! Faculty!!!!! Student Housins

Committee Recommendations: It is recommended that priority always be given
to active staff members in assigning faculty and staff housing and to active
students in assigning student housing. In addition, the following specific
recommendations are made regarding occupancy of faculty and student housing:
A. That retired personnel and widows of deceased staff members
may remain in old college housing at employee rates as long as they wish,
subject to the need of the College to remove the housing to provide for
campus improvements and development,
B. That the retired college personnel and the widow of a deceased
college staff member currently residing in the Clemson Homes be permitted to
remain as long as they wish at employee rates,
• 14 •

c. That faculty and eta££ who are heads of a household and retire
on or after September 1, 1961, be allowed to remain in the Clemson Homes at
employee rates for a maximum of two years from dates of retirement and that
after such dates they be permitted to continue occupancy on a temporary
basis as long as housing requirements do not exist for the active staff and
provided further that they pay the non-college rental rates.
D. That a deceased staff member's widow who is not employed by
the College be allowed to remain in the Clemson Romes at employee rates
for a maximum of two years from date of husband's death and that after this
date she be permitted to continue occupancy on a temporary basis as long as
housing requirements do not exist for the active staff and provided further
that she pays the non-college rental rate.
Eo That individuals not affiliated with the college be allowed
to occupy Clemson Homes only when there is no other demand, and that their
occupancy be on a temporary basis pending demand from active college affiliated
staff.

F. That the two non-employees and the one college employee who
reside in the Littlejohn apartments be required to vacate their units by
September 1, 1961 in favor of student demand.
15. Confirmation of Previous General Authorization to Dismantle Certain
Structures~ the intersection£!~ Greenville andiutderson Highways
Statement: At the June 6, 1960 meeting of the Board it was agreed that the
lease agreement with Esso Standard Oil Company be terminated, that the structures ln this area be razed, and that the area be beautified.
Committee Recommendation: In order that the minutes be more specific, it is
recommended that the Board of Trustees confirm its previous general action
by specifically directing, subject to approval of the State Budget and
Control Board, that the fruit stand, filling station, and grease rack
currently located near the intersection of u. s. Highways 123 and 76 be razed.
16.

Authority £2 Dismantle

ruJ! Abandoned

Garages

Statement: The old garages inraediately to the South of Long Hall and to
the East of the new Physics building have been abandoned and will interfere
with planned landscaping and parking facilities in this area.
Committee Recommendation: In order to provide for orderly development of
the campus, it is recommended that authority be given the administration,
subject to the approval of the State Budget and Control Board, to dismantle
and dispose of these old abandoned garages.
17. fu!!! !2!, Improving
ill~' Quartermaster,

Student~ Office; Student Bookstore;~ Areas
Dining!:!!!.!_ Employees,!!!!! Storage

Statement: The quarters assigned to the College Bookstore, the Student
Postoffice and the College Band are inadequate in all respects. The area
assigned to the Quartermaster is more than adequate in size but is extremely
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uncomfortable during the late spring, the sunmer, and the early fall . All
of these operations, as well as areas for storage and for use of dining hall
employees, are located under the student dining hall and kitchen. Space can
be re-allocated and improvements and adjustments made to take care of the
needs for the next 7 to 10 years by the estimated expenditure of from
$75,000.00 to $85,000.00.
Committee Recommendation:
administration - -

It is recommended that authority be given the

A. To conver t the space under the dining hall and kitchen to
more usable space by reassigning areas among functions and providing
necessary renovations and air conditioning.
B. To use, as appropriate, currently available funds from revenue
bond issues, student maintenance and activity fees, quartermaster's old
uniform account , and dining aal l operating account to accomplish the work
referred to in "A" above.

c. To determine and charge appropriate rentals on the Postoffice
and Bookstore to cover current operating costs of providing heat and air
conditioning and to help cover costs of renovations in their respective areas.
D. To request such approvals of the State Dudget and Control
Board as may be necessary for immediate implementation of the above.
18. Reservation of Recreational Sites~ Hartwell Reservoir~ Staff
and Student Y,!!
Committee Recommendation: It is recommended t hat the Board of Trustees
authorize the administration to make plans for recreational sites for
faculty and staff, students, and YMCA along the shoreline of Hartwell Lake.
19. Right-~-Way Easement
and Relocated !2• 65

!£! Connecting

Road between Prescut Road !2• 65

Statement: Acting under general authorization of the Board, the President
of the Board appr oved in January the granting of a right-of -way easement
to the s. c. Highway Department for a short connecting road between the old
road 65 and the new relocated 65 in the general area south of Martin ' s
Creek below Utica Mohawk ~lil l ; such ease:nent being more specifically described
in South Carolina Highway Docket No. 37. 395.
Corcmittee Recommendation: That the Board confirm the action indicated above
in granting the easement described.
20 . Agreement between £2fil[ Railway Company~ Clemson College Regarding
Dairy Department Fence~ Railway Right""2!-Way
Statement: Acting under general authorization of the Board, the President
of the Board in February approved an agreement between the Carolina and
Northwestern Railway Company and the College under which the College is per mitted to fence off certain portions of the Railway Right-of-Way. This permissive agreement on the part of the railroad is for the benefit of the
College.
Committee Recommendation :
into this agreement .

That the Beard confirm the action taken in entering
- 16 -
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21.

Exchange

2£.

~

--

Request

2£. !'.!!:!.• .J.• ~.

Smith, J:£•

Statement: Mrs. J. D. Smith, Jr., of Pendleton, South Carolina is requesting
an adjustment in property lines which can be effected by exchanging 0.2 of an
acre of College lands not adjacent to the College lands for 0.2 of an acre of
her lands adjacent to College lands. The lands concerned are on Secondary
Road 175 near the Frank Place and are further identified by a sketch showing
details. After the exchange, the College will have app~oximately the same
frontage on the road.
Committee Reconmendation: That, subject to approval of the Secretary of
Agriculture as required for LU Lands, the Board authorize the exchange of
land between the College and Mrs. Smith as indicated above, with Mrs.
Smith to pay all costs incident to the exchange.
22.

Increase

!!l Student Health Service Fee

Statement: In view of mounting staff needs resulting from demands for
additional services, it would not be possible to operate the Student Health
Service effectively next year without additional funds.
Committee Recommendation: That effective with students enrolling in
September 1961 the Student Health Service Fee be increased from $10.00
to $13.00 per semester.
23.

Improvements !!l Campus Facilities!£,!! Financed !!l Whole .2.!:
Obtained through Issuance of State Institution Bonds

Em,~

~

Committee Recommendations:
A. It is reconmended that we request the State Budget and Control
Board: to approve and arrange for the issuance of $800,000.00 in State
Institution Bonds based on enrollment at the end of the first semester
1960-1961 and to approve the use of the proceeds to carry out the following
at the estimated costs indicated:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Readjust and enlarge electric utility system--------- $150,000.00
Construct tunnel for utilities in overcrowded area --so,000.00
Enlarge steam plant capacity------------------------550,000.00
Readjust and enlarge sewer lines--------------------so.000.00
$ 800,000.00

B. In addition, it is recommended that all funds obtainable
through use of the borrowing potential under the State Institution Bond
Act (Act 139 of 1953), as amended, and resulting from enrollment at the
end of the first semester 1961-62, be set aside for a new Library to serve
as the base upon which additional funds needed for a Library may be
solicited from alumni and friends.
c. If necessary to obtain a minimum of $1,000,000.00 for the
Library from State Institution Bonds, it is also recommended that the
excess funds in the Bond Account be used to retire outstanding State
Institution Bonds in order that additional bonds may be issued to obtain
funds for the Library.
- 17 -
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D. To expedite operations, it is reconmended, further, that the
Board's responsibilities regarding construction and financing of the above
be delegated to the Executive Committee of the Board.
24.

Quarry Sites

Committee Recommendation: It is recommended that the administration be
authorized to lease quarry sites on Clemson lands and sell rock and stone
in those cases where such will result in a net increase in funds and assets
of the college, with the understanding that the net proceeds be used to
improve our agricultural research program.
25. Resolution Authorizing Comptroller !E_ Convert, Transfer, ill.•,
Securities~ Specified Conditions
Comnittee Recommendation:
be adopted by the Board:

It is recommended that the following resolution
RESOLUIION

WHEREAS, The Clemson Agricultural College is the owner, or shall
become the owner, of stock certificates of corporate enterprises by gift,
purchase or otherwise, and
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees is gathered in session at infrequent
intervals, and
t-n-IEREAS, the authority to authorize a.n officer of the College
to act in behalf of the Board of Trustees in such matters of finance is
vested solely in the Board of Trustees,
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Comptroller of The Clemson
Agricultural College, acting in his official capacity, is hereby authorized
to convert, transfer, assign or otherwise dispose of securities of The
Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina and of the Board of Trustees
of The Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina and to make such use
of the proceeds as may be deemed in the best interest of the College. The
Comptroller is fcrther authorized by this resolution to execute the assign ment of stock in behalf of The Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina
and of the Board of Trustees of The Clemson Agricultural College of South
Carolina until further notice but not to extend beyond June 30, 1961.
ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS
26.

Student~ Faculty Hou9ing Facilities

!!.!ll

Statement: On February 2, 1961, all members of the Board of Trustees
were mailed for approval proposed legislation for introduction in the
General Assembly of South Carolina under the title of A BILL TO AurHORIZE
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE OF SOUTH CAROLINA
TO ACQUIRE ADDITIONAL STUDENT AND FACULTY HOUSING FACILITIES; TO EMPa,mR
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES TO EFFECT LOANS FOR SUCH PURPOSES, THROOOH THE
ISSUANCE OF REVENUE BONDS AND ALSO FOR THE PURPOSE OF REFUNDING OUTSTANDING
- 18 -
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BONDS PAYABLE FROM THE REVENUES DERIVED FROM STUDENT AND FACULTY
HOUSING FACILITIES, THROUGH THE MEANS OF THE Al11'HORIZATI0NS OF
THIS ACT; TO DEFINE THE PROCEDURE BY WHICH SUCH LOANS MAY BE
EFFECTED AND THE COVENANTS AND UNDERTAKINGS TO SECURE THE LOANS;
TO MAKE PROVISION FOR THE PAYMENl' OF THE LOANS; AND TO DECLARE
VALID CERTAIN BONDS HERETOFORE ISSUED FOR ANY SUCH PURPOSES.
As indicated in the February 2 Memorandum to the Board, this
bill when passed would (1) validate our outstanding revenue bonds, (2)
provide statutory authorizations for issuing additional revenue bonds
amounting to $5,000,000, and (3) grant authority for the Board of
Trustees to refund currently outstanding bonds if more satisfactory
financing arrangements become available.
The Board by a unanimous mail vote of thirteen members approved
the bill and its introduction in the General Assembly.
Recommendation: That the Board in meeting assembled confirm the above
action taken by mail vote.
27.

~

from Barber Shop~ Canteen

Statement: On April 9, 1956, the Board of Trustees adopted recommendations
which in effect continued previous policies of assigning rent from the
dormitory barber shop to the Athletic Department and of not requiring the
Canteen to pay rent for the facilities available. Conditions are now such
that these policies can be reviewed and the administration requests authurity
to establish new policies as appropriate.
Recommendations: (1) That the administration be authorized to charge
rent as appropriate of all income-producing facilities and any outside
agencies using space in the dormitory, such as the bookstore, canteen,
barber shop, post office, etc., and (2) That the rents received be used
for upkeep, maintenance, renovations, retirement of bonded indebtedness,
and other purposes as appropriate.
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REPORT ON EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND STUDENT AFFAIRS
to the
Board of Trustees
March 2.2, 1961
The Board Committee on Educational Policy and Student Affairs
met at Clemson on February 20, 1961. Members of the Coannittee present
were R. L. Stoddard, presiding, L. D. Holmes, A. M. Quattlebaum, and
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr. Others present included R. c. Edwards, J. K.
Williams, W. T. Cox, M.A. Wilson, Gaston G~ge, Claud Green, H. L. Hunter,
J. w. Jones, w. L. Lowry, Hugh Macaulay, H. E. McClure, and G. E. Metz,
Secretary.
1. Report~!!!!,~ of. !h.~ Collegeo In addition to the information
contained in the recomm~ndations, t~e attached Informational Report of
the Dean of the College was presented and reviewed.
2. Report of !h! ~ of Student ~£fairs. The attached Informational
Report of the Dean of Student Affairs was presented and reviewed.
3. Other Informational J:.r~o Information was also furnished the Committee
concerning (1) The South~astern Seminar on Atomic Progress in Agriculture
held at Clemson on Februa.,7 13-14, with the College one of the principal
sponsors, (2) The Agricultural Career Planning Conferences sponsored by
the College and the Ste~e Department of Ed~cation, to be held at Clemson,
West Columbia, Florene~, and Walterboro over the period of March 3-9, and
(3) The program and scheduled Clemson visit of the Governor's Advisory
Committee on Higher Edu~ation.
Suggestions WP.~e made and plans outlined for greater efforts
on the part of the Coll,: ge to encourage National Merit Schola!'ship Finalists
to attend ~lemson.
4. Recommendations. The recommendations on Educational Policy and Student
Affairs are given as Items 1-4 in the recommendations submitted for consideration of the Board at this meeting (March 22, 1960).

INFORMATIONAL REPORT:

DEAN OF THE COLLEGE

1 . Curriculum changes
For some time the administration has been engaged in a thorough
study of existing curricula, with a view toward realignment and improvement.

This study is continuing, but certain results of it may now be

reported.
(A) The discontinuation of the curriculum in Secondary Education
and the transfer of Industrial Education to the School of Engineering is
discussed in recomnendations to this committee.

It may be added here that

these changes have the enthusiastic approval of the faculty and have been
agreea to without reservation by the certification section of the State
Department of Education.
(B) Effective February 1, 1961, administrative supervision of Army
and Air Force ROTC has been transferred from the Office of the Dean of
Student Affairs to the School of Arts and Sciences.

This arrangement is

working well and will result in a stronger program of academic cooperation

with the ROTC units.
(C) Effectiv~ in September, 1961, the major concentration in biological science will be transferred from the School of Arts and Sciences to

the School of Agriculture.

The advanced course work in biological science

has always been offered by professors in agricultural curricula, and this

move is being made to simplify schduling and related administrative matters.
(D) During 1961-1962 a revision of all major curricula in the School
of Agriculture will be implemented.

This revision will allow the student

certain options in each major area of study, enabling him to prepare for
careers in science, business, or production technology.

Many of the purely

vocat!onal courses have been replaced by ·fundamental training.

The science option will emphasize basic science courses.

(

It is

designed for the student whose anticipated field of work requires considerable
scientific training and who looks toward eventual graduate study.

The busi-

ness option will emphasize principles and practices of business management and
is designed for students who plan to work with the businesses or industries
that provide services and supplies for the farmer.

The production technology

option will emphasize the application of scientific principles to agricultural production.

Each option is to be built on a foundation of general

course work in the arts and sciences.
2. The Graduate School
Enrollment in the Gr aduate School remains steady.

Obvious and con-

sistent improvement is being made in the quality of the degree-granting
programs, and the graduate student body includes an increasing number of
men and women with outstanding academic backgrounds from a variety of
colleges and universities.
Effective this semester a Master's program in Poultry Science has
been introduced; and beginning in September , 1961, the Ph.D. degree will
be offered in Agronomy and in Physics.

These new doctoral programs will

bring to six the number of fields in which the terminal degree is available
at Clemson.

By June, 1962, we expect to be graduating Ph.D. candidates at

each regular commencement exercise.
Concerted effort is underway to enlarge the graduate capability of the
School

of Engineering .

Present planning calls for the inaugurat i on of a

Ph.D. program in Chemical Engineering after September, 1962.
· Since the last report to this Committee the Gr aduate School has been
awarded several additional fellowships.

These have come from the · Alumni

Loyalty Fund, the Federal Government, and private organizations.

2~

3

The Alumni Loyalty Fund grant to the Graduate School this year is
$10,000.

This makes a total of $19,600 which the Alumni have allocated to

doctoral students and this, more than any other single factor, has enabled
the School to move ahead.
Four additional National Defense Education Act three-year fellowships have been awarded this year:

two in Chemistry and two in Entomology.

The tot~l number of such fellowships at Clemson is now fifteen.
Three of our currently enrolled students hold the coveted National
Science Foundation fellowships and at least two new NSF Fellows will begin
study in September.

About fifty high school mathematics and science teachers

will hold NSF grants for summer graduate study.

This is a continuation of

a program begun in 1958.
Other new fellowships for graduate students this year are one from
the American Potash Institute, one from the South Carolina Association of
Soil Conservation District Supervisors, one from the Research Corporation of
America, two from the du Pont Company, and one from Dow Chemical,

Additionally,

our growing program of sponsored research, especially in Textiles, is enabling
us to employ graduate students as research assistants on a competitive basis.
The newly arrived Dean of the Graduate School, Dr. Hugh H. Macaulay,
has moved into his work with the vigor and determination which we expected
of him.
3. Alumni Support for Academic Programs
The Alumni Loyalty Fund continues to give substantial and necessary
support to selected academic areas.

This year $30,150 has been allocated

for Graduate School purposes, for faculty basic research and publication,
for undergraduate scholarships, for the Library (to purchase special research materials), for the student government, and for awards to outstanding
teachers, researchers, and staff assistants.
The faculty deeply appreciates this tangible evidence of faith by the
Alumni in the academic purposes of the Institution.
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4. Honors and Awards Day
Throughout the afternoon of May 3 the College will honor those students who have cumulative grade point ratios of 3.0 or better.

A program

has been arranged which will include a luncheon for the highest· honor students and their parents, a special presentation of awards in the college
auditorium, an address by an outstanding academic personage, a military
parade, and a reception at the President's home.

A complete schedule of

events will be mailed to each member of the Board of Trustees early in March.
The type and character of this Honors Day program is in marked contrast to those of the past and reflects the growing interest on the part of
students, faculty and administration in academic accomplishment.
5. Special Curriculum for Honor Students

The Scholarship Committee of the Faculty Senate is planning an honors
curriculum for our top students.

While details are not complete, the broad

outline of the program may be reported.

Essentially the curriculum will

allow the superior students to move at a pace more in line with their proved
capabilities, will grant them perquisites in course selection, and will
enroll them by invitation in honors seminars designed to challenge their
mental alertness and to enhance their faculties for abstract reasoning.
6. Faculty Participation in Academic Matters
During the year the administration has implemented a policy of bringing the teaching faculty more and more into the business of academic direction.

This has resulted in an increased interest by the faculty in ad-

ministrative problems and in a wholesome attitude of cooper~tive effort.
~

typical step taken by President Edwards to bring about this unity

of endeavor has been a realignment of membership on standing committees and
councils so as to include rotating faculty representation.

For instance,

the elected president of the Faculty Senate now serves as an ex officio

(

member of both the Educational and Athletic Councils.
In a recent address to the faculty President Edwards cogently explained his desire to have the Senate serve as an effective faculty voice.
He assured the faculty that lines of communication between faculty and
administration were to be open and clear.

The faculty appreciated this

frank approach and faculty morale is obviously high as the College enters
its most challenging decade.
In his remarks to the faculty the President also explained the efforts being made by the Board of Trustees and the administration to improve
facul~y salaries.

He emphasized the fact that salary increases were to be

based on merit alone and he urged the faculty to be truly professional in
its work.

The ovation which followed these remarks left no doubt as to

faculty agreement and approval.
7. Planning for the Future
As this Board Committee is aware, the College is engaged in a comprehensive self-study of all its programs, to be presented in the fall of
1961 to a visiting delegation representing our regional accrediting agency.
As an addendum to this study the College is also giving serious and concerted thought to the Clemson of the future.

Population estimates make

clear the necessity, indeed the urgency, for such planning.

By 1975 Clemson

College will enroll 7500 to 8000 students.
Plans to meet this dramatic increase involve, first, the expansion
of the physical plant .

Under the direction of the Dean of the School of

Architecture, a master plan for this expansion is rapidly taking shape.
A second stage in planning is based on the thesis that we must operate
our College on a full-time, year-around basis,

This will mean either an end

to the present two semester system or a thorough revision of it.

I

We are

currently comparing proposals for a twelve-month trimester program and for
a change from the semester to the quarter system.
The third planning factor involves an enlarged use of such new
techniques of education as closed circuit television.

In addition, we

are exploring the possibility of larger lecture classes, to be held in
conjunction with small directed study groups.
Each of the five schools is now preparing its first "prospect for
1975 11 •

·

When completed and evaluated these will constitute points of de-

parture for a master academic plan.

We assure the Board through this Com-

mittee that we propose to lead rather than follow in these areas of development.

We have, for_ instance, been in touch with the Governor's

recently appointed advisory committee on South Carolina education and
have invited them to make Clemson their· first stop as they visit the
state's colleges.
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INFORMAT IONAL R E PORT
DEAN OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
February 8, 1961
(

I.

Second Semester Enrollment.
The present enrollment is 3725, an increase of 76 over the 3649 enrolled

the second semester a year ago.

This will increase slightly since the enrollment

period does not close for two days from the date of this report.
323 fewer than the 4048 enrolled for the first semest er 1960-61.
in enrollment is consistent with previous years.

It is, however,
This reduction

The nwnber of mid-year gradu-

ates, 157, was the greatest since the post-war period.

Transfer of students to

other institutions has been normal.
II.

New Student Applications,
Currently there are over 1500 new student applications for June and

September,
year ago .

This is approximately 350 more than had applied at this time a
Of this nwnber about half of the applicants have taken the required

entrance examinations.

It is obvious that students are making earlier application

to college and that there will be another record breaking freshman class in September.

The total enrollment for the 1961-62 school year as presently projected

should reach 4300-4400,
III.

Mid-year Graduation Exercises.
At the request of graduating students, informal commencement exercises

were held in the College Chapel on Saturday, January 28,

This program which

had not been scheduled for mid-year graduates since 1955 was enthusiastically
received by everyone concerned.

It was widely attended and it is the wish of the

students and administration that it be continued in future years.
The total number of degrees conferred were 157.

IV.
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Student Automobile Administration.

At the October meeting of the Board of Trustees it was reported that
the administration of student motor vehicle regulations had been transferred
from four departments of the College to a central office in Student Affairs.
It is gratifying to report that this has been a very appropriate and satisfactory move.

Great effort has been made to develop sound regulations and fully

inform the students of policies and procedu.r es.

They have cooperated very well

and violations have been reduced significantly.

There were 1567 student vehicles

registered during the first semester.
V.

Student Counseling.
Since the administrative reorganization of the College in 1955, students

have been required to exercise more self-determination and accept greater

individual responsibilities.

For most students this is a desirable situation;

however, there are those who need personal help and guidance in adjusting to
the college environment after coming from close home and high school supervision, all too often with inadequate academic preparation,
The faculty and administration have observed the need for an improved
student counseling program.

Recognizing personally the growing effects of an

inadequate counseling service by the number of patients visiting the Student
Health service with emotional disturbances or psychosomatic disorders, Dr.
Judson Hair early in the year consulted the Dean of Student Affairs about this
problem.

Arrangements were made for Dr. Roy J. Ellison, Psychiatrist, and

Dr. Martha Westrope, Clinical Psychologist, to meet with the College physicians,
personnel from the Office of Student Affairs and the campus ministers, all of
whom are constantly providing counseling se!vices for students,
The objectives of the group have been to determine better ways and means

29
to coordinate and strengthen existing counseling personnel .an~ 1facilities and
to determine what additional services or activities, if any, wov.l,~ 1~

...

desirable

to make the program more .effective.
This committee tliroug};i a number of confere1'~e.s.i~ preparing a report
. and recommendations which will be presented to the administration in the near
future.
VI.

New Residence Halls.
The accommodations, location, and design of the two new residence halls,

which will be available for occupancy in September, will make it possible for an
enriched activities and guidance program to be established in these halls.

Their

detachment from the other residence halls plus the accent on smaller living units
will encourage group identification and coordinated effort among individual halls
and buildings.
Mr. Richard C. Armstrong, Assistant Dean of Students, is now in the
process of drawing up preliminary plans for such a program.

REPORT ON AGRICULTURAL REGULATORY AFFAIRS
to the
Board of Trustees
March 22, 1961
The Agricultural Regulatory Committee met at Clemson on
February 21, 1961. Members of the Committee present were L. D. Holmes,
presiding, W. A. Barnette and Robert L. Stoddard. Others present included R. c. Edwards, J. K. Williams, J. w. Jones, o. B. Garrison,
G. B. Nutt, R. w. Carter, B. D. Cloaninger, M.A. Wilson, and G. E.
Metz, Secretary.
1. Functions~ Responsibilities f?! !.!!!, Committee. For the information
of new members, the functions and responsibilities of the Committee were
outlined:
The Agricultural Regulatory Cotmnittee serves as the Standing
Committee of the Board on all matters pertaining to agricultural regulatory procedures assigned to Clemson by acts of the South Carolina General
Assembly. These regulatory services include the Fertilizer Inspection
and Analysis Department, the Livestock and Poultry Health Department,
and the Crop Pest Commission. Closely associated with this regulatory
program and coordinated with it is the work of the Seed Certification
Department.
2. Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis. In serving as the Fertilizer
Board of Control, the Committee received and reviewed the attached
Department of Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis Report, February, 1961.
The recon:nnendation concerning this report is given as Item 5 in the
agenda for consideration of the Board at this meeting (March 22, 1961).
3. Livestock~ Poultry Health Department. The regulatory functions
of the Livestock and Poultry Health Department were reviewed by the
Committee along with next steps to be taken in this area. The recommended
change in regulations is presented as Item 6 in the Agenda for consideration
of the Board at this meeting (March 22, 1961).
4. Crop~ Commission. In serving as The South Carolina State Crop
Pest Commission, the Committee received the following informational
report:
No specific recommendations have been developed for consideration at this time, but the professional staff of the
Commission is undertaking a rather sizeable project which
will result in important recommendations for consideration
at the next meeting.
The project underway concerns a comprehensive review of
all regulations promulgated by the Crop Pest Conmission which
are currently in effect. Some of these were approved many years
ago and some are of more recent origin. The purpose of the
project is to bring all regulations up to date, and it is
anticipated that the professional staff will at the next meeting
recommend (1) Confirmation of certain regulations as presently
worded (2) Revisions to be approved in certain other regulations,
and (3) Rescinding any regulations which for one reason or another
have outlived their necessity or usefulness in crop pest control.

DEPARTMENT OF FERTILIZER INSPECTION AND ANALYSIS
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REPORT TO THE FERTILIZER BOARD OF CONTROL
February. 1961

Below is a brief summary of some of the activities of the Department
of Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis for the period July 1, 1960, through
January 25, 1961:
Tons of fertilizer distributed 110, 096 - increase of 5% over same
period last year
Number of samples procured 1, 800
Number of samples analyzed 1, 600
Fertilizer Tonnage: The tonnage of mixed fertilizers for the six months
period ending December 31, 1960, was 5. 9% above the same period last
year. Manufacturers apparently are encouraged over the outlook for a
good season. Reports from all sources indicate the fact that Fall collec tions for fertilizer sold last summer have been extremely poor.
Meeting: On January 12, 1961, a meeting was held in Columbia for all
fertilizer manufacturers, dealers, and salesmen operating in the State .
The well - planned program consisting of excellent speakers was enjoyed
and appreciated by some 400 people. Numerous complimentary remarks
and letters have been received since the meeting. A number of these
people have requested that this be made an annual affair, while others
have suggested that annual meetings or tours be held at some of the
experiment stations at which time the dealer could see for himself some
of the plant nutrient deficiency symptoms and other phases of research
work being conducted by Clemson College.
Inspectors I School: A one-day school was held for all inspectors in Colum bia on January 13.. In addition to discussing routine matters relative to
the enforcement of the fertilizer laws, considerable time was spent outlining in detail the manner in which samples of pesticides would be collected.
It was stressed that Clemson College would do all in its p:ower to get
representative samples of all economic poisons being sold in the State and
would do its utmost to get the samples analyzed and a report back to the
dealer or farmer as soon as possible. All inspectors were instructed not
to hold thei r insecticide samples for more than three days·. They were
told that they would be requested to get certain samples during certain
periods, thus distributing their work throughout the whole year and utilizing
fully the chemists who are making these determinations. The three
inspectors working the tobacco area have been given definite assignments
relati ve to ·s pecific insecticides to get and when.
Staff: A new assistant chemist was appointed on January 17. This posi tion has been open for over a year pending empl oyment of a suitable man.
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The services of this individual, who has a master's degree and has completed one semester's work toward a doctor's degree, will assist in
increasing still further the efficiency of the laboratory. At the present,
there are no vacancies in the chemical or field staff of the Department.
Company Records: Each registrant having more than 7% deficiencies and
7% underweight lots of fertilizer was written advising of his poor record
and suggested that strict attention be given by all personnel of his organization toward bettering the record and at the same time offering them our
cooperation and assistance. The percentage of deficiencies last year was
6. 62%., while the number of lots found underweight was 6. 11 %. A large
number of these deficiencies and underweights occurred during the beginning and near the close of the season. P e rhaps reformulations and shortages of certain materials which necessitated substitution accounted for
some deficiencies.
Checking Weights: In view of the shortage of labor and increased emphasis
which we desire placed on weighing as a result of the shortweights, the
Department has traded some of the platform scales for a lighter type pair.
This latter type scale weighs only 45 pounds but has a weighing capacity up
to 300 and is graduated in pounds and down to ounces. This type scale has
been of tremendous assistance in checking the weights on insecticides and
small packages of fertilizer.
Recommendation: Deletion of the following ratios and minimum analysis
grades:
Ratio
1-3-4
3-1-0

Grade
3-9-12 Effective July 1, 1961
30-10-0 Effective July 1, 1961

The Advisory Committee w as o f the opinion that consideration should be
given to removing from the appl·oved list the 1-4-4 ratio, minimum
analysis grade 3-12-12 within tt-e n ext few years, possibly by July 1, 1962.
The above was recommended by the Clemson College Fertilizer Advisory
Committee, which also includes the Cle mson College Fertilizer Recommendations Committee.
Diluted Liquid Fertilizers - Custom Applicators: On March 18 , 1955, the
Fertilizer Board of Control autho rized the issuance of experim ental temporary permits to persons interested in distributing diluted liquid fertilizer
on a custom basis. At the time c,f the authorization, consid e rable interest
was shown in the practice. However, to date there is only on e c ustom applicator of diluted liquid fertilizers operating in South Carolina, and he is in
the Charleston area . The Dean of Agriculture was requested to appoint a
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committee consisting of an agronomist, an entomologist and a pathologist
to study the setup and make a recommendation as to whether or not the
practice should be continued or prohibited. The committee was furnished
with the names and addresses of those in the Charleston area who were
utilizing this service. After contacting these people and the distribu~or,
Adams-Cooper Oil Company, North Charleston, tPe CQmmlttee made the
following recommendation:
"After the conference with the managers of the Adams-Cooper Oil
Company and the inspection of the lawns, the committee agrees that
although the practice of custom application of diluted fertilizer to
lawns may not be the most economical means of fertilizing a lawn,
it is a practice which the public wants and there is no apparent
reason why the public should be deprived of this service.
11

The committee recommends that the Board of Trustees issue
regulations consistent with present state laws authorizing the
direct application of diluted fertilizer to lawns as a customer
service. 11
In view of the above report, it is recommended that: (1) continuation of the
practice be permitted and (2) the same stringent restrictions as set forth
in the March 18, 1955, Board authorization be continued.
SPECIALTY GRADES: The fertilizer law permits each registrant to sell
one (1) specialty grade for use on non-commercial crops. The Board on
October 21, 1959, issued the following ruling:
"With respect to 1 specialty fertilizer' as defined in Section 2 G
of the South Carolina Fertilizer Law of 1954, when such specialty
fertilizer is sold only in packages of 25 pounds or less, the term
.' grade' will be taken to mean the percentage of total plant nutrients.
The minimum shall not be less than 20. The registrant may vary
the proportion of t he plant nutrients as contained in the different
types of specialty fertilizer marketed by him by designating each
product by brand na m.e. Each brand must be registered. 11
In order to assist the fertil i zer manufacturer in overcoming a slight marketing hardship and also to make a larger and more economical size package available to the user of these specialty fertilizers, the following recommendation is made:
(1) In third line of ruling, change
or less. 11

11

25 pounds or less" to

11

50 pounds

(2) Said revised ruling to become effective upon approval by the
Clemson College Board of Trustees.
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FERTILIZER BOARD OF CONTROL -------February 1961
PART I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Name of Company

- - - - - - - - Weight Irre gularities

No. Bags
& Grade

Short Per
Bags (Lbs. )

Action
By

Rec.
Fine

190 - 4-12-12

2.0

Barwick

$50.00

Armour Ag. Chem. Go. 200 - 3-12-12
Augusta, Ga.

2. 6

Barwick

50.00

Armour Ag. Chem. Go. * 75 - 6-10-4
Wilmington, N. C.
*100 - 6-10-4

1.9
1.3

Altman
Altman

35.00
35.00

Hurley and Perry
Troy, N. C.

**121 - 2-1-5

1. 1

Gloaninger
& Lomas

10. 00

Hydro-Pak Company
Savannah, Ga.

***235 - 20-20-5

2 . 96

Gloaninger
& Lomas

35.00

Planters Fert. &Phos.
Charlotte, N. C.

100 - 4-12-12

1. 8

Wilkerson

35. 00

Saye Fertilizer Go.
Rutledge, Ga.

****49 - 6-12-6

1. 6

Gloaninger

10.00

V. C. Chem. Gorp.
Charleston, S. C.

*138 - 0-14-14

2. 2

Barwick

35.00

V. C. Chem. Gorp.
Charlotte, N. C.

20 - 4-12-12
20 - 4-12-12
25 - 4-10-6

3. 6

1.5
3. 3

Wilkerson
Wilkerson
Wilkerson

50.00
50.00
50.00

Wilmington Fert. Go.
Wilmington, N. C.

* 162 - 6- l O- 4

1. 2

Altman

35.00

A. A. Chemical Go.
Charleston, S. C .

*100# Bags
** 25#
II
*)le* 40# II
**** 50# II

REPORT ON DEVELOPMENT AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
to the
Board of Trustees
March 22, 1961
The Board Committee on Development and Public Relations met
at Clemson on February 20, 1961. Members of the Connnittee present were
w. A. Barnette, presiding, w. Gordon McCabe, Jr., A. M. Quattlebaum,
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr., and James c. Self. Other trustees present were
L. D. Holmes and R. L. Stoddard.
Others present included R. c. Edwards, F, J. Jervey, H. E.
Glenn, J.E. Sherman, M.A. Wilson, J. K. Williams, L. c. Adams, o. B.
Garrison, T. D. Efland, H. E. McClure, and G. E. Metz, Secretary.
1. Informational Reports. The·.attached informational reports were presented and reviewed with the Committee as follows:
A.

Status of the Master Plan -- February 10, 1961

B.

Public and Alumni Relations -- February 1961

C.

Research Report, July 1960 -- January 1961

2. Recommendations. As indicated in Item 7 of the agenda for this meeting
of the Board (March 22, 1961), the Connnittee approved the Master Plan
Report and the Master Plan Model as developed to date of the Committee
meeting (February 20, 1961) and recoimnends confirmation by the Board.
Also recommended under Item 8 of the Agenda is additional
dormitory expansion.
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STATUS OF THE MASTER PLAN
February 10, 1961
In June 1960, studies were authorized for a Comprehensive
Institutional Master Plan to be undertaken by a School of Architecture
Faculty-Student team under the direction of the Dean.
As the College had contracted in 1953 with Perry, Shaw.and
Hepburn, Keho and Dean, Architects, of Boston, Massachusetts for Planning
Services, the generalized document prepared by them has served as partial
groundwork for current studies.

This earlier Plan had not been projected

with accurate and complete site data.

The general function distribution

of buildings has seemed sound, however, and haa been utilized.
The Plan, which will be the product of current detailed study
will soon be a definitive chart for Campus Development.

The Master Plan

Model which will show all contours, roads, and landscape as well as
buildings is scheduled for completion February 15, 1961, with Drawings
and Phasing Studies to follow.
From June until September, the Planners' Studies were of three
basic sorts:
I.

Collecting and correlation of all data relating to
existing physical development on Campus, i.e., buildings,
roads, walks, services, topography, landscape, and
utilities.

II.

The preparation of irmnediate Plan Studies with definitive
solutions for the areas scheduled for immediate construction and development.

Thus while the general

principles underlying the total design were formulated
together with the circulation and aesthetic schematics,
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particular detailed attention was necessarily given
to the Men's Housing Area. the Arts and Science
Academic Area. and the Students' Recreation Area.
III.

Detailed Production of the total Master Plan (including
construction of 8' x 10 1 sectional model).
A brief description of the philosophy and progress on this
work follows :
A.

The most effective arrangement of Building Groups.
quantitatively and qualitatively to:
l.

Reduce walking distances between functional
groupings by the careful placement of new
elements used in common by the various academic
divisions of the College.

Thus. the proposed

Arts and Sciences Classrooms and Labs used by all
disciplines, and the proposed College Library are
placed in a position relatively equidistant to
the Academic Centers of the Agricultural group,
and the technological group, as well as the more
specialized areas of Arts and Sciences.
2.

Develop a greater fluidity and continuity in
buildings and building groups.

Thus new buildings

are not treated as isolated and unrelated blocks,
but are arranged to give greater strength and
fabric to the total concept.

Placements are con-

trived to screen undesirable areas and service
elements, and to provide greater visual order.

3

3.

Provide for the projected functional requirements of existing academic and housing areas,
and to provide such new facilities as are considered necessary to the proper effectiveness
and service of the institution and its program.

B.

To provide greater clarity and definition to the
circulatory patterns of the Campus:
1.

The principle of the ring road already in partial
existence has been developed, and other road
developments coorindated with it.

2.

Parking has been given systematic attention.
(a)

For reasons of economical use of land, campus,
aesthetics, and to conform with sound
educational policy, Undergraduate parking bas
been removed from the inner Campus ring to
peripheral areas.

(b)

Parking for Visitors, Staff, and Faculty has
been conveniently located to each functional
area.

This parking has, insofar as practicable,

been screened from circumferential view, and
coordinated and/or combined with service courts
and access.
(c)

Parking for mass events has been treated as a
special problem

3.

Pedestrian walks and circulation have been developed.
to create greater beauty and convenience to the Campus.
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4.

Service-access to all buildings is provided as
differentiated from normal automotive and
pedestrian access.

c.

Careful consideration of Landscape as it relates to
Campus Planning:
l.

Functionally, to assist in screening areas and for
the provision of shade.

2.

Aesthetically, to permit detailed design to relate
planting to buildings.

(Liaison is maintained with

the Campus Landscape Committee in these determinations.)
CONCLUSION
A Master Plan by definition is a target.

Since the future will

bring change, and all changes are not predictable, the Plan must be
strongly designed, and a Design which will retain its essence even when
some modifications will be manditory in the long range.
This Planning Project will have put together in one opus, all
buildings, roads, walks, contours, utilities, and major landscape features
as they presently exist, and as they are projected for modification,
expansion, and improvement.

This master plan, when completed, will

form a basis for continuing professional studies of campus growth
and development.
Respectfully submitted,
Harlan E. McClure, Dean
School of Architecture
HEM:bw

PUBLIC AND ALUMNI RELATIONS
February 1961
The Office of Public Relations began a "Parents Program" in the
fall with publication of the first issue of "This is Clemson .. , a newsletter to parents.

The first two issues (October and January) were well

received and have prompted much favorable comment.

The ove~all informa-

tional program conti~ues.
The most signifi~ant r eport item is a five-year resume of the
alumni program.

In view of the innumerable ways in which

a~

alumnus may

serve his college, it is nc~ totally fair to picture his contribution

entirely in terms of money he has sent to his instit~tion.

Still, this

seems the best way to present a tangible, concise picture--consistent with
the understanding that alumni importance extends far beyond alumni
gifts.
The first section below presents the income-expense-residue
picture for the five years of the present public and alumni relations
administration.

The second section shows the way in which alumni gifts

have been used.
1956-60 FINN1'::IAL REPORT
(The Five Years SiiiceReorga;.:.·zatioo''"'of""f°he Alumni Office)

-

Year

~

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

31,7Z8.27
44,113.81
56,950.70
80,089.66
107,834,.12

!2~als

Income

$320,716.56

Progr-::t'11 Exe~
10,000.00 (close est.)
20 ~825.96
25):61.90
30)£82.75
352 768. 77
$1222.~ 8

"Residue"

21,728.27
23,287.85
31,588.80
49,206 .91
72,065.35
$197 i877.18
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GRANTS FROM UNRESTRICTED FUNDS
1956-1958

1960

1959

TOTAL

Alumni Graduate Fellowships$ 3,600.00 $ 6,000.00 $10,000.00 $19,600.00
Library
13,301.12
4,000.00
2,500.00
6,801.12
R. F. Poole Scholarships
6,000.00
10,206.94
206.94
4,000.00
Faculty Basic Research
2,400.00
3,000.00
7,000.00 12,400.00
Faculty-Staff Awards
6,800.00
3,150.00
3,650.00
Faculty Travel
1,500.00
1,500.00
Student Government
1,000.00
1,500.00
500.00
17,831.13
Permanent Endowment
7,773.35 10,057- 78
Loyalty Fund Reserve
s,000.00
7,715.00
8,410.00
21,125.00
Foundation Loan Fund
20.000.00
20.000 .. 00

---

TOTALS

---

$38,008.06

$37.638.35 $48,617.78 $124.264.19

RESTRICTED INCOME
1956-1958
Permanent Endowment

1959

1960

TOTAL

Other Restricted Gifts

$36,567.05 $ 3,610.00 $ 2,915.00 $43,092.05
2,624.81
7,958.56
19,937.57
30,520.94

TOTALS

$39,191.86

$11,568.56

$22.852.57 $73,612.99

AVERAGE ALUMNI GIFT

~

~

-1957

ill§.

!212

12.§Q

$7.09

$8.16

$9.62

$12.64

$23.11

$26.91

RESEARCH REPORT, JULY 1960 -- JUNE 1961

This material constitutes a report on research activity in Agriculture,
Engineering, and Textiles . Research in the latter two areas especially has increased
during the first half of the year. The three research directors wil I be present at the
Development Committee meeting in order to answer any questions Committee members
may hove.
I.

Graduate School

Since graduate study is on important catalyst to research output, whether
basic or applied, certain information regarding the Graduate School is pertinent .
Enrollment of Graduate students has held steady during the year, with increases
in Chemistry and Physics. About 150 students are now working toward advanced
degrees.
Beginning in September, 1961, the Ph . D. degree wil I be offered in
Agronomy and Physics, bringing the total number of Ph . D. fields to six. The
alumni this year hove allocated $10,000 to the doctoral programs, and new fellowships have been awarded the School by the American Potash Institute, the National
Research Corporation, the South Carolina Soil Conservation Association, the Public
Health Institute, and the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (NDEA).
Clemson now has NDEA three-year doctoral fellowships in Chemistry (9),
Plant Pathology (4), and Entomology (2). Eighteen graduate students are currently
working toward doctorates under these and other fellowship arrangements.
11.

The Computer Center

In March the College will establish its high-speed electronic computer
center. The first units will consist of a Royal McBee RPC 4010 with high speed
input-output attachments and IBM card-punch, cord-sort equipment. For the
present the computer wi 11 be located in the Plant and Animal Science Building.
The Director of the Computer Center will be Mr. Merril I Palmer . Mr .
Palmer has been a member of the College Mathematics Department since 1956. A
native of Chicago, Illinois, Mr. Palmer holds the Bachelor's degree from the
University of Chattanooga, the Master's degree from Vanderbilt, and has done
special study at the University of Wisconsin, the University of Pittsburg, and the
Royal McBee programming school in Chicago. Beginning this month he will teach
a seminar in programming and computer use for members of the teaching and research
faculties.
The College hopes to greatly enlarge the computer facility by 1962-63,
through the addition of IBM equipment. This enlargement will be vital to research
progress.
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Ill

Alumni Grants for Research .

In addition to granting $10,000 for doctoral fellowships, the College
Alumni through the Loyalty Fund has ·g ranted this year $7,000 for focl:llty nonsponsored basic research and $2,500 for purchase or rental of special research
materials. These monies are administered by faculty committees, and hove done
much to bolster faculty morale and to aid in the development of a research atmosphere.
IV

Research in The School of Agriculture
A.

Projects using state and/or federal funds .
Agricultural Economics
1. The Economics of the Market for Factors of
Production Used by S. C. Farmers
2 . Economics of Handling and Marketing
Peaches in S. c~
3. Economic Problems in Handling and Marketing
Fresh Vegetables

$ 13, 182

10,240

8, 148

4. Consumer Preference for Beef as lnfl uenced
by Type of Fattening R9ti on

1, 788

5 . Demand and Prospective Demand for Eggs
in the South

4,722

6. An Economic Appraisal of Farming Adjustment
Opportunities in Selected Areas of S. C. to Meet
Changing Conditions

6,726

7. An Economic Appraisal of Part-time Farming in the
Piedmont Area of S. C.

7,672

8. Improving Credit Services to Agriculture

2,802

9. The Impact of Economics and Social Changes
on Local Government in S. C.
10. Effect on Costs and Returns from Sales of Tobacco
Tied and Untied
11. Economic Analysis of Hog and Pork Movements in S. C.

3,451

7,035
10,414

-312.

13.

14.

Economic Aspects of Producing, Handling and
Utilizing Roughages in S. C .
Consumer Preference for Eggs Produced on
Rations with Varying Proportions of
Xanthophyl I Pigments
Economic Evaluation of the Movement
of Fluid Milk

15.

Forestry Marketing

16.

The Utilization and Adequacy of Market
Information in S. C.

$ 6,400

7,031
10,239
4,000
40,380

17.

Statistical Service Research

1,500

18.

Agricultural Resources in the S. C . Portion
of the Savannah River Basin

2,800

19.

Improving Market Facilities for S. C.
Agricultural Products

13,383

Agricultural Engineering

20.

Methods and Techniques for Efficient
Irrigation of Field Crops

7,429

21.

Development of Water Sources for Irrigation

22.

Maintenance of Drainage Systems

8,758

23.

Production of Field Crops Under Minimum
Ti 11 age Methods

5,099

24.
25.
26.
27.

13,387

Dehydrating and Pelleting Southeastern
Forage Crops

16,326

The Development of New Principles and
Techniques for Ginning Cotton

3,789

Cutting and Feeding Mechanisms of
Combine Harvesters

4,818

Investigations of New Techniques and procedures
for Mechanically Harvesting Cotton in the Piedmont
and Coastal Plain Areas of South Carolina

8,900

-428.

Hydrology Research

29.

The Effect of Parallel Terraces on Erosion
Control, Irrigation Layouts for Labor Studies
and Mechanization

6,301

Design, Development and Adoption of Machines
and Techniques in the Production of Corn

2,316

Relocation Planning

8,472

30.
31.

$ 3,000

Agricultural Information Services

32.

Agricultural Information Services

28,759

Agronomy

33.

Breeding Smal I Gra.ins

34.

Use of Nitrogen Fertilizer Materials
for Efficient Crop Production

35.

10,521
9,832

Potash Fertilization - Its Requirements
by Agronomic Crops and Its Movement,
Fixation and Release in Soils

12,679

36.

Orchardgrass Improvement

14,136

37.

Re lat ion of Soi I and Plant Characteristics,
Fertilization and Water Quality of
Efficient lr,:lgation

8,012

Soil Treatment Conditions Affecting Yield,
Composition and Maintenance of Optimum
Ratio of Toll Fescue-lodino Clover Forage

9,288

Cultural and Fertilization Requirements
of Soybeans Following Wheat

5,664

38.

39.

40.

41.

Relation of the Chemical, Physical and
Mineralogical Properties of Different
Soil Types to Their Classification,
Nutrient Availability, and Plant Growth
Field Evaluation of Rock Phosphate and
Ordinary Superphosphate for Sources of
Phosphorus for Forage Crops

11,648

3,500
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42.
43.

Minor Element Fertilization in Relation to Yields
and Quo Ii ty of Crops
Soil Fertility Requir~ments for the Production
of Tobacco with Satisfactory Yields and Quo I ity

$ 7,547

10,000

44.

Cotton Variety and Strains Tests

1,992

45.

Hybrid Corn Breeding and Testing

1,988

46.

Corn Variety Trials with Hybrids, Open
pollinated Varieties and Experimental Strains

2,132

47.

Studies with Small Grains

2,328

48.

Studies with Forage Crops

2,379

49.

The Testing of S. C. Form Soils to Determine
their Soil Fertility Status, the Prediction of the
Need for Fertilizer and Lime Materials, and a More
Intelligent and Efficient Management of the Soil

50.

Plant Residue Management

51.

Forage Sorghum, Sudongress and Mi I let
Improvement

20,183
1,200
521

52.

White Clover Improvement

1,086

53.

Relation of Soi I and Plant Characteristics,
Fertilization and Water Quality to Efficient
Irrigation

1,992

54.

Experimental Statistical Studies in Agronomy~

1,860

55.

Soil Fertility Requirements for Tobacco

5,400

Animal Husbandry

56.

Some Factors Affecting Breeding Performance
and Early Lambing In Sheep

16,273

57.

Methods of Management of Slaughter Cottle

22,994

58.

Economics of Producing and Marketing Steers
from Coastal Bermuda Pasture

5,000

47
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59.

60.

Comparison of Dehydrated Coastal Bermuda Meal,
Dehydrated Alfalfa Meal and Synthetic Vitamin
A on the Performance and Vitamin A Blood Levels
of Fattening Swine
Th~ Response of Sire Progeny to Management
and Feeding Procedures

$ 13,732

17,420

61.

Performance Testing of Bui I Calves

62.

Testing Bui Is for Carriers of Dwarfism

1,300

63.

Comparison of a Pelleted and Meal Type
Ration for Growing Fattening Swine in Dry Lot

2,300

64.

The Effect of Adding Lysine and/ or Oleandomycin
to Plant Protein Rations for Swine

65.

Gestation Rations for Swine

66.

Urea-Molasses in Dry Lot Rations for
Fattening Steers

67.
68 .

900

500
2,136
600

Pelleted Ver~us Non-Pelleted Rations for
Fattening Steers in Dry Lot

4,960

Feed Utilization by Ruminants

2,364

Botany and Bacteriology

69.

Diseases of Smal I Groins

70.

Diseases of Perennial Posture Grosses

4,100

71.

The Tolerance of Weeds and Posture Grasses for
Various Herbicides, with Especial Reference to
Horsenettle (Solonum carolinense) and Sondspur
(Cenchrus~. )

6,000

72.
73.

74.

10,524

Diseases of Perennial White Clovers and
Methods for Their Control

10,657

Use of Growth Regulating Substances for
Weed Control

4,030

A Study of Microbial Antagonisms in
S. C . Soils

5,136

48
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Physiological Relationships of Clovers

76.

Identification and Control of Parasitic
Nematodes Affecting Peach Trees in S.

77.

$ 3,300

c.

6,929

Dissemination, Infection and Control of
the Peach Bacterial Spot Pathogen,
Xanthomonas pruni

3,949

Comparison of Organic Bactericides and
Fungicides for the Control of Peach Diseases

2,128

79.

Disease Control on Vegetables

2,243

80.

Diseases of Ornamental Plants in S. C.

81.

A Study of the Effect of Gibberellic Acid on the
Development of the Cotton Plant

78.

11,212
773

82.

Diseases of Forest Trees

7,256

83.

Trial Grounds for Ornamentals and Flowering
Plants

4,015

Crop Pests and Diseases

84.

Crop Pests and Diseases

45,907

85.

Forest Insects and Diseases Survey
and Control

10,800

Pesticides in Water

12,170

The Development of Dairy Cattle
Especially Adapted to Southern Conditions

39,929

86.
Dairy

87.
88.
89.

Studies on the Gross Composition of Milk
Produced Under Southern Conditions

4,400

Factors Affecting Feed Uti Iization by
Ruminants

6,162

90.

Roughages for Dairy Cattle

21,273

91.

Irrigation of Coastal Bermuda Grass

12,447

49
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92.

Methods for Evaluation of Milk Flavor

$ 14,412

93.

A Study of the RP.lationship Between
Frozen Semen Eva luation and Fertility
in Dairy Bui Is

7,668

94.

Physiological Causes of Delayed Breeding
and Sterility in Dairy Cattle

8, 194

95.

Studies on Freezing Point, Acid Degree,
and Residual Antibiotic Content of Milk
Produced in S. C.

4,100

96.

Pelleted Roughages for Dairy Cattle

10,556

97.

Blue Cheese Manufacture as a Means of
Utilizing Milk Produced in South Carolina

10,912

98.

Methods of Standardizing The Flavor of
Market Milk

7,412

99.

A Study of Factors Affecting Fertility
in the Dairy Bui I

3,314

Entomology

100.

Insects Destructive to Forage and Posture
Plants

8,648

101.

Pesticide Residues--Determinatlon, Effect
on Plants & Soils

8,000

102.

Internal Parasites in Cattle and Sheep
in South Carolina

4,600

103,

Insects Affecting Men and Animals

5,800

104.

Identification & Distribution of Economic
Insects in South Carolina

3,830

105.

Control of Borers Attacking Peach Trees

5,329

106.

External Parasites of Poultry, Their
Biology, Distribution, and Control

2,726

so

-9107.

108.

An Analysis of the Effects of Weather
& the Physical Environment on the
Activity & Population Level of Insects

$

6,524

Chemical and Biological Control of Insects
Other than Borers Attacking Peaches

4,949

109.

Bol I Wee vi I Investigation

1,500

110.

Tobacco Insects Investigations

111.

Insects on Corn and Miscellaneous Field
Crops

112.

750
1,000

Investigation and Control of Insects on
Miscellaneous Crops

750

Development of Techniques & Bio-analysis
of Insecticides

750

114.

Insecticide Leaching Tests

500

115.

Insect Control on Vegetable Crops

750

116.

Biology & Control of Certain Insects
Affecting Forest Trees and Unfinished
Forest Products in South Carolina

113.

5,453

Food Technology and Human Nutrition

117.

The Causes and Prevention of Discoloration
in Stored Pungent and Paprika Peppers

3,876

118.

Food Value and Utilization of Sesame Meal

7,659

119.

Investigation of Methods for Increasing
the Utilization of Poultry

5,296

Investigations on the Development of
Complete Corn Meal Mixes

4,840

Interchangeability of Shortenings
in Baked Products

3,508

Economics of Producing and Marketing
Steers from Coastal Bermuda Posture

1,308

120.
121.
122.

-10123.

124.

125.
126.
127.

128.

129.

130.

131.

132.
133.
134.

Investigations on the Effect of Processing
Treatments on the Acceptability of Products
from South Carolina Gropes

$ 6,016

Comparison of Dehydrated Coastal Bermuda
Meal, Dehydrated Alfalfa Meal and
Synthetic Vitamin A on the Performance and
Vitamin A Blood Levels of Fattening Swine

300

The Response of Live Progenies to Management
and Feeding Procedures

1,308

Amino Acid Values and Unknown Growth
Factors of Coastal Bermuda Grass

6,276

Supplementary Relationships of Proteins
and Amino Acids for Corn Meal and Corn
Meal Mixes

5,661

The Effects of Post-Harvest Treatments on
the Shelf Life and Market Quality of
Peaches and Leafy Vegetables

300

Evaluation of Dehydrated Coastal Bermuda
Grass as a Source of Carotene and
Xanthophyll Pigments in Chicken Rations

4,664

Investigations on the Amino and Fatty Acid
Composition of Various Strains of Hybrid
Corn

6,448

Effect of Freezer Storage on Ready-to-Bake
and Baked Products Shortened with
Vegetable Oils

2,620

Functions of Vitamin E. and Other
Tocopherols in Lipid Metabolism

3,040

Improvement of the Nutritive Value of
Certain Staple Southern Foods

5,952

Notional Institute of Health
Project - unlisted -

4,248

Forestry

135.

The Influence of Site Factors Upon the
Growth of Piedmont Forest Tree Species

10,672

52
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136.
137.

Growth and Yield of Loblolly Pine
Plantings in the Piedmont

$ 4,654

Replacement of Undesirable Hardwood
Species with Loblolly Pine

4,628

138.

Shortleaf Pine Seed Production

3,792

139·.

Growth of Loblolly Pine Seedlings in
Response to Fertilization and Mulching

4,854

140.

Field Survival and Growth of Pine Seedlings
Taken from Various Seedbed Densities

655

Indirect Estimation of Form Class of
Forest Trees

700

Effect of Shading and Mulching of White
Pine Seedlings in the Nursery

728

White Pine Release Employing Chemical and
Girdling Techniques

290

Application of Iron Oxalate (Nulron)
to Forest Tree Seed I ings During the
Dormant State.

975

Depth and Density Studies in Nursery Seeding
of Hardwoods

410

Site Preparation Studies on Sericea
Covered Land

785

Direct Seeding versus Planting in the
South Carolina Sandhil Is

525

148.

Kudzu Control for Pine Planting

635

149.

A Study of Piedmont Pine Plantations for
Construction of Yield and Volume Tables;
Also a Study of Soils and Site Factors
Related to Growth of Planted Stands

650

A Thinning Experiment on Bottomland Sweetgum
with Reference to the Incidence of Epicormic
(Water) Sprouting

750

141.
142.
143.
144.

145.
146.
147.

150.

53
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151.

Subsoiling, and Its Effect on the Growth of
Certain Forest Tree Species in the Piedmont
Area

$ 3,908

Horticulture
152.

Breeding and Improvement of Pungent Pepper

3,801

153.

Breeding and Evaluating New and Improved
Varieties of Sesame

6,300

154.

Breeding Edible Southern Peas

5,864

155.

Chemical Thinning of Peaches

5,910

156.

Mineral Nutrition of Peaches and Grapes
in South Carolina

7,718

157.

(S-9) Investigations of New or Special Crops

8,300

158.

Study of the Effects of Herbicides,
Fumigants, and Plastic Mulches on Weeds
in Some Ornamental Nursery Stocks

3,884

159.

Breeding Bunch Grapes for the Southeast

5,400

160.

The Breeding and Improvement of Sweet Potatoes

6,964

161.

The Development of Disease Resistant
Cantaloupe Varieties

5,000

162.

Breeding Pimiento Pepper

4,500

163.

The Effects of Plant Growth Regulators on
the Physiological Changes in reach and
Ornamental Plants

4,800

The Effects of Post-Harvest Treatments on
The Shelf-Life and Market Qua Iity of Peaches
and Leafy Vegetables

3,220

Evaluation of South Carolina Fruits and
Vegetables for Baby Food Purees

5,000

Improving the Process of Peeling Freestone
Peaches with Infrared Radiation

2,000

164.

165.

166.

54

-13167.

Cooperative Testing of Vegetable Varieties
by Experiment Stations in the Southeastern
Region

$

2,000

168.

Varietal Evaluation of Fruits and Pecans

4,000

169.

Establishment, Development and Evaluation
of Aromatic Tobacco as a New Crop

3,977

Investigations on the Effect of Processing
Treatments on the Acceptability of Products
from South Carolina Grapes

1,500

171.

Factors Influencing Storage Life of Seed

3,501

172.

Evaluation of Norwegian Seaweed for the
Production of Various Horticultural Crops

2,062

173.

Processing Fruits and Vegetables

6,458

174.

Evaluation and Improvement of Ornamentals
and Flowering Plants

4, 100

Mineral Nutrition and Management Practices
for Ornamentals

4,140

Fertility and Cultural Studies with
Vegetable Crops for Processing in S. C.

1,920

179.

175.

176.
Poultry

177.

178.

The Effect of Certain Non-Nutrient
Additives on Egg Production and
Hatchabi lity in Chickens

10,920

The Control of Salmonella Infections in
Chickens and Turkeys

6,464

The Effect of Feeding and Management of
Pullets on Reproduction and Livability

7,532

180.

The Control of PPLO in Poultry Flocks

3,596

181.

Effects of Management Factors with Turkey
Males to Improve Fertility in Breeding
Flocks

179.

10,264

55
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183.

The Effect of Dietary Components on the
Incidence of Hemorrhage Induced in
Turkeys by BAPN

$

4,340

A Study of the Toxic Ingredients Contained
in Cottonseed Oil and Other Fats as Related
to Hatchability of Eggs and Growth of
Broilers

9,344

Evaluation of Dehydrated Coastal Bermuda
Grass as a Source of Carotene and
Xanthophyll Pigments in Chick Rations

1,548

Consumer Preference for Eggs Produced on
Rations with Varying Proportions of
Xanthophyl I Pigments

8,856

Prevention and Treatment of Fowl Cholera
and Avian Erysipelas

5,464

187.

Components of Broiler Rations

4,744

188.

Study of Respiratory Diseases in Poultry

8,970

189.

Study of Coccidia and Other Protozoan
Infections In Chickens and Turkeys

2,966

184.

185.

186.

Seed Certification

190.

Seed Certification Program

29,004

Coast Station

191.

Methods of Management of Slaughter Cattle

8,222

192.

Systems of Fattening Swine

8,072

193.

Comparison of Snapped and Shel led Corn
in Wintering Rations for Heifer Calves

1, 164

Forest Management

1, 164

194.

Edisto Station

195.

Pesticide Residues--Determinatlon, Effect
on Plants and Soi Is

4,318
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56
$ 11,590

196.

Soybean Fertility and Management Studies

197.

Small Groin Studies

1,323

198.

Plant Disease Investigations of
Cucurbits and Other· Vegetables

9,600

199.

Investigations of Sweet Potato Diseases

6,023

200 .

Evaluation and Improvements of Horticultural
Crops and Varieties

201.

10,243

Studies of Nutrition and Management of
Horticultural Crops

6,331

202.

Cantaloupe Breeding and Varietal Adaptability Tests.

5,706

203.

Sweet Potato Breeding

6,840

204.

Subsoil Tillage and Fertilization

3,616

205.

The Development of Plum Varieties Adapted
to the Coastal Plain Area

3,436

Fertilizer Requirements of a Small GrainSoybean Rotation

1,269

207.

Variety Testing of Agronomic Row Crops

1, 188

208.

Nitrogen, Phosphorus and Potassium
Requirements of Coastal Bermuda Gross

1,608

Influence of Ferti Iizotion Through Winter
Cover Crops and by Direct Appl icotion of
Fertilizer on Crop Yields and Soil Properties

1,752

206.

209.

210.

Summer Postures for Beef Cottle on WellDrained Sandy Coastal Plain Soi Is

18,593

211.

Plant Residue Management Studies

3,094

212.

Beef Cattle Breeding and Herd Management

3,876

213.

Estobl ishment, Improvement and Management
of Pastures In Beef Cottle Program

5,685

57
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215.

Uniform Sulfur Experiment--Southern
Regional Sulfur Experiment with Cotton and
Forage Crops
Cesi gn of Automatic Feed Handling and
Processing Installations

$

988
25,268

216.

Water Management Studies

2,781

217.

Evaluation of Insecticides

6,176

218 .

Forestry Management

1,000

Pee Dee Station
-

219.

Hybrid Corn Breeding and Testing

220.

Boll Weevil Investigations

6,840

221.

Tobacco Insect Investigations

6,012

222.

Insects on Corn and Miscellaneous Field
Crops

13,754

223.

Variety Testing of Agronomic Row Crops

2,600

224.

Breeding for Long ard Extra-Long Staple
Cottons

7,310

Value of Pre-emergence Herbicides for
Cotton, Soybeans and Peanuts

2,570

Long Time Fertility and Rotation
Experiments with Cotton, Corn and Oats

3,070

227.

Grain Sorghum Breeding and Testing

2,330

228.

Methods of Control of Tobacco Leaf
Disease, with Special References to
Blue Mold, Wildfire, Blackfire,
Anthracnose and Mosaic

3,950

Developm81t of More Adequate Plant Bed
Management and Procedures

3,491

Forest Management

1,000

225.
226.

229.
230.

14,334

58
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232.

233.
234.

Improvements of Flue-Cured Tobacco
by Development of More Adequate
Fertilization, Cropping Systems and
Cultural Practices

$ 6,887

Improvement by Breeding of Varieties
and Strains of Flue-Cured Tobacco with
Desirable Growth, Qua I ity, and Resistance
to the Prevailing Diseases

9, 488

Corn Yields as Affected by Plant Population
and Rates of Nitrogen

4,250

Crop Variety Experiments--Smal I Grains,
Soybeans, Alfalfa, Winter Legumes,
Pepper, Sesame and Peanuts

5,272

Sandhil I Station

235.

Mineral Nutrition of Peaches and Grapes

3,840

236.

Chemical Thinning

2, 340

237.

Comparison of Organic Bactericides and
Fungicides for the Control of Peach Diseases

1,368

Chemical and Biological Control of Insects
Other than Borers

1,934

Sources of Potash with and without Varying
Rates of Magnesium and their Effect on
Yield of Cotton

1,047

Inter-relations of Fertilization on
Cotton and Corn

1,318

Cultural Management Practices for Smal I
Fruits

3,732

242.

Fruit Variety and Rootstock Evaluations

3,603

243.

Foundation Plant Materiol Production-Observational Plantings and Seed
Processing

3, 321

Forestry Management

1, 316

238.
239.

240.
241.

244.

59
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245.
246.
247.

Nematodes Affecting Peach Trees in South
Carolina

$

1,020

Diseases of Ornamental Plants in South
Carolina

984

Control of Bermuda Grass in Peach Orchards
with Dowpon

840

Truck Station

8,760

248.

Disease Control on Vegetables

249.

Studies on Vegetable Culture

10,040

250.

Insect Control on Vegetables

2,216

251.

Vegetable Variety Testing and Improvement

11,840

rio
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B. Projects using ~-appropriated funds.
Amount
of
G~t

Organization~ Title

Department
Conducting
Research

252.

American Agri. Chemical Co.: "Field
Evaluation of Rock Phosphate and
Ordinary Superphospote for Sources
of Phosphorus for Forage Crops. 11

Agronomy

253.

Thomas J. Lipton Inc~ "Teo Culture
and Processing"

Truck
Station

254.

California Spray-Chemical Corp.:
"The Evaluation of Dibrom. 11

Entomology

255.

National Pickle Packers Assoc.:
"Processing Tests on Pickle
Breeding lines and Hybrids. 11

Truck
Station

256.

U.S. Rubber Company, Naugatuck Chem ical Division: "Maleic Hydroxide as a
Chemical Thinner for Peaches. 11

Horticulture

1,800

257.

Taylor Chemical Company: "Agricultural
Chemical Studies in Horticulture. 11

Horticulture

500

258.

Shel I Chemical Company: "Continuation
of Soil Residue Tests."

Entomology

2,000

259.

W. R. Groce & Co.: 11 Fertilizers and
Nematocides for Tobacco. 11

Pee Dee Sta.

1,500

260.

The Commercial Solvents Corp.: "The
Use of Potassium Nitrate as o
Fertilizer for Tobacco . 11

Pee Dee Sta.

2,500

261.

Southeastern Aromatic Tobacco Co.:
"Aromatic Tobacco Investigations."

Horticulture

9,000

262.

S. C. State Commission of Forestry:
"To Determine from each Soil Sample
Certain Physical and Chemical Properties. 11

Agronomy

$ 3,500

15,000
1,000
400

540

61
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Deeartment
Conducting
Research

263.

American Cyanamid Company: "Control
of Cattle Grubs with Dimethoate. 11

Entomology $

264.

SKOD Company: 11 Evaluation of Sea-Born
Norwegian Seaweed Products in the
Growing of Horticulture Crops

Horticulture

265.

Charles Pfizer and Company, Inc.:
"The Effect of Adding Lysine and/or
Oleandomycin to Plant Protein Rations
for Swine. 11

An. Husbandry

266.

R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.:
of Tobacco Production. 11

Pee Dee Sta.

267.

01 in Mathieson Chemical Corp.:
"Experimental Fungicides and/or
Bactericides on Peaches. 11

Botany

300

268.

The Norwich Pharmacal Co.: 11 Salmonellosis Poul try
and Paracolobactrum Infections in Poults. 11

1,000

269.

Tennessee Corp. : "Experimental
Fungicides and/or Bactericides on
Peaches and Plums. 11

Botany

300

270.

Dow Chemical Co.: "Evaluation of
Ruelene for the Control of Gastrointestinal Parasites of Cattle and Sheep. 11

Entomology

500

271.

Southern Seed Development Group:
11
The Production of Foundation
Cucumber Seed for Processing Tests."

Truck Sta.

1,800

272.

Ciba Pharmaceutical Products, Inc.:
"Effect of Certain Tranquilizers Upon
Reproduction of Turkeys. 11

Poultry

2,000

273.

Tennessee Corp.: "Minor Element
Research on Peaches & Grapes. 11

Horticulture

11

A 11 Phases

Amount
of
G~t

600
1,800

500

5,000

500

-21Organization & Title

Deportment
Conducting
Research

274.

National Science Foundation: "Soil
Microbial Antagonisms"

Botany

275.

American Cyanamid Co.: "Tests with
Dimethoate and Malatbion, 11

Entomology

500

276.

Health, Education and Welfare:
"Biochemical Investigations in
Muscular Dystrophy."

Food Tech.

12,360

277.

Wellman Foundation: "Sheep Especially
Adopted to Southeastern Area. 11

Admin.

15,293

278.

Health, Education and Welfare:
"Insecticide Pollution. 11

Chem, Res.

10,400

279.

Pennsal t Chemicals Corp.: "Control
of Wireworms on Tobacco Lands. 11

Ent. & Zool.

280.

California Spray Chemical Corp.:
"Control of Diseases of Cucurbits. 11

Botany

281.

The Savannah Sugar Refining Co, "UreaMolasses as a Source of Protein
in Steer Wintering Rations. 11

An. Husb.

1,500

282.

National Plant Food Institute: 11 Factors
Limiting Production of Cotton, Corn
and Soybeans. 11

Agronomy

2,500

283.

Zonal ite Company: "Effect of Vermiculite
Feeding on Tissues of Birds. 11

Poultry

284.

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission: "Studies
in the Field of Forest Management. 11

Forestry

285.

Commercial Solvent Corporation:
"Antibiotics. 11

Dairy

1,000

286.

Norwich Pharmacol Company: "Solmonel lo
or Related Bacteria with Nitrofurons
(Protocol Attached)

Poultry

5,000

Amount
of
G~t
$

6,400

1,000
800

320
10,000
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Organization & Title

De5rtment
Cor(ucting
Research

287.

Shell Development Co.: "The contro1 of
Insects and Nemotodes. 11

Entomology $

288.

W. R. Grace and Co.: "The Use of
Fertiltzer Pellets Prepared by the
W. R. Grace and Company. 11

289.

Morton Chemical Co.: "Testing of
Fungicides and Soil Fumigants on
Vegetables. 11

Forestry
Botany

(The Clemson Experiment Stations are also doing cooperative research
of various types for the USDA. Currently $24,000 is budgeted for
such research) .
The total amount of money being applied directly to the 289
research projects in agriculture (exclusive of certain overhead
and administrative costs) is $1,644,279.

Amount
of
Grant
800

1,000
100
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V.

Research~ the School of Engineering
A.

Unsponsored research underway~ completed.
Mechanical Engineering Department
290.

A Study of Heat Transfer From a Submerged Heated Body
To a Pool of Saturated liquid Nitrogen

291

The Determination of the Extent of Dissociation of a Gos

Engineering Mechanics
292.

Elastic and Inelastic Stress Analysis by Use of Photostress

293.

An Investigation of the Mechanical Properties and Optical
Response of Type S Birefrigent Plastic

Chemical Engineering
294.

Surface Renewal in Moss Transfer

295.

Effect of Oxidation-Reduction Potential on Sludge Reduction

296.

Mineral Recovery from Low Concentration Ores

Mechanical Engineering

B.

297.

Simple Systems to II lustrate Major Elements of Feedback
Control Theory

298.

Equipment and Experiments for Elementary lnstrvction in
Radiation Penetration of Motter

Sponsored projects underway ~completed.
Ceramic Engineering
299.

The Zonol ite Company: Structural Products from
Vermiculite

300.

Campbell limestone Co.: Utilization of
Granite Wastes

301.

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission:
Use of Depleted Uranium Components

$ 3,000
3,000

3,600

-24$ 10,000

302.

U. S. Air Force: Superlattice Formation
in Oxide Solid Solution

303.

Greenville lndustripl Group: Gypsum PlasterCoated Fiberous Wall Construction

1,000

304.

Miscellaneous small projects

2,000

Civil Engineering Department
305.

State Highway Deportment and Federal Bureau of Public
Roods: Cracking and Performance of Aspholtic Wearing
Surfaces of Certain Highway Sections

10,000

Mechanical Engineering Deportment
306.

307.

Notional Science Foundation: A Study of Heat
Transfer from Dissociated Gases

Davis Mechanical Contractors: Metal Corrosion
Rotes

5,467
2,000

Chem(col Engineering Department
308.

Union Carbide Nuclear Company: Non-mechanical
Pulsers for Pulse Extraction Columns
Total for School of Engineering-----

C.

8,250

$48,317

Summor.y of consulting activities in the School of Engineering
Chemical and Metal lurgicol Engineering Department

( 1)

J. T. McCormock--Metallurgy consulting for Jacobs
Chuck, Sangamo Electric Co. and others

(2)

C. E. Littlejohn and R. C. Harshman--Chemical Engineering
consulting for clients of lockwood-Gr~ene

(3)

G. F. Meenaghan--Waste Products Disposal for OwensCorning Fiberglas Co •

. Civil Engineering Department
(4)

J. M . Ford--Municipal Waste Disposal

(5)

W. L. Lowry, Jr.--Concrete consulting for Daniel Construction Co.
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Electrical Engineering Department
(6)

R. N. Kersey--Engineering Training Programs for
Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.

VI. Sponsored Research~ the School of Textiles

$ 11,200

309.

Shell Development Company: Chemical Evaluation

310.

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company: Fabric Evaluation

311.

A. E. Staley Manufacturing Company: Chemical Evaluation

312.

Dow Chemical Company: Chemical Evaluation

7,300

313.

E. I. DuPont deNemours & Co., Inc.: Fiber Evaluation

9,000

314.

E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Co., Inc.: Fiber Evaluation

2,600

315.

E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Co . , Inc.: Fiber Evaluation

700

316.

United Merchants & Manufactures, Inc.: Process Studies

6,750

317.

State School Book Commission: Evaluation of Binding
Fabrics on Books

1,000

1,080
405

318.

State School Book Commission: Testing of Certain Textbooks

319.

Stein Hall and Company: Chemical Evaluation

1,767

320.

New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts,
Home Economics Department: Production of Experimental
Fabrics from Different Cotton Varieties

2,818

321.

Rock Hill Printing and Finishing Company: A Study of
Fabrics

(open)

USDA: Treatment of Cotton with Resins to Develop New
and Usable Properties

20,745

322.

323.

USDA: Evaluation of Weaving and Finishing Performance
on Cotton of Known History

324.

USDA: To Develop Elasticized Cotton Yarns

325.

USDA: Evaluation of Effects of Harvesting, Gin Cleaning
and Conditioning Practices on Comber Processing Waste
Total for Textiles-------------

600

125,745

39,918
8,325

$239,664
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VII Sponsored Research~ the Physical ond Soc ia l Sciences
326.

Basic studies in geology

327.

A Iumn i: A study of records of the S. C.
Dispensary System

$

2,400

162

328.

Alumni: The Synthesis of a compound related to IBOGA
Alkaloids

600

329 .

Alumni: Low Temperature X-Ray diffraction studies

350

330 .

Alumni: The editing of the Floride Clemson Dairy

1,750

331.

Paint Research Institute: The Correlation of
Osmotic Properties of Membranes with Structure

4,650

332.

National Institute of Health: Conversion of Resin Acids
to Steroid Analogs

333.

National Institute of Health: Substances Related to the
Cevine Alkaloids

334.

Research Corporation of America: Synthesis of Pentalene
Ring System

5,000
4,850

3,500

335.

USDA: Determination of the El ectrlcal Resistivity
of Raw Cotton Fibers

2,000 (opp.)

336.

Du Pont Corp.: Neutron Flux Distributions in Natural
Uranium Tubes

3, 600 (app . )

337.

National Cotton Council: Me chanical Vibrations as
a Means of Separating Cotton Locks from Burr

2,500 (opp.)

338.

National Cotton Council: Static Energy and Impact
Velocity Requirements for Cottonseed Rupture

2,500

339.

Celanese Corp.: The Selectivity of Dispense Dyes on
Cellulose Triacetate and Polyester Fibers as a Fundtion of
of Hydrophobic and Hydrophili c Functional Groups on the
Dye Molecules

3,600 (opp.)

340.

Dow Corning Corp.: An Evaluation of the Ability of Selected 2,400 (opp.)
Compounds to Retard Wool Damage to Aqueous Media at High
Temperotures and Pressures

68

-27-

341.

Du Pont Corp. : A Gaseous Scintillation Counter
with Gas Multiplication

342.

Lead Industries Asso.c .: The Relationship Between
lnterfacial Tension and Glaze Properties
Total for Physical and Social Sciences - - -

VIII.

$ 3, 600 (app.)

2,500 (app ~)

$45,962

Totals
For sponsored research by appropriated funds
For sponsored research by Non-Appropriated funds
Total funds for sponsored research

$ 1,523,266
478,956

$ 2,002,222

EXECU!IVE COMMITTEE REPORT
to the
Board of Trustees
March 22, 1961
Meeting 2£_ December B,, ~ . Recommendations from the Executive
Cor.mittee Meeting of December 22, 1960, are given as Items 9-10 in
the Agenda for consideration of the Board at this meeting (March 22,
1961). The full minutes are attached hereto as additional information.
Meeting of March l, 1961. Recomendations from the Executive Cocmnittee
Meeting of March 7, 1961, are embodied in full in Items 11-25 of the
Agenda for consideration of the Board at this meeting (March 22, 1961).
In attendance at the meeting of March 7 were: Trustees Edgar A. Brown,
Robert R. Coker, and R. M. Cooper; and Administrative Officers R. c.
Edwards, M.A. Wilson, and G. E. Metz.

The Clemson Agricultural Col ~ege
Clemson, South Carolina
MINurES

2! !!!! meeting 2!
'.!,!!! EXECurIVE COMMITTEE

Q! !!!§. BOARD Q! TRUSTEES
Held ~ 12!. ~ Hampton Hotel
Columbia, South Carolina
December

ll,

~

The Executive Committee convened at 10:00 a. m. with the
following cembers present:

Messrs. Edgar A. Brown, Presiding;

Robert R. Coker,

w.

officio member.

Others present were R.

Gordon NcCabe, Jr., and R. M. Cooper, ex

Freeman, Jr., Daniel R. McLeod,
I.

w.

c.

Edwards, M.A. Wilson,

w.

E.

L. Watkins, and G. E. Metz.

Contract for!!!! Construction o f ~ ~ Dormitory Units

Review o f ~ and Matters Relating Thereto:

College officials reviewed

for the information of the Executive Committee several facts pertaining
to the bids for the construction of two new dormitory units as publicly
opened in the College Auditorium at 2:00 p. m. December 15, 1960:
(1)

That the bids as opened on December 15 were as given in

the attached "Tabulation of bids -·
Clemson, South Carolina -Greenville,

w.

Two

Dormitories for Clemson College,

E. Freeman, Jr.

&

Associates, Architects,

s. c.",

(2)

That the lowest bidder was M. B. Kahn Construction Company

at a base bid of $667,647, and that the second lowest bidder was Craig
Construction Company at a base bid of $683,500,

(3)

That, when it was determined at the bid opening that Kahn

Construction was the lowest bidder, the College Administration took
immediate steps to reconnnend to the Board of Trustees that the contract
be awarded to Kahn Construction Company,
(4)

That eleven members of the Board were contacted by telephone

or otherwise on December 15 and 16 and all approved the recommendation as
presented, with the two remaining trustees concurring in the action as soon
as they could be reached, and
(5)

firm of

w.

That, based upon Board approval of the recommendation, the

E. Freeman, Jr.

&

Associates was authorized to write the

following letter to M. B. Kahn Construction Company:
W. E. FREEMAN, JR. & ASSOCIATES
Architects
226 West Washington Street
Greenville, South Carolina

December 17, 1960
M. B. Kahn Construction Company
P.O. Box 595
Columbia, South Carolina

Attn:

Mr.

Irwin Kahn

Dear Mr. Kahn:
Confirming our telephone conversation today, Mr.
Melford A. Wilson, Comptroller of Clemson College,
has today instructed us to notify you that the Board
of Trustees, Clemson Agricultural College of South
Carolina, has accepted your proposal submitted on
December 15, 1960, for the construction of Two
Dormitories for Clemson College, Clemson, South
Carolina.
Very truly yours,

W. E. FREEMAN, JR. 6s ASSOCIATES
Architects
/s/
By:

w.

E. Freeman, Jr.

W. E. (Jack) Freeman, Jr., A.I.A.

WEF/mw
cc: Mr. Melford A. Wilson
-2-
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Request of~.!•!!!!!, Construction Company:

The Executive Conmittee

was informed that the M. B. Kahn Construction C~mpany was requesting that
the bid submitted by this company as well as the bid sub~itted by the
Craig Construction Company be returned along with the bid bonds to these
respective companies.

Information was also given that Mr. Irwin Kahn

of the M. B. Kahn Company wished to appear before the Committee on behalf
of his request; and reference was made to the following Memorandum
dictated and signed by Mr. Irwin Kahn in the Office of the Attorney
General in Columbia on December 16, 1960 (bearing M. B. Kahn's name
by mistake):
MEMORANDU1 BY Mr. M. B. Kahn 1 December 16, 1960
On December 15 at 2:00 p. m. at Clemson College,
our firm, M. B. Kahn Construction Company, submitted
a proposal in the amount of $667,647.00 to build two
dormitories according to plans and specifications pre~
pared by W. E. Freeman and Associates, Architects. In
the preparation of this proposal we made an error in our
addition tape in developing the total cost of the project.

The error consisted of the omission of sub-totals of
$77,324.00, representing labor cost to install, excavation,
concrete, masonry, overhead and other related items which
we ordinarily perform with our o~n forces. Likewise we
omitted in the final total the sum of $109,915.00 which
represented like materials as described above which we
would install with our own forces.
The tape actually used in the preparation of the bid
submitted involved only totals of the materials, and subcontracts which we ordinarily purchase on a lump sum basis.
These tapes were as follows:
Labor
Sub-contracts and
contract materials

$ 53,886.00
558,953.00

These combined totals, including sales tax and
insurance, total $614,427.00, to which was added bond,
profit, insurance and minor adjustment to items in
this total, resulting in a bid of $667,647.00, which was
submitted to the Board of Trustees as our proposal. When
the bids were opened at 2:00 p. m. on December 15th, it
developed that our proposal was approximately $180,000.00
low. We immediately started checking our bid and discovered that the aforementioned $77,324.00 and
$109,915.00, representing our work was omitted in
the final tabulation of our total cost.
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Immediately upon discovering this error, the
writer called Mr. w. E. Freeman who wr.s at that time
in the President's office at Clemson College, and
advised him of this error. This time was 3:00 p. m.
on December 15, approximately one hour after the bids
were opened.
We also advised Mr. Freeman at that time that the
bid of the Charles J. Craig Construction Company was a
"complimentary one", that we submitted in behalf of
Mr. Craig a proposal at approximately $15,000.00 higher
than our costs.
Mr. Craig had advised us two days before the actual
time of the letting that he was unable to prepare a
proposal, however, he was desirous of going through the
formality of having a proposal submitted but wanted to
be sure that he would not be low and asked us to give
him a figure to submit which would be higher than the
one we submitted. This is a common practice when due
to pressure of circumstances, a contractor finds it
impossible to submit a proposal on a project for which
he has taken plans and indicated that he intended to
submit a bid.
We agreed to do this for Mr. Craig and, in fact,
carried his blank proposal to Clemson and actually
entered the figures for him.
It is our desire to have withdrawn both our
proposal which was submitted on the basis of the above
described error and Mr. Craig's proposal which was also
based upon the error which we made in preparation of
our bid.
We are not asking that any negotiations be carried
on to adjust our proposal but merely that our bid and
Mr. Craig's bid be returned to us with the bid bonds
submitted with the proposal.

M. B. Kahn
Appeal:

In a series of appearances before the Committee, Mr. Irwin

Kahn reviewed the situation essentially as outlined in the Memorandum
quoted above and requested that both the M. B. Kahn Construction Company
and the Craig Construction Company be relieved of any and all obligations
inherent in the bids and bid bonds submitted by these respective
companies.

The Executive Committee made clear to Mr. Kahn:
-4-

...,.,
(1)

That the delay in awarding the contract and beginning

construction on the dormitories brought about by the purported error
constituted a damage and expense to the college, since the dormitories
were urgently needed by September to house an increasing enrollment of
students,
(2)

That while the CoDlllittee would consider with him only the

obligations of the M. B. Kahn Company, leaving for separate consideration
the obligations of the Craig Construction Company, the Conmittee
nevertheless could not condone in any way the so-called "complimentary
bid" of the Craig Construction Company and could not condone in any way the
part played by M. B. Kahn Company in submitting the so-called "complimentary
bid",
(3)

That the bid under consideration as received from the

respective bidders was the base bid less the amount of deductive
alternatea 1, 2, 3, and 4, since these four alternates had been adopted,

(4)

That if the M. B. Kahn Construction Company did not

accept the contract it would be subject to suit to the extent of its
bid bond, and that it was the intention of the College to enter such
suit, and
(5)

That, as a public institution, Clemson College would

be obligated to inform the general public through the press of these
matters to the extent necessary to fulfill its public trust.
Negotiations:

While the M. B. Kahn Construction Company, as represented

by Mr. Irwin Kahn, did not request any negotiations, the Executive
Committee asked that the company explore the possibility of submitting
e revised lowest possible bid for consideration of the Comnittee if it
were feasible to enter into such negotiations.

-s-

After consulting with

his organization, Mr. Kahn presented a base bid cf $832,000 less

$48,779, the deductive amount of alternates 1, 2, 3, and 4, making
a net bid on this basis of $783,221.
The Committee decided that, if negotiations were feasible, it
would still not be possible to accept the bid submitted without
extending the privilege of revising bids to all other bidders either by
requesting revised bids or by rejecting all bids and readvertizing for
bids.

Such a procedure, the Conmu.ttee dgcided, was not practical, since

it would delay further the construction urgently needed and in all
likelihood make its completion by September impossible.
Contract Declined !?I, tl·· !•

~

Construction Company:

The M. B. Kahn

Construction Company, as represented by Mr. Irwin Kahn, was specifically
offered the contract for the construction of the two dormitories at the
bid submitted by the company and publicly opened at Clemson on December
15, 1960.

On behalf of the company, Mr. Irwin Kahn declined the

contract.

When asked whether in declining he waived the tender of

a formal contract, he replied that he did on the condition that such
waiver did not prejudice the case so far as his company was concerned.
In the presence of the Executive ColllDittee, Mr. Irwin Kahn recorded
the declination of the contract by entering and signing on the letter of
December 17, 1960, from W. E. Freeman, Jr.
Construction Company as follows:

&

Associates to M• . B. Rahn

"Declined--M. B. Kahn Constr. Co.--

Irwin Kahn, Partner--12/22/60."
Contract Declined~ Craig Construction Company:

After the contract was

declined by the M. B. Kahn Construction Company, the Executive Committee
took steps to offer the contract to the next lowest bidder, the

-6-
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Craig Construction Company of Columbia.

w.

The Committee authorized

E. Freeman, Jr. & Associates to write the f~llowing letter to the

Charles J. Craig Construction Company:
226 West Washington Street
Greenville, South Carolina
December 22, 1960

Charles J. Craig Construction Company
1610 Westminster Drive
Columbia, South Carolina
Gentlemen:
The Board of Trustees, Clemson Agricultural
College of South Carolina, han accepted your proposal submitted on December 15, 1960, for the
const1:uction of two dormitories for Clemson College,
Clemson, South Carolina.
T.he acceptance of your pr.cposal is based upon
the fact thP.t M. B. Kahn Construction Company has
declin~d to enter into the contract to be awarded.
Very truly yours,

W. E. FREEMAN, JR.
/s/

w.

&

ASSOCIATES

E. Fr~eman, Jr.

By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,_ _ _ __

w.

,r.,

E. (Jack) Freeman, ..

A. I. A.

WEF jr/cr
Mr. Charles J. Craig, representing the Charles J. Craig Construction
Company, met ~"ith tha Executive Committee at which time the above letter
was delivered to him for his company.

The Executive Committee made

clear to Mr. Craig:
(l)

That the bid under consideration as received from the

respective bidders was the base bid less the amount of deductive
alternates l, 2, 3, and 4, since these four alternates had been
adopted,

-7-

(2)

That if the Charles J. Craig Construction Company did not

accept the contract it would be subject to suit to the extent of its
bid bond, and that it was the intention of the College to enter such
suit,
(3)

That, as a public institution, Clemson College would

be obligated to info?:m the general public throcgh the press of these
matters to the e.xtent necesoa.ry to fulfill its public truot, and
(4)

That the Executive Committee could not condone in any

way the so-cal!1?.d "complimentary bid" suu::nitteci by the Craig Construction
Company as desc·~ibed ~.n thl1 memo~-:lndum of. the M. B. ~'.;a-; hn Construction
Company quoted a~ove ~
The Charles J. Craig Const:-1!ction Company as represented by Mr. Charles

J. Craig declin':\d the contract; and Mr. Cr.aig record~C: the declination
of the contract by entering and signing

o:i

the letter of December 22, 1960,

from W. E. Freeman, Jr. and Aasociates to Charles J, C~aig Construction
Company as follcws:

"Decline,j--Chas. J .. Craig Constr.uction Co., by

Chas. J. Craig--12/22/60. 11
Executive 2£!!!!~ ~r:.tion:
(1)

It was moved, secon~ed and passed:

That the Attorney General and the Col ~ege Attorney be

instructed to enter suit against M. B. Kahn Ccnctrur.t~~n Company and
Chas. J. Craig Constrv-:tion Company to recover for the College the
amount of the res?ective bid bonds furnished by the@, or so much
thereof as may be re~overable at law,
(2)

T~at, based upon the fact that the Mo B. Kahn Construction

Company and the Charles J. Craig Const~uction Company had ~eclined to
enter into the contract to be awartled, that this cor.tract for the
construction of the two dormitory units be awarded to the next lowest

-8-
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bidder, the Crosland-Roof Construction Company at the bid submitted
by this company and publicly opened at Clemson College at 2 p. m.,
December 15, 1960.
(3)

That the College issue a press release on this entire

matter giving sufficient detail to fulfill its public trust.<*)
II.

Other Agenda Items:

In addition to the above matter, the Executive

Committee gave consideration to additional items presented for consideration
and acted upon as indicated below:
A.

Sewage Disposal

Statement:

Since the Water Pollution Control Authority classification

of the Seneca River has been raised from Class C to Class A on account of
construction of the Hartwell Dam, Clemson College if faced with the
construction of a complete treatment sewage disposal plant.
is asserting the responsibility of the United

States

the cost of constructing and operating this facility.

The college

to provide funds for
This question will

not be finally answered until the litigation is terminated many months
hence, but Hartwell Dam Reservoir is not expected to be filled and the
need of the treatment not made essential before late 1963.
Recommendation:

It is recommended that the Executive Committee adopt

the policy that a complete treatment sewage disposal plant be constructed
and in operation not later than December 31, 1963.
Committee Action:

Approved.

*A copy of the press release issued by the College is attached hereto.
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B.

Right-of-Way Easement~!!:!! American Telephone~ Telegraph Company

Statement:

Incident to the construction of the Hartwell Reservoir, it has

become necessary for the American Telephone and Telegraph Company to
relocate certain lines and cables on Clemson College property.

The Company

is requesting a right-of-way easement over and under a strip of land one rod
wide and extending by various courses and distance for a length of a little
more than half a mile.

The center line and course of the proposed

right-of-way easement is shown in particular on a plat by Robiaaon
Engineering Service, Anderson, South Carolina, dated October 10, 1960,
revised November 30, 1960, entitled: "AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
COMPANY, CHARLOTTE AND ATLANTA A AND B CABLE, HARTWELL RESERVOIR PROJECT."
The American Telephone and Telegraph Company agrees that the
cables shall be buried below plow depth in order not to interfere with
the ordinary cultivation of the strip, and to pay for damage to fences and
growing crops arising from the construction and maintenance of the aforesaid
systems.
Recoamendation:

That the right-of-way easement identified above be granted

to the American Telephone and Telegraph Company for the sum of two hundred
dollars ($200.00).
Committee Action:

c.

Approved.

Rights-of-Way Easements~~ Power Company

Statement:

Incident in part to the construction of the Hartwell Reservoir,

the Duke Power Company desires to locate and relocate certain of its
power lines on Clemson College Property.

The niae specific rights-of-way

requested and the condition, thereof are embodied in a document dated
for signature on December 22, 1960, accompanied by two plats dated
November 8, 1960 and marked "File No. 100-187" and "File No. 100-18811 ,
respectively.
-10-

The total area over which the rights-of-way easements will extend
amounts to eighteen acres including two acres in the lands allotted to
the Ravenel Research Center, the final usage of which has not yet been
determined by the College.
Recommendation:

That the rights-of-way easements identified above be

granted to the Duke Power Company under the following conditions:
(1)

That a charge of $300 per acre be made for the easements

on the sixteen acres exclusive of the Ravenel Research Center, making a
total charge of $4800.00
(2)

That no charge be made for the easements on the lands

of the Ravenel Research Center, and
(3)

That the Duke Power Company agree that it will relocate

at such time as requested by Clemson, and at the expense of the Company,
that portion of the line on Clemson property north of Seneca Creek to a
location mutually satisfactory to Clemson and Duke Power Company.
Committee Action:
D.

Approved.

Rifle Range~ Agreement

Statement:

Beginning with a request of the National Guard, an interest

has developed on the part of various military units in locating a rifle
range on Clemson College property.

Such a facility can be developed

without cost to the college for construction or maintenance, and its
availability will be advantageous to the R.

o.

T. C. contingents.

The

proposed location is a short distance west of Fant's Grove Church and on
the north side of State Road 104.

The site contains approximately 120 acres.

-11-
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An

appropriate Lease Agreement has been drafted between the

College as Lessor and the Military Department of South Carolina as Lessee.
The proposed lease is for a period of one year, renewable annually for
a period of nine consecutive yeara at the option of the parties to the
lease.
Recoamendation:

That the Executive Cotmnittee authorize the granting of

this lease to the Military Department of South Carolina and the signing
of the Lease Agree11&nt on the part of the College.
Committee Action:
E.

Approved.

Rock Request of Nello b•

Statement:

!!!!: Construction

Company

The Nello L. Teer Construction Company is interested in

obtaining native rock for use in constructing the Hartwell Dam Clemson
Protective Works.
located on

u.

A site with at least some rock available has been

S. Government property but also extending on the

property of the College.

The company is interested in obtaining quarry

rights from the College if such rights can also be obtained from the
federal government.
Recot11111endation:

That the Executive Cotmnittee authorize the administration

to take such steps as necessary to make rock available to the Nello L.
Teer Construction Company, with the College to be compensated therefor
on an equitable financial basis.
Committee Action:

Approved.

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

G. E. Metz, Secretary

CLEMSON COLLEGE NEWS BUREAU
For Release Sunday. January 15 1 1961
(Written 1-13-61)
CLEMSON, s. c. -- The Crosland-Roof Construction Co. of Columbia
has been awarded a contract by the Clemson College Trustees for the
construction of two dormitories for men. Located near the historic
Calhoun Mansion, they will have a total capacity of 288 students and
will be ready for occupancy by next September 1. The contract price
for the two buildings is $797,485.
Bids for the construction of these dormitories were opened
2 p. m. last December 15. A total of 15 bids were received. The low
bidder was the M. B. Kahn Construction Co o of Columbia whose base bid
was $667,647. The second low bidder was the Charles J. Craig Construction
Co. of Columbia with a base bid of $683 1 500. The Crosland-Roof
Construction Co. was the third low bidder.
On approval of the State Budget and Control Board, a contract
was tendered to Kahn Construction Co., but the contractor refused to sign
the contract, stating that an error had been made in computing his
estimate of the cost of construction.

Following the Kahn Company's refusal, a contract was offered to the
Craig Construction Co. and this contractor likewise refused to accept
the award. It was stated by Mr. Charles J. Craig and Mr. Irwin Kahn of
Kahn Construction Co. that the Craig Construction Co. bid of $683,500
was a courtesy bid submitted by the Kahn Co. for the Craig Co.
The Attorney General of South Carolina has been requested to
take appropriate action against M. B. Kahn Construction Co. and
National Security Corp., also the Charles J. Craig Construction Co.
and Federal Insurance Co. to cover the bid bonds as a portion of the loss
sustained by Clemson College.
Construction by Crosland-Roof Co. has begun and College
officials anticipate that the dormitories will be completed on schedule.
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ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS (Continued)
28.

~

2£. Bethlehem

Steel Common Stock

Statement: The David Jennings Scholarship Fund administered by Clemson
College included an investment in 62 shares of Bethlehem Steel Common Stock.
In the interim between meetings of the board, Gaston Jennings' mother
made a contribution of $1500 to the fund (to be invested by the College)
and Mr. Arthur McCall, Vice President of Alester G. Furman Company,
advised us to sell Bethlehem Steel and use the money along With the recent
contribution to purchase 100 shares of Standard Oil Company of New Jersey
stock. The entire transaction met with the approval of Mr. Gaston Jennings.
To expedite this transaction Mr. R. M. Cooper, President of
the Board of Trustees, acting under general authorization of the Board,
signed the following resolution of approval on January 5, 1961 with his
signature attested by the Secretary of the Board:
Resolution£!.~ Clemson Agricultural College
WHEREAS, the Clemson Agricultural College is desirous of
. selling sixty-two (62) shares of the common stock of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation, and
WHEREAS, the sale of the said stock meets with the approval
of The Board of Trustees of the Clemson Agricultural College,
BE IT RESOLVED that the Administration of The Clemson
Agricultural College is fully authorized to sell sixty-two (62)
shares of the common stock of Bethlehem Steel Corporation, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that Melford A. Wilson, Comptroller,
is fully authorized to endorse for The Clemson Agricultural
College the two (2) stock certificates in the amount of fortytwo (42) and twenty (20) shares respectively.
Signed and Sealed

Attest:

/s/ R. 11. Cooper
R. M. Cooper, President of
the Board of Trustees

/s/G. E. Metz
G. E. Metz, Secretary

January 5, 1961
Recommendation: That the Board of •Trustees in meeting assembled confirm
the above action and resolution as signed by the President of the Board
of Trustees on January 5, 1961.

29.

Sweet Potato Weevil Quarantine -- Revised March

l, 1961

Statement: In connection with the Sweet Potato Weevil Quarantine, it is
necessary to make revisions periodically concerning the areas covered, and
the attached revision (Sweet Potato Weevil Quarantine -- Revised March l,
1961) was effected by the professional staff of the South Carolina Crop
Pest Commission. The principal changes for South Carolina included lifting
the quarantine from all of Jasper County and modifying the areas covered
in Beaufort and Charleston Counties.
Recommendation: That the Sweet Potato Weevil Quarantine, Revised March 1,
1961, be confirmed and approved by the Agricultural Regulatory Committee
(State Crop Pest Commission) and by the Board of Trustees.
30. Facility Security Clearance !2!, Contractual Research 2!!. Classified
Projects
Statement: In connection with the research program of the College, there
is currently under way in the Ceramic Engineering Department a research
project under contract from the Air Force of an unclassified nature, but
if the College obtains facility security clearance, the way will be open
for receiving sponsored research contracts on classified material. To
obtain such facility security clearance, it is necessary that an exclusion
resolution be adopted by the Board of Trustees. The following resolution
is proposed for adoption:
WHEREAS: The members of the Board of Trustees of The Clemson
Agricultural College of South Carolina have been informed of the
provisions of Espionage Acts, Title 18, United States Code (Section 793, paragraphs d, e, f) which prescribe penalties for disclosure to unauthorized persons of classified information affecting
the national defense and
WHEREAS: The Department of Defense requires that officers,
other than principal officers,and Trustees who will not require
access to classified information in the conduct of the organization's business, are not required to be cleared provided that
the organization, by official action affirms that such officers
will not require, nor will have and can be effectively denied,
access to classified information in the possession of the organization and that they do not occupy positions that would enable
them to affect adversely the organization's policies or practices
in the performance of contracts for the Government.
WHEREAS: The following individuals are the principal officers
and executive personnel of The Clemson Agricultural College of
South Carolina who will require a security clearance:

- 2 -

Robert M. Cooper (President of the Board of Trustees)
Robert c. Edwards (President)
Jack K. Williams (Dean of the College)
Melford A. Wilson (Comptroller)
Prank J. Jervey (Vice President for Development)
~alter T. Cox (Dean of Student Affairs)
Leonard c. Adams (Security Officer)
WHEREAS: The Board of Trustees proposes to exclude all other
trustees of The Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That these excluded officials
of The Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina will not
require, nor will have,access to classified information in the
conduct of the organization's business and that these officials
can be effectively denied access to classified information in the
possession of the organization and they do not occupy positions
that would enable them to affect adversely the organization's
policies or practices in the performance of contracts for the
Government.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the Secretary of the Board is
authorized to furnish the copies of this Resolution to the Cognizant Security Office processing the facility security clearance
for The Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina; that the
Cognizant Security Office will be notified prior to any change in
conditions which would require the officials to have access to
classified information.
Recommendation:
31.

That the above resolution be adopted.

Improving~~ Storage Supply~ Simpson Experiment Station

Statement: An adequate water supply is essential to the operation of the
Simpson Experiment Station. Storage reservoirs having a capacity of
approximately 100 acre-feet have been constructed to date. The Soil Conservation Service has recommended the construction of an additional rese=voir
and the establishment of permanent vegetation in the watershed which will
protect the springs and existing pond from silt. The acquisition of
approximately 54 additional acres of land which has not be available previously will (a) permit the construction of a 60 acre-feet reservoir;
(b) lower pumping investments and reduce annual pumping costs; (c) protect
the sources of the entire 140 acre-feet of water stored in this area;
(d) supply 40 acres of high quality land which is needed for grazing
experiments and (e) provide a hard surface road as a natural boundary
for an important part of the station.
Recommendation: That the Administration be authorized to expend up to
$16,000 for the acquisition of land which will protect existing storage
facilities and permit construction of additional 60 acre-feet of water
storage capacity at the Simpson Station.

- 3 -

32.

Retention of overage Teaching Staff !E, Critical Areas

Statement: On April 7, 1960, the Board authorized the retention of
Professor P. s. Creager of the Electrical Engineering Department until
August 31, 1961. While Professor Creager is beyond the retirement age,
he is still doing a very effective job of teaching and has been quite
helpful in curriculum development and improvement of courses.
A concerted effort has been and is being made to secure a
replacement, but to date no acceptance has been received from any of
the four young men under consideration. Professor Creager understands
that his retention, if approved, is dependent upon our not being able
to secure a qualified replacement.
Recommendation: It is recommended that the Board of Trustees authorize
the Administration to re-appoint Professor P. s. Creager to August ,1, 1962,
if a qualified replacement cannot be obtained.

- 4 -

SOUTH CAROLINA STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION
Clemson, South Carolina
SWEEr POTATO WEEVIL QUARANTINE
Revised March 1, 1961
Whereas, the fact has been determined that a destructive insect known as Sweet
Potato Weevil is lmown to occur in parts of the counties of Beaufort and Charleston,
South Carolina and in certain other states;

Now, Therefore, The South Carolina State Crop Pest Conunission, by virtue of the
authority vested in it by an Act creating a State Crop Pest Commission Approved March
1912, do hereby establish a quarantine hereinafter setting forth the name of the pest
against which the quarantine is established, the regulated areas, the regulated products, the conditions governing the issuance of certificates under which the regulated
products may be shipped, and conditions governing the production, handling, and shipment of restricted material.
PEST:

Sweet Potato Weevil, Cylas formicarius elegantulus (Sum.).

REnULAT1W AREAS:
Alabama:

Counties of Baldwin, Coffee, Conecuh, Covington, Escambia, Geneva,
Henry, Houston, and Mobile.

Florida:

Entire state.

Georgia:

Counties of Brooks, Bryan, Camden, Chatham, Colquitt, Cook, Dougherty,
Decatur, Glynn, Grady, Lanier, Liberty, Lowndes, McIntosh, Pierce,
Thomas, and Ware.

Louisiana:

Parishes of Acadia, Allen, Ascension, Assumption, Avoyelles,
Beauregard, Calcasieu, Cameron, Evangeline, Iberia, Iberville,
Jefferson, Jefferson Davis, Lafayette, Lafource, Livingston,
Orleans, Plaquemines, Pointe Coupee, Rapides, Sabine, St. Bernard,
St. Charles, St. James, St. John the Baptist, St. Helena, St . Landry,
St. Martin, St. Mary, St. Tanunany, Tangipahoa, Terrebonne, Vermilion,
Vernon, Washington, and West Baton Rouge.

Mississippi:

Counties of Adams, Copiah, Covington, Forrest, George, Greene,
Hancock, Harrison, Jackson, Jones, Lamar, Lawrence, Lincoln,
Marion, Pearl River, Perry, Pike, Stone, Walthall, and Wilkinson.

Sweet Potato Weevil Quarantine
#2.
Texas:

Entire state with the exception of the counties listed in the Weevil
Free Area plus that part of Cherokee County south of a line beginning
at the Nacogdoches County line on State Highway 21 and continuing
west along Highway 21 to Houston County line, also another portion
of Cherokee County within the confines of a line beginning at Rusk
County line at Highway 79 and continuing West along said highway to
farm-to-market road No. 2274, thence south to the town of Ponta
thence on highway 110 southwest to the City of Rusk, continuing
from Rusk on farm-to-market road number 343 east to Nacogdoches
county line; also, that part of Rusk County within the confines
of a line beginning at the Nacogdoches county line on farm-to-market
road number 225 thence north to highway 84 and continuing northwest
to the township of Glenfawn, thence northwest to Sardis thence West
on highway 79 to Cherokee County line.
Texas Weevil Free Area:
The counties of Anderson, Andrews, Armstrong,
Archer, Brewster, Bailey, Borden, Bosque, Briscoe, Baylor, Brown,
Bowie, Culberson, Castro, Cochran, Carson, Crane, Crosby, Concho,
Collingsworth, Crockett, Childress, Cottle, Coke, Callahan, Coleman,
Comanche, Clay{ Cook, Colling, Cherokee (See Cherokee County under
regulated areaJ, Cass, Camp, Dallam, Deaf Smith, Dawson, Donley,
Dickens, Denton, Dallas, Delta, Duval, El Paso, E:ctor, F.a.stland,
Erath, Ellis, Floyd, Fisher, Foard, Fannin, Franklin, Freestone,
Gaines, Garza, Glasscock, Gray, Grayson, Gregg, Gillespie, Hudspeth,
Hockley, Hartley, Hill, Hansford, Hutchinson, Hamilton, Howard, Hale,
Hemphill, Hall, Hardeman, Haskell, Hood, Henderson, Hunt, Hopkins,
Harrison, Iron, Jack, Johnson, Jeff Davis, Jones, Kaufman, Kimble,
Kent, King, Knox, Loving, Lamb, Lubbock, Lynn, Lipscomb, Lamar, Leon,
Limestone, Llano, Mills, Mason, Moore, Marion, Martin, McCulloch,
McLennan, Menard, Midland, Motley, Mitchell, Montague, Morris, Nolan,
Navarro, Oldham, Ochiltree, Potter, Parmer, Palo Pinto, Parker, Panola,
Pecos, Presidio, Reeves, Roberts, Reagan, Randall, Robertson, Runnels,
Rockwall, Rains,Rusk (See Rusk County under regulated area), Red River,
San Saba, Sherman, Schleicher, Shelby, Smith, Sutton, Swisher, Sterling
Stonewall, Scurry, Shackelford, Stephens, Somervell, Terry, Taylor
Throckmorton, Tarrant, Terrell, Titus, Tom Green, Upshur, Upton, Van
Zandt, Wood, Ward, Webb, Winkler, Wheeler, Wilbarger, Wichita, Wise,
Yoakum, and Young.

South Carolina:

Beaufort County - All of Hilton Head Island lying south and
east of a line beginning where Broad Creek enters Calibogue Sound;
thence in a northeastern direction along said creek to the point
of its junction witt South Carolina Highway No. 46 and the Folly
Field dirt road, thence in a northeastern direction along Folly
Field Road and a straight line extended to Port Royal Sound.
Fripps Island

All of that area comprising Fripps Island.

Harbor Island -

All of that area comprising Harbor Island.

1

Sweet Potato Weevil Quarantine

#3.
Charleston County - ~ of Cooper River
Sullivan's Island and the Isle of Palms.

That area comprising

City of Charleston and Charleston Heights
The City of Charleston
proper and all that area lying south between the Ashley and Cooper
rivers beginning at a point where South Carolina Highway No. 7
leaves the Ashley River and extending north along Highway No. 7
to its intersection with United States Highway No. 52, thence east
along United States Highway No. 52 to Reynolds Avenue, thence along
Reynolds Avenue through the main gate of the United States Naval
Base to the Cooper River.
West of Ashley River
James Island - All that area lying within
the one mile radius of sweet potato weevil infestation on the farm
of Ezekial Washington (lessee).
Morris Island

All of that area comprising Morris Island.

Edisto Island

All that area comprising F.disto Beach.

Kiawah Island

All that area comprising Kiawah Island.

RESTRICTED PRODUCTS: The living sweet potato weevil or any stage thereof, sweet
potato roots or tubers, plants, vines or parts thereof; vines or roots of all
plants belonging to the genus Ipornoea or such other plants as may be found to be
hosts of the sweet potato weevil.
CONDITIONS GOVERNING THE MOVEMENT OF RESTRICTED PRODUCTS: Restricted products
shall not be moved from any regulated area through, into, within or from the State
of South Carolina unless accompanied by a valid Sweet Potato Weevil Quarantine Certificate attached to each container issued by a duly authorized inspector upon determination that (1) the material certified is apparently free from infestation of
the sweet potato weevil and (2) the material certified has been produced, packed and
handled in such a manner and under such conditions as to eliminate any danger of the
spread of the sweet potato weevil.
Provided (1) that no certificate shall be issued for the movement of restricted
material from the regulated area of South Carolina into any state which prohibits
such entry, (2) that no certificate shall be issued for the movement of restricted
material from the regulated area of South Carolina into the non-regulated area
thereof except when such material has been properly fumigated with methyl bromide
and/or when such material is consigned to and receipted by a processing plant for
immediate use, (3) that sweet potatoes from the regulated areas of other states shall
be admitted into South Carolina only when accompanied by a certificate issued by a
duly authorized inspector of the state of origin attached to each container establishin~ the fact that the sweet potatoes shipped were properly fumigated with methyl bromide,
(4) the shipper must notify the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission at the time
of the shipment of the fumigated sweet potatoes, giving consignee, destination, size,
and date of shipment.

Sweet Potato Weevil Quarantine
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CONDITIONS GOVERNING THE PRODUCTION, HARVESTING, STORING AND MOVEMmT OF RESTRICTED
PRODUCTS AND STORAGE AND FIELD CLEAN-UP OPERATIONS IN THERIDULATED AREA OF S0l1I'H
CAROLINA.- a. Location of Seed Beds and Field Plantings.
No person shall bed or make field plantings of sweet potatoes
within the regulated areas of South Carolina as described in this Quarantine.
b. Harvesting, Storing and Movement of Restricted Products
and Storage and Field Clean-Up Operations.
Owners and tenants of all properties lying within the regulated
areas of South Carolina shall conduct harvesting, storing and movement of restricted products and storage and field clean-up operations at a time and in a
manner prescribed by an authorized inspector of the South Carolina State Crop
Pest Commission.
Penalties: Under the provision of the Aot creating a State Crop Pest Conunission
Approved March 1912, any person who shall violate any of the regulations shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by law.
(See Seotion 6 - An Act of 1912 Civil Code of South Carolina, Volume II).
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION
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Gathering, rnimitting, or losing defense information.
0
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e e

(d) Whoever, lawfullly having possession of, access to, control
over, or being entrusted with any document, writing, code book, signal book,
sketch, photograph, photographic negative,blueprint, plan, map, model, instrument, appliance, or note 1:elating to the national defense, or information
relating to the national defe~1se which information the possessor has reason
to believe could be used to the injury of the United States or to the advantage of any foreign nation, wi.llfully communicates, delivers, transmits ,
or causes to be communicated, delivered, or transmitted or attempts to
communicate, deliver, transmit: or cause to be communicated, delivered or
transmitted the same to any petrson not entitled to receive it, or willfully
retains the same and fails to deliver it on demand to the officer or employee of the United States erntitled to receive it; or
(e) Whoever having unauthorized possession of, access to, or
control over any document, wri.ting,code book, signal book, sketch, photograph, photographic negative, blueprint, plan, map, model, instrument,
appliance, or note relating to, the national defense, or information relating
to the national defense which information the possessor has reason to
believe could be used to the injury of the United States or to the advantage
of any foreign nation, willfully communicates, delivers, transmits or causes
to be communicated, delivered, or transmitted, or attempts to communicate,
deliver, transmit or cause to be communicated, delivered, or transmitted the
same to any person not entitled to receive it, or willfully retains the
same and fails to deliver it to the officer or employee of the United States
entitled to receive it; or
(f) Whoever, being entrusted with or having lawful possession or
control of any document, writing, code book, signal book, sketch, photograph,
photographic negative, bluepri'n t, plan, map, model, instrument, appliance,
note, or information, relating to the national defense, (1) through gross
negligence permits the same to be removed from its proper place of custody
or delivered to anyone in violiation of his trust, or to be lost, stolen,
abstracted, or destroyed, or (2) having knowledge that the same has been
illegally removed from its pro1per place of custody or delivered to anyone
in violation of its trust, or lost, or stolen, abstracted, or destroyed,
and fails to make prompt reporit of such loss, theft, abstraction, or
destruction to his superior of:f icer -Shall be fined not truJre than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than
ten years, or both •

......................

PROPOSED NEWS RELEASE

COLUMBIA,

s. c.

- --Walter Lee Lowry, Jr . was today appointed Dean of

Engineering at Clemson College as the institution's Board of Trustees sat
in a regularly scheduled meeti·ng here today.
Lowry, a native of Monroe, N. C., and acting dean of engineering for
the past nine months, is a 193() graduate of Virginia Military Institute.
He has been a member of the Clie.mson engineering faculty since 1949.
In other actions the trus1~ees approved a new undergraduate curriculum
in food technology and announccad a three dollar per semester ($6.00 for
the year) increase in the stud«~nt health service fee beginning next fall.
11

we are delighted," said Hoard President R. M. Cooper of Wisacky,

"that in these days of continuc,usly rising costs, a student ' s year at
Clemson will cost only $6.00 more next year than this year.

The increase

of the student health service i:ee from $10.00 to $13. 00 per semester is
an absolute necessity in safegtnarding the health of our student body."
The Clemson governing body heard a report from the administration
setting forth the more than 3001 research projects currently under way as
a part of the institution's co~plex educational and public service activities.
The trustees noted with appreciation that annual alumni giving to the
Clemson Alumni Loyalty Fund has increased from approximately $15,000 five
years

ago to $107,000 last year and that in the same period the average

alumni gift increased from $7.09 to $26.91.
''This excellent alumni res·ponse in the area of alumni responsibility
to quality education at Clemson is highly gratifying," Cooper said.

"This

kind of alumni confidence in th1e educational mission of Clemson is most
encouraging to those of us who, with the alumni, are dedicating every
effort to making Clemson College? an institution second to none."

AGENDA - RECOMMENDATIONS AND REPORTS
i:or the meeting of
The Board of Trustees
of
The Clemson Agricultural College
June 5, 1961

9:00 a. m.

AGENDA FOR THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

on
June 5, 1961
(Subject to Revision by the Board)
I.
II.
III.
IV.

ROLL CALL
MINUIES OF THE MEETING OF MARCH 22, 1961
MINurES OF THE MEETING OF MAY . 10, 1961
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONS:IDERATION

Recommendations of the Board Committees are presented on
the pages immediately fo1llowing this outline of the agenda.
V.

COMMITI'EE REPORTS

Repnrts of thei Board Committees are presented herewith,
following the tab guides1 as labeled for each committee.
VI.

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF VISITORS

The Report of, the 1961 Board
to members of the Board at the meeting
A committee from· the Boe1rd of Visitors
to review the report wit:h the Board of
VII.

of Visitors will be distributed
on June 5 or earlier if possible.
has been invited to the meeting
Trustees.

ADDITIONAL ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION

Additional rec:ommendations and informational items will be
presented as developed p1rior to the Board Meeting.
VIII.

IX·.
X.
XI.

DATE FOR THE OCTOBER MEE:TING OF THE BOARD
("Stated Meeting Date" i .s October 23)
REVIEW OF PRESS RELEASE ON BOARD MEETING
FINAL ROLL CALL VOTE
ADJOURNMENT

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONSIDERATION
by the
Clemson College Board of Trustees
June 5, 1961

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE EXECurlVE COMMITTEE (Items l - 4)
l.

Proposed Budgets for the~ Fiscal Year 1961-~

Committee Recommendation: T'he proposed budgets for the fiscal year 1961-1962,
being presented ~eparately, are reconunended for approval.
2. Purchase of Additional L,and at the R. w. Simpson Experiment Station -Confirmation of Financial Ba.sis of Purchase

-----

Statement: At the
Administration was
Station to protect
tion of additional
tion the following

March 22, 1961 meeting of the Board of Trustees the
authorize:d to purchase lands at the Simpson Experiment
existing water storage facilities and permit construc60 acre-f:eet of water storage capacity. In this conneclands hav·e been purchased at the amounts shown:

Purchased~

Acres

Amount

Clifton Cartee
Harold Cartee
Irvin Osby
L. E. Mullikin

25.08
12.34
14. 98
1.09

$ 7,524.00
4,010.50
2,247.00
163.50

53.49

$13,945.00

Total
Committee Recommendation:
confirmed.

It is recommended that the above transactions be

3. Membership of the Presi~lent o f ~ College~ Boards of Directors of
Industrial and Financial Concerns
Statement: The President oj; the College has been serving for several months
on the Board of Directors oi: the State Bank and Trust Company, has recently
received an invitation to sEirve on the Board of Directors of the Draper
Corporation, and seeks the advice and counsel of the Board on such affiliations
with an expressed willingneE1s to abide by whatever policies the Board wishes
to establish in the best interest of the College.

Committee Recommendation: That the President of the College be authorized
to serve as a member of the Board of Directors of both the State Bank and
Trust Company and the Draper Corporation.
4. Annual Reaffirmation Resolution Authorizing Comptroller !2_ Convert,
Transfer,~., Securities under Specific Conditions
Statement: . The current resolution authorizing the Comptroller to convert,
transfer, etc., securities is in effect through June 30, 1961, and the annual
reaffirmation of this resolution is due for action at the June meeting of the
Board.
Committee Recommendation:
adopted:

It is recommended that the following resolution be
R E S OL UT I ON

WHEREAS, The Clemson Agricultural College is the owner, or shall
be come the owner, of stock certificates of corporate enterprises by gift,
purchase or otherwise, and
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees is gathered in session at infrequent
intervals, and
WHEREAS, the authority to authorize an officer of the College to
act in behalf of the Board 1of Trustees in such matters of finance is vested
solely in the Board of Trus 't ees,
THEREFORE, BE IT !RESOLVED, that the Comptroller of the Clemson
Agricultural College, actin:g in his official capacity, is hereby authorized
to convert, transfer, assig1n or otherwise dispose of securities of the
Clemson Agricultural Coileg1e of South Carolina and of the Board of Trustees
of the Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina and to make such use
of the proceeds as may be d1eemed in the best interest of the College. The
Comptroller is further autruJrized by this resolution to execute the assignment
of stock in behalf of the Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina and
of the Board of Trustees of the Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina
until further notice but nolt to extend beyond June 30, 1962.
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE AGJR.ICULTURAL REGULATORY COMMITTEE (Items 5 - 6)
5.

Fertilizer Inspection ~:id Analysis

Statement: On May 16, 1961 , the Agricultural Regulatory Committee, serving
as the Fertilizer Board of Control, approved all recommendations embodied in
the attached Department of l?ertilizer Inspection and Analysis Report to the
Fertilizer Board of Control :, May 1961.
Committee Recoounendation:

:rhat the above action be confirmed by the Board.
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6.

South Carolina State Crc~ Pest Commission Regulations and Quarantines

Statement: On May 16, 1961, the Agricultural Regulatory Conunittee, serving
as the South Carolina State Crop Pest Conunission, approved all recommendations
embodied in the attached Report on Regulations and Quarantines, May 1961.
Committee Recommendation :

That the above action be confirmed by the Board.

RECOMMENDATION FROM THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND STUDENT AFFAIRS
(Item 7)
7. Realignment of Administ:tative Organization for Industrial Curricula -Industrial Management and T1extiles
Statement: When the curric1~lum in Industrial Management was established in
1955, there was a choice as to the School under which it was to be administered. As recognized at th1e time, it could have been placed under any one
of the Schools of the College, since curriculum options were offered under
each School in this program. The decision in 1955 was to have this new
program administered under tthe School of Artf. and Sciences, since the staff
to teach the Industrial Man,agement Courses was recruited from the Economics
Department.
Industrial Management mow has the largest number of students enrolled
of any curriculum in the College, a total of 545 for the first semester of
the current session. The p:rogram has been developed, graduates are serving
in the textile and other industries, and a real contribution is being made
through this program to the industrial development of the state.
The choice at this tim1e is whether to establish Industriai Management
as a separate School of · the College or to combine it with some other school,
with the name of the school changed to reflect the industrial management
training function. The administration favors such a combination of Industrial Management with the S,c hool of Textiles.
Committee Recommendation: It is recommended that the administration be
authorized to realign the administration of the Industrial Management Department and curriculum by ,a combi nation with the School of Textiles, with
such realignment to be effe,cted when necessary preliminary steps have been
completed and the time cons'idered appropriate.
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EXECUJ~IVE COMMI'ITEE REPORT
to the
Board of Trustees
June 5, 1961
The Executive Commjlttee met on May 24, 1961, in the Office of
Senator Edgar A. Brown at Th~~ State House in Columbia.

Members of the

Committee present were Edgar A. Brown, presiding, Robert R. Coker,
W. Gordon McCabe, Jr., and R0 M. Cooper, ex officio member.

Others

present included R. C. Edwards, Melford A. Wilson, and G. E. Metz.
Recotmnendations renulting from this meeting of the Committee
are given as Items 1-4 of thi~ recorranendations for consideration of the
Board at this meeting (June 5, 1961).

In addition to taking action to

make these recommendations to the Board, the Executive Coaunittee endorsed the suggestion made at: the Development Committee meeting on
May 15 that a committee of the 1961 Board of Visitors be invited to
meet with the Board of Trusti~es on June 5 to present and review the
Report of the Board of Visitors.

AGRICULTURAL REGULATORY REPORT
to the
Board of Trustees
June 5, 1961
The Agricultural Regulatory Committee met at Clemson on
May 16, 1961.

Members of the Committee present were L. D. Holmes,

presiding, W. A. Barnette and R.R. Coker.

Others present included

R. C. Edwards, M. D. Farrar, O. B. Garrison, B. D. Cloaninger , J. H.
Cochran,

w.

M. Epps, L. H. Ser.in, R. H. Garrison, G. B. Nutt, and G. E.

Metz.
Recommendations resulting from this meeting of the Committee
are given as Items 5 and 6 of the recommendations for consideration
of the Board at this meeting (June 5, 1961).
At the meeting on May 16 , a twelve-minutes movie on the
work of the Seed Certification Department on small grains was shown.
Mr. Coker suggeGted that a similar movie be made on crop pests and the
work of the Crop Pest Commissicm.
The South Carolina Ec::onomic Poison Law referred to in the
Crop Pest Commission Report is attached to the back cover of this
folder.

As additional information for the Conmittee and the Board,

the Act amending this law is al.so given.

Copies of the amending

act were not available for distribution at the time of the meeting
on May 16.

.E>E PARTMENT OF FERT I L IZER IN.:>..- 1:.:CTION AND ANALYSIS
REP ORT TO THE JfERTILIZER BOARD OF CONTROL
May, 1961
:Below is a brief summary of some of the activities of the Department
of Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis for the period July 1, 1960, through
April, 1961:
Tons of commerdal fertilizer distributed,
July - March 311. •••••••.•.••••••.•••••• 380, 211 - increase of
33. 8% over same
period last year
Number of sarnples procured, ...••.•••••

4,700

Number of sarnples analyzed ...•........

3,.900

Fertilizer Tonnage: The tonnage of mixed fertilizers for the nine months
period ending March 31 was 40. 4% above the same period last year.
Generally speaking, man.ufactur ers are optimistic over the outlook for a
good season. There is so,me mixed opinion as to the effect of the government
grain program and its effect on the sale of fertilizers. Some are of the
opinion that it will reduce the fertilizer sales tremendously, while others
feel that farmers will use larger amounts per acre on those acres planted.
House Bill #1317: A hearing was attended before the House Agricultural
Committee in which the piros and cons were discussed in connection with
said bill which, in effect, would cause the fertilizer manufacturers to
attach a tag showing the nource of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash.
At the hearing, it was pointed out that the present fertilizer law makes
optional the attaching of a. tag showing the entire open formula, namely,
stating the pounds and analysis of each material used in compounding the
mixture. It was pointed out by those in att~ndance from Clemson College,
along with members of the Fertilizer Industry, that South Carolina bas an
adequate, modern fertili:ier law and that it was being vigorously enforced
and amply protecting the farmers of the state. The bill received a minority unfavorable report and passed a second and third reading of the House.
It is now in the Senate and a hearing is scheduled for May 3, at 3:00 p. m.
Specialty Grades: The fetrtilizer industry is most appreciative of the ruling
of the Fertilizer Board of Control authorizing, in effect, an unlimited
number of grades for use on non-commercial crops for sale in 50 pounds
net or less size packages1. The minimum of 20 units of plant food is, of
course, still required.
Meetings: In order to thoroughly acquaint members of the Fertilizer Advisory Committee with the activities of Clemson College, particularly
those related to agriculture, a meeting is being scheduled for late June at
the College. This is an :important cross-section of the agriculture and
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fertilizer industry people of the state and can mean much toward promulgating
and carrying to completio1n a forward and progressive fertility program.
Recommendation: The Board of Trustees, March 1961, approved the deletion
of the 1-3-4 ratio, minimum analysis grade 3-9-12, from the approved list
effective July l, 1961. In view of the large tonnage (12,191) of this grade
sold during the period July l, 1960 through March 31, 1961, it is recommended
that the above referenced Board Action be held in abeyance for a minimum
of one year, during which time greater efforts can be made to familiarize
the farmers with the economic loss in using this relatively low analysis
grade.

-3FERTILIZER BOARD OF CONTROL ..•. . • . . .• .• • May, 1961
Part I-- - - - -- - --- -- - ---- -- - - ----- ---- - -- - - ---Weight Irregularities
No, Bags
Short Per
Action
Name of Company
& Grade
Bags (Lbs, )
By

Fine
Rec,
$ 3 5. 00

Anderson Fert. Co.
Anderson, S. C.

110- 3-12-12

2. 6

McClain

Armour Ag, Chem. Co.
Wilmington, N. C.

**

160-Sheep
Manure
** 429-Sheep Manure
110- 4-12-12
*50 -18% Snperphosphate
*40-14-0-14
*100-Sulphate of Potash
** 70-Sheep Manure

1.3

Altman

1. 5
4. 6
2. 7
2.0
2. 6
1. 0

Altman
Altman
Altman
Altman
Altman
Altman

185. 00

Armour Agri. Chem, Co.
Augusta, Ga.

100-3-12-12

l. 8

Sprawls

35. 00

East Coast Terminal Co.
Wilmington, N. C.

*600-ANL

1. 6

Altman

>lc200-ANL
*110 -ANL
*300-ANL
*300-ANL
*355-ANL

l. 2
1. 3
2. 0

Altman
Altman
Altman
Altman
Altman

Molony Fertilizer Co.
Charleston, S. C.

*63- 3-9-9

1. 7

Barwick

35. 00

F. S. Royster Guano Co.
Wilmington, N. C.

110- 5-10-10
*93- 8-8-8

3. 2
3.4

Altman
Barwick

75. 00

Logan-Robinson Fert. Co.
Charleston, S. C.

80- 4-10-6
47- 4-10-6

3. 3

6. 7

Altman
Thomas

85.00

Mutual Fertilizer Co.
Savannah, Ga.

*87- 4-12-12
*61- 3-12-12

3. 3
3. 2

Messervy
Messervy

50.00

Planters Fertilizer &
Phosphate Co.
Charleston Heights,
South Carolina

*13- 4-10-6
>le* 34- 4-12-12
100- 3-9-12
235- 4-12-12

2. 9
1. 5
2.8

Messervy
Messervy
Thomas (See Next
Thomas
Page)

>'i<lOO# Bags

**

50# Bags

2. 5
1. 5

2. 9

220. 00
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Name of Company
Planters Fert. Co.
Charleston Heights,
South Carolina

No. Bags
&: Grade

Short Per
Bags (Lbs. )

Action
By

210- 4-10-6
840- 3-9-9
*400-10-10-10
>:<400- 5-10-10
400- 3-9-9
600- 4-8-12
*400- 14-0-14
>'.<160- 4-12-12
*60- 4-12-12
*1250- 4-12-12
2200- 4-10-6
*420- 14-0-14
*210- 5-10-10
210- 3-9-9

3, 7

1.9
5.4
3. 5

Altman
Altman
Altman
Altman
Altman
Altman
Altman
Altman
Altman
Thomas
Thomas
Thomas
Thomas
Thomas

3. 5
1.8
4.2
3. 1
2.8
3. 4
2.8

2. 3

3. 5
3. 5

Fine
Rec.

$475. 00

Rowe's Warehouse&: Fert.
Co., Oakway, S. C .

1000- 4-12- 12

2. 2

McClain

Southern Fert. &: Chem. Co..
Savannah, Ga.

>:<26 - 4- l 2-12
40- 4-12-12

1. 4

2. 5

Messervy
Thomas

35. 00

Swift &: Company
Wilmington, N. C.

80- 4-12-12

3. 4

Thomas

3 5. 00

Swift &: Company
Savannah, Georgia

,:,33 _ 4-12-12

2. 9

Sprawls

25.00

Smith and Kelly Company
Savannah, Ga.

>:<100- Chilean Nit.
of Soda
*140- Chilean Nit.
of Soda

1.8

Messervy

2.0

Messervy

35.00

,:<420- Chilean Nit.
of Soda
•:<185-ANL

.7

Cloaninger
&: Sprawls
Cloaninger
&: Sprawls

7 5. 00

McClain
Cloaninger

25. 00

Shipyard River Terminal
Charleston, S. C.

Virginia-Carolina Chem.
Corp., Columbia, S. C .

*42- 4-12-12
,:c4z _ 5 -10 -10

1. 5

2.2
1. 2

150. 00
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Part II-------------Irregullarities Other Than Short Weights

Name of Company

No. Bags
& Grade

Irregularity

Action
By

Fine
Rec.

Dixie Guano Co.
Laurinburg, N. C.

4-8-12

Incomplete
Minor Element
Guarantee

Cloaninger $10. 00

Ridge Products Co.
Johnston, S. C.

8-8-2

Ille gal Grade

Ammons

25.00

REPORT ON REGULATIONS AND QUARANTINES
SUBMITTED TO
THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION
May 1961
As indicated at t ,he meeting on February 21, the professional staff
of the Commission has undet·taken a comprehensive review of all regulations
and quarantines promulgated! by the Crop Pest Commission. This review has
resulted in recommendations: presented below (1) to confirm cert ain regu lation
and quarantines as currently worded, (2) to approve revisions in other regulations and quarantines, aTI1d (3) to rescind those which have outlived their
necessity or usefulness in crop pest control.
These recommendations pertain to the regulations and quarantines.
The state laws pertaining t:o crop pest control are given as an appendix to
this report for additional infonnation.
I.

RULES AND REGULATIONS PURSUANT TO THE CROP PEST ACT OF 1912

A.

B.

II.

Regulations Recommended for Confirmation:
1.

Nursery Regulations - Revised April 15, 1960

(Pace 5)

2.

Sweet Potato Regulations - Revised November 15,
1958

(Page 7)

3.

Regulations C:overning the Shipment of Tobacco
Plants into $outh Carolina - Revised
September 1, 1959

(Page 9)

4.

Regulations C:overning the Shipment of Tomato
Plants into South Carolina - Approved April 9,
1956.

(Page 10)

Revised Regulatiot1s Reconnnended for Confirmation and Approval:
1.

Regulations Covering Seed Irish Potatoes

(Page 11)

2.

Regulations Governing the Importation into the
State of South Carolina of all Five-leafed
Pines, Currants, Gooseberries Because of White
Pine Blister Rust

(Page 14)

QUARANTINES PURSUANT TO THE CROP PEST ACT OF 1912
A.

guarantines Recouunended for Confirrnatl on:
1.

Imported Fire: Ant Quarantine - Approved
May 19, 1958

(Page 16)

B.

III.

2.

Sweet Potato Mosaic Quarantine - Revised
May 15, 1959

3.

Sweet Potato Weevil Quarantine - Revised
March 1, 1961

(Page 19)

4.

White-Fringed. Beetle Quarantine - Revised
October 1, 19'60

(Page 21)

?

Revised Quarantines Recommended for Confirmation and Approval:
1.

Camellia Flo"11er Blight Quarantine

(Page 23)

2.

Phony Peach Disease Quarantine

(Page 28)

3.

Witchweed Qua.rantine

(Page 31)

REGULATIONS PURSUANT TO THE BEE DISEASE ACT
The attached Bee Regulation (Page 38)

IV.

(Page 18)

is reconm1ended for confirmation.

REGULATIONS PURSUANT '1: 0 THE SOUTH CAROLINA ECONOMIC POISON LAW
1

The attached Pesticide: Fertilizer Regulation (Page 39)is recommended
for confirmation.
V.

THE ABANDONED ORCHARD LAW

As information, no regulation has been made and no regulation is
recommended pursuant to The: Abandoned Orchard Law.
VI.

REGULATIONS TO BE REVOKED

It is recommended that the following regulations which have outlived
their necessity or usefulne:ss be revoked, effective July 1, 1961, for the
reasons given:
Regulation

Reason for Revoking

1. Regulations Governing 1:he Transportation of Cabbage Planti; for Propa gation into and within the State of
South Carolina. Effective February
15, 1921.

Since the South Carolina Nursery Regulations govern the shipment of all
nursery stock, including cabbage plants,
into and within the State of South Caro lina, it is not necessary to have a
separate regulation covering cabbage
plants.

2. Regulations Governing t:he Transportation of Cotton Seed £pr Planting.
(File copy not dated)

Since the regulations governing the
transportation of cotton seed for
planting were not effective in preventing the spread of anthracnose and
wilt, such a regulation is no longer
necessary.
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ReBulation

Reason for Revoking

3. Regulations of the South Carolina
State Crop Pest CotTUni~sion Governing
the Transportation of Cnestnut into
and within the State of So,·th Carolina. {File copy not dated)

Since the regulation of the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission governing
the transportation of chestnut into and
within the State of South Carolina did
not prevent the introduction and spread
of Chestnut Blight, and the disease became widespread and destroyed most of the
chestnut trees in the State, the regulation should be revoked.

4. Regulations Governing the Disposition of Fruits, Vegeta.bles, and
Other Materials Found Infested with
Mediterranean Fruit Fly in. Any of Its
Stages when the Sam Shall Be Found
in South Carolina. Effective May 20,
1929.

Since the Mediterranean Fruit Fly has
been successfully eradicated from the
State of Florida on two widely separated
occasions, and there is no longer a
danger of introducing infested material
from that state, it is not necessary to
have a regulation relative to disposition
of such material.

5. Potato Tuber Moth ReguLlations.
Approved, November 1, 1925

Since the Potato Tuber Moth Regulations
were not effective in preventing the
introduction of the Potato Tuber Moth
{Phthorimae! operculella Zell .) into
South Carolina and this pest has become
widespread, this regulation should be
revoked.

6. Regulations Governing the Produc tion of Certified Tomato Plants .
Approved, January 27, 1937.

Since the production of certified tomato
plants is a function of the S. C. Crop
Improvement Association, it is no longer
necessary for such a regulation to exist
in the S. C. Crop Pest Commission.

VII.

QUARANTINES TO BE REVOKED

It is recommended that the following quarantines which have outlived
their necessity or usefulness be revoked, effective July 1, 1961, for the
reasons given:
Quarantine

Reason For Revoking

1. Quarantine Regulation on Account
of the European Corn Bo.re1r. Effectiv~ October 31, 1940 (Revised)

Since the Quarantine Regulation on
account of the European Corn Borer is
ineffective in preventing the further
spread of the European Corn Borer
(Pyrausta nubilalis llubn), this quarantine should be revoked.

2. The Mexican Bean Beetle Quarantine Regulation. Effective February
15, 1921.

Since the Mexican Bean Beetle Quarantine
Regulation was not effective in preventing the spread of Mexican Bean Beetle
into South Carolina, it is no longer
necessary,
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4
Quarantine

Reason for Revoking

3. Quarantine on Account ,o f Pink
Bollworm. Effective August 1, 1920.

The Quarantine on account of Pink Bollworm
was promulgated for the protection of South
Carolina agriculture from infestations of
Pink Bollworm (Pectinophora gossypiella
Saunders) in several states; however, the
Federal Domestic Quarantine No. 52 and
the quarantines of the states involved
have been extended to regulate all known
infested areas, thereby affording pro t ection to South Carolina from this dangerous
cotton pest.
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5
SOUTH CAROLINA S'fATE CROP PF..S'f COMMISSION

Clemaon, South Carolina
Nursery Regulations
Revised April

15,

196o

THE FOLLOWING RULES AND REGULATIONS ARE MADE PURSUANT TO THE SOUTH CABDL1NA
CROP PFST ACT OF 1912 AS AMENDED, AND GOVERN THE MOVEMENT OF NURSERY STOCK
INTO AND WITHIN SOUTH CAROLINA.

Defin:ttions
Nursery:

Any place where nur•sery stock is grown for sale.

Nursery Stock, All f rui t , nu.t and shade trees, all ornamental plants and trees,
Eush fruits, buds, grafts, s c~i ons, vines, roots, bulbs, seedlings, slips or
other portions of plants (exc:luding true seeds) transported !or propagating
purposes.
Nurseryman: Arr:, person engag;ed in the production or collection of nurseey
stock for sale or distributicm,
Dealer: Any person not a grc.wer of nursery stock who buys certified nurRery
stock for the purpose of resaLle. Any nurseryman operating a sales lot independently or separately fr<:,m his nursery shall be classified as a dealer.
Person:

Individual, corporai;ion, partnership, firm or association.

Inspector: An employee of t~Le South Carolina State Crop Pest Conmdssion designto enforce these regU).ai;iona.

ated

Regulations
1. Application For Inspectior~

Any nurseryman, dealer or person desiring to engage in, conduct or
carry on business of growingJ1 selling, dealing in or importing £or sale or
distribution of nursery stock, shall make npplioation for inspection and
certification not later than June .1 , of each year. Anyone failing to make
application for inspection prior to June 1 will be charged the cost of the
inspection, This does not apply to the initial inspection of a new busineos,
2. ~,eection
Prior to certifioai~ion, all nurseries in the State of South Carolina
must be inspected by a reprenentative of the South Carolina State Orop }'est
Oomm:tssion and all plants in aaid nursery must be approved as being apparently

Nursery Regnl:l t,J (Jl1.1
f/2.
free of injurious plant pea·l;a nnd in good physical condition. Nur!leries ahould
be sufficiently free of weeda and grasses so as to afford a dependable inepoction.

Subsequent inspections shall be made as necessary to insure that these regulations(
are carried out or if there ia a threat of the introduction of now and danr,erous
poets. In the event that a!lly inspection reveals tne presence of dangerous peats
certification may be cancelled until such conditions required by said inspector
be corrected to the satisfaiction of the inspector and the South Carolina State
Crop Pest Connnission.
). Cer~ificate Of I~spect~~~
A certificate of :i nspection shall l.10 issued to those . nurseries and
dealers that meet the neoes,s ary requirements. Certificates so issued shall be on
an annual basis and shall expire on September 30 of the followina year unless
sooner revoked for cause. The inspection certificates ahall be conspicuously
displayed at each nursery o:r place of business.
1

Any registered nurseryman or dealer may have a duplicate copy of
his inspection certificate filed with the proper official of any other state
or colllltry upon request.

4,

Nursery ~E!

A. Dealer's Certificater All dealers in n~raery stock must execute a
regular application obtained from the South Carolina State Crop Peat
Commission. A dealer's ponnit will be issued only after an acceptable
certificate, issued by a qualified official of the state or country
from which plants are purchased, is on file with the South Carolina
State Crop Pest Commission and/or inspection of the premises, Dealers
must comply with the rules and regulations of the South Carolina State
Crop Peat Commission 1-rlth reference to the use of inspection tags. The
Dealer Certificate expires September 30 of each year and may be revoked
for cause.

B. Salea From Vehicles:

Persona selling nursery stock directly from a
vehicle to the public shall be considered nursery dealers and JmlBt
comply with all rules and regulations pertaining to the sale of nursery
stock in South Carolina.

O. A dealer's certificate must be conspicuously displayed in or on each
aalea location.

~. !!!!! .Q! Nurae!2 Permit

Ta~s

A valid permit ta,g issued by the South Carolina State Orop Peat
Conuniaaion shall be conspicuously attached to each lot or container of plants
constituting a single sale or transaction moved into or within the State of
South Carolina. ~wever, P,ennit tags will not be required on local retail ,
sales where such sales are 1made direct to the ultim~te user of such stock:

6·,

~

Q! Permit. Tags

Pennit tags will 1be issued to oortified nurserymen and dealers on
a ooat basis. A price-list may be obtained from the South Onrolina State
Crop Peat Comniseion.

(
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7. out-Of-State Nursorioa

A.

Out-of-state nuraori.es and doalors mur:it file with tho South Carolina
State Crop Pest Conun:lssion, valid certificates of inspection iaaued
and personally oigne1d by the state inspector or corresponding official
of the state of origin showing that the plants have been inspected,
nnd found npparentl~· free of inju~ious pests.

B. Out-of-atate nul"ser:1.es shall not be required to attach a South Carolina pennit tag to s:hipments coming into this atato, nor to file
duplicate invoices 01f the stock shipped, nor to pay a nuraory fee
provided like privileges are accorded South Carolina nurserymen
when maldng shipment,s into other states.
(a) HoWEJver, in such states as require duplicate pe:nnit tags

and/or dupli.cate invoices and/or nursery fees of nurserymen in South Carolina, then the South Carolina St.ate Crop
Past Connniseion ahnll require nurseries in those states to
purchase Sou.th Carolina permit tags, file duplicate invoices and pay a nursery fee.

O. ·Each vehicle, package, box, bundle, or container of nursery stock originating outside of Sou.th C.:arolina and being moved into South Carolina for
customer delivery or· for r esale must have attached to it a valid permit tag from the state or country of origin stating in effect that
the nursery stock being moved has been inspected and certified by an
authorized official as apparently free of injurious plant pests. Acy
shipment of nursery stock entering South Carol:J.na not accompanied by
such a tag shall be declared a public nuisance and may be returned
to the shipper, ·treated, dest~oyed or otherwise disposed of by the
inspector. Any plants moving from outside South Carolina whether or
not a~oompanied by a valid pennit tag, found infested with injurious
plant peats shall be deolared a public nuisance and may be returned
to the shipper, trea't ed, destroyed or otherwise disposed of to the
satisfaction of the inspector.
D.

E.

Nurseries growing pe,ach or nectarine stock for shipment into South
Carolina must file ~ith the office of the South Carolina State Crop
Pest Oonnnisaion a certificate issued by the inspection official of
the state of origin 1showing that the nursery environs were inspected
for phony peach dise.aae and all diseased trees found were removed
prior to June 30th o:f the year preceding shipment.

The movement or shipping of citrus nursery stock into the state of
South Carolina is pr,ohibited by law except by special permit,

---

8. Penalties

Any person, firm 0 1r corporation found guilty of violating the
provisions of this regulation shall be subject to the penalties provided
!or by Section 6 of an Act to Create a State Crop Peat Oomrnission of South
Carolina.

9. All previous regulationa

ion

this subject are hereby revoked,
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SOU'l'H CAROLINA

S'fJ\Tl~ CHOP Pl;:3'1' · COMMIS[HON

Cl0m~on, South Carolina
Sweet Potato RP.gulations
Revised 1fovember 15, 1958

1. All persons desiring to sell, barter, or give away sweet potatoes
for seed purposes or who expect to bed sweet potatoes for the purpose of selling plants must have at least tlu~eo inspections by the South Carolina State
Crop Pest Conunission and a certificate Dtatine that they were found apparontly free from the sweet potato weovil (Ellas formicarius Oliv.), black rot,
stem rot and other especially inJurious insects and diseases of .the sweet
potato.
( a) First In~}:ct:Lon: The first inspection shall be made
while the crop is in the field, preferably the latter part of Aui,rust and during September. During this insp1)ction especial attention is given to stem
rot or wilt.
(b) Second In-2ec1~ion: The second inspection ia made sometime during storage.. During thiB inspection especial attention is given
to black rot.
( c) Third Inspectjlon: This is an inspection of the beds and
is soon after tho plants come up,. 0ther inspections may be made when in the
judgment of tho Conunission it is deemed necessary.
2. Growers will be reqtdred to treat seed potatoes prior to bedding
and to bed in soil that has been properly treated. Recorranended treatment
procedures may bo obtained from members of the Commission, from county agents
or any qualified agricultural official.

J. Sweet potatoes for Eleed purposes or sweet potato plants shipped
within or out of the state of South Carolina must be accompanied by a sweet
potato permit of the South Carollna State Crop Pest Conunission. This permit
is issued at cost after all requlrements of these regulations are met. Any
grower desirins to ship sweet pot.ate plants out of the state of South Carolina
should notify this Commission so that a duplicate• copy of his sweet potato
certificate might be filed with the state concerned.

4. Sweet potatoes for s1eed purposes or sweet potato plants may be
shipped into the state of South Carolina only after a certificate of inspection has been filed with the South Carolina State Crop Peat Commission
by the state concerned and each s,hipment accompanied by a permit issued by
the state concerned.

5. All persons, firms o,r corporations desiring to have their
premises inspected for permit to trnnsport sweet potatoes or sweet potato
plants for propagatlng purposes shall make application before August 1, of
each year. Applications received! after the above date will not be acted upon

~ ,,ul h ,~:l t'n\ i n.l :.i 11,•,•L 11 ,J l,:i Lo ll.?1'.ttl:1 Li o n:;

:/2

unt:ll the first irmpoct1.on 1.u du,'? again the following year. Peraons planning
to buy seed sweet potntoes f'rom othor sources in order to bed and sell plants
must purchase tht:!se potatoes from inspected growers in order to qualify for
a permit. A list of these g;rowera may be obtained from the South Carolina
State Crop Pest Cmrunission, Clemson, South Carolina, upon request.
These regulations become effective November 15, 1958, and supercede
o.11 previous regulations goV'orning sweet potato inspections.

South Carolina State Crop Pest Conunission
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SOUTH CAROLm~ STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION
Clemson, South Carolina
Regulations Govern~g The Shipment Of Tobacco Plants
Intio South Carolina
Revised September 1, 1959
The fact bas been dete~mined that two serious virus diseases affect-

ing tobacco lmown as Potato ;r Veinbanding and Etch Mosaic are not generally present in the State of S1puth Carolina. If these diseases become established in the tobacco gro~g areas of the state they will cause serious
losses to the tobacco farmer.
In order to prevent the introduction of these diseases into South Carolina, the South Carolina Sta'te Crop Pest Commission by virtue of authority
vested in it by the State C~op Pest Commission Act of 1912, hereby establishes a quarantine setting forth the names of the diseases against which this
quarantine is established, the quarantined areas, the regulated products,
and the conditions for :movement of regulated products.
PESTS:

The virus diseases :Potato Y Veinbanding and Etch Mosaic.

<JJARANTINED ARF.AS:

1. Prohibited Area.
Florida - Counties o,f :
Broward
Charlotte
Collier
Dade
Desota

Glades
Hardee
Hendry
Highla:nds
Hillsborough

Indian River
Lee
Manatee
Martin
Monroe

Okeechobe
Palm Beach
Pinellas
Sarasota
St. Lucie

2. Regulated Areas.

Florida - Counties of:
Alachua
Baker
Bay
Brad.ford
Brevard
Calhoun
Citrus
Clay
Columbia

Dixie
Daval
Escamb:La
Flagler
Franklin
Gadsden
Gilchrist
Gulf

Hamilton

Hernando
Holmes
Jackson
Jefferson
LaFayette
Lake
Leon
Levy
Liberty

Madison
Marion
Nassau
Okaloosa
Orange
Osceola
Pasco
Polle
Putnam
Saint John

Santa Rosa
Seminole
Sumter
Suwanee
Taylor
Union
Volusia
Wakulla
Walton
Washington

s.

C. Regulations Governil~g The Shipment
of Tobacco Plants
#2.

REmJLATED PRODUCTS:

Tobiacco plants.

(

CONDITIONS GOVERNOO IDVElfIBNT OF REnUIATED PROOOCTS:
A. No tobacco plants produced within the prohibited area can be
moved into the Stiate of South Carolina.
B. No tobacco plants produced within the regulated area can be

moved into the St1ate of South Carolina unless and until they have
been certified by the Florida State Plant Board, Gainesville,
Florida, as ha.vinjg complied with the following regulations:
1. Plants must be sprayed or dusted at 7 to 10 day intervals
beginning when they have true leaves and continuing until
they are pulled. A pre-pulling application is recommended
5 to 7 days pr:ior to pulling. Insecticides used must be
approved by th1e regulatory officials of the state in which
the plants are grown for the control of possible insect
vectors of the virus diseases Potato Y Veinbanding and Etch
Mosaic.
2. Plants must be field inspected by regulatory officials

in the state o:f origin and approved as being free from
injurious inse,c ts and plant diseases.

3. F.ach container of plants must be marked with a tag bearing
a declaration ,o f certification, variety, plants per bundle
and plants per container.

4.

F.ach load of certified plapts shall be accompanied by a
master permit showing: Consignee, Consignor, Date of
Issuance, Place of Issuance, Number of Containers for
which issued.

5.

All tobacco plants not bearing valid certificates of the
state of origin are subject to confiscation upon interception.

(

PENALTIES:
Any person or firm who shall violate these regulations shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction will be punished by law asp~vided by the Crop Pest Commission Act of 1912.

SOUTH CAROLINA STATE CROP PF.ST COMMISSION

<..
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SOUTH CAROLINA STATE CROP PFST C0iii'1ISSI0N

Clemsoi:i, South Carolina
Regulations Governing The Shipment Of Tomato· Plants Into South Carolina
The fact has been determined that each year there is shipped into
South Carolina quantities of tomato plants infected with the disease known
as Late Blight Phytopthora infes1~, which causes considerable losses to
the tomato industry of this state.
Now, Therefore, The South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission by virtue
of the authority vested in it by an Act creating a State Crop Pest Commission
does hereby promulgate the follo¥ring regulations in order to protect the industry in South Carolina from th:lls disease and other pests of tomato plants.
1. All tomato plants shipped into South Carolina must have attached
to each container a valid inspection certificate issued by the
state of origin.

2. All counties in Florida c,n a line south of and including Pinellas,
Hillsboro, Hardee, Highlamds, Okeechobee, and Indian River are
hereby placed under quaramtine and no tomato plants from those counties
will be allowed entry int.o South Carolina because of the danger of
late blight disease, P.!1r.!:,opthora infestans.

3. Certified tomato plants naust be sprayed or dusted with an approved
fungicide starting when t,he first true leaves appear, and from 5 to
7 days thereafter and a pre-pulling application made from 2 to 3 days
prior to pulling.

4.

All tomato plants must be field inspected and approved as being
reasonably free from injurious insects, nematodes, and plant diseases;
except that no tolerance be allowed for the late blight disease,
Peytopthora infestans.
Such inspection shall be made not more than
three days prior to pulling and shipping . Certification must be shown
by certificates attached to each container and each load must have a
master certificate giving the total number of containers, the point
of origin, consignor, consignee and grower's code number. Grower's
code number shall also appear on each container certificate.

5. All tomato plants not bearing valid certificates of inspection
and certification shall be confiscated upon interception.

6. Any person or firm who shall violate these regulations shall be
deemed guilty of a misde~menor and upon conviction will be punished
by law as provided by the Crop Pest Commission Act of 1912.

South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission
Approved: }.pril 9. 19$6
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SOUTH CAROLINA. STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION
Clemson, South Carolina
Regulations Covering Seed Irish Potatoes
Revised May 1, 1961

WHEREAS, it has been determined that there are various insects
and diseases that seriously affect the yield and quality of Irish potatoes
when such infested or infected potatoes are used for planting .purposes; and,
WHEREAS, it has been demonstrated that the yield and quality of
Irish potatoes are jmproved by planting potatoes that are free or practically
free of such insect infestation or disease infection:
THEREFORE, in order to obtain a superior quality of Irish potatoes
for planting purposes under the term of "certified seed Irish potatoes," to
prevent misrepresentation of seed Irish potatoes as being of superior quality, .
to prevent the general introduction into and spread within the state of
South Carolina of insect pests and plant diseases affecting Irish potatoes,
the South Carolina State Crop Pest Corrunission, under authority of An Act:
To Create a State Crop Pest Commission of South Carolina does hereby promulgate the folloYr.i~g regulation, declaring the pests, regulated area, restricted material, conditions governing the issuance and use of certificates
for the movement of restricted material, inspections and tolerances governing certification, penalties, and effective date.

PESTS:
Nematodes
Late Blight
Stem End Discoloration
Mosaic ( Ru.gose)
Spindle Tuber
Scab
Rhizoctonia

Leafroll
Giant Hill
Spinach Leaf
Haywire
Net Necrosis
Potato Wart
Tuber Moth

Yellow Dwarf
Curly Dwarf
Bacterial Wilt - Soft Rot
Rosette
Witches' Broom
Mild Mosaic
Hair Sprout
Sclerotium rolfsii Wilt

REGULATED AREAS:

All states of the United States, including South Carolina.
All territories of the United States .
RESTRICTED MATERIAL:
All certified Irish potatoes intended for seed purposes and sold,
offered for sale, or distributed as such.

nogulations Covering Seed Iri!5h Potatoes
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CONDI'l'IONS GOVERNING THE ISSUANCE AND USE OF CERTil'IC'.ATES FOR THE MOVEMENT
OF RESTRICTED MATERIAL :

Restricted material shall not be moved into, within, sold or
offered for sale in the State of South Carolina unless there is
firmly affixed to each container an official certified seed
Irish potato tag as issued by a properly constituted and
recognized authority or agency of the state or territory of
origin, and unless t,he containers themselves (if sacks) are
closed by the use of a lead seal or mechanical sealer.
Certified seed Irish potato tags will only be recognized when
issued by properly constituted and recognized officials or agencies of
the state or territories of origin, and upon determination;
(1) That the personJ, firm or corporation desiring to grow certified seed Irish potatoes had n1 ade application to the proper officer or
agency in advance of the planting date , giving the source of his or their
foundation stock, which must meet with tho approval of the certifying
officier or agency within the state or territory wher e grown .
( 2) That the material so certified was inspected at least twice
while growing and was within the tolerance: allowed for various insects
and diseases , as hereinafter set forth.
( 3) That an inspectjlon of the potatoes at the time of shipment
did not disclose diseases or lnsect pests beyond the tolerances allowed.

(h) That certified seed Irish potatoes shall be stored in such
manner as to preserve their identity.
( 5) That all certifled seed Irish potatoes shall be tagged in
such a manner as to set forth that the µoLatoes in the container to which
the tag is attached have met tho requirements for certification as herein
set forth.
INSPECTIONS AND TOLERANCES GOV'ERNING CEl1TIFICATI0N.

__

. . .INSPECT
,_
F H .:LD
JONS

At least two field i.nspections shall be made each year at such
time as , in the judgment pf the certifying agency, is most approp riat e .
On any one such inspection pes:t tolerances shall not exceed the following
percentages:
Pest
Rugose Mosaic
Spindle Tuber
Leafroll
Total of above virus diseases not to exceed
Mild Mosaic

Tolerances

2%

2%

2%
3%

5%
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Other diseases known or suspected to be of virus
origm, such as yellow dwarf, witches' broom,
haywire, giant hill, rosette, spfuach leaf,
curly dwarf
Sclerotium rolfsii wilt
Tuber Moth
Potato Wart
Bacterial Wilt, - Soft Rot, Ring Rot
TUBER INSPEC:TION

- at time of shipment

4%
5%
1%

Stem End Discoloration
Hair Sprout
Spfudle Tuber
Scab and Rhizotonia

6% of the tuber, by weight,
that have more than 5%
of the surface covered
by scab or Rhizoctonia.

5%
~
1%
1%

Net Necrosis
Tuber Moth
Late Blight
Sclerotium rolfsii wilt
Nematodes
Potato Wart
Bacterial Wilt, - Soft Rot, Rfug Rot

~

0%
~

NON-CERTIFIED SEED IRISH P01?ATOES:
All other Irish potatoes entering the State of South Carolma
for seed purposes which do not bear an official certification seed Irish
potato tag must have attached thereto a tag prominently stating, "These
potatoes are non-certified," and no statement on these tags shall read or
imply that the seed potatoen contained therefu are of superior quality,
personally certified, or registered.
PENALTIF.S:
Any person, firm, or corporation found guilty of violating the
provisions of this regulati(>n shall be subject to the penalties provided
for by Section 6 of An Act to Create a State Crop Pest Commission of South
Carolina.

All previous regulations on this subject are hereby revoked.

SOUTlf CAROLINA STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION

Chairman
Dat,e

------------------
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SOUTH CAROLINA STATE CROP PFST COMMISSION
Clemson, South Carolina
REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE IMPIORTATION INTO THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA OF
.ALL FIVE-LEAFED PINF.s, CURRANTS AND GOOSEBERRIES BECAUSE OF WHITE PINE

BLISTER RUST.
Revised May 1, 1961
Five-leafed pines.- When the South Carolina State Crop Pest
Commission shall determine that there are five-leafed pines now growing in
any area in the State, or tha·t such pines are to be grown by a, nursery or
are to be planted for reforestation purposes in such area, and further that
such pines should be protected against the white pine blister rust, the
South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission is authorized to designate such
area as a "Blister Rust-Contr,ol Area 11 and then prescribe its boundaries.
Currant and goosebe:rry plants.
(1) All wild and cu1tivated currant and gooseberry plants growing in any Blister Rust-Contr,ol Aren are hereby declared to constitute a
public nuisance, and the Soutlrl Carolina State Crop Pest Commission or its
agents are authorized to dest:roy such plants wherever found.
(2) In the case of ,~ultivated currant and gooseberry plants
(other than those growing on ;apparently abandoned or unoccupied premiees)
the owner of the plants shall be notified by an agent of the said South
Carolina State Crop Pest Comm:ission at least ten days in advance of the
date on which such plants are to be destroyed, and said owner shall have
the right of appeal from the 1:1.gent direct to the South Carolina State
Crop Pest Commission.
( 3) No person, firm, or corporation shall knowingly plant any
currant or gooseberry plants c)f any kind or variety within any such blister
rust control area unless a spiacial permit shall have been issued therefor
by the South Carolina State C1rop Pest Conunission nor shall any person, firm
or corporation transport such plants into said area from any other part of
the State without such a spec:ial permit.

Destroying pines. - In order to suppress any centers of blisterrust infection, the South Car<>lina State Crop Peat Commission or its agents
are authorized to destroy fiv•~-leafed pine trees either (a) when said trees
are found infected with bliati~r rust, or (b) when the cultivated currant
and gooseberry plants in the 1ricinity are of more value than the five-leafed
pines; or (c) when the coat of removal of the wild and cultivated currant
and gooseberry plants within an infective distance thereof would be greater
than the value of the white pjlne trees involved.

White Pinc Blister Rust

#2.
Movement of whi te pines. - White pines that meet the requirements of nursery inspection :regulations and show no visible sign of
Blister Rust infection are a:Uowed free movement .
Pines or currant o:r gooseberry plants subject to seizure. - Any
pines or currant or gooseber:ry plants found to be moving or to have moved
within this State i n violation of these regulations or into this State in
violation of regulations iss1i1cd by the Secretary of Agriculture of the
United States Department or J~ericulture under the authority of the plant
quarantine act of 1912, shall be subject to seizure, destruction or such
other disposition as shall b,s detennined by the South Carolina State Crop
Pest Conunission.
Penalties - Any pe:rson, finn or corporation found ~ilty of
violating the provisions of ·this quarantine shall be deemed guilty of a
misdeamenor and upon conviction shall be punished by law as provided by
the Crop Pest Con,mission Act of 1912.

SOUTH CAHOLINA STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION

Chairman

Date

-------------------

SOUTH CAROLI'tiA STAT E CHOP PEST COMMISSION
Clemson, South Carolina
Il1PORT ED FIRE ANT QUARANTINE
It has been detennined that an insect pest known as the imported fire ant
has been found in certain areas in the State of South Carolina. In order
to prevent the furtbt~r spread of this injurious insect in South Carolina,
the South Carolina State Cr~p Pest Commission by virtue of the authority
vested in it by the State Crop Pest Commission Act of March 1912 hereby
establishes a quarnntine setting forth the name of the insect against which
the quarantine is established, the regulated areas and the regulated articles,
specifying the conditions goYerning shipments and the issuance of certificates or pennits under which the regulated articles may be shipped .
1. INSECT: The insect known as the imported fire ant (Solenopsis
Saevissima richteri Forel) in any state of development.

2. QUARANTINED AREAS:

Charleston County - That area included within a line beginning
at a point where U. s. Hiehway 17 intersects South Carolina Secondary Highway
57, and extending northeast along South Carolina Secondary Highway 57 to its
intersection with South Carolina Primary Highway 61; thence northwest along
said highway to its intersection with the Charleston-Dorchester County line ;
thence east along said county line to its intersection with South Carolina
Secondary Highway 75; thence southeast along South Carolina Secondary Highway
75 to its intersection with the Southern Railroad; thence southeast along
said railroad to its intersection with South Carolina Primary Highway 7;
thence southwest along said highway to its intersection with U. S. Highway
17; thence along said U.S. Highway 17 to the point of beginning.
Orangeburg County - That area included within a line beginning
at a point where the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad crosses the North For k
Edisto River and extending south along said river to South Carolina Secondary
Highway 39; thence east aloi:ig South Carolina Secondary Hiehway 39 to its
intersection with U. s. Highway 21; thence south along U. s. Highway 21 to
its intersection with South Carolina Secondary Highway 80; thence sout heast
along South Carolina Secondary Highway 80 to its intersection with South
Carolina Primary Highway 121; thence northeast along South Carolina Primary
Highway 121 to its intersection with U. S. Highway 178 at Bowman; thence
northwest along U. s. Highwa,y 178 to its intersection with South Carolina
Secondary Highway 196; thence northeast along South Carolina Secondary
Highway 196 to its intersection with South Carolina Secondary Highway 50;
t hence west along South Carolina Secondary Highway 50 to its intersection
with South Carolina Secondary Highway 154; thence northwest along South
Carolina Secondary Highway 154 to its intersection with South Carolina
Seootld.ai-y Highway 65; thence northwest along South Carolina Secondary Highway 65 to its intersection with the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad; thence
southwest along the Atlantic Coast tine Railroad to the point of beginning;
excluding the area within the corporate limits of the towns of OPangeburg,
Rowesville and Bowman.

Importnd Flr0 Ant Quar .:mt inc
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Other Areas
Any other area in the State of South Carolina found
to be infested. Such ar,eas to b8como immediately subject to the reeulations
of this quarantine when :so de clared by the South Carolina State Crop Pest
Co11U11ission throui h the p111blication of a notice to that effect in the local
newspapers, or through d:ire ct written notice to those concerned.

(

3. D'1PORT ED F'IH.E ANT: CONDITIONS OF MOVEMENT. Live iJTJported fire ants
may be moved from the Stiite of South Carolina only if such movement is made
for scientifi c purposes ;rnd when in accordance with the regulations outlined
in the r egulati ons of th,~ Imported Fire Ant Quarantine of the United States
Department of Ai;riculturc~ .

4. REnULATED

ARTICL J~ - CONDITIONS OF MOVEMENT.

(a) Designated articles - Unless exempted by administrative instructions the following may be moved from any regulated area into or through
any point outside of the regulated areas only if accompanied by a valid certliicate or limited penn:Lt issued in compliance with the Imported Fire Ant
Quarantine of the United States Department of Agriculture and its applicable
requirements; soil, s and or gravel, separately or with other things, exeept
that the movement of pro<!essed soil and gravel is not regulated; forest
field or nursery-grown woody or herbaceous plants with .soil attached; plants
in pots or containers; g1~ass sod; and unmanufactured forest products such as
stump wood or timbers if soil is attached; and unlimited by the foregoing,
any other products or ar1~icles of any character whatsoever not herein listed
when it is detennined in accordance with the regulations that they present a
hazard of spread of imported fire ant. However, regulated articles of kinds
within this paragraph wMLch originate outside of the regulated areas and are
moving through or are belng reshipped from the regulated areas, may be moved
from the regulated area amd from the generally infested area into or through
the eradication area, without further restriction under this subpart when
their point of origin is clearly indjcated, when their identity has been maintained, and when t.hey havre been safeguarded against infestation while in the
rP.P,Ulated area in a manneir satfafactory to an inspector and do not present a
hazard of spread of the lmported fire ant. Otherwise, such regulated articles
shall be subject, to all atpplicabl.e r equir0r1r-mi~D nrder this subpart for articles
originating in the regulatted area.
(b) ~r_t~-~~~~ ~~ermined to present hazards: When it has been determined by an inspector that, due to contamination with the imported .U re
ant, or any other reason, a hazard of spread of the ant is presented by any
products or articles of alny character whatsoever, nnt, covered in paragraph
(a) notice of such fact s1hall be given to the person having custody thereof. Thereafter, such co111ta"TI tna+Arl products and articles may be moved from
the regulated area into o,r throueh any point outside thereof, or from the
generally .;_r fosted area i.nto or throueh the eradication area, only after they
have been cleaned, treate:d, or otherwise disinfected to the satisfaction of
the inspector or when the1y are moving under limited pennit as required by
the inspector.
·

5. USE OF CEP.TJFJCAT ES OR LIMITED PERMITS WTI'H SHIPMEN'l'S: Every
container ofrei;ul ated articles, or if there isriorie the article itself,
required to have a certif'icate or limited pennit shall have such certificate or pennit securely a.t tached to the outside thereof, when offered for
movement, except that whe1re the regula t ed articles are adequately described

(

Dnported Fire Ant Quarantine1
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on a certificate or limited pennit attached to the waybill, the attachment
of a certificate or limited permit to each container of the articles, or
to the article itself, will not be required.

6. PROTEm'ING CERI'IFIECI ARTICLES: Subsequent to certification, regulated articles must be loadeld, handled, and shipped only under such protection and safeguards againist infestation as are required by the inspector.
7. CERTIFICATES, PERMITS, ETC.
(a) The methods and conditions of certification of articles and
products, and issuance of certificates, and pennits shall be governed by
the regulations of the Imported Fire Ant Quarantine of the United States
Department of Agriculture.
(b) Certificates rnay be issued by the inspector for the movement
of the regulated articles under any one of the following conditions.
(1) When, in the judgment of the inspector, they have not been
exposed to infestation.

(2) When they have been examined by the inspector and found
to be free of infestation.

(3) When they have been treated under the observation of the
inspector and in accordance with methods selected by him from administratively authorized procedures known to be effective under the conditions
in which applied.

(4) When grown, produced, stored or handled in such a manner
that, in judgment of the ins:pector, no infestation would be transmitted
thereby.
(5) Limited penmits - Limited pennits may be issued by the
inspector for the movement o.f non-certified regulated articles to specified
destinations for limited handling, utilization or processing.
(6) Dealer-carr:i er agreement -

As a condition of issuance of
certificates or limited pennits for the movement of regulated articles,
any person engaged in purcha1s ing, assembling, exchanging, handling, processing, utilizing, treating, or moving such articles may be required to sign
a dealer-carrier agreement s·tipulating that he will maintain such safeguards
against the establishment and spread of infestation and conply with such
conditions as to the mainternance of identity, handling, and subsequent
movement of such articles and the cleaning and treatment of means of conveyance and containers used :in the transportation of such articles as may
be ~equired by the inspector.

8. ASSEMBLY OF ARTICLES FOR INSPECTION: Persons intending to move
any of the regulated art1cle1s--;Jiall make application for inspection as far
in advance as possible, shall so handle such articles as to safeguard them
from infestation, and shall ,assemble them at such points and in such manner
as the inspector shall desig1~ate to facilitate inspection. Application for
inspection can be made to th,e South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission or
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to the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

(

9. CANCELLATION OF CERTIFICATES OR LIMITED PERMITS: Certificates or
limited pern,its for any :regulated articles under these regulations may be
withdrawn or cancelled and further certificates or permits for such articles
may be refused by the inspector whenever he determines that the further use
of such certificates or permits might r e~ult in the spread of the :imported
fire ant.
10. RIGIIT TO INSPECJC - PENALTIES: Any properly identified inspector
of the South Carolina St,ite Crop Pest Corronission is authorized to inspect,
without warrant, any property or article, upon probable cause to believe
an infestation of importE~d fire ant may be present. Any person or firm
who shall violate the regulations of this quarantine or who seeks to pr event
the inspection or control of the imported fire ant, which may occur on
their property under the direction of the South Carolina State Crop Pest
Conunission or its inspectors shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction will be punished by law as provided for by the South Carolina
State Crop Pest Corronission Act of 1912.
11. WAIVER OF LIABil,TIY: The South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission
or its inspectors will not be responsible in any way for the death of livestock feeding on plants treated for the control of inported fire ant after
notice has been given by the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission or its
authorized inspectors that such areas are to be treated. The South Carolina
State Crop Pest Conunission or its inspectors will not be responsible for any
loss to regulated articles treated, fumigated, sterilized, or processed under
methods approved by the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission.
Approved:

May 19, 19158
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Clemst:m, South Carolina
SWEET PO'.rATO MOSAIC QUARANTINE

Effec·tive - May 15, 19.59
The fact has been determ:lned that a serious plant disease known as sweet
potato mosaic occurs in certain ar13as of other states.
This disease is not kno~n1 to occur in South Carolina, and if it becomes
established it could seriously jeopardize the sweet potato industry of South Carolina.
In order to prevent the :Lntroduction of this disease into South Carolina,
the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission by virtue of authority vested in it
by the State Crop Pest Commission Jlct of 1912, hereby establishes a quarantine setting forth the name of the disease against which this quarantine is established,
the in~ested areas, the regulated areas, the regulated articles, and the conditions
governing shipments of regulated products.
I. Disease:

Sweet Potatc, Mosaic

II. Quarantined Area:
a, Infested Area:
Alabama:

County of Cull.man

Georgia:

Countiet:r of Appling, Atkinson, Bacon, Baker, Ben Hill,
Berrien, Brantley, Brooks, Bryan, Bulloch, Calhoun,
Camden, Candler, Chatham, Charlton, Clinch,. Coffee,
Colquitt;, Cook, Crisp, Clay, Decatur, Dougherty,
Early l~c:hols, Ev-ans, Effingham, Glynn, Grady, Irwin,
Jeff Dai.l'is, Lanier, Lee, Liberty, Long, Lowndes,
McIntosh, Miller, Mitchell, Pierce, Pulaski, Randolph,
Seminole,, Sumter, Tattnall, Telfair, Terrell, Thomas,
Tift, Tutrner, Ware, Wayne and Worth,

and any other count:y or parish within a state which may hereafter
be found to be infeisted with the sweet potato mosaic.
The county or parish w:f.11 be the smallest political subdivision
recognized in the defining of an infested area.
b. Regulated Area:
Alabama:

The entire state

Georgia,

The entire state

Sweet Potato Mosaic Quarantine
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and any other state which may hereafter be found to be infested
with the sweEit potato mosaic;
and all other states which do not maintain restrictions ar,ainst
the movement of regulated products from the quarantined area.
III. Regulated Products:

Sweet potato roots, plants, vines, cuttings,
draws and slips, and morning glory plants.

IV. Conditions Governing Shipment of Regulated Products:
A. Regulated products grOlm in or shipped from the infested area
will be prohi.bited entry into the State of South Carolina.
B. Regulated products from the regulated area will be prohibited
entry into the State of South Carolina unless each shipment
or lot is accompanied by a certificate issued by and bearing
the signature of the quarantine official of the state where
shipment originated, certifying that the regulated products
contained in the shipment were inspected during their gro\oring period and were found to be free of the sweet potato mosaic
and that, further, that it has been determined by competent,
official survey the virus disease is not known to exist in the
county from ,~hich the shipment originated.
V. Control and Eradication Measures,
Regulated produc·ts shipped into the State of South Carolina in
violation of thi1s quarantine are subject to destruction or return to the point of origin at the discretion of the South Carolina State Crop ;Peat Commission.
VI. Penalties:
Any person, firm or corporation found guilty of violating the provisions of this quarantine shall be deemed guilty of a misdeamenor
and upon convict:ion shall be punished by law as provided by the
Crop Peat Commia:sion Act of 1912.

VII. In the opinion o:r said Commission such regulation or prohibition is
necessary to pre,rent the introduction or dissemination of injurious
insect pests and plant diseases.

SOUTH CAROLINA STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION
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SOUTH CAROLIN.A. STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION
Clem:i1on, South Carolina
SWEE!' ~'ATO WEEVIL QUARANTINE
Revlsed March 1, 1961
Whereas, the fact has been determj.ned that a destructive insect known as Sweet
Potato Weevil is known to occur in parts of the counties of Beaufort and Charleston,
South Carolina and in certain otheir states;
Now, Therefore, The South Carolina State Crop Pest Conunission, by virtue of the
authority vested in it by an Act c:reating a State Crop Pest Cormnission Approved March
1912, do hereby establish a quarar1tine hereinafter setting forth the name of the pest
against which the quarantine is e~stablished, the regulated areas, the regulated products, the conditions governing the issuance of certificates under which the regulated
products may be shipped, and condjltions governing the production, handling, and shipment of restricted material.
PEST:

Sweet Potato Weevil, Cylas formicarius elegantulus (Sum.).

RIDULATED AREAS:
Alabama:

Counties of Baldw:ln, Coffee, Conecuh, Covington, Escambia, Geneva,
Henry, Houston, and Mobile.

Florida:

F.ntire state.

Georgia:

Counties of Brooks, Bryan, Camden, Chatham, Colquitt, Cook, Dougherty,
Decatur, Glynn, Girady, Lanier, Liberty, Lowndes, McIntosh, Pierce,
Thomas, and Ware.

Louisiana:

Parishes of Acadiia, Allen, Ascension, Assumption, Avoyelles,
Beauregard, Calcasieu, Cameron, Evangeline, Iberia, Iberville,
Jeffer son, Jeff er:son Davis, Lafayette, Lafource, Livingston,
Orleans, Plaquemines, Pointe Coupee, Rapides, Sabine, St. Bernard,
St. Charles, St. ,James, St. John the Baptist, St. Helena, St. Landry,
St. Martin, St. Mary, St. Tanunany, Tangipahoa, Terrebonne, Vermilion,
Vernon, Washingto1n, and West Baton Rouge.

Mississippi:

Counties of Adams, Copiah, Covington, Forrest, George, Greene,
Hancock, Harrison, Jackson, Jones, Lamar, Lawrence, Lincoln,
Marion, Pearl Riv,e r, Perry, Pike, Stone, Walthall, and Wilkinson.

Sweet Potato Weevil Quarantine
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Texas:

Entire state w:Lth the exception of the counties listed in the Weevil
Free Area plus that part of Cherokee County south of a line begi nning
at the Nacogdoches County line on State Highway 21 and continuing
(
west along Highway 21 to Houston County line, also another porti on
of Cherokee County within the confines of a line beginning at Rusk
County line at Highway 79 and continuing West along said highway t o
farm-to-market road No. 2274, thence south to the town of Ponta
t hence on highway 110 southwest to the City of Rusk, continuing
from Rusk on fann- to-market road number 343 east to Nacogdoches
county line; also, that part of Rusk County within the confines
of a line beginning at the Nacogdoches county line on farm- to- market
road number 22~; thence north to highway 84 and continuing northwest
to the township of Glenfawn, thence northwest to Sardis thence West
on highway 79 1;o Cherokee County line.
Texas Weevil Free Area:
The counties of Anderson, Andrews, Armstrong,
Archer, Brewsteir, Bailey, Borden, Bosque, Briscoe, Baylor, Brown,
Bowie, Culberson, Castro, Cochran, Carson, Crane, Crosby, Concho,
Collingsworth, Crockett, Childress, Cottle, Coke, Callahan, Coleman,
Comanche, Clay~, Cook, Colling, Cherokee (See Cherokee County under
regulated areaJ, Cass, Camp, Dallam, Deaf Smith, Dawson, Donley,
Dickens, Denton, Dallas, Delta, Duval, El Paso, F.ctor, F.astland,
Erath, Ellis, ]i'loyd, Fisher, Foard, Fannin, Franklin, Freestone,
Gaines, Garza, Glasscock, Gray, Grayson, Gregg, Gillespie, Hudspeth,
Hockley, Hartleiy, Hill, Hansford, Hutchinson, Hamilton, Howard, Hale,
Hemphill, Hall, Hardeman, Haskell, Hood, Henderson, Hunt, Hopkins ,
Harrison, Iron, Jack, Johnson, Jeff Davis, Jones, Kaufman, Kimble,
(
Kent , King, Knc,x, Loving, Lamb, Lubbock, Lynn, Lipscomb, Lamar, Leon,
Limestone, Llari10, Mills, Mason, Moore, Marion, Martin, McCulloch,
McLennan, Menard, Midland, Motley, Mitchell, Montague, Morris, Nolan,
Navarro, Oldham, Ochiltree, Potter, Parmer, Palo Pinto, Parker, Panola,
Pecos, Presidi a,, Reeves, Roberts, Reagan, Randall, Robertson, Runnels ,
Rockwall, Rains1,Rusk (See Rusk County under regulated area ), Red River,
San Saba, Shennan, Schleicher, Shelby, Smith, Sutton, Swisher , Sterling,
Stonewall, Scul"ry, Shackelford, Stephens, Somervell, Terry, Taylor
Throckmorton, '1'arrant, Terrell, Titus, Tom Green, Upshur, Upton, Van
Zandt, Wood, Wa.rd, Webb, Winkler, Wheeler, Wilbarger, Wichita, Wise,
Yoakum, and Young.

Sout h Carol ina:

Beaufort Countz - All of Hilton Head Island lying south and
east of a line beginning where Broad Creek enters Calibogue Sound;
thence in a northeastern direction along said creek to the point
of its junction. witt South Carolina Highway No. 46 and the Folly
Field dirt road, thence in a northeastern direction along Folly
Field Road and a str aight line extended to Port Royal Sound.
Fripps I sland
Harbor Island

All of t hat area comprising Fripps Island.
-

All of that area comprising Harbor Island .
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Charleston County
East of Cooper River
Sullivan's Island and the Isle of Palms.

That area comprising

City of Charlesto1~ and Charleston Heights
The City of Charleston
proper and all that area lying south between the Ashley and Cooper
rivers beginning at a point where South Carolina Highway No. 7
leaves the Ashley River and extending north along Highway No. 7
to its intersection with United States Highway No. 52, thence east
along United Stati~s Highway No. 52 to Reynolds Avenue, thence along
Reynolds Avenue through the main gate of the United States Naval
Base to the Coope1r River.
~

of Ashley Ri1~
James Island - All that area lying within
the one mile radius of sweet potato weevil infestation on the fann
of Ezekial Washington (lessee).
Morris Island

All of that area comprising Morris Island.

Edisto Island

All that area comprising Edisto Beach.

Kiawah Island

All that area comprising Kiawah Island.

RESTRICTED PRODUCTS: The living E1weet potato weevil or any stage thereof, sweet
potato roots or tubers, plants, vlnes or parts thereof; vines or roots of all
plants belonging to the genus Ipomoea or such other plants as may be found to be
hosts of the sweet potato weevil.
CONDITIONS GOVERNING THE MOV'El1ENT OF RESTRICTED PRODUCTS: Restricted products
shall not be moved from any regul8tted area through, into, within or from the State
of South Carolina unless accompanj_ed by a valid Sweet Potato Weevil Quarantine Certificate attached to each container issued by a duly authorized inspector upon determination that (1) the material certified is apparently free from infestation of
the sweet potato weevil and (2) the material certified has been produced, packed and
handled in such a manner and under such conditions as to eliminate any danger of the
spread of the sweet potato weevil.
Provided (1) that no certificate s1hall be issued for the movement of restricted
material from the regulated area o•f South Carolina into any state which prohibits
such entry, (2) that no certificate shall be issued for the movement of restricted
material from the regulated area 01f South Carolina into the non-regulated area
thereof except when such material has been properly fumigated with methyl bromide
and/or when such material is consi.gned to and receipted by a processing plant for
immediate use, ( 3) that sweet pota.toes from the regulated areas of other states shall
be admitted into South Carolina on~y when accompanied by a certificate issued by a
duly authorized inspector of the s:tate of origin attached to each container establishing the fact that the sweet potatoes shipped were properly fumigated with methyl bromide,
(4) the shipper must notify the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission at the time
of the shipment of the fumigated sweet potatoes, giving consignee, destination, size,
and date of shipment.
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CONDITIONS GOVERNING THE PRODUCTION, HARVESTING, STORING AND MOV~T OF RF.STRICTED
PRODUCTS AND STORAGE AND Fiffi> CLEAN-UP OPERATIONS IN THERIDULATED AREA OF SOtrrH
CAROLINA.-·
- -

(

a. Location of Seed Beds and Field Plantings.
No person shall bed or make field plantings of sweet potatoes
within the regulated areas of South Carolina as described in this Quarantine.
b. Harvesting, Stori.ng and Movement of Restricted Products
· and Storage and F'ield Clean-Up Operations.
Owners and teillants of all properties lying within the regulated
areas of South Carolina shall conduct harvesting, storing and movement of restricted products and storage and field clean-up operations at a time and in a
manner prescribed by an authorized inspector of the South Carolina State Crop
Pest Commission.
Penalties: Under the provision of the Act creating a State Crop Pest Commission
Approved March 1912, any person who shall violate any of the regulations shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by law.
(See Section 6 - An Act of 1912 Civil Code of South Carolina, Volume II).
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION
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Clemson, South Carolina
Whi te-Fri:nged Beetle Quarantine
Revised, October 1, 1960
The fact has been detennined that a destructive agricultural insect pest
known as the White-fringed Beetle has been found in certain areas in the
state of South Carolina. In order to prevent the further spread of this
insect in South Carolina, the South Carolina State Crop Pest Conunission
by virtue of authority vested in it by the State Crop Pest Commission Act
of March 1912 hereby establishes a quarantine setting forth the name of
the pest against which the quarantine is established, the regulated areas
and the regulated articles, ~peoi1'ying the conditions governing shipments
and the issuance of certificates or permits under 'Which the regulated
articles may be shipped.
PEST - White-Fringed. Beetle (Genus Graphognathus, in any stage
01' development).
1.
2.

QUARANI'INED .AREAS -

a. Beaufort Countyi That area bounded by a line beginning at
a point where the Bull River and the Coosaw River join, thence along Bull
River to its junction with Wi.mbee Creek, thence northwest along said
creek to its intersection with the Seaboard Airline Railroad, thence
southwest along said railroad! to its intersection with South Carolina
Secondary Highway No. 43, the1nce northwes.t along said highway to 1 ts
junction with South Carolina Secondary Highway No. 238, thence west along
said highway to its junction with United States Highway No. 21, thence
south along said highway to i.ts intersection with Whale Branch, thence
southeast along said branch t,o its junction with Coosaw River., thence
southeast along said river to, the point of beginning.
b. Other Areasi W'ilY other area in the State 01· South Carolina
found to be infested. Such a.reas to become inunediately subject to the
regulations of this quarantiI11e -when so declared by the Entomologist 01'
the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission through the publication
of a notice to that ef1'ect iill the local newspapers, or through direct
written notice to those conce1rned.

3.

REGULA'fED ARTICLES -·

a. The movement 01' living White-Fringed Beetles in any stage of
development is prohibited, pr·ovided that living specimens for scientific
purposes may be moved by deslgnated inspectors when authorized by the
Entomologist of the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission under such
conditions as he may prescribe.
b. The intra-state movement of the following articles is regulated throughout the years
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(1) Soil, sand, gravel, clay, compost, manure, peat, or muck:,
whether moved independent1y or in connection with or attached to nursery
stock, plants, products, articles, or things.
(2)

Nursery stock.

(3)

Grass sod.

(

(4) Plant crowns or roots for propagation.
(5) Uncleaned grass, grain, and legume seed.
(6)

Potatoes (Irish), when freshly harvested.

(7) True bulbs, corms, tubers, and rizomes of ornamental
plants, when freshly harvested or uncured.
(8)

Hay and straw.

(9)

Peanuts in shells and peanut shells.

(10)

Seed cotton and cottonseed.

(11)

Scrap metal, junk and cinders.

4. CONDITIONS GOVERNING MOVEMENI' - The movement of regulated articles
as herein limited and restricted ldll be allowed only when accompanied by
a valid certificate or permit issued by an inspector of the South Carolina
State Crop Pest Conunission.

(

a. Nursery stock, plants, or other articles to which soil is attached, or soil as such, moving from an infested part of the quarantined
area to any point within or without that quarantined area, provided that
soil moved to immediately adjacent infested lands in connection with construction or local· improvement work, may be so moved when authorized and
supervised by an inspector of the South Carolina 8tate Crop Pest Commission.
b. All other restricted products from an infested part of the
quarantined area when moved to a non-infested part of the same quarantined
area.

c. All regulated articles from any part of a quarantined area
when moved to any point outside of that quarantined area.
Other than as above stipulated, restricted articles will be
defined and regulated only under such conditions and during the period of
the year that those articles are regulated by the White-Fringed Beetle
Quarantine No. 72 of the U.S. Department of Agriculture and administrative instructions relating thereto.
As a condition of issuing certificates or master permits nursery stock or plants having infested status and soil from infested areas
must be given approved treatments to eliminate infestations.

(
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CERTIFICATES, PERMI'l'S AND LICENSES -

a. The methods and <:ondi tions of certification 01· articles and
products, and. issuance of certificates, and permits shall be governed by
the regulations of the White-Fringed Beetle Quarantine of the U. s. Department of Agriculture.
b. To be eligible to sell, offer for sale, or display nursery
stock or plants, all establishments where such products are grown, kept,
or displayed must secure from an inspector of the South Carolina State
Crop Pest Commission a Plant Dealer-Grower License requiring: (1) Retail
establishments inc.Luding greenhouses, florist shops, retail stores, and
other similar concerns where nursery stock or plants are grown or placed
on display whether operated in connection with or independent of a nursery,
may not sell, offer for sale, or display any nursery stock or plants which
are not eligible for certification without further treatment. Such establishments shall comply with o1t.her precautionary measures as may be required
by an inspector of the South Carolina State Crop Pest Conunission. (2) Nurseries or other concerns grow:llng or propagating nursery stock or plants will
not be allowed to move, sell, or offer for sale any such nursery stock or
plants except in compliance w:Lth the requirements as heretofore stipulated
under conditions governing mo,rement of regulated products, and must comply
with other precautionary meaSl1res as are required by an agent of the South
Carolina State Crop Pest Comm:Lssion.

60 DISINFESTING VEHICLEt~, MACHIWRY, CON'l'AINERS, AND O'rHER ARTICLES
When in the judgment of the inspector a hazard of spread oi' White- Fringed
Beetles is involved, thorough cleaning, disinfestation, or other sanitary
treatments of forest products 1, building materials, railway cars, trucks,
other vehicles, machinery, implements, containers, or other articles will
be required by the inspector before they may be moved to points outside
the regulated areas.

7. WAIVER OF LIABILITY ·- The South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission or its inspectors will not be responsible in any way for the death
of livestock feeding on plant1~ treated for the control of the White-Fringed
Beetle after notice has been given by the South Carolina State Crop Pest
Conunission or its authorized :Lnspectors that such areas are to be treated.
The South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission or its inspectors will not
be responsible for any loss t<) regulated articles treated, fu.m igated,
sterilized, or processed undeJr methods approved by the South Carolina State
Crop Pest Commission.
8. PENALTIES - Any person or firm l-lho shall violate the regulations
of this quarantine or who seeks to prevent the inspection of control o.f
White-Fringed Beetles which may occur on their property under the direction
01' the Entomologist of the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission or its
inspectors shall be deemed gu:Llty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction will
be punished by law as prov-lde(i for by the South Carolina State Crop Pest
Commission Act of 1912.
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SOUTH CAROLINA S'I'ATE CROP PiST CCMMISSION
Clemson, South Carolina
Camellia Flower Blight Quarantine
Re1vised May 1, 19bl
The fact has been determined that a serious plant diEease
known as Camellia Flower Blight (Sclerotinia camellia.), ia known to occur
in parts of the counties of Darlington, Dorchester, Florence, ana SUmter
and in certain other states.,
If this disease be1ca11es established in the camellia gardens and
nurseries of the state it wtll cause 3erious losses to the camellia industry.
In order to prevent the further spread 01· this disease into
South Carolina, the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission by virtue
of authority vested in it by thtl st.ate Crop Pest Commission Act 01· 1912
hereby establishes a quaran1;1ne settine forth the name ol' the pest against
'Which this quarantine is esi;ablishPd, the regulated areas, the prohibited
products, and the conditionn for JY,ovement of the regulated products.
~1

Camellia Flower Blight ( t>clerot1nia camellia)o

QUARANfINED AREASt

1.

INF'ECTED AREA.St

California

Entire State.

Georgia

1. Bibb County' - that portion of the Cit.y of
Macon included within the city limits located
west of the Ocmulgee River; and further that
area included within a line beginning at the
east bank 01· 'the Ocmulgee River at Park View
Drive; thence easterly along Park View Drive,
Curry Drive, ana Boulevard to the internection
01· Briarcliff Road; thence north along Briarcliff Road to Twin Pine Drive; thence north
along Twin Pine Drive to intersection or
Peyton Place; thence west along Peyton Place
to Nottingham Drive; and thence west on a
projected line from Nottinghrun Drive to the
Ocmuleee River; thence south along the
Ocmulgce River to Park View Drive.
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Georgia Cont'd.

2 . Fu1 ton Count.y - that property knovin
as 3629 'l'u:Zed'o-tloact, loeat.erl in the
northwest sectlo11 of Atlanta, consisting
of el even acres , bounded on the north
by Tuxedo tloau , on the east by the
pr operty o t' Hix Green, and on the south
by t he property of Robert T. Jones .

3. Richmond Coun~l - that portion of the
City of Augusta bounded by a line beginning at the intersection of Wrightsboro
Hoad and Johns Jload, and extending
northerly al ong Johns Road to Gardner
Street; thence easterly along Gardner
Street to Milledge Road; thence nort:.herly
on Milledge Road to Telfair Street ;
thence east on 'felfair Street to Tubman
Street; thence southerly on Tubman
Street to Walton Way; thence east on
Walton Way to Russell Street; thence
southerly on Russell Street to Central
Avenue; thence westerly on Central
Avenue to Heard Avenue; thence souther} '·'
on Heard Avenu~ to Wrightsboro Road;
thence westerly on Wrightsboro Road to
t he intersection of Johns Road .
Louis iana

1 . Bossier Parish the corporate
lllnits of t he city of Bossier City.
2. Caddo Parish - the entire Wards
and

J, 4

J. East Baton Rou~e Parish - properties
of W. H. Gates and Mrs . T. K. McKnight
and one mile radius surrounding the
fo cal point of each property.

4. Jefferson Parish - that portion of
Ward 8 lying east of the Pontchartrain
Causeway and north of Ward 7.
5.

Orleans ·Parish - the entire parish
of Orleans .

6. St. Tammany Parish - that portion of
Wards 1 and J consisting of the entire
corporate limits of th e town o(' Covington
and a L~o-rnila radius thereof.

7. Tangi1 ,hoa Prtr lsh -

that portion or

WA1'd ~ lying north-of Louisiana Highway
40-E; easL o!' LoulBl.'111.:l llif~hways !10-N
and 1062 ; sout:.h 01' T.oufoian:1 Hl~hwly
l(x,2 ; wost of Louisi:ltvl llighways hO-N
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#J.
Louisiana Cont'd.

North Carolina

antl 41-15; that portion of Wards b anct 7 lying
north of' Loui~jana Highway 106'/-E; east of'
Louisiana Highways 1067-N ana L43; south and
west 01· Louisiana Hi~hway 443 anct the
'l'angiphoa .t{ivcr.
tl.

WaMhington Parish - C. L. George's Nursery

and

ooernile

1.

BrW1s1'1i.ck County - ( a) that part of Orton

radius surrounc.ting thereof.

Plantation ueginning at the lrlain entrance to
Orton Plantation on highway N. C. lJO and
e>..'tencting north a.Long saio highway one mile,
tbence due evst to Cape Fear H.1.ver, thence
south a.Long Cape. .F'ear River, thence south
along Cape Fear River for two miles , thence
due west to hichway N. C. 130 anct a.Long said
highway 130 north to main entrance to Orton
Plantation.

(b) Beginning at a point on t.he west bank 01'
the Cape Fenr Hi ver east 01· and in line with
the mru.n l"lcsidence Building on Pleasant Oak
Plantation and extending north a.long saio.
river one mile; thence along a straight line
ctue llPSt .for one mil e ; then south along a line
pal'alle1 to ancl one mile west ol.' said r iver
1'or two mile s ; ·thence due east to saict river
ancl along we::;t. bmtk 01· river north to starti ng poi11t . This property is located east o!'
N. C. Highway 1)0, 7 miles sou·th of junction
of Hir,h lJllY l;;O anct 17.

2. Nem Hanover County - {a) all that property
known ::,s Ai:die Gardens and Nursery, located
on bot.h sides of U. s. Highway 71.i ana 76 just
west 01· Wrightsv iJ.J.e Soundo
(b) That portion of the city 01' Wilmington
bounded on the north by Market Stree·t-on the
east, by the city limit line ; on 1,he south by
a line 01w-ha1.f mile south of ancl parallel
to the c1ty b.mit lli1e; anct on the west by
South 17th Street.

3. Onslow County - that poltion o.f Onslow
County includc'd \Ii.thin 1,he boundaries of Camp
Lejeune Ma:r· i ne Oa:.;e .
Wj l son Coltl1t.y - th,rL area included wi. thin
a circle havin(!, a one-m.i.le radius wrth the
c enter at the entrance to Tonu. i.w,on' s Nursery.
'.I'M.!l property is l ocated 2.2 nLiles from the
Wilson 011,y l1Jrtits on Hiehway 26h cast.
~.
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Oregon
South Carolina

.

Entire State.
1. Darlington County

- that portion of
Darlington County included within the
corporate limits of the town of Darlington.

2. Dorchester County - that portion of
Dorchester County included within the
corporate limits of the town of Su.nunervill~.

J. Florence County - that portion of
Florence County included within the
corporate limits of the town of Tilrunonsvil.Le .

4. Sumter County - tha~ portion of
Sumter County included within the corporate
limits of the town of Sumter.
Virginia

Entire State.

2. OTHER AREAS:
Any other propertiHs or areas in the State of South Carolina
found to be infected with Camellia Flower Blight shall become immediately
subject to the regulations ojr this quarantine when so declared by the
South Carolina State Crop Pe13t Commission through the publication of a
notice to that effect in the local newspapers or through direct written
notice to those concerned.
3. RESTRICTED AREAS:
All other states that do not maintain restrictions against the
movement of restricted mater:Lal from designated infected states or areas
into their respective status.

PROHi"BITED PRODUCTS:
Balled and potted c:amellia plants - cut camellia flowers.

CONDITIONS OF MOV:EMENT OF REGULATED PRODUCTS:
No balled or potted camellia plants with soil attached, cut camellia
flowers, or plants with flowHr buds showing any traces of color, can be moved
from the regulated areas into the State of South Carolina. Bare rooted camellia
plants with flower buds sho.riLng no trace of color will be allowed entry from
tbe regulated areas under proper certificate from the state of origin.
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PENALTIES:
Camellia plants or flowers imported into the State of South
Carolina in violation of the,se regulations are subject to destruction
or return to the point of origin at the discretion of the South Carolina
State Crop Pest Commission.
Any person or firrm who shall violate the regulations of the
quarantine shall be deemed g;uilty of a misdeameanor and upon conviction
will be punished by law as provided by the Crop Pest Commission Act of
1912.

SOUTH C:AROLINA STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION

Chainnan
Date __________________

SOUTH CAROLIJNA STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION
Cle1rnson, South Carolina
PlfIONY PEACH DISEASE
Revised Ma.y 1, 1961
Whereas, the fact has been d,e termined that a serious and highly ini'ectious
disease known as Phony Peach Disease exists as hereinafter described,
Now Therefore, The South Car1olina State Crop Pest Commission, by virtue of
the authority vested in it b;y an Act creating a State Crop Pest Conunission,
Approved March 1912, do here·by establish a quarantine hereinafter setting
forth the name of the diseas1e against which the quarantine is established,
the infected areas, the prod1ucts regulated, specifying conditions governing
shipments and issuance of ce:rtificates or permits under whiah said products
may be shipped.
DISEASE:

Phony Peach, a vi~us disease of peach and certain other stone fruits.

RIDULATED AREAS:
Alabama:

Entire State;

Arkansasz

Counties o.f Arkansas, Ashley, Bradley, Chicot, Columbia,
Crittendon, Cross, Desha, Drew, Hempstead, Howard, Jefferson,
LaFayette, Lee, Lincoln, Little River, Miller, Monroe,
Nevada, Ph:illips, Pike, Poinsett, St. Francis, Sevier,
Union and 1Woodruff.

Florida:

Entire State.

Georgia:

Entire Sta·te.

Louisiana:

Entire State.

Mississippi:

Entire State.

Missouri:

County of :D unklin.

North Carolina:

Counties of Anson, Cumberland, Gaston, Hoke, Polk, and
Rutherford.
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South Carolina:

Counties of Aiken, AD.end.ale, Bamberg, Barnwell, Cherokee,
Chesterfield, Edgefield, Greenville, Lancaster, Laurens,
Lexington, Marlboro, Orangeburg, Richland, Saluda,
Spartanburg, Sumter, an<l York.

Tennessee:

Counties of Chester, Crockett, Dyer, Fayette, Hardeman,
Hardin, Lake, Lauderdale, McNairy, Madison, and Weakley.

Texas:

Counties o,f Anderson, Bexar, Brazos, Camp, Cherokee,
Freestone, Limestone, McLennan, Milrun, Rusk, San Augustine,
Smith and Upshur.

Other Areas: Any other area in the State of South Carolina found
to be infested. Such areas to become immediately subject to the regulations
of this quarantine when so declared by the Entomologist of the South Carolina
State Crop Pest Corrunission through the publication of a notice to that effect
in the local newspapers, or through direct written notice to those concerned.
REnULATED PRODUCTS:
stock.

All peach, plum, apricot, nectarine and almond nursery

CONDITIONS GOVERNING SHIPMENT: Transportation by any means whatsoever of
the regulated products fr·om any regu].ated area either into, or within, or
from the State of South Carolina is permitted only when there is securely
attached to the outside ol' each shipment a valid nursery inspection certificate issued by an authorized official of the state of origin and bearing
the name and address of the consignor of the regulated articles contained
therein.
REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTIFICATION: Certii'icates or permits shall be issued
only on the following conditions : (1) That each nursery in the phony peach
infected areas producing the regulated products shall apply to the State
Quarantine Officials for approval of the proposed nursery-growing site on
or before August 15 of each year; (2) selected nu~sery sites shall be at
least JOO yeards from wild or domesticated µlwu , one-hali' mile from phony infected commercial orchards, and one-half mile from urban areas; (J) the onehalf mile environs of the nursery site shall be inspected prior to October
1, and all phony trees found within such environs removed prio1· to Nove:mber
l; (4) all budding shall be restricted to the slip-bud method; and (5) µro pagation of the regulated products by means of rooted cuttings is µrohibited.

REMOVAL OF AREAS FROM REGULAITlON : When satisfactory evidence has been
presentedthat no phony peach disease has been found for a period of three
years in any county or state affected by this quarantine, said county or
state shall be removed from these regulations.
SHIPMENT OF REGULATED PRODUCTS 1'"'0lt SCIE2'lTI.F'IC PURPOSF..S: Regulations of
this quarantine do not apply to shipments of r egulated products to the
United States Department of ,Agrioultu1·e or to ot,her recognized institutions for scientific pu1voses except t,hat a sµecial permit must be secured for th e entry into or !movement within the State of South Carolina
of such products.
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Under provisions of the Act creating a State Crop Pest Commission approved
March 1912, any person who shall violate any of the r 0£,,r ul.ations shall be
guilty of a misdeamenor and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by
law (See Section 6 An Act of 1912).
All rules and regulations made prior to this revision, relative to the
Phony Peach Disease are herEiby cancelled.

SOUTH CAROLINA STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION

Chairman

Date

----------------

SOUTH CAROLINA STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION
Clemson, South Carolina
WITCHWEED QUARANTINE
Revised May 1, 1961
The fact has been determined that a destructive parasitic plant pest known as Witchweed (Striga sp . ), has been found in certain areas of South Carolina and North Carolina, but is not known to be widely distributed in either state nor to occur in any
other state. In order to prevent the further spread of this pest in South Carolina,
the South Carolina State Crop Pes1~ Commission by virtue of authority vested in it by
the State Crop Pest Conunission Act of March 1912 hereby establishes a quarantine setting forth the name of the pest against which the quarantine is established, the regulated areas and the regulated art:lcles, specifying the conditions governing shipments
and the issuance of certificates or permits under which the regulated articles may
be shipped .
1. PEST:

Witchweed (parasitic plants of the genus Striga, and any r eproductive parts
thereof, including seed) .

2. QUARANTINED ARF.AS:

Chesterfield County. The El:Lse J . Parker farm located on the south side of
State Secondary Highway 61 and O.JL mile east of its intersection with State Secondary Highway 348.
Darlington County. That area bounded by a line beginning at a point where the
Great Pee Dee River and the Darlington- Florence County line join and extending southwest along said county line to its intersection with State Secondary Highway 173,
thence northwest along said highway to its junction with State Secondary Highway 228,
thence northwest along said highway to its intersection with the Atlantic Coast Line
Railroad, thence north along said railroad to its intersection with State Secondary
Highway 29, thence east along said highway to its intersection with Hurricane Branch,
thence northeast along said branc1i to its junction with Byrds Island, thence along
the west and south boundary of By:i:ds Island to its junction with the Great Pee Dee
River , thence south along said river to the point of beginning.
The Jessie K. Jordan farm loc:ated on the west side of a dirt 1·oad and 0.2 mile
northeast of its junction with a necond dirt road, said junction being 0.1 mile northeast of junction of said second djlrt road and State Secondary Highway 44, said second
junction being 0. 3 mile northea~t of junction of said highway and State Primary Highway 403 .
Dillon County.

All of Dillon County.

Florene~ Count1-. That area bounded by a line beginning at a point where U. s.
Highway 76 and the Great Pee Dee Hi~er intersect and extending south along said
river to its junction with Bigham Branch, thence west along said branch to its intersection with State Secondary Highway 88, thence west along said highway to its Junction
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with State Secondary Highway 132, thence northwest along said highway to its intersection with State Secondary Highway 1~, thenoe south along said highway to its
intersection with the corporate limits of the town of Hyman, thence south along the
west perimeter of said co.cporate limits to its intersection with State Primary Highway 51, thence northwest along said highway to its intersection with State Primary
Highway 327, thence west along said highway to its intersection with the Atlantic
Coast Line Railroad, thence north along said railroad to its intersection with Middle
Swamp, thence northeast along sa.id swamp to its junction with Jeffries Creek, thence
southeast along said creek to it,s intersecti on with State Primary Highway 327, thenc e
north along said highway to its junction with State Secondary Highway 89, thenc e
north along said highway to its intersection with U. S. Highway 76, thence west along
said highuay to its junction wit,h State Secondary Highway 925, thence north along
said highway to its junction wit,h State Secondary Highway 24, thence east and sout heast along said highway to its intersection with U.S. Highway 76, thence east along
said highway to the point of beg;inning.
That area bounded by a linei beginning at a point where State Secondary Highway
794 and State Secondary Highway '72 junction and extending south along State Seconuary Highway 72 to its intersectj_on with State Secondary Highway 46, thence northeast
along said highway to its intersection with State Secondary Highway 34, thence southeast along said highway to its j unction with State Secondary Highway 360, thence
northeast along said hietiway to its junction with a dirt road, said junction being
1. 6 miles northeast of junction of State Secondary Highways 34 and 360, thence sou theast along said dirt road for a distance of 1 . 2 miles to its junction with a second
dirt road, thence southwest alorig said dirt road to its junction with State Secondary
Highway 34, thence south along ~1aid highway to its junction with U. S. Highway 378,
thence west along said highway to its junction with State Secondary Highway 47,
thence northwest and west along said highway to the corporate limits of the t own of
Scranton, thence north and west along the east and north perimet er of said corpor ate
limits to its intersection with the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad, thence nort h along
said railroad to the corporate J.imits of the town of Coward, thence north along the
east perimeter of the town of Coward t o its intersection with Stat e Secondar y Highway
794, thence northeast along said highway to the point of begirming.
That area bounded by a linei beginning at a point where State Secondary Highway 66 and State Primary Highway 51 intersect and extending southeast along Stat e
Primary Highway 51 to its intersection with Little Swamp, thence northeast along sai d
swamp for a distance of 1.2 miles to its intersection with a dirt road, thence sout heast along said dirt road to its intersection with Deep Creek, thence southwest
along said creek to its junction with Lynches River , thence west along said river
to its intersection with State Secondary Highway 49 , thence north along said highway
to its junction with State Secondary Highway 66 , thence north and northeast along
said highway to the point of .beginning, excluding all of the corporate limits of
the town of Salem.
The A. A. Alford f arm loca1;ed on both side s of State Secondary Highway 16h
and 0.1 mile south of its intersection with Cypress Branch.
The Hattie Carroway farm located on the south side of State Secondary Highway
72 and 1 mile southwest of its jlntersection with U. S. Highway 52.
The S. L. Yarborough farm located on both sides o.f' State Secondary Highway
1. 7 miles southeast of Sardis.
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Horry County. That area bounded by a line begi.ruri.ng at a point where U.S.
Highway 701 crosses the South Carcilina-North Carolina State line and extending south
along said highway to its intersec:tion with State Primary Highway 9, thence east
and southeast along said highway t.o its junction with State Primary Highuay 9(5,
thence west along said highway to its junction with State Secondary Highway 31, thence
south along said highway to its intersection with the Waccama·-1 River, thence westward
along said river to its intersection with U.S. Highway 501, thence northwest along
said highway to its intersection ~Tith the Little Pee Dee River, thence northeast along
said river to its junction with the Lumber River, thence northeast alone said river
to its intersection with the South Carolina-North Carolina State line, thence southeast along S1J.id state line to the point of beginning, excluding the corporate limits
of the towns of Aynor, Conway, and Loris.
The Canal Wood Corporation farm located on the west side of a dirt road and 0.75
mile south of its junction with State Primary Highway 90, said junction being 1. 25
miles west of the junction of said highway and State Secondary Hie}lway 57.
The Ben Edge fann located on the south side of State Primary Highway 90 and at
the junction of said highway and State Secondary Hiehway 31.
The Bud Neals Graham farm located at the end of a dirt road and 0. 6 mile east
of junction with a second dirt road, said junction being 0. 75 mile south of junction
of second dirt road and State Secondary Highway 78, said second junction being 0.75
mile southeast of Juniper Bay Chu1rch.
The Alex Al.ford fann located on the south side or a dirt road and being 2 miles
southwest and west of junction of said dirt road and State Secondary Highway 99, said
junction being 1.75 miles north of junction of said highway and State Secondary High-

way 97.
The Rosetta Inman .fann locati:id on the northwest side of a junct-ion of two dirt
roads, said junction being 1.4 miles northwest of intersection of dirt road running
northwest from State Secondary Hii1~hv1ay 57 at Brooksville .
The John A. Atkinson farm located on the east side of a dirt road and being 1
mile north of junction of said dirt road with U.S. Highway 378 and State Secondary
Highway 6J .
Marion County. That area bo111nded by a line beginning at a point where the
Marion- Dillon County line and the Lumber River join and extending southwest along
said river to its junction with L.ittle Pee Dee River, thence southwest a.long sa i d
river to its junction with Reedy !Creek, thence northwest along said creek to its
intersection with State Pri.Jnary !Highway 41, thence northeast along said highway
to its junction with State Secondary Highway 33, thence west along said highway to
its intersection with State Primary Highway 41A, thence north along said highway
to its junction with State Secondary Highway 389 , thence north along said highway
to its junction with U. S. Highwa:y 501, thence northwest along said highway to its
intersection With U.S. Highway 76, thence west along said highway to its juncti on
with State Secondary High, ay 64, thence due southwest along a line proJected f r om
said intersection to the Marion-Florence County line, thence northwest and north
along said county line to its junction with Marion- Dillon County line, thenc e nor th
and northeast and southeast along said county line to the point of beginning, excluding all the corporate li.Jnits of the: towns of Marion, Mullins, Nichols, and
Sellers, except the W. P. Clark !'arm located on Marion Street in the town of Mullins
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one block south of the Mullins Armory, and the Harry Sellers farm located on the west
side of U.S. Highway 301 in the town of Sellers.
That area bounded by a line beginning at a po.int where State Secondary Highway
9 and State Secondary Highway 40 junction and extending southeast along State Secondary Highway 40 to its junction wi.th State Secondary Highway 47, thence southwest
along said highway to its junctio,n with State Secondary Highway 9, thence south along
said highway to its junction with U.S. Highway 378, thence southwest along said
highway to its intersection with the Great Pee Dee River, thence northwest along said
river to its junction with C:itfiBh Creek, thence north along said creek to its junction
with Collins Creek, thence east amd southeast along said creek to its junction with
State Secondary Highway 9, thencei southwest along said highway to the point of beginning.
That area bounded by a line beginning at a point where U.S. Highway 378 and
State Secondary Highway 86 juncti.on and extending north along State Secondary Highway 86 for 0.4 mile to its intersiection with a stream, thence east along said stream
to its junction with the Little Pee Dee River, thence south along said river to its
junction with the Sampson Landing: Road, thence west along said road to its junction
with State Secondary Highway 49, thence northwest along said highway to its junction
with U. S. Highway 378, thence sciutheast along said highway to the point of beginning.
The William Davis farm locat,ed on the northeast side of a dirt road and 1. 5
miles southeast of' its junction with State Secondary Highway 9, said junction being
1.5 miles northeast of the junctlon of said highway and State Secondary Highway 40.
The Paul Richardson farm loc:ated on the southeast side of State Secondary Highway 207 and 1.3.5 miles southwest of its junction with State Primary Highway 9o8.
The Paul J. Richardson farm (The Paul J . Richardson Estate) located on the
northwest side of the State Secondary Highway 207 and 1.5 miles southwest of its
junction with State Primary Highway 908.
Marlboro County. That portlon of the county lying south and east of U. S. Highway 15, excluding the corporate J.imits of the towns of Bennettsville , McColl, and
Tatum.
The Marvin Strong farm locat.ed on the south side of the South Carolina-North
Carolina State line and 1. 3 mile::, east of its junction with State Primary Highway 77 .
The Cleveland McKay farm loc:ated on the north side of State Secondary Highway
and the west side of State .Sec:ondary HighvJay JO at the intersection of said highways.
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The Tony Rosser farm located on the east. side of a dirt road and 0.6 mile
northeast of junction of said dirt road and State Secondary Highway JO, said junction
being O.J mile north of said highway and State Secondary Highway 54.
The Pauline Steel farm located on the north side of State Secondary Highway
63 and the east side of Crooked Creek at the intersection of said highway and
Creek.
Williamsburg ~ount;.y. The S. Wayne Gamble fann located. on both sides of State
Primary Highway 37 anJ. 2 miles ~,outheast of i t.s intersect.ion with U. S. Highway

52 .
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Other Areas - Any other area in the State of South Carolina found to b e inf'ested. Such areas to become imunediately subject to the regulations of' this quarantine when so declared by the 1S outh Carolina State Crop Pest Conunission through
the publication of a notice to that effect in the local newspapers, or through
direct written notice to those ,c oncerned.

J. WITCRWEED: CONDITIONS OF MO'VEMENT . Witchweeds may be moved from the State of
South Carolina only if such movement is made for scientific purposes and when in
accordance with regulations out.lined in the regulations of the Witchweed Quarantine
of the United States Department of Agriculture .

4.

REGULATED ARTICLES

CONDI TIONS OF MOVEl1ENT.
1

(a) Designated articles
Unless exempted by administrative instructions th0
following may be moved f rom any regulated area into or through any point outside o:
the regulated areas only if acc,ompanied by a valid certificate or limited permi t
issued in compliance with the Witchweed Quarantine of the United ·states Department
of Agriculture and its applicable requirements; soi l , separately or with other
things; nursery stock and other plants with roots attached; true bulbs, corms,
rhi zomes and tubers , root crops; hay, straw, fodder and plant litter of any kind;
seed cotton; tobacco, peanuts in shells; ear corn; soybeans; small grains; used
farm tools, implements and harvesting machines; used construction and maintenance
equipment; and used crates, boxes , burlap bags, and cotton picking sacks, and other
used farm products containers. However, regulated articles of kinds within t his
paragraph which originate outside of the regulated areas and are moving through or
are being reshipped from a regulated area may be moved from such regulated area in to
or through any point outside of the regulated areas without furth er r estriction
under this subpart when their p oint of origin is clearly indicated, when t heir
identity has been maintained, and when they have been safeguarded against infestations while in the regulated areas in a manner satisfactory to an inspector and
do not present a hazard of spread of witchweed . Otherwise such regulated articles
shall be subject to all applicable requir~nents for articles originating in the
regulated areas .
(b) Articles determined t.o µresent hazards . When it has been determined by
an inspector that, due to con-Lamination with witchweed, a hazard of spread of witchweed is presented by any farm products, farm equipment, proc essing machine r y , trucks,
wagons, railway cars, aircrafts, boats, other means of conveyance , or unlimi t ed by
the foregoing, any other products or articles of any character whatsoever, not
covered in paragraph (a), notice of such fact shall be given to the person having
custody thereof. Thereafter , except as exempted in administrative instructions ,
such contaminated articles may be moved i'rom any r egulated area into or through
any point outside of the regulated area only if accompanied by a valid certificate
or limited permit issued in ·compliance with the Witchweed Quarantine of t he United
States Department of Agriculture .

5.

CERTIFICATES, PERMITS, ETC.

(a) The methods and conditions of certification of articles and products,
and issuance of certif icates, and permits shall be governed by the r egulations of
the Witchweed Quarantine of the United St ates Department of Agriculture.
(b) Certificates may be issued by the inspector for the movement of the
regulated articles under any of the f ollowing conditions.
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( 1) When in the judgment of the inspectors, they have not been er.posed

to infestation.
( 2) When they have been examined by the inspector and found to be
free of infestation.
( 3) When they have bee1ri treated to destroy witchweed under the observation of the inspector and i1ri accordance with methods selected by him
administratively authorized proc1edures kno,m to be effective under the conditions
in which applied .

(4) When grown, produc1ed, manufactured, stored or handled in such manner that, in the judgment of the inspector, no infestation would be transmitted
thereby.
(5) Limited oermits . Limited permits may be issued by the inspector
for the movement of' non- certified regulated arti cles to specif'ied destinations
for limited handling , utilization or processing, or for treatment.
(6) Dealer- carrier agreement . As a condition of issuance of c ertificates
or limited permits for the mo~ent of regulated articles, any person engaged in
purchasing, assembling, exchanging, handling, processing, utilizing, treating , or
moving such articles may be required to sign a dealer-carrier agreement stipulating that he will maintain such safeguards against the establishment and spread of
infestation and comply with such conditions as to the maintenance of identity,
handling, and subsequent movement of such articles and the cleaning and treatment
of means of conveyance and containers used in the transportation of such articles a s
may be required by the inspector .

6. EXEMPTION OF CERTAIN ARTICLES FROM SPECIFIED REGULATIONS.
(a) It has been found that facts exist as to the pest risk involved in the
movement of the following regulated articles under the regulations which make
it safe to make less stringent the requirements of the regulations with respect
to the movement of such articles from any regulated area, as hereinafter provided.
The following articles are hereby exempted from the. requirements under the conditions set forth hereinafter :
(1) Root crops, such a.s turnips, carrots, and sweet potatoes , when
moving to a desig,nated processing plant, or when washed free of soil and thereafter protected from infestation. to the satisfaction of the inspector.

( 2) Seed cotton when rn1oving to a designated gin.

· (3) Tobacco when movimg to a desie;nated warehouse or storage facility.
(4) Soybeans if the beiana and any containers for the beans did not
come in contact with the soil duLring harvesting and if the beans are moving forthwith to a designated oil mill or storage facility for crushing or uses other than
planting.
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(5) Small grains if the1 ere.in and any containers for the grain did not
come in contact with the soil during harvesting and if t he grain is moving forthwith to a designated storage fac:i.lHy for uses other than planting .
( 6) Ear corn when harve!sted from stalk and placed, without coming in
contact with the soil, in a wagorn or truck for dir·ect transportation to storage
or other handling facility.

(7) Used farm tools andl implements when washed, steam cleaned or air
cleaned, and thereafter protectedl from infestation to the satisfaction of the
inspector. ( This exemption does not apply to mechanical cotton or corn pickers,
combines, or hay balers or to cot.ton picking sacks) .
( b) Information as to designated processing plants, oil mills, 1-1arehouses,
storage and handling facilities , and gins may be obtained froru the inspector.

7. WAIVER OF LIABILITY.
The South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission or its inspectors will not be
responsible in any way for the deiath of livestock feeding on plants treated for
t h e control of witchweed after notice has been given by the South Carolina State
Crop Pest Conunission or its authorized inspectors that such areas are to be treated. The South Carolina State Crop Pest Conunission or its inspectors 1tJill not be
responsible for any loss to regulated articles treated, 1'wnigated, sterilized, or
processed under methods approved by the South Carolina State Crop Pest Conunission.

8. PENALTIES :
Any person or firm who shall violate the regulations of this quarantine or
who seeks to prevent t he inspectton or control of witchweed vihich may occur on
their property under the direction of the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission
or its inspectors shall be deemed guilty of a misdeameanor and upon conviction will
be punished by law as provided for by the South Carolina State Crop Pest Conunission
Act . of 1912.

SOUTH CAROLINA STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION
Approved - - -~Ch'""a-,..ir_m_an
_ _ ________

Date
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BEE REGULATIONS
Regulations Governing the Transportation Into and Within the
State of South Caroli.Jna of Honey Bees, Beekeeper's Supplies
and Equipment and Honey in Accordance with an Act of the
General Assembly of South Carolina Approved March Fifteenth, Nineteen Hundred and Twenty-Two.
Whereas several species of dangerous brood diseases occur in many states
of this country and in foreign countries, and whereas these diseases occur
in our neighboring states, and as these diseases are not widely distributed
in South Carolina, in order 1:o offer as adequate protection as possible to the
rapidly developing beekeeping industry of South Carolina, the following
regulations are promulgated and shall be in full force and effect on and
after April 15, 1922.
Regulation B-1. All honey bees shipped or moved into the State of
South Carolina shall be accompanied by a certificate of inspection signed by
the State Entomologist, stat;e apiary inspector or other qualified official of
the state or country from which such bees are shipped or moved. Said certificate shall certify to the ,a pparent freedom of the bees, their combs and
hives, from contagious and j[nfectious diseases, and must be based upon the
actual inspection of the beel5 and the equipment within a period of 60 days
preceding shipment; providled that when honey bees are shipped into this
state from other states or ,~ountries wherein no official apiary inspector,
state entomologist or other qualified official is available, the South Carolina
State Crop Pest Commissio1r1 through its executive officers may issue permit for such shipment upon presentation of suitable evidence, showing such
bees to be free from disease,.
Regulation B-2. The shipment or movement into this state from other
states and countries of used or second-hand bee hives, honey combs, frames
and other beekeeping fixtur,es, is hereby prohibited, except when such shipments are accompanied by a certificate of the state entomologist, state
apiary inspector or other qualified official of the state or country from
which said equipment is shipped or moved, certifying that the apiary or
place at which such shipmimt originated, was inspected and that no evidence of contagious or infectious diseases was found; provided that
in the absence of facilities for such inspection, The South Carolina State
Crop Pest Commission may issue permits for the shipments into this state
of such second-hand equipment upon the presentation of satisfactory evidence, showing that the m~~terials is not likely to convey any contagious
or infectious diseases of hc1ney bees or that such material was properly
disinfected.
Regulation B-3. A quaramtine is hereby placed by the South Carolina
State Crop Pest Commission on all apiaries, bee yards and colonies of bees
within this state where any American foul brood, European foul brood or
other contagious or infectious disease of honey bees is known to exist, and
hereafter such quarantine shall become effective upon all apiaries, bee
yards or colonies of bees where any American foul brood, European foul
brood or other contagious o:r infectious disease is discovered. The removal
of any and all colonies of bees, queen bees, nuclei and combs from such
diseased and quarantined aj?iaries, is hereby prohibited until such time as
the State Crop Pest Commission shall have determined and declared that

disease is apparently eradicated from said apiaries; provided that the South
Carolina State Crop PEist Commission may issue permits before such declaration for the movern.ent of bees or apiaries which have shown infection
when in the judgment of said Commission such movements will decrease
the danger of other ap:iaries becoming infected or in other ways result in
increased protection of' beekeeping interests of the state. The movement
of bee hives, frames, supers, extractors and other mechanical equipment
from apiaries under quarantine as aforesaid is hereby prohibited, except
when such equipment is first disinfected in a manner prescribed and approved by the South C:arolina State Crop Pest Commission.
Regulation B-4. The, exposure by any person of hives, combs or honey
from colonies or apiaries which are or have been infected with American or
European foul brood or ,other contagious or infectious diseases in such a manner as to expose other bees to the danger of infection is hereby prohibited.
Regulation B-5. The sale, bartering or shipment of queen bees and their
attendant bees within this state is hereby prohibited, except when accompanied by a copy of a ct!rtificate of the current year from a duly authorized
inspector of the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission, to the effect
that the apiary from which such queen bees are shipped is apparently free
from disease and that the honey used in making the candy employed in the
mailing cages, has been diluted and properly boiled in tightly closed vessels.
Regulation B-6. The: shipment, transportation or movement of honey
from the premises of an. apiary which is infected with American foul brood
or which is under quarantine on account of this disease having been found
therein, except when such honey is contained in new tin honey cans, free
from leaks and free from all traces of honey on the outside and securely
crated, is hereby forbidden. All such shipments must be accompanied by a
certificate stating that the honey originated in an apiary infected with
American foul brood, and that it cannot be sold or used for feeding bees
within the state of South Carolina.
The gift, sale or offering for sale within the State of South Carolina of
honey products in any :apiary which is infected with American foul brood
or which is under quarantine by the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission on account of the disease having been found therein is hereby
prohibited.
Regulation B-7. Every apiary, bee yard, or colony of bees situated in the
State of South Carolin1a, which has been or shall become infected with
either of the diseases known as the American foul brood or European foul
brood, is hereby declared to be the center of an infected and dangerous
zone, which zone shall E!xtend for three miles in every direction from said
center and within this zone all honey bees are declared to be exposed
to the danger of infection and likely to harbor and disseminate such infection. The movement oJ: honey bees into such zone and the movement of
honey bees and used eq1uipment within such zone and the removal therefrom of honey bees or w;ed beekeeping equipment, is prohibited unless such
bees or equipment bears the certificate of a duly qualified agent of th~ State
Crop Pest Commission, certifying to the apparent freedom from dise_ase.
The keeping within such zones of honey bees in box or other forms of hives
not permitting of the ready removal of all frames and combs therefrom for
inspection is hereby prohibited.
Regulation B-8. All persons, firms or corporations desiring to have their
bee yards, bees and beekeeping equipment inspected for permit to transport
bees, hives, honey, comb or used bee fixtures and equipment, shall make
application before April 1 of each year.
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SOUTH CAROLINA. STA'l'E CROP PEST C001ISSION
Clemson, South Carolina
PESTICDJEi FE.li'l'ILIZER REGULA'l'ION
By virtue of the po,w er vested in the Crop Pest Commission by the

laws of the State oi' South Carolina relating to economic poisons, the rul-

ing issued March 16, 1950 is rescinded and the following rule and regulation
is hereby promulgated and issrued.
That fertilizer manufacturers incorporating economic poisons in
commercial fertilizer be required to attach a colored tag, minimum size
2x

4 inches, to each and evecy packageo '£he following ini'ormation shall

be shown on the colored tag:
1. The statementz
2.

Economic poison added.

Ingredient stat,ement or guaranteed analysis of the economic
poison formulat,ion added.

3. The statement: 'fhis connnercial fertilizer contains (

)
number

pounds of tech111ical (_ _ _._._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ )
accepted common name of economic poison
pe~ 100 pounds.

4.

Directions for use.

5. Warning or caut,ion statement.
6.

Name and. addresis of fertilizer marnu:acturer.
Registration

A copy of the tag must be filed with the South Carolina State Crop

Pest Commission, Clemson, Soulth Carolina.
E:.ffective Date
All fertilizer manuii'acturers will comply with this ruling on or
before July 1, 195S.

SOUTH CAROLINA CROP PEST LAWS
The following Acts presented in this attachment are the basic
laws under which the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission operates:
1.

The Crop Pest Act.

Approved March 1912

2.

The Bee Disease Act.

3.

The Abandoned Orchard Law.

4.

The South Caro,lina Economic Poison Law.

Approved March 15, 1922
Approved May 8, 1947
(The copy presented

herewith is the law as approved November 25, 1953.

Information

concerning cu~·rent amendments to the law will be furnished the
conunittee by t~e time of the meeting on May 16)

The South Carolina
State Crop Pest Commission
'<C~e <tHemscrn J\gricuHurnI Qfolli£e
(!!fom»nn, ~.ouflf Q!ar.olimt

AN

ACT

To Create a State Crop Pest Commission of South Carolina; to
Define Its Powers andl Prescribe Its Duties; to Delegate to the
State Crop Pest Commission Power to Make Rules, Ordinances
and Regulations for Preventing the Introduction and Dissemination of Injurious Insects and Plant Diseases, and Providing
Penalties for the Viol,ation Thereof; for Interference with Inspectors; to Require Every Citizen to Report Violations of This
Act; to Give Inspecti()n Officers Police Powers, and to Repeal
Acts No. 265 and 488.
Be It Enacted by the General Assembly of the State of South Carolina:
Section 1. That on and alfter April 1, 1912, and every two years thereafter, the Board of Trustee:, of Clemson College shall designate not over
five members of said board who shall constitute and be known as the State
Crop Pest Commission of South Carolina, and who shall be charged with the
execution of the provisions <>f this Act.
Section 2. That the said Commission shall have power to appoint an entomologist who shall be known as State Entomologist, and a Pathologist
who shall be known as StatE! Pathologist, and such assistants, deputies and
agents of the said Entomologist and Pathologist as in their judgment may
seem necessary, so that the d.uties hereby devolved upon them may be properly discharged. The Ento:mologist and Pathologist of said Commission
shall perform or direct all the duties required under the rules, ordinances
and regulations of the Commission.
Section 3. The State Crop Pest Commission shall fix the salaries of the
Entomologist, Pathologist, thteir assistants and deputies and agents, and said
salaries shall be paid out of the funds provided by law for the use of Clemson College; and in addition to said salaries, such expenses as the said Commission may allow for traveling and other incidental expenses, including
reports and other publications.
Section 4. That the Statie Crop Pest Commission shall have full and
plenary power to make, promulgate and enforce such just and reasonable
rules, ordinances and regulations as in the judgment of the Commission may
be necessary to eradicate or :prevent the introduction, spread, or dissemination of any injurious insects ,a nd plant diseases and all the rules, ordinances
and regulations of said Commission shall have the force and effect of law so

far as they are consistetnt with the general laws of the State and the laws of
the United States. Thi~ State Crop Pest Commission shall have authority to
regulate or prohibit the shipment within, or the importation into the State
of any plants, farm pr•oducts, or other articles of any nature or character
whatsoever from any State, Territory, or foreign Country, when in the
opinion of said Commission such regulation or prohibition is necessary to
prevent the introduction or dissemination of injurious insect pests and plant
diseases.
Section 5. When the Entomologist or Pathologist of said Commission
suspect any injurious illsect or plant disease to exist in any part of the State,
they shall verify such i;uspicions and if well founded, the Entomologist and
Pathologist shall adopt such remedial measures as they may deem necessary and practical.
Section 6. That any firm, corporation or person violating any of the rules
of said Commission shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and shall upon
conviction thereof be punished by a fine of not less than fifty (50) dollars
nor more than five hullldred (500) dollars, or imprisonment for not less than
ten days nor more thau six months, or both such fine and imprisonment, at
the discretion of the court having jurisdiction. The said Commission shall
have power and authority to enforce its rules, ordinances and regulations in
any court of competent: jurisdiction by civil as well as criminal proceedings
and if it is necessary to issue a writ of injunction, no court of this State shall
have the right previous to a trial upon the merits to set aside such writ on
bond; that it shall be the duty of the Attorney General and Solicitors to
represent said Commis1sion whenever called upon to do so; that said Commission in the discharge of its duties and the enforcement of the powers
herein delegated, may administer oaths, hear witnesses, etc., and to that end
it is made the duties o:E the various sheriffs through the State to serve all
summons and other papers upon the request of the Commission.
Section 7. Any person who shall seek to prevent any inspection under
the direction of the Staite Crop Pest Commission said Entomologist, Pathologist, deputies, assistants, or agents, or who shall otherwise interfere with
the Entomologist, Pathologist, assistants, deputies, or agents, while in the
performance of their daties under this Act, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall upon conviction thereof, be punished by a fine of not
less than fifty (50) doll19.rs nor more than five hundred (500) dollars or imprisonment for not less than ten days, or both such fine and imprisonment
at the discretion of the court having jurisdiction.
Section 8. That the members of the State Crop Pest Commission, the
Entomologist, Pathologist, assistants, deputies and agents shall have police
power in executing the provisions of this Act. It shall be the duty of every
person to report violations to the State Crop Pest Commission , Clemson
College.
Section 9. That all fines resulting from prosecutions under this Act shall
be paid to the State 'I'reasurer and deposited to the credit of the State
treasury.
Section 10. That all Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent with this Act are
hereby repealed.
Approved March, 1912.

The South Carolina
State Crop Pest Commission
"mqe (!Jleinson J\ gricu!tural ([ofuge
O!Ie:mson, ~ouiJr Olarolina
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THE BEE DISEASE ACT
of

SOUT H CAROLINA
1

To Prevent the Introdudtion Into and Dissemination Within the
State of South Carolincr of Contagious and Infectious Diseases
of Honey Bees; Authorizing The South Carolina State Crop
Pest Commission to Mcrke Rules and Regulations for Carrying
Out the Provisions of This Act; Prescribing a Penalty for Violations and Providing Appropriations for Carrying Out the Purposes of This Act.
Be It Enacted, by the Legislature of the State of South Carolina:
Section 1. All honey bees shipped or moved into the State of South Carolina shall be accompanied by a certificate of inspection signed by the State
Entomologist, State Apiary Inspector or corresponding official of the state
or country from which such bees are shipped or moved. Such certificate
shall certify to the apparent freedom of the bees, and their combs and hives,
from contagious and infectious diseases and must be based upon an actual
inspection of the bees themselves within a period of sixty days preceding
the date of shipment; provid,e d that when the honey bees are to be shipped
into this state from other states or countries wherein no official Apiary Inspector or State Entomologil>t is available the South Carolina State Crop
Pest Commission may issue permit for such shipment upon presentation of
suitable evidence showing such bees to be free from diseases.
Section 2. The South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission shall have
full and plenary power to deal with American and European foul brood,
Isle of Wight disease, and all other contagious and infectious diseases of
honey bees, which, in its op:inion, may be prevented, controlled or eradicated; and shall have full power and is hereby authorized to make, promulgate and enforce such rules, 1ordinances and regulations and to do and perform such acts, through its agents or otherwise, as in its judgment may be
necessary to control, eradicate or prevent the introduction, spread or dissemination of any and all com.tagious diseases of honey bees as far as may
be possible and all such rule:s, ordinances and regulations of said Commission shall have the force and effect of law.

Section 3. The South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission, its agents
and employees, shall h;ave authority to enter any depot, express office, storeroom, ware-house or premises for the purpose of inspecting any honey bees
or beekeeping fixtures or appliances therein or thought to be therein, for
the purpose of ascertailning whether said bees or fixtures are infected with
any contagious or infectious disease or which they may have reason to believe have been or ar,e being transported in violation of any of the provisions of this Act. Tl~e said Commission through its agents or employees
may require the removal from this state of any honey bees or beekeeping
fixtures which have been brought into the State in violation of the provisions of this Act, or if finding any honey bees or fixtures infected with
any contagious or infe,ctious disease or if finding that such bees or fixtures
have been exposed to danger of infection by such disease, may require the
destruction, treatment; or disinfection of such infected or exposed bees,
hives, fixtures or appliiances.

(

Section 4. The shipment or movement into this State of any used or
second-hand bee hives, honey combs, frames or other beekeeping fixtures
is hereby prohibited except under such rules and regulations as may be prescribed by the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission.
Section 5. Any person, firm or corporation violating any of the provisions of this Act or of the rules and regulations of the South Carolina
State Crop Pest Commission shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction shall be punished by a fine of not more than five hundred
dollars, or by imprisonment for not more than six months in the county jail.
Section 6. The appropriation for Crop Pest and Disease Work, or so
much thereof as may be necessary, may be used and expended for the purposes of enforcing and carrying out the provisions of this act, under the
direction and control of the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission.
Section 7. All laws and parts of laws inconsistent with the provisions
of this act are hereby 1:epealed.
Section 8. This Act shall take effect upon its becoming a law.
Approved March 15, 1922.

(

THE ABANDONED ORCHARD LAW

(R-365) (H-256) (S-570)
AN ACT MAKING IT UNLAWFUL TO NEGLECT OR ABANDON APPLE OR PEACH TREES, SO
THAT SUCH TREES MAY BECOME A HAVEN OR HARBOR FOR PESTS WHICH CONSTITtJI'E
A MENACE TO THE FRUIT GROWING INDUSTRY OF ANY COUNTY, DISTRICT OR VICINITY
IN THE STATE; DECLARING SUCH NEGLECTED OR ABANDONED FRUIT TREES PUBLIC
NUISANCES; MAKING IT THE DUTY OF THE STATE CROP PEST COMMISSIONER TO INSPECT
AND DETERMINE WHEN SUCH PEST OR PESTS EXIST AND, WHEN JUSTIFIED, RECOMMEND
TO THE CIRCUIT SOLICITOR THE ELIMINATION OF SUCH ~IBNACE: MAKING IT THE DUTY
OF THE CIRCUIT SOLICITOR TO PETITION THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR AN ORDER TO REMOVE AND DESTROY ALL SUCH NEGLECTED OR ABANDONED FRUIT TREES HELD TO BE A
MENACE BY THE CROP PEST COMMISSIONER; TO PROVIDE FOR SERVICE OF A CITATION
AND PETITION ON THE OWNER OR PERSON IN CHARGE OF ANY SUCH NEGLECTED OR
ABANDONED FRUIT TREES BEFORE THE COURT ORDERS THE DESTRUCTION OF SAME,
AND TO FURTHER PROVIDE METHODS AND PROCEDURE FOR THE EXECUIION OF THIS ACT.
BE IT ENACTED by the General Assembly of the State of South Carolina:
SECTION 1. Neglected 0 1t abandoned apple and peach trees which, because
of the existence therein or lthereon of pests, or because of other conditions,
constitute a menace to the fruit growing industry of the county, district,
or vicinity, or which are hot5t plants of or provide a favorable and likely
harbor for pests are public nuisances and it is unlawful to maintain the
same, and all remedies which are or may be given for the prevention or abatement of nuisances apply therieto. Whenever the crop pest commissioner of the
State determines by inspection that there exists a condition which constitutes
a nuisance under this Secti on on any property or premises within his jurisdiction, he shall make a report of property upon which the nuisance exists to
the circuit solicitor, naming the pest or pests or other conditions which in
his opinion are dangerous to the fruit growing industry of the county, district or vicinity, and, if i1n his judgment his findings justify, he shall
state in such report that th1e removal or destruction of the neglected or
abandoned apple and peach tr1aes will provide the best means for elimination
of such menace to the fruit growing industry of the county, district or
vicinity.
Sec. 2. Whenever the circuit solicitor receives from the crop pest commissioner such a report, he 1shall prepare from said report and from the
findings therein a petition It o the circuit ·court of the county praying for
an order to cause the removal or destruction of the neglected or abandoned
fruit plants or crops. The )Petition shall set forth a description of the
property, the name of the owiner or person in charge or possession thereof
and the name of the pest, or other conditions which constitute a menace to
the fruit growing industry o;f the county, district or vicinity.
Sec. 3. Upon the filin :g of such petition, a citation shall be issued
by the county, requiring the owner or person in charge or possession of
the property to appear at a time and place specified to show cause why such
neglected or abandoned apple or peach trees should not be removed or destroyed.
A copy of the citation, together with a copy of the petition, shall be served
upon the record owner or upo1n the person in charge or in possess ion of the
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property, or upon an agent o:r either, not less than ten (10) days
date specified in the citation. A copy o~ the citation, together
of the petition may also be 1served upon any person who appears of
be the owner of any encumbra1nce upon or interest in the property.
vice may be personal, by del ,ivery to the party or whom service is
be made, or it may be made a:s follows:

before the
with a copy
record to
The serrequired to

If the party resides wi:thin the county, service may be made by leaving a
copy of the citation, togeth,er with a copy of the petition at the residence
of the party between the hou'rs of eight in the morning and six in the evenin ~,
with some person not less than eighteen years of age. If at the time of
attempted service between th,e said hours, no such person can be found at the
residence of the party, service may be made by mail. If the party does not
reside within the county, service may be made by mail, if he resides or has
his office at a place where there is a delivery service by mail; and, if not,
or if his residence is not k1nown, service may be made by poe.ting a copy of the
citation, together with a copy of the petition in a conspicuous place on the
property, at least twenty days before the date specified in the citation.
Sec. 4. On the day on which such citation is made returnable, the court
shall have precedence of all matters excepting injunctions, older matters of
the same character and matters otherwise given precedency by law. The court
shall thereupon decide whether or not the neglected or abandoned apple and
peach trees shall be destroyed or reMoved. If the court is satisfied that
the condition set forth in the petition exists on the property and that the
removal or destruction of the neglected or abandoned apple and peach trees
is necessary and essential £,o r the welfare of the fruit growing industry of
the county, district, or vicinity, it shall make an order ordering within a
certain time the removal or destruction of the neglected or abandoned apple
and peach trees located upon t11e property described in such order, and such
order shall be served by the State Crop Pest Conunissioner, or by any person
deputized by him for that purpose, upon the owner, if he can be found within
the county, and, if not found after due diligence, then upon the person in
charge or possession thereof. If the owner or person in charge or possession
of the property cannot after due diligence be found within the county, then
such order shall be served by posting in a conspicuous place upon the property.
Sec. 5. The circuit judge is herewith vested ,,, ith full power to design:ite
the county road supervisor or such similar county officer to remove by the
roots and destroy condemned fruit plants after the true owner has been given
a period of ninety days to do so; and after such period if the infested
fruit plants are not removed, then the judge shall direct removal by tl1e
aforesaid county officer and cost thereof shall be charged to the owner thereof.
Sec. 6. South Carolina Crop Pest Con:unissioner and the law enforcement
officers of the State and all counties thereof shall be charged with the
carrying out of the true enforcement of this act as herewith written.
Sec. 7. All Acts or parts of Ac ts inconsistent with the provisions of
this Act are hereby repealed.
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Sec. 8.

This Act shall take effect upon its approval by the Governor.

In the Senate House the 7th clay of May
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-seven.
GEO. BELL TIMHERMAN, JR.
President of the Senate
JAS. B. MORRISON,
Speaker, Pro Tern of the l~use of
Representatives
Approved the 8 day of May, 1947
J. STROM T11UUMOND,
Governor

REPORT ON EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND STUDENT AFFAIRS
to the
Board of Trustees
June 5, 1961
The Committee on Educational Policy and Student Affairs met
at Clemson on May 15, 1961.
R. L. Stoddard, presiding,
included R.

c.

Members of the Committee present were
and A. M. Quattlebaumo

Others present

Edwards, J. K. Williams, W, T. Cox, M.A. Wilson, M. D.

Farrar, Gaston Gage, H. L. Hu1nter, J.

w.

Jones,

w.

L. Lowry, Hugh

Macaulay, H. E. McClure, and 1G. F. Meenaghan.
Informational reporlts were presented by the Dean of
Student Affairs and the Dean i)f the College as given herewith.

The

recommendation relating to futture reorganization of the School of
Textiles was approved for subxnission to the Board as given under
Item 7 of the recommendations for consideration at this meeting of
June 5, 1961.

INFORMATIONAL REPORT
DEAN OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
May 3, 1961

I.

Death of Joe Henry Derham, Jr.
Joe Henry Derham, Jr., the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Derham of Green
Sea, South Carolina, was drown.ed about 9:30 p.m., April ZS, 1961 in the lake
recently created by the diversio,n project on the Seneca River.

This young man

was a second year student majo:ring in Vocational Agricultural Education.

Derham ,

with twenty-two other students, was a pledge to Sigma Kappa Epsilon, a local
social fraternity.
As is required of all studen.t organizations, this fraternity had filed its
initiation plan with the Office of Student Affairs for consideration and approval.
The plan, as is indicated in the attachment, called for their final initiation
ceremony to take place at the Y ,.M.C.A. Cabin which is located on the Clemson
College campus.

At the Y. M. C. A. Cabin it was apparently decided by some of

the fraternity members that the pledges would be blindfolded, placed in cars,
taken for short rides, and then let out to walk back to the dormitories. (College
policies strictly prohibit studenits being taken off campus and let out to find their
way back during initiations.)
Pledges Derham, Jan G. L1::,vell, Maurice Dixon Moseley, Richard Sloan
Schoonmaker, David O. Reynolds, and Edgar Baker were placed in the charge
of Brothers Larry Wright and Larry Timbes.

According to the testimonies

these six students were let out on the highway near the old Seneca River Bridge,
This road is impassable due to 1the removal of an approach bridge. The initiates
were instructed to get out of the car and when they heard the automobile move
away to remove their blindfolds .

They were also instructed by Wright and Timbe s
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not to enter the water.

Upon removing their blindfolds the initiates readily

recognized their location becaus1e they could see the dormitory lights approximately one-half to three-fourths; of a mile away.

Mr. Lovell stated that Derham

said he did not want to walk the long way around and thought it would be much
easier to swim the approximatelly one hundred yards across the water .

Derham

entered the lake and went out ten to fifteen yards before being joined by Lovell.
When Lovell got about half-way across he tired and stopped swimming to tread
water.

At that time he removed[ his shirt in an effort to make swimming easier.

Derham was clothed in a football jersey and slacks.

Shortly after Lovell resumed

swimming he heard Derham cry for help and attempted to reach him but was unable
to get there before Derham disappeared from view.

Lovell yelled for help but the

other four pl edges who were standing on the old road bed thought that Derham and
Lovell were playing a joke on them.

Unable to find Derham, Lovell went over

the dike and rushed to the dormiltories for assistance .
Larry Wright stated that he had not been back in the dormitories more than
ten minutes when he received Lovell's report.

He immediately summoned student

aid, rushed to the police station to report the situation, and went to the Clemson
side of the dike.

In the meantirne the remaining four initiates became alarmed,

removed their trousers and inf;li:1.ted them with air (as they had been instructed in
lifesaving classes), and slo~ly 1nade their way across the water,

They had

reached the dike when aid arrived.
The Dean of Student Affairs was notified of the accident about 10:45 p. m.
and he immediately proceeded tc:> the scene.

He found Mr. J. W. Weeden, the

College Security Officer, on the scene directing rescue operations.

Two skin

divers were already in the wate1r and a l ocal resident, Mr . Hubert Estes, had
launched his boat to assist in operations.

Other officers and vol unteer workers

- 3 arrived on the scene and the search was continued until the body was recovered
approximately twenty yards from the dike at 2 : 50 a. m . , April 26, 1961.
The Dean of Student Affairs remained on the scene until about 2:00 a. m. at
which time it was determined that because of the large number of press and radio
people at the scene, Derham's fa.mily should be notified by College officials that
he was missing .

It was reported to the Dean of Student Affairs that Derham's

mother had just been released from the hospital; therefore, the Dean called
Reverend Morgan Gilreath, the student's pastor and a personal friend of the
family, and asked him to convey· the message.

The Dean of Student Affairs

then reported the situation to Mr. Frank Looper, Jr., an attorney at Florence,
South Carolina and a brother -in--law of Derham.

At approximately 3:00 a. m.

Mr. Don Heilig, vice president elect of the student body, came to the Student
Affairs Office to report that Derham' s body had been recovered.

Dr. Don

Richardson of Seneca, South Ca:rolina pronounced Derham dead with death
attributed to drowning brought about from cramps incurred while swimming
in the Hartwell Reservoir.

The Dean of Student Affairs then notified the family

to that effect.
Several College officials an.d a delegation of students were present for
Derham 1 s funeral services.

In addition to the fraternity's initiation materials, a transcription of a
preliminary hearing conducted by Sheriff H . D . Crenshaw of Oconee County
is attached for your information.

The College is continuing its investigation

of this matter and additional information will be reported at a later date.

n.

Registrar I s Office
Since the administrative reorganization in 1954 many additional services,
as well as a great increase in the volume of work due to a fifty percent growth
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in enrollment, are peTformed by the Registrar and his staff.

Mr. Vickery

is a very able officer and has n1ade considerable progress in administering
these duties.
With the projected growth i:n enrollment for the next ten years, additional
requirements will be needed in .admission procedures and record systems.
There are other services such a.s student financial aid that appear to be more
functional in the Admissions Office rather than the Aid and Placement Office
where it is now located.
To assure that the needed 01rganization and staff is provided the Registrar
to perform these vital and growing duties, management consultants Cresap,
McCormick, and Paget have been employed to study this office and make
recommendations to the Administration.

III.

Student Counseling
At the March 22, 1961 meeting of the Board of Trustees it was reported
that considerable study was underway to determine better ways and means to
coordinate and strengthen existing counseling personnel and facilities; also
what additional services, if any, would be desirable to make the student
counseling program more effective.
As a result of this study the following program has been developed:

, l.

The establishment ,o f an Office of Student Counseling with a
full-time director charged with the following responsibilities:
a.

To coordinate all counseling activities including ball
counselor's, professional fraternities, faculty
counselors, Student Affairs Office (including Aid
and Placement and Student Health Services), chaplains,
and other evolving counseling services.
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b.

To evaluate existing counseling services and make
recommendations to appropriate per sons.

c,

To develop such specific counseling aids as counselor I s
handbook and counselors training program.

d.

To serve a.s a consultant to persons engaged in campus
counseling activities and as one to whom and from
whom referrals may be rri :tJ.e.

e,

To perfor1m individual counseling.

Implementation of such a p1rogram will take place as soon as a qualified
psychologist can be employed.

This will be financed from student health service

fees.

IV.

Assistant Dean of Students
For the past two years Riclhard C. Armstrong has served most capably as
Assistant Dean of Students.

Mi:. Armstrong has asked to be relieved from his

duties effective June 15, 1961 i1n order that he may begin graduate study leading
to the Ph. D. degree.

His worlk has been outstanding and it is with regret that

his resignation is accepted .
After very carefully screening applicants for this vacant position Mr. Geor ge
E. Coakley has been selected te> serve as Acting Assistant Dean of Students.

Mr.

Coakley· is a 1941 graduate of Clemson and has served since graduation in the
United States Army.

He will retire on June 30 and will begin his duties on July l.

GOPY
(APPROVED 4-14-61 RCA)

SIGMA KAPPA EPSILON FRATERNITY
"HELP WEEK"

1. SKE's "Help Week" will begin ,on Wednesday, April 19, and end on Tuesday,
April 25.
2. The purpose of "Help Week" is to initiate pledges into the fraternity. It is the
desire of the brothers of SKE that through the activities of the weet< the pledges
will reach a better under standing c,f the word "fraternity", and realize that the
brothers are not against them, but desire to do all in their power to assist the
pledges toward their promised goals.
3. Because the week is for the pUlrpose of assisting pledges toward their goals,
the future members will be given v•arious duties each day of "Help Week" by the
brothers. Through the week the mLembers hope the pledges will realize their
weaknesses and strive to correct them. Honoring the rules and regulations of
Clemson College, no pledges will be given outlandish tasks or duties that will
result in physical or material damage. It has been emphasized to the pledges
that by pledging themselves to SKE:, they have also pledged themselves to the
college, and should strive to work for the good of both.

Brief outline of week's activities:

l.

Points earned by pledges due April 19.

2. Pledges will wear costumes as designated by "Help Week " committee. (Bathrobe
with SKE placard)
3 . Activities during the week will include such as wheelbarrow races and various
contests.
4.

Meeting of members and pledge:s at the "Y" Cabin at 7: 30 p. m. on April 25.

5.

Members vote on prospective n1embers Thursday, April 27.

6.

Formal initiation in Chapel above Loggia on April 28 at 5:30 p. m.

COPY

April 15, 1961

Mr. Howard Ward, President
Sigma Kappa Epsilon
Dear Mr. Ward:
This letter is to acknowledge receipt and approval of your initiation plans
which shall take place next week. I should like to request your clearing the schedul(~d
formal initiation in the Student Chapel for April 28 with Mr. J. R. Cooper at the
Y. M. C. A. He acting as chairman of the Student Chapel Committee is in a position
to approve or disapprove this request.
I certainly hope that this will b e a very meaningful activity for members
and pledges alike . If there is any way that this office can be of assistance please
call on us.
Sincerely yours,

Richard C. Armstrong
Ass't. Dean of Students
RCA/bg

•

Clemson Studetnt Hartwell's First Victim

.

CI-EMBON-.u aulal Yiew pbqlobail &be apo& where lt-1ear-oJcl Clemaoa Collele eopbomore Joe Bear, Derham Jr. ol Greem ~.~
droned 'hetdaJ alpt. Mr, Dertaam Pi a componloa, oa a fraCu.U, IJIIUa&loa. entered &be daunel ol Bartt,ell Lake a& &lie elld of
.&be flbudo•~ 8eneo• Blpwa, Clower left) H 1llri1 a&&emp&ecl a allorkut' back to 111e colle1e, Mr, Derbam callecl for fflp abold
lblchraJ ..tel--· IIO-fool '!fide duulnel II be laeacktd for the dJlre oa Ule opposl&e abore. HJa body wa• fo11ncl about l:SO 1, m. Wed~ . 'Ille flhldeail faad beea waned a8' to ell&er Uae ••*"·-<P b8'o for Tlae GreeavWe Ne"' 11, Wloa&o11 Joae1, Eaele,r).

GREENVILLE NEWS
April 27, l 961

April 26, 1961
10:00 A. M.
PRELIMINARY HEARING
DEATH DUE TO DROWNING OF JOE HENRY DERHAM, JR.
Green Sea, South Carolina
Born: October ZZ, 1941
DATE OF ACCIDENT AND TIME: April 25, 1961 - 9:30 p. m.
PRESENT AT HEARING:

Entire r.nembership of Sigma Kappa Epsilon Fraternity
Hubert T. Fincher, Jr., Relative of Deceased
Dean of Student Affairs, Walter T . Cox, Clemson College
Sheriff D. H. Crenshaw of Oconee County, Walhalla, S. C.
Coroner Floyd Owens of Oconee County, Box 134, Seneca, S. C .
Chief of Security, Jack W. Weeden, Clernson College

Sheriff D. H. Crenshaw conducted the hearing and established the purpose of the initiation
which resulted in the death of Derham was to bring pledges into the above fraternity.
The first witness was Jan G . Lovell, age 19, Box 3985, Clemson College Station, Room
5203, who was asked by Sheriff Crenshaw to tell in his own words what happened.
LOVELL: We went to the Y Cabin ,a nd had the initiation. Then we went on a little trip
to the river. We decided it was too far to walk back and it wasn't too far to swim so Joe
and I tried. Joe tried with his clothes on. I came behind him 10 or 15 yards. I asked
him if it was all right and he said yes so I came on in. I started swimming, got half way
across and got tired and tread water. I asked him if he was all right. I couldn't hear
anything, then he started hollering for help and I went to'him. Had clothes around my
neck, took them off and tried to get: to him but didn't get there in time.
CRENSHAW: You heard him cry fo,r help?
LOVELL: Yes, sir.
CRENSHAW: How close were you '?
LOVELL: I don't know.
CRENSHAW: Did the other boys eyer go into the water?
LOVELL: No, sir,
CRENSHAW: You and Joe were the only two in the water?
LOVELL: Yes, sir.
CRENSHAW: Do you know who went for help- -any of your party?
LOVELL: No, sir.

I came across and saw this fellow and told him what happened.

CRENSHAW : The other boys stayed on the road bank?
LOVELL:

Yes, sir.
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CRENSHAW: You don't know how they got back?
LOVELL:

No, sir.

CRENSHAW: Does the College approve of such initiation?
WEEDEN:

Not as far as crossing the lake.

DEAN WALTER COX:

This was n()t a part of the initiation.

CRENSHAW: Did you file your plans?
LOVELL: Yes, sir.
COX: The plans do not include this part of the initiation.
CRENSHAW: Did the boys tell you not to get in the water?
LOVELL: I didn't hear it.
CRENSHAW: You were just to get back to the school?
LOVELL: Yes, sir.
CRENSHAW : You were going to take the short cut across the lake?
LOVELL: Yes, sir.
At this point Sheriff Crenshaw addressed Coroner Floyd Owens:
CRENSHAW: I don't think we need anything else do you, Coroner?
OWENS:

No.

The next witness was Larry L. Wdght, Room 5207, driver of the car.
CRENSHAW: How about just tellin~: u s what you did last night with these boys.
WRIGHT: We left the Y Cabin, thein we took these boys on the last thing they needed to do.
We took them out to the edge of. the road and let them out and told them the purpose of this
was they were to go on a trip and g,et back the best possible way they could. This was at
9:30. I told them not to swim acro1ss the river. The other boys will tell you that I told
them not to swim across the river. The purpose was to make them walk.
CRENSHAW: How long was it after you left them out until you knew anything about the
boy drowning?
WRIGHT: I would say about 25 minutes or so.
CRENSHA'Y': You had gotten back to the barracks?
WRIGHT:

Yes, sir. I had not been in more than five or ten minutes.
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CRENSHAW: This will be all unlesi:1 the family requests an inquest. I~ will be left up
to the family. If so, there will be a. date set for it somewhere at Clemson. The
Coroner I s Jury will want to hear the above te stirriony, plus other. Mr. Crenshaw then
asked if there was anyone else who wanted to say anything. Maurice Dixon Mosely
(Room 5305) asked to speak.
MOSELEY: When they let us out, both told us not to swim across the lake but to walk.
The first two went out and the rest of us stayed on the shore. We heard the exchange
between the two of them as to what •was happening but we thought it was a joke. Then we
decided to swim across just to see what had happened. I didn't believe that anything had
happened until the Police drove up. I thought everything was all right.
CRENSHAW: You stayed on the shore where they put you out?
MOSELEY: Yes, sir.
CRENSHAW: Did you swim the lakE:?
MOSELEY: Yes, sir.
CRENSHAW: You didn't know until you got on the other side that the boy was drowned?
MOSELEY: Yes, sir.
COX: Who alerted the police?
McGEE: I did.
Then Frank McGee spoke:
McGEE: Bobby and I had just got out of the shower.
get him and we tore our clothes off and took off.

Jan told us he had tried but couldn't

CRENSHAW: Did you stay down the:re?
MOSELEY: Yes, sir.

We stayed dlown there with him.

COX (to Crenshaw): Will your offic:e contact the family to see if they want an inquest?
CRENSHAW: Yes, we usually wait until the boy is buried and we talk to the family then.
We will contact the family some way and see if they want an inquest.
COX: Who pronounced the boy dead?
OWENS: Dr. Don Richards of Seneca.
WEEDEN: Who identified the body'?
McGEE: Edgar Baker.
knew it was him.

They brought him up to us and we could see the green jersey and
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It was established that Hubert Este1s of the Bell Telephone Company, had the boat that
brought the deceased up.
Dean Cox stated that deceased was excused from ROTC duty due to chronic bursitis.
Dean Cox had no more questions.
T he hearing was brought to a close.

STUDENTS INVOLVED

Jan G. Lovell, age 19, Route #1, Gresham, S. C . (student swimming with deceased)
(
rge ( Larry L. Wright, Age 19, 107 S •. Patrick, Gastonia, S. C. (driver of car)
( Larry C. Timbes, age 21, Box 4:18, Conway, S. C .
iges(

rnr (Maurice Dixon Moseley, age 18, 8,53 Abelia Road, Columbia, S. C.
en1S(Richard Sloan Schoonmaker, age 19, 3000 Eastburn Road, Charlotte 9, N. C.
n (David O . Reynolds, age 18, 320 Kilbourne Road, Columbia, South Carolina
' re(Edgar Baker, age 19, Whitmire, S . C . (In Infirmary - absent during hearing)
Frank J. McGee, age 20, Route #5, Anderson, S. C. (student who helped pull deceased
out)

INFORMATIONAL REPORT
DBAN OF THE COLLEGE
May, 1961

I.

Second Semester Teaching Load8
The following tabla i·n dicatea the number of teachers, the average

nmnber of class hours taught per week by each teacher, and the number
of students enrolled for e,a ch clasa hour.

No effort has been made to

separate graduate from und,er-graduate courses,.
For the second eemee1ter the average teacher has 15.5 class~contact
hours per week.

The Sout:hern Association's allowable maximum is 16 hours.

We exceed this only in the Schools of Agriculture and Architecture.

The

slight excess in agricult,u re ie allowable, and the excess in architecture
is permissible on the basis that architecture is a purely professional
education activity.
School
Agriculture

-TeacJbera

Roura per Teacher

39 .• 5

16.6

5.1

13,.3

18.7

1.9

130,.8

14.7

8.1

64.,6

15.9

5.3

15.. 1
-263,3
-

15.2

4.7

15.5

6.3

Architecture
Arts and Sciences
Engineering
Textiles
TOTAL
II.

Students par Hour

Curricula Revision
A program of curriculum, revision, aimed at updating all curricula

offered by the College continues underway.

Since the last meeting of the

Board of Trustees, thorough study and revision of the curricula in mathematics and physics has been 1made.

Additionally, the Social Sciences De-

partment bas revised its cou·rse offerings in Religion and philosophy.

The Graduate School

III.

Second semester enrol~ment is 130, with 104 of these in the biological
and physical science fields.
in January.

Twenty-six students received master's deg r.ees

As of May l, e:ighty-five new students have been accepted t.o

begin graduate study in Jun,3 or September, 1961.

Of this number 35 per

cent are Clemson graduates; the remaining come from thirty-six colleges
or universities in sixteen 11tates and two foreign countries.
The Graduate School continues to receive additional fellowship assistance.

New fellowsbips fort~ 1961-62 academic year include four from

The National Defense Educati.on Act Fund; a minimum of six from the Clemson
Alumni Association; one froa, the American Potash Institute; one from the
South Carolina Aseooiation

Otf

Soil Conservation District Supervisors; two

from the National Science Fo,u ndation; and one from the Public Health Service.

These fellowships have a total dollar value of about $42,000.00.
The Graduate School is presently compiling data on research done at

Clemson since May, 1960, and a full report will be made to the Board at
i t s next meeting.
IV.

Academic Recognition at Clemson
Earlier this month the College sponsored an enlarged "Honore, and Awards

Day" for our superior studenl:s.

About five hundred parents and friends of

the students attended the va1:ious events of the day, aud both radio and ·
television coverage was provlded.

We believe the program was a signi-

ficant departure from anything we have had in the past, and reaction
to it has been most favorable:.

Beginning in February, 1962, the College will offer an honors curriculum
for superior students.

Thie curriculum has been planned by a coamittee of

the faculty senate and will be another stop toward our goal of developing
on the Clemson campus a genui1ne atmosphere of academic excellence.
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v. Training

of the Clemson Faculty

As a part of the Colle@ie Self•Study being conducted for the Southe~n
Association, we have compile1d a listing of institutions from which Clew1c~
professors (teaching and research) obtained their most advanced degrees.
This information may be of interest to the members of the Conmittee.

Table 2
Institutions from which Clem1son Faculty

Received

Members

?l:eit' Most

Advanced

Degrees
Institution
1.
2.
3.

4.

s.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

u.

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.

23.
24.

25.
26.
27.

28.
29.
30.

Bachelors

Auburn University
0
Bradley University
0
California College of Art:a
& Crafts
0
California lnstit. of Tec1h.
0
Case Institute
0
Clemson College
17
Colorado A & M
0
Columbia University
0
Cornell University
0
Drexel University
0
Duke University
0
Emory University
0
Florida State University
0
Fordham University
0
Furman University
0
George Peabody College
0
Georgia Institute of Tech ..
1
Georgetown University
0
Gettysburg College
0
Harvard University
0
Institute of Textile Tech.
0
Iowa State University
0
Iowa Wesleyan College
1
Kansas State University
0
Lehigh University
0
Louisiana State University
0
Massachusetts Instit. of Tech 0
Michigan State University
0
Middlebury College
0
Mississippi State University 0
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Masters

Doctors
(or equivalent)

2
1

1
0

l
0

0

l

0
0
0
l
10
0

39
2
4

1
1

l

9

6

0
4
0
1
1
1

3
2
1
0
0
3
0
0

l
l

2
0

5
0
0

8

l

0
1

3
9

1
2

0
1

0

0

1
5

6
0
2

Jinst!:tution

Bachelors

Doctors
(or equivalent)

New York State College
North Carolina State Coll.
Northwestern University
Ohio State thliversity
Oklahoma State University
Oregon State University
Oltford University
Pennsylvania State University
Purdue Univeraity
Rensselaer thliversity
Rutgers University
Sarah Lawrence College
Sorbonne, The
Southern Illinois Uni.
Southern Lutheran Semina:ry
Southwestern University
Spring Hill College
Texas A & M University
Tulane University
Union Theological Collegt!
University of Alabama
University of California
University of Chicago
University of Colorado
ss. University of Denver
56. University of Florida
57. University of Georgia
58. University of Illinois
59. University of Indiana
60. University of Iowa
61. University of Kentucky
62. University of Maine
63. University of Maryland
64. University of Michigan
65. University of Minnesota
66. University of Missouri
67. University of Nebraska
68. University of North Carolina
69. University of Oklahoma
10. University of Oregon
University of Peun•ylveni,a
71
72. University of Pittsburg
73. University of South Carol:lna
74. University of Tennessee
75. University of Texas
l1.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

Mastera

0

l

l

8

0
0
0
0
0

l

0

1

l

0
0
0

2

l
l

l

0

0
0

l
l
0
l

6
l
3
0
0
0

l
0

l
0
0
0

2

l
l
l

0
6
0
8
0
0

0

l
0

0
4

0
l

2

0
0

l
3
l

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
l
l

l

0

0
l
l
l

6

0
5
3

0

l

4

0

0

0
0
l
0

l

l
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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3
0

0
0

0

2

l

3

0
0

l
l

2

0

6
0

7
l
0

1
4
l

2
9
0

2

0
0
2
3

Institution

Bachelors

76.
77.
78.
79.

University of Virginia
University of Wisconsin
Vanderbilt University
Virginia Polytechnic Inut.
80. Winthrop College
81. Yale University
TOTALS

Professional Faculty Totals

Masters

0
0
0
2

l
l
29*

Bachelore

Appointment for teaching only
21
Appointment for teaching & Research l
Appointment for research only·
7

29
(8.51)

3

1
4

-

9
0
2

182**

Doctors
(or equivalent)
7
14
3

4
0
0

l45***

Masters

Doctors

Total

143
15
24

84
41
20

248
57
51

m

(51.11)

m

356

(40.4"1)

* of

these, 14 have done ~r az'e doing graduate study programs leading to the
masters degree.

** of these, 57 have done or are doing graduate study beyond the masters level.

*** of these, 6 have done or are doing poet-doctoral study.
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REPORT ON DEVELOPMENT AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
to the
Board of Trustees
June 5, 1961
The Board CoillllitteE~ on Development and Public Relations met at
Clemson on May 15, 1961. Men:ibers of the Cotrmittee pre~ent were W. A.
Barnette, presiding, w. Gordc,n McCabe, Jr., A. M. Quattlebaum, and
James C. Self. Other trusteus present included R.R. Coker, L.B. Holmes,
and R. L. Stoddard.
Others present at t;he meeting were R. c. Edwards, F. J. Jervey,
Jr. K. Williams, M. A. Wilson, and W. T. Cox.

J. E • . Sherman, H. E. Glenn,

President Edwards x·eported on the Board of Visitor's recent
inspection of the college. ~lr. Self suggested that the administration
consider extending invitation.a to people who had served on previous boards.
He believed that such people would be impressed by changes made at the
college between dates of their visits . Dr . Barnette requested the
administration to invite one or more members of the Board of Visitors to
visit with and report to the Board of TruGtees at its June meeting.
President Edwards reported on legislative matters. These
included the matter of the Oconee County Airport, the request for
$30,000 to improve research facilities at the Pontiac Station and the
matter of revised laws concerning Clemson's regulatory responsibilities.
The President also noted the fact that a request had been made to the
Budget and Control Board for 1$15,000 to be used for research on peaches.
Mr. Holmes suggested that the administration look into the possibiUty
of federal matching funds for this $15,000.
President Edwards r,eported on the progress of dormitory
construction and discussed pl1ans for additions to the steam plant.
Dr. Barnette asked the admini13tration to notify him prior to the
opening of construction bids c>n June 7.
Brief reports were made by President Edwards on prospective
enrollment for 1961-62 and on Negro applications for admission to the
college.
Mr. Joe Sherman disc~ussed the motion picture being made
about the college.

REPORT OF
THE 1961 BOARD OF VISITORS
The Board of Trustees
Clemson College
Clemson, S.C.
Gentlemen,
Menbers of the 1961 Board of Visitors were,

District No. 1

Mr. H. A. Petit, Vice President
S. C. Electric and Gas Company
Charleston, South Carolina
Rear j~dmlral E. A. Wright
Comma1nder, Charle·ston Naval Shipyard
Charleston, South Carolina

DI st r I ct No. 2

Mr. Robert Lee Scarborough
Agriculturist
Eastover, South Carolina
Mr. Raymond warner
Clearwater Finishing Plant
York Hoad
Alken» South Carolina

D I st r I ct No.

3

Mr. Douglas Featherstone
Attorney
Greemfilod, South Cdrol f na
Mr. L" D. Holmes, Jr.,
Agriculturist
Johnston, South Carolina

D1str1ct No. 4

Mr. T. Kenneth Cribb
Troy H. Cribb & Sons.Inc.
Spart~nburg. South Carolina

0 Is tr IC t No. 5

Mr. J. Claude Fort
Atto1rney
Gaffney, South Ca rol Ina

Mr. Connie R. Morton

Banker
Rock Hill, South Carol Ina

District No. 6

Mr. 0. H. McEachern
315 S. Coit Street
Florence, South Carolina
Mr. J . Wallace Talbert
Hartsvi 1 le
South Caro 1 i na
Hold over Member for 1961:
Mr. ..I. Givens Young
T. B. Young and Company
Florence, South Carolina

The 1961 Board of Visitors hands you herewith its
report of Its Inspection of

the College.

The report reflects

the Board's praise and conmendatlon for the manner
In which the College is being run, a~d tts concern with
certain areas that need special attention and action by the
Trustees and the Administration.
Worthy of being 1 ifted out of the general report
Is the Board's estimate of the Administration and faculty.
Thia estimate Is that throughout the Administration and

Faculty there Is a high degree of morale, born of confidence
In the leadership of the College, ~nd nurtured by the dedicated ,
enthusiastic effort of a highly capable faculty.
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The report is divlded into general connnents, .connnents on the
schools, and comments on fac:ilities.

It should be emphasized that al-

though the report mentions s1pecifically only a few of the personnel and
facilities, the Board was hi,ghly impressed with the general educational
atmosphere at Clemson.

GENERAL COMMENTS

Student morale is high.

The president of the rising senior

class reported that the Administration is easily accessible to the student
body, and that the student body considers the Administration to be both
highly capable and exttemely fair.
Religious services are held in the dormitory chapel five nights
a week.

No college activiti1es are allowed to conflict with the Wednesday

evening student programs in 1the churches.

There are additional voluntary

groups meeting for vespers ii:1 the dormitories.

The Board feels that the

College is cooperating well ,nth the Churches in this phase of student life.
The 1960 Board of Visitors made certain recommendations concerning
a change of name of the Collt~ge.

This Board suggests that the Board of

Trustees consider the name "Clemson Institute of Technology".

We suggest

this name in the belief that Clemson should continue to be the dominant
technological school in South Carolina and that it not only has a unique
opportunity to serve the state of South Carolina as such but also to become
the great technological schoc,l of the Southeast.
Clemson is fortunat:e to have, as a service facility, the Clemson
House.

It is well managed, t :he food in its dining room is excellent, and

the general air of courtesy ls a credit to the College.
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The Administratio1~ has been and is livi ng up t o its obligntlon
to raise the admission standards to Clemson as r apidly as is practicable.
The Board conwnends the Admi1~istration for its work with high school educa•
tor• and suggests that it cc>ntinue to cooperate fully with the State Department of Education, the South Carolina School Board Association, and the
South Carolina School AdminiLstrators in further strengthening the high
echool curricula which are designed to pr~pare students for college level

work.

A

transcript of each Clemson student's work is now sent to the

principal of the school froni which the student graduated .

Copies of these

transcripts, along with coptes of any other documents now mailed to the
principals, should also be a1ailed to the Board of Trustees controlling the
school.
~

SCHOOLS .

Dr. J. K. WU1iama1, Dean of the College, exemplifies the type
of academic leadership respo nsible for Clemson's growth.
1

Hls intelligent

grasp of the problems in his several schools, and his logical explanations

of the Administration• s appr'o ach to those problems, indicate that President
Edwards made a wise choice in the appointment of Dr. Williams.

The Faculty situation at Clemson continue s to improve.

For the

moat part, Faculty salaries at Clemson are competitive with other Southern

educational institutions, though not with industry.

There are certain

areas (the School of Engineering, for instance) where certain factors

indicate that Clemson still cannot compete with like schools for men
with terminal degrees.
Clemson's research and teaching faculties are growing in size
at a rapid rate.

Here is a 1sumnary of the combined faculties:
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248 Members hold Teaching Appointments only .
57 Members hold Teaching and Research Appointments.
_.21 Members hold Research Appointments only.
356

But more important than the ~rowth in nwnber is the steady up-grading
of the quality of the faculty.

The following table indicates the result of

Dr. Edwards' unrelenting effort to provide Clemson with a top-notch faculty:

Total Number
Holding
Doctor's Degree
Master's Degree
Bachelor's Degree

144
182
30

l56

7. of Total
Faculty

.(3)

40.4
51.1
8.5
100.0

6

57
30
93

The figures in column (3) indicate the nwnber of men in each classification who have done or a1re doing work beyond the present degree.

These statistics ilndicate a faculty growing in knowledge and ability
to teach Clemson students.

Such a faculty is more important than the physical

facilities, of which we are also proud.
Some of the strongest schools in the College, from a faculty and
facilities point of view, st~em to be light in student load.

This situation

may point up the need for aggr~ssive recruitment of superior students in our
state high schools.

A progi~am could be organized by interested Alumni groups

to bring gifted high school students to Clemson during the junior year, . with
the faculty _participating i~, an orientation program.

Particular emphasis

could be placed on those schools at the College which are not being fully
utilized.

The new film, '.!:!ll,s Is Clemson, will do much to solve the problem

of explaining Clemson to pax·ents and students in South Carolina.

The pro-

duction of the film indicateis the Administration's awareness of and approach
to this problem.

- 5 -

The School of Agriculture has reorganized its various curricula so
that a student may elect tc, . emphasize either the business problems, the
scientific problems, or thu production problems of a particular agricultural
industry.

This plan shoul~l have the effect of attracting more students to the

school .
Other areas in tble School of Agriculture which deserve conmendation
are:

The continued dev·elopment of the Department of Forestry, which
expects to be accredited wt.thin the year.
The research and extension work on the grain survey, and the
connected film.
The work of Lewis Riley in producing outstanding training movies.
The planned experiments on control of crown gall and blast in
peaches.

The planned cooperative experiment with the U.S.D.A., on marketing
peaches in consumer units.

The work of the research and extension faculty on the eradication
of witchweed.
The work of the knim~l Diagnostic Laboratory at Pontiac.
In many areas of ,a griculture, the science of production has outrun
the science of promotion anid marketing.

The Board recommends special effort

by the College in this latt1er field to help bring the distribution techniques
into . balance with productio1r1 techniques.
The Board commend1s the College for maintaining and fostering a
steady growth in all its ac:Lentific and technological curricula; and for

establishing an Arts and SciLences faculty and program which is parallel in
quality,

The Board fully agrees with t;he College policy of expanding and

further strengthening the f1lculty and course offerings in the basic liberal
arts fields.
- 6 -

The School of Arc 1hitecture, in winning the Koppers competition
this year, continues to demonstrate its excellence and its importance to
the College and to South Carolina.
The Graduate Scho1ol has shown phenomenal growth.

The leadership.

provided until this year by Dr. J . K. Williams , and now by Dr. H. H. Macaulay,
is responsible primarily for the success of this program to date.

The

disposition of the Library problem, and t~e success with which our various
research programs can be stimulated, will greatly influence the rate of

development of this school.
The board recognizes the general excellence of the School of Textiles,
and the unique opportunity that this school has to serve the textile industry
throughout the nation and particularly in South Carolina.

The Board expresses

its appreciation to the Tex.tile industry for its very generous support of
and cooperation with the sc.hool.
The School of Eng,ineering continues to educate approximately half of
the men who come to Clemson.

Its facilities and Faculty are all impressive.

but special attention should be directed to the Departments of Chemical
Engineering and Ceramic

En1gineering.

In these two areas, Clemson has both

outstanding schools . and out:standing opportu~ity for service to the state.
The Board of True1tees should devote special attention to Dean
Lowry'• estimate of the benefits that could accrue to the School of Engineering

if an adequate research prc,gram could be developed.

An initial grant to

enable Clemson scientists t:o prepare research proposals for presentation to

industry and federal agenctes would return, Dean Lowry estimates. in research
grants an amount of money, many times greater than the initial grant.

"pump-priming" technique should have the Trustees' immediate attention.

- 7 -

This

The improvement oJ: this research situation would help the School
in competition for competenc: teachers with terminal degrees in engineering,
since most of these men are highly interested in research and in graduate
teaching possibilities.

It is reasonable t:o assume that some of this research would result
in new products and new indtastriea for South Carolina.

This opportunity is

so promising that it Phould have prompt attention.
Special mention an;Lst be made of the electronic computer that the
college has purchased, and c1f the applied mathematics course that will -educate
Clemson students to operate this equipment.

In addition, the college plans

to offer short courses to itadustry employees who would like to learn to use
the electronic computer.

This program could easily be one of the moat

valuable contributions that Clemson has made to industry in the atate.
In the School of E:ngineering, the Board saw the equipment for the
use of closed circuit televi.sion as a teaching aid, but was told that personnel
are not now available to fully utilize the equipment.

The difficulty of

rapidly expanding the facult:y without sacrificing quality points up the
necessity of exploiting telEtvision and films to the fullest degree as training
aids.

FACILITIES
The change to cafEtteria style in the dining hall is proving to be
wise, and the dining room isl an adequate facility for a considerable college

growth.

Without the change to cafeteria style, almost immediate action to

increase the capacity would have been required.

Even more important ·is the

increased utilization of the1 Faculty and the teaching facilities as a result
of eliminating fixed lunch Blnd dinner periods.
- 8 -

No responsible group at Clemson is unaware of the serious library
problem.

The president of the rising senior class advises that the senior

class will help the Administration with this problem as a major project.

President Edwards outlined hls plans (of which you are aware) for the library.
He needs all help possible in executing these plans immediately.
The Director of thE! Library, Mr. Gourlay, is doing all that can be
done under such a handicap.

His plans are well made, and he and the Library

Advisory Coumittee are workit11g hard on this problem.
The Board noted wit:h approval the fine and efficient work being done
by Dr. Hair and his associatets in the realm of student health; however, the hospital facility is inadequate and should be replaced as soon as practicable.
The concept of the master plan for the campus is an excellent one.
The problem of internal auto traffic will continue to grow, and the ideas of
traffic control presented in the master plan are well devised.
SUMMARY

Clemson is enrolling more of the better students in the state.
More Clemson students are pursuing graduate work.
are winning academic competitions.

More Clemson students

These are important indications of the

success of an educational institution.

These i~dicators are strong points

in our assertion that Clemson, under the guidance of President Edwards,
is growing in stature at an ever-increasing pace.
You, as a Board of Trustees, are to be congratulated, along with
the Administration and Faculty, on your effort in behalf of Clemson and
the State.
The Boa~d of Visito1rs expresses to Mr. R. M. Hanckel of Charleston
its regret that he could not nerve, and its sympathy in the loss of his loved
one.
- 9 -

And finally, the Eloard expresses its appreciation for the opportunity to serve as Visitors,, and its gratitude to those college people who
were so gracious during the inspection.

Respectfully submitted

T~etary

(R310, S59)

An Act To Amend Act No. 541 Of 1954, Relating To The Regulation Of Economic Poisons, So As To Define Plant Regulators,
Defoliants And Desiccants; To Further Define The Terms "Economic Poison", "Active Ingredien.t" And "Misbranded"; To
Increase The Fee For Registering 1~conomic Poisons With The
South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission And To Provide That
Such Increase Shall Be Retroactive ~ro January 1, 1961; To Provide For Annual License Fees For Manufacturers Of Agricultural Chemicals ; And To Provide Tlnat If Any Provision Of The
Act Is Declared Unconstitutional Such Declaration Shall Not Affect The Remaining Provisions Of 'I'he Act.
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of South Carolina:

SECTION 1.

Section 2 of Act No. 541 of 1954 is amended by

amending Item (a) to read as follows;:
" ( a) The term 'economic poison' me.ans ( 1) any substance or mixture of substances intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or
mitigating any insects, rodents, nematodes, fungi, bacteria, weeds,
shrubs, or other forms of plant or a1nimal life or v iruses ( except
viruses on or in living man or other animals) which the South
Carolina State Crop Pest Commissioll shall declare to be a pest,
except household disinfectants which are subject to existing law,
and (2) any substance or mixture ol: substances intended for use
as a plant regulator, defoliant, or desiccant.", by amending Item
( 1) to read as follows :
" ( 1) Tbe term 'active ingredient' means( I) in the case of an economic poison other than a plant regulator, defoliant, or desiccant, an ingredient which will prevent, destroy, repel, or mitigate insects, nematodes, fungi, rodents, weeds, or
other pests ;
(2) in the case of a plant regulator, an ingredient which, through
physiological action, will accelerate or retard the rate of growth or
rate of maturation or otherwise alter the behavior of ornamental or
crop plants or the produce thereof;
(3) in the case of a defoliant, an ingredient which will cause the
leaves or foliage to drop from a plant;
( 4) in the case of a desiccant, an ingredient which will artificially
accelerate the drying of plant tissue.", by amending Item (u) to
read as follows :
''(u) The term 'misbranded' shall apply-

2
(1) to any economic poison or device if its labeling bears any
statement, design, or graphic representation relative thereto or to
its ingredients which is false or misleading in any particular;
(2) to any economic poison(A) if it is an imitation of or is olfored for sale under the name
of another economic poison ;
(B) if its labeling bears any referenice to registration under this
act;
(C) if the labeling accompanying it does not contain instructions
for use which are necessary and, if complied with, adequate for the
protection of the public;
(D) if the label does not contain a warning or caution statement
which may be necessary and, if complied with, adequate to prevent
injury to living man and other vetebrate animals;
(E) if the label does not bear an ingredient statement or guaranteed analysis statement on that part of the immediate container
and on the outside container or wrapper, if there be one, through
which the ingredient statement or guar:!I.Dteed analysis statement on
the immediate container cannot be clearly read, or the retail package which is presented or displayed under customary conditions of
purchase;
(F) if any word, statement, or other information required by or
under the authority of this act to appear on the labeling is not prominently placed thereon with such conspicuousness ( as compared with
other words, statements, designs, or graphic matter in the labeling)
and in such terms as to render it likely to be read and understood
by the ordinary individual under custo1mary conditions of purchase
and use; or
( G) if in the case of an insecticide, nematocide, fungicide, or
herbicide, when used as directed or in accordance with commonly
recognized practice, it shall be injurious to living man or other
vertebrate animals or vegetation, except weeds, to which it is applied, or to the person applying such ecc1nomic poison ; or
(H) if in the case of a plant regul!ator, defoliant, or desiccant
when used as directed it shall be injurious to living man or other
vertebrate animals, or vegetation to which it is applied, or to the
person applying such economic poison ; provided, that physical or
physiological effects on plants or parts thereof shall not be deemed
to be injury, when this is the purpose fc)r which the plant regulator,
defoliant, or desiccant was applied, irn accordance with the label

(

(
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claims and recommendations.", by adding the following after Item
(g):
"(h) The term 'plant regulator' mea111s any substance or mixture
of substances, intended through physiological action. for accelerating
or retarding the rate of growth or rate of maturation, or for otherwise altering the behavior of ornamental. or crop plants or the produce thereof, but shall not include substances to the e>..'tent that they
are intended as plant nutrients, trace ele1111ents, nutritional chemicals,
plant inocuJants, and soil amendments.
(i) The tenn 'defoliant' means any substance or mixture of substances intended for causing the leaves or foliage to drop from a
plant, with or without causing abscissiolll.
(j) The term 'desiccant' means any S'Ubstance or mixture of substances intended for artificially accelerat:ing the drying of plant tissue." and hy redesignating all items to conform, so that when
amended Section 2 shall read as follows :
"Section 2. For the purposes of this act( a) The term 'economic poison' means (1) any substance or
mixture of substances intended for preventing, destroying, repelling,
or mitigating any insects, rodents, nemat,odes, fungi, bacteria, weeds.
shrubs or other forms of plant or animal life or viruses ( except
viruses on or in Jiving man or other animals) which the Sout)1
Carolina State Crop Pest Commission shall declare to be a pest,
except household disinfectants which are subject to existing law, and
(2) any substance or mixture of substances intended for use as a
plant regulator, defoliant, or desiccant.
(b) The term 'device' means any im,trument or contrivance intended for trapping, destroying, repelling, or mitigating insects,
nematodes, or rodents or destroying, repelling, or mitigating fungi,
bacteria, weeds, shrubs, or such other pe:,ts as may be designated by
the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission, but not including
simple. mechanical devices such as rat traps.
( c) The term 'insecticide' means any substance or mixtttre of
substances intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating any insects which may be present in any environment whatsoever.
( d) The term 'fungicide' means any s1ubstance or mixture of substances intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating
any fungus, or pathogen, or agency that 'may cause plant disease.
( e) The term 'nematocide' means any substance intended for
preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating nematodes, other

4

worms, or any other invertebrates which are destructive, constitute
a liability, and may be classified as pei;ts.
( f) 'I'he term 'rodenticide' means any substance or mixture of
substances intended for preventing, desitroying, repelling, or mitigating rodents or any other vertebrate animal which the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission shall declare to be a pest.
(g) The term 'herbicide' means any substance or mixture of
substances intended for preventing, desitroying, repelling, or mitigating any weed or shrub.
(h) The term 'plant regulator' means any substance or mixture
of substances, intended through physiological action, for accelerating
or retarding the rate of growth or rate of maturation, or for other,vise altering the behavior o{ ornamental or crop plants or the produce thereof. but shall not inclnde substances to the extent that they
are intended as plant nutrients, trace dements. nutritional chemicals,
plant inoculants. and soil amendments.
( i) The term 'defoliant' means any :substance or mixture of substances intended for causing the leave:s or foliage to drop from a
plant, with or without causing abscissipn.
(j) The tcnn 'desiccant' means any substance or mixture of
substances intended for artifically accelerating the drying of plant
tissue.
(k) The term 'insect' means any of the numerous small invertebrate animals generally having the body more or less obviously segmented, for the most part belonging to the class Insecta, comprising
si..x-legged, usually winged forms, as, for example. beetles, bugs,
bees, flies. and to other allied classes of arthropods whose members
are wingless and usually have more than six legs, as, for example,
spiders, mites, ticks, centipedes, and wood lice.
( 1) The term 'fungi' means all non-chlorophyll-bearing thallophytes ( that is. all non-chlorophyll-bearing plants of a lower order
than mosses and liverworts) as, for example, rusts, smuts, mildews,
molds, yeasts, bacteria, and viruses. except those on or in living
man or other animals.
( m) The term 'weed' means any pliant which grows where not
wanted.
( 11) The term 'ingredient stateme1~t' or 'guaranteed analysis
statement' ( 1) means a statement of 1the name and percentage by
weight of each active ingredient, together with the total percentage
by weight of the inert ingredients, in i:he economic poison; or (2)
a statement of the name of each active ingredient, together with the

(
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name of each and total percentage of tlhe inert ingredients, if any
there be, in the economic poison ( exce·p t Option 1 shall apply if
the preparation is highly toxic to man, determined as provided in
Section 5 (2) of this act); and in addition, in case the economic
poison contains arsenic in any form, a statement of the percentages
o( total and water soluble arsenic, each stated as elemental (metallic)
arsenic.
( o) The term 'active ingredient" means( l) in the case of an economic poison 1:,ther than a plant regulator,
defoliant, or desiccant, an ingredient w'hich will prevent, destroy,
repel, or mitigate insects, nematodes, furngi, rodents, weeds or other
pests;
(2) in the case of a plant regulator, an ingredient which, through
physiological action, will accelerate or retard the rate of growth or
rate of maturation or otherwise alter the behavior of ornamental
or crop plants or the produce thereof;
(3) in the case of a defoliant, an ingredient which will cause
the leaves or foliage to drop from a plant;
( 4) in the case of a desiccant, an ingredient which will artificially accelerate the drying of plant tissue.
( p) The term 'inert ingredient' means an ingredient which is not
an active ingredient.
(q) The term 'antidote· means the most practical immediate
treatment in case of poisoning and includes first aid treatment.
( r) The ten11 'person' means any individual, partnership, association, corporation, an organized group of persons whether incorporated or not.
(s) The term 'South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission'
means those members of the Board of Trustees of Clemson College
who are authorized by the Legislature to constitute the State Crop
Pest Commission.
(t) The term 'registrant' means the person registering any economic poison pursuant to the provisions of this act.
( u) The term 'label' means the writte1J, printed, or graphic matter on, or attached to, the economic poison or device, or the immediate container thereof, and the outside container or wrapper of
the retail package, if any there be, of the economic poison or devices.
( ,·) The term 'labeling' means all labels and other written, printed, or graphic matter( l) upon the economic poison or devi1ce or any of its containers
or wrappers;
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(2) accompanying the economic poison or device at any time;
( 3) to which reference is made on the label or in literature accompanying the economic poison or device, except when accurate,
nonmisleading reference is made to ciurrent official publications of
the State Experiment Station, the Clemson Agricultural College, the
South Carolina State Crop Pest Commiission, or similar official agencies of this State or other states when such agencies are authorized
by law to conduct research in the field of economic poisons.
( w) The term 'adulterated' shall a1pply to any economic poison
if its strength or purity falls below the professed standard or quality
as expressed on its labeling or under which it is sold, or it any substance has been substituted wholly or in part for the article, or if
any valuable constituent of the article has been wholly, or in part,
abstracted.
(x) The term 'misbranded' shall /apply( 1) to any economic poison or device if its labeling bears any
statement, design, or graphic representation relative thereto or to
its ingredients which is false or misleading in any particular:
(2) to any economic poison( A) if it is an imitation of or is offnecl for sale under the name
of another economic poison ;
( B) if its labeling bears any refere1lce to registration under this
act;
(C) if the labeling accompanying it does not contain instruct-ions
for use which are necessary and, if complied with, adequate for the
protection of the public ;
(D) if the label does not contain a warning or caution statement
which may be necessary and. if compbed with, adequate to prevent
injury to living man and other vertebrate animals;
(E) if the label does not bear an inJgredient statement or guaranteed analysis statement on that part of the immediate container and
on the outside container or wrapper, if there be one, through which
the ingredient statement or guaranteed analysis statement on the immediate container cannot he clearly read. of the retail package which
is presented or displayed under customary conditions or purchase;
(F) if any word, statement, or other information required by or
under the authority of this act to appear on the labeling is not prominently placed thereon with such conspiicuousness ( as compared with
other words, statements, designs, or graphic matter in the labeling)
and in such terms as to render it likely to be read and understood

(
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by the ordinary individual under customary conditions of purchase
and use; or
( G) if in the case of an insecticide, nematocide, fungicide, or
herbicide, when used as directed or in accordance with commonly
recognized practice, it shall be injurious to living man or other
vertebrate animals or vegetation, except weeds, to which it is applied, or to the person applying such economic poison; or
(H) if in the case of a plant regulator, defoliant, or desiccant
when used as directed it shall be injurious to living man or other
vertebrate animals, or vegetation to which it is applied, or to the
person applying such economic poison; provided, that physical or
physiological effects on plants or parts thereof shall not be deemed
to be injury, when this is the purpose for which the plant regulator,
defoliant, or desiccant was applied, in accordance with the label
claims and recommendations."
SECTION 2. Item (c) of Section 4 of Act No. 541 of 1954 is
amended by striking it out and inserting iln lieu thereof the following:
" ( c) The registrant, before selling or offering for sale any economic poison in this State, shall register each brand or grade of
such economic poison with the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission, Clemson, South Carolina, by filing with the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission a copy of the label of each brand
or grade of such economic poison. For the purposes of defraying
e.'tpenses connected with the enforcement of this act, the registrant
shall pay to tJ,e South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission an
annual inspection fee of twenty dollars for the first ten brands and
grades to be offered for sale in this State; and ten dollars for the
next twenty brands and grades. The South Carolina State Crop
Pest Commission shall transmit fonds so collected to the State Treasurer who shall deposit same in the genernl funds of the State; pro•llided, howeYer, that any registrant may register annually any number of brands, without paying a fee, after· the payment of annual fees
aggregating four hundred dollars, whereupon there shall be issued
to the registrant by the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission
a certificate entitling the registrant to sell all duly registered brands
in this State until the expiration of the certificate. All certificates shall
expire on December thirty-first of each year unless otherwise terminated, and are suhject to renewal upon receipt of annual inspection
fees."
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SECTION 3. Act No. 541 of 1954 is amended by adding new Section 4.1 which shall read as follows:
"Section 4.1. It shall be unlawful for any agricultural chemical
manufacturer to do business in this State until he has made application for and received a license from the State Crop Pest Commission. The license fee for agricultural chemical manufacturers shall be
fifty dollars per annum."
SECTION 4. Section 14 of Act Nci. 541 of 1954 is amended by
striking it out and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"Section 14. If any provision of this act is declared unconstitutional,
or the applicability thereof to any pernon or circumstance is held invalid, the constitutionality of the remainder of this act and the applicability thereof to other persons a1nd circumstances shall not be
affected thereby."

(

SECTION 6. The increase of the annual inspection fee paid by registrants to the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission as
provided in Item (c) of Section 4 of Act No. 541 of 1954, as
amended by this act, shall be retroactive to January 1, 1961, and
shall be paid to the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission
within thirty days after the effective date of this act. The annual
licenses provided for in Section 3 of this act shall be issued for the
calendar year 1961 and applications for the licenses provided for
in Section 3 shall be made within thirty days after the effective
date of this act. The fees for such lic,enses shall accompany the applications.
SECTION 6.
repealed.

All acts or parts of acts inconsistent herewith are

C
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SECTION 7.

This act shall take effect upon approval by the Gov-

ernor.
In the Senate House the 26th day of April
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand! Nine H undred and SixtyOne.
EDGAR A. BRO\VN,
President Pro Te111pore of the Senate.
REX

L.

CARTER,

Speaker Pro Tempore of the House of
Representatives.

(

Approved the 26th day of April, 1961.
ERNEST

F . Hou.rncs,

Governor.

C

P rinter's No. 99- S.

SOUTH CAROLINA STATE CROP PEST COMMISSION
THE CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

(R462, H 1387)

An Act To Define And Regulate The Manufacture, Sale, Transportation, Destruction, And Use Of Economic Poisons And Devices,
Including Insecticides, Fungicides, Nematocides, Rodenicides And
Herbicides, And To Prescribe The Powers And Duties Of The
South Carolina State Crop P est Commission In Connection Therewith: To Provide For The Service Of Process And Jurisdiction Of
The Courts To Try Cases Arising Hereunder And To Provide Penalties For Violation Of This Act

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of South
Carolina:
SECTION 1. This act shall be known as the "South Carolina Economic Poison Law."
SECTION 2. For the purpose of this act-

(a) The term "economic poison" means any substance or mixture of substances intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or
mitigating any insects, rodents, nematodes, fungi, bacteria, weeds,
shrubs, or other forms of plant or animal life or viruses (except
viruses on or in living man or other animals) which the South Carolina State Crop P est Commission shall declare to be a pest except
household disinfectants which are subject to existing law.
(b) The term "device" means any instrument or contrivance intended for trapping, destroying, repelling, or mitigating insects,
nematodes, or rodents or destroying, repelling, or mitigating fungi,
bacteria, weeds, shrubs, or such other pests as may be designated
by the South Carolina State Crop P est Commission, but not including simple, mechanical devices such as rat traps.
(c) The term "insecticide" means any substance or mixture of
substances intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating any insects which may be present in any environment whatsoever.
(d) The term "fungicide" means any substance or mixture of
substances intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating any fungus, or pathogen, or agency that may cause plant
disease.
(e) The term "nematocide" means any substance intended for
preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating nematodes, other
( 2)

worms, or any other invertebrates which are destructive, constitute
a liability, and may be classified as pests.
(f) The term "rodenticide" means any substance or mixture of
substances intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating rodents or any other vertebrate animal which the South
Carolina State Crop Pest Commission shall declare to be a pest.
(g) The term "herbicide" means any substance or mixture of
substances intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating any weed or shrub.
(h) The term "insect" means any of the numerous small invertebrate animals generally having the body more or less obviously
segmented, for the most part belonging to the class Insects, comprising six-legged, usually winged forms, as, for example, beetles,
bugs, bees, flies, and to other allied classes of arthropods whose
members are wingless and usually have more than six legs, as, for
example, spiders, mites, ticks, centipedes, and wood lice.

(i) The term "fungi" means all non-chlorophyll-bearing thallophytes (that is, all non-chlorophyll-bearing plants of a lower order
than mosses and liverworts) as, for example, rusts, smuts, mildews,
molds, yeasts, bacteria, and viruses, except those on or in living
man or other animals.
(j) The term "weed" means any plant which grows where not
wanted.

(k) The term "ingredient statement" or "guaranteed analysis
statement" (1) means a statement of the name and percentage by
weight of each active ingredient, together with the total percentage
by weight of the inert ingredients, in the economic poison; or (2) a
statement of the name of each active ingredient, together with the
name of each and total percentage of the enert ingredients, if any
there be, in the economic poison (except Option 1 shall apply if the
preparation is highly toxic to man, determined as provided in Section 5 (2) of this act); and in addition, in case the economic poison
contains arsenic in any form, a statement of the percentages of
total and water soluble arsenic, each stated as elemental (metallic)
arsenic.
(1) The term "active ingredient" means an ingredient which will
prevent, destroy, repel or mitigate insects, fungi, nematodes, rodents, weeds, and other pests.

( 3)

(m) The term "inert ingredient" means an ingredient which is
not an active ingredient.
(n) The term "antidote" means the most practical immediate
treatment in case of poisoning and includes first aid treatment.
(o) The term "person" means any individual, partnership, association, corporation, an organized group of persons whether incorporated or not.
(p) The term "South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission"
means those members of the Board of Trustees of Clemson College
who are authorized by the Legislature to constitute the State Crop
Pest Commission.
(q) The term "registrant" means the person registering any economic poison pursuant to the provisions of this act.
(r) The term "label" means the written, printed, or graphic matter on, or attached to, the economic poison or device, or the immediate container thereof, and the outside container or wrapper of the
retail package, if any there be, of the economic poison or devices.
(s) The term "labeling" means all labels and other written, printed, or graphic matter(1) upon the economic poison or device or any of its containers or wrappers;
(2) accompanying the economic poison or device at any time;
(3) to which reference is made on the label or in literature accompanying the economic poison or device, except when accurate,
non-misleading reference is made to current official publications
of the State Experiment Station, the Clemson Agricultural College,
the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission, or similar official
agencies of this State or other states when such agencies are authorized by law to conduct research in the field of economic poisons.
(t) The term "adulterated" shall apply to any economic poison
if its strength or purity falls below the professed standard or quality as expressed on its labelling or under which it is sold, or if any
substance has been substituted wholly or in part for the article,
or if any valuable constituent of the article bas been wholly, or in
part, abstracted.
(4)

(u) The term "misbrand" shall apply(1) To any economic poison or device(A) if its labeling bears any statement, design, or graphic
representation relative thereto or to its ingredients which is false
or misleading in any particular;
(B) if it is an imitation of or is offered for sale under the
name of another economic poison;
(C) if its labeling bears any reference to registration under
this act;
(D) if the labeling accompanying it does not contain directions for use which are necessary, and, if complied with, adequate
for the protection of the public;
(E) if the label does not contain a warning or caution statement which may be necessary and, if complied with, adequate to
prevent injury to living man and other vertebrate animals, vegetation, and useful invertebrate animals.
(F) i.f the label does not bear an ingredient statement or
guaranteed analysis statement on that part of the immediate container and on the outside container or wrapper, if there be one,

through which the ingredient statement or guaranteed analysis
statement on the immediate container cannot be clearly read, of
the retail package which is presented or displayed under customary
conditions of purchase;
(G) if any word, statement, or other information required
by or under the authority of this act to appear on the labeling is not
prominently placed thereon with such conspicuousness (as compared with other words, statements, designs, or graphic matter in
the labeling) and in such terms as to render it likely to be read and
understood by the ordinary individual under customary conditions
of purchase and use; or
(H) if in the case of insecticide, fungicide, nematocide, rodenticide, or herbicide, when used as directed or in accordance with
commonly recognized safe practice, it shall be injurious to living
man or other vertebrate animals or vegetation, to which it is applied, or to the person applying such economic poison, excepting
pests and weeds.
(5)

SECTION 3. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person to distribute,
sell, or offer for sale within the State of South Carolina or deliver
transportation or transport in intrastate commerce or between
points within this State through any point outside this State any of
the following:

(1) Any economic poison which is not registered pursuant to
the provisions of Section 4 of this act, or any economic poison if
any of the claims made for it or any of the directions for its use
differ in substance from the representations made in connection
with its registration, or if the composition of an economic poison
differs from its composition as represented in connection with its
repistration; provided, that, in the discretion of the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission, a change in the labeling or formula of an economic poison may be made, within a registration
period, without requiring re-registration of the product; provided,
further that changes at no time are permissible if they lower the
efficacy of the product.
(2) Any economic poison unless it is in the registrant's or the
manufacturer's unbroken immediate container, and there is affixed
to such container. and to the outside container or wrapper of the
retail package. if there be one, through which the required information on the immediate container cannot be clearly read, a label
bearing
(A) the name and address of the manufacturer, registrant,
or person for whom manufactured;
(B) the name, brand, or trade mark under which said article
is sold; and
(C) the net weight or measure of the content subject, however, to such reasonable variations as the South Carolina State
Crop Pest Commission may permit.
(3) Any economic poison which contains any substance or
substances in quantities highly toxic to man, determined as provided in Section 5 of this act, unless the label shall bear, in addition
to any other matter required by this act;
(A) the skull and crossbones;
(B) the word "poison" prominently, in red, on a background
of distinctly contrasting color; and
(C) a statement of an antidote for the economic poisoning.
( 6)

(4) Any economic poison which is adulterated or misbranded,
or any device which is misbranded.
(b) It shall be unlawful(!) for any person to detach, alter, deface, or destroy, in whole
or in part, any label or labeling provided for in this act or the rules
and regulations promulgated hereunder, or to add any substance to,
or take any substance from an economic poison in a manner that
may defeat the purpose of this act;

(2) for any manufacturer, distributor, dealer, carrier, or other
person to refuse, upon a request in writing specifying the nature of
kind of economic poison or device to which such request relates, to
furnish to or permit any person designated by the South Carolina
State Crop Pest Commission to have access to and to copy such
records of business transactions as may be essential in carrying out
the purposes of this act;
(3) for any person to give a guaranty or undertaking provided
for in Section 8 which is false in any particular, except that a person who receives and relies upon a guaranty authorized under Section 8 may give a guaranty to the same effect, which guaranty shall
contain in addition to his own name and address the name and address of the person residing in the United States from whom he received the guaranty or undertaking;
(4) for any person to use for his own advantarc or to reveal,
other than to the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission, or
officials or employees of the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission, or officials or employees 01 the United States Department
of Agriculture, or other Federal agencies, or to the cow·ts in response to a subpoena, or to physicians, and in emergencies to pharmacists and other qualified persons, for use in the preparation of
antidotes, in accordance with such directions as the South Carolina
State Crop Pest Commission may prescribe, any information relative to formulas of products acquired by authority of Section 4 of
this act;
(5) for any person to oppose or interfere in any way with the
South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission or its duly authorized
agents in carrying out the duties imposed by this act; and
(6) for any person charged with the enforcement of this act
to be directly or indirectly connected with or financially interested
(7)

in the sale, manufacture, or distribution for sale of any economic
poison.
SECTION 4. (a) Every economic poison which is distributed,
sold, or offered for sale within this State or delivered for transportation or transported in intrastate commerce or between points
within this State through any point outside this State shall be registered with the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission. The
South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission may register and permit the sale of any such economic poison which has been duly registered without protest under the provisions of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, but products so registered
shall be subject to inspection, and to all provisions of this act. All
registration of products shall expire on the thirty-first day of December, following date of issuance, unless such registration shall
be renewed annually, in which event expiration date shall be extended for each year or renewal registration, or until otherwise
terminated; provided, that
(1) products which have the same formula, and are manufactured by the same person, the labeling of which contains the same
claims, and the labels of which bear a designation identifying the
product as the same economic pobon may be registered as a single
economic poison; additional names and labels shall be added by
supplement statements during the current period of registration;
(2) wilhin the discretion of the South Carolina State Crop
Pest Commission, or its authorized representative, a change in the
labeling or formulas of an economic poison may be made within the
current period of registration, without requiring a registration of
the product.
(b) The registrant shall file with the South Carolina State Crop
Pest Commission, a statement including:
(1) the name and address of the registrant and the name and
address of the person whose name will appear on the label, if other
than the registrant;
(2) the name of the economic poison;
(3) a complete copy of the labeling accompanying the economic poison and a statement of all claims made and to be made
for it including directions for use; and
(8)

(4) if requested by the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission a full description of the tests made and the results thereof
upon which the claims are based. In the case or renewal of registration, a statement shall be required only with respect to information which is different from that furnished when the economic
poison was registered or last registered.
(c) The registrant, before selling or offering for sale any economic poison in this State, shall register each brand or grade of
such economic poison with the South Carolina State Crop Pest
Commission, Clemson, South Carolina, by filing with the South
Carolina State Crop Pest Commission a copy of the label of each
brand or grade of such economic poison. For the purposes of defraying expenses connected with the enforcement of this act, the
registrant shall pay to the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission an annual inspection fee of five dollars for each and every
brand and grade to be offered for sale in this State. The South
Carolina State Crop Pest Commission shall transmit funds so collected to the State Treasurer who shall deposit same in the general
funds of the State; provided, however, that any registrant may
register annually any number of brands after the payment of annual fees aggregating one hundred dollars, whereupon there shall
be issued to the registrant by the South Carolina State Crop Pest
Commission a certificate entitling the registrant to sell all duly
registered brands in this State until the expiration of the certificate. All certificates shall expire on December thirty-first, of each
year unless otherwise terminated, and are subject to renewal upon
receipt of annual inspection fees.
(d) The South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission, whenever
it deems it necessary in the administration of this act, may require
the submission of the complete formula of any economic poison.
If it appears to the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission
that the composition of the article is such as to warrant the proposed claims for it and if the article and its labeling and other material required to be submitted comply with the requirements of
this act, he shall register the article.
(e) If it does not appear to the South Carolina State Crop Pest
Commission that the article is such as to warrant the proposed
claims for it or if the article and its labeling and other material required to be submitted do not comply with the provisions of this
act, the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission shall notify
the registrant of the manner in which the article, labeling, or other
(9)

material required to be submitted fail to comply with this act so
as to afford the registrant an opportunity to make the necessary
corrections.
(f ) The South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission is authorized and empowered to refuse to register, or to cancel the registration of, any brand of economic poison as herein provided, upon
satisfactory proof that the registrant has been guilty of fraudulent
and deceptive practices in the evasions or attempted evasions of
the provisions of this act or any rules and regulations promulgated
thereunder; provided, that no registrant shall be revoked or refused until the registrant shall have been given a hearing by the
South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission.

(g) Notwithstanding any other provisions of this act, registration is not required in the case of an economic poison shipped from
one plant within this State to another plant within this State
operated by the same person.
SECTION 5. The South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission is
authorized to make rules and regulations for carrying out the provisions of this act, including the collection and examination of samples of economic poisons and devices subject to this act and the determination and establishment of suitable names to be used in the
ingredient statement.

(a) The South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission is authorized, after opportunity for a hearing,
(1) to declare as a pest any form of plant or animal life or
virus which is injurious to plants, man, domestic animals, articles,
or substances;
(2) to determine whether economic poisons are to be considered as highly toxic to man; and
(3) to determine standards of coloring or discoloring for economic poisons.
(b) The South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission is further
authorized
(1) to effect the collection and examination of samples of economic poisons and devices to determine compliance with the requirements of this act; and shall have the authority at all reasonable hours to enter into any car, warehouse, store, building, boat,
( 10)

vessel or place supposed to contain economic poisons, or devices,
for the purpose of inspection or sampling and to procure samples
for analysis or examination from any lot, package or parcel of economic poison, or any device;
(2) to make regulations governing the sale of insecticides,
fungicides, nematocides, rodenticides and herbicides through the
medium of "Pest Control Operators" or "Custom Operators" who
for a stated fee agree to apply a chemical or a mixture of chemicals
for the control of specified pests;
(3) to publish from time to time, in such forms as it may deem
proper, complete information concerning the sale of economic poisons, together with such data on their production and use as it may
consider advisable, and reports of the results of the analyses based
on official samples of economic poisons sold within this State.
(c) In order to avoid confusion endangering the public health,
resulting from diverse requirements, particularly as to the the
labeling and coloring of economic poisons, and to avoid increased
costs to the people of this State due to the necessity of complying
with such diverse requirements in the manufacture and sale of
such poisons, the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission is
authorized and empowered to cooperate with, and enter into agreements with any other agency of this State, the United States Department of Agricultw·e, and any other State or agency thereof for
the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this act and securing
uniformity of regulation.
SECTION 6. If it shall appear from the examination or evidence
that any of the provisions of this act or the rules and regulations issued thereunder have been violated, the South Carolina State Crop
Pest Commission may cause notice of such violations to be given to
the registrant, distributor, and possessor from whom said sample or
evidence was taken. Any party so notified shall be given an opportunity to be heard under such rules and regulations as he may be
prescribed by the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission. If
it appears after such hearing that there has been a sufficient number of violations of this act or the rules and regulations issued
thereunder, the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission may
certify the facts to the proper prosecuting attorney and furnish
that officer with a copy of the results of the examination of such
sample duly authenticated by the analyst or other officer making
the examination under the oath of such analyst or officer.
( 11)

SECTION 7. Any person, persons, firm or corporation violating
the provisions of this act or the rules and regulations of the South
Carolina State Crop Pest Commission promulgated to carry the
purposes of this act into effect shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and
shall be punished by a fine of not more than one hundred dollars,
or imprisoned for not more than thirty days, or both, at the discretion of any court having jurisdiction.

(a) Damages in addition to penalty;
(1) the provisions as to the penalties in this act are in addition to the rights of the injured party to recover in a court of competent jurisdiction any damages sustained by reason of a violation
of the provisions o:f this act or the rules and regulations of the
South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission by any seller of the
materials covered in this act, his damages to be determined by a
jury.
(b)

Each violation a separate offense;

(1) each and every sale or offer for sale in violation of the
terms of this act or rules and regulations of the South Carolina
State Crop Pest Commission shall be deemed and taken a separate
and distinct offense and shall be punishable as such.

(c) Nothing in this article shall be construed as requiring the
South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission to report for the institution of proceedings under this act, minor violations of this act,
whenever the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission believes
that the public interest will be adequately served in the circumstances by a suitable written notice or warning.
SECTION 8. (a) The penalties provided for violations of Section
3 (a) of this act shall not apply to-

(1) any carrier while lawfully engaged in transporting an economic poison within this State, if such carrier shall, upon request,
permit the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission or its designated agent to copy all records showing the transactions in and
movements of the acticle;
(2) public officials of this State and the Federal government
engaged in the performance of their official duties;
(3) the manufacturer or shipper of an economic poison for experimental use only( 12)

(A) by or under the supervision of an agency of this State
or of the Federal government authorized by law to conduct research in the field of economic poisons; or
(B) by others if the economic poison is not sold and if the
container thereof is plainly and conspicuously marked "For experimental use only - Not to be sold," together with the manufacturer's name and address; provided, however, that if a written
permit has been obtained from the South Carolina State Crop Pest
Commission, economic poisons may be sold for experimental purposes subject to such restrictions and conditions as may be set forth
in the permit;
(4) any person who establishes a guaranty signed by, and containing the name and address of, the registrant or person residing
in the United States from whom he purchased and received in good
faith the article in the same unbroken package to the effect that
the article was lawfully registered at the time of sale and delivery
to him, and that it complies with the other requirements of this act,
designating this act. In such case the guarantor shall be subject to
the penalties which would otherwise attach to the person holding
the guaranty under the provisions of this act;
(5) this act shall not apply to any preparation, drug, or chemical
intended to be used or sold solely for medicinal use or for toilet
purposes.
SECTION 9. It shall be the duty of the South Carolina State Crop
Pest Commission to issue and enforce a written or printed "stop
sale, use, or removal" order to the owner or custodian of any lot of
economic poison and to hold at a designated place when the South
Carolina State Crop Pest Commission finds said economic poison is
being offered or exposed for sale in violation of any of the provisions of this act until the law has been complied with and said economic poison is released in writing by the South Carolina State
Crop P est Commission or said violation has been otherwise legally
disposed of by written authority; provided, that the owner or custodian of such economic poison shall have the right to appeal from
such order to a court of competent jurisdiction in the county or city
where the said economic poison• or poisons are found, praying for a
judgment as to the justification of said order, and for the discharge
of such economic poison from the order prohibiting the sale in accordance with the findings of the court; and prov ided, further, that

( 13 )

the provisions of this paragraph shall not be construed as limiting
the right of the enforcement officer to proceed as authorized by
other provisions of this act. The South Carolina State Crop Pest
Commission shall release the economic poison so withdrawn when
the requirements of the provisions of this act have been complied
with and upon payment of all costs and expenses incurred in connection with the withdrawal
SECTION 10. Any lot of economic poison not in compliance with
the provisions of this act shall be subject to seizure or complaint of
the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission to a court of competent jurisdiction in the area in which said economic poison is located. In the event the court finds the said economic poison to be
in violation of this act and orders the condemnation of said economic poison, it shall be disposed of in any manner consistent with
the quality of the economic poison and the laws of the State; provided, that in no instance shall the disposition of said economic poison be ordered by the court without first giving the claimant an
opportunity to apply to the court for the release of said economic
poison or for permission to process or relabel said product to bring
it into compliance with this act.
SECTION 11. (a) All authority vested in the South Carolina State

Crop Pest Commission by virtue of the provisions of this act may
with like force and effect be executed by such employees of the
South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission designated for said
purpose.
(b) The Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis Department of The
Clemson AgricultU1·al College shall make all chemical analyses on
samples collected, using their inspectors for the collection of official samples..
SECTION 12. The South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission
is authorized and empowered to cooperate with, and enter into
agreements with any other agency of this State, the United States
Department of Agriculture, and any other state or agency thereof
for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this act and securing uniformity of regulations.
SECTION 12-A. Any person or corporation, either domestic or

foreign, who shall sell the economic poisons or insecticides regulated by thls act within the State shall sign and file with the Corn( 14)

missioner of Agriculture a ~~ten statement designating the commissioner as his or their age~oo whom process may be served
in the event of litigation and shall ",agree that the Court of Common Pleas in any county in the State where the economic poisons
or insecticides are used shall have jurisdiction to try and determine
the cause of action.

SECTION 13. For the purpose of service of process, the Commissioner of Agriculture shall be the agent of any foreign corporation
or nonresident person coming within the operation of this act.

SECTION 14. If any provision of this act is declared unconstitu-

tional or invalid, the entire act shall become invalid and unconstitutional.
SECTION 15. All acts or parts of acts inconsistent herewtth are
hereby repealed.
SECTION 16. This act shall become effective January 1, 1954.

In the Senate House the 2nd day of May
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and FiftyThree.
GEORGE BELL TIMMERMAN,
President of the Senate.
SOLOMON BLATT,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.

Approved the 25th day of November, 1953
JAMES F. BYRNES,
Governor.
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ADDITIONAL RECOMI~NDATIONS FOR CONSIDERATION
by the
Clemson College Board of Trustees
,June S, 1961
l. Proposed Admissions Policy Relating
Students

E1. Entering

Freshman and Transfer

Statement: Clemson College, i ·n constantly studying ways to improve its
educational programs, has made a study of its admissions practices. From
such study has developed the clear indication that a more specific policy
governing admissions of freshman and transfer students is needed. The 1
proposed policy statement as outlined below is designed to accomplish a
number of things, all of them related to the improvement of the educational
programs of the College, with particular recognition of the problems imposed
by the demand of extremely rapidly increasing enrollments. These include
the following:
l. The experience of the College in admitting students has shown
that a number of reliable predictive factors exist which can show with
considerable accuracy the probability of a student completing his college
education. The College wishes to use these predictive factors to aid students in finding their proper vocation and in lessening the unnecessary
expenses caused by admitting students who are not able to achieve satisfactory college-level work.

2. Upgrading the academic achievement level of the student body
creates a challenge to all students, as well as to their instructors. By
this process, the educat~onal level of the College is improved,
3. Students who fail to achieve satisfactory college-level work
inevitably serve as poor examples to other Etudents. Almost always, a
student who fails in college, by his example causes other students to do
less than they are capable of achieving and often when they leave college
they cause some of their close. friends to give up the effort also. In
addition, when a student is fa,iling he causes the instruction level in his
class to be lowered to try to meet his needs. This causes a downgrading
of the level of instruction anid holds back abler students.
Because of the knowl,edge of these factors gained by long experirence and study of the admiss1ions process, Clemson College, as a matter
of policy, intends to use the following factors in admitting students,
both freshmen and transf~r st~1dents. These policies haVQ been developed
from the College's own past e~~erience, plus the experience of other
colleges who have studied thes1e problems and adopted predictive techniques
to use in admitting students.

The following factors will be given special emphasis in admitting
students.
1.

Colle~e Entr.ance §~nation Board~

The prospective studeD1t' s rating in the College Entrance Examination
Board test will be given consideirable weight but it will remain only one
factor to be used in determining; the student' a acceptabilityo If a student
obtains a grade above the cut-off score currently used, it does not mean
he will automatically be admitte.d. His high school grades must indicate
the probability of success with college work, he must have reached a
maturity level sufficient for serious study, he must have a proper motivation for college work and he must have n suitable recommendation from his
high school (or other college if e transfer student).
2.

High School Record

The prospective student's high school record will be given careful
examination to see that his grades indicate the ability level to do college
work and that the student is pro1perly motivated and has es tablished habits
of study essential to college success. Particular attention will be given
to the grades obtained on college preparatory subjects such as English,
mathematics, science and foreign languages.
3.

High Schoel Recomm,endation

A positive recommendat:ion on each student seeking admission
will be sought from t:he high schcJol he attendedo The recommendation
will be sought from the high scru,ol principal and from the high school
guidance counselor, if one existi3. This recommendation will be given
considerable weight since it ,~ep1tesents a j°'1gment on ability and maturity
to handle college-level work basiad upon considerable experience with the
student during his most formative~ yearsc If a student has sufficient ability
but lacks emotional stability, motivation or. suitable character be may be
rejected for admission. On the contrary, if a student is close to the
borderline in abi!ity but has grE~at motivntior., advanced maturity, is
emotionally stable and of excellEmt character, he will be given every consideration for admission> since his good qualiti.es se~m to out\~eigh his
limitations and he seems to have a fair chance of college success .
4.

--

Miscellaneous Factc1rs

There are a number of i.ntangible factors that are important but
are difficult to measure. Nevert:heleso, the College will attempt to assess
these factors by all possible mestns. These factors concern character, maturity, motivation, contribution to student life, amenity and obedience
to authority and salutary rules o,f discipline and emotional stability.
Where any of these factors are in question, the College will obtain additional data on them from any of the following methods: interviewing the
potential student; interviewing the parents; interviewing the leaders of
the community where the potential student resides; asking the student to
write a special report on such subjects as goals in life , his reason for
his choice of college, and his vocational selection; or to take a special
test to determine any of the factors in ~estion. While none of these
.. 2 -

methods of screening candidate~, is conclusive by itself, many of them can
be used to supplement other adarl.ttance requirements in obtaining suitable
students capable of college-le,rel work in a basically technological institution.
In summary, no singlei factor will be controlling in admitting
students. Instead, the College: will look for well-rounded, mature, students
with good motivation and a goodl educational achievement level, so as to
upgrade its student effort, its1 teaching, and its development of future
leaders of the State. This ,nl.l permit a maximum investment of the high
cost of education in those studlents who by a!l measure seem best qualified
to benefit from such training. This will,have the added benefit of minimizing the State's per student cogt of higher education.
Recommendation:
of Trustees~

That the above: statement of policy be approved by the Board
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PROPOSED ADMISSIONS POLICY -- REVISED STATEMENT

1. Proposed Admissions Policl~ Relating !2, Entering Freshman and Transfer
Students
Statement: Clemson College, i .n constantly seeking ways to improve its
educational programs, has madei a study of its admissions practices, This
study indicates that in addition to predictive factors now used, others
exist which would enable the c:o llege to determine with greater accuracy
the probability of a student completing his baccalaureate education. The
college proposes to make use of these additional predictive factors with
the expectation that they will strengthen all facets of educational activity.
Recomnendation:
by the Board.

It is recotI111ended that the following policy be approved

@MISSIONS POLICY
The following factor,s will be given weight and emphasis by
Clemson College in admitting u1ldergraduate students, whether freshmen or
transfer:
l.

College Entrance Examination Board~

The prospective stud,mt' s rating in the College Entrance Examination
Board test will be given considerable weight but it will remain only one
factor to be used in determining the student's acceptability. If a student
obtains a grade above the cut-c,ff score currently used, it does not mean
he will automatically be admitt:ed. His high school grades must indicate
the probability of success with college work, he must have reached a
maturity level sufficient for s:erious study, he must have a proper motivation
for college work and he must baive a suitable recomnendation from his high
school (or other college if a t ,ransfer student).
2,

High School

~~

The prospective student's high school record will be given careful
examination to see that his grades and high school rank indicate the ability
level to do college work and that the student is properly motivated and has
established habits of study essential to college success. Particular attention will be given to the grades obtained on college preparatory subjects
such as English, mathematics, s,cience and foreign languages.

3.

High School ~,mmendation

A positive recommendation on each student seeking admission
will be sought from the high s1chool he attended. The recommendation
will be sought from the high s1chool principal and from the high sch:;ol
guidance counselor, if one exi.sts. This recommendation will be given
considerable weight since it x·epresents a judgment on ability and meturity
to handle college-level work based upon considerable experience with the
student during his most formative years. If a student has sufficient ability
but lacks emotional atability, motivation or suitable character he may be
rejected for admission. On the contrary, if a student is close to the
borderline in ability but has great motivation, advanced maturity, is
emotionally stable and of excellent character, he will be given every consideration for admission, since his good qualities seem to outweigh his
limitations and he seems to have a fair chance of college success.
4.

Miscellaneous !'.,!~

There are a number of intangibles which are important but
are difficult to measure. The College will attempt to aseess these
factors fairly and reasonably. These factors concern character, maturity, motivation, amenity and obedience to authority and salutary
rules of discipline, and emotic)nal etability. Where any of these
factors are in question, the Ct)llege wi!l obtain additional data on
them from any of the following methods: interviewing the potential
student; intet'Viewing the pareuts; interviewing the leaders of the
community where the potential 13tudent ~e~ides; or by asking the student
to take a special test aimed at: eliciting information on the factors in
question.
In summary, no singlE? factor will be the controlling one in
admitting students. Instead, t:he College will look for well-rounded,
mature, students with proper mc1tivation and with an adequate educational
achievement level. This will i;1ermit a maximum 1.nvestment of the high
cost of education in those students who seem best qualified to benefit
from such training. This will have the added benefit of minimizing
the State's per student cost of: higher education.
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SUMMARY OF BUDGET RECOMMENDATIONS
(Based on Estimated funds Available)

Budget
1960-61
Collegiate and Maintenance •• $4,069,510.00

Proposed.
1961-62
$ 4,464,883.00

..••

2,043,894.00

2,164,160.00

Auxiliary Activities • • • • • •

1,621,618. 00

1,480,392.00

Agricultural Research

• • • •

1,973,010.00

1,988,002.00

Agricultural Extension Service

2,693,216.52

2,726,32.4.52

257,468.00

274,568.00

85,021.00

85, 02.1. 00

• • • • • $ 12,743,737.52

$ 13,183,350. 5~

Auxiliary Enterprises •

Livestock-Poult.ry Health Dept.
Fert. Insp. & Analysis Dept. •
T.otal
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SUMMARY
COLLEGIATE AND MAINTENANCE
Estimated Income 1961-62

State Appropriation • • • . • • • • • • • • • • •
State Appropriation Research in Water and
Sewage . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
.
.
Federal Funds • • • • • • • . • • . .
Endowment Funds • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • •
Sales Electric Cur;rent and Water • • . • • •••
Student Fees . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
Summer Term Fees .
Miscellaneous Income

..

$ 3,405,164.00
10,000.00
93,732.60
9,266.36
190,000.00
575,000.00*
100,000.00
81,720.04

..

.. . . .. . . .. ...
. . ..

$4,464,883.00

Total

Sum·mary of Proposed Budget
1961-62

1960-61
Total Salaries · . • • • • • ••
Current Positions • • . • •
New Positions
•••••.
Wages . • • • • • • • • •

..

Special Payments • • • • • •
Supplies and Expenses • • •
Equipment • • • • • • • • • •
Coal and Electric Current .
State Sinking Fund • • • • ••
Total

.. . .

$ (2,801,616.00) · . $ (3,147,171.00)
2,801,616.00
2,984,207.00
00
162,964.00
348,645.00
386,058.00
9,200.00
8,100.00
473,967.00
497,230.00
116,082.00
85,764.00
270,000.00
290,000.00
50,000.00
50,560.00
$4,069,510.00

$

4,464,883.00

*Excludes $125,000 allocated to Auxiliary Activities.
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COLLEGIATE AND MAINTENANCE
Proposed Budget

1960-61
President's Office
Total Salaries

. . . . . . . ...

$ 3 6, 200
150
Wages • • • • • • • • • • • • •
250
Special Payments • . • • • • • • •
18,505
Supplies and Expenses • • • • .
Total • • •• • $ 55, 105

Comptroller's Office
Total Salaries •
• $
Supplies and Expenses • • • • • •
Total • • • • • $

... . . . . .

$ 38,160
150
250
18,505
$ 57,065

42,348
5,600
47,948

$44,964
5,600
$ 50, 564

Supplies and Expenses • • • • • •
Total •• • •• $

40,596
1,000
23,627
65,223

$ 43, 392
1,000
20,825
$65,217

Personnel Division
Total Salaries
• $
Wage a • •. • • • • • • • • • • • •
Supplies and Expenses •• •• ••
Total • • • • • $

15, 180
3,780
1, 830
20,790

$ 16,200

Accounting
Total Salaries • • • • • • • • • • • $
Wages • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

. . .. . .. . .

Purchasing Division
$ 26, 124
Total Salaries.
7,728
Wages . . , • . • . . . . . . . • •
Supplies and Expenses
• • • • •
. 4,000
Total • • • • • $ 37,852

... . . . . . ..

'

1961-62

Central Office Service
Total Salaries • • • • • • • • • • • $ (16,452)
16,452
Current Po s itions ••
00
New Position • • • • • • • • • •
Supplies and Expenses • • • • • •
Total • • • • • $
Telephone Exchange
Total Salaries • • • • • • • • • • • $
Wages • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

.....

Supplies and Expenses •
Total • • • • • $

- 3 -

$ 26, 772

7,700
4,450
$' 38, 922

1,600
8,505
26,557

$(20, 952)
17, 352
3,600
2,000
9, 855
$32,807

1,596
3,600
6,010
11,206

1, 596
3,600
6,010 .
$11,206

.. ...

Wages • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

3,580
1, 830
$21,610

$

CO LL E GI AT E AND MA IN T EN AN C E

(Continued)

Prop.os ed Budget
1960-61

1961-62

Central Photography
Total Salaries. • • • • • • • • • • $18,396
Wages • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
300
Supplies and Expenses
• • • • •
5,000
Equipment • • • • • • • • • • • •
4, 000
Total • • • • $27,696

$

$

18,780
400
6,000
00
25, 180

Office of Development
Total Salaries ••
$(56, 388)
Current Positions • • • • ••••
56,388
New Positions • • • • • • • • • •
2,600
Wages • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Supplies and Expenses • • • •
15,400
Total • • • • • $ 74, 388

$ (65, 352)
57;852
1,500
2,600
15,400
$ 83, 352

Dean of Student Affairs
Total Salaries • • • • • • • • • • • $(51, 876)
Current Positions. • • • • • • •
51,876
New Positions • • • • • • • • • •
00
Wages • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
200
Supplies and Expenses. • • • • • •
4, 850
Total • • • • • $ 56, 926

$(57,648)
52,848
4,800
200
6, 100
$ 63,948

. . . ..

... .

..

Student Affairs - Band
Total Salaries • • • • • • • • • • $ 7, 908
Wages • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
350
Supplies and Expenses • • • • • •
5,300
Total • • • • • $13,558

$

$

Registrar's Office
Total Salaries •
$44,436
Wages • • • • • • . . • • . . • o •
8,000
Supplies and Expenses • • • • •
38,125
Total • • • • • $90,561
~

... . . . .. .

$

46,680
8,000
36, 850
91,530

$

16,020

$

7,896
600
4,200
33,500
25,764
50,560
122,520

$

Physical Training
Tptal Salaries. • • • • • • • • • • $16 , 020
Miscellaneous
Total Salaries • • • • • • • • • • • $ 7, 896
Wages • • • e • • • • • • • • o o v
2,000
Special Payments . . . . . . . . . ..
4,200
Supplies and Expenses • • • • 0 • •
33, 500
Equipment • • • • • • • • • • • • •
57,082
50,000
Payment to Sinking Fund • • • • •
Total., • • • .. $ 154,678
- 4 -

8,448
350
5,850
14, 648

$

COLLEGIATE AND MAINTENANCE -

(Continued)

Proposed Budget
>

1960-61

1961-62

Dean of the .College
Total Salaries •
$ 30,378
Special Payments • • • . • . • • •
3,750
Supplies and Expenses • . •
5,055
Total
• • $ 39, 183

$

School of Agriculture
Total Salaries • . • • • . • • • • $( 397, 064)
Current Positions • • • • • • •
397,064
Additional Position Equivalents
00
Wages
• • • . • • • • • • • • • •
16,194
Supplies and Services • • • • • •
28,101
Total • • • $ 441, 359

$ (437,063)
424,063
13,000
16,000
28,000
$ 481,063

School of Architecture
Total Salaries • • • • • • • •
Current Positions • • . • • •
New Positions . • • • • • • •
Wages • • • • • • • • . • • • •
Supplies and Services
• • • •
Total •

$ (113,040)
105,240
7, 800
3, 100
2,525
$ 118,745

... . .. . .. .

$

. . ..

• $ (96, 188)
•
96, 188
•
00
•
2,900
•
2,275
• $ 101,363

School of Arts and Sciences
Total Salaries • • • •
Current Positions
New Positions • • • • • • • •

. . . . . . $(835, 686)
. . . . . .• 835,686

33,078
2,500
5,050
40,628

00
9,000
Special Payments • • • • • • • ••
1,000
Supplies and Services • • • • • • •
31,800
Total • • • $ 877,486

$(969, 998)
892,166
77,832
9,500
1, 150
34,300
$1,014,948

School of Engineering
Total Salaries • • • • • • • • • • • $ (574,020)
Current Positions. • • • • • • .
574,020
New Positions • ·• • • • • • • •
00
Wages • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
2,725
Supplies and Services
• • • • •
25, 170
Total • • . $ 601,915

$ (673,1 80)
627, 148
46, 032·
2,725
27,675
$ 703,580

Wages • • • • • . • • • • • • •

- 5 -

COLLEGIATE AND M<A.INTENANCE - (Continued)
Ptoposed Budget

1960-61
School of Textiles
Total Salaries

.. ....... . $

1961-62

171,444
1,500
7,200
180, 144

$

• • • • • $
Total ••• $

1,075
1,075

$

Army ROTC
Wages
•••••••••••••• $
Supplies and Expenses • • • • • •
Total • • • $

200
1,400
1,600

$
$

250
1,350
1,600

92,888
92,888

$
$

93,000
93, 000

8,800
100
1, 100
10,000

$

8,800
100
1, 100
10,000

~

Wages • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Supplies and Expenses • • • • • •
Total • • • $
Air Science
Supplies and Expenses

Summer School
Total Salaries

• • • • • • • • •• $
Total • • • $

Teaching & Research in Water &
Sewage
Total Salaries • • • • • • •
Wages • • .• • • • • • • • •
Supplies and Expenses • •
Total

•••• $
• • •

• •

•

••• $

Library
Total Salaries
• • • • • .$ (86,340)
Current Positions • • • • • • •
86,340
New Positions • • •
00
Wages • • • • • • • • •
6,070
Supplies and Expenses
16,880
Equipment • • • • • • •
45,000
Total ••• $ 154,290

. .. .

$

$

$

$

.... .
.. .. .. .. ....
. . . . ..

Physical Plant
Total Salaries •

.

. . . . . . ... $

127, 392,
278,648
Supplies and Expenses • • • • . •
183,659
Equipment • • • • • • • • • . ••••
10,000
Suh-Total. $ 599,699
Coal and Electric Current • • •
270,000
Total • • • $ 869,699
Wages • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Tot al, Collegiate and Maintenance
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$

$

•

$4,069,510

$
$

180 , 096
1,000
7,200
188,296

1,075
1,075

(96,948)
94, 548
2,400
6,123
18,180
50,000
171,251

129, 108
317. ·ooo
200,000
10,000
656,108
290,000
946,108

$ 4,464, 883

AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES
(Budget Equals Estimated Income, Plus Student Fees, if any)

1960-61
College Housing
Total Salaries • • • • • • ••
Wages • • • • • • • • • • ••
Supplies and Expenses • • •
Total •••
Dormitories
Total Salaries • . - • • • • • •
Wages • • • • • • • • • • • •
Supplies and Expenses •• • •
Bond Payments • • • • • • • •
Equipment • • • • • • • • • •
Total •••
Dining Hall
Total Salaries • • • • • • ••
Wages • • • • • • • • • • • •

Supplies and Expenses ••••
Bond Payment •• • • • • • •
Equipment • • • • • • • • • • •
Tota] •••
Laundry
Total Salaries. • • • • • • • •
Wages • • • • • • • • • • • •

Supplies and Expenses ••••
Equipment • • • • • • • • • •
Total •••
Hospital
Total Salaries • • • • • • ••
Wages • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Special Payments • • • • • •
Supplies and Expenses • • •
Equipment. • • • • • • • • •
Total •••
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1961-62

$

11,628.00 $
33,000.00
73,840.00
$118,468.00 $

12,108.00
34,000.00
76,174.00
122,282.00

$

27,828.00
69,431.00
37,000.00
427,640.00
27,511.00
589,410.00

27,324.00 $
53, 783. 00
35,000.00
378,621.00
27,060.00
$ 521,788.00 $

39,264.00 $
41,436.00
265;498.00
243,409.00
887,601.00
861,386.00
12,000.00
12,000.00
19,585.00
20,357.00
$
1,
226,
120. 00
$ 1,176,416.00
$

16,056.00 $
89,084.00
33,392.00
5,400.00
$143,932.00 $

16,728.00
98, ooo. 00
20,944.00
00
135,672.00

46,932.00 $
4,488. ,oo
1,500. 00
28,370.00
2,000.00
83,290.00 $

48,276.00
s,200.00
2,500.00
31,700.00
3,000.00
90,676.00

$

$

$

AUXILIARY ACTIVITIES

(RestrictedFunds)

(Budget Equals Estimated Income, Plus Student Fees, if any)

1960-61
Athletic Department
Total Salaries • •

• • • • • ••
Wages • • • • • • • • • • • • •

$

Special Payments • • • • • •
Supplies and Expenses • • • • •
Equipment. • • • • • • • • • •
Total ••••
Book Store
Total Salaries • • • • • • • •
Wages • • • • • • • • • • •
Supplies and Expenses • • •
Total • •

•
•

•
•

Canteen
Total Salaries • • • • • • • • •
Wages . • • • • • • • . • . • •
Supplies and Expenses • • • •
Total •••
Clemson House
Total Salaries
Wages

• • •

$

$

$

Y.M.C.A.
Total Salaries

131, 174
26,000
16,500
458,500
8,000
640,174

$

. l~,288
3,600
165,000
183,888

$

7,752
42,400
145,000
195,152

• • • • • $ · 43,608

•••••••••••••

Supplies and Expenses • • • •
Total • • •

Wages

$

$

•••.•••••• $

• • • • • • • • • • • •

Supplies and Expenses • • • •
Total ••• $
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1961-62

140,000
360,000
543,608
21,996
6,800
30,000
58,796

$

$

$

$

140,716
28,000
15,000
290,500
5,000
479,216
16,368
3,900
171,000
191,268
8,292
43,900
151,000
203,192

45, 288
140,000
360,000
$ 545,288
$

$ 23,028
7,700
30,700

$ 61,428

SUMMARY
S. C. AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
ESTIMATED FUNDS AVAILABLE

$

State Appropriation
Form Revenue
Federa I Funds
Miscellaneous Revenue
Total

60-61
815,362.00
392,000.00
69i,044.oo
74,604.00

$ ~

61-62
$ 855,362.00
350.000.00
691,044.00
91,596.00
$1,987,997.00

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED BUDGET

$ ( 1, 102, 536. 00),
1,102,536.00

Total Salaries
Existing Positions
New Positions
Wages
Special Payments
Supplies and Expenses
Equipment
Permanent Improvements
Total

394,335.00
1,000.00
412,637.00
52,502.00
10,000.00
$ 1,973,010.00

$(1,157,280.00)
1, 140, 972 . 00
16,308.00
398,733.00
500.00
374,484.00
45;000.00

12,000.00

$ 1,987,997.00.

SUMMARY Of INCOME FOR SALARIES FROM GRANT-IN-AID

$
Atomic Energy Commission
South Carolina Foundation Seed Association
Government Land Timber
Lipton Teo, Inc.
South Carolina Crop Improvement Association
Southeastern Aromatic Tobacco Association
Arthur 0. Wellman (to Sheep Experiment Station)
Williams Waterman Fund
U. S. Department of Agriculture
U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare
National Institute of Health
$
Total

$
2,544.00
19,320.00
6,180.00
11,964.00
240.00
6,612.00
2,412.00
1,584.00
6,000.00
4,248.00
61,104.00

$

5,568.00
2,640.00
29,952.00
6,684.00.
11,652.00
240.00
7,116.00
2,412.00
1,584.00
6,000.00
4,248.00
78,096.00

PROPOSED ALLOCATION OF FUNDS
Administration and Clemson Station
Coast Experiment Station
Edisto Experiment Station
Pee Dee Experiment Station
Sondhi 11 Experiment Station
Truck Experiment Station
Total

$ 1,578,496.00
30,056.00
171,186.00
98,782.00
47,475.00
47,015.00
$ 1,973, 196.00
- 9 -

$1,598,967.00
28,784.00
169,770.00
96,~50.00
46,091.00
47,835.00
$1,987.997.00

SUMMARY
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE

Estimated Funds Available 1961-1962

State Appropriation - Extension • • • • • • • • • • • $1,063,000.00
State Appropriation - Camps Cooper, Long, Daniels

7,200.00

County Funds • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

149,876.52

Federal Funds
Other Funds

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • •

• •

• • • • • • • • •

1,497,248.00
9,000.00

Total • • • • • • • • • $ 2,726,324.52

Summary of Proposed Budget

1960-61
• • • • • • • • • $ 2,278,384.52

$ 2,288,311.81

17,410.00

17,410.00

•

384,222.00

407,402.71

•

6,000.00

6,000.00

Sub-Total • • • • • $ 2,686,016.52

$2,719,124.52

Total Salaries

Wages . . . • • . • • . • • • • •
Supplies and Expenses
Equipment

1961-62

• • •

. . ... .•

• • •

Camps Cooper, Long, Daniels
Total

V
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7,200.00

7,200.00

$ 2,693,216.52

$ 2, 726,324.52

SUMMARY
LIVESTOCK-POULTRY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

State Appropriation 1961-62

ei

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

$274,568

Proposed Budset 1961 .. 62

1960-61

. . . . . . . . .. $
. . . . . . . . . .

Salaries . . • • • • .
Special Payments .

Wages • . • . • . . . • .

Supplies and Expenses. ,

... .

Indemnities • • • • • . . . • • . • . • .
Equipment , .

..... .

... .

Total • . • • •
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1961-62

147,510

$ 153, 876

27,453

24,000

7,500

7,500

52,620

66,805

19,985

19,987

2,400

2,400

$ 257,468

$ 274, 568

DEPARTMENT OF FERTILIZER INSPECTION & ANALYSIS

1961-62

SUMMARY

1960-61

. . . . . . . . . . . $53,196
1 1, 886
• . . . . . . . . . . ..

Salaries
Wages

1961-62
$ 54,372

~1,886

19,939

18,763

Total •• • • $ 85,021

$ · 8s, ·021

Supplies and Expenses • • • • • ·
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Adminis t ration and General

NAME
0)
President ' s Office
Robert C . Edwards

Bobbie M . Longshore
G. E. Metz
Virginia Shanklin
Comptroller ' s Office
Melfor d A . Wilson

De&Tee

m

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended
fur Next Year. If Any

No.
of
Mo.

Current

(4)

(5)

(6)

(3)

President

Secretary
Asst. to Pres. & Sec
Secretary
Staff Assistant

Salary
Personal Ext:
T

Year

C
DH
Dor tn.
Hou
Sta

Ext
T

Rec:om·d
Next Year

(7)

2,940
9,300
5,520
5,400

9,600
9,600
( 1,200) U, 200)
(600)
(600]
(600)
(600)
( 1, 2 00; ( 1, 200)
(1, 800) (1 , 800)
(15,000, (1 5,000)

Internal Audi tor

C
DH
Sta
T

4,596
(7 3 2'
(2 , 40 0
(7 , 7 28

5 , 37 6
(7 32)
(2, 400 )
(8,508)

G . Hamilton Hill

Budget Officer

C
Dor ~
Sta

6 , 5 04
(49 2
( 1,200
(8,196

6,996
(492 )
(1,200 )
(8, 688)

Hilma R . Means
Virginia Poole
Patsy Sloan
Roberta James

Steno- Clerk
Principal Clerk
Typist
Steno.

2,616
4, 7 52
2,232
2,448

2,676
5, 112
2,352
2,448

6,600
(600
( 7,200

7,404
(600)

C
Sta
T

3,000

Secretary
Adm I

REMARKS
(8)

14, 000 Executiv ~ Committee
(5, 000)
(19,000)

K . R . Helton

Methods & Procedur~ s Supv.

I

t

2,760
9,000
5,040
5,400

of Board

Comptroller

S ALARY

1961-62

(8, 004)j
3,000

~ GU,m•oa ~ Lll,p
Administration and General 1961-62
.

NA.YE

Devee

a>

(2)

Present Title

No.
Chanie in Title Recornrnended oI
Mo.
1or Nezt Year. If A.Dy

(3)

Accounting: Division
Melvin E. Barnette

<•>

Accountant

(5)

Machine Opr.

Frances E. Freeman

Audit Clerk

Vivian R. Harrell

IBM Supv.

C
Ext

C

Audit Clerk

Bobbie Jo Head

Trescott N. Hinton

Virginia A. Jackson

.

Year
(8)

Recom'd

Next Year
(7)

2,760

2,880

soo:
soo:

180
(4, 500)
(4 680)

2,424

2,544

2,508
(3, ooo;
(1,500
(7, 008,

2,808
(3, 000)

o., ·soo)

-2,460

2,580

(4,
(4,

Ext
Fl&

Current

$ 4, 176 $4,476
(2,004 ( 2, 004)
(6, 180; (6,480)

C
Sta

Secretary
Roy J. Campbell

SALARY

~

(7, 308)

Machine Opr.

C
Sta

132
(2, 100:
(2, 232;

192
(2, 100)
(2,292)

Chief Accountant

C
Sta
Ext

1,200
(4,596
(3, 276
(9. 0.72

1,968
(4,596)
(3,276)
(9, 840)

Sr. Payroll & Vou. C lk.

C
Sta
Ext

600
(300
(2, 700
(3,600

600
(300)
(2, 700)
(3, 600)

Adm 2

KEMAIUtS
(8)

(May 1':ft

~ Gilrmsou~ GiaU7

1961-62

Administration and General
No.

NAME
0)

D-,gree

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended

~)

('3)

(4)

Current
Year

Recom•d
Next Year

(6)

(7)

3,564
4,008
2,460
2,520

4,~60
(2,400)
(7, 260]

5,J.00
(2,400)
(7,500)

Machine Opr.
Machine Opr.
Accounts Clerk

2,616
2,232
2,340

2,700
2,352
2,460

Typist
Typist

2,232
2,304

2,292
2,424

1,728
( 1, 104'.
(876]
(4, 800)
(8,508
2,916
6,000
(336'
(324
(6, 660

2,208
( 1, 104)
(876)
(4,800)
(8,988)
3,036
6,240
(3~6)
(324)
(6, 900)

4.656
2,232
5,340
(3, 168
(8,50 8

4,656
2.292
5,820
(3, 16 8)
( 8 ,988)

Senior Teller
Sr. Accounting Clerk
Teller
Teller

Joseph S. Walker

Bursar

Bobbie Anne Wardlav.
Frances O. Ehni
Ann H. Burgess

John B. Gentry

Personnel Director

Patricia D. Hawkins

Secretary

C. Wallace Lott

Job Analys t

Purchasin~ Division
N. Roy Boggs
Barbara L. Gibson
Earl S. Liberty

Mo.
(5)

SALARY

$ 3,480 $
4,008
2,340
2,460

Betty Moorman
Helen T. Morrison
Linda W. Martin
Louise M. Robinson

Personnel Division
Betty R. Meadors
Rachael A. Cox

1or Next Year. It kly

of

C
Dor II)

C
DH
Ldy
Sta

C
DH
Ldy

Supv. of Stores
Clerk-Typist
Director of Purchasi ~g

C
Sta
A_, __

?

I
REMARKS

{8)

tltlp Qilausoa ~

'- ·-J - . . . .

arau,.
Administration and General
No.

r

NAME
0)
Phyllis M. Ott
Thomas J. Perry
Garven Cannon
Central Office Services
Sam Hanvey

Dc1ree

m

Present Title
(3)

Change in Title Recommended
1or Next Year, If Any
(4)

SALARY

oI
Mo.

Cmrent

(5)

(6)

Year

$

Clerk-Typist
Secretary
Property Custodian
Quartermaster
C
Sta
Dot m

Supv. & Machine Op:

Leona B. Bradham
Betty Faye Brooks
Nancy H. Carter
Patricia J. Isbell
Carolyn Pike
Lawrence E. Reic;l

Machine Opr. ·
Typist & Machine Oi: ,:.
Machine Opr.
Machine Opr.
Machine Opr.
Mail Clerk

Larry E. Wallace

Messenger

C
Sta

Photo~ra:ehi'.:
James Burns
C. w_. Haralson
W. H. Hurley, Jr.
Lillian P. Little

College Photographe
Photographer
Photographer
Typist

(7)

2, 86S
(1,920
(408
(5,196

3,348
( 1, 920)
(408)
(5, 676)

2,232
2, 28(
2,232
2,304
2,232
2,304

2,292
2,340
2,292
2,364
2,292
Z,364

(1,908
(1,908:

(1, 908:

60
( 1, 968)
3,600

Lead Machine Opera or
Telephone Operator

Recom'd
Next Year

2,232 $ 2,292
2,880
2,832
4,248
4,24S
4,584
4,584

New Position
Telephone Overhead
Virginia S. Gravely

1961-62

C
Sta

~

Adm 4

l', 59E
( 1, 908
(3,504

1,596
( 1, 908
(3,504

6, 60(
5; 201
4,301
2,280

6,864
5,208
4,308
2,400

REMARKS
{8)

~ Glleumon:!½Jrimlbmd ~
Administration and General

NAME

Degree

Present Title

0)

(2)

(3)

Office of DeveloEment
Frank J. Jervey
Joe Sherman

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, It Any
(4)

No.
o!
Mo.

SALARY
Current
Year

(6)

(5)

C
TWl

Director, Planning

Fred Mohrmann
George Moore
B. I. Limehouse
Catherine Spurlock
Alta Gambrell
Rachel Scott
Margaret Palmer
Gloria B. Dukes
Linda Grant
Mae R. Rishel
Mary LaGrone
Sandra Lee Dill

Editor, News . Bureau
Class Secretary
Editor
Clerk III
Machine Opr. I
Secretary III
Gus todian, Calhoun ~ ansion
Secretary II
Typist I
Typist II
Secretary II (part-tin •e)
·Typist I

(7)

Alum.
Alurr.,

TWR

9,192
7,992
(1, 548
(9, 540)

9,792
7,992
( 1, 548)
(9, 540)

5,652
(5, 304)
5,304
(3,·000)
2,484
2, 82C
2, 04(
(2, 544)
2,232
2,448
1,272
2,232

5,652
(5, 664)
5,484
(3, 108)
2,604
3,000
2,184
(2,640)
2,292
2,520
1,320
2,292

New Position

REMARKS
(8)

7,500

College Editor
Dean of Student Affairs
Sybil R. Albert
Walter T. Cox
A. Gerald Stroud
George E. Coakley

Recom'd
Next Year

$ 12, 720 $ 12, ~20

Vice President for D ~velopment
Dir. , Public & Alum bi Relations

H. E. Glenn

1961-62

.
3, 22f
11, 004
4, 80(
6,360

S~cretary III
Dean of Student Aifai s
Resident Counselor
As st. Dean of Studen s

Jane P. Preston
Betty H. Gibson

Stenographer I
Stenographer I

J. R.R. Cooper

Gen. Sec. Y. M. C. A

2,441
2,501

.Adm 5

C
YM( A
T

4,008
(4,392
(8,400

3,408
11, 808
4,800
5,700 Armstrong out 6/30/6 1
i.-oakley in 8/ 1 /61
2,520
2,520
4,008
(4, 692)
( 8, 700)

{May ll;lb\

'ml? Q i l m m a t l ~ ~

Administration and General 1961-62 (Continued)

NAME

Degree

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, If Any

Cl)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Dean of Student Affairs - Conti ~ued
Secretary II in Y. M.
Bobbie O. Palmer

:.A.

Carrent
Year
(6)

$
YMCA

Davis G. Hughes
Denere M. Anderson
Margaret B. Poole
Sara B. Miller

SALARY

No.
of
Mo.
(5)

pirector ,. Student Aii & Placement
Secretary II (Placem ent)
Counselor, Student Ji. iffairs
Traffic Counselor

6,240
2, 54.i;
4,896
2,448

6,504
2,700
4,896
2,520

4,800

Resident Counselor

Registrar •s Office
Gertrude R. Bailey
R. J. Berry
Tommie· D. Bickley
Carolyn E. Boggs
Lola L. Eaddy
Phyllis B. Mullinax
William R. Mattox
Betty S. Mullinax
Sue O'Brien
Frances K. Scott
K. N. Vickery

(7)

1, 392 $ 1,464
(1,404 (1,488)
( 2, 796 ( 2, 952

New Position

StudentAffairs - Dept. of Bands
John H. Butler
Marjorie C. Montville

Recom'd
Next Year

Director of Bands
Typist II

5,400
2,508

5,808
2,640

Recorder
Asst. Registrar & D~ r. of Admissions
Psychometrist
Transcript Clerk
Secretary
Stenographer I
Admissions Counselc r
Typist II
Typist II
Typist II
Registrar
Typist I

3, 49~
6,600
2,856
2,580
2, 83~
2 ,441
4,992
2, 50
2,448
2,:448
9,000
2,232

3,696
6,840
3,036
2,712
3,012
2,520
5,292
2,640
2,520
2,520
9,600
2,292

Adm 6

REMARKS
{8)

(May 196

mlJe QUnmron ~ aialu9
Administration and General 1961-62

NAYE

Degree

n>

(2)

Physical Training
F. J. Howard

B. H. Wilhelm

C. C. Roberts, Jr.

Miscellaneous Departme1 ~t
C. A. Arrington
M. B. Hudnall
B. D. Cloani.nger
C. E. Raynall, Jr.
M. O. James
T. F. Tierney
E. D. Stockman

Present Title

No.
of
Change in Title Reccmrmended
Mo.
for Next Year, l! Any

(3)

(5)

(4)

Director of Athletics

C
Ath
T

Dir. of Intr. Sports , Baseball Coa ch C
Ath
T
Asst. .tlasketball Coc1 ICh &
Asst. for Intramural Sports

Chaplain
Chaplain
Recorder
Chaplain
Chaplain
Chaplain
Chaplain

C

Ath

SALARY
Current
Year
(6)

REMARKS

Recom'd

Next Year

(8)

(7)

$ 6,504 $ .6, 504
(9,396} (9. 396)
(15,900 ( 15, 900)
5,508
( 996)
(6,504

.( 5,508
l, 500)

4,008
(996
(5,004

4,008
( 1, 596)
(5. 604)

1, 26(
1,260
331
1,260
1,260
l, 26(
1,260

1,260
1,260
336
1,260
1,260
1,260
1,260

1,548
2,544
4,708

l, 548 (b)
2.640
4,612

(7, 008)

(a)

Teaching and Research, Water and Sewage
Director of Planning
H. E. Glenn
Secretary
II
Gloria B. Dukes
Summer Pay for Add tional Professional S e rvices as Needed

for total salary
(a) See Fertilizer I specti :m and Analysis Budget
ary
(b) See Office of De .relopn ent Budget for total sa
Adm 7

(May 191
Administration and General

NAME
0)

No.
of

De1ree

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended

for Next Year, It Any

Mo.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

SALARY
Recom'd
Cunent
Next Year
Year
(7)
(6)

Dean of the College
J. K. Williams

PhD

Mamie R. Miles

C
Sta
Ext

Dean of The College
& Prof. of Hist. &
Government

9, 000 ~ 10,500
( 1, 500
(1,500)
(1,500
( 1, 500)
(12,000 ( 13, 500)

$

Secretary ill

12

2,976

3,096

12

10,800

11,208

DOC 12
A&S

5,154
(3, 330
(8,484

5,754
(3, 930)
(9, 684)

12

2,448

2,520

H. H. Macaulay

PhD

Dean of Graduate Scl: pol

M. C. Palmer

MA

Dir. Computer Cente ;r
& Assoc. Prof. Matb

Sara M. Skelton

12

Typist (Computer Ce lter)

.

Adm 8

1961-62

REMARKS
(8)

.

Form B-3
(May 1960)
~ 4Ilrmsc111~ GiaU,p

Collegiate Activities - Agricultural Economics

NA?.!E

n>

D~gree
(2)

Present Title
(3)

1ar Nat Year, IfAny

No.
oI
Mo.

(f)

(5)

Change in Title Recornrneoded

SALARY
Current

Year
(6)

Recom'd

Next Year
(7)

G. H. Aull

PhD

Head of Department
Prof Agr Econ & Rural
Soc iol and Agr Econ

J. M. Stepp

PhD

Prof Agr Econ

9

C 8700

9300

L. M. Bauknight

MS

Assoc Prof Agr Econ

9

C 7284

7500

V. A. Boyd

MS

Assoc Prof Rural Sociol

9

C 7284

7500

H. C. Spurlock

PhD

Assoc Prof Agr Econ
Assoc Agr Econ

12

C4200
S 4200

4500

4500

8400"

9000"

C S 7500
7500

2460
5748

8208°

9

C 7284

7500

12

C 1620
S 1620
3240

1668
1668
3336

H. L. Steele

MS

Assoc Agr Econ

B. J. Todd

MS

Assoc Prof Agr Econ

Beth Anderson

AB

Secretary

12

Assoc Prof Agr Econ
Assoc Agr Econ

Ag -1

12

& Rural Sociology

C 5400
5700
S 5400
5700
10,800 11,400

REMARKS

(8)

Form B-3
(May 1960)
~ Gilau•cu1 ~ Gtcdl9

Collegiate Activities - Agricultural Education
No.

NAME

o-,,ree

0)

m

L. H. Davis

W. C. Bowen

F. E. Kindey

PhD

MS

MS

Present Title
{3)

Change m. Title Becommended of
Mo.
far Nat Year, If Azsy
(.f)

(5)

Head of Department
Prof Agr Educ

9

Assoc Prof Agr Educ

9

SALARY
C1m'ellt

Year
(6)

C 4944
SD 4056

9000

Assoc Prof Agr Educ

Recom'd

REMAlUtS

(7)

f8)

NatYear
5280
4320
9600

C 4500
SD 2508

5244

7008

7500°

9

C 744
SD 6264
7008

1872
5628
7500

9

C 3468
SD 3432

---

2256

,

8. H. Stribling

MS

Assoc Prof Agr Educ

6900
J • H. Rodgers

Vacant position

PhD

PhD

9

Asst Prof Agr Educ

9

Assoc Prof Agr Educ

C 1956
SD 4548
6504
C
SD

---

Frances T. Brandt

Secretary

12 SD 2544

Nora A. Hawthorne

Stenographer

12

Ag - 2

C2448

Retiring June 30, 1961

4332
3156

7488
2160

4848

7008
2640

2520

To succeed B. H. Stribling

Form B-3
(May 1960)

Collegiate Activities - Agcic11lt11ml Engineering
NAME

n>

Diegree

Present Title

(2.)

(3)

No.
of
Change in Title Recommended
Mo.
far Next Year, If Any
(f)

(5)

SALARY
Recom•d
Current
Next Year
Yeu
(6)
(7)

T. V. Wilson

MS

Acting Head of Dept
Prof Agr Engin and
Agr Engineer

12

4404
C 4176
5604
S 5304
9480 10,008

H. E. McLeod

PhD

Assoc Prof Agr Engin
Assoc Agr Engineer

12

C4092
S 5208

Assoc Prof Agr Engin
Assoc Agr Engineer

12

E. 8. Rogers, Jr.

MS

9300

4380
5580
9960

C4968
S 3912

5328
4176

~

95TI4"

J . T. Craig

MS

Asst Prof Agr Engin

9

C 6492

6996

H. 0. Vaigneur

MS

Asst Prof Agr Engin
Asst Agr Engineer

12

C 1920
S 4908

1044
6396

6828

7440°

Assoc Prof Agr Engin
Assoc A.er Engineer

12

C 3384
S 5304

8688

3828
4860
8688

C -S 6876
6876

3204
4992
8196

C 1056
1392

1080
1440
2520

PhD
Vacant position
PhD

Assoc Agr Engineer

Vacant position

Mary Limehouse

Assoc Prof Agr Engin
Assoc Agr Engineer

12

12

Stenographer

Ao -3

s

2448

REMARltS
(8)

Form B-3
(May 1960)

Colleajgte Activities - Aaronomx and Soils
No.

NAME
0)

0~1ree

U. S. Jones

PhD

(2\

Present Title
(3)

PhD

Prof Agron

T. C. Peele

PhD

Soil Scientist

W. P. Byrd

G . R. Craddock

E. 8. Eskew

N . R. Page

PhD

PhD

PhD

MS

PhD

Prof Agron
Soil Scientist

CtnTmt

{5)

(6)

Year

11~

9

C 8208

8856

12

C -S 9708

"970B

1452
8904
10,356

C 5220
S 2580

5412
3036

12

Assoc Prof Agron
Assoc So ii Sci

12

'"'7800

844S"

C 852

924
8232

S 7656
§3M

12

12

C 3936
S 4440

9f5o

8376

5232
3792
9024

C -S 8160

7044

1764

m1f

~

C 2S80
S 6624

4116

~

Ag -5

4644

1o;aoo

Assoc Prof Agron
Assoc Agron

Assoc Prof Agron
Assoc Agron

(7)

6960

12

Assoc Prof Agron
Assoc Agron

Recom·d
Next Year

C 4836
S 5964

Assoc Prof Agron
Assoc Agron

Assoc Agron

SALARY

Mo.

12

Head of Department
Prof Agron & Soils
Agronomist

C. M. Jones

C. E. Bardsley

Change in Title Recommended
far Next Year, If ASJY
(4)

of

5736
~

REMARKS
(8)

Form B-3
(May 1960)

Qt4e Gilmmau~ Gta1Iep
Collegiate Activities - Agronomy and Soils (Cont)
No.

NAME

D~gree

0)

(2)

R. C. Shelley

K. F. Moore
Ellie Jo Ann Teat

MS

PhD

Present Title
(3)

of

SALARY

Change in Title Recommended
tor Next Year. If Any

Mo.

Current

(4)

(5)

(6)

12

Assoc Prof Agron
Asst Agron

Asst Prof Agron
Secretary

Ag -6

Year

Recom•d

REM.AB.XS

(7)

(8)

Next Year

564

C 564
S 5040
"°3oo4

3on4

9

C 7200

7200

12

C 1272
S 1272

1356
1344

2344

2700'

5040

~ Gilam;ou~ Gia1ap

Collegiate Activities - Botany and BacteriologY
No.

NAME
(1)

Dc:sree

Present Title
(3)

(2)

W.M.Epps

PhD

Head of Deportment
Prof Bot & Bact, Plant
Path and State Path

J. M. Rush

PhD

R. W. Rutledge

Change in Title Recommended oI
Mo.
for Next Year. If Any
(4)

(5)

SALARY
Current
Year
(6)

Recom•d

Next Year
(7)

12

C 5352
S 5448
10:-soo-

5904
5904
11-;ooa

Prof Bact

9

C 7860

8,208

PhD

Prof Botany

9

C 8100

8,508

J. B. Whitney

PhD

Prof Botany

9

C 8400

9036

R. P. Ashworth

PhD

Assoc Prof Botany

9

C 7008

7680

J. H. Bond

MS

Assoc Prof Bact
Assoc Bact

12

C 3924
S 3924
~

6012
2340

8!52
600
79'20
85'20

H. H. Foster

PhD

Assoc Plant Path

Assoc Prof Botany
Assoc Plant Path

12

C -S 8040
8040

J . E. Halpin

PhD

Assoc Prof Botany
Assoc Plant Path

Assoc Plant Path

12

Cl344
S 6564
7908

A. C. Mathews

PhD

Assoc Prof Botany

9

C 7632

8220

W . W. Witcher

PhD

Assoc Prof Botany
Assoc For Path

12

C 1056
s 6444
~

2268
5832

Ag -7

---

ITTlXJ

REMARKS
(8)

Transferred to ful I time Station

Form B-3
(May 1960)

~Gilanmr~Gialbp
Collegiate Activities - Botany and Bacteriology (Cont)

NAME

n>
G. C. Kingsland

Juanita Pol lard

D~1ree

~,
PhD

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended
1.or Next Year, If Any

No.
of
Mo.

(3)

(.f)

(5)

Asst Prof Botany
Asst Plant Path

12

Secretary

12

...

Ag -8

SALARY
Current
Year
(6)

C 1236
S 6012

Recom•d

Nat Year
(7)

1092
6756

ms-

ms-

C 1296
S 1248

1320
1320

2544

2640°

REM'.ARXS
(8)

Form B-3
(May 1960)

~ Gil•111•on ~ Giall,g

Collegiate Actjyjtje$ NAJ.tE

Degree

0)

C%l

B. E. Goodale

MS

Present Title
(3)

No.
of
Change in Title Recommended
Mo.
fDr Nat Year, If AZJY
(f)

(5)

Head of Department
Prof Dairying
Dairy Husb

12

Qgjey

SALARY
Current

Year

(6)

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

TO:n3o

4776
5832
10:oos-

C 4524
S 5532

Victor Hurst

PhD

Prof Dairying
Dairy Husb

12

C 1896
S 7512
~

2244
7980
10,224

W. A. King

PhD

Prof Dairying
Dairy Husb

12

C 2232
S 7728

2328
8268

ffl'Cf

10~

C. C. Brannon

BS

Assoc Prof Dairying
Assoc Dairyman

12

C 648
S 6984
7632

636
7308
7944

R. W. Henningson

PhD

Assoc Prof Dairying
Assoc Dairy Sci

12

C 2628
S 5748
~

2784
6240
9024

J. J . Janzen

PhD

Assoc Prof Dairying
Assoc Dairy Sci

12

C 2100
S 6144

8244

2220
6672
8892

Assoc Prof Dairying
Assoc Dairy Sci

12

C 6024
S '2976
9000

6480
3216
9696

J. T. Lazar, Jr .

PhD

Ag -9

REMARKS

(8)

Form B-3
(May 1960)

tliqe Gilno•o11 ~ Gioll.ep
Collegiate Activities - Dairy (Cont)
No.

NAKE

De&ree

Present Title

Cw:ige iD Title Remrnrnended
1ar Next Year. If Any

0)

'"

(3)

({)

of
Mo.
(5)

SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year
(7)
(6)

Luther Henderson

Foreman

12

C 3804

3948

Doris 8. McNeely

Secretary

12

C 1560
S 1560

1608
1608
3216

mo

Ag - 10

REMARKS
(8)

'

Form B-3
(May 1960)
~ Gilamumktiatlhmd Giall9

Collegiate Activities - Entomology and Zoology

NAME

0)

Dc:gree

Present Title

t,_)

(3)

No.
of
Change in Title Recommended
Mo.
tor Next Year. If Any
(4)

(5)

SALARY
Recom•d
Cunent
Next Year
Year

(6)

(7)

J. H. Cochran

PhD

Head of Department
Prof Ent & Zool
State Entomologist

12

C 4656
S 5688
10~

5040
6168
11~

J . K. Reed

PhD

Prof Ent and Zool
Entomologist

12

C 4500
S 4500

6036
3852

~

~

9

C 7200

7608

C 4488
S 3516

4140
4668

G. W. Anderson

DVM
MS

Assoc Prof Zoology
& Vet Medicine

E. W. King, Jr.

PhD

Assoc Prof Ent & Zool
Assoc Entomologist

12

R. E. Ware

BS

Assoc Prof Ent & Zool

L. G. Webb

PhD

Assoc Prof Zoology

T. R. Adkins

PhD

Asst Prof Ent & Zool
Asst Entomologist

J. A. Buxton

PhD

Assoc Prof Ent & Zool
Assoc Entomologist

~

am-

9

C 7704

8100

12

C 1824

2136*

12

C 2424
S 5376

2724
6072

12

Asst Prof Ent & Zool
Asst Entomologist

,mm-

nm-

C 3300
S 4200

3756
3744

i&Rl"

* Partial pay - Remain er from South Carolina Wild Iife Rt sources Dept .
-

7300"

REMARKS
{8)

(May 1960)
~ GilmmmJ\srimlbmd Giollrge

Colleajgte Activities No.

NAME

o~,ree

Present Title

n>

m

(3)

PhD

Asst Prof Ent & Zool
Asst Entomologist

R. C. Fox

A. S. Tombes

W. H. Purser

PhD

MS

Change in Title Recommended ol

far Next Year, If Any

Mo.

(4)

(5)

12

Entomologv and Zoology (Cont)

SALARY
Recom'd
Next Year

Current
Year
(6)

C 2964
CP 2592
S 2052

12

Asst Prof E~t & Zool
Asst Entomologist

Instructor Ent
Asst Entomologist

12

(7)

3528
2856
2016

~

~

C 2592

1632

S 4608

5772

7iNf

7:ml

C 744
CP 4560

4812

792

~

~

Marlene D. Hammett

BS

Grad Teaching Asst

10

C 1700

1750

s.

BS

Grad Teaching Asst

10

C.1700

1750

BS

Grad Teaching Asst

10

C 1700

1750

BS

Grad Teaching Asst

5

-

875

C 1272
S 1272

1320
1320

8. Hays

Mabel 8. Richardson

Vacant position
Judith E. Mayer

12 .

Secretary

~

Ag - 12

~

REMABKS

(8)

(May 1960)

Collegiate Activities - food Technology and Hyman Nutrjtjor

NAME
(1)

J . H. Mitchell

D~gree

Present Title

<•>

No.
of

Mo.
{5}

SALARY
Current

Year
(6)

(2)

(3}

PhD

Head of Department
Food Technologist

Head of Department
Prof Food Tech
Food Tech

12 C
S 10,068
10,068

PhD

Assoc Food Tech

Assoc Prof Food Tech
Assoc Food Tech

12

Vacant position

Gail Taylor

Change mTitle Recommended
1or Next Year, It Any

Secretary

12

Recom'd

REMARKS

(7)

(8)

Next Year

--

2100
8400
10,500

C
S 8508

--

1560
7632

~

9192

--

C
S 2544
2544

264
2376
2640

...

Ag - 13

(May 1960)

Col legjqte Actjyitjes - forestcy
No.

NAME

~gree

Present Title

(2)

(3)

0)

K. Lehotsky

PhD

Change m Title Recommended
for Next Year, If Any
(4)

Head of Department
Prof For and Forester

of
Mo.
(5)

12

M. H. Bruner

MF

Assoc Prof For
Forester

12

8. M. Cool

PhD

Assoc Prof For
Assoc Forester

12

Assoc Prof For
Assoc Forester

12

W. H. D. McGregor

PhD

SALARY
Recom'd
Cmrent
Next Year
Year
(6)

C 4896
GLT 1080
S 3816

9792

5208
1140
4056
10~

C 7tl2
GLT 1092
8364

3048
5664
8712

cn4tJ

8172
1332
9504

s

960
8700

C 2736

s:5472
82~ ·

W. C. Randel

MS

Assoc Prof For
Assoc Forester

12

(7)

3132
5568
8700

C 6240
S 1764

6960
1740

~

rnRY

R. D. Shipman

PhD

Assoc Prof For
Assoc Forester

12

C 3228
S 5256
8484

3492
5700
9192

J. R. Worner

PhD

·Assoc Prof For
Assoc Forester

12

C 4668
S 3816

5088
4176

~

9264

C. L. Lane

MS

Asst Prof For
Asst Forester

12

C 5016
S 2484

7404
564

,soo 1968

A- -

1 .A

REMARKS

{8)

(May 196 0)

ililf,Gll e m & o a ~ ~
Collegiate Activities - Forestry (Cont)

NAME
0)

W. A. Shain

Dorothy L. Ware

Dc:gree

Present Title

Change in Title Becarnrnended
for Next Year, If Any

No.
of
Mo.

(2)

(3}

(4}

(5)

MS

12

Asst Prof For
Asst Forester

12

Secretary

Ag -15

SALARY
Recom'd
Next Year
Year
(7)
(6)

Current

C 6636
S 1872

6408
1800

85'08

8200

C 1428
708
G LT 720

1476
732
744

2S5o

m2

s

REMARKS
(8)

Appointed effective
Aug. I, 1961

(May 1960)

Col Jegicrte Activities - Hortic11lbue
Change in Title Recommended

No.
of
Mo.

SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year
(7)
(6)

Dciree

Present Title

(2)

(3)

T. L. Senn

PhD

Head of Department
Prof Hort and Hort

12

4200
C 5004
S 5004
6300
10-;tmtf 10-;300"

L. O. Von Bloricom

MS

Prof Hort
Horticulturist

12

C 2472
S 6228

2628
6780

~

~

Assoc Prof Hort
Assoc Horticulturist

12

C 2508
S 6300

3420
6096

Assoc Prof Hort
Assoc Horticulturist

12

NAME

0)

ChE

W. L. Ogle

H. J. Sefick

PhD

MS

F. W. Thode

MS

Assoc Prof Hort

J. P. Fulmer

MS

Asst Prof Hort

ior Next Year. If Any
(4)

(5)

BSM

mo

C1536
S 5964

1548
6516

7ffl'

BlN

9

C7500

8124

12

C 1656
S 4848

1968
5064

6504

1lm

C 1368
S 4032

1900
3888

Asst Horticulturist

B. J. Skelton

MS

PhD
Vacant position

12

Instructor Hort
Research Asst

Prof Hort
Horticulturist

Assoc Prof Hort
Assoc _Horticulturist

Ag -16

12

54M

sm-

C4600

3744
4764

ffl6

Rm

s 4608

REMARKS
(8)

-

(May 1960)

~ QI(mnsau ~ aLill.e~

Collegiate Activitjes - Horticulture (Cont)

NAYE

o~gree

Present Title

(l)

(2)

(3)

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year. If Any
(4)

Grad Teaching Asst

BS

No.
of
Mo.
(5)

10

Vacant position

SALARY
Recom'd
Carrent
Next Year
Year
{7)
(6)

--

1170

Vance D. George

Foreman

12

C 3072

3216

Jimmie D. Wilkinson

Secretary

12

C 1440
S 1440

1488
1488

2S80

Ag -17

~

REMARKS
(8)

(May 1~60)

Col legigte Activities - Poultry
NAME
0)

B. D • Barnett

o~eree

Present Title

'"

(3)

PhD

Head of Department

Change in Tille Recommended
1or Nat Year, li Any
(4)

No.
of
Mo.
(5)

M. A. Boone

J.B . Cooper

12

C 1092
S 6700

Assoc Prof Poultry Husb

MS

Assoc Poultryman

MS

Assoc Pd Poultry Hush
Assoc Pou ltryman

12

Assoc Prof Poultry Husb
Assoc Poultryman

12

Vacant position

-

REMARKS
f8)

Resigned effective June 30
1961

iSm"

m4°

2';Il6
6100
~

C4536
S 3'06

3540
4884

C 1104
S 6780

-,m

Assoc Prof Poultry Husb
Assoc Poultryman

PhD

(6)

Recom'd

NextYear
(7)

4008
C 3804
6000
S 5700
~ 10~

DVM

MS

Current
Year

12

Prof Poultry Husband
Poultryman
F. W . Boebel

SALARY

12

cs --

mi
2988
5316
8304

J • H. Henderson

Foreman

12

C 3180

3180

Lucille leitzsey

Secretary

12

C 1'02
S 1'0~

1320
1320
~

25M

Ag -18

To succeed F. W. Boebel

(May 1960)

1Il? Qilemsnu ~ ~
Collegiate Activities - Administration

NAME

m

Degree

Present Title

(2)

(3)

No.
Change in Title Recommended of
Mo.
for Next Year, If Any
(4)

(5)

SALARY

Current
Year
(6)

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

M. D. Farrar

PhD

Dean of Agriculture
Prof Ent & Zoo I

12

C 3000
S 3000
E 3000
LP 1560
~IA 1440
12-;TIOO

3000
3000
3000
1560
1440
12:cx>o

J. W. Jones

PhD

Director of Agr Teaching
Prof Agronomy

12 ~10,800

11,208

Maintenance Foreman

12

C 984
S 2484
E1428

1008
2556
1476

4896

5040"

J . S. Goodman

Grace M. Laitala

Secretary

12

C2760

2880

Mary Hunter

Clerk

12

C 948
S 1836

984
1908

2184
Billie Vandiver

12

Secretary

C
S
E
LP
~IA

900
900
816
492
492

36W

Ag - 19

~

936
936
864

504
504

3744

REMARKS

(8)

(May 1960
Collegiate Activities - School of Agriculture

NAME

Doegree

0)

(2)

Present Tiile

Change in Title Recommended
:for Next Year, If Any

No.
oI
Mo.

(3)

(4)

(5)

I
SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year
(7)
(6)

REMARKS

(8)

C College
CP Crop Pest
Extension Service
E
FIA Fertilizer Inspection one Analy• is
GLT Government Land Timbe1r
LP Livestock-Poultry Healt n Dept.
s Experiment Station
SD State Department of Edu cation

.

Ag -20

(May 1960)

School of Architecture

NAME
0)

D.earee

m

Present Title

No.
ol
Change in Title Recommended
Mo.
1or Next Year, It Any

(3)

Harlan E. McClure

MAr

Dean, School of Arch

George C. Means

MAr

Professor

Emery Gunnin

BS Al

Assoc. Prof.

Lawrence Garvin

MAr

William A. Speer

(f)

(5)

12

SALARY
Current

Year
(6)

Recom'd
Next Year

(7)

$11,508 $12,000

9

8,064

8,904

9

8,112

9. 072

Assoc. Pr of.

9

6,804

7,104

BS A1

Assoc. Prof.

9

7,716

8,556

Joseph L. Young

MAr

Assoc. Prof.

9

6,948

7,548

Harold Cooledge

MA

Assoc. Prof.

9

6,824

7,548

Robert H. Hunter

MFA

Asst. Prof.

9

6,096

7,056

W. G. McMinn

B Ar
MAr

Asst. Prof.

9

6,024

6,624

George Englert

MAr

Asst. Prof.

9

5,964

6,444

J. P. Holschneider

MAr

Asst. Prof.

9

6,000

6,600

Elbridge Gordon

MSA

Instructor

9

5,544

6,144

Kirk R. Craig

B Ar
M Ar

Instructor (part-time

9

1,704

2,064

Horace Williamson J SBA

As st. Prof.

9

6,048

6,648

Hattie Boone Wagene

Secretary

12

2,832

2,928

Professor

Asst. Prof.

1961-62

New Position
Assoc. Prof.

. .

9

7,801

REMARKS
(8)

E

orm .c

~It~ Q l l . m w m ~ G!Dlu~
School of Arts and Sciences
No.

NAME

Degree

Present Title

n>

(2)

(3)

Change in Title Recommended of
Mo.
for Next Year, If Any
(5)

(4)

SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year
(6)

(7)

1961-62

REMARKS
(8)

Chemistry and Geology Dept.

H.
F.
P.
J.

L. Hunter
I. Brownley, Jr.
Caro demos
G. Dinwiddie, Jr.

+

Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.

Dean and Prof. Chem.
Prof. and Head Dept.
Professor
Professor

C

C
C
C
ND

J. H. Hobson

H. T. Polk
c. Q. Brown
s. F. K.udzin

c.

B. Bishop

M. B. Bishop (Mrs.)

Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.

Professor
Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor

C
C

C
C

12
9
9
9
9

9
9
9
9

12,000.
10,200.
7,500.
6,960.
(12296 ·. )
(8,256.
9,360.
7,416.
7,104.
1,500.

-

(7,500.)

+

Ph.D~ Assistant Professor
Ph.D. Instructor

Asst. Prof.

C
C

9

6,804.

9

5,20a.

9
9

5,800.
(5 ,508.)

9
9

5,208.
5,796.
( 12404.)
(7,200.)
5,808.
5,904.
(1 2104.)
(7,008.)
6,300.
5 ,'796.
(1 2404.)
(7,200.)
6,000.

ND

c.

Fanning

Ph.D.
Ph.D.

Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

B. H. Hodges
J. w. Huffman

B.S/
Ph.D.

Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

J.

J. Cazeau

c.

C

C

C
C

ND

K.

s. Landers

F. J. Lindstrom

M.S/
Ph.D.

Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

C

C

9
9

ND

J. R. Salley
H. G. Spencer

M.S.
Ph.D.

Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

C
C

9
9

ND

w. w.

Tingle

+

M.S.

Assistant Professor

C

9

13,200.
11,208.
8,208.
7,704.
(11296.)
(9,000.)
10,200.
8,004.
''7',848.
625. P Res. Eff. 7/31/61
(6 1 875.) 1(7,500.)

7,404.
5,208.
(696.)
(5,904.)
6,300.
5,168.P App. eff.9/1/61
vice Sutton
(1,036.L
(6,204.)
5,604.
6,600.
(1 2 404.)
(8,004.)
6,300.
6,6000
(1 2 104.)
(7,704.)
6,708.
6,504.
(12404.)
(7,908.)
6,000.

School of Arts and Sciences
No.

NAME

Degree

Present Title

m

(2)

(3)

Change in Title Recommended of
Mo.
for Next Year, If Any
(5)
(4)

1961-62

SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year
(7)
(6)

REMARKS

{8)

Chemistry and Geology Dept.

cont'd
V

• o.

Skelton (Mrs.)

B.S.

Instructor (Part Time)

C

Instructor

C

9

3,600.

--

(3,600.)

w• Sutton

16

M.S.

9

s.soa~

--

Associate Professor

C

9

(S,508.)
(7,500.)

Instructor

C

9

(3,600.)

B.S.

Graduate Assistants

C

10

B.S.

Graduate Assistants

C

10

Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.
Ph.D •.
M.S. +
Ph.D.
lA.M. +

Prof. and Head Dept.
·Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Frofessor
Associate Professor

C

9

C

g

2s.soo.

600.P
(3 2000.L
(3,600.)

Reso eff. 8/31/61

918.P Res. eff. 8/31/61
(4 2 590.L
(S,508.)
6,500.P App. eff. 9/1/61
vice Kudzin
(l.300)L
(7.800.)
3,000.P App. e.ff. 9/1/61
vice Skelton
(600)L
(3,600.)
26,500. App. eff. 9/1/61

New Positions
3

5,250.

4-PP• eff. 9/1/61

English and Modern
Languages Department
H. M. Cox
G. E. Bair
c. B. Green
J. c. Green
( J. D. Lane)
M.· A. Owings
c. o. Caskey

C

9

C

9

C

9

C

9
9

c·

9,804. 10,608.
8,004.
8,004.
9,530.
8,190.
7,200.
7,620.
(6,000)
8,400.
9,000.
6,204.
6,800.

Retired 3/31/61

.

A&S2

.

School of Arts and Sciences
No.

NAME
(1)

Degree

Present Title

{2)

(3)

Change in Title Recommended, oI
_for Next Year, lfAny
Mo.
(5)
(4)

SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year
(6)

(7)

•

1961-62
REMARKS

(8)

English and Modern
anguages Department 1 cont'd
J. A. Dean
H. M. Felder, Jr.

M.A.+
M.A.+

A. H. Holt

Ph.D.
IA.M.

c.

M. McGee, Jr.
D. I. Purser

c.

H. Watson

6,600.
6,552.
7,008.
6,648·.
6,348.

C

9
9
9

(6,348.)
6,456.
6,804.
(6,504.)

C
C

9

Assistant Professor

5,304.

9

M.A.+ Assistant Professor
IM.A.+ Assistant Professor

C
C

9
9

5,904.
..
(5,. 904.)
4,908.
5,400.

M.A.+

M.A •.+

J. P. Winter

IM.A.+

J. N. Conis
v. Cook

IPh.D.
!Ph.D.

F. L. Day
v. A. Hallam (Miss)

H. R. Holman (Miss)
L.
M.

c.

Longshore, Jr.
s. Steadman, Jr.
o. W. Arrington (Mrs.)
J. Bakker
P. L. Elliott)
L • L. Henry
s. w. Ho1schneider (Mrs.)

W. L. Van Hettinga
J. D. Whitman
E. P. Willey
.,. •

• 1

~~--,..,T'\

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Profe&sor

9
9
9
9
9

IA.M.

M. B. Wilson, Jr.

Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate

C
C
C

C
C

Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor

C
C

Assistant Professor

--

--

Zs ,400. >

IPh.D. Assistant ProfessoI'.
IM.A.+ Assistant Professor
IM.A.+ Assistant Professor
IM.Ed. Instructor
M.A.
Instructor
!M.A.+ ·Ins true tor
IM.A.+ Instructor
A.B.
Instructor

C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C

9
9
9
9
9

9
9
9

r

M.A. Instructor
M.A. Instructor
1"
M.A. Instructor
M.A. Instructor

--

- .

-

.

C
C
C
C

9
9
9
9

5,508.
5,004.
5,208.
4,152.
4,500.
( 4, 752J
4,752.
3,804.

7,008.
6,852.
7,500.
7,128.
1,058.P
Res.eff. 8/3 1
5 1 290.)L
6,348)
7,008.
7,248.
s,670.i> Ret. from leave 9/1/6
a.134). L
6,804.)
6,000.
983.P ~es. eff. 8/31/61
'4. 921.) .L
~5,904.)
5,304.
900.P Res. eff. 8/31/61
'4,500.)L
(5,400.)
6,300.
5,304.
5,652.

4,354.
4,800·.

--

Res. from leave 5/1/6

s,100 •
634 • .P Res. eff. 8/31/61
(3.170.)L
(3,804.) (3,804.)
4,500 4,800
4,656
5,100
4,752
5,100
,,
4,656
956

--

School of Arts and Sciences

NAME
0)

o~gree
(2)

Present Title
(3)

No.
of
Change in Title Recommended
Mo.
for Next Year, If Any
(5)

(-i)

1961-62

SALARY
Current
Year

(6)

Recom'd

REMARKS

(7)

(8)

Next Year

English and Modern
Languages Department. cont',
R.H. Peake

M.A.+

Instructor

C

9

P. c. Powell (Mrs.)
J. B. Simms
M. w. Brownley (Mrs.)
R. J. Calhoun

A.B.+
M.A.+
IA.B.
Ph.D.

Principal Grad. Asst. Instructor
Instructor
Instructor (Part Time)
(Professor)
Asst. Prof.

C
C
C

9
9
9
9

H. Maierhofer

Ph.D.

(Asst. Prof.)

Visiting Asst.Prof.C

9

M.A.

(Asst. Prof.)

Instructor

C

9

M.A.+

(Assoc. Prof.)

Instructor

C

9

E. Hollahan

M.A.

Instructor

C

9

R. F. Mixon

M.A.

Instructor

C

9

Instructor (Part Time)

C

9

C

9

J.

s.

c.

H. Edwards, Jr.

Dees

C

850.P Leave eff. 9/1/61
(4 1 250.)L
(4,800.. ) (5,100.)
4,008.
3.804.
4,656.
5,004.
Res. eff. 5/31/61
2,100.
(8,004.) 5,000.P App. eff. 9/1/61
vice Lane
(1.000.) L
(6 ,ooo.)
(5,904.) 5,004.P App. eff. 9/1/61
vice Cook
(Pay 9 months only)
(5,400.) 4,000.P App. eff. 9/1/61
vice Hallam
(800..) L
(4,800.)
(6,348.) 4,340.P App. eff. 9/1/61
(868 .)L
vice Purser
(5,208 . )
(4,800.) 4,000.P App. eff. 9/1/61
vice Peake
(800.):L
(4,800.)
(3,804.) 3, 921.P App. eff. 9/1/61
vice Holschn~ider
(783.l.
(4,704.)
(2,100.) 3,000.P App. eff. 9/1/61
(600.)L
vice Brownley
(3,600.)
4,800.

-

--

New Position1:1
J. B. Stern

M.A.+

Asst. Prof.

A & S

4

4,450.P
(850.)..
(5,300)

App. eff. 9/1/61

School of Arts and Sciences
No.

NAME
0)

Dc:gree

Present Title

(2}

(3)

Change in Title Recommended oI
for Next Year, If Any
Mo.
(5)

(4)

SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year
(7)
(6)

1961-62

REMARKS

(8)

English and Modern
Languages Department,cont'd
T. J. Gasque
B.

s.

Howard

~.A.

Instructor

C

9

M.A.

Instructor

C

9

Instructor

C

9

C
C

C

9
9
9
9
9

C

9

3,840.P App . eff. 9/1/61
(768 .)L
(4,608.)
4 1 340.P App. eff. 9/1/61
(868~
(5,208.)
3,000.P App. eff. 9/1/61
(600.J.,
(3,600.)

Industrial Mana~ement
Department

w.

D. Trevillian
Davis
Willis
Edel
Whitehurst, Jr.

Ph.D. Prof. and
C.P.A. Associate
M.s.+ Assistant
M.S.
Assistant
M.A.+ Assistant

c. c.
s. M.
w. c.
c. H.

Head Dept.
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor

Associate Prof.

C
C

9,804.
6,708 .
6,312.
5,556.
6,204.

10,608.
7,406.
7,308.
6 ,000.
7,008.

New Position

B.S.+

E. B. Scott

Instructor

4,000.'P App. eff. 9/1/61
(800.) L
(4,800.)

I

Mathematics Department
D.

c.

Sheldon

A. T. Hind, Jr.

w.

M.
J.

G. Miller

c. Bell

w.

Brown

[Ph.D.
:Ph.D.
Ph.D.
M.A.+
M.A.

Prof. and Head Dept.
Professor
Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor

C
C
C
C
C

A & S

5

9
9
9
9
9

10,008.
9,204.
9,204.
7,152.
5,952.

10,704.
9,804.
9,804.
7,476.
6,180.

School of Arts and Sciences

NAME

Degree

n>

(2)

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, If Any

No.
of
Mo.

Current

(4)

(5)

(6)

(3)

1961-62

SALARY
Year

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

REMARKS
(8)

Mathematics DeEartment
cont'd

c.
c.

Coker, Jr.
Harden, Jr.
c. E. Kirkwood, Jr.
J. w. LaGrone
M. C. Palmer
E.
J.

M.A.+
M.A.+
M.S.
M.A.+
M.A.+

Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor &
Dir. Computer Center

9
9
9
9

C

C
C
C
DOC

12

A&S

E. Park
L.A. Rife
.E. L • Stanley
C. M. Stuart
J. R. Sullivan
N. s. Andrews

M.A.+ Associate Professor
M.A.+ Associate Professor
M.s.+ Associate Professor
M.A.+ Associate Professor
M.A.+ Associate Professor
Ph. D. Assistant Professor

C
C
C
C
C
C

9
9
9
9
9
9

P. L. Armstrong
J. L. Flatt
E. M. Hundertmark

M.A.
M.A.+
M.s.+

Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

C

9
9
9

M.S.
M.S.
M.A.T.
Ph.D.

Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant

C

P. Derrick
s. K. Dunkle (Mrs.)
L. G. Fulmer (Mrs.)
s. E. Hardy (Miss)

M.A.
M.A.+
A.B.
M.S.

Instructor
Instructor
Instructor
Instructor

8

B.S.

Graduate Assistants

D.
J.
F.
J.

c.

A.
F.
G.
L.

King
Schind1er
Stritzinger
Tilley

+

C

C

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor

C
C
C

C
C

9
9
9
9

C

10

C

Assistant Prof.

,. ,.

~

~

9
9
9
9

C

7,656.
8 ,160.
7,356.
6.852.
7,104.
6,804.
7,860.
7,404.
(5,154.) (5,754.)
3 1930.
31330.
(8,484. ) (9 , 684.)
7,560.
7,860.
6,456.
1,200.
6,600.
7 , 008.
6 ,504.
6,800.
6,060.
6,360.
6,504.
Q,000.? App. e£f. 9/1/61
c1 1 200>1.
c,,200.>
5,808.
6 ,204.
6,252.
6,648.
936.P Res. eff. 8/31/61
5,604.
(4 , 668.l.I
(5,604.) (5,604.)
6,108.
6,552 .
5,604.
5,808.
5,004.
5,304.
(5 , 604. ) 6,000.P App. eff. 9/1/61
c1 .200.u
(7,200.)
4,752.
5,004.
5,304.
4,704.
5,004.
4,704.
5,604.
5,208.

--

13 ,900.

14,200.

App. eff. 9/1/61

7.
School of Arts and Sciences
No.

NAME

Dt,gree

(1)

(2)

Change in Title Recommended of
Mo.
for Next Year, U A:ny

Present Title
(3)

(5)

(4)

SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Year
(6)

Next Year
(7)

1961,.,62

REMARKS

(8)

Mathematics De2artment
cont'd
New Positions

Physics

M.S. +

Assistant Prof.

C

9

te.s.

Gfaduate Asst.

C

10

6,000.P App. e£f. 9/1/61
(1.200..)1
(7,200.)
1,750.
App. e£f. 9/1/61

Department

L. D. Huff

IPh.D.

T. J. Lindsey

IPh.D. Professor

J. B. Miller
c. A.Reed
J. R. Patterson

Ph.D.
!Ph.D.
!Ph.D.

A. R. Reed
H. B. Vogel

Prof. and Head Dept.

9

M.s.+ Associte Professor

C

9

M.s.+

Associate Professor

C

M.S.

Associate Professor

9
9

Professor
Professor
Associate Professor

.

9
9
9

IPh.D.

Assistant Professor

C
C
C

J. I . Pollard

"1.Bd.

Assistant Professor

C

9

.M. Shackelford

B. S.

Assistant Professor

C

9

M.s.+ Assistant Professor

A & S

7

9

11,ao8.
8,856.
10,200.
.9,996.
1 1 200.P Res • eff. 8/31/61
(6.000.X.
(7,200.) (7 ,200.)
6,000.
6,204.
7,500.
6 1 250.P Ret'g. leave 9/1/61
ci.2so.J.
(7,500.)
5,904.
6,000.
5,208.
Retired 6/30/61
(5,208.) 5,668.P App. eff. 9/1/61
(1.136.)L
vice Bennett
(6,804. )
5,604.
934.P Res. e£f. 8/31/61
(4.670.:t
(5,604. (5,604.)
s,208.
5,400.

--

9

L. Wood
R. H. Bennett
M. G. Miller

K.

10,800.
8,604.
9,504.
9,504.
1,200.

9

C
C
C
C
C

-

--

School of Arts and Sciences
No,

NAME

De:gree

Present Title

(1)

{2)

(3)

Change in Title Recommended of
Mo,
for Next Year, If Any

SALARY

(5)

Current
Year
(6)

C

9

(7,200.)

(4)

1961-62

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

REMARKS
(8)

Physics Department,cont'd
M. J. Skove

Ph.D.

Associate Professor)

Asst. Prof.

E. P. Stillwell

Ph.D.
Ph.D.

Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

C
C

9
9

6,804.
(5,604.)

T. A. Collins
J. A. Gilreath

~.s.
M.S.

Instructor
Instructor

C
C

9
9

4,800.

10

B.S.

Graduate Assistants

C

10 11,200.

18,380.

C

9

7,524.P App. eff. 9/1/61
(684.).
(8,208.)

C

9
9
9
9

s,100.

App. eff. 9/1/61
6,190.
(1.238.)
vice Patterson
(7,428.)
7,428.
6,340.P App. e£f. 9/1/61
(1 1268 .).
vice Pollard
(7,608.)
5,304.
5,148.
Apps. eff. 9/1/61

New Positions
Asst. Prof.

Ph.D.

Social Sciences Department

c.
c.
F.

R.
E.

G.

L. Epting
W. Bolen
A. Burtner
s. Lambert
M. Lander
Frazee

L. B. Hill
M. s. Ringold (Mrs.)
J. B. Tuttle
E. B. Waite, Jr.

A.M.+
Ph.D.
Ph.D.
'Ph.D.
Ph.D.
M.s.+

Ph.D.
l>h.D.
M.A.+
M.A.

Prof. and Head Dept.
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Professor

Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate

C

C
C
C
C

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor

C
C

C
C

A & S A

9

9,408.
8,004.
7,764.
7,404.
8,004.
6,300.

9
9
9
9

(6,300.)
6,504.
6,000.
6,108.
6,852.

9

-

10,200.
8,208.
8,100.
7,704.
8,294.
1,050.P Res. eff. 8/31/61
(5.250.) l
(6,300.)
7,008.
6,620.
6,300.
7,056.

School of Arts and Sciences

NAME

Di:gree

·Present Title

(1)

(2)

(3)

No.
o£
Change in Title Recommended
Mo.
for Next Year, If Any
(5)

(4)

SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year
(7)
(6)

1961-62
REMARKS

(8)

~ocial
Sciences DeEa~tment
.
cont'd
(W.

c.

s. H.
c. H.
P. IC.
J. P.
B. R..

Whitten)
Brown (Miss)
Carpenter
Hill (Mrs.)
Pearce
Skelton

E. A. Tijompson
H. J. Wheeler
s. Baff

IM.A.+ Associate Professor
Instructor
U.B
IM.A:. + Assistant Professor
Instrua::tor
IM.A.
e.s.+ Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
IM.s.

!M.A.+ Assistant Professor
IM.B.A. (Assistant Professor)

C
C

C

9

9
9
9

C
C
C

9
9
9

Instructor
Instructor

C

C

9
9

IM.A. +
e.s.+
IM.A.
M.A. +

A.M.

9
9

Instructor
Instructor
Instructor

T. M. Castles
L. G. Cesaratto
J. w. Davis

w.

9

C

9

(Associate Professor)

Davis (Mrs.)
H. Owens, Jr.

9

C
C
C

Instructor

9

C

M.A.

s.

Asst. Prof.

IM.A.· + Assistant Professor

D. P. Baugher

R.

Asst. Prof.

C
C

Instructor

(6,108.) (6,504.) On leave to 8/31/62
5,208.
4, 704_.
4,704.
4,704.
5,208.
4.608.
6,000.
5,400.
5,400.
968.P Leave e£f. 9/1/61
(41840.)l
(5,400.) (S,808.)
6,000. . 6,600.
6,660.
6,300.
(5 ,400.) 4,soo:P App. e£f. 9/1/61

-

.

(900. )L

vice Skelton

(5,400.)
(6,300.) 4,340.P App. e£f. 9/1/61
vice _Frazae
(868..)I
(5,208.)
5,160.
4,896.
4,608.
5,004.
882.P Leave eff. 9/1/61
4,908.
(4 1 422..)I
(4,908.) (5,304.)
4,608.
5,004.
(4,908.) 3,600.P App. eff. 9/1/61
vice J. w. Dav
(1.200.)l
(4,800.)

--

·New Positions
H. P. Landrith

IBd.D.

Associate Professor C 9

s,soo.P
(1.100."I
(6,600.)

A & S 9

App. eff. 9/1/61

10.
School of Arts and Sciences

NAME

D~gree

Present Title

(1)

(2)

(3)

No.
of
Change in Title Recommended
Mo.
for Next Year, If Any
(4)

(5)

Assistant ProfessorC

9

M.A.

Assistant Prof.

C

9

M.A.

Instructor

C

9

Professor

C

9

SD

12

SALARY
Recom'd
Next Year
Year

CUITent

(6)

(7)

1961-62
REMARKS
(8)

Social Sciences Dept .,cont d
New Positions , cont'd
M.A.

R.R. Owens (Mrs.)

+

4,340.P App . eff. 9/1/61
(1 . 068.)I
(6,408.)
4 , 670.P App. eff. 9/1/61
( 934.)l
(5 , 604.)
3,500.P App. eff. 9/1/61
(700.;)l
(4,200.)

DEAN'S OPFICB
H. H. McGarity
(L. R. Booker)

Ph.D.

Associate Professor
Itinerant Teacher
Trainer

A & S 10.

6,504.

7,404.

(6 ,529.6() (6,856. )8)

(For informatioIl
only)

NAME

o~gree

Present Tille

(1)

(2)

(3)

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, I1 Any
(4)

School of Arts and Sciences

1961-62

I
SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year
(7)
(6)

REMARKS

No.
of
Mo.
(5)

(8)
I

Non-Academic .EmElozees
to Dean

N. June Trotman (Mrs.)

Secretary
Typist II
Secretary
Secretary
Secretary
Secretary

(Ruth A. Watkins (Mrs.)

Secretary

G.

Technician in Physics
D~partment

Julias. Dickerson (Miss
Patricia A. Crumpton ( M s.)
Joyce L. Davis (Mrs .)
Vivian H. Lewis (Mrs.)

L. Merck

.

C 12
C 12
C 12
C 12
C 12
C !12

II
II
II

II

3,432.
2,508.
2,604.
2,604.
2,544.
2,544.

3,636.
2,580.
2,100.

2,100.
2,544.
2,640.

SD

12

(2,544.: (2,640~

C

12

3,372.

3,576·.

New Position
Stock Clerk I

A & S ll

C 12

2 ,292.

.

Form B~3
(May 1960)
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

NAME
Cl)

Degree

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended
tor Next Year, I! Any

(2)

(3)

(,t)

No.
oI
Mo.
(5)

SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year
(7)
(6}

REMARKS

(8)

Ceramic Engineering
G. c. Robinson
H. H. Wilson
c. c. Fain
Vacancy
Graduate Assistant

BS
lPh.D
MS

Professor
Associ a t e
Assistant
Assistant

and Head
Profes sor
Professor
Professor

Professor
Professor
Associate
Assoc iate
Assistant
Assistant
Professor

and Head

Assoc iate P.rofessor

$10,008
8,208
6,360
7,200

$11 , 004
9 , 300
7,008
8 , 508
2,000

10 , 200
9,000
8 , 004
8, 172
6,804
7 , 200
8, 700

11 , 208
9 , 804
9 , 000
9 , 300

6, 000

9,000

( 6,804 )

8 , 004

10 , 200
8,700
7,800
7 , 008
6,408
7,500
2,000

11 ,208
9,000
8,700
7 , 800
7,008
8,208
4,000

10

Chemical & Met. Engr.
C. E.
J . T.
R. C.
G. F.

Littlejohn
McCormack
Harshman
Meenaghan

W. D. Baasel
w. B. Barlage
R. B . Thomas
Gradua t e Assistants
New Position
F . c. Alley

Ph.D
Ph.D
Ph. D
Ph.D
MS

Ph . D
MS

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Assistant Professor
10

Ph.D

Assistant Professor

Ph.D
MS

Profe ssor
Prof e ssor
Associate
Associate
Assoc iate
Assoc iate

6, 8 04

8 , 004
6,504

Civil Engineering
L. G. Rich
I . A. Trively
J . M. Ford
J . c. McCormac
A. J . Mccut che n
J. P. Rostron
Graduate Assistants

MS
MS

CE
MS

and Head
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
10

-

-

Freeman out 6/ 30/ 61
Thomas in 9/ 1/ 61
Returning from l v. 9/ 1/ 61

School of Engineering continued - 2
No.

NAME

D.:gree

(1)

(2)

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year. If An.y

of

(3)

(4)

(5)

Mo.

SALARY
Current
Year
(6)

I

Recom'd

REMARKS

Next Year
(7)

(8)

Electrical Engr.

J. N. Thurston
L. c. Adams
P.

s.

W. L.
H. E.

c.

P.
R. N.

J. T.
J.

c.

H. V.
w. T.
J. E.

L. T.

w.

F,

P. N.

Creager
Ball
Broyles
Goodin
Kersey
Long
Martin
Poe
Zink
Brittain
Fitch
Rochester
Marinos

Ph.D
Ph.D

Professor and Head
Director Engr. Exp. St

.
Professor

MS
MEE
MS
MS
MEE
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS

BS

12
9

$10,608
(10,90~
6,600
7,500
6,300
6,708
7,200
(8,100)
7,200
7,800
6,900
6,204
6,000
6,492
4,308

Visiting Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Instructor

(4,308)
10

Graduate Assistants
New Position
Vacancy

$11,604
10,008
6,900
8,100
6,600
7,104
7,500
(8,100) Extend LlroP to 8/31/62
7,800
8,400
7,200
6,804
6,708
7,104
718P Resigning 8/31/61
(3 1590)1
(4,308)
4,000
8,004

Associate Professor

Engineering Graphics
D. w. Bradbury
R. A. Banister
M. c. Ellison

MS
MS

BS

Associate Professor

Vacancy

A. F. Hammond

(5,976,
(5,976 ,

9,804
7,008
996P Resigning 8/31/61
(4.980) ,
(5,976)
4,980P

(5,976 ,

(5,976)

6,804

1,200

8,700
6,504
5,976

Professor and Head
Associate Professor
Associate Professor

(

MEE

Associate Professor

E-2

996)"

.Ji:,

V•-

,J,..1 - -

(May 1960)

ijiq~ QI(amsmi krimlhmd Giala_ge
School of Engineering continued - 3

NAME

Degree

Present Title

(1)

(2)

(3)

Engineering Gr. cont<
L. H. Jameson
C. M. McHugh
c. w. Carter
W. B. Clement
Vacancy
R. S. Campbell
M. K. Lowry, Jr.
M. E. Hilley
Graduate Assistants

Change in Title Recommended
tor Next Year,UA.ny
(4)

No.
of
Mo.
{5)

SALARY
Cunent
Year
(6)

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

REMARKS
(8)

.
MS
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS

Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Instructor
Instructor
Principal Grad. Asst.
Principal Grad . Asst.
Principal Grad. Asst.

$6,408
7,500
5,700
4,308
4,500
4,500
3,900
110

4,000

$6,708
8,100
6,000
4,800
4,500
4,800
4,308
4,008
6,000

9,804

10,800

3,720

9,420

7,404

8,004
934P

Engineering Mechanic~
R. W. Moorman
Vacancy

Ph.D
MS

R. F. Nowack

MS

C. D. Lucas

MS

Professor and Head
Professor (Part-t ime )

Professor (Full-time )

Associate Professor
Assistant Professor

Assoc. Professor

5.,604

--

(8, 508)

<4 1 670)L
(5,604)
7,090 P

(8,508)

i(l.418)L
(8,508)

(6,120)
(6,000)
6, 000
4,500
4,500

(7,200)
(7,200)
6,504
6,000
6,000

9,804
6,000
6,804
7,104
7,308

10,800
6,240
7,200
7,800
8 ,004

(5,604)
Vacancy

J. P.
R. D.
R. 0.
W. E.

s. c.

Uldrick
Snyder
Powell

Castro
Gambrell

Assoc. Professor

MME
MME
MSME

BS
BS

Assistant Professor
Assistant Prof~:issor
Assistant Professor
Instructor
Instructor

Assistant Professor
Assistant ~ofessor

--

Industrial Engineerirg
Eve rett Laitala
Leland Brock
D. c. Brock
J . H. Couch
B . E. Dunkle

MS
MS

MS
MS

MS

Professor
Professor
Associate
Associate
Associa t e

and Head
Professor
Professor
Professor
fi:_':\

Curtis out 6/30/61
Vacancy 9/ 1/61
Resigning 8/ 31/ 61

LWOP to 8/31/ 62
LWOP to 8 / 31/ 62

Form B-3

(May 1960)
School of Engineering continued
No.

NAME

D~gree

Present Title

(2)

(3)

(1)

Industrial Engr. cont
Vacancy
c. D. Meeks
H. E. Morgan
T . P. Reid

~BS
MS
BS

Change in Title Recommended of

for Ne1.'1 Year, If Any

Mo.

(4)

(5)

SALARY
Current
Year
(6)

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
instructor

$6,000
6,204
6,108
5,004

$ 6,804

Professor and Head
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Instructor

10,608
8,508
8,784
8,004
8,208
8,040
7,800
7,008
6,384
4,500

11,604
9,300
9,600
8,400
9,000

6,600
6,600
5,244

Mechanical Engr.
J. c. Cook, Jr.
J. L. Edwards
A. D. Lewis
K. W. Rausch
s. M. \fatson
A. c. Elrod
\" G. Hudson
R, L. Perry
J. K. Johnson
Vacancy
New Position
Wm. C. Elrod

..

Ph.D
MS
MS
MS
MS

~h.D
MME
MME
MME

Assistant Professor

MS

9,300
8,700
7,500
7,008
5,508
7,008

Administration

w.

L. Lowry, Jr.
Vacancy

MS

12
12

Dean & Prof. of C .E.
Director, Eng. Exp. Sta.

E-4

- 4

11,508
10,908

12,600
12,000

REMARKS
(8)

(Ma.y 1960)
School o~ Engineering

NAME

Dcaree

m

m

Present Title

No.
of
Change in Title Recommended
Mo.
tor Next Year. It Any

(3)

(f)

(5)

SALARY
Current

Recam'd
Next Year

(6)

(7)

Year

BEMARKS

{!}

Non-Academic

tl2

Nel lie 11.cHugh
Vacancy
Al.ice P. Liberty
Marie Grimes
Joyce Richardson
Dorothy Dunkelberg
Barbara Webb
Jo Anne Gregory
Janice Richardson

Secretary to Dean
Stenographer
Secretary
Secretary
Secretary
Secretary
Secretary
Stenographer
Stenographer

B. D. lloore
c. E. Alexander

Lab. Tech. (Cr .B.)
Lab. Tech. (Ch . B.)
Lab. Tech • (E.E.)
Asst. in Ind. Arts
Lab. Tech. (Ea• CB)
Lab . Tech. (I.E.)
Lab. Tech. (I.E.)
Shop • Lab. Tech. (I.E )
Asst. in llach. Shop (I E.)
Shop Tech.• Deaonstra or (I.E.)
Lab. Tech. ()I.E.)

........ w. Chappell
Wilson

F.

H. G. Gibson

E. Crooks
F. A. Scott
Ra1ph Rend.ricks
lr.

J. R. Crut
Harold Tilllas
E. A. Andrews

l12

$3,840
2,544
2,580
2,880
2,448
2,616
2,544
2,448
2,448

$4,044
2,640
2,736
3,036
2,520
2,772
2,640
2,520
2,520

112
tl2
11.2

3,804
4,008
4,200

3,924
4.,1..52
4,344

1112
112

3,444

3.564

3,420

3,660
3,780
4,200
S,400
3.300
4,608
4,344

12

ti.2
12

l2

tl2
tl2
ti.2

E-$

tl2

3,636

12
12
12
12
12

4,056
5,100
3,180
4.404
4,200

Reimbursed by Sou. Bell

.

(May 196C
School of Textiles
No.

NAIIE

Do:gree

Cl)

(21

Textile Chemistry
Joseph Lindsay
Martin Chanin

(4)

PhD
MS

Assoc. Tex. Chem .

or

Mo.
(5)

9
9
C 12
Sirrine
T

Graduate Assistants

.
Textile Management
T. A. Campbell
E. A. LaRoche
J. L. Richardson
C. V. Wray

(3)

1or Next Year, If Any

Prof. Chem. & Dye. & Dept. Head
Prof. Chem. & Dye.

MS

Maurice Goldenberg

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended

1961-62

SALARY
Current
Year
(6}

Recom•d
Next Year

(7)

$ 9,000 $9,540
7,404
7,404
3,432
(3,4.32
(6, 864

3, 648·
(3, 648)
(7, 296)

3,300

3,300

MS

Prof. Tex. & Dept. ] 1ead
Assoc. Prof. Tex.
Assoc. Prof. Tex.
As st. Prof. Tex.·
Assoc. Prof. Tex.

9
9
9
9

8,100
6,780
6,240
6,780

8,592
7,260
6,924
7,260

Weaving & Designing
A . E. McKenna
E. F. Cartee
J. C. Hubbard
W . E. Tarrant
J. V. Walters
W. B. Williams

MS
MS
MS
MEd
MS
MS

Prof. Weav. & Des. & Dept. Head
Prof. Weav. & Des.
Assoc. P;rof. Weav.
Assoc. Prof. Weav.
Assoc. Prof. Weav.
Assoc. Prof. Weav.

9
9
9
9
9
9

9,000
7,920
6,480
6,720
6,840
6,600

9,540
8,280
6,840
7,020
7,212
6,900

Yarn Manufacturing
Gaston Gage
J. H. Marvin
D. P. Thomson

MEd
Prof. Card. & Spin. & Dept. Head & Dean
As st. Prof. Yarn Mf g.
MS
MA Ed Assoc. Prof. Yarn Mg.

12
9
9

11, 508
5, 82(
6, 60(

12,000
6,180
6,900

12

3, 42(
(3,420
(6,840

3,624
(3,624
(7,24 8

H. B. Wilson

MEd
MS

MS

BS

As st. Prof. Tex.

C
Sirrine
T
'T' - 1

REMAllKS
(8)

(May :

~ Gil,amm ~ GioUr.p
School of Textiles 1961-62 - (Continued}
No.

NAYE

0)
Textile Research
T. D. Efland
D. R. Gentry
Paul E. Robbins
E. S. Olson
Henry H. Perkins
Non-Academic
Carolyn C. Feeley
Louie B. King
Fred J. Leard
B. L. Lovinggood
Mildred Morgan
A. N. Whittle
Tilla H. Williamon
D or othy Houx
G. N. Aiken
M. M. Burns
Mary C. Dunsmoor
Alice Fay King
C. W. Lyle
Nellie W. Stuart
Ralph L. King
Walter H. Atkinson
Jerry A. Crenshaw

Degree

~,

MS
MS
PhD

.¥~
BS

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended
1ar Next Year, IfAny

(3)

(f)

oI
Mo.
(5)

I
SALARY
Rec:om'd
Current
Next Year
Year
(7)
(6)

Assoc . Prof. & Dept Head
As st. Tex. Technolo gist
As st. T ex. Chemist liAsst. Prof. of Chem.
.Ass t. Tex. Chem. Res
Research Asst.
Res
Researc-h Asst.

12
12
12
12
12

Stenographer
Mechanic
Machinist
Mechanic
Stenographer

12
12
12
12
12

2,724
4,080
4, 38(
3,804
2,544

2,724
4,200
4,380
3,804
2,640

Mechanic

12

3,864

3,864

Secretary
Typist-Librarian
Research Tech.
Res earch Tech.
Research Tech.
Laboratory As st.
Carding & Spinning 1 ech.
R esearch Tech.
Loom Fixer
Loom Fixer
Utility Operator

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

3,312
(2, 292
( 3,456
(3, 816
(2, 544
(2,232
(3,504
(2, 544)
(3,408
(3,408
(3,408

3,456
(2, 292)
(3, 576)
(3, 816)
(2, 640)
(2, 292)
(4, 008)
(2, 640)
(3,408)
(3,408)
(3,408)

- -

Sirrine
Res
Res
Res
Res
Res
Res
R es
Res
Res

$ 9,324 $10,128
7,560
8,088
8,388
7,908
(7, 680
(8,448)
(5,400 ( 5, 784)

REMARKS

{8)

A:~-- ~..-

.

'

(May 1960)

Library

NAME

Dc:gree

n>

m

Davis, Betty B.
Ellis, Sidelle B.
Goodman, John
Goodman, Lois
Gourlay, J. W. G.
Menoher, Violet J.
Mitchell, Faye J.
Rutledge , Muriel G.

Present Title
(3)

Miller, Virginia L.
Callas, Ethel
Cook, Peggy H.
Pruett, Shelba J.
Rimmer, Angi;:: J.
Crandall, Betty Jo
Holden, Pauline K.
Gilreath, Anne F.
Tingle, Ina P.
Trively, Maxine C.
New Position .

I

Mo.

C1.nTent

(f)

(5)

(6)

12
12
12

Year

12
12
12
12

Documents Librariar.

12

5,124

Documents Librarian

12

(5. 124)

Head Cataloger
Cataloger
Head Lib. Asst. Agr . Ref. Dept.
Secretary Bookkeepelr
Serials Lib. Asst.
Senior Lib. Asst., C atalogue Dept.
Senior Order Lib. A sst.
Head Lib. As st., Ci culation Desk
Catalog Lib. Assista ht
Head Catalog Lib. A ~sistant
Senior Lib. Circulat on Asst.
Head Lib. Asst., Se ~ials Dept.
Head Lib. As st., Sc 1. of Arch.

Sr. Catalog Lib. As t.

12

12

12
12
12
12
12
12

12
12
12

12
12
12

12

I

Recom•d

REMAltKS

Next Year
{7)

(8)

$ 6,504 $ 7, 008
4, 104
7,008
3,52€
9,00C
5,700
4,968
2,64C

'

AB
BS

SALARY

far Next Year, If AZJ.y

Head, Soc. Sci. & H ilmanities Div.
MA
LS
Asst. Cir. Librari an
BS in
AB ix LS Head, Sci., Tech. , & Agri. Div.
Cataloger (part,.;tim ~)
BS
AML:, Director
Ref. Lib., Sci Tech. , & Agri. Div.
MS
Acquisitions Lib.
MA
Serials Lib (three-fc urths time}
BS

Kathryn D. Ryals

Stevenson, Mary C.
Hill, Mary Ann

Change in Title Recommended

No.
of

1961-62

6,504
4,404
2,544
2,544
1,92(
2,544
2, 35~
2,544
2, 124
3,072
2, 22(
2, 54~
2, 44(

4,404
7,500
3,888
9,804
6,204
5,544
4,200
845 ) Res. 8/31
(4, 270)1.,
(5, 124)

4,690 :E
(938) I
(5, 625)

App. 9/1

7,008
4,404
2,772
2,640
2,292 Transferred from wages
2,664
2,400
2,772
2,292
3,180
2,400
2,772
2,772

2,400

.._

,
Physical Plant
No.

NAME

Doegree

a>

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, lf Any

of
Mo.

(3)

(4)

(5)

Allis on, Clifton
Batchelor, Dorothy .A rm
Bates, John T.
Carey, James C .
Castro, Edith K.
Collins, Ralph S.
Cowan, Arthur L.

Nightwatc hm an
Typist II
Filter Plant Opr.
Supt. of Grounds
Clerk-Typist
Director
Foreman, Bldgs.

Danenhower, G. W.

Supv. Janitors

C
Sta
T

Davis, William T.
Dean, Francis F.
Edwards, Loui s A.
Farmer, Louis H.
Goebel, LuCille
Guy, G. Lee
Harbin, Walter E.
Hunnicutt , J. W.
Jackson, JohnR.
Land, D. C.
Lindsay, Robert R.
Link, J. W.
Jones, G. C.
Longshore, Harvey S.
Nealy, Edmund D.
Owens, Robert L.
Palmer, Warren A.
Richards on, E. W.
Shaw, Hubert E.

Supv. Motor Pool
Supt. Planning & Eng •
Supt. of Bldgs.
Office Supv.
Secretary
Electrician
Policeman, Night
Nigbtwatchman
Policeman, Day
Policeman, Night
Foreman, Air Cond. It Refrigeration
Fire Station Attendanl
Foreman, Utilities
Campus Policeman
Supt. of Utilities
Asst. Supt. of Engr.
Foreman, Grounds
Chief, Filter Plt. Op •
Chief, Boiler Plant 01:>r.
Campus Policeman
Boiler Plant Opr.

Sokoloski, Stanley

Night Watchman

Weeden, J. W.

Chief of Security

C
Sta
T

......

~

1961-62

SALARY
Current
Year
(6)

2,952
2,448
2,868
5,808
2,448
8,976
5,148
4,656

Recom'd
NextYe.ar
(7)

2,988
2,520
2,892
6,000
2,520
9,840
5,208
1,200
(3,600)
(4, 800)
5,004
8,004
5,472

(4, 65a
4,656
7,524
5,472
4,644
4,500
2,808
2,652
4,380
4, 332
2,820
2,748
2,988
2,928
5,604
5,364
3,264
3,264
5,604
5,472
3,840
3,732
8,508
8,004
6,408
5,520
4,008
3,816
3,744
3,636
4,116
4,236
3,504
3,432
3,648
3,540
2,052
1,980
(768)
(768)
(2, 748) (2, 820)
5, 40(

5,400

REMARKS
(8)

.. , -- ,

t961-62

Auxiliary Enterprises
No.

NAME
0)
Housing
Henry H. Hill

A. Willis Norman
Jessie K. Schildhaue1
Melford A. Wilson
Dormitol'ies
Carolyn Edwards
Tom Gordon
Sam Hanvey
Mary Ann Henderson
G. Hamilton Hill
Verner L. Mullikin
Henry W. Rimmer
John B. Robins on
Joseph S. Walker
Melford A. Wilson
Henry H. Hill
Dining Hall
A. A. Atkins on
Mary M. Cloaninger
Luther J. Fields
Robert M. Hart
Mary Joe Hewer
Frances Mas on
Verner Pilgrim
Woodrow Simpson
John B. Gentry
K. R. Helton
Henry H. Hill
C. Wallace Lott

D-=gree

Present Title

(Tl

(3)

of

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, It Any
(4)

Director of Aux. Ent ~rprises

Mo.
(5)

SALARY
Current
Year
(6)

REMAltKS

Recom'd
Next Year

(8)

(7)

$ 3,732 $ 3, 732

Hous
DH
Ldy
Dorm

(2, 004)
(1,500)
(2, 004)
(9, 240)
4,776
2,520
600

(2, 604)
(1,500)
(2, 004)
(9 840)
5,004
2,772
600 (a)

Hostess
Electrician
S upv. Central Serv.
Clerk-Typist
Budget Officer
Barracks Asst.
Dormitory Manager
Supv.
Bursar
Comptroller
Director of Aux. Ent1 rprises

2,988
3,528
408
2,280
492
3,372
4,800
4,452
2,400
600
2,004

2,988
3,528
408 (a)
2,340
492 (a)
3,492
5,004
4,572
2,400 (a)
600 (a)
2,004 (b)

As st. Food Service ~ gr.
Dietitian
Manager, Food Servi ~e
Storeroom-Clerk
Food Line Supv.
Clerk I
Steno-Clerk
Head Butcher
Asst. Food Service 1 gr.
Personnel Director
Internal Auditor
Dir. Auxiliary Enter1 rises
Job Analyst

5,064
4,236
8,004
4,008
2,124
3,156
3,696
4,800
1,104
732
2,004
336

5,208
4,500
8,508
4, 1,28
2,184
3,228
3,900
5,004
1,104
732
2,604
336

Housing Manager
Secretary
Comptroller

(a)· See Collegiate Bl.: rlget fc r total salary.

,

(b) Se, Housing Budget for to .,.al sp.lary.

J

Transfer from wages

(a)
(a)
(b)
(a)

Aux• &it. II 1

.

Auxiliary Enterprises

NAME

n>

Degree

Present Title

~,

Change in Title Recommended
for Nat Year, It Any

No.
of
Mo.

(3)

(4)

(5)

Laundry
Truman C. Dunn
John B. Gentry
Henry H. Hill
C. Wallace Lott
Thomas R. Rhymes
Hazel J. Thomas
Student Health Service
Judson E. Hair
Ruth D. Durham
Myrtle Dean
Gladys Mitchell
Martha Ann Duncan
Lois Foster
Sandra Boggs
Olsey J. Corn
Mary A. Graham
Luther Hunnicutt
J, C. Barnette

(a)

$

Asst. Supt.
Personnel Director
Dir. Aux. Enterpris es
J ob Analyst
Supt.
Typist

MD
RN
RN

RN
RN
RN
RN

MD

Director, Student HE alth Service
Director of Nurses
Lab. & X-Ray Tech.
General Duty Nurse
Secretary
General Duty Nurse
General Duty Nurse
General Duty Nurse
General Duty Nurse
Night Orderly
Physician

See College Bud ~et for Total Salary

Aux. Ent. 2

196 L 62

SALARY
Recom·d
Cm:rent
Nat Year
Year
(6)

REMARKS
(8)

(7)

4, 50( $ 4,800
87E
876
1, 50(
1,500
32•
324
6,300
6, 00(
2,856
2,928

11, 664
3, 30(
3, 68-4
2, 98E
2,604
2,664
2,604
2,724
2,604
2, 100
9,996

\May 19

12,000
3,420
3,684
3,084
2,700
2,760
2·, 700
2,820
2,700
2,100
10,308

(a)
(a)
(a)

(May 19E

~ Gil,mso11 ~ ~
Athletic Department

NAME

Dogree

n> .

(2l

'
Present Title

Change in Title Recommended
far Next Year, If Any

No.
oI
Mo.

(3)

(,f)

(5)

Frances C. Berry
Robert C. Bradley
Belva C. Henderson

Stenographer I
Athletic Publicity Di ector
Typist II

F. J. Howard

Director of Athletics

Robert M. J ::>ne S
Leslie C. Longshore
J. B. McFadden
Carl McHugh
H. C . McLellan, Jr.
Covington McMillan
Peter P . Maravich
Sara M. Moore
R. W. Moorman
Jane L. Mullikin

Assistant Coach
T e nnis Coach (part-t me)
Assistant Coach
Swimming Coach (Pa ~t-tim e )
Asst. Bus. Mgr . of ri..thletic s
As sis tant C ac h
Basketball Coach
Secretary II
Golf Coach (Part-tin e )
Secretary II

Jr.

C. C. Rob a rts, Jr.

Asst. Basketball Co. ch &
As st. for Intramural Sports

Fred Cone
R. W. Smith
J. D. Wade
C. F. Waller
Mary J. West

Assistant Coach
Asst. Coach
Asst. Coach
Asst. Coach
Typist II

Billy H. Wilhelm

Dir. of Intramural S 1>orts
& Baseball Coach

E. P. Willimon
Mary B. Martin
R. P. Jordan

Business Manager oJ Athletics
Typist II
Asst. Coach

1961-62

SALARY
Cuc:ent
Year
(6)

Recom'd

REMARKS

(7)

(8)

Next Year

$ 2,448 $ 2,580

6, 50•
2, 58(

7,008
2,712

9,396
9,396
(6,504 ( 6, 504)
( 15, 900 (15,900)

Ath
C

7,428
1 , 06t
7 ,42l
1,060
6 , 50•
6,900
7, 42~
2, 54•
53C
2,44S

8,004
1,500
8 ,004
1,500
7,008
6,900
8,004
2,640
600
2,640

Ath
C

996
(4,008
(5,004
6, 50·
7, 42.
6, 50·
10,008
2, 50

Ath
C

996
(5,50E
(6,504

1,596
(4, 008)
(5, 604)
6,504
8,004
8,004
10,008
2,520
1,500
(5,508
(7, 008

10

8, 50 ~

2,448
5,

oc 14

9,204
2, 52(
5, 60•

(M~y 196

~ ailmnsau~ GiolaI?
Athletic Dept.

NAME

D~gree

n>

~l

Fred Hoover
H. C . Greenfield

Book Store
John C . Cureton
Ann T. White
C. A. Pettigrew
Louise M. DuBose
Canteen
Fr-ed D. Miller

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, If Any

No.
of
Mo.

(3)

(4)

(5)

1961-62
SALARY
Current
Year

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

(6)

6,504
3,500

6,504
6,744
3,500

Manager
Typist 1
Asst. Mgr.
Clerk

6,480
2,232
4,452
2, 124

7,200
2,292
4,692
2, 184

Manager
Bookkeeper

5,520
2,232

6,000
2,292

Trainer
Track Coach
Extra Coaches and T ltors

$ 6,000

Auxiliar, A"< tivi .,ies # 2

$

REMARKS
(8)

. (May 1960'

~ Qilnmum~ ~
Auxiliary Activities

NAME

D.egree

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, IfAny

n>

(2)

(3)

(4)

Clemson House
Samuel W. Bissell, . r.
Lola Estes
James C. Freeman
Maxie C. Gossett
George Keever
Nancy Kirkley
Rus sie H. Paget
Gertrude Shepard
William Glass
Fred L. Zink, Jr.

No.
of
Mo.
(5)

1961-62

SALARY
Current
Year
(6)

REMARKS

Recom'd
Next Year

(7)

(8)

$ 7,500 $ 8, 100

Resident Manager
Secretary
Auditor
Night Auditor
Executive Chef
Room Clerk
Dietitian
Housekeeper
Room Clerk
General Manager

'

Y. M. C. A.

2, 54~
3, 69E
2,676
7,200
2 , 67(
4,272
2,544
2,544
7,956

2,640
3,804
2,772
7,500
2,820
4,272
2,544
2,640
8, 196

5,501

5,508

5, 80

6,204
( 4, 008
4,692
l8, 700 1

N. N. Gray

Asst. Sec., Y. M. C.iA.
As st. Sec., Y. M. C . iA.

J.R.R. Cooper

General Sec. , Y. M. t;. A.

C
y

(4,00$
4,392
( 8, 400

Bobbie 0. Palmer

Office Secretary

C
y

(1, 392 ) ( 1, 464
1,404
1, 4~8
(2, 79-6
( 2, 952

Walter Whitten
Archie L. Gilliard

Projectionist Y. M. C. A.
Asst. Projectionist T , M. C.A.

2, 77,
2, 112

.

• __ __,.,., ___ ._ ... .,__, ... ., __ i..,

2,940
2, ·196

Transfer from wages
Plus Maintenance
Plus Maintenance
Plus Maintenance

SOUTH CAROLINA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
EXPLANATION OF CODES USED IN EXPERIMENT STATION

s

Agricultural Research Appropriations, other than special funds

C

College - Teaching

E

Extension Service

F

Fertilizer Inspection & Analysis

LP

livestock Poultry Heal.th Division

MA

Agricultural Marketing Act, Title 11

us

USDA funds, paid direct to individuals

CP

Crop Pests & Diseases, Agricultural Research

SCI

S. C. Crop Improvement Association

GLT

Government Land Timber

ATI

Southeastern Aromatic Tobacco Investigations ·

FS

S. C. Fourrlation Seed Association

TP

Tea Plant Investigation

WRF

Wellman Research Foundation
Wi 11 iams Waterman Fund·

AEC

Atomic Energy Commission

,-- - -·~~ Qiltm9DU

-

-,

J¼rict1hmd QiaUr.s:e
Experiment Station -- Administration
No.

NAME

0.:gree

Present Title

(1)

(2)

(3)

Change in Title Recommended of
Mo.
tor Next Year, If Any
(5)
(4)

SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year
(7)
(6)

Farrar, Mi Iton D.

PhD

Dean of Agr & Prof Ent
& Zool

S 3000

S 3000*

Garrison, Olen B.

PhD

Dir of Agr Expt Sta &
Prof Hort & Hort

S 11208

S 12000

Williams, Jack K.

PhD

Dean of College

S 1500

S 1500*

Comptroller

S 1200

S 1200*

Administrative Asst,
SC Agr Expt Sta

S 6048

S 6456

Barnette, Melvin E.

Acct

S 2004

S 2004*

Gentry, John B.

Pers Dir

S 4800

S 4800*

Graveley, Virginia S.

Tel Oper

S 1908

S 1908*

Hanvey, Sam

Supvr & Mach Oper

S 1920

S 1920*

Helton, Kenny R.

Internal Aud

S 2400

S 2400*

Hill, G. Hamilton

Budget Aud

S 1200

S 1200*

Hinton, Trescott N •

Chief Acct

S 4596

S 4596*

Wilson, Melford A.
Woodall, Clyde E.

MS

.

S- 1
* See co 11 egote Budget for ull Sal, ry

REMARKS
(8)

I

I

Experiment Station - Administration
No.

NAME
(1)

Degree

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended of
Mo.
for Next Year, If Any

(3)

(2)

(4)

I

SALARY
Current

Year
(6)

(5)

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

----

S 3600*

Sr. Payroll & Voucher
Clk

s

s

Liberty, Earl S.

Dir of Purch

S 3168

S 3168*

Lyles, Elizabeth

Moch. Oper

S 2100

S 2100*

Sokoloski, Stanley E.

Night Watchman

s

s

Wa II ace, Larry E.

Messenger

S 1908

S 1908*

Childress, Wi I liam P.

Shop Meehan i c

S 1620
E 1620

S 3384

Danenhower, G.W.

Supv. of Janitors

Jackson, Virginia A.

300

768*

300*

768*

~

Hunter, Mary D.

Clerk Ill

S 1836
C 948

S 1908
C 984

~

~

-

Issac, EI izabeth Y.

Clk-typist

S 2220

S 2292

Goodman, Jack S.

Maintenance Foreman

S 2484
C 984
E 1428

S 2556
C 1008
E 1476

489o

5040

Newcomb, Gwendolyn P.

Secy

S 2544

S 2700

Steedley, Ann H.

Secy

S 2544

S 2640

Vandiver, Billie N.

Secy

S- 2

s

900

Q::½*

REMA.BXS

(8)

I

~ ailrnwmJ\sricnlbmd aLn~
Experiment Station --- Agricultural Economics

NAME
(1)

Aull, George H.

Degree

Present Title

(2)

(3)

PhD

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, It Any
(4)

No.
of
Mo.
(5)

SALARY
Current
Year
(6)
MN/ W

Recom'd
Next Ye.ar
(7)

Dept Head, Prof Agr
Econ & Rural Sociol &
Agr Econ

S 2700
C 5400

l'oaffi

S 5700
C 5700
114c5o

Bickley, Dan W.

BS

Asst Agr Econ

S 5208

S 5700

Burch, Thomas A.

MS

Asst Agr Econ

S 6804

S 7308

Crawford, Dennis E.

MS

Assoc Agr Econ

S 7200

S 7500

s 768 s 768
us 3107 us 3107

Agent, Coop USDA

Fink, Betty S.

~

S 1794
S 1794
1932 us 1932
MA 1794 MA 1794

Agri Stat.

Findley, Dennis S.

~

us

mo

mo

Hubbard, John

PhD

Asst Econ

S 8004

S 8400

Malphrus, Lewis D.

PhD

Assoc Agr Econ

S 7836

S 8220

Miles, James F.

PhD

Assoc Agr Econ

S 7836

S 8220

Ouzts, Carl A.

BS

Jr. Statis

S 2304
S 2304
MA 2304 MA 2304
us 1827 us 1827

64!5
Parks, Wi Iliam P.

BS

Agr <itatis

~

S 1872
S 1872
us 1611 us 1611
MA 1872 MA 1872
5355

ms

S-3

I

REMARXS

(8)

.

.

(Form B-3)
~ QilenmouJ\griatlhmd OiaUrse

Experiment Station - Agricultural Economics
No.

NAME

o~gree

Present 'Iitle

(1)

(2l

(3)

Change in Title Recommended of
Mo.
for Next Year, If Ju,,y
(4)

(5)

SALARY
Current
Year

Recom'd
Next Year

(6)

(7)

Pittman, Jerold F.

MS

Asst Ag Econ

S 7140

S 7500

Spurlock, Hooper C.

PhD

Assoc Agr Econ & Assoc
Prof Agr Econ

S 4200
C 4200

S 4500
C 4500

~

~

S 7500
C

S 5748
C 2460

~

~

S 492

S 492

Steele, Howard L.

Ms

Assoc Agr Econ

Assoc Prof Agr Econ &
Assoc Agr Econ

Taylor, John S.

BS

Agr Statis

Thomas, Wendell H.

MS

Asst Agr Econ

S 6120

S 6660

von Tungeln, George R.

MS

Assoc Agr Econ & Assoc
Prof Econ

S 7260

S 7920

Whitworth, Coyle H.

BSA

Agr Statis

us 7096 us 7(1}6
MA 492 MA 492
mmn~

s 300 s 300
us 8875 us 8875
MA 300 MA 300

Wynn, Nathanial A.

MS

Asst Agr Econ

Anderson, Beth

AB

Secy

North, Rona Id ·

MS

Res Asst

S-4

~

9475

S 6000

S 6600

. S 1620
C 1620

S 1668
C 1668

~

~

S 5700

S 5700

REMARKS
{8)

ijtly.e QU,nwm ~ QiaU.e¼?
Experiment Station -- Agricultural Economics
No.

NAME

Do:gree

Present Title

(1)

(21

(3)

Brewer, Dianne L.

Change in Title Recommended of
Mo.
for Next Year, If Any
(5)
(4)

Clerk-typist

Collins, Laura G.

Stenographer

Coward , Joan S.

Clk-typist

SALARY
Current
Year
(6)

Recom'd
Next Year

(7)

S 1224
AA 1224

S 1224
fAA 1224

~

-mtr

S 2544

S 2640

S 1404
us 390
AA 1404

S 1404
us 390
M 1404

~

~

Folk, Nino Younginer

Clk-typist

S 2784

S 2784

Johnson, Carine D.

Stat Clerk

S 1200
us 3310

S 1200
us 3310

S 2448

S 2520

S 1176
MA 1176

S 1206
AA 1206

~

~

S 2784

S 2856

4510

Keisler, Eva Ruth

Clk=typist

Lloyd, Elizabeth M.

Stenographer

Smith, Lola 8.

Clk-typist

S-5

~

REMARKS
(8)

\ .. ..JL !IT ,_ - ~

Wre C!Ilenmm~ aiall.e,se
Experiment Station - Agr. Engineering

NAME
(1)

D.sgree

Present Title

(2)

(3)

No.
of

SALARY

Change in Title Recommended
Mo.
for Next Year, U Any
(4)

Current
Year
(6)

(5)

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

Wi Ison, Thomas V.

MS

Acting Head of Dept.
Prof Agr Engin & Agr
Engin

S 5304
C 4176
9480

S 5604
C 4404
10008

Ounkelberg, George H.

MS

Agr Engin

s

s

Mcleod, Herbert E.

PhD

Assoc Prof Agr
Engin & Assoc Agr Engin

S 5208
C 4092
9300

S 5580
C 4380
9960

Nunnery, Sidney A.

MS

Asst Agr Engin

s

s

Rogers, Jr., Ernest B.

MS

Assoc Prof Agr. Eng in
& Assoc Agr. Eng in

S 3912
C 4968
8880

S 4176
C 5328
9504

Vaigneur, Hugh 0.

MS

Asst. Prof. Agr. Eng in 8
Asst Agr. Eng in.

S 4908
C 1920
6828

S 6396
C 1044
7440

webb,

BS

Asst Agr Engin

S 2784
us 2604
5388

S 3192
us 2604
5796

Secy

S 3132

S 3228

Stenographer

s

s

Byron K.

Kolb, Bleka C.

8472

6036

1392
C 1056
2448

S-6

9012

6564

1440
C 1080
2520

J

REMAlUtS
(8)

I

Experiment Station - Agr. Engineering
No.

NAME

D-=gree

Present Title

(1)

(2)

(3)

PhD

PhD

(4)

Assoc Prof Agr Engin &
Assoc Agr Engin

Assoc Agr Engin

SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year
(7)
(6)

Change in Title Recommended of
Mo.
for Next Year, I! Any
(5)

S 5304
C 3384
8688
Assoc Prof of Agr Engin
& Assoc Agr Engin

s

6876

---

6876

S-7

5 4860
C 3828
8688
S 4992
: 3204
8196

REMARKS
(8)

(Form B~j)

T

~ GIIammtJ¼rimlhmd Giailt.?
Experiment Station --- Agricultural Information Services
No.

'
NAME

Degree

(1)

(2)

Copeland, Jimmy B.

MS

' Present Title
(3)

Change in Title Recommended of
Mo.
for Next Year, If Any
(4)

Ed, Agr lnfor Serv

(5)

SALARY
Recom'd
CUITent
Next Year
Year
(7)

(6)

S 3312
E 4968

S 3480
E 5220

'S"2'S'O'

"S700

Davis, Burl E.

BS

Asst Expt Sta Ed

S 5208

S 5508

Durham, William H.

MS

Asst Pubs Ed

S 3450
E 3450

S 3624
E 3624

6900

~

S 1584
E 2388

S 1644
E 2472

Asst Photog

McManus, Thomas D.

Vis Instr Ed

Riley, Lewis W.

Timmerman, Doris A.

MS

Asst Home Econ Ed

°m2

mo

S 2796
E 4200

S 2940
E 4416

69%

~

S 1776
E 2664

S 1872
E 'Z796

mo

Elmore, Ethel S.

Woode 11, Betty N.

Bu I Room Supvr
Clk II

S 1224
E 1824

S 1248
E 1860

~

~

s

912
E 1848

Secy Ill

~

S-8

4668

s

948
E 1932

2SSn

REMARKS
(8)

~ Gilamnm ~ Giollt,?
Experiment Station - Agronomy and Soi Is
No.

NAME

Do:gree

Present 'Iitle

Cl)

{"

(3)

Change in Title Recommended of
Mo.
for Next Year. If Any
(4)

(5)

SALARY
Current
Year
(6)

Recom'd
Next Year

PhD

Dept Head, Prof
Agron & Soi Is & Agron

S 6960
S 5964
C 4836
C 4644
10800
1°"i6o4

Bardsley, Charles E.

PhD

Assoc Agron & Assoc
Prof Agron

S 2580
C 5220

S 3036
C 5412

7800

8448

S 7656
C 852

S 8232
C 924
9156

PhD

Assoc Agron & Assoc
Prof Agron

8300"
Craddock, Gamet R.

PhD

Assoc Prof Agron & Asso ~
Soi I Sci

Assoc Prof Agron & k.soc
Agron

S 4440
C 3936
8376

S 3792
C 5232

S 8160

S 7044
C 1764

9024

Eskew, Elias B.

MS

Assoc Agron

McClain, Eugene F.

MS

Asst Agron

S 7476

S 8124

Page, Norwood R.

PhD

Assoc Prof Agron &
Assoc Agron

S 6624
C 2580

S 5736
C 4116

~

~

S 9708

S 8904
C 1452

~

Peele, Thomas C.

PhD

Soil Sci

Prof of Agron and Soi I
Sci

~

Shelley , Robert C.

MS

Assoc Prof Agron &
Asst Agron

S 5040
C 564
<i -9

~

S 5040
C 564
~

REMARKS
(8)

(7)

Jones, Ulysses S.

Byrd, Wilbert P.

•

.

,r orm

...

B-)J

~ Q I ( a u a n ~ Gialuge

Experiment Station -- Agronomy and Soils

NAME

oe,ree

(1)

en

Present Title
(3)

No.
of

Change in Title Recommended
Mo.
for Next Year. U A:ny
(4)

(5)

SALARY
Current

Year
(6)

Recom'd
Nat Year
(7)

Asst Agron

S 7608

S 7608

Asst in Agron

S 2880

S 2880

Agron Asst

S 4512

S 4788

Agron Supvr

S 2928

S 3072

Lab Asst

S 2364

S 2364

Mc Koy, Nancy R.

Typist 11

S 2388

S 2520

Teat, Jo Anne

Secy

S 1272
C 1272

S 1344
C 1356

2344

mTI

S 2544

S 2616

Watkins, P. W.

PhD

Bright, Alonzo L.
Rogers, Vergil A.
Swaney, John J.

Wilborn, Carolyn M.

BS

Stenographer

S' - 10

'

REMARKS
(8)

~ Gilenmcm~ G!olft,ge

Experiment Station - Animal Husbandry
No.

NAME
(1)

Wheeler, Richard F.

o~gree

Present Title

(2)

(3)

PhD

of

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, I! Any
Mo.
(4)

Dept Heed, Prof Anim
Husb & Anim Husb

(5)

SALARY
Cunent
Year
(6)

Recom'd
Next Year

S 5964
C 3984
~

S 6360
C 4248
1'06Ua

(7)

Ables, Joe R.

MS

Res Asst

S 5196

S 6012

Edward:i, Robert L.

PhD

Asst Anim Husb & Asst
Prof Anim Husb

S 6120
C 2040

S 6516
C 2172

8l6o

8688

S 7884
C 1608

S 8316
C 2088

~

10404

S 3768
C 4236

S 5448
C 3060
8508

Godley, Willie C.

Handlin, Dole L.

PhD

MS

Prof Anim Husb, Anim
Husb & Genet

Prof Anim Husb &Anim
Husb

Asst Prof Anim Husb &
Asst Anim Husb

8004
Kropf, Dono Id H.

Moore, Samue I L.

Ritchie, Robert R.

PhD

DVM

MS

Asst Anim Husb & Asst
Prof Anim Husb
Vet Area Supvr

Prof An i m Husb &
Anim Husb
S - 11

S 5088
C 2868
7956

S 5568
C 3132

S 1704
S 1716
LP 3552

7m'l.

S 1884
S 1848
LP 384Q
7572

. S 2568
C 6924

S 3240
C 6564

m"1

9S"04

REMARKS
{8)

8700
Paid from Dairy

- -.
Experiment Station - Animal Husbandry

NAME

Dc:gree

(1)

(21

Present Title
(3)

No.
Change in Title Recommended. of
Mo.
for Next Year, If Any
(5)
(4)

SALARY
Recom'd
Current

Year
(6)

Next Year
(7)

Rauton, Robert M.

BS

Anim Husb Asst

S 4440

S 4620

Wi Ison, Jr., Ruel L.

MS

Res Asst

S 5556

S 5556

Lazar, Josephine S.

BS

Secy

S 1488
C 1308

S 1536
C 1356

'mb

2892

( S 2412)

S 2508

Merck, Brenda B.

Steno

S - 12

I
REM.AR.KS
(8)

change from wages

(Form a.:.:j)

'

~ Gilmwm

J\sriadtmaI GtaUt_se
Experiment Station - Botany & Bacteriology
No.

NAME

m
Epps, William M.

Oc:gree

Present Title

(2)

(3)

PhD

Change in Title Recommended of
Mo.
for Next Year. If Any
(4)

(5)

SALARY
Current
Year
(6)

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

Dept Head, Prof Bot &
Bact, Plant Path, & Stat,
Path

S 5448
C 5352

S 5904
C 5904

llfflm

ll"mm

A lbert, Wi I lard B.

PhD

Assoc Plant Physiol

S 6900

S 7380

A lexander, Pau I M.

PhD

Asst Plant Path

S 7224

S 7776

Bond, John H•

MS

Assoc Prof Bact & Assoc
Bact

S 3924
C 3924

S 2340
C 6012

,m

'S"m

Foster, Harold H.

PhD

Assoc Plant Path

'Assoc Prof Bot & Assoc
Plant Path

S 8040
C
~

S 7920
C 600
~

Halpin, Jomes E.

PhD

Assoc Prof Bot & Assoc
Plant Poth

Assoc Plant Poth

S 6564
C1344
~

S 8688

Kingsland, Graydon C.

PhD

Asst Plant Poth &
Asst Prof Bot

S 6012
C 1236

S 6756
C 1092

witcher,

Wesley W.

pollord, Juanita

PhD

nm

S 3744
C 1056
CP 2700

Assoc Prof Bot & Assoc
For Poth

Secy

s.,,

7848
S 2916
C 2268
CP 2916

~

moo

S 1248
C 1296

S 1320
C 1320

3l4"

mn

REMABKS
(8)

..

...

Experiment Station --- Chemistry Research
No.

NAME

Do:gree

Present Title

(1)

(2)

(3)

Webb, Hubert J.

PhD

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, ll Any
(4)

0£
Mo.
(5)

SALARY
Current
Year
(6)

S 4392
F 5592

Dept Head, Chief

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

9984

1ms

MS

Res. Asst

S 5304

S 5628

Earle, James E.

BS

Res Asst

(S 420~

S 4452

O'Brien, Robert E.

MS

Res Asst

S 5604

S 5940

Priester, Lamar

MS

Res Asst

S 5604

S 5940

S-14

(8)

S 4896
F 5592

Eaddy, Dona Id W.

.

REMARKS

change from wages

•
{Form B-3)

'1

1

'(

flnte GIIIIUSDU ~ GioUe,se
Experiment Station - Crop Pests & Diseases

NAME
(1)

D111ree

Present'rrtle

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, If Azq

No.
of
Mo.

(2)

(3)

(')

(5)

SALARY
Recom'd
Next Year

Current
Year
(6)

(7)

----

Cochron, Jomes H.

PhD

State Ent

---

Epps, William M.

PhD

State Path

---

Fox, Richard C.

PhD

Asst Prof Ent & Zool &
Asst Ent

Purser, Walter H.

senn,

Jr., Louie H.

weeks,

Donald C.

witcher,

Wesley W.

MS

s

Asst Ent & Instr Ent

C 792
CP4812

5304

5604

CP 6636

CP 7140

MS

Asst Ent

CP 5748

CP 6300

PhD

Assoc Prof Bot

MS

Chem Asst

Morgan, LeslieR.

BS

Ent Asst

J ohnston, Marga ret F.

C 744
CP 4560

Asst State Ent

McCaskill, Wesley R.

Walter M

7608

MS

s

.

smith ,

s

2016
C 3528
CP 2856
'a40(5

2052
C 2964
CP 2592

Research Assistant

3744
C 1056
CP 2700
7500

s

CP 4896

CP 5496

CP 4740

CP 5028

2916
C 2268
CP2916
8100

s

Field Asst

s

1608
CP 936
2544

1608
CP 936
2544

Secy

CP 2952

CP 2952

<:

11:

I

REMAllXS
{8)

( Form B-3 )

Experiment Station - Dairy
NAME
(1)

Dwaree
(2)

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, ll Any

No.
of
Mo.

(3)

(4)

(5)

SALARY
Current
Year

Recom'd

REMARKS

(7)

(8)

Next Year

(6)

Goodale, Ben E.

MS

Dept Head & Prof Da irying & Dairy Husb

s

5532
C 4524
10056

s

Brandt, Graydon W.

PhD

Assoc Dairy Husb

s

7920

s

Brannon, Carroll C.

BS

Assoc Prof Dairying &
Assoc Dairyman

s

6984
C 648
7632

s

7368

s

5832
C 4776
10608
8544

7308
C 636

7944

Conley, Cecil

PhD

Asst Dairy Sci

s

Henningson, Robert W.

PhD

Asst Prof Doi ry i ng &
Assoc Dairy Sci

s

5748
C 2628
8376

s

Hurst, Victor

PhD

Prof Dairying & Dairy
Husb

s

7512
C 1896
9408

s

Janzen, Jocob J .

PhD

Assoc Prof Dairying &
Assoc Doi ry Sci

s

6144
C 2100
8244

s

6672
C 2220
8892

King, Will is A.

PhD

Prof Dairying & Dairy
Husb

s

7728
C 2232
9960

s

_azar, Jr. , Jomes T.

PhD

Assoc Prof Dairying &
Assoc Dairy Sci

s

s

2976
C 6024
~

S-16

7368

6240
C 2784
9024
7980
C 2244
10224

8268
C 2328
10596

3216
C 64eO

WlJo

(Form B-3)

Expeciroeot Station - Dairy'
NAME

Degree

PresentT"rtle

~ e in Title Recommended
for Next Year. If Any

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

No.
of
Mo.
(5)

I
SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year
(7)

(8)

REMARKS

(8)

1716 s 1848
1704 s 1884 Paid from An. Husb.
LP 3552 LP 3840
7572
6972
s 6432 s 7032

s
s

Moore, Samue I L•

DVM

Vet Area Supvr

O'Dell, Glen D.

MS

Asst Dairy Husb

Cook, W. C.

BS

Herdsman

s

4452

s

4716

Kelly, James W.

BS

Res Asst

s

5652

s

6180

Ellison, Adger Earle

Creamery Foreman

s

4248

s

4248

Carroll, Willie Jean

Typist I, Statis

s

2232

s

2280

McNeely, Doris B.

Secy

s

1560
C 1560
3120

s

Smith, Rebecca J.

Stenographer

s

s

.

c:-17

2448

1608
C 1608
3216
2520

'

t

\.

(Form B-3)

Experjment Station - Entomoloax & Zoology
No.

NAME

Degree

(1)

(2)

Present Title

Chance in Title Recommended
for Next Year, If Any

of
Mo.

(3)

(4)

(5)

Cochran, James H •

PhD

Dept Head , Prof Ent &
Zool & State Ent

A dkins, Theodore R.

PhD

Asst Ent & Asst Ent &
Zool

Buxton , Jay A.

PhD

Asst Ent & Asst Prof Zool

Assoc Ent & Assoc
Prof of Ent & Zool

SALARY
Current
Year

Recom'd

(6)

Next Year
(l)

s

5688
C 4656
10344

S 6168
C 5040
11208

s

5376
C 2424
7800

s

s

s

4200
C 3300

6072
C 2724
8796
3744
C 3756

7500

7500
Fox, Richard C.

PhD

Asst Prof Ent & Zool &
Asst Ent

King, Edwin W., Jr.

PhD

Assoc Prof Ent & Zool
and Assoc Ent

Reed, John K.

PhD

Prof Ent & Zool & Ent

2052
C 2964
CP 2592
7608

2016
C 3528
CP 2856
8400

s

3516
C 4488
8004

s

s

s

4500
C 4500

9000
Tombes, Averett S.

PhD

s

4608
C 2592
7200

Asst Ent & Asst Prof Ent
& Zool

S-18

s

s

4668
C 4140
8808
3852
C 6036
9888

s

5772
C 1632
7404

REMARKS
(8)

~ aI[mwm

J¼rim1hmd aiaUege
Experiment Station - Entomology & Zoology
No.

Degree

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended

of

NAME

for Next Year, If Any

Mo.

(l)

(Tl

(3)

(4)

(5)

McAlister, Frances J.
Smith, Walter M.

BA

SALARY
Recom'd
Cunent
Next Year
Year
(6)
(7)

Ent Asst

s

3588

s

3780

Field Asst

s

1608

s

1608

'

REMARKS

(8)

CP 936 CP 936

2544

2544
Mayer, Judith Edwards

I

s

1272
C 1272
2544

Secy

s

1320
C 1320

1646

.
S-19

.

(Form B-"3)

fltlte ailenmau J\.griatlbmd G!aU.t~
Experiment Station - Farms

NAME
(1)

Degree
(2)

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, If Any

No.
of
Mo.

(3)

(4)

(5)

SALARY
Current
Year
(6)

Recom'd

REMARKS

(7)

(8)

Next Year

Dept Head

S 8916

S 9324

Patterson Wi 11 iam C.

Farm Foreman

S 3000

S 3144

Shirley, Henry A.

Farm Foreman

S 3228

S 3372

White, Betty C.

Secy

S 2544

S 2640

Evans, John S.

BS

S-20

l

(Form 8~3)

Experiment Station - Forestry
No.

NAME
(1)

Lehotsky, Koloman

Bruner, Marlin H.

Cool, Bingham M.

Dcsree

Present Title

m

PhD

MF

PhD

(3)

Mo.

(4)

(5)

Lane, Carl Leaton

MS

Asst Prof For & Asst For

Shearin, Arthur T.

MS

BS

(6)

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

~

~

S 960
C 7740

S 1332
C 8172

~

~

SLT 8172 GLT 8700
S 2484
C 5016

S 564
C 7404

73on

~

A.EC 5472 ~EC 5568
C 3132
C 2736

Assoc Prof For & Assoc

For

Randel, William Claud

Year

C 7'02
C 3048
GLT1092 GLT.5664

Assoc Prof For & Assoc
For

Assoc For

SA~ARY

Current

S4056
S 3816
C 4896
C 5208
t;LT 1080 GLTl 140
~ . 1~

Assoc Prof For & For

MS

PhD

for Next Year. lf Any

Dept Head, Prof For. &
For.

Goebel, Norbert 8.

McGregor, Wm. H. Davis

Cha.Die in Title llecmmnended of

Assoc Prof For & Assoc
For

~

~

S 1764
C 6240

S 1740
C 6960

sOo4

8700

t;LT 5280 t;LT 5580

Asst For

S - 21

REMARKS

{8)

(Form B~3)

tlnre Gil,nwnr ~ Gl'alai?
Experiment Station -- Forestry
No.

Recom'd
Next Year

Assoc Prof For & Assoc
For

S 5256
C 3228

S 5700
C 3492

~

ffl2

Assoc Prof For & Assoc
For

S 3816
C 4668

S 4176
C 5088

Dc&r••

Present 'rrtle

n>

m

(3)

Womer, John R.

PhD

PhD

SALARY
Current
Year
(6)

N A ME

Shipman, Robert D.

Cb.anie in Tille Recommended of
for Next Year, If Any

Mo.

<•>

(5)

~

(7)

Foreman

(;LT 2976 GLT 3120

Wore, Dorothy L.

Secy

S 732
S 798
C 1476
C 1428
t;LT 720 GLT 744

MS

Asst Prof For & Asst For

'1S"56

~

S 1872
C 6636

S 1800
C 6408

~

Assistant Forester

S - 22

(8)

~

Collins, Charles R.

Shain, William A.

REMARKS

~

3LT 5004

New Position

(Form B~3)

Experiment Station - Food Technology & Human Nutrit
No.

NAME
(1)

Degree

Present Title

C2)

(3)

Change in Title Recommended of
Mo.
for Next Year, If Any
(4)

Dept Head, Prof & Food
Tech & Food Tech

(5)

SALARY
Current
Year
(6)

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

S 10068

S 8400
C 2100
1~

Assoc Nutr

S 8508

S 9204

MS

Asst Home Econ

S 5964

S 6420

Lease, Elmer J.

PhD

Nutr

S 8904

S 9288

Van Deren, John M. , Jr.

PhD

Asst Food Tech & Bi oche !n

S 7548

S 8136

Wheeler, Harry 0.

PhD

Asst Nutr

S 7548

S 8136

Anderson, Harriett S.

BS

Lab Asst

S 2412

S 2412

Secy

S 2544

S 2376
C 264
~

S 9200

S 7632
C 1560
~

Mitchel I, Jack H.

PhD

Dept Head, Food Tech

Borgman, R. F.

PhD

Hindman, Marie S.

Taylor, Gail

PhD

Assoc Food Tech

- Assoc Prof Food Tech &
Assoc Food Tech

S - 23

REMARKS

(8)

~eriment Sta t·ion -- Horticulture
No.

NAME
(1)

Oo:gree

,,..

Present T"rtle

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, If Any

of

(3)

(4)

(5)

Mo.

I
SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year
(6)

(1)

S 5004
C 5004
locffia

S 6300
C 4200
l~
S 5064
C 1968

I
I

REMARKS
(8)

I
I

Senn, Taze L.

PhD

Dept Head, Prof of Hort
& Hort

Fu Imer, John P.

MS

Asst Hort & Asst Prof
Hort

S 4848
C 1656
~

nm

S 8388

S 8688

S 6300
C 2508

S 6096
C 3420

~

mi;

S 5964
C 1536

S 6576
C1548

Martin, John A.

BS

Assoc Hort

Ogle, Wayne L.

PhD

Assoc Prof Hort &
Assoc Hort

Sefick, Harold J.

Van Blaricom, Lester O.

MS

MS

'

Assoc Prof Hort &
Assoc Hort

Prof Hort & Hort

ChE

Crawford, James H.

MS

Hort Asst

Res Asst

13m

-am

S 6228
C 2472

S 6780
C 2628

'affl

~

S 4464
240

S4944

S 4032
C1368

S 3888
C 1908

34m

~

S 1440
Cl440

S 1488
C 1488
7Fl7l,

t..Tl
Skelton, Bobby J.

Wilkinson, Jimmie.,.

MS

Res Asst & Instr Hort

Secy

s _ 24

t.. Tl 240
4704
ml

~

Experiment Station -- Horticulture
No.

NAME
(1)

Dosgree

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, If Any

(2)

(3)

{4)

PhD

of

Mo.
(5)

SALARY
Current
Year
(6)

Recom'd
Next Year

(7)

t

BEMARKS
(8)

I
I

Prof Hort & Hort

~oc Prof Hort & ~oc
Hort

s- 24o

S 4608
C 4608
9216

S 4764
C 3744

astm

(Form B-3)

Experiment Station --- Poultry

NAME

O,sgree

Present Title

n>

(2)

(3)

Barnett, Bobby D.

Bierer, Bert W.

Boebel, Frederick W.

PhD

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, If Any
(4)

No.
of
Mo.
(5)

SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year
(7)
(6)

9504

S 6000
C 4008
10008

S 4080
LP5424

S 4320
LP5664

~

ffl4

S 5700
C 3804

Dept Head, Prof Poultry
Husb & Poultryman

DVN Vet & Lab Dir

DVM ~oc Prof Poultry Husb
& ~oc Pou ltryman

S 6708
C 1092

ttntARltS
{8)

---

Resigned 6/ 30/61

mo

Boone, M.A.

MS

Assoc Prof Poultry Husb
& Assoc Poultryman

S 6780
C 1104
~

S 6108
C 2376
~

Cooper, James B.

MS

Assoc Prof Poultry Husb
& Assoc Poultryman

S 3276
C 4536
~

S 4884
C 3540

~t Poultryman

S 6708

S 7500

Burkett, Edward

Asst Foreman

S 2988

S 3132

leitzsey, Luci I le H.

Secy

S 1272
C 1272

Sl320
C1320

Turk, Donald E.

PhD

·2544
Vacant Position

PhD

ml

mo

S 5316

Assoc Prof Poultry Husb
& Assoc Poultryman

C2988
C _ '),:;

~

.

Experiment Station --- Seed Certification

SALARY

No.

Present T"rtle

Change in Title Recommended of
Mo.
for Next Year, If Any

Current

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

NAME

Dosgree

n>

(2"1

Garrison, Robert H.

BS

Dept Head & Assoc Plant
Breeder

S 7476 s 7812
SCI 2328 SCI 2496
~
1roo8

Huggins, Edgar M.

MS

Asst Agron

s 4812
SCI 1200

(3)

(4)

Year

(5)

(6)

s

~

6012
Shands, Bruce E.
McKinney, Sue G.

BS

5160

!sc1 1260

SCI 4800 ISCI 4944

Asst Agron

s

Secy

2208

s

2232

SCI 336 ISCI 408

-2544

2o40
FS 2640

Black, Barbara K.

Stenobrapher

fFS 2544

Moore, Linda G.

Secy

SCI 2544 SCI 2544

S-26

'

I

REMA.RXS
(8)

{Form 8~3)

Experiment Station - Coast Station
No.

NAME
(1)

Pierce, Harold H.
Bishop, Hornet M.

Change in Title Recommended.
for Next Year, If A:rJ.y
(4)

of
Mo.

SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year

D0:1ree

Present Title

{2)

(3)

PhD

Supt & Asst An i m Husb

S 7596

S 8100

Foreman

S 3612

S 3756

(5)

(7)

(6)

'

S-27

REMARKS

(8)

(Form B-3)

~ Qilnmum~ G!alu~
Experiment Station --- Edisto Station

NAME

Dc:gree

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended

for Next Year, If A7rf

No.
of
Mo.

(1)

'"

(3)

(4)

(5)

SALARY
CmTent
Year

(6)

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

Rogers, William B.

BS

Supt

S 8832

S 9204

Balk, William A.

BS

Assoc Agr Eng in

S 7008

S 7224

Cohoon, Daniel F.

PhD

Assoc Plent Path

S 7992

S 8904

Hughes, Morris B.

PhD

Hort

S 8100

S 8904

Musen, Harold L.

PhD

Assoc Agron

S 7704

S 8520

Seigler, Wilbur E,

BS

Asst Agr Engin

S 5952

S 6672

Suman, Reynold F.

MS

Assoc Agron

S 6768

S 6984

Taylor, Harold D.

MS

Assoc Hort

S 6348

S 6876

Turnipseed, Samuel G.

Ms

Asst Ent

S 6504

S 7008

Woods, Sam G.

BS

Asst Anim Husb

S 6012

S 6204

Croft, Betsy H.

Stenographer

S 3156

S 3252

Edwards, Jack

Foreman

S 3780

S 3924

Etheredge, Joseph C.

Field Asst

S 4260

S 4404

S-?8

REMARKS

{8)

1Form B-3)

fJtltt ~(rnmoukrimltmalGiaUr.ge
Experiment Station --- Pee Dee Station

NAME

Degree

Present T"rtle

n>

m

(3)

No.
of
Change in Title Recommended

SALARY
Rec:om'd
Next Year

Current
Year

Mo.
(5)

for Next Year, If Any
(-4)

Pitner, John B.

PhD

Supt & Agron

S 10500

S 11100

Currin, Ill , Robert E.

BS

Asst Agron

s

s

Harrell, David C.

BS

Assoc Agron

s 2460 s 2460
us 4790 us 4790

5556

mn

~

s

8544

s

9228

f··-= Plant Breeder

s

8544

s

9228

Harllee, /IAary S.

l.stenographer

s

3096

s

3192

Harre 11, Frank M.

Agron Supvr

s

5340

s

5484

Ent Asst

s

4140

s

4500

Smith, Claude 8.

Foreman

s

4380

s

4524

Vacant Position

Ent Asst

s

4092

s

4500

Kirk, Vernon M.

PhD

Assoc Ent

Manwill er, Alfred

PhD

Kindard, William S.

BS

'

C: -?Q

(8)

(7)

(6)

5208

REMAllKS

.

'mire Gileuwnt~ Gro((e,se
Experiment Station --- Sandhi 11 Station
NAME
(1)

. Present Title

D-=gree

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, If Any

No.
of
Mo.

{4)

(5)

(3)

(2)

SALARY
Current
Year
{6)

Recom'd
Next Year

(7)

Rhodes, William H.

BS

Supt

S 8580

S 8988

Gambre II, Jr. , Carl E.

BS

Asst Hort

S 5772

S 6180

Suber, Jr. , Robert D.
Furtick, Frank W.
Motley, Orland L.

BS

Res Asst

S 4764
4140)
S 3804

:s

S 4764
S 4344
S 3948

S 1680
LP1668

S 1728
LP1716

~

~

Rose, Roberta M.

Foreman
Field Assistant
Clk-Typist

.

S-30

I
REMARKS

(8)

•~honge from wages

(Form B-·3)

Experiment Station --- Truck Station

NAME

Degree

Present T"Jtle

Change in Title Recommended

for Next Year, If Any

No.
of
Mo.

(1)

(21

(3)

(4)

(5)

I
SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year
(7)
(6)

S 9420

S 9828

Asst Plant Path

TP 6180

TP6684

Asst Plant Path

S 7464

S 8040

Buckner, Guy L.

Hort Asst

S 4452

S 4716

Shuler, Shuford E.

Foreman

S 4452

S 4596

Barnes, William C.

PhD

Supt

McCarter, Jr., Martin W.

MS

Sitterly, Wayne R.

PhD

-

~-11

REMARKS
(8)

(Form B-))

fflte Clr(mmm J¼rlatlbmd atala_se
Experiment Station --- Wei Iman Oh :sion

NAME

o.,gree

Present TiUe

(I)

m

(3)

Mudge, Clifton H.

BS

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, If Any
(4)

No.
of
Mo.

(5)

SALARY
Current
Year
(6)

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

WRF 6612 WRF 7116

Supt & Res Fellow

~

.,..,

I

REMARKS
(8)

Clemson Agricultural College
Extension Service

Summary of Income -- 1961 - 1962
Sources:
(Appropriations)
1. Federal. Smith-Lever Act P.mended Fund
2. State Fund

$1,488,748.00

1,063 ,000,00
Total

(Special Funds)
J. County Fund
4. Tennessee Valley Authority Fund
5. S. C. Poultry Improvement Jt.ssociation Fund
6. A.M.• A. Federal Fund
7. U .S.D.A. Marketing Fund
Total (1- 7)
(Other Funds)
Camps Long, Cooper and Daniels:
State P.ppropriation

$2, 551,748.00

149,876 . 52
7,800.00
1,200.00
7,500. 00

1,000.00
$2,719,124.52

7,200.00
Total Resources

Ext 1

$2,726,324.52

~ Qilenramr ~ Giallf.?

Extension Service
NA:ME

n>

DicgTee

Present Title

(2)

(3)

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, If Any
(4)

Jack K. Williams
Melford A. Wilson
Milton D. Ferrar
George B. Nutt
Thomas W. Morgan
George H. Bormette
Roy J. Campbell, Jr.
Vivian R. Harrell
Trescott N. Hinton
Virginia A. Jackson
Milford H. Sutherland
Leonard W. Henderson

r., P,..;

l"A1

Dean. of the College
Comptroller
Dean of .P.griculture
Director
Associate Director
Administrative Asst.
Machine Operator
IBM Supervisor
Chief Accountant
Sr. Voucher & Payroll Clk.
Asst. In Farm & Home Dev.
Budget .Assistant
ITin

Current
Year

(6)

I

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

$1
1
3
11
9
8
4
3
3

2
6
4

500
800
000
508
804
400
500
000
276
700
960
140

# $1 500
# 1 800
# 3 000
12 240
10 200
8 772
# 4 500
# 3 000
# 3 276
II 2 700
7 380
4 344

.~o l'l Workers

Luther P. P.nderson
Nellie H• .Anderson
Ruth H. Baldwin
William J. Barker
Hugh A. Bowers
Lewis F. Cato
Cecil D. Clawson

Asst. Ext. Agronomist
Stenographer AMA
Office Assistant
Leader, Ext. Forestry Work
Ext. Truck Crops Spec
Ext. Livestock Spec.
Ext. Asst. Dairy Spec

Ji.n:Iey B. Copeland

Editor, J.gric. Infer. Serv.

Carl G. Cushman
Augustus L. DuRant

Leader, Ext. Dairy .WO k
Ldr., Livestock Ext. ' nc.

William H. Durham

Asst. Publications Ed t,or

J.ni ta J. Dillard

(5)

SALARY

1960~1 1961~2

/;dministration

_(!.,.,.,.,...; .,., ..; .,,+.,..

No.
of
Mo.

1961~2

6
2
2
8
6
6
6

660
7
2
796
544
2
316
8
180
6
780
7
000
6
B(J 312) (3
2
E tt 2f!a
(8 280) (8
8 316
8
8 220
8
S(J 450) ,(J
IE J

,2Q

(6 900)
2 448

Stenographer

# Part Salary - .::,ee Co legiat ~ Roll for Total Salary

Ext 2
I

068
856
640
736
372
188
240
480)
~2.Q

700)
736
556
624)

J '2~

(7 248)
2 520

#
#
#

#
#
#

II

REMARKS
(8)

Form B.:.3

Extension Service
No.

NAME

n>

D~gTee

Present Title

(2)

(3)

SDPl"i~1 i ~+!':. r., F!T'i l"S'l1 inn

.<ihn ")

Stenographer
Extension Artist

Ethel S. Elmore

Bulletin Room Supv.

Roy J . Ferree
June C. Garnett
William R. Garren
Darla Gibbons
William P. Gladden
Percy H. Gooding
Jack S. Goodman
Lucius C. Hamilton
Clifton W. Hall
Frank H. Hedden
Sarah W. Hodges
(Pl')
Derrelle C. Hutchins
Haley M. Jamison
Clark H. Langford
Jesse M. Lewis
Ollie W. Lloyd
Clarence H. Lomas
Elizabeth G. Longmeyer
Herman P. Lynn
Martin C. McKenzie
Katherine O. McLeskey

Leader, Hort. Ext. ·wk.
stenographer MA.A
Ext. Horticulturist
Secretary
Asst. Ext • ./1.gric. Eng.
Ldr., Poultry Ext. Wk.
.Wi.aintenance Foreman
Ext. Info. Spec.
Ext. Forester
Ext. Agric. Engineer
Stenographer
Ext. Mktg. Spec., (FP IMA)
Ext. Livestock Spec.
Ext. Marketing Spec.
Ext. Tobacco Spec.
Rural Development Spec
Ext. Dairy Specialist
Secretary
Ext. Agricultural Eng.
Ldr., Ext • ./1.gric. Eng. Wk.
Office .Assistant

Thomas D. McManus

.Asst. Photographer

John R. Mattison

Current
Year

(5)

(6)

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

I

.REMARKS
(8)

Workers (Cont. ' a)

Diana B. Dorn
William B. Earle, Jr .

Sam A. Marbut

SALARY

Change in Title Recommended of
tor Next Year, U Any
Mo.
(4)

1961-62

2 448
4 320
)(1 224)
~

J.
(J
8
2
6
2
5
8
1

a,,

048) (J
196
8
988
3
360
6
544
2
088
5
160
8
428* 1

6 900

6
6
1
5
7
6
7
7
7
2
6
8
J
~(l
rE 2
(J
6
6

Extension Forester
.P.sst. Radio Editor

*Part Salary - See Exp •rimen1 Station for Total Sala ':"Y
{Pl') - Part Time
Ext J
!

2
4
(1
1

900
876
716
820
200
700
920
500
116
664
780
256
240
584)
388
972)
540
420·

520
500
248)

8(20
108)
532
084
624
700
292
400
476*

7 248

7
7
1
6
7
6
8
7
7
2
7
8
J
(1

176
152
776
120
488
976
244
800
404
820
056
664
JOO
644)
~ tt72
(4 116)
6 804
6 612

.

•

tlilp Gilamum ~ GiaU7
Extension Service 1961-62

NAME

n>

oe ialists

Degree

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended

No.
of

tor Next Year, IfAny

Mo.

(4)

(5)

ont'd

Anna V. Melton
William C. Nettles
Margaret S. Parrish
Ellen M. Pettigrew
Carole D. Ramey
Calvin B. Reeves

Stenographer
ID.r. , Ext. Ent. & Plt. isease Wk.
Stenographer
Stenographer
Stenographer
Ext. Dairy TechDologis

Lewis W. Riley

Visual Inst. Editor

Charles F. Risher
Morgan C. Rochester
Hilton V. Rogers
John T. Rogers
James A. Rowland
Everette W. Siedschlag
Fred H. Smith
Perry M. Smith
LeGrand M. Sparks
Richard D. Steer
Thomas c. Stewart
Kemp L. Swiney
Patricia B. Teat

Ext. Turkey Specialist
!D.r., Agri. Econ. Ext.
Ext. Agronomist
cting, st. Boys' 4-H

Doris Tillmerman
Ernest C. Turner
Walter A. Tuten
Billie Vandiver
Sybil B. Webb
Paul S. Williamon
John B. Williams
Sam A. Williams

John F.

Wise

• Part Salary - See

SALARY
Recom•d
CUrrent
Next Year
Year
(7)
(6)

gric. Shop Foremn
Ext. Mkt. Spec. (Mkt.

• Plant Pathologist
• Horticulturist
xt. Entomologist
xt. Marketing Spec.
xt. Poultryman
• Poultryman
tenographer

5 160

2
(1
2
(4
7
6

Edito
• Conservationist
xt. Marketing Spec.
. ecretary
enograpber
arm Management Spec.
tate 4-H Club Agent
otton Ginning Spec.
t. Livestock Spec. (

2 448
8 J76
2 448
2 700
2 232
6 960
S(2 796)
E {t 2QQ
6 996
6 240
8 460
7 500
7 200
J 900
6 240
6 576
6 600
6 .396
7 056
6 516
544
776)
664
440)
260
660
816tt

2 844
6 780
7 680'

7 080
5 916

)

rimen Station for Total Sa
Ext 4

2
8
2
2
2
7
(2

520
796
520
796
292
164
940)

{& ~16

7
6
8
7
7
4
6
6
6
6
7
6
5
2
(1
2
(4
7
6
2
7
8
7
6

356
552
796
800
560
044
492
840
936
660
344
840

368
640

872)

222

668)
560
936

864•

940
188
148
368
096

REMARKS

(8}

..,,
(

•

Form

flI4e Ql(,urnrru ~ &tu~
Extension Service 1961 - 62
No.

NAME

o~gree

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, If Any
(4)

SALARY

of

Current
Year

Mo.
(5)

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

(6)

s
(

Betty N. Woodall

Secretary

Hughey A. Woodle
Betty C. Yarborough
Martha M. Yarborough

Ldr. , .Agronomy Ext. Wk
Stenographer
Stenographer

James E. Youngblood

Chief, Ext. Div. of l·

912)

1
(2
8
2
2
Slv (4
g.

a,ta

(9
3
2
6
2

760)
Jl6
568
604
656)
6Q0
JJ6 )
264
736
696
544

It,

(

948)

l 2J2

(2
8
2
2
(4
tt
(9
J
2
6
2

880)
736
664
700
656)

~z0

576)
264
736
696
664

Vacant
VE.cant
Vacant
Vacant

Secretary
Stenographer
Asst. Ext. Editor
Stenographer

George H. Baker
Arty DeBerry
Joyce G. Farr
Larry B• Massey
Frank M. Kearse
David A. Shelley
Glenda H. Steinmeyer (
Vacant

District Boys ' 4-H Clu Agt.
Secretary
Secretary
District l!gent
District ~ent
District Ji.gent
Secretary
District Boys' 4-H Clu .It.gt.

6
3
2
8
8
8
1
6

180
120
640
700
604
J52
620
420

Marlboro Co.
Colleton Co.
Richland Co.
Dillon Co.
McCormick Co.
Lexington Co.
Sumter Co.

7
6
8
6
6
6
8

128
7 J56
7 200
984
235 6 8 439 6
7 008
720
180
6 J60
801
7 041
8 596
J51S

)

6 432
J 216
2 736
9 048
8 952
8 688
1 680
6 420

county f.gents
Elisha C. .Abrams
Lora W. t.lford
Robert W. Bailey
Don P.. Benton
George W. Bonnette
Mendal A. Bouknight
Thomas O. Bowen
PT Part Time

.Agent,
Agent,
.Agent,
.It.gent,
.Agent,
.Agent,
.Agent,

Ext 5

REMARKS

(8)

B-3

•

"

Form B!..5

~ Gilamnmkrimlmralarall7

Extension Service
NAME
0)
county Agents

0¢gree
'2l

Present Title

Change in Title Recomm~ed

for Next Year, If ADY

No.
of
Mo.

(3)

(4)

(5)

1961 - 62

SALARY
Current
Year
(6)

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

{Cont'd}

Lloyd H. Bull
Albert F. Busby
Odil 'W. Cain
Fletcher W. Cannon
J obn L. Cochran
'William H. Craven, Jr.
David E. Epps
James H. Evans
'William H. Funchess
Paul M. Garvin
James 'W. Gilliam
.Alard D. Grainger

Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
.P.gent,
.P.gent,

Abbeville Co.
Newberry Co.
Cal.houn Co.
Lancaster Co.
Union Co.
Saluda Co.
Dorchester Co.
.ltiken Co.
.Allendale Co.
Greenwood Co.
Edgefield Co.
Clarendon Co.

Wilda J. Gray

Agent, Darlington Co.

J obn B. Griffith
Robert C. Hubbard
Ralph A. Jackson
'William L. Johnson
Vernon M. Johnston
Joe K. Jones
James L. King
John C. King
Themas B. Lee
Virgil F. Linder
Carroll J. Livingston
Herman F. Livingston
Matthew H. ~
'William C. Mccarley
Melvin M. McCord
Herbert D. Marett
'William J. Martin
Marion C. Ma.son
J obn D. Miller
Jewel C. Morgan

Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
.Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
.Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
-Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
.P.gent,
Ag ent,

6 552
7 200
6 690
7 510
7 070
7 240
6 704
6 844
6 840
6 744
6 720
7 720
7 572
6 480
6 7'2JJ
7 260
6 744
7 120
7 439 64
6 900
7 420
6 360
7 ll6
7 506
7 680
6 390
7 128
6 420
7 092
7 920
6 JOO
6 840
6 420

Barnwell Co.
Bamberg Co.
'Willi emsburg Co
Beaufort Co.
Horry Co.
Greenville Co.
Marion Co.
Orangeburg Co.
Cherokee Co.
Lee Co.
Charleston Co.
Florence Co.
Fairfield Co.
Kershaw Co.
Georgetown Co.
Anderson Co.
Spartanburg Co.
Berkeley Co.
York Co.
Oconee Co.
Ext 6

6
7
6
7
7
7
6
7
7
6
7
7

7
7
7
6
7
7
8
6
7
6

780
476
990
750
346
480
920
180
080
960
020
996
81+8
720
960
500
960
JJ6
679 64
116
696
540
404
830
004
630
356
624

7

332

7

6
6
7
6
7

8 256
6 540
7 ll6
6 720

REMARKS

{8)

1

~ Qil,111so11 ~ GI0:ll9

Extension Service 1961-62

-"
NAME

n,

Doegree

Pre.sent Title

(2)

(3)

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, If Any
(4)

No.
of
Mo.

I
SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year
(7)
(6)

(5)

County Agents (Cont'd)
Marett Outz
Ernest G. Tate, Jr.
Charlie W. Thompson
James C. Willis
Jesse R. Wood
David C. Wylie, Jr.

Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,

Laurens Co.
Jasper Co.
Hampton Co.
Chesterfield Co
Pickens Co.
Chester Co.

6
6
6
6
6
7

804
680
420
540
662
200

5
5
5
5
4
4
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
4
5
4
5
5
4
4
4
5
5
5

520
5 880
520
5 820
5 616
400
750
5 978
620
4 860
620
4 800
6 080
9J6
5 678
4J8
280
5 700
520
5 820
5 160
9J2
5 598
J94
5 640
J40
5 124
944
453 40 5 657 40
5 160
980
760
6 000
520
6 000
5 100
860
620
4 980
500
4 500
347 44 5 539 44
220
5 400
220
5 436

7
6
6
6
6
7

044
920
600
876
914
476

Assistant Countv AQ'ent~
Car1 W. Ackerman
Leonard R. Allen
Albert C. Altman
Noel C. Anderson
Marvin B. Banton
Jesse E. Barker
William A. Beasley
George E. Bell
Reuben J. Bennett
Robert H. Berly
Patrick H. Berry
Alan D. Boggs
Raymond L. Boozer
George W. Bowen
Thomas J. Bryson
George D. Butler
Marion J. Carter
Mercer L. Chason
Roger N. Chastain
Joyce E. Cox
Frank W. Crouch, Jr.
Jesse C. DeBruhl
James O. Donkle
Ray C. DuBose

Asst., Orangeburg Co.
Asst., Bamberg Co.
Asst., Marion Co.
Assoc., Pickens Co.
Asst. , Aiken Co.
Asst., Anderson Co.
Assoc., Aiken Co.
Asst. , Richland Co.
Assoc., Laurens Co.
Asst., Richland Co.
Asst. , Charleston Co.
Asst., Fairfield Co.
Asst., Lexington Co.
~sst., Spartanburg Co.
~sst., Greenville Co.
Spec. Asst., Greenville
~ssoc., Marion Co.
~sst., Orangeburg Co.
~sst., Calhoun Co,
~sst., York Co.
Asst., Chester Co.
Asst., Greenville Co.
Asst., Newberry Co.
~sst., Darlington Co.

Assoc., Orangeburg Co.

Assoc., Lexington Co.
co.

LWOP

Ext 7
I

REMAP.KS
(8)

Yltlp QI(,wnsoa ~ GiaUrp
Extension Service
Dc:gree

NAME
0)
1,_ c,c,.; .:,-} ,. · ~

Present Title
(3)

(2)

r,.,,1TI+.v

AaPTI re,

Warren H. Eaddy
Henry L. Eason
Charles H. Fant
Frank M. Fleming
Elwood L. Gerald
Willis A. Godowns
Cecil P. Goodyear
Donald R. Gowan
Hubert B. Hardee
Leonard B. Hanington
David W. Howe
Owen F. Hu.ff'
David A. Inabinet
Hugh S. Jenkins
Fletcher M. Johnson
Robert M. Johnston
William c. Jones
Barrett S. La:wrimore
Arthur S. Liebenrood
George H. Liebenrood
Gilbert W. Littlejohn
Lanier s. Livingston
Franklin O. McAlhany
Cra;yton Mccown
Robert C. McDaniel
Fred E. McLaughlin
Reuel McLeod
Robert D. McNair
Kinsler B. Mack, Sr.
Albert H. Marshall
Joe R. Mere di th
Robert R. Montgomery, r.

7 r'.nT 'n)

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, If.Any
(4)

Asst., Florence Co.
Asst., Laurens Co.
Assoc., York Co.
Assoc., Pickens Co.
Asst., Florence Co.
Asst . , .Abbeville Co.
Assoc., Berkeley Co.
Asst. , Lancaster Co.
Asst., Hotty Co.
Assoc., Williamsburg Cb.
Asst., Anderson Co.
Asst. , Hampton Co.
Asst. , Jasper Co.
Asst., Colleton Co.
Asst., Clarendon Co.
Asst., Williamsburg Co
Asst., Lexington Co.
Asst., Berkeley Co.
P.sst., Georgetown Co.
Assoc., Clarendon Co.
Asst., Oconee Co.
Asst., Lee Co.
Asst., Dorchester Co.
Assoc. , Spartanburg Co
Asst., Anderson Co.
As.st. , Allendale Co.
P.sst., Orangeburg Co.
P~soc., Sumter Co.
Asst.,Hampton Co.
Asst., Chesterfield Co
Asst., Edgefield Co.
Assoc., Kershaw Co.

No.
of
Mo.

SALARY
Current
Year
(6)

(5)

5
5
5
5
4
4
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
5
5
5
5
4
5
4
4
5
6
4
4
5
5
Ext 8

1961 - 62

160
040
724
758
800
740
724
620
220
8?2
234 40
460
000
160
420
220
534
860
340
720
160
640
500
880
860
680
016
204
500
980
100 ·
848

Recom'd
Next Year
(7)

5
5
6
5
5
4
5
4
5
6
5
.5

5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
4
6
5
4
5
6
4
5
5
6

340
232

000
986
004
860
940
800
436
100
426 40
760
180
340
660
436 .
654
088
580
972
352
880
680
180
040
920
400
408
680
220
340
088

REMABKS
(8)

.Fu.c:a:n B'-:,

tmp G.tle111smt~ GI0U9
Extension Service 1961-62
NAME

Degree

Present Title

(2)

(3)

n>

No.
oI
Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, If Any
Mo.
(4)

SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year
(7)
(6)

(5)

Assistant r.ountv A~enti (Cont d)
Charles G. Newton, Jr.
Elmer Olsen
Clarence K. Palmer
James M. Parnell
Jack w. Pruitt
Walker A. Ridgeway
John W. Riser
Bernard W. Sherer
Ray C. Smith
William J. Spiers, Jr.
Clyde N. Strange
Thomas B. Tillman, Jr.
Waid S. Toy
Curtis R. Tuten
Walter S. Walker
Edward C. Wallace
Charlie Webster
James R. White, Jr.
James D. Williams
William D. Witherspoon
Vacant

Vacant
Vacant

Asst., Darlington Co.
Asst., Greenwood Co.
Asst., Union Co.
Asst., Florence Co.
Asst., Horry Co.
Assoc., Cherokee Co.
Asst., Saluda Co.
Asst., Spartanburg Co
Asst., Marlboro Co.
Asst., Edgefield Co.
Asst., Chester Co.
Assoc., Sumter Co.
Asst., Richland Co.
Asst. , Beaufort Co.
Assoc. , Newberry Co.
Assoc. , Chesterfield Ct:>.
Asst. , Horry Co.
Assoc., Colleton Co.
Assoc., York Co.
Asst., Dillon Co.
Asst., Orangeburg Co.
Assoc., Barnwell Co.
Asst., Saluda Co.

5 592
4 740
4 980
4 980
4 500
5 760
4 968
5 460
5 400
4 560
5 244
6 196
4 740
5 460
5 880
5 820
4 860
5 856
5 760
5 160
5 700
5 784
4 500

5
6
6
5
6
6
5
5
5
4

808
980
160
184
704
000
280
700
640
800
424
400
740
700
072
060·
064
096
000
400
700
784
500

5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4

6
5
5
4
4
4
4
4

156
760
340
608
860
500
644
848

5
4
5
5
4
6
5
5
5
4
5
6

4

Ne'1TD Acrricultural Arret ts
Ernest N. Williams
Wayman Johnson
Roscoe C. Bacote
David G. Belton, Jr.
Quincy Benbow
Jacob G. Bowman, Jr.
Charlie Bronson, Jr.
Gartrell A. Browq

State Supvr. Negro AgJ ic. Agents
. Negro Boys' 4-H Club .i gt.
Agent, Berkeley Co.
Agent, Fairfield Co.
Agent, Marlboro Co.
Agent, York Co.
Agent, Laurens Co.
Agent, Marion Co.
Ext 9

916
5.32
160
452
560
J20
452
692

.

REMARXs
(8)

:form B- ~

Extension

Service 1961 - 62

No.

NA ME
0)

D~gree

Present Title

(2)

(3)

SAL A R Y

Change in Title Recommended of
for Next Year, If Any
Mo.
(5)
(4)

Current
Year
(6)

Recom'd

Next Year
(7)

NPO'T'n Auri n111+.,,...<>1 P,a, m+.c, ( r. 'lnt'd)

Bennie L. Cunningham
Ellis D. Dean
George W. Dean
Eugene Frederick
Fred D. Garrett
Hu.gene Gerald
Benjamin J. Gill
Thomas .A. Hammond
Joseph Hill
r.1orris B. Jackson
Leon Johnson
William P. Jalmson
Helen L. Kelley
Isaac E. McGraw
Booker T. .McIntosh
Ralph V. Maloney
John D. Marshall
Ezekiel M. Middlet on
Joseph J. Mite.hell
John Mott
Houston S. Per son
P.rthur Sanders
Phil ip T. Seabr ook
Y.oses M.. Si t t on
Quincy J . Smith
Richard C. Smith, Jr .
Robert N. Smith
JaJneS A. Spruill
George W. Stewart
Ven B• Thomas
David B. Weymer
Christopher N. Wilson

.Agent, Cherokee Co •
Agent, Bamberg Co.
.Agent-At-Large
P.gent, Dorchester Co.
fa.gent, Greenville Co.
Agent, Clarendon Co.
Agent, Newberry Co.
Agent, Aiken Co.
Asst . , Florence Co.
.Agent, Union Co.
./1.sst., Orangeburg Co.
Agent, Horry Co.
Stenographer
P.gent, Richland Co .
Agent, Charlest on Co.
.Agent, Barnwell Co.
Agent , Kershaw Co.
Agent, Gr eenwood Co.
P.gent, Colleton Co.
.Asst., Berkeley Co.
P.gent, Fl or ence Co .
Agent, Sumter Co.
Agent, Beaufort Co.
Agent, Chester Co.
.Agent, Orangeburg Co.
Agent, Darlington Co.
.Agent, Spartanburg Co .
.Agent, Hampt on Co.
.P.gent, Anderson Co.
ft.gent, Willi amsburg Co
Agent, Chesterfield Co
.Agent, Lancaster Co.

4
4
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
5
4
4
5
4
4
J

4
4
4
4
4
5
5
4
5
4
4
4

Ext 10

260
512
364
392
719 60
392
392
886
068
320
288
392
736
331 60
704
320
088
896
644
840
686
896
540 68
932
840
124
004
380
608
754
260 '
592

4
4
5
4
4
4
4
5
4
4
4
4

440
680
580
572
899 60
572
548
030
224
476
360
548

2 796

5 391 60
4 860
4 380
5 268

4
4
3
4
5
4
5
4
5
5
4
5
4
4
4

980
836
960
842
052
648 68
124
840
316
196
560
800
934
440
748

REM.ARKS
(8)

Form B-,j
~ Gil,oosan ~ GioUe:_ge

Extension Service 1961-62
No.
Degree

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended

(3)

(4)

for Next Year. l!Any

SALARY

,__C_urren--t-.--R-e-com-'d---4
Mo.
Year
Next Year

of

(5)

(6)

(7)

hers
Betty J. Adams
Florence Addison
Suzanne C. Alexander
Ida G. Barfield
Linda Brant
Nancy O. Broxton
Billie Jean R. Catoe
Louvenia P. Davis
Ann W. Drayton
Esther Eaves
Elise Edwards
Edna P. England
Lois F. Fleming
Barbara A. Frear
Martha G. Gunter
Frances Harris
Louise G. Harter
Nancy B. Heustess
Barbara A. Hinson
Lucille H. Hoover
Catherine P. Horne
Jimmie C. Humphries
Maude M. Hursey
Jacqueline Johnston
Betty V. Justus
Mildred Lever
Helen B. Long
Phoebe S. Long
Frances McElveen
Ann J. McGilvray
Helen P. Matthews
Frances A. Mauldin
Sara .Milloway
.Marion Nealy
(J) Works jointly for

Stenographer, York Co
Stenographer, Newbe
Stenographer, Oconee o.
Stenographer, Kershaw Co. {J)
Stenographer, Ba~we Co. {J)
Stenographer, Jasper o. (J)
Stenographer, Lancast r Co.
Stenographer, Marion o.
Stenographer, Lee Co. (J)
Stenographer, Union C •
Stenographer, Horry C.
Stenographer, Bamberg co.
Stenographer, Abbevil e Co.
Stenographer, Aiken C •
Stenographer, Beaufo Co. (J)
Stenographer, Greenvi le Co.
Stenographer, Allenda Co •
Stenographer, Dillon
• {J)
Stenographer, Chester eld Co.
Stenographer, Orangeb g Co.
Stenographer, Dorches r Co. (J)
Stenographer, Cheroke Co.
Stenographer, Darlin
Stenographer, Berke
Stenographer, Florene
Stenographer, Richla
Stenographer, Greenw
. Stenographer, Hampton
Stenographer, Clarend
Stenographer, Marlbor
Stenographer, Saluda
Stenographer, Anderso
Stenographer, Gaorget
co.
Stenographer, Pickens Co. (J)
• A.gt

& Home Dem. Agts •

2 484
2 784
2 400
2 544
2 544
2 579
2 484
2 634
2 736
2 406
2 568
2 544
2 544
2 625
2 856
3 l24 32
2 388
2 808
2 484
3 156
2 736
1 968
2 736
2 832
2 736
J 958 80
2 544
2 976
3 008
2 544
2 604
J 472 43
2 568
J 140
Ext 11

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
J

2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
J
2
3
3
2
2
3
2
J

544
844
520
664
604
579
544
778
796
406
688
664
640
625
940
364 32
520
928
544
300
796
268
796
892
868
958 80
664
060
068
664
760
592 43
628
200

REMA1tKS
(8)

~ GI(t&llfiOII ~ Giof(ep

Extension Service 1961-62
NAME

D-=gree

Change in Title Recommended

Presem Title

farNextYear,JfA.ny

Mo..

Year

Next Year

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(3)

nt'd
Stenographer,
Stenographer,
Stenographer,
Stenographer,
Stenographer,
Stenographer,
Stenographer,
Stenographer,
Stenographer,
Stenographer,
Stenographer,
Stenographer,

Gloria H. Alman
Curtys Ballentine
· Edith L. Burgess
Lucille D. Chandler
Ruby M. Craven
Teresa J. Elrod
Ellie L. Herrick
W. Gertrude Lanham
Janie L. McDill
Sallie P. Musser
Elizabeth w. Potter
Ruth Rampey
Annette Smith
Vela Smith
Georgia Taylor
Sara A.

ThOllBS

Betty P. Watkins
Gladys Wilbanks
Vacant
Vacant
(J) Works Joint~ for

No.
SALARY
of ,_Cu:rrent
_ _ _ _B_ei:_:c_an_'d_,,

2 640
Willia.mtlburg Co. (J)
Spartan urg Co.
Chester o.
Fairfie Co.
McCormi Co.
Calhoun Co. (J)
Charles n Co. (J)
Sumter •
Laurens o.

Stenographer
Assoc . District Agt.

2

836

Secretary

.

Ext 12

2 700

J 235
2 ·400
2 896

J 180
2 656
2 480
2 J88
2 928
2 988
J 624

2

2

484

2 484

2

448

2 520
7 J68
J OJ6
5 520
7 248
2 448
6 120
7 J68
6 948
7 992
6 612
2 520
2 520
6 480
6 516
5 832
5 868
2 616
2 820
6 720

7 080
2 940
5 520
6 960
2 448
5 940
7 080
6 744
7 680
6 J60
2 484
2 448
6 180
6 264
5 604
5 640
2 544
2 820
6 720

Ext. Home Furn. Spec.
Assoc. District Agt.
Stenographer
Ext. Fami~ Life Spec
Assoc. District Agt.
Ext. Nutritionist
State Home Dem. Agt.
Ext. Home Management
Stenographer
Stenographer
. . Ext. Clothing Spec.
St. Girls 4-H Club A •
Asst. Girls' 4-H Club
Ext. Consumer Inf. Sp •
Stenogr apher
Stenographer
Ext. Food Prod . & Con Spec.
ounty gent and home dem. age t

J 127
2 400

J JOO
2 716

2 540
460

J

000

J 048
J 624

BEMAllXS
{8)

Form B .!..:S

flt4e G!Imm0ttJ'!rimltma{ G!all9
Extension Service 1961 - 62

NAME

Degree

'"

(1)
~f'\liTI+.v

J.Tf'\1Tlp

n

"' ,,,.. ·-A ·.i

Lucille B. .AJ.sing
Theresa Beckham
Elizabeth B. Berry
Claudella Burgess
Martha C. Chapman
l:fildred R. Crocker
Sa.rah G. Cureton
Jessica V. Dantzler
Evelyn I. Davis
Hortense K. Davis
N.ildred S. Ezell
Margeret S. Forkner
Eleanor Foster
Vivian C. Gibson
Eva R. Goldberg
Isobel P. Heaton
Lynda L. Heriot
Dorothy Herlong
Mamie Sue Hicks
Mildred K. Holliday
Patricia A. Holstein
.Alpha C. Jenkins
Laura C. Johnson
Annie L. McColl
Margeret G. McFadden
Barbara C. Meares
Mary B. Mixson
Sara E. Neeley
W.targaret M. Nesbitt
Joann S. Ray
Jennie M. Riddle
Lillian D~ Rivers
Sera E. floper
Mary E. Senn

f'\TI

ho

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, It Any

No.
of
Mo.

(3)

(4)

(5)

SALARY
Current
Year

(6)

Recom'd
Next Year

(7)

l=>TitS
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
.ft.gent,
.Agent,
Agent,
.Agent,
.Agent,
Ji.gent,
.Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Ji.gent,
Agent,
/I.gent,
/I.gent,
Ji.gent,
Agent,
Agent,
Ji.gent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
/I.gent,
Agent,
.Agent,
_.Agent,
.ft.gent,
Agent,·
Agent,
.Agent,
Ji.gent,
Agent,

Hampton Co.
Fairfield Co.
Jasper Co.
Cherokee Co.
Saluda Co.
Clarendon Co.
Pickens Co.
Bamberg Co.
Horry Co.
McCormick Co.
Abbeville Co.
Sumter Co.
Florence Co.
Beaufort Co.
Charleston Co.
Colleton Co.
Marlboro Co.
Edgefield Co.
.Allendale Co.
Newberry Co.
.Anderson Co.
Aiken Co •
Barnwell Co.
Greenwood Co_.
Lexington Co.
Lee Co.
Georgetown Co.
Orangeburg Co.
Greenville Co.
Calhoun Co.
York Co.
Chesterfield Co
Darlington Co.
Union Co.

4 704
4 800
5 240
4 500
5 384
4 840
5 530
4 704
4 500
4 500
4 740
5 640
5 580
5 280
5 640
5 280
5 664
5 100
4 920
5 028
4 500
5 J60
5 244
5 460
5 400
5 J40
4 500
5 320
6 351 23
4 8J6
5 160 '
5 520
5 700
5 235
Ext 13

4 932
4 992
5 456
4 680
5 624
5 020
5 734
4 704
4 500
4 632
4 872
5 856
5 856
5 472
5 832
5 484,
5 940
5 292
5 112
5 160
4 644
5 564
5 448
5 724
5 664
5 532
4 632
5 524
6 60J 23
4 968
5 364
5 796
5 904
5 427

•

REMARKS
(8)

l

'

F6rm B-'..:S

l

Extension Service 1961 - 62
NAME

~gree

Present 1'"ttle

n>

12\

(3)

f'.t"lnn+.-: HnmP ,

· - La..1.

C1

,inn

Jacqueline Sinclair
Sallie !!. Smith
1.nnie U. Stanfield
Lena E. Sturgis
l~arite S. Sumner
Lina ~- Surls
Sara ?.!. Taylor
./1,.nne E. Thanasson
Evangeline T. Thompso
Carrie C. Tomlinson
Nancy H. Williams
Hazle D. Wise
AAA i ~t.$2-nt. ~1"'111n+.v ifnmo

Claire L. Baker
Rosa T. Baker
Nancy D. Christopher
Susanne M. Davis
Doney C. Donkle
Cora F. Fogle
Cecile E. FoX\lorth
Margie D. Freeman
Sally C. Heffner
Marion A. Herndon
Riley C. Langley
Carolyn J. Leitner
Huldah McKnight
Julia L. Miles
Eugenia P. Ogden

A,.. ~.... +.,.

~

No.
of
Mo.
(5)

SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year

(7)

(6)

(Cont.' d)

Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
I.gent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
n .•

Change in Title Recommended
tar Next Year. If Any
(-4)

Kershaw Co.
Marion Co.
Dorchester Co.
Lancaster Co.
Richland Co.
Dillon Co.
Laurens Co.
Chester Co.
Berkeley Co.
Williamsburg Co
Spartanburg Co.
Oconee Co.

5
5
4
5
6
4
5
4
5
5
5
5

556
5 748
520
5 7'24
4 872
740
395
5 5J9
079 44 6 J07 44
740
4 920
5 292
040
920
5 052
160
5 J64
6 115
8J9
040
5 2J2
220
5 472

4
J
J
J
J
J
J
4
J
J
J
J
4
J
4

230
4 434 ·
600
J 744
884 JJ 4 040 JJ
624
J 804
780
J 924
J 768
624
600
J 744
510
4 714
720
J 864
J 660
600
600
J 660
J 768
624
4 816
600
J 768
624
107
4 287

• nn Aa,=,nt.A

Asst.,
.Asst . ,
.Asst.,
Asst.,
.Asst. ,

Marion Co.
Florence Co.
.Anderson Co.
Chesterfield Co
Saluda Co.
Asst., York Co.
.Asst. , Williamsburg Co
.Assoc., Pickens Co.
.Asst ., Spartanburg Co.
Asst., Lexington Co.
.Asst., Edgefield Co.
Asst., Colleton Co.
J..ssoc., Orangeburg Co.
.Asst., Darlington Co.
Asst. , Greenville Co.
Ext 14

.

REMARKS
(8)

&.: V.11

L

J-

mip QI[nmtm ~ Gtolu9
Extension Service 1961-62

NAME

Dt=gree

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, If Any

No.
of
Mo.

m

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Assistant Countv Home

l

I
SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Next Year
Year
(7)
(6)

emonst ~ation A2ents (Cont'd)

Annie C. Rikard
Asst., Sumter Co.
Asst., Lexington Co.
Doris G. Sease
Vivian H. Sharp
Asst., Spartanburg Co
Julia A. Sheppard
Asst., Clarendon Co.
Asst., Kershaw Co.
Nancy E. Smith
Asst., Richland Co.
Dorothy W. Williams
Vacant
Asst., Laurens Co.
Vacant
Asst., Newberry Co.
Asst., Horry Co.
Vacant
Vacant
Asst., Berkeley Co.
Vacant
Asst., Oconee Co.
Vacant
Asst., Dillon Co.
Asst., Florence Co.
Vacant
Asst., Horry Co.
Vacant
Asst., Anderson Co.
Vacant
n
WorkE
rs
Ne2ro Home Demonstratic
Martha O. Reid
Negro Girls' 4-H Club rtgt.
Sara A. Waymer
State Supervisor
Henrietta G. Boozer
Stenographer
Bernice H. Brown
Agent, Dorchester Co.
Annie M. Butler
Agent, Allendale Co.
Cammie F. Clagett
Agent, Spartanburg Co.
Albertha V. Deveaux
Agent, Charleston Co.
F.dna K. DuPree
Agent, Barnwell Co.
Gussie M. Goudlock
Agent, Colleton Co.
Madge w. Hardy
Agent, Greenwood Co.
Lonieal L. Harrison
Agent, Aiken Co.
.Agent, Clarendon Co.
Queenie S. Heath
Jessie L. Jones
Agent, Lancaster Co.
Janie Lancaster
Asst. Berkeley Co.
Agent, Georgetown
Eva G. Lawrence
Agent, Williamsburg Co.
Lillie J. Limehouse
Agent, Bamberg Co.
Agent, Florence Co.
Hattie P. Lowe.ft
Agent, Chester Co.
Rhodan P. McCo om
Agent, Darlington Co.
Wilhelmina P. Johnson
Ext 15
** Salary of prior em >loyee

J
J
J
J
4

J
J
J

J
4

J
J

j

J

864**
780
600
940
144
600
624**
780**
624**
:320**
6()()H624**
080**
600**
6()()H-

J 840
4 956
2 988
J 432
J 684
J 694
J 564
.'.3 564
J 696
.'.3 504
J 57.3
J 596
J 245
J .39.3**
lJ 624
J 576

1~
~ 286
J

4 008
J 924
J 744
4 000
4 288
J 744
J 660
J 660
J 660
J 660
J 660
J 660

3660
660
J

660

4
5
J
J

0.32
154
060
564
828
874
660
672
840
672
717
704
341
560
804
720
660

J
.'.3

J

.'.3

J
J

J
J
J

J
J
J

j

.'.3~

REMARKS
(8)

I

'
~ GI[rmsmr ~ Giul(t;?

Extension Service 1961-62

.

NAME

D-,gree

Pnsent Title

O>·

(2)

(3)

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year. If Any
(4)

No.
of
Mo.
(5)

SALARY
Rec:om·d
Current
Next Year
Year
(7)
(6)

Ne2'ro Home Demonstratic n Work ~rs ( r.ont 1d)
Asst.,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,

Shirley H. McDonald
Goldie E. McDuffie
Sara R. McDuffie
Leona B. Mungin
Rosa R. Odom
Altamese B. Pough
Ivora P. Price
Gertrude H. Sanders
Lillian G. Saunders
Leota Sherard
Willie B. Simpson
Johnnie G. Sloan
Coy Smith
Willie P. washington
Adell W. Watson
Marion .M. Watson
Laura M. Whitney
Cynthia w. Williford
Countv Rnme Demonstrati on
Bennie W. Adams
Kathleen Belk (PT)
Dorothy Carson (Pl')
Mary T. Chandler (PT)
Caroline Cochran (PT)
Miriam H. Connelly (Pl')
Nelle G. Crawford (Pl')
Lucille R. Culpepper
Mildred F. Cunningham ( Pl')
Ella M. Grandy
Helen C. Corley
(Pr) Part Time

3
J
3
3
3
J
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

372
3 468
596
J 740
318
3 450
3 624
516
695
J 875
3 816
648
3 636
504
902 92 4 094 92
648
3 792
240
3 336
613 19 3 721 19
644
J 824
3 508
376
4 328
4 472
3 558
3 690
3 504
3 372
J 756
3 900
J 760 24 J 940 24

Florence Co.
Sumter Co.
Chesterfield Cc.
Hampton Co.
Orangeburg Co.
Berkeley Co.
Marion Co.
Richland Co.
Newberry Co.
Cherokee Co.
Greenville Co.
York Co.
Fairfield Co.

Agent, Beaufort Co.
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
Agent,
A'7el

Kershaw Co.

Horry Co.
Union Co.
Anderson Co.

ts' .C:tenooranhers
Stenographer,
Stenographer,
Stenographer,
Stenographer,
Stenographer,
Stenographer,
. Stenographer,
Stenographer,
Stenographer,
Stenographer,
Stenographer,

Andersor Co.
Lancaste r Co.
Clarendc n Co.
Sumter Co.
AbbevilJ e Co.
Hampton :o.
Chester :o.
ColletotJ Co.
Darling1 bn Co.
Orangebt lrg Co.
F.dgefie ~ Co.

2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
Ext 16

508 39 2 580 39
524
1 584
2 100
100
968
2 040
656
l 740
524
1 596
524
l 584
370
2 478
524
l 584
232
2 316
1 980
908

REMARKS
(8)

~ GI(mrsonJ\srim(tma{ Gio:((r_ge

Extension Service 1961 - 62

NAME

.o,
r.nt1ntv

.

D.:gree

P?'esent T'Jtle
(3)

(2)
Hnm,:,. r,

~· ~··

"

Evelyn T. Gresham (PT)
Katherine D. Hawkins (1 T)
Mimrle O. Hightower
El.i zabeth B. Johnson (l T)
Lois Joyner
Ruth Kirkland
Eva R. Ladd
(PT)
Agnes C. :cynn
Carolyn C. Mabry
Gena J. Melton
Margie W. Meng
(PT)
Lorene M. Miskelly ·(PT
Margaret !furden
Mary G. Nicholson
Gertrude A. Parker (PT.
Marguerite R. Porcher PT)
Mary A. Rowe
(P'r'
Nancy S. Shoemake
Helen C. Smith
(PT
Melvina D. Snipes (PT
Kathleen H. Tucker
Willie M. Wingard
1

·--

No.
Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year. If Any
(.f)

I...&.-

f

._q i

Steno.,
Steno. ,
Steno.,
Steno.,
Steno.,
Steno.,
Steno.,
Steno.,
Steno.,
Steno.,
Steno.,
Steno.,
Steno.,

ru u:1

-

·-

- ( r.nn

Steno.,
Steno.,
Steno.,
Steno.,
Steno.,
Steno.,
Steno.,
Steno.,

Georgetown Co.
Berkeley Co.
Marlboro Co.
Oconee
Union Co.

(5)

1 653 84 l 713 84
1 392
l 428
2 280
2 364
2 232
2 316
2 925 72 J 009 72
2 664
2 664
l 656
l 716
2 160
2 160
2 352
2 436
2 736
2 868
1 534
1 594
1 914
l 986
3 063
3 063

Spartanburg Co

Steno., Chesterfield Cc

Mo.

'n)

Greenville Co.
Greenwood Co.
Bamberg Co.
Marion Co.
Richland Co.
Allendale Co.
Laurens Co.
York Co.
Florence Co.
Fairfield Co.
Newberry Co.
Aiken Co.

t
SALARY
Recom'd
Current
Nat Year
Year
(7)
(6)

o{

.

2 412

1 332
l 524

1 332
2 336
2
1
1
2

Horry Co.

McCormick Co.
Lexington Co.

(PT) Part Time

Ext 17

2 544
1
1
l
2

061 56 2
524
1
524
1
299
2

368
524

380
408
133 5f
584
524
419

REMARKS
(8)

EXTENSION SERVICE 1961 - 1962

4-H Club Camps
1961 - 1962
Camp Long

$ 2 400

Caretaker

$ 2 016

Lights
Insurance

293

91
$ 2 400

Camp Bob Cooper

$ 2 400

Caretaker

$ 2 016

Lights
Insurance

100

284
$ 2 400

Camp Harry

Daniels

$ 2 400

Caretaker

Repairs
Lights
Insurance

$

756
l. 181

160

JOJ
$ 2 400

Ext 18

Form B-3
(May 1960)
Liv estock-Poultry Health Department
No.

NAKE

0)

o.

E. Baker, Jr.

B. W. Bierer

0«:1ree
(2)

Change in Title Recommended

Present Title

forNmYear,lfAZJ:7

Mo.

(4)

(5)

(3)

DVM

Vet. Area Supv.

VMD

Lab. Dire c tor & Vet

S. L. Moore

DVM
DVM
DVM
PhD

L-F

s

Livestock Law En£. i )fficer
Livestock Inspector
Livestock Law En£. )fficer
Diagnostic S e cretary
Administrative As st.
Shipping Clerk
Certification Secreta r y
Livestock Inspector
1

L-1

Vet. Area Supv.

s
T

Ida L. R. Motley
H. S. Powell
Roberta M. Rose

DVM

Cmrent

Year
(6)

5,424
(4,080'
(9,504'
3,312
6,000
8,004
6,516
5,532
1,560
2,700
5,532
4,200
5, 08E
3,552 '
6,216
4,116
4,644
4, 38(

Clerk-Typist
Director
Vet. Sup. Auction Sa es
Vet. Area Supv.
Livestock Law En!. i ~fficer
Dean of Agriculture

Lab. Tech.

DVM

SALARY
Recom'd

REMARKS

(7)

f8)

NmYear

$ 6,972 $ 7,572

T
Wilma M. Campbell
R. W. Carter
W. R. Chastain
R. M. Edwards, Jr.
J. C. Epps, Jr.
M. D. Farrar
J. C. Fortner
A. T. Gilpin
J. P. Ginn, Jr.
C. E. Grant
Carolyn W. Jacobs
J. B. Klugh
J. M. Leaphart
Annie W. Mc Call
D. M. Maxey

of

Administrative Seer, tary
As st. Lab. Dir e ctor
L-JI>

Clerk-Typist

s
T
L-P - 1

5,664
(4, 320)
(9 , 984)
3,456
6,300 (a)
8,004
7,020
5,892
1,560 (b)
2,700
5,532
4,500
5,448
3,696
6,816
4,116
4,644
4,680

3,552
(3,420
(6,972

3,840
(3,732'
(7 , 572

3, 91;
8,501

4,068
8,508

1,661
(1,680
(3, 34E

1,716
( 1, 728
(3,444

' • ... .rm I.., J
(May 1960)
Livestock and Poultry Health Department (Continued;
No.

NAJ.tE

0)
Patsy V. Ross
Jack Scott
P. M. Snowden
c. M. Steele
J. B. Thomas
H. D. Valentine
Billie Vandiver
C. L. Vickers

(a)
(b)

D4tgree

Present Title

(2)

(3)

Laboratory Tech.
Vet. Area Supv.
Livestock Inspector
Tech. Asst.
Asst. Lab . Dir.
Asst. Lab. Dir.
Secretary
As st. Dir.

DVM

DVM
VMD
DVM

State Portion
Total Salary sho· k.tn on

C

Change in Title Recommended
1ar Next Year, If Any
(.f)

Assoc. Lab. Dir.

ollege Budget

L-P - 2

oI
Mo.
(5)

SALARY
Rec:om'd
Current
Next Year
Year

(6)

(7)

$ 2, 868 t 3,276
7,908
7,308
4,500
4,200
4,260
4, 116
9,000
9,000
8,508
8,004
504 ,b)
492
9,660 10 . 18 8

REMARKS

(8)

(Mk.y

Utqe QIJ.imsmr !½Jrladhmd Gralase

Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis Department
No.

N AM E
Cl)

o~gree

Present Title

Change in Title Recommended
for Next Year, If Any

(2)

(3)

(4)

Clerk-Typist
Secretary
Fert. As st. Chemist
Stenographer

Bruce D. Cloaninger MS

Dir . Fert. Insp. &A :1al.
&: Sec. Bd. of Fert.
Control

BS
PhD
MS
BA
BS
AB
PhD

(5)

SALARY

REMARKS

Recom'd
NextYe.ar

Current
Year
(6)

{8)

(7)

2,844
3,408
2,436

2,964
3,528
2,520

9,864 10, 164
(336 )
(336)
(1 0,200) (10,500 )

FIA
C

3,000
1,440
5 J 604
l J 500
2,616
5, 70C
3,000
3,408
-492
5,592

Fert. Asst. Chem.
Dean of Agriculture
Fer t. As st. Chemist
IBM Operator
Lab . Tech.
Fert. Assoc. Chem.
Lab . Asst .
Fert. Asst. Chem.
..
Secretary, Dean's Of 1ce
Chief Chemist

(a) See College Budg ~t for otal salary
(b) See Experiment~ tation Budget for total salary

•
Fert. lnsp. &: An.
I

3,000
1 ,440
5,664
1,500
2,676
5,820
3,060
3,528
504
5 , 592

(a)
(a)

(a)
(b)

9t

1961- 1

I

$ 2 , 292 $ 2,412

Sandra S . Barlow
Ella N . Boggs
BS
Dorothy Brock
Shelby Jean Campbel

F r ances. L . Crocker
M. D . Farrar
Wayne Garri s on
Vivian R. Harrell
Edna Cat,b.erwood Ka}
Ernest E. Leslie
C. G. Littleton
Mary Lee Mccracker.
Billie Vandiver
Hubert J. Webb

of
Mo.

.L

CLEMSON

COLLEGE

CLEMSON , SOUTH

CAROLINA

OFF I CE OF' THE PRESIDENT

July 24, 1961

TO MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Based upon authority granted by the Board of Trustees,
the Administration,with the College Attorney, has continued negotiations with the United States Government
through the District Attorney for the United States Court
for the Western District of South Carolina.

This Memo-

randum is sent to acquaint the members of the Board
with agreements reached and to ask your approval of the
stipulations covering the items involved.
In meetings at Clemson on July 13 and 20 agreement
was reached relating to the settlement of all items involved in the claim of Clemson College against the United
States Government due to the construction of the Hartwell
Reservoir, with the exception of the College's claim
against the United States for the cost of a sewage treatment plant, including the cost of design, construction,
operating and maintenance for a number of years.

This

matter of the sewage treatment plant must still be litigated in the U. S. District Court.

- 2 We are enclosing for easy reference a copy of a
Memorandum dated January 19, 1961 which contains
all of the information relating to this problem as of
that date.

If you will refer to this Memorandum in

reviewing the stipulations which we are asking you
to approve, it will be a simple matter for you to see
and understand what has happened on each item:
Memorandum of
January 19, 1961

Reference to
Stipulations

Page 2, items I and 2 in the
middle of the P3ge

These two items are covered in
Stipulation No. I which has
been executed. The Board is
asked to confirm.

Page 2, item 3.

The counter proposal of the College
of the figure of $1,150,000 was
accepted on January 16 (see page 5
of memorandum) and is embodied
in section 3 of Stipulation No. 2.

Page 2, item 3 (a)

See section I of Stipulation No. 2

Page 3, item (b)

See section 2 of Stipulation No. 2
Note that the figure has been agreed
upon at $252,540.

Page 3, item (c)

The Corps of Engineers has agreed to
this item and has furnished an
off icia I letter to this effect.

Page 3, item (d)

See section 2 of Stipulation No. 2

- 3 -

Page 3, item (e)

See section 4 of Stipulation
No. 2. Note that jurisdiction is under
the District Court rather than the
Court of Claims.

Page 3, item

See section 5 of Stipulation No. 2

(f)

Thus the Board has previously reviewed and approved the basis of
settlement on all items, details of which are covered in the stipulations
submitted at this time for confirmation and approval. Stipulation No. 2
has been forwarded to the Justice Department and it is possible there may
be some slight editorial changes but there will be no changes in the
basic agreement.
The settlement outlined in Stipulations I and 2 is recommended to
the full Board by the Administration and the Hartwell Dam Sub-Committee.
In asking your approval of this settlement we wish to have these points
emphasized:
(a)

Regarding Stipulation No. I, th is agreement is based on

prior Board authority and your vote of approval is for confirmation of
previous action.
(b)

With respect to Stipulation No. 2, we ask you to approve the

Stipulation with respect to the basic contents, delegating to the Administration and the College Attorney authority to make minor editorial changes
as requested by the United States Department of Justice.
(c)

That the Board of Trustees authorize Mr. William L Watkins,

member of the firm of Watkins, Vandiver, Freeman and Kirven to sign
Stipulations I and 2 as a duly authorized representative of the College.

- 4We are attaching a simple statement and Board resolution with
the request that you approve the actions referred to and return your
vote in the enclosed self-addressed envelope.
Respectfully submitted,
G. E. Metz, Secretary
of the Board of Trustees

CLEMSON

COLLEGE

CLEMSON, SOUTH

CAROLINA

January 19, 1961

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
In December all members of the Board were informed of a
settlement offer of the United States incident to damages resulting
from the construction of the Hartwell Reservoir.

This settlement offer

proposed certain conditions and considerations including a payment to
the College by the United States Government of the sum of one million
dollars ($1,000,000).

All members of the Board were also informed of, and

all approved, the recommendation of the Hartwell Dam Subcormnittee of the
Board that this proposal not be accepted unless the pertinent settlement

amount be raised from one million to one million one hundred and fifty
thousand dollars ($1,150,000).
On December 21, 1960, President Edwards conveyed this decision
of the Board to Mr. Luttrell.

As shown in the Memorandum for the Record

submitted herewith, acceptance was by no means illlllediately forthcoming.
However, on January 16, the College Attorney was advised by District
Attorney Joseph E. Hines that the United States Government had agreed to
the higher figure ($1,150,000).

This is being accepted by the College

in accord with the authorization of the Board.
President Edwards, the College Attorney, and the College
Engineers met with the District Attorney and representatives of the Corps

- 2 -

of Engineers yesterday to work out further details.

There is a report

on this meeting in the following Memorandum for the Record.

The

liability of the United States for the cost and operation of a sewage
treatment plant will be litigated in the U.

s.

District Court.

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD
The following paragraphs, giving further detail, constitute
a Memorandum for the Record conceming recent negotiation between Clemson
College and the Corps of Engineers:
United States Offer of $1,000,000:

On

December 13, 1960, Mr. Luttrell, Chief,

Acquisition Section, Lands Division, United States Department of Justice,
communicated an offer of settlement of the condemnation case to the attorneys
for the College.
1.

The offer was substantiaily as follows:

The College will be paid, as agreed, $115,000 as the Government's

share of the cost of replacing the raw water intake.

2.

The right of the College to withdraw water from the lake in the

amounts needed to serve the area now served and the normal growth of the area
will be recognized.
3.

The United States will pay to Clemson in full settlement of the

claim of the College for lands taken, buildings, severance damage, timber,

etc., subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Army and the Attorney
General, the sum of $1,000,000, which figure includes the sum of $459,152
already deposited in court of which the College has withdrawn $453,702.

this offer is accepted, the United States will also
(a)

Convey to the College, reserving flood rights, the surplus

Perry land of 85 acres in exchange for the estimated just

compensation paid into court for 43 .2 acres of the Clemson will
land amounting to $5,450 and the additional payment by the
College of $5,000.

If

- 3 -

(b)

Construct the 51,000 G.P.M. dewatering station and sewage

lift station in accordance with plans submitted.

The pumping

stations will be conveyed to the College on completion and the

College will accept title and responsibility for oper ation.

The

United States will pay to the College a sum which, if invested at
41 interest, will provide in principal and interest sufficient
sums to pay the estimated cost of maintenance and operation of the
sewage lift station for 15 years and of the dewatering pumps for

50 years.
(c)

The Corps of Engineers will mark all corners of the take

line, some with concrete monuments and the others with iron pins.
(d)

The Corps of Engineers will relocate the power line to the

hog barn.
(e)

The civil action pending in U.

s.

District Court will be

dismissed but the College will reserve the right to litigate
the liability of the United States for the cost and operation
of a sewage treatment plant, which suit would probably have to be
brought in the Court of Claims.
(f)

The College will release the United States from all claims

for damage for the taking of lands and for severance damage
to remaining properties excepting the claim of the College for payment for construction and operation of the sewage disposal plant.
This offer was submitted to the Hartwell Dam Subcolllllittee
along with the statement of the College Administration that the minimum
estimated cost of obtaining and improving lands and constructing replace-

ment buildings and facilities is the sum of $1,150,000.

The Hartwell

Dam Subcommittee recomnended that the offer be rejected and that a
counter-proposal be made for settlement according to the same terms for
the sum of $1,150,000.

- 4 -

Board action:

Reconunendation of the Hartwell Dam Subcolllllittee approved.

(Approved by individual votes of all Board members and to be confirmed
in meeting assembled at the next meeting of the Board.)
United States Offer of $1,050.000: On Wednesday, December 21, 1960,
President Edwards, in Washington on another matter, conveyed the counterproposal of the College to Mr. Luttrell.
On

Wednesday, Decembe r 28 , District Attorney Joseph E. Hines,

in conference with the College attorneys, raised the offer of the United
States to $1,050,000 and agreed that the College might reserve the right
to litigate the liability of the United States for the cost and operation of
the sewage treatment plant in the pending action in U. S. District Court,
the United States reserving the right to contend that the District Court
does not have jurisdiction but the s ettlement of the other issues in the
case not to be construed to dep rive the court of such jurisdiction as it has.
Conference in Savannah

.Q.!l

January~ and&, 1961:

On January 5 and 6, 1961,

Messrs . Wilson, Collins and Watkins conferred with representatives of the

Corps of Engineers in Savanna h.

Agreeme nt was reached as to the statement

of the right of the College to draw water from the lake and a stipulation
prepared covering the agreed value of the timber on the land taken, the
agreement of the Unitod Sta tes t o pay the $ 115 ,000 and the recognition of
the right of the Colle5e to draw water f rom the lake. These matters are not
related to the proposed settlement. Substantial agreement was reached on the
following matters which are related t o the proposed settlement:
1.

Slight changes in the des ign of the dewatering station recommended

by the College were agreed to by the Engineers.
2.

Information was exchanged on the basis of which the College can

estimate the cost of maintenance and operat i on of the dewatering pumps

and the sewage lift station.

- 5 -

3.

The Corps of Engineers acknowledged that any general release

proposed in connection with the settlement would exclude damages caused
by excessive seepage of water from the lake into the protected area.

The

demand of the College for $1,150,000 was repeated.
Acceptance

EX

the United States of Settlement Amount ($1,150,000):

On

January 16 the College Attorney was advised by District Attorney
Joseph E. Hines that the United States Government had agreed to the
higher figure ($1,150,000).

This is being accepted by the College

in accord with the authorization of the Board.
Meeting in Savannah~ January 18, 1961:

President Edwards, the College

Attorney, and the College Engineers met with the District Attorney and
representatives of the Corps of Engineers in Savannah on January 18.
Agreement was reached on all items (exclusive of the sewage treatment
plant) except the amount of money to be capitalized by the Corps of
Engineers with interest at 4 percent compounded semi-annually to pay the
operating costs of the de-watering pump station for a period of 50 years
and the sewage lift station for 15 years.

This problem could not be

resolved yesterday because neither the Corps of Engineers nor Clemson
College had sufficient engineering data to determine the operating costs
of these facilities.
Mr. Luttrell of the Justice Department and the District Attorney
agreed that the stipulation of all other items was approved.

The stipulation

embodying the various points is being prepared by the College Attorney in
collaboration with the District Attorney.

- 6 -

The stipulation will include provisions :

(1)

That the liability

of the United States ' for the cost and operation of a sewage treatment plant
will be litigated in the

u. s.

District Court, and (2) That College and

Corps of Engineers will work out jointly the cost of the de-watering pumping

station and sewage lift stations.
Respectfully submitted,

A£~:S

Clemson College Board of Trustees

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR
THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF SOUTH
CAROLINA, ANDERSON DIVISION
United States of America
Plaintiff
STl PULATION NO. I

-vs 7, 666. 90 acres of land, more
or less, situate in Anderson,

(Filed Feb. 3, 1961)

Cl A No. 2446

Oconee and Pickens Counties,
South Carolina, and the Clemson
Agricultural College of South
Carolina, et al, and Unknown
Owners ,
Defendants
This Stipulation entered into this 31st

day of January,

1961, by and between the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
hereinafter called the Plaintiff, and the CLEMSON
A GR I CULT U RA L COLL EGE OF SOUTH CA ROL I NA a n d t h e
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, hereinafter called the
Defendants.
WHEREAS, it has been determined to be advantageous
to both the Plaintiff and the Defendants to eliminate as

many issues as possible from the pending trial in these
proceedings and the Plaintiff and the Defendants have
agreed on certain matters that may , with the Court's
approval, be eliminated from consideration by the Court
and/or the Commission appointed by the Court, all as
hereinafter more fully set forth;
NOW, THEREFORE, it is hereby stipulated and agreed
by a n d bet wee n t h e P I a i n t i f f a n d_ Def e n d a n t s a s f o 11 ow s:

I.

(a)

That the Defendants shall have the

right to construct, operate and maintain
a raw water intake structure of its own
design at the location described in
Exhibit

11

A 11 attached hereto and by this

reference made a part hereof.
(b)

That in consideration of the obligation

on the part of the Defendants to construct ,
operate and maintain the water intake
facilities. as aforesaid, the Plaintiff shall,
upon approval of .this Stipulation by the
Court, pay into the registry of the Court
the sum of $115,000, as payment in full
for any damages to the existing raw water
intake facilities of the Defendants

- 2 -

I

that

may resul t from the Plaintiff ' s construction
and operation of the Hartwell Dam and
Reservoir Project, and it is specifically
understood and agreed that there shall be
no f.urther payment by the Plaintiff for
the construction, operation and maintenance
of the Defendants' water supply system as
it now exists or as it may exist in the future.
(c)

That the Defendants shall have the right

at all times to draw water from the Lake for
the use of CI ems on Co 11 eg e and the are as
which it now supplies, and reasonable additions to such areas resulting from normal
growth .

The area which it now serves is

generally delineated upon the map hereto
attached as Exhibit

11

8 11 •

The effective fil-

tering capacity of tile water supply system
at the date of tal<ing was about I, 800,000
g. p. d.

If at some date in the future it

becomes necessary to increase the water
supply system to a filtering capacity in
excess of 3,000,000 g. p. d. in order to
meet th e abov e requir ements, it s hall be
the r es µon sihility of th e Defendants to
notify th e Plaintiff prior to formulating

- 3 -

d ef i n i t e p I a n s f o r t h e ex pan s i o n of ·s u c h
facilities, provided, however, that the
right to withdraw water in excess of the
natural flow of the Seneca River at the
point of intake shall be subject to the
provisions of the Water Supply Act of
I 95 8 ( Pu b I i c La w 85 - 500 , Ti t I e I I I ).
2.

It is further stipulated and agreed between
the parties hereto that this agreement be
filed in Court and m~de a part of the
official Court Records in this proceeding
and that the Court shall enter such
judgments and/or orders as it may deem
necessary to substantiate and make effective the terms of this agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto
set their hands on the day and year first herein written.
U N I TE D STA TES OF AM ER I CA ,
Plaintiff
By (S) JOSEPH E. HINES
United States Attorney
WATKINS, VANDIVER, FREEMAN
& KIRVEN, Attorneys for
Clemson Agricultural College of
South Carolina and the State of
South Carolina
By (S) Wm. L. WATKINS
Member of Fi rm

- 4-

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLI NA
ANDERSON DIVISION
United States of America,
Plaintiff,
VS.

7,666.90 Acres of Land, More

STI PU LAT ION NO. 2

or Less, Situate in Anderson,
Oconee and Pickens Counties ,

CIA No. 2446

South Carolina, and the Clemson
Agricultural College of South
Carolina, et al, and Unknown
Owners,
Defendants.
Th i s St i p u I at i on en t e r ed i nt o t h i s _____ day o f
August, 1961 , by and between the UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, hereinafter called the Plaintiff, and the
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE OF SOUTH CAROL
and the STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, hereinafter call
the Defendants.

WHEREAS, it has been determined to be advantageous
to both the Plaintiff and the Defendants to eliminate as
many issues as possible from the pending trial in these
proceedings and the Plaintiff and the Defendants have
agreed on certain matters that may, with the Court's
approval, be eliminated from consideration by the
Court and/or the Commission appointed by the Court,
all as hereinafter more fully set forth ; and
WHEREAS, the parties have agreed that when the
undertakings herein set forth have been performed,
the obligation of the Plaintiff to pay to the Defendants
just compensation for the taking of the lands and
interests in lands as described in the Declaration of
Taking in this cause, including interest from the date
of taking, will have been fully discharged with the
exception of the elements of the claim described in
Paragraph 4 hereof.
NOW, THEREFORE, it is hereby stipulated and

ag

~d

by and between the Plaintiff and Defendants as follows:

""

I.

In exchange for the 43 . 20 acre parcel described
in the Declaration of Taking as Tract X-2425 ~ ~
(Said tract being a part of the lands devised
to the State of South Carolina under the will
of Thomas G. Clemson)

and upon the payment by

the Defendants to the Plaintiff of the additional sum of $5,000 , the Plaintiff, by the
Secretary of the Army, will convey to the
Defendant , the State of South Carolina, by
quit-claim deed, a tract of land in Oconee
County , South Carolina , on the West side of
Seneca River being a part of the lands acquired
by the Paintiff from Joseph W. Perry and being
particularly described in Exhibit I hereto attached and made a part hereof, reserving to the
Plaintiff a flowage easement over said tract as
defined in Paragraph 3(c) of the said Declaration
of Taking.

The estimated just compensation for

said Tract X-2425 in the amount of $5,450 is included in the sum of $459,152 deposited in the
Registry of this Courton October 22 , 1958.

In

view of the exchange of lands hereby stipulated,
said sum of $5,450 is to be returned to the Plaintiff.

The return of said sum to the Plaintiff

and the payment of said addition al sum of $5,000

shall be accomplished by a credit of $10,450
against the total agreed compensation as set
forth in Paragraph 3 hereof.
2.

The Plaintiff, at its expense, will construct
a storm drainage system of pumping capacity of
51,000 G. P. M. and a sewage lift station in
ac c o r dan c e w i t h p I a n s an d spe c i f i c at i o n s h er e tofore submitted to and approved by the Defendants .

(The capacity of the sewage lift pumps

may be reduced , if the Plaintiff so determines,
so long as capacity remains to discharge sewag e
from a population equivalent of 15,140 persons
at 100 gallons per person per day.)

Upon com-

pletion of the construction of the above systems
in accordance with said plans and specifications
and the acceptance thereof by the Plaintiff f r om
its contractor after such performance tests as the
Plaintiff customarily requires, title to the same,
together with an as sign men t of the rights of the
Plaintiff under the warranties of the contractors
and his suppliers , and a perpetual easement for
operation and maintenance over lands of the Plaintiff particularly described in Exhibit 2 here
and the non-e xclusive use of an access roa

es-

cribed in Exhibit 3 hereto , will be conveyed o
the Defendant, The Clem son Agricultural College

of South Carolina.

Upon payment to it of the

of $252,540, said Defendant will accept tit I e
thereto and will thereafter be solely respon
for the operation and maintenance of saids
Said Defendant shall maintain the area over which
it shall have the easement described in Exhibit
3 hereto.

The Plaintiff will prosecute to co ra/

pletion the construction of protective dikes,

e

relocation of sewage outfall lines and power lines
of the Defendant, the Clemson Agr·icu1tural College
of South Carolina, now under construction or contemplated for immediate construction.

Upon com-

pletion, said sewage outfall lines, along with
storm water lines will be co nveyed to the Defend ant, The Clemson Agricultural College of South
Ca r o I i n a, t og et h e r wi t h per pet u a l ea s e me n t s , f o r
the i r operation and main t e.n an c e, i n, on or ov e r
lands of the Plaintiff, described in Exhibits 4
and 5, respectively, hereto.

Also upon completion,

relocated power lines to the Hog Farm, togeth er with
perpetual easements for their operation and maintenance over lands of the Plaintiff, but particularly
described in Exhibit 6 hereto, will be conveye
the Defendant, The CI ems on Ag r i cu It u r al Co 11 e" e of
South Carolina, and said Defendant will accept

t i _t I e t h e r eto an d w i 11 t h e r eaf t e r be s o I e ly r e spo n sible for the operation and maintenance thereof.
However, any maintenance in the above described
areas which could possibly affect the lower diversion dam and dikes must have approval of the Plaintiff prior to commencement of the work involved.
Compliance with the provisions of this paragraph
will be accepted by the Defendants as payment in
full for any damages to the sewer and electrical
systems of the Defendants that may result from the
Plaintiff's construction and operation of the Hartwell Dam and Reservoir Project with the exception
of the claim described in and reserved to the Defendants by Paragraph 4 hereof.

It is understood that

$1,910 of the above sum represents the capitalized
cost for operating and maintaining for 15 years the
sewage lift station for the sewage from the outfall
line not owned by the College but which is intercepted by the interceptor line being installed by
t h e PI a i nt i-f f.
3.

That the sum of $1,150,000.00, together with the
other undertakings set forth, constitutes

jus.t

compensation for the entire taking of the lanlS'.
and interests in lands as described in the

Declaration of Taking filed in this cause, including any claims for damages resulting from
said taking, except the claim reserved in Par~
graph 4 hereof.

The sum of $459,152 was paid

into the Registry of this Court on October 22,
1958.

The Plaintiff is entitled to a credit

against the same in the amount of $10,450 as set
forth in Paragraph I hereof.

The Plaintiff will,

upon approval of this Stipulation by the Court,
pay i n to s u ch Reg i st r y th e ad di t i o n aI s u m of
$680,398, which amount together with such part
of the amount paid into such Registry on October
22, 1958, as has not already been withdrawn, may
be withdrawn by the Defendants upon proper ord·er.
4.

This Stipulation shall not be deemed to affect in
any way the right of the Defendant, The Clemson
Agricultural College of South Carolina, to litigate in this proceeding or in any court having
jurisdiction of the same its claim that it is
entitled to recover from the Plaintiff the cost
of constructing a sewage treatment plant, including engineering fees and expenses for designing
and supervising the construction thereof, an'1 the
cost of operating the same for a reasonable number
of years .

Nor shall this Stipulation be deemed to

affect any right of the Plaintiff to contend that
it is not liable to the Defendant for said costs
or any part of them, nor to confer jurisdiction of
the matter upon any court nor to deprive any co u rt
of jurisdiction.

There has been no other agreeme nt

regarding the sewage treatment facilities.

-5.

The Defendants, by signing this Stipulation, h ereby enter their appearance in this action and waiv e
all rights to a trial or hearing in this matter for
the determination of just compensation for said
t ak i n g, ex c ept t h e c I a i m set f o r t h i n Par ag r ap h 4.
The Defendants hereby warrant that they are the
owners of all lands described in the Declarat i on
of Taking, subject to all rights of way and easements existing at the time of taking and know of
no other adverse claims thereto.

That the Defend-

ants, upon performance by the Plaintiff of the
undertakings herein set forth, hereby waive any
rights or claims for damage which may result from
the taking involved herein and hereby stipulate
that the United States is hereby released therefrom
and from any claims for damages which might result from flooding of the protected area, exc ept
the flooding as may be caused by improper design ,

construction or maintenance, if any, of the
diversion and protective facilities being constructed by the Department of the Army th ~
the Corps of Engineers and its contractors.
6.

It is further stipulated and agreed between the
parties hereto that this agreement be filed in
court and made a part of the official court
records in this proceeding and that the court
shall enter such judgments as it may deem nece s sary to substantiate and make effective the term s
of this agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto set
their hands on the day and year first herein written.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiff

By

-----------United States Attorney

THE CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE OF SOUTH CAR OLI NA

By

-----------Of Watkins, Vandiver, Freeman, &
Kirven, Its Attorneys

THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA

By

- - - - - - - - - - --=
Its Attorney General

-•

RESOLUTION
July 24, 1961
egotiations with the United States Government Regarding
Hartwell Reservoir
Statement: As authorized by the Board of Trustees, the administration
has continued negotiations with the United States Government through
the District Attorney for the United States Court for the Western District
of South Carolina. Agreements which have been reached as embodied
in two stipulations are herewith submitted for Board corfirmation and
approval.
Stipulation No. I attached hereto was based upon previous Board
approval as stated in a memorandum to all members of the Board under
date of January 19, 1961. This stipulation has been signed by Wi Iii am L
Watkins of the firm of Watkins, Vandiver, Freeman and Kirven as
representatives of the college. It has been filed under date of February 3,
1961, in the United States District Court for the Western District of
South Carolina, Anderson Division.
Stipulation No. 2 embodies further agreements reached and is
submitted for Board approval at this time.
Recommendations: It is recommended:
That Stipulation No. I be confirmed by the Board and that
William L Watkins be confirmed as the representative of the College
duly authorized to sign this stipulation.
(I)

(2) That the agreements specified in Stipulation No. 2 be approved
by the Boa rd.

;.~ .:.:r~;.

(3) That the President of the College and the College Attorney
be authorized to approve any minor changes in the language of
Stipulation No. 2 provided such editorial changes do not affect the
agreements embodied in th is stipulation.
(4) That William L Watkins of the firm of Watkins, Vandiver,
Freeman and Kirven be designated to sign Stipulation No. 2 as the
duly authorized representative of the College.
Approved

-------Signature

Disapproved

------

---------

{

AGENDA - RECOMMENDATIONS AND REPORTS

for the meeting of
The Board of Trustees
of
The Clemson Agricultural College
November 10, 1961
Luncheon Meeting
12 noon
Legion Room
Wade Hampton Hotel
Columbia

{

(

(

AGENDA FOR THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
on
November 10, 1961
(Subject to Revision by the Board)

{

(

I.
II.
III.

ROLL CALL
MINUI'ES OF THE MEETING OF JUNE 5, 1961
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONSIDERATION
Recommendations of the Board Committees are presented on
the pages immediately following this outline of the agenda.

IV.
{

COMMITrEE REPORTS
Reports of the Board Conmittees are presented herewith,
following the tab guides as labeled for each committee.

V.

ADDITIONAL ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION
Additional recommendations and informational items will be
presented as developed prior to the Board Meeting.

VI.

DATE FOR THE MARCH MEETING OF THE BOARD
("Stated Meeting Date" is March 16)

VII.

REVIEW OF PRESS RELEASE ON BOARD MEETING

VIII.
IX.

(

FINAL ROLL CALL VOTE
ADJOURNMENT

(

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONSIDERATION
by the
Clemson College Board of Trustees
(

November 10, 1961
(

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE EXECU!IVE COMMITTEE (Items l - 12)
Budget Request for 1962-1963
Conunittee Recommendation: It is recommended that the Summary Budget Request
for 1962-1963 be approved as presented separately.
(

/

2. Hartwell Reservoir -- Stipulations of Agreement with the United States
Government
Statement: As authorized by the Board of Trustees, the Administration has
negotiated with the United States Government through the District Attorney
relative to the case of United States of America, Plaintiff:::::!.!.=.. 7,666.90
acres of land,~ 2!. less, situate in Anderson, Oconee and Pickens Counties,
South Carolina, and the Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina,~ al,
and Unknown Owners, Defendants. Presented herewith for confirmation and approval of the Board in meeting assembled are Stipulation No. 1 and Stipulation
No. 2 as filed on February 3, 1961, and August 18, 1961, respectively, in the
United States District Court for the Western District of South Carolina, Anderson Division. Also submitted for confirmation of the Board in meeting assembled
is the authorization of William L. Watkins of the firm of Watkins, Vandiver,
Freeman and Kirven to sign these stipulations as the duly authorized representative of the College.
All agreements embodied in the Stipulations have been previously
approved by individual votes of Board members. Agreements in Stipulation
No. 1 were approved by a poll of Board members in Decenilier 1960 as indicated
in a memorandum to all members of the Board dated January 19, 1961. Stipulation
No. 1 in full was also confirmed by mail vote of the Board in response to a
memorandum to all members of the Board dated July 24, 1961. Also in response
to the July 24, 1961, memorandum, the Board by individual votes (1) approved
all agreements embodied in Stipulation No. 2, (2) authorized the President of
the College and the College Attorney to approve any minor changes in the
language of Stipulation No, 2 provided such editorial changes did not affect
the agreements embodied in the Stipulation, (3) confirmed William L. Watkins
as the representative of the College authorized to sign Stipulation No. 1,
and (4) designated William L. Watkins as the duly authorized representative
of the College to sign Stipulation No. 2.

Committee Recommendation:
meeting assembled:

It is recommended that the Board of Trustees in

(1) Confirm and approve Stipulation No. 1 attached hereto and
all agreements embodied therein.
(2) Confirm and approve Stipulation No. 2 attached hereto and
all agreements embodied therein.
(3) Confirm and approve William L. Watkins of the firm of Watkins,
Vandiver, Freeman and Kirven as the duly authorized representative of the
College designated to sign St~pulations No. 1 and No. 2 as attached hereto.

V
r

{

3.

Sewage Disposal Plant

Statement: On December 22, 1960, the Executive Committee adopted, and the
Board later confirmed, a policy that a complete treatment sewage disposal
plant would be constructed and in operation not later than December 31, 1963.
This action was necessary to secure the required approval of the South Carolina
State Board of Health Water Pollution Control Authority for the construction
of two new dormitories, which approval. was granted with the provision that
the sewage disposal plant is constructed and is in operation by the date indicated.
Subsequent developments in this matter are swnmarized in the
attached letter of President Edwards to Attorney General McLeod (July 28,1961)
and the attached reply from the Attorney General (August 16, 1961). These
developments have included (1) a desire by the United States Government to
make post-impoundment studies over a period of two years after the reservoir
is filled and prior to the operation of a disposal plant, which would delay
the operation of the plant until 1965 or 1966, (2) an indication by one
government official that if the sewage treatment plant should be placed in
operation by December 31, 1963, the United States Government would probably
seek an injunction against its use, (3) a refusal by the South Carolina State
Board of Health Water Pollution Control Authority to extend beyond December 31,
1963 the date when the sewage treatment plant would have to be in operation,
(4) an appeal to the Attorney General for advice in this matter (letter of
July 28, 1961), and (5) the advice of the Attorney General (letter of August· 16,
1961) "that construction of the sewage disposal plant should proceed as planned
and as directed and approved by the Water Pollution Control Authority with
the target date of completion being December 31, 1963."
Following the advice of the Attorney General, and upon approval of
the Chairman of the Executive Committee and the President of the Board, the
College has secured the services of B. P. Barber and Associates, Inc., as
Engineers in the design and supervision of construction of the Sewage Disposal
Facilities and appurtenances. Similarly approved were the decisions (1) that
such advanced planning fees as are needed on this project should be advanced
from the college restricted account, "Land Use Area Timber Sales", and (2)
that the College should apply as soon as practicable for a Federal grant of
thirty percent of the cost of the waste treatment plant.
- 2 -

Nothing in any of these developments or in the actions recommended
below affects in any way the right of the College to litigate in the Hartwell
Dam proceedings or in any court having jurisdiction of the same its claim
that it is entitled to recover from the United States the cost of constructing
a sewage treatment plant, including engineering fees and expenses for designing
and supervising the construction thereof, and the cost of operating the same
for a reasonable number of years.
Committee Recommendations: It is recommended (1) That the Administration be
authorized to proceed with plans and specifications for the construction of
a complete treatment sewage disposal plant, (2) That the selection of B. P.
Barber and Associates, Inc., as Engineers for this project be confirmed, (3)
That such advanced planning fees as are needed on this project be advanced
from the college restricted account, "Land Use Area Timber Sales", (4) That
an application for a Federal grant of thirty percent of the cost of the waste
treatment plant be authorized and R. M. Cooper, President of the Board, designated to execute this application on behalf of the College, and (5) That, in
taking these actions, the college reassert the responsibility of the United
States to provide funds for the cost of constructing and operating this
facility.
/

4.
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Sanitary Sewer Outfall

6

Statement: In the interim between meetings, upon consultation with the
Chairman of the Executive Committee and the President of the Board, bids were
solicited, received'and opened on the construction of a Sanitary Sewer Outfall.
There were three bona fide proposals as follows:
Terry Construction Co., Grecnville •••••••••••••••• $18,342.80
Harold A. Pickens & Sons, Anderson •••••••••••••••• 19,370.79
G. E. Moore, Construction Co., Greenwood••••••••• 20,402.08
The Kellett Plumbing Company, Greenville, submitted a bid for $18,197.00 but
did not provide the necessary bid bond in time for this proposal to be considered.
Upon approval by the Chairman of the Executive Committee and the
President of the Board, and with authorization of the State Budget and Control
Board, the contract has been awarded to the bona fide low bidder, Terry Construction Company, in the amount of $18,342.80.
Committee Recouunendation: That the above actions, including the award of the
Sanitary Sewer Outfall contract to Terry Construction, be confirmed.
5.

Classroom Building Contract

Confirmation of Interim Action

Statement: On June 7, 1961, detailed information was mailed to all members
of the Board concerning the bids on the construction of the Classroom Building
(Mathematics and English) as opened publicly at 2 p. m. that day (June 7, 1961).
At that time, in order that the contract would be safely within the estimated
funds available, the administration recouunended and the Board approved acceptance
of deductive alternate 1 and the award of the contract to Roberson Construction
Company in the amount of $1,094,222. Later, however, it was determined that
sufficient funds were available to reinstate the construction work eliminated
by alternate 1 and this was accomplished by a change-order, all of which has
been approved by the State Budget and Control Board. Roberson Construction
Company was the lowest bidder on either basis, with or without acceptance of
alternate 1.
- 3 -

Committee Recommendations: (1) That the interi111 action of a\1arding the contract to Roberson Construction Company be confirmed, and (2) That the subsequent
action of reinstating the construction work eliminated by alternate 1 be approved.
~

6.

Right-of-Way Easements -- Confirmation of Interim Actions

Statement: In the interim between meetings, the Pr esident of the Board, upon
recommendation of the administration, has approved right -of-way easements as
identified below:
Right-of-way easement to Blue Ridge Electric Cooperative,
Inc. -- 20' R/W approximately 100' long and a 10' R/W,
approximately 700' iong in the Coneross Division of Clemson College lands as shown on a sketch, a portion of Map
10-F, Hartwell Reservoir Project.
(

s.

C. Highway Easement Docket No. 4.528 -- Construction of
a section of the State Highway from Route No. 24 to Routes
No. 28 and 76 on Route No. 187. Width 75 feet, that is 37\
feet on each side of the center line of highway.

s. c.

Highway Easement Docket No. 39.378.1 -- Construction of
a section of the State Highway from Clemson, s. c. to Easley,
s. C. on Route No. 123. Width 1501 to 180', more particularly
shown on plan sheets No. 26 and 69 of the plans for docket
No. 39.378.1 and containing approximately 1.66 acres.

'

S. C. Highway Easement Docket No.
of a section of the State Highway
Intersection with Road 22 on Road
is 33 feet on each side of center

37.42.A. -- Construction
from Road 65 to Near
37. Width 66 feet, that
line of highway.

Right-of-way Easement to Duke Power Company near Clemson
College Sheep Fann and crossing State Road S. c. 56 and
more particularly shown on a map attached to easement.
Right-of-way easement dated June 28, 1961, to the Carolina
Pipeline Co. for an underground gas main across lands of
the Sandhill Experiment Station at Pontiac, S. c., for a
consideration of $435.00.
Right-of-way easement dated June 27, 1961, to Blue Ridge
Electric Cooperative, Inc., to relocate its power line on
lands of the College near Seneca Creek. This relocation
was necessitated by Hartwell Dam Basin.
Right-of-way easement to Duke Power Company scross lands
of the College extending from U.S. Highways 123 and 76
to the industrial site authorized by action of the Board
on June 5, 1961. The consideration for this grant was
$828.00.
Corrnnittee Recommendation: That the granting of the right-of-way easements
identified above be confirmed.
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v

7.

IndustTial

~

-- Confirmation of Sale of Lnnd

Statement: At the June 5, 1961 meeting, the Board authorized the sale to an
industrial concern of approximately one hundred acres of L. u. lands, located
on the southernly side of U.S. Highway 123, west 0£ privately owned Royal
Acres housing development, at a selling price of three hundred dollars per acre.
On July 25, 1961 this transaction was concluded and 82.07 acres were deeded
to W. Francis Marion, as attorney, for a con s ideration of twenty-four thousand
six hundred twenty-one dollars ($2l~, 621.00).
Committee Recommendation:
confirmed.

vs.

It is recommended that the above sale of land be

Refund Policy 2!!. Student Fees

Statement: Presently, the refund policy applying to all students as it relates
to tuition and other academic fees is as follows:
"Charges for periods of attendance of five weeks or less
during a semester shall be made on the following basis:
Two weeks or less

20%

More than 2 but not more than 3 weeks

4,0%

More than 3 but not more than 4 weeks

60%

More than 4 but not more than 5 weeks

80%

More than 5 weeks

100% "

The President of the United States has ordered a build-up of the
armed forces in view of continued ,mrld tension and the current situation in
Berlin. Students are receiving tl1elr orders to active duty, and, therefore,
are being forced to discontinue their enrollment.
Committee Recommendation: That effective with the beginning of the 1961-62
school session and ccmtinuing until tenninated by the 13oard of Trustees, any
student required to discontinue his enrollli1ent to report for active duty in ·
the armed forces of the United States shall be refunded paid tuition, maintenance and activities fee and medical fee on a daily pro rata basis, holidays
excepted, instead of the percentage basis now being used, provided, that such
discontinuance of enrollment is the result of circumstances, conditions, or
actions over which the student has no control •
../ 9.

Dismantling Old Residences

Statement: A total of 41 Old College residences remain on or near the crunpus,
the majority of these units having been constructed between the dates of 1893 and
1914. It has become increasingly difficult to keep these homes occupied since
they cannot be economically maintained or provided \lith modern facilities and
conveniences comparable to those required by tenants and available in other units.
In addition, to develop the campus in accordance with the College Master Plan,
many of the residences will have to be removed from their present locations.

- 5 -

Committee Recommendation: It is recommended that the administ~ation be
authorized to have any or all of these residences dismantled and removed
from the premises at such time as reasonable occupancy of these units cannot
be maintained or when their locations prohibit the proper development of
the campus.
~

10.

§ill

and Water Conservation Field Station

Statement: The Congress has appropriated to the Agricultural Research
Service USDA funds for the establishment of a Soil and Water Conservation
Field Station in the vicinity of Florence, South Carolina. A tract of
land on the Pee Dee Experiment Station has been selected which is highly
suitable for this facility. The particular site selected fronts Highway
52 from Florence to Darlington and is approximately 800 feet along the
highway and approximately l,000 feet deep. The topography of this site
is well suited to the establishment of this type of facility, and is
located on soil which is not particularly useful in any future research
plans of Clemson College.
Committee Recommendation: That the College Administration be authorized
to deed without cost to the appropriate Federal Agency a tract of land
approximately 800 by l,000 feet for the establishment of a Soil and Water
Conservation Field Station on land occupied by the Pee Dee Experiment
Station, Florence, South Carolina.

v

11.

Land for Summerville~ Strip at Coast Experiment Station

Statement: An Airport Cot1111ittee from the Town of Summerville, South
Carolina, has requested that Clemson make available through the South
Carolina Aeronautics Commission an area of land at the Coast Experiment
Station, Summerville, South Carolina, for the construction of an air
strip. A suitable strip located on the western boundary of this Station
can be made available which does not interfere seriously with the present
or future contemplated research programs. The strip requested lies along
the western boundary of the Coast Station property and will cover an area
of 200 feet wide ·and 3,000 feet long.
An additional strip for parking
planes will be required in an adjacent strip 200 by 400 feet parallel to
the main air strip. The property will be made available to the South
Carolina Aeronautics Commission for a minimum of 25 years with appropriate
provisions for termination. The Commission will agree to have the facility
constructed at no cost to Clemson College and will further agree to maintain
the facility. The Commission will also make the necessary arrangements with
Dorchester County officials to relocate fences, provide drainage facilities,
and provide an access road off the highway to the strip involved. The
airport will be used mainly by business people of Sunnerville and could be
of value to Clemson in the future.
Committee Recommendation: That the College Administration be authorized to
make available to the South Carolina Aeronautics Commission a site for a
landing strip at the Coast Experiment Station by lease or appropriate agreement in accord with the conditions outlined above.
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12. Suit Against t!_. B. Kahn Construction Company and Chas . J. Craig Construction Company
Statement: On December 22, 1960, the Executive Committee took action, confirmed by the Board on March 22, 1961, instructing the Attorney General and
the College Attorney "to enter suit against M. B. Kahn Construction Company
and Chas. J. Craig Construction Company to recover for the College the amounts
of the respective bid bonds furnished by them, or so much thereof as may be
recoverable by law." This action was taken with reference to the bids submitted by these companies as opened publicly on December 15, 1960, on
construction of two new dormitory units. Appropriate legal steps have been
taken in this matter .
Committee Recommendation: That the Executive Conunittee be authorized to
act for the full Board on the above matter including any further steps to
be taken, decisions to be made and final settlement.

JOINT RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE EXRCUIIVE AND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEES (Items 13 - 14)
r

13.

Physics Building -- Extension of Con$truction T.lme

Statement: The Physics Building contract with General
provided for specific completion dales and for $100.00
per calendar day of delay. The contract also provided
extension by the Architect upon j ustifiable request of
specific procedures outlined in the contract.

Cons truction Company
of liquidated damages
for the granting of an
the contractor under

The Physics Building was not completed on schedule. Since the
contractor had not officially requested an extension, the Architects, Baker
and Gill, recommended in July that the liquidated damages be enforced. In
September, however, after reviewing the matter, the Architect decided (1)
that the delay was justifiable, (2) that if the contractor had requested an
extension of 75 days in strict accordance with the contract, the extension
would have been granted, and (3) that liquidated dama3cs could be enforced
only on a technicality. The Architect recommends a 75-day extension without
liquidated damages.
Recommendation of Corrunittees: It is recommended that, in accord with the
recommendation of Baker and Gill, Architects, the General Construction
Company be granted a 75-day extension of completion dates in the Physics
Building contract without being subject to liquidated damages.
ll1.

Dormitory Expansion

Statement: The firm of W. E. Freeman, Jr., and Associates has served as the
architect on the two dormitories currently being completed. Since these
dormitories constitute two units of a five-unit complex in the master plan
for student housing, it will be economical to continue the same architect
on the other units. On March 22, 1961, the Board authorized construction
of the third and fourth units when needed for increased enrollment, and
planning of the third unit should be initiated at this time.
Recoll¥llendation of Committees: That the firm of w. E. Freeman, Jr., and
Associates be designated at this time as architect for the third unit of
the five-unit dormitory complex.
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATIONAL

POLICY AND STUDENT AFFAIRS

(Items 15 - 20)

~1s.

Summer School Sessions -- Extension of Program~ Plan for Year-Around
Operations

(

Statement: Following intensive study of varied proposals for year-around
operation of the College's academic programs, the administration has drawn
up a plan whereby the present nine-week summer school will be extended to
twelve weeks, and broken into two terms. This arrangement will allow
students to expedite their college careers, will best utilize the faculty
and staff, and will enable the College to expand its offeri.ngs, both undergraduate and graduate, without disrupting regular short-course programs.
In order to give full-time drive and purpose to the expanded sununer session,
the administration proposes to appoint a director of Summer School who will
sit as a member of the Educational Council and report directly to the Dean
of the College.
Committee Recommendation: It is reconunended that the Boa~~ ~oprove the
interim action of the administration to offer a twelve-week summer session,
divided into two terms, and guided by a full-time director.
~ 16.

Director of the Summer Sessions and Extended Programs

Statement: In view of pending enlargeme11t of tht ::,ummer School and added
emphasis on extended educational services durin g the regular academic year,
the administration proposes to appoint a director who will devote full time
to these activities. This director will report to t he Dean c '" the College
and will be a voting member of the Educational Council.
As Director of Summer Sessions he will promote Summer School
attendance through the publication and dissemination of the Summer School
Bulletin and related materials; he will work closely with department heads
and others in planning and coordinating such special summer academic programs as short courses and institutes; he will assist and advise the Registrar
and the deans in matters related to the scheduling of summer activities; and
he will recouunend ways and means of in1proving summe r session activities.
As Director of extended pro gr ams, working ln coope ration with his
administrative colleagues, he will have the res ponsib i l ity of promotion,
organization, and coordination of special non-research academic programs
(on and off-campus) in areas other than a griculture and home economics.
Extended services will include not only s hort courses and adult
educational programs, but also such areas of cultural and educational
activity as the college lecture and seminar series and the college concert
s eri es.
Dr. Claud B. Green, who joined the Clemson faculty in 1940, is
proposed for appointment as Director of the Sununer Sessions and Extended
Programs. He is 47 years of age, a native of Georgia, and holds the Ph.D.
degree in English from Duke University. He is currently a professor of
American literature. He has served as Acting Head of the Department of
English and Modern Languages; as chairman of the College Lecture Conunittee;
as Chairman of the College Honors Program Conunittee; and as president of
- 8 -

the Faculty Senate. He is an author, an especially skillful teacher, and
a man who possesses demonstrated administrative ability. As president of
the Faculty Senate he has appeared before the Board Conmittee and the full
Board on several occasions.
Committee Recommendation: It is recommended that Dr. Claud B. Green be
appointed Director of the Summer Sessions and Extended Programs, effective
January 1, 1962.
f

(

17.

Transfer Students -- Deadline for Acceptance

Statement: Since the adoption of the new Admissions Policy in June, 1961,
the need for a deadline date Qf acceptance of transfer students has become
apparent. In order to properly screen such students, all application materials must be in the hands of the Director of Admissions at least two
weeks prior to the date of matriculation. Exceptions to this two-week
limitation should be made only in cases where the receipt of mid-year grade
transcripts has been unavoidably delayed.
Committee Recommendation: It is recommended that the administration be
authorized to establish for each academic semester and for the summer
sessions an appropriate special deadline for the acceptance of transfer students.
18.

Bachelor o f ~ ~ Master of Arts Degrees -- Authorization Requested

Statement: For some years Clemson College has offered a curriculwn in Arts
and Sciences under the School of Arts and Sciences. The degree awarded to
the graduates of this curriculum is the B. s. degree. In many respects the
contents of this course of study parallel that of a recipient of an A.B.
degree, but there are several fundamental differences. For instance, the
number of hours required for graduation is much greater than that required
for an A. B. degree and the amount of mathematics and physical sciences required is also much greater than for comparable A. B. programs in other
institutions. The result has been the loss to Clemson of many superior students who wish to take a normal A. B. program. This has worked a hardship
on young men and women living in the northwestern part of South Carolina who
wish to pursue a course of study in a state institution near their home.
With the rapid increase of college age students in the state, it
seems logical that Clemson should expand to serve as an institution providing
the bachelor of arts courses to those students in the area contiguous to the
College. At the present time, Clemson is one of only ten Land-Grant colleges
in the country that does not have A.B. and M.A. programs.
The possibility of an A.B. and an M.A. curriculwn has been studied
by a special committee of the faculty and it is believed that almost no
additional faculty would be required for such a program. Recruitment of
outstanding faculty in the English and Social Sciences areas would be much
facilitated and it would be much easier to retain those we already have.
The service to the ' students in the northwestern part of South Carolina and
adjacent areas of Georgia would be most logical and welcome.
Committee Recommendation: It is recommended that Clemson College be
authorized to offer the Bachelor of Arts and the Master of Arts degrees
at such time as may seem best to the administration.
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./ 19. Two-Year Program in Agriculture
Statement: In March, 1961, the School of Agriculture was directed to study
the advisability of offering a two-year, non-degree educational program in
agriculture, similar to that now being offered by North Carolina State
College. This study has proceeded under the direction of Dr. J. w. Jones,
and a report has been made to the Administration. This report points out the
lack of success other states have had with such programs; the heavy cost
involved; and the fact that there is little or no faculty interest in such
endeavors. It is the consensus of the School of Agriculture that an expanded
effort in short-course and demonstration work would better meet the needs of
farm people in the state.
COtl11littee Reconrnendation: It is recommended (1) that the School of Agriculture
not initiate a two-year program at this time, and (2) that a continuing study
be made of this matter in view of pending developments of two-year educational
programs in the state.

(

\..

20.

Acting

~

of

~

School of Engineering

Statement: Following the untimely death of Dean Walter Lowry on September 14,
the administration, acting under interim authority, appointed Dr. R. W.
Moorman, Acting Dean of the School of Engineering, and members of the Board
were notified of this action. (Procedures are under way to select a new Dean
of the School of Engineering and it is anticipated that an additional recommendation will be presented through the Committee on Educational Policy and
Student Affairs for consideration of the Board on November 10.)
Committee Recommendation: It is recommended that the Board confirm the
interim appointment of Dr. R. W. Moorman to serve as Acting Dean of the
School of Engineering from September 14, 1961, until a new Dean is selected

t;:dto;~~~ r

RECOMMENDATION OF THE AGRICULTURAL REGULATORY COMMITTEE (Item 21)
21.

Economic Poison Act -- Proposed Amendment

Conunittee Recommendation: It is recommended that the Legislative Committee
To Study the Use and Sale of Insecticides and Related Products Used to Control
Insects and Pests Affecting Crop Yields be requested to recommend as early as
possible in the next session of General Assembly of South Carolina the following
amendments to the South Carolina Economic Poison Act (R310,S 59):
(1) That Section 2, page 7, be amended by inserting
the words each of in two places in the sentence beginning
"For the purposes of defraying expenses •••• ", with the
amended sentence to read in full as follows:
- 10 -

(

r

For the purposes of defraying expenses connected with
the enforcement of this act, the registrant shall pay
to the South Carolina State Crop Pest Commission an
annual inspection fee of twenty dollars for each of
the first ten brands and grades to be offered for sale
in this State; and ten dollars for each of the next
twenty brands and grades.
(2) That Section 3, page 8, be amended by deleting two
words agricultural chemical and substituting therefor
the words economic poison, with the amended section to read
in full as follows:
SECTION 3. Act No. 541 of 1954 is amended by adding
new Section 4.1 which shall read as follows:

(

"Section 4.1. It shall be unlawful for any
economic poison manufacturer to do business in this
State until he has made application for and received a
license from the State Crop Pest Commission. The
license fee for economic poi~on · manufacturers shall be
fifty dollars per annum. 11

(
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORT
to the
(

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
November 10, 1961
The Executive Corranittee met at The Wade Hampton Hotel in Columbia
on October 20, 19610 Members of the Committee present were Edgar A. Brown,
presiding, James F. Byrnes, Robert R. Coker, W. Gordon McCabe, Jr., and R. M.
Cooper,~ officio member. Others present were R. C. Edwards, Melford A.
Wilson, J. K. Williams and G. E. Netz , Secretary.

(

1. Informational Report. The summary volume of the Clemson Institutional
Self-Study prepared for the Commission on Colleges and Universities of the
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools was received by the
Committee as information. This volume, dated August 1961, was mailed to all
members of the Board on September 21, 1961.
2. Recommendations. Items considered and approved by the Executive Committee
for presentation to the Board are embodied as Items 1 - 14 in the agenda for
this meeting of November 10. Attachments referred to in these items are
attached to this report.
One additional item, as considered by the Executive Committee on
October 20, is presented below.
3.

f.• !i• !i• Calhoun Will and Request of ~ · Calhoun

A letter from Mrs. F. H. H. Calhoun to Mr. R. M. Cooper dated
October 19, 1961, was presented to the Committee. Since Mrs. Calhoun
requested certain actions on the part of the College which apparently
would be in variance from stipulations in the Will of her husband, the late
F. H. H. Calhoun, the Couunittee suggested that further information and legal
opinion be secured. In particular, Mr. Byrnes and Mr. Brown suggested that
Mrs. Calhoun's letter be referred to Mr. W. L. Watkins, College Attorney,
with the request that he prepare an opinion as to what precisely can be done
by the College in the matter.
(

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR
THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF SOUTH
CAROLI NA, AN DER SON DIVIS I ON
United States of America
(

Plaintiff

-vs -

STl PULA Tl ON NO. I

7, 666. 90 acres of land, more
or less, situate in Anderson,

(Filed Feb. 3, 1961)

Cl A No. 2446

Oconee and Pickens Counties,
South Carolina, and the Clemson
Agricultural College of South
Carolina, et al, and Unknown
Owners,
Defendants
This Stipulation entered into this 31st

day of January,

1961, by and between the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
hereinafter called the Plaintiff, and the CLEMSON
A GR I CULT U RA L COLL EGE OF SOUTH CA ROL I NA a n d t h e
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, hereinafter called the
Defendants .
WHEREAS, it has been determined to be advantageous
to both the Plaintiff and the Defendants to eliminate as

many issues as possible from the pending trial in these
(

proceedings and the Plaintiff and the Defendants have
agreed on certain matters that may , with the Court's
approval , be eliminated from consideration by the Court
and/or the Commission appointed by the Court, all as
hereinafter more fully . set forth;
NOW, THEREFORE, it is hereby stipulated and agreed
(

by and between th e P I a i n tiff an d_ Defendants as f o 11 ow s:

I.

(a)

That the Defendants shall have the

right to construct, operate and maintain
(

a raw water intake structure of its own
design at the location described in
Exhibit "A" attached hereto and by this
reference made a part hereof.
(b)

That in consideration of the obligation

on the part of the Defendants to construct ,
operate and maintain the water intake
f ac i I i t i e s. as af o r es a i d, t h e PI a i n t i ff s h a 11,
upon approval of .this Stipulation by the
Court, pay into the registry of the Court
the sum of $115,000, as payment in full
for any damages to the existing raw water
intake facilities of the Defendants , that
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may result from the Plaintiff's construction
and operation of the Hartwell Dam and
Reservoir Project, and it is specifically
understood and agreed that there shall be
no f _u rther payment by the Plaintiff for
the construction, operation and maintenance
of the Defendants' water supply system as
(

it now exists or as it may exist in the future.
(c)

That the Defendants shall have the right

at all times to draw water from the Lake for
the use of CI ems on Co 11 eg e and the are as
which it now supplies, and reasonable addi(

tions to such areas resulting from normal
growth.

The area which it now serves is

generally delineated upon the map hereto
attached as Exhibit

11

8 11 •

The effective fil-

tering capacity of the water supply system
at the date of taking was about 1,800,000
g. p. d.

If at some date in the future it

becomes necessary to increase the water
supply system to a filtering capacity in
excess of 3, CJOO, 000 g. p. d. in order to
meet the above requirements, it shall be
the resµonsillility of the Defendants to
notify the Plaintiff prior to formulating
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def i n i t e p I an s f o r t h e ex pa n s i o n of ·s u c h

(

facilities, provided, however, that the
right to withdraw water in excess of the
natural flow of the Seneca River at the
point of intake shall be subject to the
provisions of the Water Supply Act of

I 958 ( Pu b I i c La w 85 - 5 00, Ti t I e I I I ) .
(

2.

It is further stipulated and agreed between
the parties hereto that this agreement be
filed in Court and m~de a part of the
official Court Records in this proceeding
and that the Court shall enter such

(

judgments and/or orders as it may deem
necessary to substantiate and make effective the terms of this agreement.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto
set their hands on the day and year first herein written.
UN IT ED ST ATES OF AMER I CA,
Plaintiff
By (S) JOSEPH E. HINES
United States Attorney
'

WATKINS, VANDIVER, FREEMAN
& KIRVEN, Attorneys for
Clemson Agricultural College of
South Carolina and the State of
South Carolina
By (S) Wm. L. WATKINS
Member of Fi rm
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EXHIBITS

(Note:
(

All exhibits indicated 1n the

above Stipulation will be presented at
the meeting)

(
r

(

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA
ANDERSON DIVISION
United States of America,
Plaintiff,
VS.

7,666.90 Acres of Land, More
or Less, Situate in Anderson,
Oconee and Pickens Counties,

STI PU LAT ION NO. 2
(Filed August 18, 1961)
C/ A No. 2446

South Carolina, and the Clemson
Agricultural College of South
(

Carolina, et al, and Unknown
Owners ,
Defendants.

This Stipulation entered into this 18th

day of

August, 1961, by and between the UNITED STATES OF
AMER I CA, hereinafter ca 11 ed the P I a inti ff, and the
(

CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE OF SOUTH CAROLI NA
and the STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA , hereinafter called
the Defendants .
WHEREAS, it has been determined to be advantageous
·to both the Plaintiff and the Defendants to eliminate as
many issues as possible from the pending trial in these
proceedings and the Plaintiff and the Defendants have

agreed on certain matters that may, with the Court's
approval, be eliminated from consideration by the
Court and/or the Commission appointed by the Court,
all as hereinafter more fully set forth; and
WHEREAS, the parties have agreed that when the
undertakings herein set forth have been performed,
the obligation of the Plaintiff to pay the Defendants
just compensation for the taking of the lands and
interests in lands as described in the Declaration of
Taking in this cause, including interest from the date
of taking, will have been fully discharged with the
{

exception of the elements of the claim described in
Paragraph 4 hereof.
NOW, ·THEREFORE, it is hereby stipulated and agreed
by and between the Plaintiff and Defendants as follows:

I.

In exchange for the 43. 20 acre parcel described
in the Dec I a ration of Taking as Tract X -2 42 5
(Said tract being a part of the lands devised
to the State of South Carolina under the will
of Thomas G. Clemson)

and upon payment by

the Defendants to the Plaintiff of the additional sum of $3,000, the Plaintiff, by the
Secretary of the Army, will convey to the
Defendant, the State of South Carolina, by
quit-claim deed, a tract of land in Oconee
County, South Carolina, on the West side of
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Seneca River being a part of the lands acquired
'

by the Plaintiff from Joseph W. Perry and being
particularly described in Exhibit I hereto attached and made a part hereof, reserving to the
Plaintiff a flowage easement over said tract as
defined in Paragraph 3(c) of the said Declaration
of Taking.

The estimated just compensation for

(

said Tract X-2425 in the amount of $5,450 is included in the sum of $459,152 deposited in the
Registry of this Court o-n October 22, 1958.

In

view of the exchange of lands hereby stipulated,
said sum of $5,450 is to be returned to the Plaintiff.

The return of said sum to the Plaintiff

and the payment of said additional sum of $3,000
shall be accomplished by a credit of $8,450
against the total agreed compensation as set
forth in Paragraph 3 hereof.
2.

Th e P I a i n t i ff , at i t s exp e n s e, w i 11 con st r uc t
a storm drainage system of pumping capacity of
51 , 000 G. P. M. and a sewage lift station in
accordance with plans and specifications heretofore submitted to and approved by the Defendants.

Upon completion of the construction of

the above systems in accordance with said plans
and specifications and the acceptance thereof
by t h e P I a i n t i f f f r o m i t s c o n 1· r a c t o r af t e r s u c h
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performance tests as the Plaintiff customarily
requires, titie to the same, together with an
assignment of the rights of the Plaintiff under
the warranties of the contractors and their
suppliers, and a perpetual easement for operation
and maintenance over lands of the Plaintiff
particularly described in Exhibit 2 hereto and
r

the non-exclusive use of an access road described
in Exhibit 3 hereto, will be conveyed to the
Defendant, The Clemson Agricultural College
of South Carolina .

Upon payment to it of the

sum of $252,540, which payment will be made
simultaneously with the conveyance aforesaid,
said Defendant will accept title thereto and will
thereafter be solely responsible for the operation
and maintenance of said systems.

Said Defendant

shall maintain the areas over which it shall
have the easements described in Exhibits 2 and
3 hereto.

The Plaintiff will prosecute to com-

pletion the construction of protective dikes, the
relocation of sewage outfall lines, storm water
lines and power lines of the Defendant, The
Clemson Agricultural College of South Carol i na,
now under construction or cont em p I ate d for i m mediate construction.

Upon completion, said

sewage outfall lines and storm water lines will be
conveyed to the Defendant , The Clemson Agricul-
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tural College of South Car olina , toget her with
perpetual easements, for their op er ation and maintenance, in, on or over lands of the Plaintiff,
de sc r i bed i n Ex h i bi t s 4 a n d 5 , r e s pec t i v e I y ,

re r et o.

Also upon completion , relocated power lines to
the Hog Farm, together with perpetual easements
for their operation and maintenance over lands
of the Plaintiff , as described in Exhibit 6
hereto , will be conveyed to the Defendant ,
The Clemson Agricultural College of South
Carolina, and said Defendant will accept title
thereto and w i 11 thereafter be so I ely resp on s i b I e
for the operation and maintenance thereof.
However, any maintenance in the above described
areas which could possibly affect the safety
of the lower diversion dam and dikes must have
approval of the Plaintiff prior to commencement of the work involved .

The Plaintiff assumes

the obligation to pay to the Defendant , The
Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina,
l

the sum of $2,697 which represents the total
cost for the relocati'on of the power line to
the Fish Hatchery located in the Cherry Crossing
vicinity taken by virtue of these proceedings.
The line will be relocated by the College entirely
on property of the Defendants and title to same
will remain in the College.
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Compliance with

the provisions of this paragraph will be accepted
by the Defendants as payment in full for any
damages to the sewer and electrical systems
of the Defendants that may result from the
Plaintiff's construction and operation of the
Hartwell Dam and Reservoir Project with the
exception of the claim described in and reserved
to the Defendants by Paragraph 4 hereof.
It is understood that $1,910 of the above sum of

$252,540 represents the capitalized cost for
o pe r at i n g a n d ma i n ta i n i·n g f o r f i f t een ( 15 ) y ea r s
the sewage lift station for the sewage from the
outfall line not owned by the College but which
1s presently connected to the sewage facilities
of the College.

3.

That the sum of $1,150,000.00, together with the
other undertakings set forth herein, constitutes
just compensation for the entire taking of the
lands and interests in lands as described in the

I

Declaration of Taking filed in this cause, including any claims for damages resulting from
said taking, except the claim reserved in Paragraph 4 hereof.

The sum of $459,152 was paid

into the Registry of this Court on October 22,

1958.

The Plaintiff is entitled to a credit

against the total compensation in the amount of

$8450 as set forth in Paragraph I hereof.
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The

The Plaintiff will, upon approval of this Stipulation by the Court, pay into such Registry the
add fl ion a I sum of

$ 682,

3 98, which amount together

with such part of the amount paid into such
Registry on October 22, 1958, as has not already
been withdrawn _
, may be withdrawn by the Defendants upon proper order.
\

4.

This Stipulation shall not be deemed to affect in
any way the right of the Defendant, The Clemson
Agricultural College of .South Carolina, to litig at e i n ·t h i s pr o c eed i n g o r i n a n y c o u r t h av i n g
jurisdiction of the same its claim that it is

1
\

entitled to recover from the Plaintiff the cost

l

of constructing a sewage treatment plant, including engineering fees and expenses for designing
and supervising the construction thereof, and the
cost of operating the same for a reasonable number
of years.

Nor shall this Stipulation be deemed to

affect any right of the Plaintiff to contend that
\

it is not liable to the Defendant for said costs
or any part of them ; nor to confer jurisdiction of
the matter upon any court nor to deprive any court
of j u r i s d i c t i o'n .

Th e r e h a s be en n o o t h e r ag r ee me n t

regarding the sewage treatment facilities.
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(

5.

The Defendants , by signing thi s Stipulation, hereby enter their appearance in this action and waive
all rights to a trial or hearing in this matter for
the determination of just compensation for said
t ak i n g , ex c ept t h e c I a i m s et f o r t h i n Pa r ag r a ph 4.
The Defendants he.reby warrant that they are the
owners of all lands described in the Declaration
of Taking , subject to all rights of way and easements existing at the time of taking and know of
no other adverse claims thereto.

That the Defend-

ants, upon performance by the Plaintiff of the
undertakings herein set forth, hereby waive any
rights or c I aims for dam ages which may res u It from
the taking involved herein and hereby stipulate
that the United States is hereby released therefrom
and from any claims for damages which might result from flooding of the protected area, except
the flooding as may be caused by improper design,
construction or maintenance, if any, of the
diversion and protective facilities being constructed by the Department of the Army through
the Corps of Engineers and its contractors.
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6.

It is further stipulated and agre ed between the
parties hereto that this agreement be filed in
court and made a part of the official court
records in this -proceeding and that the court
shall enter such judgments as it may deem neces sary to substantiate and make effective the terms
of this agreement.

\

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto set
their hands on the day and year first herein written.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiff

J

By ISi JOSEPH E. HINES
United States Attorney
THE CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE OF SOUTH CAROL I NA
By I Si Wm . L. WATKINS
Of Watkins, Vandiver, Freeman, &
Kirven, Its Attorneys
THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA

By I Si DANIEL R. McLEOD
I ts Attorn ey Gen eral
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EXHIBITS

(Note:

All exhibits indicated in the

above Stipulation will be presented at

the meeting)

CLEMSON

COLLEGE

CLEMSON, SOUTH

OFF"ICE OF THE PRESIDENT

CAROLINA

July 28, 1961

The Honorable Daniel R. McLeod
Attorney General
Columbia, South Carolina
Dear Mr. McLeod:
I appreciate very much your generosity in taking time to discuss
with me several very important matters involving Clemson Co llege.
It is quite apparent at this moment that the claims of Clemson
College against the United States Government for damages incurred as a
result of the construction of the Hartwell Dam and Reservoir project are
being settled out of court with one exception -- this exception being our
claim against the government for the cost of designing, constructing, operating,
and maintaining for a reasonable number of years a sewage treatment plant.
Such a plant will be required because the South Carolina Water Pollution
Control Authority has detennined that the impounded waters in the Hartwell
Reservoir in South Carolina will be classified in the "A" category. Reference
to this claim is included as Item# 4 in the draft of Stipulation# 2 copy
of which was left with you on July 26.
We are attaching for your information and easy reference correspondence relating to this subject between the college and the Corps of
Engineers and the Water Pollution Control Authority. You will note that
in the absence of any specific time schedule or other information from the
Corps of Engineers the Board of Trustees of Clemson College made a commitment
to the State Board of Health that a sewage treatment plant would be constructed
and in operation not later than December 31, 1963. You will note further that
subsequent to a meeting with representatives of the Corps of Engineers and
the United States Department of Justice in January of this year, we informed
the State Board of Health of the time schedule and other pertinent information
received from the Corps of Engineers and the Department of Justice which
would indicate that if a sewage treatment plant were constructed and placed
in operation by December 31, 1963 such action would seriously affect the
United States Government's ability to present its case since post-impoundment
studies of the Reservoir with untreated sewage being involved would not be
available. On the basis of information developed at the January conference,
we requested the State Board of Hea lth to reconsider the college's commitment
and extend until December 31, 1966 the date when the sewage treatment plant
would have to be in- operation. Mr . William L. Watkins and the writer appeared
before the Water Pollution Control Authority on May 17, 1961 and presented
the full story to the Board regarding all factors involved. The position
of the college in this matter can be summarized as follows:

(

(

Daniel R. McLeod
July 28, 1961
Page 2
(1) It is the responsibility of the State Board of Health to
prescribe rules and regulations that are necessary to protect the health
of the citizens of this state and the responsibility of the Water Pollution
Control Authority to classify streams into which waste is discharged.
Clemson College desires to cooperate fully with the State Board of Health
and the Water Pollution Control Authority in discharging their responsibilities
in such matters.
(2) Clemson College believes that the responsibility for the
cost of providing the necessary sewage treatment plant, including the cost
of operating the plant for a reasonable number of years, is the responsibility
of the United States Government and consequently we are anxious to present
to the Court the best evidence and strongest possible case.
(3) Since the State of South Carolina, with Clemson College, is a
defendant in che proceedings referred to, we are ·most anxious to have the
benefit of your advice in determining our future course of action relating
to this matter.
By letter dated July 21, 1961 you will note that the Water Pollution
Control Authority has denied our request for an extension of time for the construction of a sewage treatment plant beyond December 31, 1963.
It is respectfully requested that you, in consultation with the
College Attorney, Mr. William L. Watkins of the firm of Watkins, Vandiver,
Freeman and Kirven of Anderson, S. C., advise the Administration if any
further request should be ~ade to the Water Pollution Control Authority. In
this connection I call your attention to the fact that Mr. Ralph Luttrell
of the United States Department of Justice has indicated that if the sewage
treatment plant should be constructed and placed in operation by December 31,
1963 the United States Government would probably seek an injunction against
its use.
Sincerely yours,
/S/ R. C. EDWARDS
Robert C. Edwards, President
RCE/V
CC: Mr. William L. Watkins
Mr. W. T. Linton

•'Ar.ilf:L

rs . M ... Lf: O L

/ub:c-::r,;.~~ (~,,n;t-tl;',..:.

.if f!J.?J'A!.b~&.

August 16, 1961

Dr. Robert C. Edwards, President
Clemson College
Clemson, South Carolina
Dear Dr. Edwards:
Your letter of July 28, 1961, requests advice with respect to the
action which should be taken by Clemson College in connection with the
construction, operation and maintenance of a sewage treatment plant
made necessary by reason of the construction of Hartwell Dam and
Reservoir .
Ultimately the question of whether Clemson College is entitled
to damages incurred by reason of the necessity for the construction of
such a sewage disposal plant will probably be decided by legal action
between Clemson College and the United States government.

In order to proceed with the construction of needed dormitories,
it was necessary that a complete sewage disposal plant be constructed.
Approval for such construction is required to be given by the State Water
Pollution Control Authority, which agency has authorized construction of
the dormitories provided a sewage disposal plant is constructed and in
operation by not later than December 31, 1963. Clemson College requested
an extension of three years beyond that date, which request was dis approved by the Water Pollution Control Authority by letter dated July
21, 1961.
The reason stated by the Authority in that letter support the
position it has taken and substantiate the classification placed by the
Authority on the waters of Hartwell Reservoir lying within the State of
South Carolina.
The Corps of Engineers now states that the effect of discharge of
raw sewage into the Seneca River cannot be determined until some time after
impoundrnent of the reservoir is completed. The Corps of Engineers
estimate that maximum impoundment will not be reached until the late
summer of 1963, and that a determination of the effect of raw sewage discharge cannot be made until approximately the winter of 1966.

(

(
Dr. Robert C. Edwards
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The position of the Corps of Engineers seems to be that it wishes
construction of the sewage disposal plant delayed so that the effect of the
dumping of raw sewage into Hartwell Reservoir can be assessed.
Governmental officers have 'indicated that they will attempt to procure
delay of the construction of the sewage disposal plant by injunction in
order that these studies can be made.
I am of opinion that injunctive relief does not lie in such a case and
that construction of the sewage disposal plant should proceed as planned
and as directed and approved by the Water Pollution Control Authority
with the target date of completion being _December 31, 1963.

(

I know of no equitable grounds upon which the government would
be entitled to injunctive relief and I do not believe that any Court of
Equity would lend its arm to permit the dumping of raw sewage into
Hartwell Reservoir for the purpose of permitting studies of the effect
thereof, particularly in view of the fact that such a practice would be
contrary to the regulations of the proper administrative body of this
State.
I do not feel that the United States is legally or equitably entitled
to such relief.
N"Y truly yours,

~~,...~
Daniel R. McLeod
Attorney General

DRM/d

REPORT ON DEVELOPNE!-IT AND PUBLIC RELATIONS

to the
Board of Trustees
November 10, 1961
The Committee on Development and Public Relations met at Clemson
on September 29, 1961. Trustees present included committee members w. A.
Barnette, presiding, W. Gordon McCabe, Jr., A. M. Quattlebaum, and Paul
Quattlebaum, with L. D. Holmes also in attendance. Staff members present
included R. C. Edwards, F. J. Jervey, J. K. Williams, Melford A. Wilson,
Walter Cox, H. E. Glenn, J.E. Sherman, T. D. Efland, O. B. Garrison, and
G. E. Metz, Secretary.
I.

(
l

INFORMATION ITEMS

1. Self-Study., The sunuuary volume of the Clemson Institutional Self-Study
prepared for the Commission on Colleges and Universities of the Southern
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools was received by the Committee
as information. This volwne, dated August 1961, was mailed to all members
of the Board on September 21, 1961. Also exhibited were copies of the more
detailed volumes of the Self-Study Report and the invitation was extended
to members of the committee to obtain and review any volumes of interest
to them.
2. Motion Pict ures. Shown to the Committee at the meeting were two sound
films, including "This Is Clemson", the professionally produced film of
the College and its various activities, and a filmed account of the Agribusiness Tour to California sponsored by the Wachovia Bank and Trust Company
and Clemson College.
3. Additional Items. President Edwards reported on developments in various
areas including completion of the Physics Building , progress on the Classroom
Building, agreements by stipulations on the Hartwell Reservoir Project, and
the pending visit of newspaper editors invited to Clemson on November 24
and 25.
II.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Items considered and approved by the Development Corrunittee for
presentation to the Board are embodied in Items 13 and 14 in the agenda
for this meeting of November 10.

(

REPORT ON EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND STUDENT AFFAIRS
to the
Board of Trustees
Noveu~er 10, 1961
The Committee on Educational Policy and Student Affairs met at
Clemson on October 13, 1961. Members of the Connnittee present were
Robert L. Stoddard, presiding, L. D. Holmes, A. M. Quattlebaum and Paul
Quattlebaum. Others present included Robert C. Edwards, J. K. Williams,
Hugh ll. Macaulay, J. W. Jones, H. L. Hunter, R. W. i;oonnan, Gaston Gage,
Walter Cox, J. G. Dinwiddie, M.A. Wilson, and G. £. Hetz, Secretary.
I.

(

JOINT REPORT OF THE DEAN OF THE COLLEGE AND THE DEAN OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

An informational report of the Dean of the College and the Dean
of Student Affairs is attached hereto. To supplement this report at the
meeting on October 13, the Dean of the College reviewed further the SelfStudy of the College including the summary volume mailed to all members
of the Board on September 21. The more detailed volumes of the study were
also exhibited and an invitation extended to mernbers of tlie Committee to
review any volumes of interest to them. To supplement the report on enrollment, the Dean of Student Affairs distributed copies of the attached
Enrollment Sununary, First Semester, 1961-1962.

II.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Items considered and approved for presentation to the Board are
embodied as Items 15 - 20 in the agenda for this Meeting of November 10.

III.
1.

ITEMS UNDER CONSIDERATION
Procedures in Selecting Honorary Degree Recipients

Consideration on October 13. Presented in the agenda for the meeting of
October 13 andreviewed atthe meeting was the following statement:

(

An important item which the administration wishes to review
with the Educational Policy Conunittee and the Board is that of establishing
appropriate policies concerning the awarding of honorary degrees. Consideration of this matter is no reflection on previous procedures or on
the excellent selections made, but rather an effort to confonn with good
educational practice by having a stated policy. Nost institutions which
are highly regarded in the educational world have such policies.

(

Policies on the award of honorary degrees usually include (1)
the criteria for selecting recipients, such as for recognition of eminent
achievement in scholarship or .high distinction in public service, (2)
methods of screening those recommended, whether by a faculty committee,
Board Committee, joint committee, or otherwise, (3) the number to be
awarded each year, (4) the final date for Board approval of selections
made, etc.
The Faculty Senate has reconmended that consideration be given
to such policies. Most educational institutions provide for participation
of the faculty in this matter, and such participation could be of considerable help to the Board. As in the case of all degrees, the Board
has the final authority, but detailed information compiled by the faculty
and recommendations of the faculty could provide the Board with a better
basis for determining recipients from among the numerous individuals
recommended.
Further Consideration. The Committee (l) agreed that some action should be
taken with regard to this matter, (2) suggested the establishment of an
honorary degree committee with Faculty· and Board representation, (3) asked
the administration to draft a statement of policies and procedures, and (4)
decided to meet on the morning of November 10, just prior to the Board
meeting, to give further consideration to the statement of policies and
procedures drafted by the administration.
2.

~

of !!!!_ School 2!, Engineering

At the meeting of the Conmittee on Educational Policy and Student
Affairs on October 13, the Administration reconmended the appointment of
Dr. R. w. Moorman as Acting Dean of the School of Engineering but stated
that it expected to have a further recommendation to be considered by the
Committee immediately prior to the meeting of the full Board on November 10.
A recommendation for the appointment of a Dean of Engineering will be made
at that time.
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INFORMATIONAL REPORT
DEAN OF THE COLLEGE

(

AND

DEAN OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
September 29, 1961
l.

The §.!!!-Study of

lli

College.

Since the last meeting of the Board of Trustees the Dean of the College
and the Dean of Student Affairs, along with other administrative officers,
have been engaged in completing the College Self-Study for presentation to
the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
In its final form the Self-Study consists of eleven volumes: one for
the College as a whole, one for Arts and Sciences programs, one for the
military programs, one for Architecture, one for Engineer1.ng, one for the
Library, three for Agriculture, one for the Textile School, and one which
is a completed series of questionnaires sent by the Southern Association's
Commission on Colleges and Universities.
The volume for the College as a whole contains information of general
interest regarding the academic aspects of Clemson, and this volume has
been oailed to the Board Committee on Educational Policy and Student Affairs
in lieu of regular informational reports.
On October 15 a visitation ColIID.ittee of nine people will arrive at
Clemson for a three day study of the College, to be followed soon thereafter
by a written evaluation report. These nine men will have read the SelfStudy volumes before they arrive. The nine visiting evaluators are
Dr. John A. Hunter, President-elect of Louisiana State University; Mr.
Porter Kellam, Director of Libraries, University of Georgia; Dr. R. E. Stiemkt
Director of Engineering Experiment Station, Georgia Institute of Technology;
Dr. w. M. Pearce, Academic Vice-President of Texas Technological College;
Mr. L.B. Dietrick, Dean of Agriculture and Director of Extension, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute; M::. Willard F. Fifield, Provost for Agriculture,
University of Florida; Mr. Dudley Fulton, Dean of Student Affairs, Northwestern Louisiana State College; Dr. Guy Stevenson, Dean of the Graduate
School, University of Louisville; and Dr. H. H. Sisler, Head of the Chemistry
Department, University of Florida.

2.

~

Faculty for !22!,-12§1.

The teaching and research faculties this year number 383 persons. Since
six of these are on extended leave without pay, the number of active people
is 377. The total for 1960-61 was 356~
The increase, in the main, is due to teaching faculty additions,
especially in the School of Arts and Sciences where freshmen and sophomores
take the bulk of their course work.
Forty new people have been employed to do teaching and/or research.
These include twenty-one additions and nineteen replacements, The forty
new people earned their advanced graduate degrees from twenty-nine different
colleges or universities.in seventeen American states and three foreign
countries. Thirty-five per cent of the new faculty members hold doctor's
degrees.

3.

(

Graduate Student Enr.ollment

Enrollment in the Graduate School during the Summer Session wae 180, of
whom a little over half were secondary school teachers who took advantage of
the science courses offered in Biology, Chemistry, Geology, Mathematics and
Physics. The enrollment this sutmner was 20 above that of last summer but 2
below that of two suumers ago.
The National Science Foundation again sponsored a six-weeks Sumner
Institute which enrolled 70 students. The science courses offered by
Clemson to these teachers as well as to others not in the Institute should
greatly improve the quality of hi gh school science teaching. Teachers
taking these courses have been most enthusiastic about them.
Graduate student enrollment for the fall semester is expected to
exceed 150 students, including seventy-four who are enrolling for the
first time. Fifty-eight of these new students have previously taken the
Graduate Record Examination and their scores are impr~osive. Half of them
have quantitative Graduate Record test scores ranking with the top eleven
per cent of all college seniors taking the test. Six students had scores
that placed them with the top one per cent of all college seniors being
tested on quantitative aptitude. Only three of the 58 students had scores
that would place them in the lower half of all seniors taking the test,
and these three had other indications of academic strength to off-set
this weakness.
4.

Total Enrollment

The enrollment for the current semester is 4103. This is an increase
of 55 over the 4048 enrolled a year ago. While this is the largest total
enrollment in Clemson history, the September 1961 class of new students
is slightly below that of last year. This year 1328 new students enrolled
compared with 1363 new students enrolling in September 1960.
In addition to the 1328 new students, 152 former students returned
and 2623 students enrolled last semester continued their enrollment.
Eighty-nine women are enrolled this semester as compared with an enroll•
ment of 85 women in September 1960.
Further information on enrollment will be presented at the meeting on
October 13.
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ENROLLMENT SUMMARY
First Semester, 1961-1962

Total Enrollment.
The enrollment for the current semester is 4104,
which is an increase of 56 students over the 4048 enrolled in September 1960.
By Schools,
The school enroll~ents are all higher this semester with the
e~ception of the Sc;:hool of Engineering. Beginning in 1958, undergraduate
engineering enrollments have deelined steadily throughout the nation, At
Clemson, the total undergraduate engineering enrollment has declined from
1741 in September 1958 to 1531 in September 1961. This year, however, is the
first year in which the number of engineering freshmen (55.l) has changed
appreciably since September 1958 (623).

(

In line with the national trend toward .liberal arts, the enrollment in
the School of Arts and Sciences has increased from 896 in September 1958 to
1224 this September , In Architecture, the number of students has increased
from 154 in September 1958 to 233 this year, Likewise, the enrollment in
Agriculture is 620, up from 515 in 1958, The enrollment jn Textiles is
relatively stable with 303 currently enrolled, as compared with 271 in 1958,

(

\

The September 196.l enrollment, compared with that for September 1960,
is as follows:
SCHOOL
Agriculture
Architecture
Arts and Sciences
Engineering
Textiles
Graduates
Postgraduates & Unclassified
TOTAL

1960

1961

600
201
1183
1598
300
146
20

620
233
1224
1531
303
159
34

4048

4104

Women .
There are 89 women enrolled this semester, compared with
85 enrolled a year ago, The peak enrollment of women occurred in September
1959 when 98 were enrolled.
Where They Come From.
The per cent of out-of-state students enrolled
this semester increased slightly over that of September 1960, as shown in the
following table .

2.

(
1960

.

South Carolina
Other Southern States
Other Seetions
(

(

1961

Number

Per Cent

Number

Per Cent

3231
566
251

79.8
14. 0
6.2

3212
609
283

78.3
14.8
6.9

The most significant increase in South Carolina is the increase in
Charleston County from 200 last year to 260 this year.
The number enrolling from Florence is 81, down from l 01 a year ago.
However, the number enrolling from Aiken and Lancaster ~aunties increased
even though the University is operating branches in .both counties.
Ages.
of age.

There are 256 students enrolled ~his semester who are over 25 years
A distribution of the 16-25 age group is ~s follows:
Age
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16

Number of Students
79
106
175
386
530
654
931
935
49
3

While students 22 years of age and older are being given pre-induction
physicals, Selective Service officials indicate there are presently no plans to
induct college students who are eligible to continue their enrollment.

\

CLEMSON COLLEGE
Registrar's Office

(

October 5, 1961
ENROLLMENT TRENDS
TABLE I--FIRST SEMESTER ENROLLMENT IN UNDBRGRADUATE CURRICULA OF EACH SCHOOL

19541955

19551956

19561957

19571958

19581959

19591960

19601961

Agriculture

498

464

503

484

515

582

600

620

Architecture

*

*

*

*

154 (1) 179

201

233

Arts

217

463

139

765

896

1003

1183

1224

*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

School

(

&

Sciences

Chemistry

32

Education

231

220

*
*

1081

1334

1583

1770

1741

1670

1598

1531

505

389

315

301

271

266

300

303

2564

2670

3i40

3320

3577

3700

3882

3911

Engineering
Textiles
f

'

19611962

Total

TABLE II--PER CENT OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ENROLLED UNDER EACH SCHOOL

19611962

19541955

19551956

19561957

19571958

19581959

19591960

19601961

Agriculture

19.4

16.2

16.0

14.6

14.4

15.7

15.4

15.9

Architecture

*

*

*

*

4.J (1) 4.9

5.2

6.0

Arts

8.5

16.1

23.6

23.0

25.0

27.1

J0.5

31.3

Chemistry

1.2

*

Education

9.0

1.1

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

Engineering

42.2

46.5

50.4

53.3

48.7

45.1

41.2

39.l

Textiles

19.7

13.5

10.0

9.1

1.6

1.2

1.1

1.1

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

School

&

Total

(1)

Sciences

Included under Engineering through 1957-1958.
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TABLE III--FIRST SEMESTER ENROLLMENT OF FIRST-SEMESTER FRESHMEN IN UNDERGRADUATE
CURRICULA OF EACH SCHOOL

19611962

19541955

19551956

19561957

19571958

19561959

19591960

19601961

Agriculture

133

141

117

134

156

179

167

168

Architecture

*

*

*

*

43 (1)

67

85

106

181

228

203

247

271

347

349

*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

School

Arts

&

Sciences

60

Chemistry

6

Education

78

70

Engineering

432

531

605

602

623

617

633

551

Textiles

126

86

79

94

72

56

19

74

Total

835

101,

1029

1033

1141

1190

1311

1248

TABLE IV--PER CENT OF FIRST SEMESTER FRESHMEN ENROLLED UNDER EACH SCHOOL

'
19541955

19551956

19561957

19571958

19581959

19591960

19601961

Agriculture

15.9

13.9

11.5

13.0

13.7

15.0

12.7

13.5

Architecture

*

*

*

*

5.6

6.5

8.5

Arts

7.2

17.B

22.1

19.6

21.6

22.8

26.5

28.0

Chemistry

0.1

*

Education

9.4

6.9

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

Engineering

51.7

52.9

56.7

56.3

54.6

51.9

48.3

44.1

Textiles

15.1

8.5

1.1

9.1

6.3

4.7

6.0

5.9

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

School

&

Total
(1)

Sciences

3.8 (1)

100.0 . 100.0

Included under Engineering through 1957-1958.

19611962

Enrollment by Courses and Semesters
First Semester 1961-1962

(

(
Agriculture
Agricultural Economics
Agricultural Education
Agricultural Engineering
Agronomy
Animal Husbandry
Biology
Dairy
Entomology
Food Technology
Forestry
Horticulture
Poultry
Pre-Veterinary
Architecture

106

JO

32

20

9

13

17*

16

2
55
7
8
92
5
11

9
54
16
2
65
12
30

2
37
3
9
72

3
16
4
9
48
2
0

6
40
9
14
43

16

8
23
6
8
49
10
13

45
6
12
38

1
1
6
21
41
4
6
30

0
17
20
18
49
1
13
38

0

25
47
39
108
0
11
62

0
14
16
23
23
3

3
47
3
525

3
24
6
611

5
33
1
382

Applied Mathematics
Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Education
Industrial Management
Physics
Pre-Medicine
Engineering
Ceramic Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Industrial Education
Industrial Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Textile Chemistry
Textile Management
Textile Science
Total
Graduates
Postgr actuates
Unclassified
Total
Grand Total

*

so

85

18
0
150
13
67
59
34
73
91
161
0

14
119
19

so

5

1248

1
6
10

J6

Sophomore
(Semester)
2nd
1st
0
0
0
4
8
13
6
7
2
7
6
7
4
5
3
3
2
l
0
0
12
13
8
6
1
2
10
5

Junior
(Semester)
1st 2nd
0
0
6
6
13
7
3
5
0
4
8
4
2
3
0
3
2
0
0
0
11
17
3
3
l
0
0
0

Freshman
(Semester )
1st 2nd
10
0
6
6
20
14
25
7
7
7
7
14
3
7
15
8
l
3
1
0
20
12
4
2
3
18
6

Major Course

0

5

5
4
20
25
2
5
23

l
7
19 14
2
2
372 235
Part-Time
59
3
17
79

Includes eleven who are in the first semester of the fifth year.

** Includes one who is in the second semester of the fifth year.
*** Includes forty-three part-time undergraduate students.

Senior
(Semester)
1st 2nd
0
0
9
3
11
4
11
3
2
3
4
7
l
4
6
1
0
l
0
0
22
4
9
3
0
0
0
0

5
1

5

41

6**

Total
10
40
90
67
32
57
29
39
10
l
149
48
9
39
233

l
9
3
4
26
1
2

47
319
66
54
545
53
140

0
5
0
16
13
4
6
15

61
107
176
264
465
20
72
366

2
5
24 19
8
1
376 162

1

Full-Time
100
9

5

114

45
230
28
3911***
159
12
22
193
410h

WHERE THE CLEMSON STUDENTS COME FROM
FIRST

SOUTH
NORTH
OTHER
OTHER

CAROLINA
3212
CAR. &GEORGIA 394
SOU. STATES
215
SECTIONS
283

TOTAL ENROLLMENT4104

SEMESTER

f~

rK~"

v

1961 - l 962

SOUTH CAROLINA 78. 3~
OTHER
STATES14.
OTHER SECTIONS
6. 9 ~

sou.

sex.

(
AGRICULTURAL REGULATORY REPORT
to the
Board of Trustees
November 10, 1961

{

The Agricultural Regulatory Coaunittee met at Clemson on September 29,
1961. Members of the committee present were L. D. Holmes, presiding, and W. A.
Barnette. Others present included R. C. Edwards, M. D. Farrar, J. W. Jones,
o. B. Garrison, G. B. Nutt, B. D. Cloaninger, R. W. Carter, M.A. Wilson, and
G. E. Metz, Secretary.
I.

INFORMATIONAL REPORTS

~-Study of Regulatory Activities. The summary vollUile of the Clemson
Institutional Self-Study and Volume I of the Self-Study of the School of Agriculture were mailed to the committee in advance and reviewed at the meeting on
September 29. Further details concerning the Self-Study were presented by Dr.
Williams.
1.

2. Livestock-Poultry Health Department. Dr. Edwards and Dr. Carter reported
to the colilllittee on a very interesting meeting with representatives of the
poultry industry which was held at the Livestock Laboratory on September 18.
Dr. Carter also reported on the current status of the meat inspection program.
As reported to the conunittee, the Livestock-Poultry Health Department continues to have extensive operations in accord with the responsibilities
assigned, and is in the process of expanding physical facilities, using the
$35,000 appropriated for this purpose. Some of the outstanding accomplishments
of the Livestock Laboratory are listed below for the information of the committee:
(1) Showed that fumigation of oats by USDA approved chemical caused small
eggs in laying hens.
(2) Demonstrated that Crotolaria striata, previously reported as harmless,
stunted chicks when in the feed.
(3)

First to report on malaria (Haemoproteus) as a flock condition in turkeys.

(4) First in the Southeast, and third in United States, to report pulmonary
adenomatosis in cattle.
(5)

Reported on a diagnostic culture media for isolation of Erysipelas organism.

(6) Early recognition of icterogenic photosensitization in South Carolina
cattle.
(7)

Did some original work on eperythrozoonosis in South Carolina swine.

(8) Did original work on eye problems in turkeys (Keratoconjunctivitis).
Published in Biester and Schwarte Poultry Diseases.

(9)

Early recognition of TGE and Exudative epidermitis in South Carolina swine.

(10) First to recognize turkey rnalaris (Leucocytozoon) in Southeastern United
States.
(11)

Second in United States to report Erysipelas in chickens.

(12)

First to report Zinc Sulfate as a germicidal egg wash.

(13) Reported development of autogenous bacterins as treatment on a flock
basis in poultry.
(14) Demonstrated that 11-120 wash water temperature for table eggs inadequate
-- reported at 1961 poultry science conference in Pennsylvania.

(

(15) First in the world to report simultaneous occurrence of paratyphoid
dysentery and paratyphoid abortion in sheep.
3. Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis. The Department of Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis Report to the Fertilizer Board of Control, September 1961,
as presented to the comnittee is submitted herewith.
4. South Carolina State Crop Pest Conunission. An Informational Report on
Regulatory Activities as presented to the conunittee is submitted herewith.
II.

ECONOMIC POISON LAW -- PROPOSED AMENDMENT

Considered by the conunittee and recommended for approval of the
Board is a proposed amendment to the Economic Poison Law as presented in
Item 21 of the agenda for this meeting on November 10.
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DEPARTMENT OF FERTILIZER INSPECTION
AND ANALYSIS
REPORT TO THE FERTILIZER BOARD OF CONTROL
September, 1961

Below is a brief summary of some of the activities of the Department
of Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis for the period July 1, 1960 June 30, 1961.

(

\

Tons of fertilizer distributed •••••••..••.•....... . ... . , 803, Z61
Number of samples procured and analyzed. . • . . . . . . . . • . • .
5, 630
Number of samples deficient or excessive in chlorine:
Nitrogen..••.••••.•..•...•. 159
Phosphoric acid ...........•. 16
Potash ........... . ....... .. 81
Excessive in chlorine . . , . , .. Z9
Total number of samples not meeting guarantee ..... . .••.•. . . 285
Per cent of samples deficient .... . .• ·. . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 5. 1
Refunds to farmers on account of deficiencies .......... . .. $18,418. 36
Number of bags underweight in dealers I warehouses ........ 15, 455
Average Shortage per bag (lbs.) ...•....•.••..•..•....• ·..
Z. 5
Number of bags underweight on farms .....• . ............ . . 6, 892
Number of pounds refunded to farmers· on account
of ~hort weights ..•.....•....•......•.•.....• 60, l 8Z
Tota:l number of lots weighed .............•....•..... . . . . 1, 974
Total number of lots unde,rweigh~. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . • •
99
Percentage of lots ahort weight • . . • • • . . . • • • • . • . . . . . • . . . . .
5. O
Number of toxicological examinations • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • .
Z
Number of pesticide samples pro':ured and a~lyzed ... , . . . .
810
Total fines collected on account of irregularities .•....... $2, 090. 00
FERTILIZER TONNAGE: The fertilizer tonnage for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1961 was Z. 5% higher than for the previous year . During the past
10 years, the total tonnage of mixed fertilizer has decreased 19. 6%, while
the total tons of plant nutrients has increased 13. 4%,
FERTILIZER ADVISORY COMMITTEE: An excellent meeting, consisting
of a well planned program and gbod attendance, was held at Clemson College
on June ,28th and 29th. The Committee was tremendously impressed with
the magnitude of the activities of Clemson College and departed with a
greater appreciation of the services being rendered the people of South
Carolina.
INSPECTORS' SCHOOL: All Fertilizer-Insecticide Inspectors will attend
a two day conference at Clemson College on January 10th and 11th. In
addition to becoming more familiar with the activities of the Fertilizer

(
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Department, they will become acquainted with the schools of the college,
especially every department within the School of Agriculture. These inspectors are doing an excellent job in enforcing the fertilizer and insecticide
laws. In view of the increased rate per mile, with no additional appropriation for the department for the fiscal year 1961-1962, a continued watch for
mileage and systemitizing of work is going to be most imperative.
SAMPLING AT THE PLANTS has permitted a better coverage and a more
economic use of personnel and mileage. Plant sampling, of course, is
practically impossible in Wilmington, Savannah, and Augusta. 3 X 5 cards,
giving the inspector's number and stating that the lot has been sampled, are
attached to every fifth bag where sampled at the plant.
WEIGHTS: For the second year, data pertaining to the number of lot.s
weighed, the number of lots short weight, and the per cent of lots short
weight by companies have been published to the industry and will be published
in the official Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis Bulletin, which will be
·issued the latter part of October. The percentage of deficient lots was 5%
as compared to 6. 1% for the previous year. Our inspectors weighed approximately 300 more lots this year than they weighed last year. A total of 5632
fertilizer samples and 810 insecticide samples were drawn during 1960-1961.
FALL MOVEMENT OF FERTILIZER: For the months of July and August
there was an increase in the tonnage of mixed fertilizers of 2. 9%. while the
over-all increase amounted to 24. 1% over the previous year. In spite of
the reduction in wheat acreage and probable discouragement in planting oats,
due to cheap prices, indications are that farmers will still plant considerable
quantities of small grain for grazing and harvesting, which will result in a
l arge tonnage of fertilizer being used.

(
!NFORMATIONAL REPORT ON THE REGULATORY ACTIVITIES
OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA ST/.TE CROP PEST COMMISSION

September 1961
The regulatory activities of the Crop Pest Commission in 1961 have
consisted of:

nursery, sweet potato, Irish potato, and other plant inspec-

(

tions; bee inspections; cooperative u.s.D .A. regulatory control programs and
enforcement of the Economic Poison Law.

The highlights of these activities

are given below:

Nursery Inspections
One hundred fifty-seven (157) ncrseries were inspected; 24 were
refused certification for failure to comply with the nursery regulations.
The major complaints from the nurserymen have been regarding the door to
door or roadside deal~rs who are not complying with the regulations.
effort is being made to apprehend the violators, but at

Every

least one additional

inspector is needed in the Piedmont area to eliminate this source of dissatisfaction on the part of the nurserymen.
Sweet Potato Inspections
Four hundred thirty-six (436) acres of sweet potatoes were inspected
for 74 growers in 18 counties; 142 of these acres were turned down, due to
excess wilt.

No sweet potato mosaic was discovered.

Irish Potato Inspections
Approximately 40,000 bags of seed Irish potatoes were inspected
at the Port of Charleston.

No excess diseases were detected.
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Other Plant Inspections

(

A concerted effort was made to inspect all tomato, pepper and
tobacco plants offered for sale in this state.

The majority of these plants

met the requirements of the Corp Pest regulations.
Bee Inspections
Two thousand six hundred sixty-six (2666) colonies of bees were
inspectedo
(

Six were found to be infected with European foulbrood and 96

with American foulbrood.
Cooperative Regulatory Programs
The Crop Pest personnel cooperated with the

u. s.

Department of

Agriculture in controlling and regulating the Japanese beetle, sweet potato
weevil, white-fringed beetle, imported fire ant, phony peach disease and
witchweed.
Japanese Beetle
Inspections indicated that this pest is continuing to spread from
the heavy infestation in the northwestern section of the state.

New isolated

infestations or beetle were discovered in the central or lower sections of the
state.

All infested nurseries have been treatedo

state have been placed under Federal Quarantine.

To date no areas of the
It is anticipated that action

on the matter of a quarantine will be taken in the near future.
Sweet Potato Weevil
This pest has been contained to the regulated non-potato growing
areas of Charleston and Beaufort counties.

Infestations are light and re-

stricted primarily to the wild host, morning glories.

Recent tests with

granular herbicides for control of morning glories on the sand dunes were
promising and should aid materially in the eradication of the wild host plants.
White-Fringed Beetle
A few extensions of known infested areas were detected, but all
known infested areas have been treated.
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(

Imported lli!,

~

Considerable additional acreage was found to be infested with this
pest, but all of the known infested areas have been treated except for part
of the large area in Orangeburg County.

This area is being treated at the

present time.
Phony Peach Inspections
In 1960-1961 (July l - June 30), 1,584,100 peach trees were inspected on 344 properties.

Three hundred nine (309) trees were found to be

infected and were removed.

This low incidence of phony peach disease can

be contributed to the wild plum herbicidal program and the annual inspections.
Witchweed
Although additional farms and acres in the 8 known infested counties
were found to be infested, no new counties in South Carolina were found during
1961.

The herbicidal and trap crop programs have progressed satisfactorily.

The witchweed herbicidal program has had a very desirable side effect.

It

has made the farmers in the area cognizant of the value of the use of herbicides for the control of weeds.

The witchweed experimental and demonstrational

farm at Dillon, South Carolina has greatly aided the

u. s.

Department of

Agriculture research programs on t his pest.
Economic Poison Law
To date 253 companies have registered 3,310 products and paid
$37,070 in fees.
and analyzed.
ficient.

Nine hundred twenty-four (924) samples have been collected

Fifty-nine (59) or 6.39i of the s amples were f ound to be de-

The South Carolina Economic Poison Law was amended during 1961 and

certain errors in the wording of the amended Act have caused considerable
difficulties on the part of the enforcement personnel.

Recommendations for

correcting the errors causing the most difficulties are iccluded ln the
Bgenda for consideration of the Crop Pest Commission.

MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
on
November 10, 1961
ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIOOS FOR CONSIDERATION

22.
(

Dismantling Old Residences -- Specific Units

RecoDlllendation: It is recommended that the administration be authorized
to dismantle and remove, or sell at public auction and have removed, the
following specific unita as identified below:
Old College
Residences as
Numbered Below
39

43
103
105
119

(

128
154

155
127
162
165
167
168
200
212
213
219
220
211

270
1124
1152

(Unnumbered)
(Unnumbered)
(Unnumbered)
23.

Disposal g! Structures !!!_ Kibler-~

Currently
Occupied !?I_

Lex Norton (Poultry)
Burkett (Poultry)
Lott
Earle House {unoccupied)
Fox House
Gambrell House
Cureton House (unoccupied)
Weeden
Clint Swiney
Willimon
Henderson House (unoccupied)
Mitchell House (unoccupied)
Robinson
Palmer
Feeley
Bradley
Gooding

Pollard House (unoccupied)
Goodman House
Eskew
Jordan House
Ramsey House (unoccupied)
McGinty House
Mell Apartments
Furman Apartments
~

Statement and Recoumendation: Located on or near land that will be used for
the construction of an airport is one ten-room wooden frame residence (Kibler)
and ene large wooden barn. The buildings have been vacated for some time and
authority is requested to sell them at public auction and have them removed
from the.premises.

24,

Electric Current~ -- Married Student Housing

Statement: As oil burning water heaters in the married student housing
units wear out, they are being replaced by electric water heaterso In
order to avoid the expense of purchasing, installing, maintaining and
reading separate meters for water heaters, a graduated schedule of rates
has been determined as nearly equitable as possible to both the residents
of the units and the college, These rates have been devised to result in
the same income to the college as would result from a dual meter plan,
Reconnnendation: It is recommended that the following special rates on the
sale of electric current to occupants of college-rented married-student
houses be authorized effective with the first billing rendered after
February l, 1962:
80 cents for the first 10 RWH, or less, used per reading period.
3\ cents per KWH for the next 40 RWH used per reading period,
2 cents per KWH for the next 400 RWH used per reading period.
1 cent per KWH for all over 450 RUH used per reading period.
Minimum charge is 80 cents per reading period.
25,

ill!_ for Technical Training Center

Statement: A Tri-County Citizens Committee of Anderson, Oconee and Pickens
Counties, with the full support of the delegations of the three counties,
is working toward the establishment of a Technical Training Center to be
equally supported by the three counties. The Tri-County Committee desires
a location in the Clemson-Pendleton area, and the Site Selection Committee
appointed by the Tri-County Committee has selected a specific site which
is on Clemson College property.
The site urgently requested by the Site Selection Committee consists of approximately twenty-five acres on the Northeast side of the new
u. s. 76, Sec. 28 Bypass at the intersection of the Bypass withs. c.
Highway 175.
Reconnnendation : It is recommended (1) that the administration be authorized
to make available by deed, lease, or other mutually satisfactory procedures,
the site described above for the establishment of a Technical Training Center
by Anderson, Oconee, and Pickens Counties when officially requested by
proper authorities, and (2) that the instrumant of conveyance or agreement
specify that the site be used solely for the purpose indicated and revert
to the College if or when it is not so used.
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DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OP ENGINEERING
Statement: Following the untimeiy death of Dean Walter Lowry on September 14
the administration, acting under interim authority, appointed Dr. R. W.
Moorman, Acting Dean of the School of Engineering, and members of the Board
were notified of this action. Dr. Moorman has worked cheerfully and skillful
during this interim period, and his services are deeply appreciated by the
administration.
(

During the
has been made by the
department heads, to
tion is now prepared

tw months since Dean Lowry 1 s death a thorough survey
administration, aided especially by the engineering
secure a permanent dean for the school. The administrato rccoamend Dr. Linvil Gene Rich for that position.

Dr. Rich was born in Pana, Illinois, and is forty-one years of age.
He holds a Bachelor's degree in Civil Engineering, a Master's degree in
Sanitary Engineering, and a Ph.D. degree in Biochemistry, all from Virginia
Polytechnic Institute. He bas also studied at the University of Illinois,
West Virginia University, and Stanford University.

(

C

During the period 1949-1955 he held the ranks of Instructor, Assistant Professor, and Associate Professor at Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
During the academic year 1955-1956 he was a United States Government training
adviser in engineering, serving in Bolivia, South America. Prom 1956 to
February 1961 he held the ranks of Associate Professor and Professor at
Illinois Institute of Technology. He came to Clemson in February 1961 as
the Head of the Department of Civil Engineering.
Dr. Rich is the author of sixteen professional and scientific
papers and of a book,~ Operations 2! Sanitarx Engineering, published
this year by John Wiley and Companyo He is a member of six professional
societies.
He is me.rried and has two chilrlren.
Recommendation: That Dr. Linvil Gene Rich be appointed Dean of the School
of Engineering, effective iumediately.

DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
Statement: The present Dean of the School of Agriculture, Dr. M. D. Farrar,
has resigned his position as Dean effective as soon as a successor can be
found. For the past several months the administration has been conducting
an active, nationwide search, and is now prepared to recommend Dr. William H.
Wiley for the position.
Dr. Wiley did junior-college study at the Jolm Tarleton Agricul•
tural College (Stephensville, Texas), then graduated with honors from the
A & M College of Texas with a major in Poultry Science and a minor in
Vocational Agricultural Education. His master•o and doctor's degrees were
also earned at the Texas A & M College, with majors in poultry and minors
in genetics, zoology, and agricultural economicso He has done additional
graduate study at the University of Arkansas and at the State University
of Iowa. As an undergraduate student at John Tarleton College and the
Texas A & M College he earned his total college expenses.
Dr. Wiley's work experience has included the following: Statistician with the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station; Instructor in poultry
and livestock manag~nt at Sam Houston State College; Instructor to Associate Professor of Animal Industries at the University of Arkansas; Head,
Poultry Science Department and Director of the Rhode Island Agricultural
Experiment Station; and, currently, Dean of Agriculture and Director of
Agricultural Extension Services (a joint position) at the University of
Rhode Island. He has served on numerous important committees of the Agricultural Council of the Land-Grant Association and is now vice-chairman of
the United States Department of Agriculture Marketing Advisory Committee
(poultry division).
Dean Wiley became interested in the position at Clemson as a
result of our inviting him to come to the campus for a series of talks
with the administration and the director-department head group in the
School of Agriculture. He fully understands our situation and is impressed
with our facilities and with the challenge our programs present.
Dr. Wiley was born in Cherokee County, Texas, and is forty-eight
years of age. He is married to the former Katherine Earle, a gracious
and lovely lady, whose father graduated from Clemson in the class of 1903.
The Wiley family includes three children.
Recommendation: That Dr. William Ho Wiley be appointed Dean of the School
of Agriculture, effective July 1, 1962, or at an earlier date if practicable.

POLICY FOR THE PJJARDING OF HONORARY DEGREES

Statement:

At the present time there is no specific policy regarding the

awarding of honorary degrees by the College.

(

It is believed that the

publication of a Board policy statement on this matter would be welcomed
by all concerned.

Secondly, the faculty of the College does not, at the

present, participate officially in the selection of candidates for honorary
degrees.

The faculty would appreciate an opportunity to participate with

the Board in this endeavor.
Recommendation:
It is recommended that the Board approve the following policy

l

and procedure concerning the selection and the awarding of honorary
doctor's degrees:
Principles.

Honorary degrees will be conferred in recognition of eminent

achievement in scholarshjp or of high distinction in public service.

The

awarding of honorary degrees will be regarded as a method by which the
College expresses its ideals and recognizes exceptional attainments.
Procedures for Nominating Candidates.
person.

Nominations may be made by any interested

A narrative letter setting forth the accomplishments of the nominee

should be submitted to any member of the Board of Trustees or to the President of the College.

The person receiving the nomination will forward it

to the Clemson Faculty Senate via the Dean of the College preferably not
less than six months before the ceremony at which the degree is to be
awarded.

The Senate will gather additional information from within and

outside the College as deemed necessary.

2

Procedures for Select it~ Candidates.

At a time and place deemed appropriate

by the Board of Trustees, a connnittee consisting of three members of the
Board, two members of the Academic Faculty Senate and the President of the
Senate will meet to consider all nominations.

The Senate President will

act as secretary to this Commi.ttee and will present the nominees.
(

Conmdttee will select its chairman.

The

The CoIIIl'littee will forward its

reconunendationa to the full Board of Trustees for final action.
As a rule, it will be the policy of the College to limit the

nwnber of honorary degrees to a maximum of five during any one academic
year.

(
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AUGUST, 1961

INTRODUCTION
For the information of the Visiting Conunittee, this introduction
includes an organizational review of the Self-Study and an historical sketch
of the institution.

The chapters which follow this introduction are numbered

to correspond to the outline included in the Manual for the Institutional
Self-Study and Periodic Visitation Program.
I.

ORGANIZATIONAL REVIEW OF THE SELF-STUDY
The Clemson College Self-Study began two years ago when the late

Dean F. M. Kinard announced the program to the faculties.

In November, 1959,

a Steering Committee was appointed, consisting of Dean Kinard as Chairman,
Mr. Walter Cox (Dean of Student Affairs), Dr. J. K. Williams (Dean of the
Graduate School), Dr. H. L. Hunter (Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences),
and Mr. G. E. Metz (Assistant to the President).
By the early spring of 1960 various school conmittees and special
committees had been appointed, and t he actual work of the Self-Study was well
underway.

In May of that year Dean Kinard died suddenly of a heart seizure

and Dr. J. K. Williams was asked to become Dean of the College and to serve as
Chairman of the Self-Study Steering Committee.

Dr. C. B. Green, 1960 Presi-

dent of the Faculty Senate, was added to the Steering Committee, bringing it
back to its original strength.
School and departmental Self-Studies were completed in preliminary
form during 1960 and 1961.

Once a date was established for the Self-Study Visi-

tation Committee to come to the campus these reports were reworked and brought
up to date .

Meanwhile, during the year 1961, various committees were appointed

to draft the eleven chapters of the main volume of the Self-Study.

An editorial

committee consisting of Dr. J. K. Williams and Mr. G. E. Metz was given

ii
the duty of unifying and synthesizing the final drafts.
In completed form, the Clemson Self-Study consists of one volume
for the College as a whole; one volume for the library; three volumes for
Agriculture; two volumes for Arts and Sciences; and one volume each for
Engineering, Architecture, and Textiles.

The appendix to the volume for

the college includes the reports of accrediting agencies which have visited
the Schools of Engineering and Architecture since the Self-Study began in

1959.
A listing of the conrnittees which prepared the Self-Study is
given below.

These committees, it should be emphasized, drew the entire

faculty into their work, and the completed Self-Study is the product of all
the Clemson teachers, researchers, and administrative personnel.
Self-Study Committees
THE COLLEGE AS A WHOLE
l.

~History~ Purpose of the Institution:

2.

Financial Resources:
Gentry, R.

s.

3.

Organization:

4.

~

J. K. Williams and G. E. Metz.

M.A. Wilson (Chairman), Trescott Hinton, J.B.

Collins, E. S. Liberty, H. H. Hill, and K. R. Helton.
G. E. Metz and R. C. Edwards.

Educational Program:

K. N. Vickery (Chairman), R. J. Berry, W.R.

Mattox, J. K. Williams, and W. T. Cox.
5.

The Library:

J. W. G. Gourlay (Chairman),

H. M. Felder, J. H. Hobson, G.
6.

The Faculty:

c.

c.

W. Bolen, J. G. Dinwiddie,

Means, and J.M. Rush.

J.E. Miller (Chairman), E. C. Coker, C. M. McHugh, C. M.

Jones, and J. K. Williams.
7.

Student Personnel:

w.

T. Cox (Chairman), K. N. Vickery, G. E. Coakley,

J.E. Hair, J. R. Cooper, D. G. Hughes, H. H. Hill, R.R. Ritchie, F. J.
Howard, R.

w.

Moorman, E. Park, C.H. Watson, and E. P. Willimon.

iii
8.

Physical Plant:
Collins,

9.

w.

s.

F. J. Jervey (Chairman), H. E. Glenn, H. H. Hill, R.

L. Lowry, H. E. McClure, and Francis Dean.

Research: O. B. Garrison (Chairman), L.

c.

Adams, F. I. Brownley, Jr.,

T. D. Efland, H. H. Macaulay, and J.E. Miller
10.

Special Activities:

J. K. Williams (Chairman), F. I. Brownley, Jr.,

M. D. Farrar, Gaston Gage,

w.

L. Lowry, G. B. Nutt, M. C. Palmer, and

J.E. Sherman.
11.

The Graduate School:

H. H. Macaulay (Chairman), G. E. Bair, F. I. Brown-

ley, Jr., L. H. Davis, Gaston Gage, H. L. Hunter, J. W. Jones,
R.

w.

Moorman,

c.

w.

L. Lowry,

A. Reed, T. L. Senn, and H. H. Wilson.

THE ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS
School of Agriculture
12.

Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology:

G. H. Aull (Chairman), · B. J.

Todd and V. A. Boyd.
13.

Agricultural Education:

L. H. Davis (Chairman),

w. c.

Bowen, F. E. Kirk-

ley, and B. H. Stribling.
14.

Agricultural Engineering:
J. H. Anderson, M.
Craig, H.

o.

c.

A.

w.

Snell and T.

v.

Wilson (Co-Chairmen),

McKenzie, G. H. Dunkelberg, H. E. McLeod, J. T.

Vaigneur, E. B. Rogers,

s.

A. Nunnery, B. K. Webb, H.P.

Lynn, and F. H. Hedden.
15.

Agronomy~ Soils:

G. H. Collings and

u. s.

Jones (Co-Chairmen),

c.

M.

Jones, T. C. Peele, and H. A. Woodle.
16.

Animal Husbandry: . R. F. Wheeler (Chairman), J. R. Cook, D. L. Handlin,
and A. L. DuRant.

17.

Botany and Bacteriology :

w.

M. Epps (Chairman), J. H. Bond, J.E. Halpin,

F. H. Smith, and J.B. Whitney, Jr.

iv
18.

Dairy:

B. E. Goodale (Chairman),

c.

G. Cushman,

w.

A. King, and J. T.

Lazar, Jr.

19.

Entomology and Zoology:
Nettles, L. H. Senn, E.

c.

T. R. Adkins, R.
·20.

Forestry:

J. H. Cochran (Chairman), J. K. Reed, W. C.

w.

King, R. E. Ware, L. G. Webb, G.

w.

Anderson,

Fox, and T. E. Skelton.

K. Lehotsky (Chairman),

w.

J. Barker, R. D. Shipman, and J. R.

Warner.

21.

Horticulture:

T. B. Hagler (Chairman), T~ L. Senn and R. J. Ferree.

22.

Poultry: B. D. Barnett (Chairman), P.H. Gooding and J.B. Cooper.

School of Architecture

23.

R. E. McClure (Chairman), E. A. Gunnin and G. C. Means, Jr.

Architecture:

School of Arts and Sciences

c. Q.

24.

Chemistry and Geology:

25.

English and Modern Languages:

Brown (Chairman), H. T. Polk and H. G. Spencer.
H. M. Cox (Chairman), J. A. Dean, C. B.

Green, M.A. Owings, and R. E. Sullivan.
26.

Industrial Management:

w.

D. Trevillian (Chairman),

c. c.

Davis, and

W. C. Edel.

27.

Mathematics:

A. T. Hind (Chairman),

28.

Physics:

29.

Social Sciences

c.

E. Kirkwood, and E. Park.

J. T. Lindsay (Chairman), L. D. Huff, and J. I. Pollard.
and Secondary Education:

c.

E. Epting (Chairman), C.

Bolen, F. A. Burtner, G. ~·razee, E. M. Lander, G. E. Bair, J. L. Brock,
T. M. Castles, and H. H. McGarity.
30.

Air Force ROTC:

c.

B. Thompson (Chairman), T. M. Skillman, and J. D.

Cotter.
31.

Army ROTC:

E. C. Watson (Chairman) W. L. Devane and B. N. Skardon.

w.

V

School of Engineering

c.

32.

Ceramic Engineering:

G.

Robinson (Chairman), H. H. Wilson and

33.

Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering:

c.

c. c.

Fain.

E. Littlejohn (Chairman), J. T.

McCormack, G. F. Meenaghan, and W. B. Barlage.
34.

Civil Engineering:

w.

L. Lowry (Chairman), I. A. Trively, J; M. Ford,

L. G. Rich, and J.P. Rostron.
35.

36.

Electrical Engineering:

J. N. Thurston (Chainnan), W. L. Ball, C. P.

Goodin, R. N. Kersey, J.

c.

Engineering Graphics:

w.

D.

Hanunond, L. H. Jameson, and
37.

Engineering Mecnanics:

Martin, and H.

v.

Poe.

Bradbury (Chairman), R. A. Banister, A. F.

c. M. McHugn.

R. W. Moorman (Cnairman), R. F. Nowack, J.P.

Uldrick, and R. D. Snyder.
38.

Industrial Engineering:

E. Laitala (Chairman), D. C. Brock, J. H.Couch,

and B. E. Dunkle.
39.

Mechanical Engineering:
K. W. Rausch,

s.

J.

c.

M. Watson, A.

Cook (Chairman), J. L. Edwards, A. D. Lewis,

c.

Elrod,

w.

G. Hudson, and R. L. Perry.

School of Textiles
40.

Textiles:

G. Gage (Chairman), T. A. Campbell, Joseph Lindsay, A. E. McKenna,

and T. D. Efland.

SPECIAL AREAS
41.

Agricultural Experiment Stations:

42.

Agricultural Extension Service:

O. B. Garrison and

c.

E. Woodall.

G. B. Nutt · (Chairman), G. H. Bonnette,

L.B. Massey, and T. W. Morgan.
43.

Agricultural Information Service:

44.

Agricultural Marketing Division:
Hutchins, C.H. Langford, and E.

J.B. Copeland and V.

c.

Meyer.

J.E. Youngblood (Chairman), D.

w.

Siedschlag.

c.

vi
45.

County Agents and Their Work:

T.

w.

l'k:>rgan (Chairman), G. B. Nutt, and

L.B. Massey.
46.

Crop Pest CollDllission:

47.

Farms Department:

48.

Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis Department,~ Agricultural Chemis-

!!Y Research:
49.

J. · H. Cochran and W. M. Epps.

J. S. Evans.

B. D. Cloaninger and

n.

J. Webb.

Food Technology and Human Nutrition Department:

J. H. Mitchell, Jr.

(Chairman), Maries. Hindman and J.M. Van Deren, Jr.
~

50.

4-H

~:

J. B. Williams and Georgia Taylor.

51.

General Curriculum i n ~ and Sciences:

R.

s.

Lambert, (Chairman),

W. G. Miller, J. R. Patterson, and C.H. Watson.
52.

Home Demonstration Service:

Sallie P. Musser (Chairman), Curtys Ballen-

tine, Ruby Craven, Gertrude Lanham, Lucille Chandler, Ellie Herrick,
Margaret Martin, Janie McDill, Betty Lee Palmer, and Vela Smith.
53.

Livestock-Poultry Health Department:

R. W. Carter (Chairman),

o.

E. Baker,

Jr., and B. W. Bierer.
54.

Pre-medicine Curriculum, Arts~ Sciences:
P. Carodemos, E.

55.

c.

F. A. Burtner (Chairman),

Coker, and M.A. Owings.

Projections for the Future:

J. K. Williams (Chairman), H. E. Glenn, H. E.

McClure, H. L. Hunter, G. Gage, M. D. Farrar,

w.

L. Lowry,

w.

T. Cox, H. H.

Macaulay, and F. J. Jervey.
56.

Seed Certification Division:

J.
57.

w.

Neely, B. E. Gramling,

Sununer School Program:

C.

n.

R.H. Garrison (Chairman), W. H. McGee,

o.

H. Wienges, Jr., and J. N. Davis.

Green (Chairman), G. E. Bair, W. C. Bowen,

J. H. Hobson, R. F. Nowack, and D.

c.

Sheldon.
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II.

HISTORICAL SKETCH -- THE CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE OF SOtrrH CAROLINA
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Founding

The Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina was founded
in 1889 when the General Assembly of South Carolina accepted the bequest
of Thomas G. Clemson which set aside the bulk of his estate for the founding
of a scientific and technical college.(*)

Iumediately after the founding

in 1889, and prior to the opening in 1893, the General Assembly also took
action to designate Clemson as a Land-Grant College under the provisions
of The First Morrill (Land-Grant College) Act passed by the National Congress
in 1862.

(*) Thomas G. Clemson (July l, 1807--April 6, 1888) left the bulk of his
estate for the founding of an agricultural and mechanical college. The
Will, probated on April 20, 1888, designated the Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court of South Carolina to be the judge as to when the bequest and the
conditions of the Will had been accepted by the State. The Act of Acceptance,
as passed by the General Assembly of South Carolina, was approved by the
Governor on November 27, 1889, and on December 6, 1889, the Chief Justice
declared the acceptance complete.
Thomas G. Clemson was born in Philadelphia and educated at the Royal
Schools of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). His early profession was that of
a mining engineer; but circwnstances diverted his interests into politics and
the life of a southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic advocate
of scientific agriculture. He had a career as a diplomat (charge d'affaires
to Belgium from 1844 to 1852); he served as the first Superintendent of Agricultural Affairs in Washington (1860); and as a scientist, he published nwnerous
articles in the fields of mining, chemistry, and agriculture. His promotional
activities included his connections in the founding of the Maryland Agricultural College, his support of the Morrill Act, his leadership in the South
after the Civil War, and his part in the founding of the Clemson Agricultural
College. Thomas G. Clemson married the daughter of John c. Calhoun, and in
1840 moved to Calhoun's plantation at Fort Bill. In later years, Clemson
spent considerable time advocating the founding of a scientific college for
South Carolina, and when he died in 1888 he left the bulk of his estate for
this purpose. (See also Thomas Green Clemson -- His Life and Work, by
A. G. Holmes and G. R. Sherrill.)
-- -- -
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Clemson was established as one of the so-called separate Land-Grant
Colleges and Universities -- separate from the university of the state in
which located.(*)

These inst'itutions, generally established under such names

as"

----- Agricultural

later became known as"
current era is"

College", "

----- A.

-----

-----

State College."

The typical name in the

State University of Agriculture and Applied

Science", with the shorter form of"_____
used.

and M. College", etc.,

State University" generally

The official name of Clemson, as specified in the Clemson Will, is

"The Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina", although the shorter
form of "Clemson College" is now used on many occasions.
The cornerstone of the College was laid in July 1891, and the doors
opened to students in July 1893.

The 446 students who entered

,. the first

session constituted an unusually large enrollment for a South Carolina college

(*) The First Morrill (Land-Grant College) Act (July 2, 1862) and the
Hatch (Agricultural Experiment Station) Act (March 2, 1887) as passed by
national Congress antedated the founding of Clemson. However, in the
same month in which Clemson was founded (December 1889), the General
Assembly of South Carolina passed legislation which (1) transferred to
Clemson one-half of the land scrip fund of $191,800 which had been previously allocated to the University of South Carolina, with the other
half remaining to the benefit of the South Carolina Agricultural College
and Mechanics Institute (for Negro students) at Orangeburg, (2) transferred
from the University of South Carolina to Clemson the annual grant by the
Congress of the $15,000 Hatch fund, (3) provided that the College receive
$15,000 annually from the privilege tax on fertilizers, and (4) appropriated
$15,000 to Clemson from the state treasury for the building and maintenance
of the College.
In 1890, the General Assembly passed legislation which (1) transferred
all property and riP,hts to property of the Experiment Station connected with
the University of South Carolina to Clemson, and (2) accepted the provisions
of the Second Morrill Act, with the appropriated sum of $25,000 to be divided
equally between Clemson and the college for Negroes.
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at that time.

The first graduating exercises were held in December 1896 with

a graduating class of thirty-seven, including fifteen in the agricultural
courses and twenty-two in the engineering courses.
The Clemson "Charter"
The basic documents governing the establislunent of Clemson College
include the Clemson Will, the Act of Acceptance by the General Assembly, and
the First Morrill Act.

The originally stated functions as embodied in these

documents are quoted in Chapter One.
In addition, as a land-grant c~llege and state institution, Clemson's
"charter" includes various legislative enactments by the national congress and
the state legislature.

In feder al l egi s lation, The Hatch (Agricultural Experi-

ment Station) Act (1887) defined the initial role in research, and the SmithLever (Agricultural Extension Service) Act (1914) determined the initial role
in public service.
By acts of the South Carolina General Assembly certain agricultural
programs involving regulatory procedures have also been assigned to Clemson.
This program includes the promulgation of rules and regulations by the Board
of Trustees of the Clemson Agricultural College in the furtherance of these
services for the protection of South Carolina farmers and agriculture.

These

regulatory services include the Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis Department,
the Livestock and Poultry Health Department, the Seed Certification Department,
and the Crop Pest Commission.

All coordinate and cooperate with other agri-

cultural agencies in striving for a better and more efficient agricultural
program.
Clemson College also has the powers of a municipal corporation
as granted by the General Assembly in 1894.

Organization
X

In accord with the Will of Thomas G. Clemson and the Act of Acceptance of t he General Assembly of South Caro l ina, the Board of Tr ustees consists of thirteen members, including seven life and ' self- perpetuating
trustees and six elected by the General Assembly, three every two years fo r
four-year tenns.

This organization of the Board has remained the same

throughout the history of the institution.
At the first meeting of the Board of Trustees held in 1890, R.

w.

Simpson, Clemson's lawyer and "trusted friend", was elected President of
the Board in which position he served for seventeen years.

The current

President of the Board is Robert M. Cooper who was first elected to the
Board by the legislature in 1922, later elected as a life trustee in 1935,
and elected President of the Board in 1951.
The first president of the College was H. Aubrey Strode (1890 1893) who resigned prior to the opening of the College.
dents include Edwin B. Craighead (1893-1897), Henry

s.

Succeeding presiHartzog (1897-1902) ,

Patrick Hues Mell (1902-1910), Walter Merritt Riggs (1911-1924) . Enoch
Walter Sikes (1925-1940), Robert Franklin Poole (1940- 1958) 1 and Robert
Cook Edwards who became president in 1959.

For a short time in 1902, Mark

Bernard Hardin served as president pro-tem; and in 1919 and again in 192419251 Samuel Broadus Earle served as acting president.

Walter Merritt Riggs

and Robert Cook Edwards each served as acting president just prior to his
election as president.
With only twenty-three teaching positions listed in the first
"Prospectus" published, the organization of the institution was relatively
simple.

The "administration" consisted primarily of the President of the

College assisted by the Secretary-Treasurer and the Coltlllandant of Cadets.
The President also served as Director of the Agricultural Experiment
Station.
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In 1897 the instructional program was organized into the Agricultural, Mechanical, Chemical, Academic and Military Departments.
the Textile Department was added.

In 1898

The South Carolina Agricultural Experiment

Station, which had earlier beginnings in the state, was moved to Clemson in
1890.

The Extension Service was organized after the passage of the Smith-

Lever Act in 1914.
By 1933 the enrollment had grown to 1108 students, the teaching
staff to 111, and the administration to sixteen, including the president and
fifteen deans and directors.

The earlier departments, with the exception of

the Military Department, became schools in 1933-1934 and a School of Education
was added.

Divisions previously organized under the departments became de-

partments under the schools, and there were eighteen standing committees of
the faculty.
In 1953-1954, with a first semester enrollment of 2749, the organization was essentially the same as that of 1933-1934.

There were fifteen deans

and directors and twenty-eight standing committees responsible directly to
the president.

The administrative units were as listed below:

School of Agriculture
School of Chemistry
School of Arts and Sciences
School of Education
School of Engineering
School of Textiles
Graduate School
Business Manager

Library
Coounandant
Registrar
Treasurer
Athletic Department
Hospital
Y. M. C. A.

In 1953-1954, the organization was too cumbersome for the scope
of the program.

The institution was operating on a "university" basis under

a "college" organization and one which would be cumbersome even for a smaller
college.

The Board of Trustees employed the firm of Cresap, McCormick and

Paget, Management Consultants, to make a study of the institution and recommend
changes.

:X.i.i

Rcorcanization
The CMP team spent the year of 1954-1955 studying every facet of
the institution.

The four-volume report was presented to the Board in the

spring and summer of 1955, and the reorganization became effective in 1955-

1956.
The CMP team proposed and the Board approved a reorganization
under the general accepted four-area basis for complex institutions, with
the four executive officers responsible directly to the president as follows:
Dean of the College
Deat. of Student Affairs
Comptroller
Vice President for Development
Proposals in academic organization accepted by the Board included a reduction

from six to four undergraduate schools.

The School of Chemistry was made a

department under the School of Arts and Sciences; and the School of Education
was divided into a Department of Agricultural Education (under the School
of Agriculture) and a Department of Secondary Education (under the School
of Arts and Sciences).

The four remaining undergraduate schools were the

Schools of Agriculture, Arts and Sciences, Engineering and Textiles.(*)
The Deans of the Schools and the Director of the Libraries were made directly
responsible to the Dean of the College.
In some respects the changes proposed by the CMP team and accepted
by the Board were greatest in the area of student affairs.

Although the

student body was under a military (cadet corps) system since the founding
of the college, a reorganization was long overdue.

(*) Subsequent to the CMP reorganization, archi tecture, previously
operating as a department in the School of Engineering has been established
as the School of Architecture (1958). The Department of Secondary Education has been abolished (1961) with Secondary Educntion courses placed und er
the Social Science Department nnd the Industrial Education courses placed
under the Department of Industrial Engineering.
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The transition to a civilian type organization was effected
smoothly and efficiently.

The Rare program was continued and administered

under the Dean of Student Affairs.

Later (1961) the military departments

(Air Science and Military Science) were transferred to the School of Arts
and Sciences as regular instructional deISarbitertts.
. . .·
Student Affairs functions were re·g rouped, and ·the units tnade

responsible to the Dean of Student Affairs tncludea:
Registrar
Director of Student Center and Y.M.C.A.
General Secretary
Director of Student Aid and Placement
Director of Athletics
Director of Student Health Service
The CMP team proposed and the Board accepted a reorganization
which combined the business and financial affairs under one executive
officer.

The position of Business Manager had been established in 1926

and the position of Secretary-Treasurer (Treasurer of the College and
Secretary of the Board) had been maintained since the beginning of the
institution.

The reorganization combined the positions of Business

Manager and Treasurer into the position of Comptroller.

A staff position

in the President's Office was established under the title of Assistant
to the President and Secretary of the Board.
The Comptroller was designated as the chief fiscal and business
officer of the institution, assisted by two staff officers and seven operating line officials.

In the new organization. the staff officers included

a Methods and Procedures Supervisor and an Internal Audit9r.
line officials are listed below:
Chief Accountant
Director of Personnel
Director o'f Purchasing
Budget Officer
Director of ·physlcal Plant
Director of Auxilla·r y Enterprises
Manager of 't'he Clend1on House

The operating
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The CMP team proposed and the Board accepted the establishment
of an office of Development headed by a Vice President for Development.
The areas under this organization include:
Public and Alumni Relations
Planning
Sponsored Research
Fund Development
Other changes proposed and accepted included a reorganization of
the coIIDilittees of the Board and the establishment of councils advisory to the
president of the College.

The door was opened for the establishment of a

faculty senate and broader participation by faculty and staff through such
organized groups.

The 28 committees of the faculty were abolished to pave the

way for a more meaningful committee organization.
Further details concerning the present organization of the institution are given in Chapter III.
Executive Personnel
At the time of the reorganization, Robert Franklin Poole was
President of the College in which position he served until his death on
June 6, 1958.

Robert Cook Edwards was made Acting President on June 10, 1958,

and elected President. of the College on April 9, 1959.
The first reorganization appointment was that of Melford A. Wilson
to the position of Comptroller, effective July 1, 1955.

This was followed in

the same month by the appointment of Francis Marion Kinard as Dean of the
College and Walter Cox as Dean of Student Affairs.

After the death of Dr.

Kinard on May 20, 1960, Jack Kenny Williams was appointed Dean of the College
on June 6, 1960.
The position of Vice President for Development was filled on ·
July 1, 1956 by Robert Cook Edwards.

When Dr. Edwards was elected President

on April 9, 1959, Frank Johnstone Jervey was elected Vice President for Developmen~, effective May 1, 1959.
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Curriculums
The College was opened in 1893 and an analysis has been made of
the curriculums by twenty-year intervals. ,...l'ne first "Prospectus" announced
only two four-year curriculums supplemented by two two-year curriculums and
a preparatory course.

The major fields announced were "Chemistry and Agri-

culture" and ''Mechanics and Engineering".
The first graduates in 1896 and 1898 completed the agricultural
and mechanical-electrical courses.

Next came Civil Engineering with three

graduates in 1899, Textile Industry with four graduates in 1900, and
Chemistry with one graduate in 1905.
By the 1913-1914 session, Architectural Engineering had been
added, and provision had been made for seven majors in agriculture, including agronomy, botany, chemis~ry, animal husbandry, entomology, horticulture, and veterinary science.

The animal husbandry major included

dairying.
Twenty years later, the 1933-1934 catalog listed 20 four-year
courses leading to the bachelor's degree.

The mechanical-electrical course

had become Mechanical Engineering and Electrical Engineering with the first
degrees in these separate courses awarded in 1921.

Architectural Engineering

had changed to Architecture, and Textile Industry had become Textile Engineering.

The agricultural majors in botany, chemistry, and veterinary

science had been abolished and new majors established in Dairy and Agricultural Economics.

The new four-year courses included Agricultural Engineering,

General Science, Chemical Engineering, Textile Chemistry, Weaving and Designing,
~gricultural Education, Industrial Education, and Textile Industrial Education.
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The catalog for 1953-1-954, the year just prior to the reorganizational study in 1954-1955, listed the following twenty-nine undergraduate
curriculums:
School of Education

School of Agriculture
Agricultural Economics
*Agricultural Engineering
Agronomy
Animal Husbandry
Botany
Dairy
Entomology
Horticulture
Poultry
Pre-Forestry
Pre-Veterinary

Education
Industrial Education
Vocational Agricultural
Education
School of Engineering
*Agricultural Engineering
Architecture
Architectural Engineering
Ceramic Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

School of Arts and Sciences
Arts and Sciences
Industrial Physics
Pre-Medicine

School of Textiles
School of Chemistry
Agricultural Chemistry
Chemistry

Textile Chemistry
Textile Engineering
Textile Manufacturing

The current undergraduate curriculums are listed in full in Chapter IV.

The Graduate Program
It was late in Clemson's history that graduate work was established
on a sound basis .

Although the first master's ·degree was awarded in 1924,

the year of 1957 was of much greater significance in the history of this
program.
The statistics indicate that one master's degree in education
in 1924 and one master's degree in textile industrial education in

* Jointly administered by the School of Agriculture and the School of
Engineering.
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1927 were

followed by two in ~extile chemistry in 1932 and one in textile

chemistry in 1933 .

Gradua te work was then discontinued as a result of a

reconunendation of a faculty committee appointed to consider the matter.
In the late thirties graduate courses were again offered and
taken largely by school teachers in the summer sessions.

This program

was also abandoned or phased out, but it did result in the eventual award
of one master ' s degree in industrial education in 1942.
In 1945, upon recommendation of the president, the Board approved
"the establishment at Clemson of a graduate school offering work leading to
degrees of Master of Science, Applied Masters and Doctor of Philosophy."
The Board also authorized the employment .of a graduate dean who would devote
part of his time to teaching or research.

A graduate committee was appointed

but the program was slow in getting off the ground.

It was not until 1948

that any master's degrees were awarded -- four in agricultural economics.
Six master ' s degrees were awarded in 1949 and 17 in 1950.
It was not until 1951 that the then chairman of the graduate
committee was appointed dean of the graduate school.

For the period of

1951-1956, an average of 22 master ' s degrees were awarded per year.
In connection with the management survey in 1954-1955, the advisability of a graduate program was questioned.

In particular, the CMP

report reconunended and the Board approved (1) the abolition of the position
of dean of the graduate school, and (2) ·the assignment of graduate school
responsibilities to the dean of the college.

The administration felt that

the recommendation and action were unwarranted and the time long overdue
for a forthright stand to be taken on the graduate program.
In October 1956, the administration recommended and the Board
authorized a special appraisal of the graduate program by a team of properly
qualified consultants .

A self-study was made in this area and the visiting

consultants wer~ Lloyd Chapin, L.A. Pardue, and Herman Spivey.

The
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Chapin-Pardue-Spivey report (appendix C) became the most important document
in the history of graduate work at Clemson.

After reviewing the report,

the Board expressed its intention and committed the institution "to a
policy to maintain, improve, ·and enlarge graduate work" at the college.
The position of dean of the graduate school was reinstated in September
1957, which marked the beginning of the current development of graduate
work.

Additional funds were made available for graduate assistantships

and funds secured from various sources for fellowships.

Academic standards

were given added emphasis and a sound program developed.
The enrollment of graduate students has increased fifty per cent
since 1956-1957, and the annual award of master's degrees to an average
of 56 .

The first Ph.D., in Plant Pathology, was awarded on June 5, 1960.
A review of the current graduate program is presented in

Chapter XI.
Accreditation
The institution became an accredited member of the Southern
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools in 1927.

The Civil, Elec-

trical, and Mechanical Engineering curriculums were accredited by the
Engineers Council for Professional Development in 1937, during the initial
accreditation period of this organization.

The curriculums in Agricultural,

Ceramic, and Chemical Engineering were later accredited by ECPD in 1953,
1955, and 1959, respectively.
The Chemistry curriculum was accredited by the American Chemical
Society in 1953 and the Architectural curriculum by the National Architectural Accrediting Board in 1956.
The four-year curriculum in Forestry, established in 1957, was
organized under a policy of meeting the requirements for accreditation
by the Society of American Foreste~s at the earliest possible date.

As
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Clemson baa interpreted the requirements, all standards are being fulfilled
and the institution is waiting out the time requirement.

Accreditation is

anticipated not earlier than February 1962 and not later than June 1963.
All accreditations indicated above have continued without interruption since the initial accreditations.

Recent reports from the

National Architectural Accrediting Board and the Engineers' Council for
Professional Development are presented herewith as Appendix A and Appendix
B.

Enrollment~ Degrees
The enrollment of Clemson has grown from 446 students at the
opening of the College in 1893 to 4048 for the first semester, 1960-1961.
Degrees awarded through 1961 total 15,156 including 14,718 bachelors'
degrees, 437 masters' degrees and one doctorate.
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PURPOSES AND GOALS
The purposes and goals of Clemson College are those of most Land-Grant
Colleges in the United States:

education, research, and public service, with

emphasis on the agricultural, engineering, and natural sciences.

As

a state-

aupported institution, the College devotes much of its attention and effort
to activities which will enhance the cultural and economic welfare of South
Carolina.
In 1956 the College Council of Deans and Directors (now the Educational

Council) defined in writing the role of the institution and each of its major
components.

This statement of objectives was amended in 1959, ·approved by

the Board of Trustees, and printed in the Faculty Manual.

The statement

has been reviewed again this year (1961) for inclusion in the Self-Study
report, as follows:
I. THE BASIC ROLE

1. Basic Aims and Purposes:

The basic role of this institution was deter-

mined by the provisions of the will of Thomas C. Clemson, the acceptance
of its terms and conditions by Act of General Assembly of South Carolina,
and by the Morrill Land-Grant Act passed by the National Congress in 1862.
- From the Clemson Will -- "My purpose is to establish an Agricultural
College which will afford useful information to the farmers and
mechanics; therefore, it should afford thorough instruction in
agriculture and the natural sciences connected therewith, it should
combine, if practicable, physical with intellectual education, and
should be a high seminary of learning in which the graduate of the
conunon schools can commence, pursue, and finish a course of studies terminating in thorough theoretic and practical instruction
in those sciences and arts which bear directly upon agriculture •••
but to always bear in mind that the benefits herein sought to be
bestowed are intended to benefit agriculture and mechanical industries ••• "
- From the Act of Acceptance -- "The State of South Carolina hereby
expressly declares that it accepts the devise and bequest of
Thomas G. Clemson subject to the terms and conditions set forth
in his last will and testament."
- From the Morrill Land-Grant Act of 1862 -- " ••• the leading object
shall be, ••• to teach such branches of learning as are related to
agriculture and mechanic ·arts ••• in order to promote the liberal
and practical education of the industrial classes in the pursuits
and professions of life."
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The College must continue to be faithful to these basic aims in the light
of developments as they come.

Leg islative Acts of the General Assembly of

South Carolina and the National Congress subsequent to the f ounding of the
College have enhanced rather than modified the basic purposes of the institution.

The concept of teaching, research, and public service, developed first

in the area of agriculture, is basic to the public trust of the Land-Grant Colleges.

The extension of this concept bo engineering, industrial, and other

scientific areas is in conformity with basic purposes in the Clemson Will.
2. Fulfilling the Basic Role:

If the College is to maintain its place of

leadership in South Carolina in "scientific culture" and be the "high seminary
of learning" visualized by its founder, it must be alert to the needs of agriculture, engineering, and industry, and it must strive not merely to stay
abreast of scientific development but to participate actively in furthering

scientific development.
Fulfilling such a role means continuing development of:
- A strong educational program in a variety of undergraduate curricula
designed to meet the needs of the students served by the College.
- A strong graduate program which is necessary in all major fields of
the College for maint aining the scholarly staff and atmosphere essential to a strong undergraduate program and a creative research program.
- An active research program in all major fields which is essential to

scientific development and leadership in technical advancement.
- Special public services for sharing knowledge with agriculture, engineering and industry.
II. SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
1. Instruction:

Since Clemson College is the center of agricultural infor-

mation and education in South Carol.ina it is essential that the institution maintain a sound instructional program in agricultursll !sl.ibJeot!a.
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The School of Agriculture will continue to develop the undergraduate
program and offer curricula to meet changing conditions.
A strong graduate program is necessary for Clemson , coperly to fulfill
its obligations to the citizens of the State and attain the relative standing among educational institutions that the College deserves.

The graduate

program in Agriculture will be further developed as funds and personnel
become available.

The Ph.D. degree will be offered in the fields where

a clear need exists.
The school accepts the obligation to provide agricultural short
courses for adult farmers, youths, and other special groups.
2. Research:

The South Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station has the

role of maintaining an aggressive research policy which promotes stability

in agriculture and aids farmers in maintaining their position economically
and socially with other segments of society.

3. Extension Service:

The Clemson College Extension Service is a branch

of the Clemson Agricultural College.

It is a cooperative service supported

by the counties, the State, and the Federal Government.

The Extension

Service is responsible for conducting with all people of South Carolina
the cooperative educational and demonstrational programs in agriculture
and home economics of Clemson College and the United States Department
of Agriculture.
The annual plan of agricultural and home economics extension work is
developed and carried out with c lose cooperation between the Extension
Service and the farm and home leadership of the State, the counties, and
the rural col'll'llunities and neighborhoods.
4. Regulatory Service:

By acts of the South Carolina General Assembly

certain agricultural programs involving regulatory procedures have been
assigned to the Clemson Agricultural College.
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The policy of the College as authorized and directed under these acts

will be the continuation of an efficient and impartial compliance program,

.

which, in addition to the present acts, includes the protm..1lgation of rules
and regulations by the Board of Trustees of the Clemson Agricultural College in the furtherance of these services but not inconsistent with said
acts, for the protection of South Carolina farmers and agriculture.

These regulatory services include the Fertilizer Inspection and
Analysis Department, the Livestock-Poultry Health Department, the Seed

Certification Department, and the Crop Pest Commission.
III.

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
1. Professional Education:

Clemson College offers the only professional

curricula available in South Carolina in preparation for the practice of
architecture.

The basic mission of the School of Architecture is:

- (1) Primarily that of providing high quality professional education
in architecture, and
- (2) Secondarily that of offering instruction which will equip students
for service in other areas of the building industry, and maintaining
programs and courses in the several visual arts which will enrich the
cultural climate of the college and community.
Professional training for the architectural profession, which is at
once an art and a science, necessarily includes basic work in the humanities and a core of creative design courses undertaken concurrently with
theoretical studies in the sciences and visual arts.
2. Collaboration with Profession:

The school closely serves and derives

notable support from the profession in the state.

This collaboration is

aimed towards the development of programs of high national rank.
The school must also serve the architectural profession by offering
postgraduate short courses and by assisting with publications and other
programs.
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3. Development:

Believins that the professtona l undergraduate program is

established on a sound basis, the school is presently beginning work in
these three areas:
- (1) A sponsored research progr8JT' in the areas of design, structures,
and regional planning;
- (2) A program of graduate studies leading to the Master of Architecture
degree; and
- (3) Courses in the visual arts for non-architects, with the ultimate
objective of offering professional work leading to the B.• F .A. degree.
IV.

M
1.

SCHOOL .Q!

!

~

!!:m SCIENCES

Threefold Role:

The role of the School of Arts and Sciences in the

present and future of Clemson College is threefold in nat.ure.

First, it

offers instruction in the fundamental cultural subjects and basic sciences required of all undergraduate students at Clemson; secondly, it trains
students professionally, at both undergraduate and graduate levels, in
certain specialized areas, such as Chemistry, Industrial Management,
Mathematics, and Physics; finally, it provides leadership to the College
in the creation and promotion of an intellectual and academic atmosphere
on the campus.
2. General Undergraduate Teaching:

Until fairly recently, nearly all of

the teaching in the School of Arts and Sciences has been service teaching
for the professional curricula.

This teaching program has included cul-

tural subjects needed to turn out broadly educated graduates, and in addition has included the fundamental sciences on which professional curricula are based.

It is anticipated that this service will be continued

and expanded as needed.

In addition, it is expected that a typical A.B.

curriculum will be developed in the future.
as Clemson develops its university status.

This development is expected
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3. Undergraduate Specialized Training:

In addition to general education

provided by the School of Arts and Sciences, professional training is provided in the areas of Chemistry, Industrial Management, Mathematics, Phy-

sics, Pre-Medicine and Secondary School teaching.
4. Graduate Specialized Training:

A strong graduate program is a necessity

for any institution wishing to attain national academic recognition.

Fur-

thermore, the rapid industrialization of South Carolina has enormously increased the demand for men and women with advanced technical training.

In

order to do its share in meeting this demand, the School of Arts and Sciences now has a strong Ph.D. program in Chemistry and will soon start a similar program in Physics.

Additional graduate programs will be developed in

other areas as the need arises.

V. THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
1. The~ of Instruction, Research, and Development:

Since Clemson

College is the largest and best equipped school of engineering in South
Carolina, and has the best qualified staff for instruction and research
in the State, it ~s essential that the institution maintain a strong program in engineering to provide instruction in those branches of engineering which are needed, and to provide staff and facilities for research
and development in engineering fields.
2. Undergraduate and Graduate Instruction:

While it is not anticipated

that all branches of engineering will ever be offered by Clemson, the policy

of the School of Engineering is to offer those curricula which are essential to sound engineering education and of interest to the industries and
engineering firms of South Carolina.

Clemson must not only have a strong

undergraduate school of engineering, but must offer graduate work at both
the master's and doctor's level in order to properly perform its function
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to the citizens of this Sta·t e and the Southeast .

At the present time the

Master's degree is offered in several branches of engineering, namely, Agricultural, Ceramic, Chemical, Civil, Electrical, and Mechanical.

Beginning

in September 1961, a new program leading to the degree of Master of Science
in Water Resources Engineering will be offered.

Plans are now being made

for programs leading to the Ph.D. degree in several areas.

These programs

will be implemented in the near future.

3. Research:

Basic research is an essential and indispensable part of the

education of scientists and engineers.

Its educational values are vital,

imperative, and essential to the development of creative minds.

The School

of Engineering must, therefore, carry out a strong program of basic research
activities.

An

expanded program of sponsored research is also necessary to

care for the needs of engineering and industrial firms of the area and to
provide financial assistance for the overall research activity.
4 . Public Service:

A continuing educational program for professional en-

gineers is also offered through a series of short courses as the need and
opportunities arise.

Several of these are planned each year.

As soon as funds are available the State should establish an Engineer-

ing and Industrial Extension Service which should work in connection with
the Schools of Engineering and Textiles in providing services to our engineers and industries throughout the State.

Such a service should not

only furnish consultants on technical matters but also provide an expanded
program of short courses such as now being given to better fill the needs
of engineering personnel in this region.
VI. THE SCHOOL OF TEXTILES
1. The Role in Undergraduate and Graduate Instruction:

Clemson College is .

one of the largest of the ten textile schools that have served the American
textile industry.

South Carolina is the leading textile state and textiles
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is the leading industry in the state, carrying a dominant part of the
State's tax burden.

For these reasons Clen~on is obligated to offer a

superior education in textiles.

In order to properly serve this function,

the School of Textiles must continually upgrade its undergraduate curricula and devote greater emphasis to graduate study.
2. Research and Public Service:

While instruction is the primary role

of the School of Textiles, the basic policy for the school includes two
secondary roles.

These are (A) the promotion of a progressive research

program; and (B) the maintenance of aggressive public relations with all
segments of the industry .

To a large degree this second function is ac-

complished through acquainting the industry with the findings of the
research program through publication and other media.

VII. SUMMARY STATEMENT
Course offerings, degree programs, and research and public service
activities in each school of the college are carefully related to the
foregoing statement of purposes.

The changing economy of the state from

purely agricultural to a blend of agricultural and industrial activities
dictates a continual appraisal of all curricula and of all extracurricular activities .

Similarly, the increasing population of the piedmont

area of the State dictates a strengthening of the College's liberal arts

programs.
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- GENERAL:
On July 1, 1955, following a survey by a nationally known management consultant firm, the business management and accounting operations
of the college were reorganized and set up on a modified unitary organization basis as outlined in Volume I, College and University Business Administration.

The old separate positions of Business Manager and Treasurer,

were replaced by a Comptroller who was designated as the chief fiscal
officer of the college and the one to whom the President and the Board of
Trustees will look for leadership in the financial planning of all phases of

the administration of the college.

The Comptroller's organizational functions

include: Financial Planni ng; Budgeting; Accounting; Personnel Administration;
Plant Operations; Food Services; Dormitorie s and Housing; Purchas i ng and
Stores; Central Services for duplicating, telephone, mail and messengers ;
Methods and Procedures; Clem a on House Hotel; Public Utilitie1 ; and Central
Motor Pool.
- DIVISION OF FUNDS:
In sketching the history of income and expenditures, we felt tha t
the four years immediately following the reorganization would present a more
•
accurate picture of the financial structure of the college.
major fund divisions of the college.

There are five

They are (1) Teaching and Maintenance,

(2) Agricultural Experiment Station, (3) Agricultural Extension Service ,
(4) Livestock and Poultry Health Department, and (5) Fertilizer Inspection

•

' ti'

-1.:
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and Analysis Department.

For the purpose of this self-study analysis, we

shall confine our remarks mostly to the first major fund division, "Teaching
and Maintenance".

The main sources of income for this activity include (a)

State Appropriations, (b) 'Student Fees for Living Expenses, (c) Other
Student Fees, (d) Federal Land-Grant Morrill-Nels on Funds, (e) Unrestricted
Endowment Income from Clemson Bequest, and (f) Other Institutional Income
from the sale of electric current and water , entrance examination fees ,
diploma sales, and other miscellaneous sales and services.

About 93o/o

of the income dollar for teaching and maintenance is dependent upon state
appropriations and student fees.
Clemson College, a state supported institution, is required to
operate on the "balanced budget" principle. The college is not permitted
to accumulate a surplus, nor is is permitted to show a deficit at t he end
of the fiscal year.

The ever increasing costs of higher education, with a

need for better trained and better paid teachers, as well as increasing maintenance and operational cos ts, has strained the financial resources of the
college.

In order to keep pace with the needs of the expanding educational

budget, Clemson College increased Student Academic and Activities Fees
in the amount of $74. 40 per year, beginning with the first semester of 1960-61.
All funds received are channeled through the Accounting Division
of the Comptroller's Office, and all financial transactions of the college
are administere d through six fund groups, viz, ( 1) General Funds, (2)
Restricted Funds, (3) Loan Funds, (4) Endowment and Other Non-expendable
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Funds, (5) Plant Funds, and (6) Agency Funds.
Although we are co~cerned mostly with Teaching and Maintenance
in this self-study, it is important that the other four fund divisions be included in the financial charts and statements so as to present a more complete
financia\ picture of the college.

A statement on the financial operation of

the college, including all divisions, for the fiscal year 1959-60 is shown on
the next page.

A history of the income and expenditures of the Teaching

and Maintenance Division for the fiscal years 1955-56, 1956-57, 1957-58,
1958-59, and a history of the income for the other four divisions during
the same period, will be found in the attached charts and schedules.
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Summary

ot Current (Genera~ Income Di1bur1e•nta and Balance,
tor the tiloal
College
D1YiaiOD

Current General lncoae
Educational and Generali
Federal Appropria.tiona
State Appropria.tiona
Endowment Income
Student Fees
Special Grants
Sales a.nd Other Ser"Tices
Total Educational and General

•

45,558.86
2,862,434.00
9,266.36
344,468.20
6,801.12
400£082.73
$3,668,611.27

Auxiliary Enterprises

Auxiliary Enterprises

ended J\me so, 1960

Agricultural
Experiment
Statton

Agricultural
Exten1ion
D!Ti!12D

Linatock
Sanitary
D1Yl!!cn

•

682,652.00
668,019.00

$1,391,687.61
995,000.00

,235,865.00

i80,453.00

430£442.19
h,781,ll3.19

$2,385,687.61

5,949.84
$241,814.84

sao,45!.oo

$5,105,806.60

u. 781,113.19

,2,386,687.61

$241,814.84

$80,453.00

•

U,769,988.79
12,3117,815.00
$241,814.84
'Nork

U,16§,§aa.19

$2,387,815.00

!241,814.84

$80,453.00
$60,453.00

1,350,897.51
$1,769,988.79

B.xcea, ot Ineome OYer ExpenditurH
Balance July 1, 1959

73,394.97

401£605.57

11,124.40
6£411.48

475,000.54

$5,595,815.24

527,695.55
2,068,852.95
168,563.04
915,402.58
1,769,988.79
2,387,e15.oo
241,814.84
80,453.00
~S,151,585.75
1,350,897.51

$5,032.411.63

•

$2,119,898.47
4,841,771.00
9,266.36
344,458.20
6,~01 .12
836!474.76
J8,158,679.Sl

•

527,695.55
2,068,852.95
168,563.04
915,402.58

J3,68l,5l4.l2

Total

1,437,155.33

Total Current 3eneral Erpendi tures

Balance June 30, 1960

Fert. Inap.
and ADalyab
D!:!11ion

1!437£195.33

Total Current General Income
Current ~eral Ex?>enditures
Educational and Generali
Ad.ministration and General Exi,enae
In.s truction
Library
Pla.nt Operation and Maintenance
Organized Research
Extension Senrice
L1Yeatoek Sanitary Work
Fertilizer Inapeetion and .!n&lyaia
Total Educational and General

)'9&r

•

17,535.88

S2,387,815.00

$241,814.84

$80,453.00

$9,512,453.26

(1,127.39)
1!127.39

Bone

83,391.Si
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Hone

Wone

•
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LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

Fiscal Year

State
Appropriations

1955-56

$ Zll,711.00

1956-57

Zll, 711. 00

1957-58

Zl9,534.00

1958-59

Z37,065.00

FERTILIZER INSPECTION AND ANALYSIS

Fiscal Year

State
Appropriations

1955-56

$ 74, 517'. 00

1956-57

74,517.00

1957-58

78,503.00

1959 ... 59

80,453.00
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- THE BUDGET AND BUDGETARY CONTROL:
Funds for teaching and maintenance are largely dependent upon

state appropriations and stuclent fees.

The funds are budgeted to the dif-

ferent schools and departments according to the determined needs.

The

expected enrollment is a major factor in determining the needs of the schools
and teaching departments.

The Agricultural Experiment Station derives its

income from state and federal appropriations, and from the sale of farm
products.

The Agricultural Extension Service receives its income from

state and federal appropriations and from county supplements.

The Live-

stock and Poultry Health Department and the Fertilizer Inspection and
Analysis Department must depend .:>n state appropriations for operational
income.
About the first of September each year, the college must begin preparation and gather data for the annual budget request to the State Legislature.
The Comptroller is sues a call to the Deans, Directors, and other designated
budget administrators, to prepare their budget requests reflecting es ti mated
operational needs for the ensuing fiscal year.

The call includes oral in-

structions regarding time schedules, methods of preparation, statements of
justification, and details of operating decisions which should be reflected in
the budget.

Usually by September 30, or about one month after the call, all

budget administrators have prepa.red their budget requests, reviewed them
internally, and submitted them to the Comptroller.

In the meantime, the

Budget Officer assisted by other members of the Comptroller's staff, obtains
information from the Registrar on estimated enrollment, and prepares a
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schedule on estimated institutional revenue which ia derived from student
fees, endowment, auxiliary enterprises, sales and services. etc.

Aleo,

the Comptroller and the Personnel Director analyze all available salary data
received by the college during the year and visit comparable institutions in
adjoining states to study and make detailed comparisons of salaries being
paid for similar jobs and positions in neighboring institutions.
After the budget requests are receiveq in the Comptroller's Office,
they are subjected to considerable technical review by the Comptroller and

his staff in an effort to determine that the amounts requested therein are the
amounts required to carry on the work effectively.

Each school and depart-

mental budget request is reviewed with the Dean, Director. or designated

budget administrator in the process of preparing the total budget request.
After all individual budget requests have been reviewed and the needs de-

termined, the proposed master budget is assembled, and the amount of the
appropriations request for each of the five major divisional budgets determined.

During the process of reviewing and assemblying the budget

data, the Comptroller consults the President on special budgetary policies,

salary ranges and salaries of selected top officials as the need arises.

The

proposed budgets for all divisions are subsequently presented by the President and the Comptroller for consideration of the Board of Trustees at the
regular fall meeting of the Board.

The final budget request as approved by

the Board of Trustees is submitted to the State Budget and Control Board
for its consideration, usually in the latter part of October.

The President

and Comptroller are given an opportunity to appear before the State Budget
and Control Board to explain and answer questions regarding the proposed
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budget and projected needs of the college.

The l egi s l a tur e convenes in Jan-

uary and the budget requests for state institutions and departments become
one of the first orders of business, and maintain priority positions on the
legislative calendar throughout the session.

Using the requests of the state

agencies and the recommendations of the State Budget and Control Board as
guides, the House Ways and Means Committee drafts an Appropriations Bill.
After passage in the House, the Senate Finance Committee takes over the
House Bill and drafts a Senate version of an Appropriations Bill.

The two

bodies finally iron out any differences, often through joint free conference
activity.

The college officials lceep abreast of each legislative move affect-

ing the Appro{>riation Bill, and are given opportunities to appear before
the House Ways and Means Committee and Senate Finance Committee in
support of the college budget requests.

Final action on the Appropriations

Bill may come any 'time between the convening date and the middle of June,
but usually in May.
The final operating budgets and salary rolls are prepared after
the Appropriations Bill has been approved and the amount of funds available
to the college are determined.

The summary budget items as approved by

the Board of Trustees for submittal to the Legislature could, with review and
necessary adjustments to meet up-to-date changes, become the summary
operating budgets if the full amount of funds requested are granted by the
Legislature .

If the funds requested are not granted in full, which is usually

the case, it is necessary to obtain revised requests from all divisions.

As

with the preliminary budget requests, the appropriate staff members in the
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Comptroller's Office work with the Deans and Directors on details of the
budgets with the President participating in policy matters, salary groupinga
of all, and individual salaries of selected top officials.
After the summary operating budgets have been tentatively approved by the Comptroller, each budget administrator is allocated a definite
amount of money for salaries, and is asked to submit proposed salary rolls
within the limits of funds available.

After discueeion with department h eads,

academic salaries are determined by the Deane, but are limited to the bounds
of approved salary ranges and total alloc;ation to the individual school.
Salaries of non-academic personnel are determined by the budget administrator

involved, the Pers onne 1 Director and the Comptroller, based on analytical
data gathered on salaries of comparable poeitione in other ine titutione and the
local labor market.
The proposed final budgets, including detailed salary rolls, are pre sented by the President and Comptroller to the Board of Trueteee at the June
meeting of the Board.

(Advance copies of the proposed budgets are mailed

members for study about ten daye prior to the meeting.) When approved by
the Board, the budgets become the official financial guides for the operations
during the ensuing fiscal year, subject to each individual salary on the proposed salary roll being approved by the State Budget and Control Board.
The adoption of the budget by, the Board of Trustees, and approval of the

salary :roll by the State Budget and 'Control Board, constitutes auth ority to
receive, collect, expend and disburse funds for the va. dous func ti one, pur poses and objects sci. forth i n the budget document.

ThP. budgets arc approvod
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for one or more of the objects of ( 1) Personal Services, (2) Services and
Supplies. and (3) Equipment.

These budgetary items are controlled as to

expenditures and transfers among the three classifications.
Special funds received through appropriations, bond is sues, gifts
and grants, etc., for buildin~s and non-structural improvements, are administered from the Comptroller's Office.

All expenditures for permanent

improvements must be approved by the State Auditor and State Engineer of
the State Budget and Control Board.
Beginning with the operating budget and salary roll for fiscal year
1961-62, all presentations to the Clemson Board of Trustees will be made
after preliminary review of a five-member Executive Committee of the
Board of Truetees.
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- ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES:

The Accounting Division includes the Bursar's Office and Tabulating Department in addition to the payroll, student accounts, auditing and
accounts payable sections. It is a centralized fiscal service organization
for all divisions of the college.

The budgets of the College, Experiment

Station, Agricultural Extension Division, Livestock and Poultry Health Department and Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis Department are set up in
accordance with the annual budget approved by the Board of Trustees and
the South Carolina Budget and Control Board.

These budgets are disbursed,

or spent, through the medium of disbursement vouchers forwarded to the
Accounting Division for processing and payment.

Disbursement vouchers

must meet all requirements of federal and state regulations governing disbursement of funds as well as local administrative critera.

When a dis-

bursement voucher is not charged against federal or state appropriations
(such funds are called· "Trust" funds) governmental restrictions are con1iderably relaxed and accounting records are maintained in less detail.
The term "processing" embraces a multitude of clerical activities in
addition to the purely arithmetical computations.
All revenues by all divisions of the college, including federal funds,
are received at the Bursar's Office and deposited for credit to the appropriate department or fund group.

It is a requirement of South Carolina law
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that all receipts be deposited with the State Treasurer.

The Bursar's

receipt, are deposited daily into a local bank for credit to the "Clearing
Account Clem1on College".

At the end of each month net receipts are

tran1mitted to the State Treasurer by drawing checks against the clearing
account in favor of the State Treasurer.

Appropriate transmi.ttal forms,

according to fund groups, ace ompany the clearing account checks.
Funds are withdrawn from the State Treasurer by preparing state
dilbursement warrants made payable to the Comptroller, Clemson College.
Such warrants are drawn against the Comptroller General of South Carolina;
the proceeds (checks) being deposited into the "Vendor Account" to cover
the financial obligations of the college.
Accounts payable checks are drawn against one disbursement bank
account.

As stated in the preceding paragraph, we call it the "Vendor Ac-

count." Every time a check is written it is charged to an approved budgetary
account or project, baied on the official budget approved by the Board of

Trustee,.

Interdepartmental transactions are recorded by journal vouchers

that 1how debit and credit entries, thus eliminating unnecessary check writ-

ing and accounting.

Transfers of funds from one department to another, or

from one intradepartmental appropriation to another are also accomplished
by journal entry bookkeeping methods.

A single disbursement bank account

for all fund, allow, maximum flexibility for all divisions of the college and
the deaired control account, in the general ledger provide ample management

data.
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Special note needs to be made here of the puncht!d card Tabulating
Department.

All phases of our accounting procedures are built around and

are geared to punched card accounting applications.
nerve center of the division.

The tab room is the

Payroll, accounts payable, student accounts,

••ceipt. analysis, disbursement and budget reporting to departments, student
course recoi-'<is and reports, fertilizer sales statistical reports and student
identification cards are all applications of punched card accounting and reporting systems.
The Payroll Account is a "vendo;r".

The gross amount of the col-

lege monthly payroll is deposited in the payroll bank account by drawing a
check against the Vendor Account.

Distribution of payroll disbursement

charges to the various accounts is made at the time funds are transferred
from the vendor bank account to the payroll bank account.

Taxes and insurance

withheld for employees are transmitted to the several collection agents by
drawing payroll checks for the amounts withheld .

The amounts withheld by

payroll deduction, plus the total of personal checks from retired personnel,
are balanced to the billings received from participating insurance agencies.
For example, the amount of Blue Cross - Blue Shield deducted from the pay
of all employees each month is forwarded to the South Carolina Hospital

.

Service Plan by a payroll check issued in their favor, accompanied by their
monthly billing of premiums due .£or the period.

Likewise, the amount of

federal income tax deducted each month from the gross pay of all employees

is paid to the designated United States Depository - First National Bank of
South Carolina, Anderson, South Carolina - by issuing a payroll check payable
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to the depository.

All other deductions are remitted in a similar manner.

These include social security, state income tax, state retirement, federal
retirement, federal insurance, Pilot Life Insurance and Travelers Insurance.
Therefore, the net balance of the Payroll Account is always zero.
All Clemson College employees are paid by check.

There are

weekly payrolls (used only at stations away from the college where farm and
itinerant labor is employed),. semi-monthly payrolls and monthly payrolls.
In addition to the three types of payrolls listed above a "special" payroll is
prepared and paid the tenth of each month to accommodate those people who,
for various reas one, were not paid on regular schedule.

Payment for services

rendered in addition to regularly assigned duties, such as tutoring, summer
school teaching and contract research, is also made on special payroll.
The Clemson College payroll is a complicated one,

There are

federal, state, county, maintenance, pick-up and student employees.
There are combinati one, too; such as federal and county, or state and
maintenance.

We believe that our payroll procedures are probably our

best ones - they have to be good to get the job done.
With the installation of punched card systems for accounts payable,
budget appropriations, disbursements and receipts, a satisfactory reporting
system from the accounting office to deans I directors and department heads
became a reality ' for the first time.
Fund Report.

This device is the Monthly Available

It lists account number, project number, budget classification,

payee or pertinent description of the transaction, department number,
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requisition number, check number, date of paym e nt or receipt, amount of
budget appropriation, transfer or receipt, cash balance at the beginning of
the month, amount of each disbursement and cash balance at the end of the
month.

Control totals are listed by disbursement object classification, pro-

ject number or account number. The Available Fund Report has proven that
the encumbrance system of budgetary accounting and control is not necessary
to maintain a balanced budget.
Mechanical accounting systems require extensive use of number
codes or account numbers for both receipts and disbursements.
accounting purposes a seven digit number has been e mployed.

For our
Generally,

the first two digits represent a major division or fund group; the next two
digits are a refinement of the first two digits to show a school or department
within a division or group.

The last three digits show the kird of money being

spent or the name of an account or fund.

The meaning of the seven digit

number is somewhat different for fixed appropriation budgets and those budgets
that are based on income from restricted trust funds.
Realizing the probl e ms involved relating to payrolls, farm labor and
other migratory workers at stations located away from the college, petty
cash bank accounts have been established for the five branch experiment
stations, federal-a tate inspec tion service and the three 4-H camps.

The

paid weekly.payrolls are forwarded to the Accounting Division at Clemson
through the appropriate Director (Experiment Station or Extension Service)
and the Personnel Director.

Payroll reimburs e ment checks for the net

amount of the weekly payrolls are then sent back to the station superintendents
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and camp directors to restore the petty cash bank balances.

The banking

facilities are located near the local bases of operationa, the "pick- up labor"
workers are paid by check and the accounts are audited twice each year by
the Internal Auditor.

Payment through the petty cash accounts is for ac-

commodation of short-term workers only.

Regular, full-time employees

receive their checks from the ace ounting office at Clemson College on a
monthly or semi-monthly schedule.
Provision has been made for cash sales of farm produce to be
deposited in the petty cash bank accounts.

Periodically, the amount of

cash sales are deposited with the Bursar by drawing a check against the
petty cash account for the sum of such sales.

The check is accompanied

by a deposit slip describing the product sold.
The procedures described in the last two paragraphs are a great
improvement over the draft system (bank drafts drawn locally against the
college and exchanged for cash) that was previously employed at locations
aw~y from the college.

Employees are now paid by check instead of cash,

a definite system to cover cash sales is in force and paid payrolls must now
be forwarded immediately in order to make possible the replenishment of
cash in the banks to meet future payrolls.
- INVESTMENTS:
South Carolina State law requires that all institutional revenue,
except that derived from athletics or other student contests, be deposited
with the State Treasurer in a special account, and may be requisitioned and
expended to fulfill the purposes for which such fees or income were levied.
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Therefore, institutional jurisdiction in investment matters is limitt:d to
a few scholarship and loan funds.

In making this kind of investment, pre -

servation of principal is the primary consideration.

Institutional funds are

invested almost entirely in government bonds and building and loan shares.
These securities may be readily converted to cash for full cost value.
Surplus cash in certain agency fund accounts are invested from time to time
by the college upon prior suggestion and approval of the governing boards of
the agency organizations.
- INDEBTEDNESS:
Being a state supported institution, Clemson College is required
by law to gear its general activities to a
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balanced budget" plan of operation.

However, the college is authorized by state law to borrow funds for permanent improvements.
In 1950, the c allege administration, realizing the immediate need
for capital improvement funds with which to meet the costs of classroom and
housing expansion necessary for a fast growing student body and faculty,
sponsored an "Enabling Act" by the State Legislature, authorizing the is suance of $2, 500, 000 Faculty Housing Revenue Bonds.

This was the beginning

of a multimillion dollar expansion program for which Clemson College has
issued bonds totaling $17,735,000 for classroom buildings, faculty and
student housing, and for expansion of the utilities system.
The $2,500,000 Faculty Housing Bonds of 1950, were sold on the
open market.

All other revenue bonds, state institution bonds, and stadium

notes, are held by the State of South Carolina.

The state institution bonds
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-...e amortized from regular session "Tuition and Matriculation Fees";

dormitory and student housing bonds are amortized from rentals; stadium

notes are amortized from a special "Stadium Fee" charged on admissions;
and the bonds for expansion of the water system are amortized from receipts
on the sale of water to consumers in the Clemson community.
The following Bond Statements for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1960,

give a general view of the financial status of all bond is sues since 1950.

STA~ OF OONJlS PAYABLE
June 30, 1960

Issue

Date
of
Issue

Amount
of
Issue

Bonds
Retired to

6LJO/S9

Bonda
Bonda
Retired
Outstandir.g
Current Year
6LJoL6o

2onds
}latu!"ing

1960-61

1. State Institution Bonds:

First Issue
Second Issue
Third Issue
Fourth Issue
Fifth Issue
Total Tuition Bonds

2.

3.

3.
4.
5.

$

$

~

4,000,000. 00 1 233,000. 00
835,000....00
33,000.00
775 1000. 00
.oo
Z S,610,000.00 $ 266,000.00

$121,000. 00
34,000.00

Cle~on House

9/1/SO

~

$

10/1/57

$

4/13/60

$

&

Apt. Projects

nater System Expansion
Grand Totals

2.

3394,ooo. oo

9/1/54
3/17ss_
971 59

First Issue

1.

$190,000.00 $1,180, 000. 00 iJ.90,000.00
40,000.00
555,ooo.oo l.;0, 000. 00
74,ooo.oo
1,955,000.00
11,000.00
90, 000. 00
1,810,000.00
95,ooo.oo
.oo 1 1 015 1 000.00 10.000.00

O:>nnitory Revenue Bonds:
First Issue: 0:>rmitory
Second Issue: East Cam;,us Apts. Third Issue: Donnitory Additio!'lB
Total Donni tory P..everr.1e Bonds

4. Stadium F.nlargement:

5.

4/1/.54 $3,100,000.00 $1,130,000 .00
6/1/55
15<>,ooo.oo
155,000. 00
2,100,000.00
71,000.00
ll/1/57
1, 900,ooo.oo
.oo
5/1/59
5/1/60
1 1075 1000.00
.oo
$ 8,925,000.00 #1,9$6,ooo.oo

2,soo,000.00 $ 619,000.00
300,000 .00 "'~
400.000.00 ,,,.~

20,000 . 00

.oo

$17, 735, ooo. oo $2, 861,000. 00

6,$15,ooo.oo 4412,000.60

3,646,ooo. oo ~124,coo. oo
768,ooo.oo
35,oco.oo
11s 1000.oo 30 .000. 00
.oo
$155,000.00 $ 5,1A9,000.00 ~189,oco.oo
91,000. 00 $1 , 790, 000 . 00

.i;

94,000. 00

2~,000.'X)

$

20,000.00

$20,000.00 1

.co $ 40010'.)0.00 ~ 32.000.00
$66o,ooo.oo $14,21h,ooo. oo $747,000. 00

Instit-~tion Bond Proceeds Construction:
(a) Poole (Robert Fr anklin) Agricultural Center
(b) Clemson House Addition
( c) Architecture Building
( d) E.'lgineering Building
(e) Rig~s Hall Renovation
(f) Water Storage Tanlc
Eoys do:rrr.itory complex for 2,600 students, including student center and dining ball.
Clemson Bo~se Hotel, 100 Faculty Apartments in 40 units and 50 Littlejohn Apartments in 11 units .
100 student apartments in 50 units ·
Stadium revenue notes issued by the state

STATEMENT OF INTER.E.ST PAYABLE
June

Date of
Maturity

Issue

l.

2.

State Institution Eonds
First Issue
4/1/67
Second Issue
6/1/75
Third Issue
ll/1/7?
Fourth Issue
5/1/79
Fifth Issue
5/1/80
Tot.al Institution Bonds

& Apt.

Projects

Stadiun: EnlargeJ'Tlent:
First Issue

5. Water

Systel!!

Expansion

$

y::3, 250.('()
116, .362. ,o

Outs tending

Int. Due For
19c0-61

S 20,650.co
l 0,350 . CO
r::
76 ,t, t..........
oo

l 573,Q79.72

77,350.00
e1,22s.co
823,020. co
55u,OOO.C'O
L9L , 200.00

~2,029,795.CO

w- .,., , '"..1.;, • ·~v

644,250.oo

$1,238,670.CO
JG6,160.00
373,162.50
~1,917,992.50

$107,;20.CO

$

275,900.CO
65,1.37. 5o
162,220.00
70,722.22

$

.oo

$

65,450.CO

17,437.50
$ 727,lt7.50
~

59~,w.o.co

12,hoo.co
53 ,7.50. 00

='???

i:;~?

l'V\

30,720.00

3!.: ,200.00
~172,440.C'O

$

L.!..6,010.co .

:, 5-0 , eso •C'O

s

75,075.75

$ 10,!.:00.00

lC/1/72

$

96,000.00

4/1/70

$

105,300.00

.co

S 10.5 1 ;00. CO

~

$6,L88,684.72

31,914,511.h7

~4, 574,173.25

$485,.505.~0

1.

Collected from tuition and matriculation fees.

2.

Collected from dorrr.i tory rentals.

J. Collected from room and apartment rentals.
Collected from fee added to cost of admission tickets.

5. Collected from water sales.

Int. on Bonds

985,240.00

624,722.22
L94,200.oo
$2,603,774.72

9/1/75

Grand ':otals

4.

Interest
Paid to date

Total
L11t. Due

Dcnu tcry Revenue Bonds:
First Issue: Dondtory
9/1/79
$1,882,920.CO
Second Issue: East Ca.'!'!pUS Arts. 3/1/78
371,640.00
Third Issue: Dormitory Ad·!itions 9/1/79
3$'0,600.00
Tot.al Dormitory Revenue Bonds
S2,645,J6o.co

J. Clenso~ House

4.

30, 196o

18, 000. 00

STAm1Em OF RESERVES FOR BOND .RETIREMENT

Jtme )) ,
Reserve
Balance

Issue

Additions
Receipts
Investment
Income

7/1/59
I::stitution Bonds
Do!'I!!i tory Bones
:aculty Eousing
Staciiun Er.largeu£nt
i'ater Syste::i Expansion

196o

..

Bond
Pa:vroents

Deduction!"
Ir.teres~
Paid

$12, 2il.97 ~394,ooo.co
155,000.00
91,000. 00
4, 304. 37
20, coo.co

$185, 627.22
160,712. ,0

s2,e:1.~

.co

10,eoo.co
.oo

774.55

.oo

641, 856. 34
319, 901.17
16o, 033. co
19,830.50
h,1 532 .62

$1, 069, 6.30. 15

$1,146,153.63

$16, .S? 9. 34 $660, 000.00

Sho9,911. 22

$1, 043. 41

$

204, 767. 68
627, 344. 32
236, 268 .65
1, 249. 50

v

_ese~e
Balance

Oti:er
Char- es
$

268 . 86

6 ;0/60
$

279,002.91
631,532.99
255, 993. 0 7
(9,720.00)
4, 532.62

s1,161,342. c9

!JOTE:
1.

Investreents made by the State Treasur er for Institut:..on Bonds and by the Peo:r-les National Bank, Trustee ,
Faculty Housing Revenue Bonds are not included in the St:?tement of Investments.

2.

Stadium notes are under written by the State Sink:ing Fur.d Cc:rimission and this year ' s principal and interest
payments were actually paid by the Comptroller General's Office pending r eceipt of sufficient re,enue from
a special s t adium f ee .
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- PURCHASING:
In 1954 Clemson College inaugurated centralized purchasing and
appointed a Director of Purchasing with as signed duties and responsibilities.
Current purchasing policies and procedures encompass all divisions of
the college, irrespective of location.
The college operates Central Storehouses in the following cate-

gories:
Maintenance supplies
Janitor or custodial supplies
Office or administrative supplies.
By standardization of items and consolidation of departmental requirements,
every effort is made to purchase those items in general use on the basis
of desired quality and quantity and at the best obtainable competitive value.

These inventories are maintained under card control.

A constant check is

maintained to make certain that only active items are carried in stock.
Generally, purchases are made on the basis of a purchase requisition originating in the various departments.

These purchase requisitions

are forwa'r ded through the appropriate Dean or Director's office for approval and then to the Purchasing Office for evaluation.
order is is sued.

If approved, a purchase

Invoices are received in the Purchasing Office.

When the

order is satisfactorily completed, the department sends to Purchasing a
duly signed receiving report.

The invoice and other proper documents are

forwarded to the Accounting Office for paym<int.

The other pertinent documents

are filed alphabetically by vendor in the Purcha sing Office.
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Small purchases, less than certain prescribed dollar values, may
be made direct by departments.

This avoids unnecessary paper work with-

out jeopardizing good purchasmg practices.
Certain items used by the college are priced on the basis of competitive quotations and awarded contracts.

Such items may be ordered

direct by departments or through the Purchasing Office.
Specific di visions of the college with specialized operations (book
purchases by the Library, food purchases by the Dining Hall and Clemson
House) may purchase such items direct 0n their own purchase order forms

but in conformance with sound purchasing practices and procedures.
All requests for equipment items must be made on a purchase requisition and cleared through the Purchasing Office.

Purchasing of such

items usually requires the prior approval of the Comptroller depending

upon a demonstrated need and assurance that no surplus items of similar
nature are available for transfer to meet the need.

Equipment purchases

are recorded in the Purchasing Office on a special property record card
indicating department, account classification, description of items, vendor,

cost and value. date purchased, serial number, and location as to building
number, name and room.

This information is later transferred to an IBM

punch card for our permanent equipment inventory records.

We are cur-

rently in the process of refining these records in three ways: (a) Each
piece of equipment will have an identifying decal; (b) All similar equipment
items will have a classification number, thereby making it possible to sort
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out and record any given homogeneous group; (c) A dispotdtion coue will
indicate the method by which equipment items are finally removed from the
inventory records .
Clemson College is a member of the National Association of Purchasing Agents.

The purchasing practices and procedures of the college

are based on those principles and standards advocated by this national
association.
Through simplification and standardization, consolidation of requirements, competitive bide or quotations, value analysis, vendor
performance and South Carolina state contracts, every effort is made to
secure maximum value for each dollar expended.
There are several critical areas which in time will undoubtedly
be corrected.

These deal principally with the question of "space".

- PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION:
In July 1955, Clemson College established a centralized system of
personnel administration.

In the Pere onnel Office are filed the employment

records of every employee, and these records are maintained after employee
separation.

The central office proces sea all appointment actions, changes in

status, claims for benefits of workmen 1 s compensation, applications for retirement benefits under Social Security and the South Carolina Retirement
System, and authorizations for payroll deductions for payment of group insurance premiums.
In the areas of non-academic employment, the Personnel Office
operates a program of recruiting, screening, referral, and suggcs t'S pl ace -
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ment of employees.

A job classification program has been established

through position description and analysis, so that substantial progress has
been made toward a goal of "equal pay for equal work".

Initial employment

in a clae sified position is normally authorized at the minimum salary in the
range.

Advancements in a salary range are considered annually, and are

recommended on a merit basis, subject to the availability of funds.

Recom -

mendations for increases, when received from supervis ore, are reviewed
by a central administrative panel, and every effort ie made to insure comparability in approved salary adju,itmente.
Regular employees at Cleme on College accrue annual leave and sick
leave, as described elsewhere.

They are also assured continuance of em-

ployment during the satisfactory performance of their duties , provided
sufficient funds are available and existing functions continue.

When possible,

promotions are made from within, by upgrading, although transfers are not
made without first consulting the supervisor of an employee being considered
for transfer or promotion.
Employees are regularly retired at age 65, and employment of
minors under the age of 16 is discouraged.

Exceptions are considered when

they appear to be in the beet interest of the college.

Nepotism is regulated

and controlled; avoiding it whepever possible, especially in a supervisory
relationship.

Although employees work with

their supervisors closely,

grievances may be submitted to administrative officials.

Hearings will be

arranged if indicated.
Employee Benefits: The welfare of employees is important to the
administration of Clemson College, and efforts are made to provide every
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benefit which is p e rmitted by State law, and c an b e fi na nc e d on a sound basis.
In this report, benefits are classified in thre e categ oriea.
vided without cost to the employee.

( 1) Some are pro-

(2) Others are provided on a matching

basis, with the employee paying approximately half the cost.

(3) All volun-

tary insurance plans (life, hospitalization, surgical , or accident) are financed
by each participating employee ; although the college provides payroll deduction plans which reduce the cost of insurance to the group.
Distribution of Benefits According to Financial Support: The employee
welfare benefits are provided as follows:

1.

Benefits provided without cost to an employee.
(a) Workmen's Compensation Act; covering all State employees.
(b) Sick leave; covering all regular (permanent) employees
from first day of employment on a regular basis.
(c) Annual (vacation) leave; available to all regular employees
after six months of employment on a permanent basis.

2.

Benefits provided on a matching basis.
(a) South Carolina Retirement System; established July 1, 1945.
(b) Social Security: opened to Clemson employees, July 1, 1955.
(c) Federal Retirement and Insurance; available only to those
Clemson employees who participate in Federal-State
cooperative programs.

3.

Voluntary insurance programs; financed by individual employee

participants.
(a) As a member of the S. C. State Employees' Association.
( l) The b a sic hospitali z ation, surgery, life, and accident
insurance.
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(2) The "supplem e ntal" life inaur a n ce .
(b) As a member of Blue Cross-Blue Shield (S. C. Hospital
Service Plan, and S. C. Medical Care Plan).
(c) Through group insurance of The Travelers Insurance
Co. (a salary continuation plan in case of disabling
accident or illness).
Benefits Provided Without Cost to an Employee:
Workmen's Compensation.

The South Carolina Workmen's Compen-

sation Act covers every employee of Clemson College (including student
workers, other part-time employees, and ·temporary or casual workers).
An employee who sustains an injury in the course of and arising out of
the performance of his duty, or who contracts a disease which is directly
caused by conditions peculiar to his employment, is entitled to prompt and
adequate medical care until a licensed physician pronounces him able to
return to his employment.

The insurer for Clemson College is "The State

Workmen's Compensation Fund.

11

Its provisions are similar to programs in

other states, and are familiar to every college administrator.

Details will

be furnished if desired.
Sick Leave. All regular employees of Clemson College (those who
have been employed 12 months in a position which is scheduled to require
more than half-time, or who are expected to be employed 12 months or more
in such a position) accrue sick leave at a rate of 15 working days per year
( 1 1 /4 per month).

These ac c ruals may be used to continue pay when an

absence is caused by illness of the employee.
to require evidence of illness.

Supervisors have authority

Unused sick leave may cumulate from one
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year to the next, although no more than 90 days accrual may be carried
forward into a new year.
Annual Leave.

All regular employees (see paragraph above) accrue

annual leave, for vacations and other personal business, at the rate of 12
working days per year ( 1 per month).

Subject to the prior approval of an

employee'jl supervisor, annual leave may be used upon request of the employee,
after the first 6 months of employment.

After three years of continuous

service on a regular basis, the accrual rate of annual leave increases to 18
working days per year (l 1/2 per month).

No more than 18 days of annual

leave may be carried forward into a new year, as it is the desire of the administration for all employees to have an annual vacation, with pay, at a
time when he can be ·spared from his duty.

(Four holidays are also established:

New Year's Day, Independence Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day.)
Benefits Provided on a Matching Basis:
State Retirement System.

All employees expected to be employed

more than 4 months (except Clemson students) are required to join the South
Carolina Retirement Sys tern.

Employees who participate in the Federal Re -

tirement program (described later) contribute 4% of their gross earnings to
the State Retirement Sy stem and do not participate in Social Security.

Em-

ployees who also participate in Social Security contribute 3% of their gross
earnings up to $4, 800 in a calendar year.

Those who participate in Socia 1

Security and who earn more than $4,800 per year contribute 5% of any additional gross earnings to the State Retirement System,

All employee con-

tributions arc matched by equal amounts from the state, and the- totals art'
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placed in individual accounts which accrue interest; compounded annually.
Any employee may retire at age 60, or after completing 35 years of service.
College policy requires each employee to retire at age 65.

Upon recommenda-

tion of his Dean, a teacher may be allowed to complete the college year.
Five features of the S. C. Retirement System deserve special
notice: (l} Upon termination from the college service, any employee may
reclaim his contributions, without interest, if he elects to do so.

(2) After

10 years of creditable service, any employee who becomes disabled may
apply for disability benefits which include a projection to age 60 for par~ of
his benefits.

(3) After 20 years of creditable service, an employee who

terminates his employment before retirement may apply for a deferred service benefit, and qualify for a proportionate annuity beginning at age 60.
(4) After 20 years of creditable service, an employee is currently guaranteed
that his monthly retirement benefit will be not less than $60.

(5) After 35

years of service, a Cle ms on employee who dies in service will leave to his
beneficiary an option of recovering his contributions plus interest, or of receiving a monthly income for life which is baaed on his contributions plus
the matching contributions fr om the state.
The State Retirement System was established July 1, 1945.

Em -

ployees who were active at that time, and who had prior service to the state
were credited, without contribution, for all such prior service.

For exampl e,

an employee who began on July 1, 1915 as a state employee, and retired on
July 1, 1955, after 40 years, made contributions only during the 10 years
after the system was established.

The state credited him with "hie" contribu-

tions for the first 30 years, then matched those unpaid contributions .
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A new feature now in effect is an allowance of credit for out-of-

state service which was performed as an employee of a tax-supported institution of some other state, provided such service was performed prior
to a member's enrollment in the South Carolina Retirement System, and
provided that it had terminated six months or less before the employee joined
the

s.

C. ~ystem.

Such out-of-state service is limited to 50% of the amount

of time of creditable service performed within the state.

Contributions

must be made on out-of-state service performed after July 1, 1945 before
it can be registered. Service prior to that date requires no contribution.
Social Security Administration.

The provisions and the benefits of

the nation-wiqe Social Security Program are so familiar to everyone that we
shall not include details here.
since July 1, 1955.

Clemson College employees have been covered

Only Clemson College students and emergency workers

are excluded from coverage.

A new employee is not paid his first check

until he presents his Social Security number.
Federal Retirement and Insurance.

Like Social Security, the Federal

Retirement Program and Federal Insurance are the same at Clemson as at
any other land-grant college.

These are available only to employees in the

cooperative programs of· the college and the federal government.

Almost all

are in the Agricultul'.al Extension Service.
Voluntary Insurance Programs.

As members of the S. C. State

Employees I Aasociation - full-time employees
pay annual dues of $3. 00 (or less).
$2; less than $2,000, only $1.

who elect to join the SCSEA

Employees earning less than $3, 000 pay

-

Members may participate in a cooperative
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credit union, and benefit by a discount purchase plan.

Tho principal pur-

pose of the Association ie to improve service and working conditions of state
employees and to act ae spokesman for the group.

Members may apply for

coverage in either (or both) of two insurance programs: (a) a basic plan
which includes life insurance. hospitalization, surgical, and accident insurance, available to the member as an individual or to cover his family.
This plan provides $1, 000 of double-indemnity life insurance on the employee,
and $500 straight life insurance on hie wife and each unmarried dependent
child from age 5 through 18 (and beyond; if the child ie attending c allege).
Seventy days of room-and-board at $8 per day are provided in a hospital and
an allowance for hospital extras of $80, plus 75% of additional $1,000.
allowances range up to $200 according to a published scale.

Surgery

Accident in-

surance of $300 on the employee and $150 on each dependent is provided for
treatment not requiring hospital care.

An allowance up to $10, 000 is made

for expense in connection with a selected list of rare but dread diseases.
monthly premium is $4. 86 for an individual; $11. 52 for a family,

The

(b) Level-

term life insurance covering the employee only, which allows each male
employee to purchase $5,000 and each female employee $2,000.

Premiums

are low: 55¢ per month per 1,000 to age 40; 90¢ per month per $1,000 to
age 50; $1.60 per month per $1,000 to age 60; etc.
Note: Members who are actively employed and insured at 65 when
required by the college to retire may continue their basic insurance at group
rates and enjoy group benefits until age 70.
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As members of "Blue Cross-Blue Shie ld".

The S. C. Hospital

Service Plan and the South Carolina Medical Care Plan are similar to other
"Blue Cros a-Blue Shield" plans throughout the nation.
are $3. 94 per month; family, $9. 20.

Individual premiums

No life insurance is included.

The

insured pays the first $20 of each claim, after which the insurer pays the
entire cost of hospital service including a semi-private room up to 70 days.
Surgical benefits range upward to $225.

An allowance of $10, 000 is made

for expense in connection with a selected list of rare but dread diseases.
Employees who prefer to do so may purchase only partial protection under
these "Blue Cross-Blue Shield" plans.
In the group insured by The Travelers Insurance Co. · The Travelers
offers a variety of coverages to guarantee a continuation of a portion of an
employee's income if he is totally disabled by accident.

The premium is

affected by the hazards of an individual employee's work assignment, the
waiting period selected before receiving any benefits, and the amount of
protection purchased.

Medical care and accidental death benefits may be

added to the basic accident program.

Travelers offers a similar program

of benefits if an employee is totally disabled by illness.

The accident ben-

efits continue so long as the insured is disabled, but the illness benefits are
offered in one-year, two-year, and five-year .terms.
is not offered to women.

The five-year term

An increase in premium is effective at age SO.

Both the accident and the illness coverages terminate at age 65.
vary widely.

Premiums

An example will illustrate a typical charge: A professor who

desires to insure $400 per month of his income after a waiting period of 90
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days disability can buy such protection from disabling acciuent (for life)
plus protection from disabling illness for two years for a total of $4. 64
per month until he reaches age 50, after which this same protection would
cost him $6. 40 per month.

- INSURANCE:
In addition to the insurance listed as employee benefits under
Personnel Administration, the college has insurance coverage on public
liability and property damage, fidelity, occupancy and use insurance on
housing rentals, fire and windstorm, stt;am boiler, plate glass, and fine
arts .

The college is self-insured for collision

on ils central motor fleet.

- SUMMARY:
Generally, in a discussion of the financial resources of an educational institution, the physical plant facilities, including buildings, utilities
and campus development are included.

However, we have omitted them in

this discussion because they are covered elsewhere as separate items in
the report.
Throughout this report references have been made to changes and
revision since July 1955.

These changes and revisions, resulting in im-

provements and progress, have been successfully accomplished because the
implementation of new methods and procedures were effected in an atmosphere of mutual cooperation and individual responsibility.
Although we have seen much progress during the past five years,
our expanding programs and inevitable growth w ill require continued im provements in systems and proficiency throughout the entire organization.
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Some of these which have been in the planning stage for quite awhile, are
presently in process of being completed.
( 1)

They are:

Streamlining the purchasing system and establishment of a
punched card property inventory records procedure.

(2)

Compilation of a manual of business procedures.

(~)

Revision of the by-laws of the college.

(4) Inauguration of a quarterly seminar covering purchasing,
personnel and accounting procedures for the benefit of all
new administrative and clerical employees.
(5)

Publication and distribution of an employee's handbook.

Others that are being studied for future consideration include
( 1)

Further consolidation of object classification used in South
Carolina to coincide more closely with federal codes.

(2)

A state-wide accounting system on a "modified accrual" and
"encumbered" basis instead of a "cash'' basis.

This would

make possible a smoother and faster transition from one
fiscal year to another and would expedite the preparation of
annual financial reports.
This list is certainly not intended to be all inclusive, as day to
day reviews will reveal areas where additional changes might be desirable.

It is also realized that the fiscal regulations of Clemson College, a landgrant institution, are designed to operate within the framework of state and
federal regulatory requirements.
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CHAPTER THREE
ORGANIZATION
The present organizational structure of the institution is a
result of careful planning.

This overall planning was intensified in

connection with a management survey (1954-1955) and reviewed in the implementation of survey reconunendations (1955-1956) as well as in the
current self-study (1959-1961).

The organizational structure has been

tested during the past five years (1956-1961) and is considered quite
adequate.

There are always weaknesses in functioning, but the basic

structure is considered essentially sound by the Board of Trustees,
the administration, and the faculty and staff.
I.

THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Organization
In accord with the Will of Thomas G. Clemson and the Act of

Acceptance of the General Assembly of South Carolina, the Board of Trustees
consists of thirteen members, including seven life and self-perpetuating
trustees and six elected by the General Assembly, three every two years
for four-year terms.

The Board meets at least three times each year,

generally in March, June and October, and holds additional meetings as
necessary at the call of the President of the Board.
The presiding officer is the President of the Board, also
referred to as Chairman of the Board, and is elected by the Board to
serve for a four-year term or until a successor is elected.

The Board is

served by a secretary, a non-member, who holds a staff position in the
institution as Assistant to the President and Secretary of the Board of
Trustees.

so
There are four standing committees of the Board, including the
Executive Conunittee, the Committee on Educational Policy and Student
Affairs, the Committee on Development and Public Relations, and the
Agricultural Regulatory Conunittee.

Each committee consists of five

members, including a chairman, plus the President of the Board as an~
officio member.

Committee memberships (and chairmanships), and changes

in these appointments, are based upon nominations by the President of
the Board and election by the Board.

The Secretary of the Board serves

as secretary of each committee.
The standing conunittees of the Board meet from three to four
weeks prior to each regular meeting of the Board.

Additional meetings

of the Executive Committee are held as the occasion demands.
Prior to each corranittee meeting, an agenda of informational
items and specific reconunendations is mailed to all members of the
committee.

Recommendations endorsed by committees constitute the

recommendations to the Board included in the agenda mailed to all Board
members approximately two weeks prior to a regular meeting.

Although

the President of the College is free to make recommendations directly
·to the Board, at least ninety per cent of the Board agenda is built
up through committee meetings.
The President of the College is the sole administrative
officer responsible directly to the Board, but he is assisted by the
four chief executive officers in reporting to the Board on matters in
their respective areas.

Present at Board meetings, except for very rare

executive sessions, are the President of the College, the four chief
executive officers, the secretary of the Board, and recently, upon
invitation of the President, the President of the Faculty Senate .
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Records of the Board and Board Comnittee meetings are permanently
filed, and the minutes of the Board are bound and indexed annually.
The current membership of the Board of Trustees includes the
following:
Life Members
R. M. Cooper, President of the Board----------Wisacky, Lee County
Edgar A. Brown -------------------------------Bamwell, Bamwell CoW1ty
James F. Bymes ------------------------------Columbia, Richland County
Charles E. Daniel ----------------------------Greenville, Greenville County
Winchester Smith -----------------------------Williston, Bamwell County
Robert R. Coker ------------------------------Hartsville, Darlington County
James c. Self --------------------------------Greenwood, Greenwood County
Term Expires 1962

w.

A. Bamette -------------------------~-----Greenwood, Greenwood County
A. M. Quattlebaum ----------------------------Florence, Florence County
L. D. Holmes ---------------------------------Johnston, Edgefield County
Term Expires 1964

Robert L. Stoddard ---------------------------Spartanburg, Spartanburg County
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr. ------------------------Charleston, Charleston County
w. Gordon McCabe, Jr. ------------------------Greenville, Greenville County
Functions of the Board

---

The functions of the Board are legislative and not executive -policy making and not administrative.

Thus, the Board reviews, and approves

or modifies, recoumended policies developed by the administration with the
assistance of the faculty and staff.
The Board is solely responsible for the selection of the President.
The appointment of chief executive officers, line officers responsible directly to chief executive officers, · deans and heads of departments are subject to Board approval.

All other appointments and promotions are made by

the administration, acting under policies adopted by the Board.

The adminis-

tration is also currently authorized, subject to Board confirmation, to
appoint heads of departments between meetings of the Board when a delay would
result in the loss of a properly qualified person.
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The establishment of a new undergraduate curriculum is subject
to Board approval, but the contents of the curriculum is left to the
administration with the assistance of faculty and staff, under regular
organizational procedures.
The Board has the responsibility of approving the annual budget
as well as the appropriations which the administration proposes to request
of the General Assembly.

The Board also has the responsibilities of ap-

proving building priorities, approving major structures, passing bond
resolutions, letting contracts to successful bidders, approving the sale
of properties, and similar responsibilities in fulfillment of its public
trust.
Functions of Board Cotmnittees
In general, the function of each Board Conmittee,in its area,
is to preview and endorse or modify reconunended policies, and approve or
disapprove specific reconnnendations submitted through the committee for
final consideration of the Board.
The Executive Committee serves as the financial and business
affairs connnittee of the Board.

It previews policies and reconunendations

in this area and all policy matters and recommendations not assigned to
another connnittee.

Although the Executive Committee has ·Board authority

to act on all matters between meetings of the Board, all actions taken by
the conunittee are regularly submitted for confirmation of the full Board
at the next meeting.
The Connnittee on Educational Policy and Student Affairs is the
academic and student affairs conunittee of the Board.

It reviews reconunended

policies in these areas, such as policies on the role of each school, policies
of faculty promotion and tenure, student life and organization, etc.

Appoint-

ments in these areas which require Board approval are also submitted through
this committee.
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lli Development and Public Relations Committee reviews all plans
to be submitted to the Board for future development of the college, including the master development plan, the development of units within the
master plan, priorities of buildings, and the means of developing outside
capital to finance development plans.

This committee also serves on

policies and specific recoumendations in the area of public and alumni
relations.

lli Agricultural Regulatory Committee reviews all policies, rules
and regulations pertaining to agricultural regulatory matters entrusted to
the college under state law.

This committee serves as the Board of Ferti-

lizer Control, the South Carolina State Crop Pest Co111Uission, and also has
jurisdiction over rules and regulations of the Livestock and Poultry Health
Department.

Although this conmittee is granted final authority under state

law on many regulatory matters, all actions of the conmittee are coordinated
with the Board through informational reports and recomnendations for Board
concurrence.
Recent Major Decisions of lli, Board
Recent major decisions date from 1954 when the Board of Trustees,
upon recorm1endation of the President of the College, employed the firm of
Cresap, McCormick and Paget, Management Consultants, to make a comprehensive
survey of the college.

With the exception of a detailed analysis of the

curriculums and the possible exception of a few other purely academic matters,
the survey encompassed every facet of the institution from the organization
and function of the Board itself to the employment of janitors and pick-up
laborers.

Emphasis was placed upon the organization of the college system,

the budget and personnel administration throughout the system, and the
planning and development for the future of the college, especially from the
standpoint

of organizational procedures.
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In a series of major decisions in 1955 and 1956, the Board (1)
adopted the new organizational structure of the institution, (2) adopted
policies for the implementation of the survey proposals, (3) approved the
employment or promotion of individuals to fill the four chief executive
positions directly under the President, and (4) reviewed and modified
certain of the proposals considered by the administration as not feasible
or not in the best interests of the institution.
In the past five years, some of the major Board decisions have
included:
(1) Institutional Purpose -- The adoption of "Instruction, Research, and Public Service -- A Policy Statement
on the Role of Clemson College and Its Five Schools."
(2) The Graduate Program -- The adoption of a policy
"to maintain, improve, and enlarge graduate work."
(3) Faculty Organization -- The approval of Constitutions
and By-Laws as developed by the faculty and staff for (a)
The Academic Faculty and Faculty Senate, (b} The Research
Faculty and the Research Faculty Council, and (c) the Extension Council and Extension Senate.
(4) Personnel Policies -- The approval of policies concerning (a) appointments and promotions, (b) tenure for
the academic and research faculties, (c) annual leave
and sick leave, and (d) a mandatory retirement age.
(5) The Administration
The selection of a President
following the death of Dr. R. F. Poole.
(6) Faculty Salaries -- A series of actions (a) in
approving policies on salary increases, (b) in backing the
administration in its requests for funds, (c) in approving
budgets with substantial salary increases, and (d) in
increasing student fees to supplement appropriations as
necessary to finance the educational program.

(7) Library Building -- Approval of a new library
building as having top priority in building needs
and action to reserve for this purpose one million
dollars of tuition bond funds to be available by the
spring of 1962.
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THE ADMINISTRATION

The President of the College is the chief executive and administrative officer appointed by the Board of Trustees; and under the President
there are four areas of administration, each headed by an executive officer
responsible to the President.
Dr. R.

c.

Edwards is President of the College and the four

executive officers responsible directly to the President are as follows:

----------------Dr.
Dean of Student Affairs ------------Mr.
Comptroller ------------------------Mr.
Dean of the College

J . K. Williams

w.

T. Cox

M. A. Wilson

Vice President for Development -----Dr. F. J. Jervey

Functions
The organizational chart on the following page outlines the four
functional areas.

In each of these areas, the executive officer is ex-

pected (1) to take the leadership in developments in his area, (2) to
recommend such basic policies as require higher approval and administer
such policies when approved, (3) to develop, maintain and analyze such
records as necessary for inmediate and long-r ange planning, (4) to maintain adequate conununications with the President, other executive officers
and with faculty and staff in his area, and (5) to develop for review by
the President appropriate informational reports and specific recommendations for Board consideration.

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART OF CLEMSON COLLEGE
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Advisory Councils
There are three special councils which serve in advisory capacities to the administration in respective areas.

The President of the Col-

lege is chairman of each Council and the Assistant to the President serves
as secretary.
The Educational Council is advisory on all academic matters and
student affairs.

The Council is composed of the President, the Dean of .

the College, the Deans of the Schools, the Pirector of Agricultural
Teaching, the Director of the Library, the Dean of Student Affairs, the
Comptroller, the Vice President for Development, the Registrar, the
Director of Public and Alumni Relations, and the President of the Faculty
Senate.

With the execption of a few weeks in the year, the Council meets

regularly every Monday afternoon.
The Administrative Council is advisory on all administrative
matters in the area of business and finance.

Personnel includes the

President, the Comptroller; the Budget Officer, the Director of Personnel,
the Director of Physical Plant, the Director of Auxiliary Enterprises,
the Purchasing Agent, the Chief Accountant, the Methods and Procedures
Supervisor, the Internal Auditor, the Dean of the College, the Dean of
Student Affairs, and the Vice President for Development.

Meetings are

held on call, usually three or four times a year.
The Development Council is advisory in the general area of
development -- the area served by the Vice President for Development and
his staff.

The Council is composed of the President of the College, the

Vice President for ,Development, the Dean of the College and the Comptroller.
Formal meetings are held on call, but in view of the few members involved,
this Council serves largely through informal conferences.
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111.

THE ACADEMIC ORGANIZATION
The Deans of the five undergraduate schools, the Dean of the

Graduate School, and the Director of the Library are responsible directly
to the Dean of the College.

Heads of Departments as listed below are

responsible directly to the Deans of the respective schools.
Schools and Departments
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
Agricultural Economics and Rural
Sociology
Agricultural Education
Agricultural Engineering*
Agronomy Soila
Animal Husbandry
Botany and Bacteriology
Dairying
Entomology and Zoology
Forestry
Horticulture
Poultry

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Agricultural Engineering*
Ceramic Engineering
Chemical and Metallurgical
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Engineering Graphics
Engineering Mechanics
Industrial Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
SCHOOL OF TEXTILES

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
(Operates as a single unit)
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Textile Chemistry and
Dyeing
Textile Management
Textile Research
Weaving and Designing
Yarn Manufacturing

Chemistry and Geology
English and Modern Languages
Industrial Management
Mathematics
Physics
Social Sciences
Air Science
Military Science

* Agricultural

Engineering is jointly administered by the School of Agriculture
and the School of Engineering.
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!h! Faculties~ Faculty

Conmittees

The organization of the faculties and the faculty committees is
presented in Chapter Six.

The published Manual for Faculty Members includes

the constitutions and by-laws of the academic and research faculties, along
with the various faculty personnel policies, a table of college organization,
and a policy statement on the role of the college and its five schools.

IV.

ORGANIZATION OF STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES
The Dean of Student Affairs is responsible for all matters con-

cerning student welfare an4 discipline as ~ell as for the supervision of
all activities affecting students which support the academic program.

A

functional chart is presented on the following page.
As reviewed further in Chapter Seven, the guiding principles
of operation in the area of student affairs are as follows:
(1)

To exercise a continuing concern for the total welfare and
development of the student.

(2)

To provide and coordinate essential student services and
activities which support the academic program, and to maintain appropriate records.

(3)

To encourage through Student Government the development of
a democratic student conmunity.

(4)

To provide through special activities opportunity for
intellectual, moral, cultural, spiritual, and physical
development of the students.

(5)

To provide effective two-way comnunication between the
College Administration and the students.

STUDENT AFFAIRS ACTIVITIES

PRESIDENT

THE EDUCATIONAL COUNCIL

DUH Of STUDENTS
- Penonal Cow,.eliag
- Freshman Counseling
- Orientiwon
-Ous Adnsas
- Housing Assia- Scudem Conduct and Dieciplille

I

I
DIRECTOR Of STUDENT UNION

-
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AID AND P'LACEMENT

AND YMCA
GENERAL SECRETARY

ltEGISTRAR

- O,aplains and Religious
Actinties
- Recrution and Social ActiYities
- Scudenr Organizations

Registtuion
Acacle111ic Records
Admissions
Testing
Oass Attend1111ce

- Scudent Employment
- Loans

- Scholarships (ezclucling
acblctic)
- Placemnt of Gnduares
- Selectin Senice
- Veterans' Alfairs

- Scuclenr Gonfflftletlt

- Scudenr Publicacions
-YMCA

DIRECTOR Of
ATHLETICS

-

Intercollegiate Athletics
Physical Education
lnuamunl Spons
Athletic Scholarships

DIRECTOR OP STUDENT
HEAL TN SERVICE

- Scudenr Health Psograms
- Pttttarift Med.ic:al Senice
0\

0
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V.

ORGANIZATION OF BUSINESS II.ND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
The Comptroller is the chief executive officer responsible directly

to the President for the business and financial affairs of the institution.
Organizational functions in this area include:

Financial Planning; Budgeting;

Accounting; Personnel Administration; Plant Operations; Food Services; Dormitories and Housing; Purchasing and Stores ; Central Services for duplicating,
telephone, mail and messengers; Methods and Procedures; Clemson House Hotel;
Public Utilities; and the Central Motor Pool.
The Comptroller is assisted by two staff officers and seven line
officers, each responsible for specific units or areas.

The following chart

outlines the administrative officers responsible to the Comptroller for fulfilling the functions enumerated above.
There are five major fund divisions of the College, including
(1) Teaching and Maintenance, (2) Agricultural Experiment Station, (3)
Agricultural Extension Service, (4) Livestock and Poultry Health Department,
and (5) Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis Department.

VI.

ORGANIZATION OF DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
The Vice President for Development is the chief executive officer

responsible to the President for the coordination and development of overall
institutional planning and for the direction of the institutional programs
in public and alumni r elations .

His responsibilities also include the

coordination of the institutional efforts to secure sponsored research projects, and he is the President's principal staff officer for overall fund raising programs.

The Vice President for Development is currently assisted by two

ORGANIZATION FOR BUSINESS SERVICES

PRESIDENT

COMPTROLLER

METHODS .AHO
PROCEDURES
SUPERVISOR

INTERNAL
AUDITOR

I
DIRECTOR
PHYSICAL PL.A.HT

CHIEF
.ACCOUNTANT

DIRECTOR
PURCHASING

DIRECTOR
PERSONNEL

DIRECTOR
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES

BUDGET
OFFICER

MAH.AGER
CLEMSON HOUSE
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line officers, including the Director of Public and Alumni Relations and the
Director of Planning.

News services for general publicity, the alumni program,

and editorial services are organized under the Director of Public and Alunmi
Relations.

Space studie,s and the analysis of institutional physical needs are

responsibilities of the ]Director of Planning.

VII.

SUMMARY COMMENI'S
The effort of t:his chapter has been to present a broad picture of

the institutional organiz:ation, leaving to other chapters further details
in respective areas.

Thu.s, the organizati,on of faculty coamittees, the

divisions of work in the library, the organization of the counseling
system, etc., are omitted here since they are covered elsewhere.

Also

omitted is the organizati,on under the School of Agriculture for public
service and regulatory fuinctions.

This is covered in a special vol\Dtle

presented separately on a Self-Study of the Non-Academic Areas in Agriculture.
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the basic organizational structure is conuidered essentially sound by the Board of Trustees,
the administration, and the faculty and staff.

Comments will be found,

of course, on the function1ing of the structure in the various areas covered
in the Self-Study .

In addlition, a special corrmittee was appointed to

solicit such comments on a. broad base of participation by the various departments and the faculty and staff.

The report on Administration -

Faculty - Student Relations is given in Appendix D.
In October 1959 The Board of Trustees was informed of the SelfStudy in its initial stage1g.

The report included a description of the

Self-Study and Periodic Vi1titation Pcogram of the Southern Association as
well as a description of the self-study approach at Clemson.

Reports of
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progress on the Self-Study were also made to the Board in April and
November 1960.
The Board of Trustees participated heavily in the reorganization of 1955 which included a reorga11ization of the Board itself as well
as the reorganization of the institution.

lo a sense, this reduced the

need for Board participation in the Self-Study.

No ~certed effort

was made to secure active participation of Board members, but the SelfStudy does have the sanction and sympathy of the Board of Trustees.
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THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
Degrees Offered~ Cle~ College
The degree of Bachelor of Science is awarded to those students who
satisfactorily complete one of the following 4-year curriculum.a:
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
Agricultural EconoMics
Agricultural Education
*Agricultural Engineering
Agronomy
Animal Husbandry
Biology
·
Dairy
Entomology
Food Technology
Forestry
Horticulture
Poultry

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
*Agricultural Engineering
Ceramic Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Industrial Education
Industrial Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Applied Mathemati,c s
Arts and Sciences
Chemistry

SCHOOL OF TEXTil..ES
Textile Chemistry
Textile Management
Textile Science

Industrial Management
Physics
Pre-Hedicine

The degree of Bachelor of Architecture is awarded upon satisfactory
completion of the 5-year program in Architecture.
The Master of SciEmce degree is offered in the following fields:
Agricultural Economics
Agricultural Education
Agricultural Engineering
Agronomy
Animal Busbandry
Bacteriology
Ceramic Engineeririlg
Chemical Engineeri.ng
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Dairy
Electrical Enginee,r ing

Entomology
Horticulture
Mathematics
Mechanical Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Physics
Plant Pathology
Poultry
Textile Chemistry
Water Resources Eng:f.neering
Zoology

The degree of Mast.er of Agricultural Education is offered by the
Department of Agricultural Education.

The degree of Master of Education

* Jointly administered by the School of Agriculture and the School
of Engineerine.
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is offered in the areas of science teaching, English and History
teaching, and in Industrial. Education.
The degree of Master o,f Architecture is offered by the School of
Architecture.
The degree of Doctor of Philosophy is offered in Agricultural
Economics, Agronomrl' Chemistry, Entomology, Physics} and Plant
Pathology.
Requirements for Bachelor's Degrees
With the exception of Architecture and Forestry, 144 semester
credit hours are required for graduati?n in all curricula.

In Archi-

tecture, a five-year program, the requirement is 180 semester credit
hours.

In Forestry 153 semester credit hours are required including

Forestry Summer Camp.
Currently, a grade-point ratio of 1.80 on all work taken at Clemson
is required for graduation.

This ratio is based upon four grade points

for each credit hour of grade A, three for B, two for C, one for D, and
no grade points for E or F.
Through 1952-1953, to graduate a student was required to complete
his course with grades whiclh would give him twice as many grade points
as the number of credit hours required.

Beginning with February 1954

graduates, a student was required to compl~te his course with a gradepoint ratio of

1.5

or above.

For graduation in the calendar year

a minimum ratio of 1.6 was 1required.

1955,

This was later raised to a re-

quirement of 1.7 for the calendar years 1956 through 1959.

For gradua-

tion in 1960 through 1963, a ratio of 1.8 is required and in 1964 this
will be changed to a requirement of 1.9.

*

Beginning in SeptembE~r 1961.
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Beginning in 1947, 150 semester credit hours were required for
graduation in all four-year curricula.

Students were permitted to

include in the requirE!d 150 hours a total of 16 semester credit hours
of ROTC.

In 1959, following an extensive curriculum study the total

semester credit hours required were lowered effective with rising juniors
and lower classes in September, 1960.

In effecting this total credit

reduction, the number of advanced ROTC credits acceptable as electives
was reduced from 12 s~1mester hours to 6 semester hours.

Thus, students

who complete the full ROTC program must complete 150 semester credit
hours for graduation.
Requirements for Advanced Degrees
The Master of SdLence, Master of Agricultural Education, Master
of Education and the Master of Architecture degrees are based on a full
year of academic residence.
To receive the De>ctor of Philosophy degree the student must spend
the equivalent of at ].east three academic years in full residence as
a graduate student.

At least one academic year must be in continuous

resident study at thi~! institution.
Additional requirements for advanced degrees are described in
detail in the GraduatE~ School Bulletin.
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JP.DMISSIONS
Policy.

The general admissions policy is determined by the Board

of Trustees based upon reconunendations from the President. The President
is assisted in arriving at h:Ls recommendations by the Faculty Admissions
Committee and by the Educati1::mal Council (deans, directors, and Faculty
Senate Representatives).
College Catalog.

Th,e admissions policy is clearly stated in the

In additiom, all South Carolina High School principals

and counselors each year rec,eive a Registrar's Office Newsletter1 which
spells out in detail the particular requirements for admission of students
completing high school that :rear.
Although Clemson is a limd-grant, tax-supported institution, it is
under no legal or moral obligation to accept all South Carolina high
school graduates.

In fact, 1~he state appropriation act for a number of

years has included this or a similar statement:

"the board of trustees

of state institutions of higher learning may limit the admission of
students upon the basis df scholarship standing, or upon any other basis
detennined upon by the r~s?ec:tive boards."
In November 1955, the Board of Trustees approved a plan of selective
admissions based on entrance examinations.

The college immediately

entered into a cooperative arrangement with the University of South
Carolina, Winthrop College, and Wofford College to administer aptitude
tests (equivalent to College Board's Scholastic Aptitude Test) obtained
from the Educational Testing Service.

As a result of this action, about

half of the new students admj,tted in February 1956 were screened by
means of entrance examinatior1s, and all students admitted since that time

1see page 73.
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have passed the required examinations.

Beginning with students admitted

in 1961, the CEEB Scholastic Aptitude Test and achievement tests in
English Composition and Intermediate Mathematics have replaced the previous, locally administered examinations.
This program of selective admissions based on examinations has been
well received by the public, and this is in part due perhaps to a long

history of state-wide testing by the colleges on a cooperative basis.
Additionally, the state legislature has looked with favor upon such a
program for the tax-supported institutions.
In view of increasing enrollment pressure and the desire on the
part of the college to strengthen further all facets of educational
activity, the Board of Trustees in June 1961 adopted the President's
reco11U11endation for still more selectivity in the admission process.
Henceforth, such factors as high school rank in class, the principal's
recommendation, and, in some cases, personal interviews as well as examination scores will be used to determine acceptability.
Not since

1945

has Clemson required a pattern of high school units,

preferring instead to rely on required achievement tests in English and
mathematics.

This program is further undergirded by a fairly rigid

distribution of units by the South Carolina State Department of Education
for a state high school diploma.
At present, a pupil in order to receive a South Carolina high school
diploma must earn 16 units of credit distributed as follows&
English
United States History
Other Social Studies
Mathematics
Natural Science
Second Major
Electives

4 Units
1
l
2
l
3

4

Unit
Unit
Units
Unit
Units
Units
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The efficacy of the colJLege and state requirements is best shown
by the following tablet

irable IV - 1

Study of High School Unitn in Selected Areas Presented by 904
High School Graduates Who Entered Clemson in
September 195,9
Subject
English

3 Units
3 1/2 Units

4 Units
4 1/2 Units

5 Units

Cumulative
Per Cent

100.00
99.66
99.44
2.32

1.65

Algebra

1 Unit
11/2 Units
2 Units
2 1/2 Units
3 Units

99.55

94.56

90. 79
46.11

5.09

Geometry

1 Unit
11/2 Units

92.80
15.61

Trigonometry
1/2 Unit
1 Unit

56.19
1.32

Total Units in Algebra,
Geometry, and Trigonometry

1 Unit
2 Units
3 Units
4 Units
5 Units

99.55
97 .55
89.12

51.83
2.10

Total Units in Chemistry and Physics

1 Unit
2 Units

87.50

60.oo
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The basic requirements for entrance to Clemson i n 1961 are
graduation from an accredited high school with at least 16 units and
a satisfactory score on the entrance examination.

As previously stated,

there is no requirement for specific units in specific subjects, but
applicants are advised. to plan their high school programs to include in
their preparation the following units:

English
Algebra
Chemistry

L
2
l

Geometry
Physics
Trigonometry

l
l

1/2

Students planning to enroll in Agriculture or Pre-Medicine are
urged to include biology in their science program.
A student who previously has been ·enrolled at another institution
must present a satisfa.ctory transcript of his record including a statement to the effect that he is entitled to an honorable discharge and is
eligible to return to that institution.

He must complete the same

examinations as beginning college students, and in view of his additional
educational experience, he must meet a higher minimum examination score
requirement.
In addition, Clemson each year admits a number of students (usually
fewer than 25) on the basis of a minimum of 12 high school units and
scores on the entrance examination which will place them in the upper
one-fourth of the freshman class at Clemson.

For example, whereas in

1961 the CEEB score re,quirement for beginning freshmen who are high
school graduates is

J510, the requirement for non-high school graduates

with 12 or more units 'is 500.

A conunon policy is followed by the partner

colleges in the cooper,a tive testing program.
Some students are admitted each year under each section of the
admissions policy, but no exceptions have been made since the institution
of the entrance examin:ation requirement in November 1955.
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REGISTRAR'S OFFICE NE"W'"SLETTER
CLEMSON COLLEGE

CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

March 28, 1961

Subject: Admission to Clemson College in 1961
To: Principals and Counselors of South Carolina
High Schools
Our new catalog will be off the press in the very
near future, and a copy will be sent to your school
shortly. In the meantime, however, I wc,uld like
to take this opportunity to explain mo,re fully
some of the information contained in thei catalog
which has a direct bearing on admissiom of students to Clemson College. This is done in the interest of furthering understanding of oUJr admissions procedure and it is hoped that it will be of
assistance in the counseling of your studeints who
are applying to Clemson.
The requirements for admission to Clemson can
be stated very simply and directly. Ther1e are no
secrets pertaining to admission. The 1961 requirements are as follows:
For High School Graduates. High school gradu-

ation with at least 16 high school units and a
minimum average score of 350 on the College
Entrance Examination Board Scholastic Aptitude Test (verbal and mathematical) and English Composition.
Early Admission. For admission from the 11th
grade, a minimum of 12 high school units and
an average score of 500 on the Colleg;e Entrance Examination Board Scholastic Aptitude
Test (verbal and mathematical) and English
Composition.

While formal acceptance will not be ma,iled until transcripts are received at the close, of the
school year, there is no reason for concern by your
students who have passed the entrance examinations and expect to graduate from high school.
Again it is perhaps well to restate the E!ntrance
examination requirements. Clemson requires all
applicants take the CEEB, SAT, English Composition, and Intermediate Mathematics Tcsils. The

average is computed by summing scores on SAT
verbal, SAT mathematical, English Composition
and dividing by three.
Another point of interest to you will be the use
made of the score on the Intermediate Mathematics Test. In spite of considerable improvement
in this subject on the part of entering freshmen in
recent years, there are still approximately 25 per
cent of our new students who do not have the
background to handle successfully the beginning
course in college mathematics as taught at Clemson. Nor have we been able to identify this group
on the basis of mathematics courses completed in
high school due to the variation in content and
standards of these courses from one school to another. Thus, it is essential to objectivity that we
use the Intermediate Mathematics Test (the Advanced Mathematics Test is also accepted) as a
means of identifying those students who are ready
for college math and those who yet need to complete a remedial course in algebra before progressing to the more advanced mathematical topics. For this year, we are requiring a score of 430
for placement in freshman mathematics. Those
whose scores do not meet this minimum will not
be permitted to enroll in freshman mathematics
until completing successfully the remedial course.
Incidentally, there are no restrictions on a candidate's repeating this or any of the other tests required for entrance in the event of failure on the
first administration. The College makes no recommendation either way in this regard other than
to require that the entire program be repeated.
While speaking of mathematics, it is well to call
to your attention that beginning in 1964 college
algebra and trigonometry will no longer be included in the engineering curriculums. The first
mathematics course applicable for an engineering
degree after that date will be analytic geometry.
You might wish to bear this in mind in counseling
your present freshmen students for those unable
to begin analytics as college freshmen will not be
able to graduate in eight semesters in engineering.
(over)
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One of the most important uses of examination
scores is in connection with the selection of _c andidates for advanced placement. Each year there are
a number of students-approximately 100 last fall
-who have mastered in high school tthe content
of one or more of our freshman course:s. Students
who earn superior scores on their entrance examination are invited to report to the campus one day
early to participate in our locally administered
examinations for advanced placement. Information of eligibility for exemption examinations is
sent the student as a supplement to his rank report. Applicants who qualify for advanced placement on ,these examinations . are not only permitted to enroll in advanced work, but 1also receive
full credit toward graduation with a grade of A or
B for the courses they are able to bypass. The
scores necessary for gaining admission to the advanced placement examinations for the class entering in 1961 are as follows:
Subject Examination

Score Requllrement

General Chemistry and/or
Engineering Graphics

568 on the I:ntermediatP.
Mathematics Test

American History and/or
Western Civilization

578 average on the SAT
and English test

English Composition

581 on the E:nglish test

Freshman Mathematics
(trigonometry)

614 on the !intermediate
Mathematics test

In the near future your students will be asking
you to prepare and send to us a transcript of their
high school record to complete their application
for Clemson. Please remember that this year we
require only a final transcript sent to us after high
school graduation; also please indicate the student's rank in class.
· There is just one other point that you will need
to take into consideration in advising your students
who are interested in Clemson insofar as admission is concerned. That is that they must not wait
until August to take the entrance examinations inasmuch as it takes approximately four weeks for
College Board to report the scores to this office.
Thus, score reports on August examinees will
probably not be received in sufficient time for the
applicants to be considered for September enrollment. We have sent rank reports on all students
who have applied for entrance and whose scores
have been received from College Board. We are
presently sending notices to all applicants whose
complete scores have not been received. We expect to report the results of the March 18 test
during the week of April 17-22.

It is my hope that the points outlined above will
be of real benefit to you, and if there is any other
information which you need or desire, please feel
free to call on us.
K. N. Vickery, Registrar
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Admissions and Enrol"nent.

The initial step in applying for admission

is completion of the "New Student Application Card."

This card is simple

but includes sufficient irufonnation and also serves as a diary or file
card.

The data on the card is coded and IBM cards punched directly from

the application.
After a student makes his application, he is expected to take the
entrance examination at a time most convenient for him.

If the applicant

fails the examination, he ls notified by letter; if he passes, he is

notified by means of a rant report, and a letter of explanation.
Each applicant is furnished a letter of information in April with
enclosures including a high school transcript form, physical examination
forms, and a cancellation card which he may use if at any time he wishes
to cancel his application.

A reminder is also sent to each applicant for

whom no examination scores or only partial scores have been received,
encouraging him to complete his examinations at an early date.
Upon receipt of transcripts in May and June, the applicant's folder
if checked to determine whe·ther or not all necessary documents, including
a transcript of CEEB scores as well as the application card and the

transcript of the high scho1Jl record and principal's confidential report,
are present and meet the minimum requirements.

If so, a formal letter of

acceptance, including a dorttnitory room reservation card as an enclosure,

is mailed the applicant.
I! the applicant is required to take remedial mathematics, he is
encouraged by letter to remc,ve the dificiency in summer school.
For more efficient sche,duling, each accepted applicant is sent a
postal card in August reques1ting that he indicate his current curriculum

choice.
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Upon reporting to the College in September, donnitory students
occupy previously assigned rooms, and report to the Registrar's Office
at their assigned hour for matriculation which was indicated to them in
their acceptance letter.

The matriculation process consists of paying

fees, having identificati,on and college annual photographs made, and

checking in at the colleg,e hospital.

All students have an opportunity

to mail in advance their .fees and physical examination reports, thereby
eliminating the more time consuming processes involved in matriculation.
Recruitment.

The College does not have a full-time recruiter, but

does participate fully in a planned statewide program of high school
visitation on "College Day" in the high schools.

The Admissions Counselor

(a member of the Registrar's staff) makes most of these visits, assisted
occasionally by the Registrar and/or Director of Admissions, depending
upon the number of appli,c ants expected from a particular school.

Last

year invitations were also accepted to visit seven high schools in
neighboring states.

The program for 1960-1961 is attached.

Nonnally, high scho,ol students are interviewed by groups.

Such

matters as admission requirements, course offerings, expenses, housing,
ROTC training, entrance ,examinations, and extracurricular activities
are explained by the College representative, followed by a question and

answer period.
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Remedial Placement.

During the period 1945-1958, a satisfactory

score on placement examinaticms was a prerequisite for admission to first
semester courses in English nnd mathematics.

Students placed in remedial

subjects were required to satisfactorily complete the courses before
continuing w1th the next levol of inst.ruction.
As a result of the entrance examinations and other factors, there

has been a steady reduction :Ln the percentage of students required to
take remedial courses.

As a consequence of this improvement, the College

discontinued remedial English courses at the close of the 1958-1959
session.

The improvement in the percentage of students placed in remedial

courses is shown in the f ollc)wing table f
~rable IV - 2
Remedial Placement
Year .

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

Per Cent
:Rem. English

Per Cent
Rem. Mathematics

47
37
29
25
22
20

33
23
19
15

During this period the score requirements for placement have been
held constant.
In September 1960, in addition to the 20 per cent placed in remedial
mathematics, another 10 per cent v.oluntarily dropped back from freshman
mathematics to remedial mathematics.

Recognizing the inadequacy of the

cutting score, the score requirement for entrance to freshman mathematics
in 1961 has, been ·r aised to a. score of 430 on the CEEB Intennediate Mathematics Test.

This score will place approximately 30 per cent of the

entering freshmen in remedia.l mathematics.
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Applicants, Acceptancies, and Matriculants.

I t will be noted in the

immediately preceding sect:ion that no application fee is required.

An

advance payment of one-half semester's room rent of $43 is required of
those who wish to reserve ,a donnitory room; however, a student must be
accepted for enrollment be.fore the College will accept this payment.

Thus,

the College takes no posit:ive steps to discourage multiple applications
beyond publicly advising that Clemson is prepared to accept all qualified
applicants.

The cancellat:ion cards periodically sent to applicants and

explained in the section on "Admissions and Enrollment Procedures" serve
the purpose of keeping the application file reasonably current.

No

doubt, a number of potenti.al applicant~ are discouraged from actually
making application by the deliberate announcement to high school
authorities of the exact e1ntrance examination score requirement which in
tu.r n is made known to the students.

Thus, common knowledge of the exact

score required at Clemson iancourages self-elimination without ths
fonnality of an applicatiotn on the part of those who have taken the College
Board examination and have failed to meet the minimum score requirements.
The net result of these si11nple but straightforward methods is best
attested to by an inspecti1on of the following table:
Table IV - 3

Year

1960

1959
1958
1957
1956

Summary of Applications
Nmmber of
Number of
Appl:i.cations
Acceptances

1 560
1.381
1.382
1

l'.513
11965

1421
1279

1256
1150
1128

Number of
Registrations

1363
1201
1191
1085

1098

The number of applications shown is not the total number of applications, but rather the maximum number on file at any one time.

As noted,
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above, applications are withdrawn from the file whenever a student fails
the entrance examination or cancels for any reason, thereby keeping the
active applications at a lower working level.

For example, as of June 26

this year, 2ul7 applications1 for June and September had been received.
Of this number, 171 had failed the entrance examination and 293 had
cancelled their applications1, leaving 1953 applications either finally
· accepted or incomplete.
Only in the year 1956 ~ras there any serious problem encountered
between the difference in nutmber of applicants and that of acceptances
and matriculants.

Partially as a result of somewhat over-zealous activity

on the part of the college r·epresentative during the high school visitation
program when the students co,n tacted were apparently led to believe that
the application was merely a.n infonnation-type card, hundreds of young
people made application with.out actually having the intention of entering
Clemson.

The fact that the unfoWlded fear of lack of space at any and

all colleges was rampant in the State at thattime also contributed to
the filing of a number of applications from people who had made application at several other colleges as well.

The Clemson approach to the

problem--that of keeping the secondary school authorities and the public
well-informed of the actual admissions picture--was launched the next
year and the results are considered satisfactory.
More important in this :regard, however, is the fact that for the
pa~V fi~e years we have been able to predict rather accurately the
number of· registrations rega:rdlese of the number of applications and
acceptances.

We feel that 01ur present program is effective in securing

the minimum number of applicia.tions and making a minimum number of accept~

to secure the desired number of registrations.

The table below

COntpfres actual rt1gistratiorn3 with predictions made a year in advance.
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Table IV -

4

Prediction of Number of New Students

Year

Number of
Registrations

Number
Predicted

1960
1959
1958
1957
1956

1363
1201
1191
1085
1098

1300
1200
1150
1100
1100

Implementation of New Policy.

The adoption by the Board of Trustees

in June 1961 of a more selective policy for admission was partially
brought about as a result of infonnal institutional studies conducted by
the Registrar's Office.

Looking toward the need for a more selective

policy (and toward the possibility of differing requirements for admission
to the various Clemson Schools in future years) the Registrar as early
as 1957 had prepared a study correlating entrance examination scores and
first semester freshmen grades earned by the students in each of the
major schools.

The coefficients of correlation (r 1 s) yielded in this

study were considered to be in line with results of similRr studies at
other institutions--i.e., ·within a range of

.45

to .60.

This study was

not published for use outside the Registrar's Office (the pencil worksheets are still availabl~), but the findings confirm that the college
was in line with other institutions in its requirement for admission
based on entrance examinat:i ons.

At the same time, the study pointed out

that this requirement alone would leave much to be desired at such time
as the college might move toward a more selective policy.
For the next three ye.are, continuing studies revealed that in spite
of a rise in the minimum sicore acceptable for admission, the college continued to matriculate a hi1gh percentage of students who had graduated in
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the lower half of their high school classes.

The class which entered in

1960 (which is the most thoroughly screened entering class yet to complete
a year's work) still had approximately one-third of its members coming
from the lower half of their classes.
The problems incurred by the acceptance of a large nwnber of marginal
students are generally knowni.

The Registrar had two studies prepared in

1960-1961 which not only aidled the President in formulating his recommendation for a more selective admissions policy but also outlined a method
for implementation of the policy.

The first of these studies involved an

analysis of the progress of those students admitted from the lower half
of their high school classes whose principals had recommended that Clemson
not accept them regardless of satisfactory examination scores.

Almost

without exception, these students either dropped out of school or failed
to qualify for re-enrollment.

This information was presented to the Board

of Trustees in support of a more flexible admissions policy.
More important as a pos1s ible implementation measure was a study
made in May under the auspic•:!s of the College Entrance Examination Board.
This study was prepared by the Admissions Counselor at a College Board
Prediction Seminar in Sewanei!, Tennessee,under the direction of Dr. John
Duggan, Director of Guidance Services for the College Board.

It was a

study correlating high schooJL rank in class, CEEB verbal aptitude, and
CEEB mathematical aptitude scores with freshman grades earned by a random
sample of 100 engineering students who entered in September 1959.

Both

separate correlations and a multiple correlation (r • .68) were computed
,

and these statistics were thEm formulated into a weighted predictive index
for Clemson Eneineering atudeint s .

This index was tested against another
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random sample of 100 entering at the same time and found to yield results
exactly in line with that expected in a nonnal distribution.

A more

thorough study involving all freshmen beginning in 1961 is planned, and
if the results are comparable to that ·obtained in this study, it is likely
that the use of a predictive index will be the method employed to carry
out the newly adopted admissions policy.
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gNROLIMENT
General.
ment of 446.

Clemson opened its doors in 1893 with an initial enrollThe College gr19w steadily reaching a pre-World War II peak

of 2381 in 1940-1941.

In co1M10n with most other institutions, Clemson

experienced a sharp rise in imrollment following World War II when returning veterans swelled the enr()llment to a high of 3360 in the fall of

1949. Following the surge of veterans, Clemson's enrollment dropped
steadily until 1955 when the present uptrend began.
Since 1954-1955, the emrollment has increased each year, and
beginning with 1957-1958 each year has brought a record enrollment.

In

the five-session spread 1955·-1960, the first semester enrollment has grown

1200 (or 45 per cent) over the 2690 enrollment in September 1954. First
semester enrollments for the past six years are as followss

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

3035
3283
3640
3793
3890
4048

In keeping with the population growth of the State, Clemson's enrollment prospects are best desc1ribed as moderate when compared with some other
states.

South Carolina's college-age population reached a pre-war peak of

173,888 in 1940. This group later fell to 146,240 in 1950 and only this
year exceeded the 1940 figuri,.

The college-Age group this year is estimated

at 177,400, an increase of only 3,500 over a 21-year span.
In the period following World War II, the holding power of the State's
public schools has greatly increased with the result that the number of
high school graduates has inc:reased sharply while the college-age population was actually declining.

This trend is shown in the following table:
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Table IV -

5

Twelfth Grade Enrollment (White) in South Carolina Public Schools
As Compared with College-Age Population
College-Age
12th Grade
Population
Enrollment
Year
8,614
10,039
10,176
10,614
10,942
11,370
11,901
12,494
12,189
13,314
14,155
15,638

1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
Trends.

153,337
149,437
146,240
146,862
150,513
151,248
149,046
149,503
146,781
148,864
153,750
159,956

During the post-war period, Clemson's enrollment by schools

has fluctuated considerably in keeping with national trends.

These trends

at Clemson ares
- The enrollment in Agriculture declined steadily from 1950 until
1956 when it stabilized, due principally to increased enrollment in the
newly organized four-year forestry program.

Agriculture may be able to

maintain its enrollment at about the present level in the foreseeable
future but probably will ciontinue to decline percentagewise.
- The enrollment in 1l:ngineering seems to be passing the crest of its
second wave of popularity since 1946.

In 1947-1948 Engineering enrolled

1373 or 43 per cent of th~, total enrollment.

Following a decline to 848

and Jl per cent in 1951, gngineering enrollment again rose to an all-time
high of 1770 (53 per cent) in 1957.

Following the 1957 high, Engineering

enrollment has decreased to 1598 students, or 41 per cent, in September
1960.
- Architecture is expanding sharply.

A high mortality rate and space

limitations will probably 11 however, restrict growth over the next few
yeA.rs.
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Textile enrollment is

ai:1

enigma.

From a high of 830 students

enrolled in 1949, the enrollJnent in Textiles has declined steadily to
a low of 266 in September 19~;9.

Thia low has materialized despite

serious efforts by the textile industry and the College to bolster the
enrollment.

The low enrollmunt also coincides with one of the more

prosperous periods in the hie,tory ot the industry.

Schools of Textiles

in other states are experienc:ing aiDl!i.lar difficulties, and it can only

be hoped that further declinus can be avoided.
-Concomitant with decrenses in Agriculture and Textiles and a
faltering enrollment in Engineering, there has been a marked increase
in the Arts and Sciences enrc,11.ment, particularly during the past
five years.

Industrial Management, which accounts for over one-half

the enrollment in Arts and Sc:iences, became the largest major course
in the College as of second uemester 1959-1960.

It displaced Electrical

Engineering which had had tho largest enrollment for a nwnber of years.
Further infonnation of onrollment trends in undergraduate curricula
during the period 1953-1954 ··- 1960-1961 is shown in the following tables1
1'.able IV .. 6

First Semester Enrollment 1ln Undergraduate Curricula of Each School
School

1953- 19~;L- 19S5- 1956- 1957- 1956- 1959- 19601954 19~>5 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961

Agriculture
Architecture
Arts&. Sciences
Chemistry
Education
Engineering
Textiles

*
204
29
242
1002
573

2Jl 7
]2
231
lOBl
505

1334
389

Total

2675

25~,L

2870

625

498
if

464

503

L84

*
*
220

*
*
*
1583

*
*
*
1770

315

301

3140

3320

46J

139

765

(1) Included under Engineering through 1957-1958.

582
515
154(1) 179
896 1003

*
*
1741

271 .

3577

600
201
1183

*
*
1670

*
*
1598

266

JOO

3100

3B82
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Table IV -

7

Per Cent of Undergriaduate Students Enrolled Under Each School
1953- 1954- 1955- 1956- 1957- 1958- 1959- 1960School
1954 195S 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961
Agriculture
Architecture
Arts & Sciences

Chemistry
Education
Engineering
Textiles

19.4

16.2

16.0

14.6

*

*
16.1

23.6

*

1.1

8.5
1.2

9.0

9.0

37.5
21.4

42.2
19.7

*
1.1

*
*
50.L

23.4

*
1.6

46.5
13.5

10.0

*
23.0

14.4 15.7
4.3(1) 4.9
25.0 27.l

15.4
5.2

*
*
53.J

*
*
48.7

*
*
41.2

9.1

7.6

*
*
45.1
1.2

30.5

1.1

Total
100.0 JLOO.O 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(1) Included under Engineoring through 1957-1958.
Table IV - 8

Firet Semester Enrollment of First-Semester Freshmen in Undergraduate
Curricula of Each School
School
Agriculture

1953- 19S4- 19:S:S- 1956- 1957- 1958- 1959- 19601954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961
162

133

141

117

134

*64

*60

*
181

*
228

*
203

7
41
368
141

6
78
4.32
126

1S6
179
43(1) 67
247
271

*70

*
*
605

*
*
602

*
*
623

19

94

72

56

6)3
79

Total
783
835 1015 1029 1033
(1) Included under Engine&1ring through 1957-1958.

1141

1190

1)11

Architecture
Arts & Sciences
Chemistry
Education
Engineering
Textiles

537
86

*
*
617

167

85

347

*

*

Table IV - 9

Per Cent of First Seme!1ter Freshmen Enrolled Under Each School
1953- 1954- 1955- 1956- 1957- 1958- 1959- 1960School
1954 1955 1956 19S7 1958 1959 1960 1961
Agriculture
Architecture
Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Education
Engineering
Textilee

20.7

15.9

lJ.9

11.s

lJ.O

*
8.2

*
7.2

0.9

*
17.8

*
22.1

0.1

5.2
47 .o
18.0

9.4
51.7
15.l

*

6.9
52.9
8.S

*
19.6

1).7 1,.0
3.8(1) 5.6
21.6 22.8

12.7
6.5
26.S

*
*
58.7

*
*
58.3

*
*
54.6

1.1

*
*
51.9

*
*
48.J

9.1

6.J

4.7

6.0

Total
100.0 100.0 100D 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(1) Included under Engineering through 1957-1958.
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Students are re-classif:ied each seme s t e r and t he enrollment sununarized by courses and semeste:rs.
prepared.

Enrollment predictions are similarly

Copies of these el[lrollment summaries for the past five years

are attached.

For many years the perc1entage of out-of-s tate students attending
Clemson has remained almost ·unchanged at about 20 per cent without restriction or attempt at limitation.
Clemson Studen1B Come From."

The map below shows "Where the

From the map it is evident that Clemson's

enrollment is truly represent,ative of the State.
over

35

In fact, each year for

years, Clemson's enr1~llment has included students from ever-y

county in South Carolina.
Table IV - 10

WHERE THE CLEf~SON STUDENTS COME FROM
flRST

SOUTH
NORTH
OTHER
OTHER
TOTAL

SEMESTER

1960-1961

CAROLINA
3231
CAR.a GEORGIA 389
SOU. STATES
177
SECTIONS
251
ENROLLMENT4048

Enrollment of Women.
undergraduate women.

In February

At that time

1955

54 were

Clemson first admitted

admitted and this number has

,
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grown until 98 were en~olled for the first semester 1959-1960.

Inasmuch

as the College has no h1ousing facilities for single girls, t he enrollment
of girls will be princiJpally confined to those within commuting distance
and wives of students.

Thus, the immediate possibility of a significant

increase in the number ,of women enrolled is limited.
Enrollment Predict:ion.
the

For long range prediction the Registrar uses

college-age enrollment-ratio method.

For short-term predictions

other factors are considered, such as high-school enrollment, number of
applications compared w:lth other years, mortality rate of curr ently
enrolled students, and ,other survival facto r s.

This long range estimate

is revised every one or two years in order t o incorporate the lat est
actual enrollment figur,es.

The pr esent est imate , a copy of which i s

attached, includes two 1lssumptions:

(1) Assumes
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further increase in the percentage of the

college-age population llttending Clemson.

(2)

Assumes ll uniformly (.06 per cent) increasing percent-

age of the college-age )population attending Clemson.
In all likelihood neither of these assumptions is correct;

how-

ever, a range of expect1ltion is established and it does serve a useful
purpose particularly in planning and development areas.
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•rable IV -

11

Estimates of Clemson Enrollment Through
1975 According to Two Assumptions
Assuming no Further
Increase in Percentage
of College-Age Population
Attending College

Year

1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
19h5
1946
1947
1948
19h9
1950
1951
1952
1953

1954

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
196L
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

College-Age
Population(l)
172,464
173,888
173,5L8
173,205
168,308
165,146
165,146
161,370
156,147
153,337
lu9,L37
146,240
146,862
150,513
151,2L8
149,046
149,503
146,781
1L8,86L
153,750
159,956
166,929
177,400
183,310
184,836
189,796
195,064
200,491
208,510
211,494
213,833
218,242
220,896
227,595
230,577
229,490
230,623

Cle:mson
Enrollment
2227
2334
2305
2327
7.31
712
1041
2965
3253
3277
3360
2921
2788
2764
2749
2690
3035
3283
35LO
3793
3889
4056
L311
4h54
4h92
4612
4740
4872
.5067
5139
.5196
5303
5368
5531
5603
5577
5604

Per Cent
Enrolled
1.29
1.34
1.32
1. 34
o.43
O.h3
· o.63
1.84
2.08
2.14
2.25
2.00
1.90
1.8L
lo82
1.80
2.03
2.24
2.38
2.47
2.L3
2.43
2.Ji)
2.li3
2.43
2.43
2.1,.3
2.li3
2.43
2.43
2.1.. 3
2.1..3
2.43
2.43
2.hJ

2.43
2.h3

Assuming a Uniformly
(.06%) Increasing Percentage of Attendance
of the College-Age
Population.
Per Cent

2.49
2.55
2.61
2.67
2.73
2.79
2.85
2.91

2.97
3.03

3.09
3.15
3.21
3.27
3.33
3.39

Clemson
Enrollment

L157
452L
4784
4935
.5181
5442
.5714
6o68
6281
6479
6744
6958
7306
7540
7642
7818

(1) Ronald B. Thompson, "The Problem of Rising College Enrollments,"
The College Blue Book, CEBA Press, Yonkers, New York, 1959.
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GROWTH OF THE CL EMSON STUDENT BODY WITH PROJE CTED GROWTH THROUGH 1975
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Enrollment by Courses and Semesters - First Semester 1956-1957

n

F'reshman
(S:ciooster)
1st 2nd

Senior
(Semester) Total
1st 2nd

TABiLE IV -

Major Course
Agric
Agric Econ

Agric Enein
Agron
Animal Husb
Botany
Dairy
Entom
Hort
Poultry
Pre-For
Pre-Vet
Voe Agric Educ
Agric Chem
Arts and Sci
Chem
Educ
Ind Educ
Ind Mgt
Ind Phys
Pre-Med
Engin

Arch
Arch Engin
Ceram Engin
Chem Engin
Civ Engin
Elec Engin
Ind Engin
Mech Engin
Textile Chem
Textile Enein
Textile Mfg
Total

Sophomore
(Seiooster)
1st 2nd

2'.6
3
2'.7
3
13
0
3
2
1

8
4
12
10
23
0
6
1

5

3

0

l

l

4
2
28

7
4
7

13
9
1.7
0
2·1
1.5
2'1
2
11.0
9

3
l

19
3
6
0
2
0

0
12
12
3
15
0
6
2
7.
1
1

3
15
0
14
2
10

0
0
7

45

9
9
11

4
7
45

4
4
20

5

473

391

0

0
15
3
6
2
18
53

165

0
12
17
28
52
1
67

0
21
0
17
30
31
88
6
93

12
34
33

3
10
29

1029 477

13

2
l

0
19
1
8
3
12
19
4
12

4.7

72
71
155

6
0
4
1
4
0
0
0
9

0
12
0
16
13
20
48
1
36

41.i

10
4
24
9
87
2
4

50

5

0
4
5
2
3
0
1
0

1
0
13
0
4

0

· 16
10
6
0
45
6
19

14

0
2
6

0
8
8
9
3
30
2
10

0

32
0

Jw1ior
(Semester)
1st 2nd

Graduates
Post Graduates
Unclassified
Total
Grand Total on Campus EnrolJ.;ment
Off Campus Part-Time Graduate Enrollment
Grand Total Enrollment

5

68
6

5

6

0
7
2

2
15

281 152
Part-Time
65
3
22
90

0

5

18

5

13
0

5

2
1
0
0
0
10

0
3
3
2
7
0
1
1
2
0
0
0
9

1
8
3
4
2
15
7
10

0
4
1
0
4

0

0
1
1
2

6
7

5

0
2

1

12
15
29
1
29

11
0
4

9
6
24

0
4
16

l

5

252 85
Full-Time
21
19
4
4h

37
34
102
33
86
0
28
9
25
4
25
18
102
l

94
45
75
25
368
34
97
47
120
12
116
150
200
455
32
451
43
79

193
3140
86
22
26
134
3274
9
3283

-
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TABI~& I.V - 14
Enrollment by Courses and Semesters - First Semester 1957 - 1958

Major Course
Agric
Agric Econ
Agric Educ
Agric Engin
Agron
Animal Husb
Dairy
Entom
For
Hort
Poultry
Pre-Vet

Freshman Sophomore
(Semester) (Semester)
1st 2nd 1st 2nd
15

5

12

8
4
16

21
2
13
6
1

14

2
0
13

4
2
2

44

Arts and Sci
Chem
Educ
Ind Educ
Ind Mgt
Phys
Pre-Med

31
,10
10

Engin
Arch
Arch Engin
Ceram Engin
Chem Engin
Civ Engin
Elec Engin
Ind Engin
Mech lligin

~l
33
0
33
68
82
156

3

97

~~

10

2
3
2

14

10
5
28
6
87
3
8

4
1

10
8
4
7
3
1
8
2
0
6

Junior
(Semester)
1st 2nd

3
5
13
18
8
17
7
2
5
4
0
0

16 10
7, 2
5 18
0
2
33 90
2
5
19
7

0
4
5
11

5
4

5
0
3
3

1

1
11

8
2
2

JO

0
3
0
3
4
4
1

3
0
2
0
0
4
1

5
0

30

Senior
(Semester) Total
1st 2nd
0
4
16
8
4
4
7
1
1
6
0
0
8
6
8
2
26

0

0
0

30
31
79
82
29
65
34
10
75
24
3
22

5
1
2
4
9
0
0

95
40
78
19
402
28
103

5
7
3
0
2
2

0
0
l

9

0
3

3

0
8
0

0

0
25

0

46

l

0
8
0
8
8
1
8

114

l
11

14

6

I

52
6
81

1
16
0
27
43
24
104
13
80

46
38

3
12
32

6
7
9

1oj3

492

12~
I

Textile Chem
Textile Engin
Textile Mfg
Total

:uo

4
8
0
15
16

35

0
19
1

8
8
30

56

16
59

2

4

28

466 W.i7

Graduates
Post Graduates
Unclassified
Total
Grand Total EnrollJnent
*Includes twelve part-time undergraduate students

4

23
24
52
2
62

0
3
2
4
32
8
19

10
7

1
3

14

14

15

334 154
Part-Time
93
2
67
102

13
21
48
6
30

5

6
17

1
4
21

2
119
173
228

508
73

507

38
89
174

3320*
293 101
Full-Time
22
115
27
25
78
11
220

;a

3 0
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Enrollment by Courses and Semesters - First Semester 1958-1959
TABLE J:V -

Major Course

Flreshman
(s,~mester)
li'lt 2nd

lh
h

Agric
Agric Econ
Agric Educ
Agrio Engin
Agron
An:iJna1 Husb
Dairy
Entom
For
Hort
Poultry
Pre-Vet

17
6

l'i'

5
7
19
11
5
16
7
1
22
3
0
0

Arch
Arch Engin

431

13

0
15
1
26
11

B
29
t'

,)

')

i.

4S>
~(

1

01

0

Sophomore
(Semester)
1st 2nd
1
2
6
5
3
4

17
0

16
0

24** 1
0
0

153
1

1
18
6
9
1
31
3
17

0
12
3
27
6
73
4
8

3
11
11
3

0
12
2
5
0
24
0
5

0
12
7
7
2
42
9
12

0
5
1
4
0
19
1
2

4
120
52
100
23
}ili6
36
115

0
22
32
36
105
10
80

0
12
11
36
51
17
47

0
23
24
65
ll
50

0
12
17
16
59
2
49

0

14

0
7
5
15
29
ll
27

0
9
11
4
12

42
108
180
265
554
84
508

2
2
12
21
1

3
7
1
7
0

2
4
0
13
0

10
7
0

2
2
0
11
0

32
25
98
70
46

438

2
0
43
0
27

5
1
23
2
11

6
2
19
2
7

11.41

520

472

Total

20
33
65
Bl
35

24
1

1
9
11
34
47

Chem
Engin
Hgt
Mfg
Sci

0
6
1
0
3

15
0

41
22
80
105
187
18
170

Textile
Textile
Textile
Textile
Textile

2

0
4
6
10
7
8
4
1
6
3
1
0

0
1

2
19
2
0
4

Engin
Ceram Engin
Chem Engin
Civ Engin
Elec Engin
Ind Engin
Mech Engin

73

0
1
5
6

Tetal

2

2

35
21
19
1
116 111
12
3
43 16

11

0
3
7
10
4
5
5
1
10

Senior
{Semester)
1st 2nd

8
4
1
4
1
0
1

Applied Math
Arts and Sci
Chem
Educ
Ind &me
Ind Mgt
Phys
Pre-Med

0

0
6
13
10
6
10
7
5
6
3
0

Junior
(Semester)
1st 2nd

2

2

30
4
12

346 210
Part-Time
ll7
7
27
1>1

14
0

2

116
19

1

351 99
Full-Time
27
22
ll

Graduates
Postgraduates
Unclassified
Total
Grand Total On-Campus EnrollmEint
Off-Campus Part-Time Graduate EnrolJJnent
Grand Total EnrolJJnent
twenty part-time undergraduate students.
*** Includes
Includes fifteen who are in1 the first semester of the fifth year.

j~

0
1
0
1
0
0

60

14
2

25

3577*

144
29
38
2ll

3788
5
3793
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TABIE IV - 16
Enrollment by Courses and Semesters - First Semester 1959-196o

Major Course
Agric
Agric Econ
Agric Educ
Agric Engin
Agron
Animal Husb
Dairy
Entom
For
Hort
Poultry
Pre-Vet
Arch
Applied Math
Arts and Sci
Chem
Education
Ind Educ
Ind Mgt
Phys
Pre-Med
Engin
Ceram Engin
Chem Engin
Civ Engin
Elec Engin
Ind Engin
Mech Engin
Textile
Textile
Textile
Textile
Textile

Total

Chem
Engin
Mgt
Mfg
Sci

reslunan
(Semester)
1st 2nd
22

.5

1,8
20
'.9
1:2
10

12
9
14

Sophomore
(Semester)
1st 2nd
1
4

1

ll

11

9
8
10
1
3
16
5
0
3

5

Junior
(Semester)
1st 2nd
0

4
4
3
4
3
3
2

0
0

5
5
2

Senior
(Semester)
1st 2nd
0
3
8
9
6

Total

0
0

36

5

1
4
0
0

76
63
35
63
38
9
175
28
2
27

0
1
5
2

JO

~9

1
1

12
3
1
4
0
22
1
0
8

67

15

20

21

10

10

32** 4

179

3

0
18
1
20
8
91
1
8

5
21
13
6
1
49
1
24

l

25
1
24
10
88
3
10

4
19
8
6

1
12
5
13
2
32
2

4
17
1
9
2
32
3
1

0
1
1
6
1

18
166
72
n6
30
447
40

3

51
11
55

0
11
48
58
9u
8
77

18

2

5

0

0

0

29

26
3
3

19

0

66
:B
0

4~7
2h
3'',.
')

t.

99

lB
46
431
35'
86
1001

182
17
150

0

9

5

2
18
3
1
41

4

2

1

3h

1190 488

4

4

1
1

8
1
10
1
0
0

15

4

4
1
0

1
0
0

4
35
6
13

4

l

15

0
2

114
46

0
19
20
19
42
3
37

0
12
5
19
40
7
23

0
17
26
17
47
31

0
2
3
9
20
4
16

10
2
39
5

2
2
8
8
0

3
8
3

1
1

142

ll

9

5

5
1
17
0
2

36
27

546 473

313

230

0

7

0
9

6
31
47
8

44

ll

1

2

0

338 122

Part-Time
Full-Time
Graduates
122
25
Postgraduates
16
7
Unclassified
13
7
Total
142
Ii8
Grand Total
Includes twenty-three part--time undergraduate students.
* Includes
**
nine who are in the first semester of the fifth year.

lll

201
287
523
69
433
47

14

3700*
147
23
20
190
3 90

TA.DIJ~ IV -
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Enrollment by Courses and s:emesters - First Semester 1960-1961
Freshrnnn Sophomore
(Semester)(Semester)
1st 2nd 1st 2nd

Major Course
Agric
Agric Econ
Agric Educ
Agric Engin
Agron
Animal Husb
Daicy
Entom
For
Hort
Poultcy
Pre-Vet
Arch
Applied Math
Arts and Sci
Chem
Educ
Ind Educ
Ind Mgt
Phys
Pre-Med
Engin
Ceram Engin
Chem Engin
Civ Engin
Elec Engin
Ind Engin
Mech Engin
Textile Chem
Textile Engin
Textile Mgt
Textile Mfg
Textile Sci
Total

19
1
15
17
ll

14
8
16
9
3

11 14
8
7
2
2
54 32
9
3
0
0
20 10
85 18
l
13
70 34
6
23
15 16
0
3
Jt.46 102
2
19
61 12
32
4
44 12
85 16
86 23
(~01 47
34
3
:L51 39
14
4
0
0
51 40
0
0
2
14
13ll 502

Graduates
Postgraduates
Unclassified
Total
Total On-Campus Enrollment
Off-Campus Part-Time Graduate Students
Grand Total
if-

Includes
Includes
** Includes
iHHf-¾HHHl-Does not
advanced

3
8
ll
7
2

6

5

0
17
3
l

4
23
4
25
. 7
18
2
58
13
28

5

19
36
30
99
13
71
10
0

14

4

4

10
6
1
13
1
3
21
9
0
4
27
4
28
8
16
4
95
3
7
0
3
8
32
38
9
35
3
1
31
2
2

0
3
545 431

Junior
(Semester)
1st 2nd
0
7
ll
6
2

8

5

0
21

4
0
0
8
2

29
ll
ll
4
41
6
13
0

14

Senior
(Semester)
1st 2nd

0

0

5

2

3
9
5

4

4

2
2

10
3
1
0
8
1

15
2

6
6
48
2

4

0
16

18
30
33
2
43

21
19
11
27

2

7

2

0
0
22
23
0
1
2
7
362
264
Part-Time
110
4
7
121

7
6
1
2

3

14
4
0
0
26-i~

0
1

4
3
2

5

1
1
2
2
0
0
~

6
24
9
13
6
31

0
5
2
10
0
24
1

2
0
12
19
23
40
5
32

2
0

4

5

6
l

ll
21
3

14

1
0
2
11
19
1
4
2
0
327 140
Full-Time
28
8
l
37

--Total
40
36
Tl
63
30
62
31
13
171
37
2
38
201
31
230
68
105
25
545
50
129
41
126
185
256
498
80
412
46
3
2ll
8
32
J882J_:-I("*

138iHHH
12
8
1;8
0 0
8
404~,H

fifteen who are in the first semester of the fifth year.
three who are in the second semester of the fifth ye;xr.
forty- one part-time underr,raduate students.
include 14 students completinc research projects as candidates for
degrees.
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Table IV •. 18

GRADUATES OF 1958, 1959, AND 1960 BY MAJOR COURSES
Total

1958
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE (including
double major)
Agricultural Economics
Agricultural Education
Agrononw
Animal Husbandry
Dairy
EntomoloeY
Forestry
Horticulture
Poultry
SCHOOL OF ARCHITF.CTURE* (1.ncludtng
double major)
Architectw·e (4-year)
Architectw·e (5-year)
Architecture (4-year) and
Architectw·e (5-year)
Architectural Engineering

72
12
22

1959

1960

19

62

14

4
14

9

17
12
15

11

1

12
12

2

2

2

8
3

8
3

7

7

1958-1960
213
30

53

26

36

30

6

16
14

8
1

1

0

19

18

17

5

17

17

9
3

1

114

157

16
7
17
7
57
3
7

21
9
19

191i
21
12
32
65
10
40

224
13
15
17
32
67
12
68

218
7
20
26
26
71
17
51

66
6
9

57
12
10

4h

51

J

3

35

25

111

1

1

2

2

54
2
39

9

4

SCHOOL OF ARTS AJ.ID SCIDJCES ( im~luding

double major)
Applied Mathematica
Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Education
IndustriRJ Education·
Industr1.al Manaeemt=mt
Physics
Pre-Med1.cine
SCHOOJ, OF EHGITW.ERD~G (including double
majors)
Aericultural Eneineeri.ne
Ceramic Eneineerjne
Chemical F.neineer1.ng
Civil Engineering
Electrical EnginAcrine
In<iustrial Engirnwring
Mechanical Eheineerine
SCHOOL OF TJ'i'XTJIJi'.S ( including double
rM.jors)
Textile Chemistry
Textile F.ne;ineerine
Textile l~ru1r1eP.111f:nt
Textile Manufacturtnc
Textile Science

14

5

00 •
10
13

143
1
32
9
21

4

62
3

11

6
9

414
1
69
25
57
16
199
16
31
636
34
56
55
90

203
39
159
167
24

28

TOO'AL (In0ludine Dup)tcntes-Dnuble
Majors)
465
4811
535
TCYl'AL GflAnlJATES, 1950, ]959, 1960 (Includi ne DupJ.foatea-nouhle ~'ajors) l,liflli
T0TAT.. (in.ADll/1'T'F.~, 1950, 1959, 1960 (F..xc]uciinc Duplicat.es-DoublA Majors) 1,468
*Prior to

JUf\f)

l, 19511, 11 fJ t,ed in School of T!:n~inoer l 11c.
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REGIS.TRATION AND RECORDS

Academic Records.

The Registrar's Office is the central depository•

for student academic records.

The office maintains a pennanent academic

record on which entries are made using IBM accounting machines.

This

record when reproduced, sealed and signed, becomes an official transcript.
This record is kept in a fire-resistant vault in custody of the Transcript
Clerk.

As a further safeguard against loss, these records are micro-

filmed in duplicate.

One copy is for office use in conjunction with a

microfilm reader-printer while the second copy is for pennanent storage
elsewhere.

There is no plan to destroY, any of these original records

inasmuch as vault space is adequate for years to come.
The Registrar's Office has also maintained a Personnel Record Card
on each student.
ratings.

The record is a compilation of faculty personnel

It was begun abo1ut 1926 and was maintained through the First

Semester 1960-1961.

The system was an innovation when begun but is of

questionable value today.

Upon the recommendation of the Registrar, the

system was discontinued ef:fective with the Second Semester 1960-1961.
The Educational Counc:1.1 has also approved the Registrar• s recommendation, effective June 1961, that high school units no longe~ be posted
on the student's permanent record.
In addition, the ci ffii::e maintains a folder on each student.

This

folder is kept in the c,ffic:e for immediate reference as long as the student is enrolled.

When thi, student leaves, the file is placed in an

alphabetical storage fi l e.

In the folder ar~ original high school and

college transcripts presenited for admission, the application card, all
correspondence, and recordB of any disciplin~ry action taken.
folders are available for all students enrolled since 1923.

These
Looking forward

to the time when storage space will be a determi ning factor, the Office
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is presently running a us ag;e study to determine how long these f olders
are needed i n acces sible s torage.

Regi s tration.
Office .

In 19L8i , I BM equipment wa s i nstal l ed in the Registrar' s

Since that time the College has conduct ed arena- type r egis t r aticn

llsing this equipment.

Regi.str ation is confined to appr oximately a day and

a half, with classes beginning the following day.

IBM class r olls are

delivered to the faculty fo r use at the fir st meeting of classes.
Scheduling and Space Ultilization.

The Faculty Schedule Committee is

r esponsible for the preparaition of the scheduling of courses and for
pr oper space assignment and. utilization.
The Cresap, McCormick and Paget organi zation made original space
surveys during a managemen t. study in

1955.

Following that , the Registrar

made semester reports to the Administration and Board of Trustees describing the utilization of all teaching spaces .

After about two years, the

Registrar was relieved of t .he necessity of making this report.

The

Director of Planni ng (a member of the Development Office staff) now compiles annually a survey of academic space together with use made of this
space .

Sufficient copies c,f his report are furnished so that each

Schedule Committee member has surveys for all buildings in which he has
an interest.

Space, by and large, i .s not an overriding consideration for the
Schedule Committee, inasmuch as sufficient teachi ng space is available
at the present t i me .

Some academic space is sub-standard and inefficiently

us~d in terms of student stations, but most of this space will be eliminated when the new physics and class room bui lrlings are completed.

Too,

some of the older class rooms double as faculty offices, and this limits
thelr u~efulness.
In order t o provide beit.t er schedule mana~ement the Regi st rar's
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Office prepares class schedules for all first semester freshmen.

Such

a system eases the transition from high school to college, expedites
registration and results 1.n smoother scheduling for the student.
insures more efficient use· of teaching facilities.

It also

In September 1960,

due to this block-schedule1 arrangement, approximately 98 per cent of the
entering freshmen had Satu1rday classes, 1 and approximately

25

per cent

had inverted class schedul.es, with laboratory classes in the morning
and theory classes in the afternoon.
In September 1960 the1 College dining hall was changed from table
service to cafeteria style,.

Assigning freshmen to block schedules

enabled the inati tution to1 efficiently· use the noon hour and also to
control to some degree the1 student use of the cafeteria.
Grading System.

S0me1 department self-study committees expressed

concern with the grade-poi.nt-ratio system and the Faculty Senate has on
occasion discussed the mat.ter of grades and grading.

In general, however,

the consensus of the f a.culty seems to favor the grading system in use.
Any change in the system wil l come as a result of faculty recommendation
via the appropriate Sen:ite1 groups.
The distribution of g:r ades by departments for the first semester

1960-1961 follows.

These are printed along with the grades of each

individual faculty member and are distributed once each year to deans and
department heads.

1As a normal procedure, 70·•75 per cent of students will schedule
Saturday classes.
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Table IV - 19

Distribut :l on of Grades by Departments
Firnt Semester, 1960-1961

Departments

Agric. Econ.
Agr ic ~ Educ.
Ag'f ic, Engr.
Agronomy
Animal Husb.
Botany and Bact.

Total
Grades

A

Per cent of Students Receiving Each Grade
D
WF
F
8
C
E
WP

.o
.o
.o
.o
.o
.o
.o
.o
.o
.o
.o
.o

Entomology
Forestry
Horticulture
Poultry

409
58
132
255
197
293
128
449
291
165
27

23.2 34.7
13.8 51. 7
22.7 40.2
18.0 34.9
12.7 39.l
15.4 20.1
12.5 43.0
17.4 24.3
7.2 24.1
32.l 44.2
14.8 44.4

24.4
29.3
26.5
32.5
35.0
40.6
34.4
27.2
41.2
18.2
25.9

6.8
9.0
11.2
15.0
7.8
15.6
20.3
.6
11 .1

Architecture

497

13.9

29.4

34.2

6.4

1933
3236
595
2544
1684
231
2765

9.6
9.6
6.2
10.5
14.0
27.7
5.4

19.7
21.4
14.3
17.5
29.3
37.7
15.8

23.1
28.9
31. l
23.4
25. 7
28.6
34.l

18.3
19.7
22.5
14.1
14.l
2.2
25.0

878

10.0

25.9

39.6

18.l

Military Science

117(,

12.2

29.3

36.8

14.5

Ceramic Engr.
Chemical Engr,
Civil Engr.
Elect. Engr.
Engr , Graphics
Engr. Mechanics
Industrial Engr.
Mechanical Engr.

208
277
435
849
1038
541
774
594

10.6
22.7
15 .4
9,1
11.3
9.6
10.J
9.8

17 .3
38.6
30.l
22.4
24.8
19.0
28.4
25.8

32.2
23,1
33.3
32,7
29.2
34.0
42,8
33.7

13.5
7.9
13.8
20.8
18.5
18.l
10 .9
18.7

.o
.o
.o
.4
.o
.2
.o
.2
.o
1.0

2.5
2.5
1.3
2.6
1.3
2.2

Textile Chem,
Textile Mgmt.
Weaving & Design.
Yarn Manuf.

235
360
262
126

24.3
18.1
19.5
23,8

33,2
30.3
35.l
42.l

25,5
33.6
32.8
21.4

9.8
10.0
7.6
7.1

.o
.o
.o
.o

.4
.8
1.5
3.2

Dairy

Chemistry & Geol.
Eng. & Mod. Lang.
Industrial Mgmt.
Mathematics
Physics

Secondary Educ.
Social Sci.
Air Science

11.5
l. 7

2.7
1.7
1.5
,8

.7

.o
.o

.4

.5

.5

1.7
1.6
1.8
.7
3.0
3.7

1.4

2.0

.2

1.0

.8

2.3

.2

2.4

2. 1

.2
.8
.3

5.2

3.5
4.8
1.3

.o
.3

.o

1.1

1.7
.6

.o

2.0

.o

2,3
2.4
1.0
5.5

.o

10,7
4.8

.o

.o

I
.7
l. 7

.o
.o

2.0
.3

.8
2.0

.o
.o

1.2

3.8 10.l

2.5

27.2
11.5
1.3
13.7

1.1
2.6
.2
.6
1.0
1.3
.9

2.2

.3

3.8

.1

3,1

1.1

2.0

1.0

.5

.o

1.1
2.7
1.3
2.3

.o

.o

.4
.2

.7
2.7
1.1
1.8
.3
1.3
.6

1.5
1.6

24.3
13.1
16.8

1.9 24.0
.4
6.5
3,9
.7
10.l 1.4
11.9
.J
14.4
.9
4.0
.5
.2
8.4
4. 7
6.1
1.5
.8

.9

.6
,4

.o
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ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE AND AUTOMATIC EXCLUSION

At Clemson, academic dliscipline entails limiting the number of
credit hours a student may schedule in relation to his grade-point ratio
or quality average, the failure to advance a student in academic classification if his work falls below certain minimum criteria, ineligibility
for registration in junior and senior level courses within the School of
Engineering, ineligibility for student organizations and offices, and the
automatic exclusion of those who fail to meet established standards.
Grade points are allotted on a basis of four grade points for each
credit hour of A, three for B, two for

C,

and one for D.

The grade-point

ratio is determined by division of the total number of grade points by
the total number of credit 'hours scheduled at Clemson, and the credit
limit for a particular student is fixed by his latest semester ratio or his
cumulative ratio, whichever is higher.
credit hours.

Fixed limits range from 16 to 24

Exceptions a:re made only in the case of a student who is

within fifty credit hours o:f graduation, and who has the written approval
of both his Class Adviser a1~d the Dean of the School in which he is
enrolled.
For advancement in academic classification, a student must not only
have earned a prescribed nwnber of credits, but also must have a minimum
cumulative grade-point ratio as follows:
(a)

To be classified as a senior, a student must have completed sufficient schola~tic work toward his degree to
enable him to complete the requirements for graduation
by completing not more than L2 additional credits. To
be classified as EL senior, a student must also have a
grade-point ratio of 1.7.

(b)

To be classified SLS a junior, a student must have completed at least 6tl semeste r credit hours and must have
a grade-point rati.o of 1.6 or above.
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(c)

To be classified as a sophomore, a student must have
completed at lea.st 30 semester hours and must have a
grade-point ratio of 1.5 or above.

These classification requirements are re-studied periodically as
the ratio for graduation i.s raised.

The above requirements became

effective in September 1960.
Eligibility for continuing enrollment is governed by the student's
grade-point ratio.

This has been true since 1956; however, students who

first entered Clemson in 1955 or earlier are permitted to qualify for
continuing enrollment under either the present rule or the existing rule
at the time of their original matriculation.

The present rules are as

follows:
For all students who began their enrollment at Clemson in 1959 or
later:
(a)

A student who ha.s taken a total of 24 to 59 credit hours
at Clemson must have a cumulative grade-point ratio of
1.0 or above.

(b)

A student who ha.s taken a total of 60 to 89 credit hours
at Clemson must have a cumulative grade-point ratio of
1.J or above.

(c)

A student who has taken a total of 90 or more credit
hours at Clemson must have a cumulative grade-point
ratio of 1.5 or above.

Each spring the record of each freshman is evaluated in the Registrar's
Office and a letter written to the parents of each freshman whose first
semester record is poor and whose mid-term report for the second semester
is unsatisfactory.

In this letter, the requirements for continuing enroll-

ment are again explained (standards previously mailed to parents of new
students just prior to opening of school in September) and the parents
reminded that summer school attendance will probably be required if the
student is to become eligible for re-enrollment in September.
mately 225 such letters were written this year.

Approxi-
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All student records a rEi reviewed immediately at the end of the
academic year in June.

Durlng the week between graduation and the open-

ing of summer school, an individual letter is mailed to the parents of

•

each student whose record ifs below the minimum for continuing enrollment.
If the student can become eligible by attending the summer session at
Clemson, then the exact number of quality points he must earn in the sumNer session is given.

If the student cannot become eligible in the sum-

mer session, or if his chanc:e of becoming eligible is improbable (must
average B or above in summet• session) then this information is given also,
even though the student has made a reservation for the summer session.

In June, letters were writte:m to 412 students who are currently ineligible
for continuing enrollment in September.

Of this number, 162 are enrolled

in the summer session at Cle,mson.
The above procedures, while they entail a considerable work load in
the Registrar's Office, are typical of the institution's concern wit~ ~he
progress and welfare of ~aeht student.

As would be expected, these efforts

are well received by both pa1rents and student.

Also, these efforts have

practically eliminated misunderstanding regarding academic progress.

As

evidence that these letters are effective is the fact that as of August 1,
no petitions for consideration by the Faculty Connnittee on Admissions
have been received.
The continuing enrollment requirements are set by the Educational
Council of the College, with the approval of the President, upon the
recommendation of the Faculty Committee on Admissions.

The requirements

are administered by the Regist rar's Office.

Exceptionn to thes e regulations are grant ed occasionally by the
Faculty Committee on Admissi ons.

A student, to be considered by the

Committee, must submit a written appeal in which he may offer any
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extenuating circumstances which he believes contributed to his delinquency.
In 1960 the Committee approved 10 exceptions to these rules.

In 1958 there

were 8 exceptions, and in 1959, six exceptions.
Deficient students wlho have taken fewer than ninety credit hours
at Clemson or who were fi:rst enrolled prior to 1956 may be re-admitted
in good standing after th,e lapse of one regular semester subsequent to
the date of the imposi tio11'1 of the academic suspension.

Once the student

who first matriculated in 1956 or later has scheduled a total of ninety
or more credit hours at tll'lis institution, however, he must meet the
requirement for continuin1~ enrollment or he is pennanently ineligible
for re-admission.
Comparable figures f c>r the past two years are as follows 1

Deficient as of June
Deficiencies removed by September
Appeals granted
Refused re-admission in September

1959

1960

283

)81

47

6
2)0

66
10

JO$
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PROVISIONS FOR THE GIFTED STUDENT
Advanced Placement .

Since 1957 the College has had in operation a

comprehensive advanced placement program.

The program actually had its

beginning approximately tem years ago when students who made superior
scores on the English Plac·ement test were permitted to exempt the first
course in English composition.

These students did not receive credit for

the first course, however, and were required to complete elective course•
in English in lieu of courses which were exempted.
This practice did not in itself constitute an advanced placement
program.

It did, however, lead to the .occasional granting of credit

by special examination.
In the fall of 1957 the Registrar's Office and the Department of
Mathematics cooperated in a plan designed to i dentify and examine those
students capable of omitting first semester freshman mathematics. Thia
plan was successful and in 1958 the Chemistry Department also offered
this form of advanced place·ment.

Since then the program has been ex-

panded to include history, engineering graphics, and modern languages.
Identification of superior students is achieved by means of the
required entrance examinations, supplemented by information gained from
nati onal testing programs such as the Merit Scholarship examinations.
Upon receipt of his College Board scores, each applicant who passes
the examination is sent a r1!port giving his rank and standing on the
several parts of the examination .

Ranks of all new students are also

distributed to faculty coun:ielors prior to the opening of school.
Along with the r~r,c,rt, c,r, t'Attk is aant. a leaflet of information
explaining the possibillt,y

0f

"t~mption by examination.

information and his rAport

or

rAttk• the s tudent readily determines his

1

Using this
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eligibility for such examinations.

A schedule of exemption examinations

is sent to each qualified applicant at the time he is accepted for
admission.
As a result of these ,e xaminations, 120 students received advanced
placement in one or more s·ubjects during the first semester 1960-1961.
This amounted to 9. 9 per c,ent of the entering freshman class.

Students

have special schedules arranged for them in

granted advanced placement

keeping with their needs and interests.
Honors Program.

For

11

number of years the Faculty and Administration

have been keenly aware of 1~he need for additional provisions for abler
students.

While the succeBs of the Advanced Placement program has been

encouraging, it is recogni~~ed that this is more a program of acceleration
than one of independent study and enrichment.
After an intensive study of Honors Programs, the Faculty Senate
recommended the establishme,nt of such a program at Clemson.

On May 1, 1961,

the Educational Council authorized the appointment of the College Honors
Committee to begin implemenitation of the Honors Program.

The Committee

has met and plans to ini tia.te the program at the beginning of the
second semester 1961-1962.
The basic purpose of the program will be the fuller development of
the abler student.

The program will attempt to provide an environment

- in which the abler student ;may gain a deeper appreciation of his own
capabilities.

The student ·will receive maximum guidance and will be

encouraged to utilize his c.a pabilities to the fullest.
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Academic Counseling.

At Clemson each student is assigned to a

faculty member who serves a::1 the student's "Class Adviser" or "Faculty
Counselor".

The "Class Adv:lser" approves the student 1 e program and

otherwise assists him with curriculum matters.

Freshmen are assigned

to "Faculty Counselors" who are more concerned with the broad aspects
of the student's orientation and transition to college.
Inasmuch as the "Class Adviser" must approve the student's academic
program,this system is workable.

The system of "Faculty Counselors"

for freshmen, however, leaveis much to be desired, both because of other
demands on the faculty membe,r and because freshmen will not avail themselves of this opportunity for counseling.

Thie aspect of the problem

is covered more fully in chaLpter VII of this Self-Study.
The work of the Registrar's Office in writlng letters to parents

of students who are in academic difficulty has been discussed earlier in
this chapter.

In addition to these letters, the Registrar also writes

detailed reports to the parents of candidates for graduation who are in
academic difficulty.
In order that students and faculty may be infonned of student
progress in relation to specific curriculum requirements, the Office of
the Registrar maintains a cu.rriculum "check-,1p" card on each student.
Infonnation on this card is kept current and photostatic copies are distributed each September.

Th1.1s the faculty adviser can see at a glance

which courses the student ha::, yet to complete as well as which prerequisites have or have not been completed.

When the student is within

fifty credits of graduation, the dean or department head is reques ted to
return an inttialt?d copy of this curriculum card to the Registrar's
office, thus verifying thi, eritrles.
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Intellectual Atmosphere.

The College attempts to foster an

intellectual atmosphere on the campus by sponsoring concerts, lectures,
and various educational and cultural exhibits.
Through the Concert Committee the College brings to the campus
each year a series of musical programs.

These are financed through

the student activity feo and through the sale of tickets to faculty
members and other indivjLdual subscribers.

All students are admitted to

the concerts without additional charge.
The College also sponsors each year a lecture series featuring
lectures by outstanding authorities in areas of general interest.

There

is no charge for attendance at these lectures.
The several departn~ents are also quite active in sponsoring visits
by scientists, business leaders and artists.

Each year the regular class

offerings of the School of Architecture are supplemented by a series of
lectures by outstanding specialists in various areas of architecture and
the adjunct arts and sc1Lences.
to a month.

Such visits vary in length from two days

The Architoctural Gallery presents exhibits in architecture,

painting, sculpture, and allied arts and crafts.

An Architectural

Foundation has been established to assist in providing the lecture and
exhibition programs, as well as field trips, scholarship and other aids
to the professional education of architects.
Monthly seminars are sponsored by the Department of Industrial
Management, featuri ng d1Lscussions by outstanding professional people.
Other departments 1~egularly sponsor short courses, seminars, and
meetings of professional societies.

The Clemson House Hotel is attractive

as a meeting place and annually brings to the campus many groups which
have regional and national interest.
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GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATIONS
Since the spring of 1955, the School of Arts and Sciences has
required all seni ors to take the Graduate Record Examinations.

In

order to evaluate more effe!ctively the teaching in the various departments and schools, the exaJ111inations were required of all seniors this
year.

Plans have already been made to require the examinations of all

seniors in 1962.
A comparison of the pe1rformance of Clemson seniors with the perfonnance of the Graduat e Record Examinations norms group is as follows:
Table IV - 20
COMP.a.RISON OF GRADUATE RECORD SCORES

Verbal
School

Number

Agriculture
90
Architecture
14
Arts & Sciences 184
Engineering
215
Textiles
69

'.:leflllson Mean

1

350
430
413

416
386

*GRE Rank
3

27
20
21

11

Quantitative
Clemson Mean *GRE Rank

497
495

521

594
505

*Percent of seniors scoring lower than selected scaled scores.

49
48

59

81

52
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THE LIBRARY

The Library Collec tion
The Main Li br ary conta i ns a bout 95 per cent of the book and periodical collections of Clems on CollegE~ and is t he major center f or ordering , cataloging ,
classifying and making matE~rials available for use .

The library is open 87

hours per week, including an eight hour period on Sundays.
In addition to books Elnd bound periodicals, the library has thousands of
unbound documents, forty se:rial titles of FAO publications, and a large collection of Agriculture and Engineering Experiment Station publications.

The

library is a partial depos itory for United States Government publications.

The

documents collection i s f ully classified by the Superintendent of Documents
Classification System and i s available for use through indexes and/or cards in
the main catalog .

The library is als o a depository for United States Army Maps.

There is a small but important collection

of South Carolina materials, an

archival collection o f seve·ral thousand letters and manuscripts, and about
3000 rare or otherwise val u,able editions of books, most of which have been
received as gifts over the years.

The books and periodicals in the library

are classified by the Libra1C'y of Congress Classification System.

TABLE V-1
DOUND VOLtn·IES , March 31, 1961
Main Librar y
School of J\rc:hitccture
School of Textiles
De partment o f' Chemi stry
Department o l. Phys i cs
Department of Hor ticul t ure
Dep artment of' Chemical Eng ineering

103,482
3,750
1,279
1,479
669
132
191

190 , 982
Volumes 011 ... .i.~c ocards
Volumes on mi crof ilm
Total

1, 741
1, 684
191. , 407
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The number of volumes accessioned during the past five years is as follows:

1956-57
195 7'-58
195Sl-59
1959-60
19601-61

6660
6540
7640
8080
9000

The library has been bu1ying for a limited number of curricula for many
years and thus is much stron1ger than a mere count of volumes might seem to in-

dicate.

As late as 1944-45, however, library records indicate that the budget

carried only $6,610.89 for btooks, binding, and periodicals.

A grant of $30,000

from the General Education B,oard in 1947 was used to purchase back files, reference works, and to place man.y new subscriptions.

About the same time a gift

of the Behrend Scientific Li.brary further. strengthened the collections.
The library receives an impressive list of serial titles (about 3200).
Of this number, however, only 1133 titles or 11.6 per cent are abstracted in
Chemical Abstracts.

About 30 per cent of the titles received are indexed in

the Engineering Index.

While we do receive and have an excellent collection

of 87 per cent of titles indexed in Agricultural Index, we have only about 12
per cent of those abstracted in Biological Abstracts.
Programs for Strengthening the Collection.

The library has an excellent system

for the sharing of responsibility between members of the facu lty and members
of the library staff for proic uring the publications necessary to build the
library holdings.

This assu·res that the book and periodical collection will

reflect and support the educational coals of Clemson.

The proe ram has three

phases:

l. Each department has

,a

representative who acts as a liaison between

the department and the library and advises as to what publications should
be secured in his area.

He usually g ives a priority of purchase.

Mem-

bers of the library staff rci~u larly and systematically check book reviewing sources, bibliograp!1ies, etc. and call the attention of the
representative to these publications.

Thus the knowledge of the subject
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specialist is combined with the knowledge and experience of the reference
librarians.

2. The reference librarians who daily assist students and faculty quickly recognize areas that should be strengthened, and report this knowledge
to the department coincerned.
3. When there are sp,ecial allotments for particular purposes (such as the
Alumni Loyalty Fund, for strengthening the graduate program), a slightly
different procedure is followed.

Members of the department, working with

the library represemtative, draw up a list of recommended new titles and
reconunended backfile!S.

They indicate both the priority of purchase and

the extent of backf:i.les that should be purchased.
The cost of a specific acquisitions program cannot always be clearly determined in advance.

Thei professor through his specialized knowledge of the

subject field and his students' anticipated needs can recommend the basic journals that should be purchased.

Also, certain bibliographies (such as Charles

Harvey Brown's Characteristics of The Most Cited Publications in Mathematics,
Physics. Chemistry, Geology. Physiology, Botany. Zoology, and Entomology), and
several other studies are of considerable assistance in predicting future needs.
However, as the graduate program advances, journals in allied fields, both domestic and foreign, become JLnc:reasin~ly important, and new titles are constantly
appearing which may concern the direct line of inquiry.

The library program

for strengthening the colllection must continue to involve this constant cooperation between faculty and library staff.
The Library expenditure for books, periodicals, and binding for the past
five years is as follows:

1956-5 7

1957-58

1958-59

1959-60

1960-61

BOOKS

14,184

18,227

18,055

27,166

29,764

PERIODICALS

12,817

21,265

20,092

31,339

30,634

7,001

8,588

8,208

11,376

14,752

BINDING
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The Allocation of Funds.

In 1955-56 an attempt was made to allocate funds to

the various departments for t ine purchase of books.

Funds for periodicals, con-

tinuations, and binding were 1not allocated but treated together as a part of
the general library budget which would be a continuing expense of the library.
A representative was secured to act as liaison between the department and the
library and through this repr,esentative information was sought as to an estimate of the number of books that would be required to bring the library to
good streng th and the number of books that should be purchased annually to keep
abreast of current publications.

With the above information, plus the record

of purchases of the department in the previous year, the Director of the Library
with the advice of the Library Committee set aside funds for each department.

A general and contin~ency fund was also provided.

Since 1956 the record of

previous years, plus special requests for book money, has guided the allocation
of funds.

\lhile the various departments are encouraued to send in requests

for books, and the library has up until the present time been able to purchase
these requests, no attempt has been made on the part of the library to encourage purchases to use up any funds remaining in the department allotment.

Our

experience at Clemson over a period of six years indicates the following:
l. The allocation of boo,lc funds should not be rigid.

New courses are

added; new faculty come; enlnrged eraduate proe rams require additional
books, and a variety of other reasons indicate that provision should
be made for flexibility in / 1:ar to year demands for books .

This flexi-

bility can and should be prc..vided by increasin~ the fle neral and contingency fund to approximatel y Lhree times its present size.
2. It is advisable to continue the practice of informally allocating
funds since it assures l:ach depar tment that enough money wi ll be set
aside to cover what pnst
needs.

<!,(Oc 1·

ience has i.hown to be its normal book
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3 . In the faculty s1urvey recommendations were made several times that
the librarians do more purchasing independently of departments.

This

observation requires and is receiving further study.
Projected Expenditures .

A real istic annual book , periodical, and binding

budget for the next ten years should be as follows:
Current subscriptions to periodicals • •••••• •••••• • • $37,000
Backfiles ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

25,000

Continuations......................................

6,000

Binding ••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• • ••••

16,000

Books (including contingency fund) •••••••• , ••••••••

30 , 000

Total

$114 , 000

About $12 , 000 of the book fund should be for general works, reference
and bibliographic titlcs1 (areas not covered by faculty department reconunendations) and to provide a continc ency fund of about $5000.00 to meet emergency
book needs.
The Library Committee .
The Library Committee of six members is appointed by the Dean of the
College.

The members sE~rve for a period of three years, two rotating off

the Committee each year ..
of the Committee.

The Director of the Library is an ex-officio member

The <:ommittce members arc s elected f or their interest in

the library procram of t~he whole college.
The functions of the Committee are:
"To advise the? Director of the Library on such matters
as the apportionment of budi ct funds amonc the departments
for the purc hase of books and related materials , the de termination 1::>f the physical needs of the l ibrary, the for mation of l ibrary policies, and other matters on which the
Director of the Library mlcht seek advice, all with a view
to aiding the library render effective and coordinated service to the ,e ducational program of the college."
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Problems With Which The Library Committee Has Been Concerned During The Past
Three Years.

1. A study of the present and future building needs of Clemson College
Library.
2. Policy governing the function and operation of Clemson College Library.
3. The use of the library by other than Clemson College faculty and students. This study is still underway but a general policy to govern it
is included in the policy statement.
4. The Library Self-Study Program.
5. Request for materials for a department library (Chemical Engineering).
6. Regional Library Coop1~ration. The Conunittee reviewed "Report of the
Joint ASERL-SREB Conunitt1~e on Research Library Cooperation in the South"
and advised the Director of the Library as to what he should reconunend
to the Dean of the College regarding Clemson's participation in the program.
7. Discussion of the apportionment of library funds among the departments.
8. Miscellaneous topics, including the status of professional librarians,
the arrangement of book collections, schedule of hours library is open,
establishment of branch libraries.
Although the Committee iE1 appointed by the Dean of the College rather than
elected by the faculty, the Ce>nunittee is representative of the College as a
whole and does its work with Emthusiasm.

Its recommendations are processed

by the Dean of the ColleBe.
The Library Building.
The main library collecti.on is housed in a brick building which was formerly the main Agricultural Buiilding.

In 1926 the interior burned.

Soon

thereafter the building was re.modelled to serve as a library as well as for
classroom purposes.
The whole building, within the past six years, has been given over to
library purposes.

Improvements in the same period include the redecoration

of the building, the installation of fluorescent lichtinc , the addition of
many units of steel shelving, and the installation of window fans.

The main

library now seats 561 students, and the branch or department libraries seat
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an additional 168 students ..
dents.

There are 36 carrels for the use of graduate stu-

The building is attractive, both inside and out, and has very good jani-

torial service.
The present library building, however, is in no way adequate for our current library program.

It was not designed as a library building.

It is broken

up into 37 relatively small rooms, most of which are separated by solid brick
walls.

Because of the infl,e xibility of the design, it is difficult to arrange

collections for convenient use.
city.

The shelves are filled beyond working capa-

There is very little privacy, quietness, and freedom from distraction

for study, and temperature and humidity are impossible to control.

In addition,

there are no faculty carrelf1, no seminar or conference rooms (the classroom
where students are instructeid in the use of the library is shared by the Serials Department), no typing rooms, no microfilm rooms, and no passenger elevator.
The Library Committee studied this problem in 1959, made a detailed analysis of space needs, and recommended that the college seek funds to provide for
the design and subsequent construction of a library building of 149,293 square
feet, projected to 1979.
to 120 ,000 square feet.

Thie projected figure to 1970 only has been reduced
Nei lt her of these figures provides space for the James

F. Byrnes Collection, recentlly donated to the College.

A new library building

is priority number one on thE~ college building program, and about one million
dollars has already been set aside for the library.

Construction will begin

when additional funds are madle available.
A suggestion has been ma.de that storage facilities for lesser used mater~
ials be provided in a building near the main library.

This proposal is being

studied, and will be implemented soon.
The Library Staff
The library staff is for rtunatc in that during the past few years policies
have been established that have been favorable for promoting the work of the
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library and the well-being of the staff.

Policy statements covering hours of

work, holidays, leave, and other areas of professional responsibility are set
forth in the Manual for Faculty Members of Clemson College.

Professional li·

brarians have faculty status and attend faculty meetings.
A successful attempt has been made to have the work performed by profes·
sional librarians on a profes,s ional level and the balance of library duties
performed by non-professional assistants.

During the past five years detailed

job descriptions were prepared by all members of the library staff.

Before a

new position is established, the work is carefully scrutinized to have it fall
into its proper category.
Only one professional member of the library staff has had fewer than seven
years of library experience.
experience at Clemson College.

Nine members have had more than three years of
This continuity of service is an important

factor in assessing the stren1g th of the staff.

Personal characteristics which

are necessary and perhaps pec,uliar to the library profession are present to
a very high degree.

There setems to be a fine attitude on the part of all staff

in serving the needs of Clemsc::m College.

The staff is moderately well prepared

to handle problems in foreign languages.
The library training of J~rofessional members was received at the follow·
ing institutions:

Florida St11te University, University of North Carolina,

Emory University, George Peabc,dy College, University of Michigan, Columbia
University, and Winthrop Coll«age.
Division of Work.

The public services activities of the library are divided

into two broad divisions :

(1) The Social Sciences and the Humanities; and

(2) Science, Technology and Ag riculture.

Each area operates under a head who

is responsible to the Directoi~ of the Library.

The technical services are

divided into three areas (Acquisitions, Serials, and the Catalog Department),
each head reporting directly to the Director of the Library.

While this ar-

rangement is to be preferred ,tlt the present time, some change in organization
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will be necessary as the l:lbrary increases in size.
The Acquisitions Departmen1~.
and continuations.

This department is responsible for orderin~ books

Rcconmmndations for items to be ordered reach the depart-

ment principally from the t:wo public services divisions and are marked "desirable" or ''essential", depending on the priority that should be given to purchase.
The majority of items are c,rdered through a jobber, and individual rush orders
are ordered direct.

The library places its orders directly with the dealer.

Out-of-print titles are lis:ted with dealers, and a quotation is asked for when
the book becomes' available.

In general the order routines are satisfactory,

and multiple forms are used! to facilitate speed and maintain necessary records.
The department has one professional and one non-professional assistant.

The

Head of the Acquisitions Department is on reference duty approximately seven
hours each week.
Serials Department.

This Department is responsible for the acquisition of peri-

odicals and other serial materials, searching and verification of new serial
titles, ordering current .issues and backfiles and verifying orders received,
and the binding of the maJo·rity of serial subsctiptions.

After the first

issue of a title is receive,d , it is passed to the Catalog Department with a
multiple form giving all th,e cataloging information available.

The Catalog

Department classifies the s,erial and performs any additional cataloging necessary.

The Serials Departme1nt maintains the visible file of periodical hold-

ings.

The Department has one professional librarian (3/4 time) plus two non-

professional assistants.

One non-professional works six hours per week at the

circulation desk and the professional librarian spends one Sunday night per
month on reference duty.
Catalog Department.

This Department is responsible for catalog ing and classi-

fying all library materials,. including serials and thos:! r,ovcrrunent documents
that are added to the main c:at alor,.

The Library of Congress classification
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is used.

A special classification is used for archival material.

This Depart-

ment is responsible, also, for the preparation of books, includine bookplating,
embossing, pasting in pockets, labeling , minor repairs, and pamphlet binding.
The Department has approximatelly 2\ full-time professional librarians and four
non-professional assistants.

One professional and one non-professional spend

several hours per week on refex:ence and circulation duties.

Social Sciences and Humanities Division.

The Division is responsible for re-

ference work in circulation of all library materials, the documents collection,
the South Carolina collection, the United States Army map collection, the interlibrary loans of the Division, and for giving formal instruction to classes
in the social sciences and humanities areas which are brought to the library
by their instructors.

The Division is also responsible for the acquisitions

program in its areas, and for cooperating with the faculty in building the
collections.
The arrangement of the Division is good, and indexes, card catalogs, reference books, documents biblio1graphy, and the stacks are convenient to staff
and students.

The physical lim:itations of the building prevent organizing as

efficiently as we would wish.

'.rhe Division has 3 professional librarians and

two non-professional assistants,.
The division of work among the staff is satisfactory and will be better
when one or more non-professionals are added to the staff.

Soon it will be

necessary to increase the staff by one professional assistant, preferably with
a strong backc round in economics and business.

Tim present selection of re f er-

ence works and general cultural and recreational material is satistactory.
Some lone-term planning will hav•e to be considered to assure that the library
is building a balanced collectioin in the social sciences and the humanities.
A written statement that will se.rve as a ;~uide for the development of these
collections shoul<.1 be prepared by members of the <lepat·tments concerned.

A

chance from the present system e>f circulation to the McDcc system is under
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consideration.
Science, Technology and Agric:ultural Division.
for the reference work in thei sciences.

This Division is responsible

The Division is also responsible for

the acquisitions program in i.ts respective areas and for cooperating with the
faculty in building the colle:ctions.

Formal classroom instruction is given

by the Division staff to classes brought to the library.
inter-library loans in its respective subject areas.

The Division handles

At the present time,

the Division checks in and prepares for binding Agricultural Experiment Station
and Extension publications, plus Engineering Experiment Station publications
and many titles of periodicals in science and technology .

The staff consists

of two professional librarian1s , one non-professional assistant, and student
help.

The three staff member:s also serve several hours each week on the main

floor where they give general reference service.
The Division is arranged so that the reference collections, indexes, books,
serials, and reference librariLans are readily available to those using the
collections.

The physical limitations of the second floor prohibit arranging

the collections for maximum ef:ficiency.

Cooperation betwen members of the Di-

vision and members of the facu1lty in building the collections seems very good.
Some detail that the staff is now carrying out in the acquisitions program will
be relieved when a non-professional is added to the Acquisitions Department
and when the scientific journals now checked in by the Division are transferred to the Serials Department in July, 1962.

An

increase in enrollment and

an increase in the number of graduate students will require additional personnel
in the Division.
Non-Professional Assistants.

'The work of non-professional assistants is divided

into three areas of difficulty, rangin~ from simple clerical tasks and typinn
to work that verges on the pro.Ccssionol.

The Job titles used are Library Assist-

ant, Senior Library Assis tan::, and llca<l Li b1:ary Assistant.
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In general the classific,ation schedules over a period of four years have
proven to be sound, and the d:Lvision of duties and the minimum qualifications
called for have been satisfactory.

The Personnel Office has gone far beyond

the call of duty in finding qualified people.

The frequent resignation of

student wives and the resulting necessity of recruiting and training new personnel has constantly forced t:he investment of many staff hours in the progressive training and supervis:ion of non-professionals.

This has represented

a substantial cost to the library, a delay in regular work, and a drain on the
time and energy of the regular staff.
Our objective is to recruiit personnel who are academically and personally
qualified, who have an interest in and an aptitude for library work, and who
plan to make a career of such work.

This objective has been helped during this

current fiscal year by an improved salary scale.

An increased budget, an in-

creased student enrollment, and better coordination of the serials work will
necessitate employing addition.al non-professional help.
The Library employs a number o( student assistants.

Their duties are well

performed bu: the limited numbe:r of hours that each is able to work indicates
that additional permanent non-iprofessionals should be employed in place of
some student help.
Circulation Statistics.

For the past five years statistics on circulation are

as follows:
1955 - %

53,527

1956 - 5 7

52,704

l95 i' - 5u

50 , 093

19521-59

50,255

195 91 -(,Q

60 ,570

The Library has an open st.ack arrancement and therefore it is impossible
to 3.l.vc the total number of boo,Jrn used.

It ltns been variousl y ostimntcc.l that

.J.n ouch a sys tcm fr om six to nl.nc books arc used in t lw bui l clin~ for each one
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taken from the building.
The use of the Llbrary by other than Clemson students an<l faculty, based
on recorded circulation of bc,oks, indicates that about thirty per cent of the
circulation is clue to persons, other than students an<l faculty.
Evaluation of the Library by Its Users.
The following questionnmire was prepared by the Library Committee and distributed to members of the fstculty:
"As a part of the over-all se:lf-study program initiated by the Southern Asso-

ciation, the Library Committe:e is seeking evaluation of the library collections,
facilities, staff, and servic:es.

Last year the Committee studied in detail the

physical needs of the library, recommending that a new library be built to house
the collections.

Now, howeve:r, the Committee needs the type of evaluation which

only the users of the library can give .
Will you please answer t:he following questions on the attached sheets and
return them to the Library?"
1. For teaching purposes., what is your evaluation of present collections,

facilities, staff, and services, and how can they be improved?
2. For research purposes, what is your evaluation of present collections,
facilities, staff, and services, and how can they be improved?
3. For your students' ne:eds, what is your evaluation of present collections,

facilities, staff, and services, and how can they be improved?
Seventy-one facu lty members answered the questions in some detail.

Since, the

seventy-one were the most act.ive and highest ranked of the faculty, the Library
Committee cons iderccl their an1swcrs important and valuable.

fl. sununarizat ion of

the answers fo llows .
1. STAFF AlID SEP.VICES:

The replle!. indicate thrnt the majority of the facu lty is pleased with the
work of the present library s ta[[. No really adverse conuncntn were noted in
the individual su111rn..irict.l, alt:hour~h several people fe lt that .1dditional staff
ls needed.
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Ten people conmented on the problem of an open stack system with inadequate
control; five suggesting closed stacks; three wanted more rapid replacement of
missing volumes; and two reconu111ended the checking of books at the door.
Five persons thought the ]Library should be open longer hours, particularly
on holidays and weekends. One person wanted longer hours at the Architectural
Branch Library. Two persons thought additional departmental libraries were
needed.
Miscellaneous reconmendatJLons as to services included
(a) More emphasis on acquainting the students witb the collections and
how to use them.
(b) Maintenance of a list of local and willing translators.
(c) Periodic announcementEI regarding the amount of money available for
books.
(d) Use of more student hE~lp on weekends and holidays to relieve the staff.
(e) Need for better servic:e during term paper rush periods.
(f) Elimination of the pollicy of lending books for indefinite periods of
time to staff members •
. (g) Increase the interlibrary loan budget.
(h) Preparation of an annual listing of periodicals.
(i) Use of receipt type pads for purchase requests so that the person
requesting will have a copy.
(j) Closed circuit televiE1ion from main library.

·2. THE COLLECTION:
Nearly all who conunented felt that the collection was adequate for the
undergraduate program, both for teaching and for student use.
In terms of the graduate and research programs, the majority of replies
indicated that the collection jls inadequate. A reasonable number of replies
expressed the opinion that the collection, while adequate for the present in
these areas, would have to be c:onsiderably expanded in the future. The major
inadequacy indicated was the shortage of periodicals and back files of periodicals.
Three replies indicated that duplicates were needed of widely used books,
and one suggested the desirability of having main library items duplicated in
branch libraries.
Several people felt that the faculty should assist the library more in the
selection of books and periodic:als, while one person thought that the library
should order more books that are not requested. The impression was created
that some of the faculty are nc,t totally informed regarding their privileges
and responsibilities in the arEia of library acquisitions.
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Individual comments includled (a) overemphasis on the acquisition of popular and trade publications in c:omparison with the acquisition of good scientific journals; and (b) need for more national and foreign newspapers.
3. FACILITIES:
Although a few people considered the facilities adequate, the vote was
decidedly in favor of considering the present physical plant inadequate, both
as to quantity and quality. Th.e more conunonly cited deficiencies included
the lack of student reading spa.c e, the need for private carrels for graduate
students and faculty, and improved and more convenient arrangement of the books.
Individual comments as to physical needs included these:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

More desks and chairs in the stacks.
Controlled atmosphere.
Additional microfilm readers.
A darkened room for the microfilm readers.
Individual study rooms for graduate students that would be available
when the library is cl,o sed.
Fireproof building.
Smoking lounges.
More browsing space.
More attractive facilities as an aid to encourage greater use.
More 20 minute parking space near the library.

SUMMARY OF THE

SELF STUDY · REPOR'.~.

In projecting the needs of the library over the next several years there
are three areas in which important changes must take place:

(1) the provision

of an adequate library building ; (2) a substantial increase in the money that
·is made available to build the ]library collections; and (3) an enlarged library
staff.
l. The Administration is a~rare of the need for a new building and is planning
for it as rapidly as poe1sible.

The faculty is aware of these plans.

2. The book and periodical budget will have to be increased substantially
for these reasons:
a. Currently the collect:ions are not as strong as they should be to
meet the present programs.
b. There is an ever-incr·easing volume of new publications in the areas
now being taught, as well as a continuing increase in cost of titles
already being ~eceived.
c •. The expansion of graduate courses offered and the increase in the
number, and variety of research programs will require additional
pubI,icat ions.
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d. Clemson needs a strcmg self-dependent library since the college is
not in a research U.brary area. Also, there is no strong public
library to provide BL reservoir of research materials.
Since South Carolina is a low income state, plans should be made for the
coordination of libraries in the several state-supported institutions.

This

might include (a) concentrating at single institutions any substantial collection
of foreign government publication~ any substantial acquisition of state publications other than South Carolina, and any large collection of nationally important domestic and foreign newspapers in microteXt form; and (b) charging one
central agency with the responsibility of providing facilities for microfilming,
laminating, or otherwise preserving rare materials that are in the libraries
of state institutions.

These a:re but two of several areas where libraries

might cooperate to meet the tot.al needs of state institutions.
3. The problem of finding 1competent help is evidently going to continue
for the next several years.

Thie Florida State University Library School Bulle-

tin, 1961-62, indicates that prc>fessional vacancies in libraries are currently
estimated at 15,000.

The Jourrn!l for Education for Librarianship, Summer 1960,

indicates that only 1048 graduates from 32 library schools were go ing to their
first library position.

Miss K.. B. Stebbins, in Stechert-Hafner Book News,

October 1959, writes "The national recruiting picture since the war years has
been a grim one ••• more persons have left librarianship each year than have
entered it."

There is no library school in South Carolina that offers a de-

gree in library science.

Winthrop and the University each offer li brary science

majors, orientated toward public: school li braries.

Possible solutions might

be for the state to offer financ:ial assistance to students who must leave the
state in order to obtain the degree, and for Winthrop and/or the University
to orient library pro~rams more towards collep,e and university work.
Coupled with the problem of finding personnel who arc academically and
personally qualified to perform their duties is the problem of providing the
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reference service that is necessary in a technological library.

The Clemson

library has become a relatively large research agency, and is rapidly increasing in volume and complexity.

There has been an increase not only in the num-

ber of volumes acquired but also in the larger proportion of serial titles,
foreign language publications :, technical reports, federal and state publications,
microfilms, maps, and local and special materials.

After these are acquired,

cataloged and classified, the reference librarians have to assist a clientele
ranging from freshmen to docte1ral candidates and persons doing post-doctoral
research both at the college a1nd from nearby industry.

One step that would

relieve the demands made upon the reference librarians is for those using
the library to be made more self-sufficient.

The School of Arts and Sciences

might, for example, offer a rigorous course in the bibliography of the sciences
and the social sciences, wh ich would cover reference works, indexing and abstracting services, and government publications.
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THE: CLEMSON FACULTIES
Training and Experience.

At the conclusion of the academic year 1960-1961

the teaching and research fa,c ulties of Cl emson College numbered 356 persons,
excluding graduate assistant13 .

248 men and women were employed for teaching

only; 57 people were employed for part-time teaching and part-time research;
and 51 persons were employed as full-time researchers .

About thirty-nine

percent of the teachers and researchers held the Doctor of Philosophy degree
(or its equivalent) .

Fifty per cent held the Maste~s and eleven per cent

the bachelor's degree.

No per:son without an earned degree had faculty rank .

Ten years ago only seventeen per cent of,the faculty hel d the Ph.D. degree.
The following table indicates faculty growth in this connection.

TABLE IV-1
Percentage of Faculty Holding Earned Degrees, 1950-1960
19l~9-50

1952-53

1954-55

195 7-58

1960-61

Doctorate

17.3

20 . 8

27.7

31.l

38.8

Master's

45.1

56.2

52.8

54.4

50.3

Bachelor's

35.7

22.l

19.l

14.5

10.9

No degree

1.9

.9

.4

.o

.o

Earned de3ree strength in tt:he different schools is uneven, however, and
is a matter of concern.

Doctoral strength in the school of agriculture, for

instance, is 59 per cent, while in the Schools of Engineering and Textiles it
falls to 19.6 and 11.5 per cent respectively.

Table IV-2 points up the problem.
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TABLE IV-2
Earned Decree Strenc th Dy Schools, 1960-61
School

Doctoral

Master's

,59.0%

Agriculture
Architecture

Bachelor's

37 .0%

4.0%

75.0%*

25.0%

Arts & Sciences

32.1%

62.6%

5.3%

Engineering

19.6%

62.3%

18.1%

Textiles

11.5%

82.3%

6.2%

*

Considered as terminal degr,ees in Architecture.

The strongest department:s in the college, from the point of view of faculty
training, are Agronomy, Botany, Chemical Engineerinr;, Chemistry, Entomology,
and Social Sciences.

On the 1same basis, the weakest departments are those in

the School of Textiles and those in the School of Engineering, excluding Chemi•
cal Engineering.

Tables illu1:1trating these facts in detail appear on pages 12

and 12-A of the Standards report form for the Southern Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools.

Eighty-one members of the 1960-1961 faculty are doing

or have done graduate study l1!ading to a degree higher than that which they
hold; and six men with docton 1tcs have done or arc doinG formal post-doctoral
study.

During recent years three members of the faculty have served as Ful-

bright lecturers, while numerous others have clone sununer teaching at institutions
other than Clemson.

Un f ortunately ClenIBon Colleue is unable to offer direct

financial assistance to faculty members who choose to continue their graduate
study.

The Colle~c does recoi;nize in a tan~ible way, throuch merit salary

increases, those faculty peopJle who pursue additional study, and the faculty
is aware of this fact.

Add it ilonnlly, the College makes a set·ious c f fort to

assist faculty membe r s in o bt.1i11inu f l!llouships nn<l study ~rants.
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As a rule, faculty members who do post-doctoral study are given financial

aid.

The President's contin.3ency fund, the Alumni Loyalty Fund, and the Sabba-

tical leave program contribute to this area of faculty activity. 1
The College has granted and does grant leave without pay to faculty members of all ranks who desire to continue graduate study.

This leave is ex-

tended on an annual basis at the teacher's request, and faculty members have been
carried on a leave status fo:r as many as five consecutive years.
The 356 faculty members now employed received their highest earned degrees
from eighty-one different colleges or universities located in thirty-three states,
the 8istrict of Columbia, and two foreign countries. 2

This geographical spread

has been much increased during the past five years.
Sixty-three members of the faculties hold their highest degrees from Clemson.

The administration has been and is concerned with this phase of academic

inbreeding and is correcting it as rapidly as possible.
The average professor at: Clemson has been employed at the College for 16.1
years, the average associate professor for 11.4 years, and the average assistant
professor for 4.3 years.

The! median in years of experience at the College for

all ranks is 8.5 years, t1eflE!Cting the fact that a large number of faculty people have joined Clemson durin1g the past decade.

Table rv-4 graphically illus-

trates this fact.

1. Assistance is also given t10 faculty members doing research.

Nine of the Self-Study.
2. See Table IV-3, pages

145-146

See Chapter
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TABLE IV-4
Length of Service at Clemson College of Current Faculty

Dates of
Employment

1-25

of Persons
76-100
100-125

26-.50

1956-60
*1951-55
1946-50
1941-45
1931-40
**before 1931

*

Due to a stabilization in t lhe size of the student body, fewer faculty were added
during these years than for the preceding five-year period.

** Clemson has a policy of mandatory retirement at age 65.

About thirty-six per cent of the faculty have had teaching experience at
an institution other than Clemson College and the average tenure of this experience is slightly less thatrt two years.

Fifty-nine per cent of professors,

thirty-six per cent of associate professors, forty-three per cent of assistant
professors, and eleven per cent of instructors have had teaching experience
elsewhere.
Deans and other academic administrators at the College have been employed
at the College an average of

:u~.4

years.

Eiehty per cent of these administra-

tors have also had experience (teaching and/or administration) at an institution
other than Clemson College.
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By 1975 the College exp1ects its student body to double in size, from 4000
to 8000.

If this enlargemen1t is allowed, at least two hundred teachers must be

added to the faculty.

The College is planning for and fully expects to have the

resources in the years ahead to attract and retain the faculty required and to
continue to improve the degre:e of faculty training and experience reflected in
the data given in the paragra,phs and tables above .
Faculty Compensation.

The problem of inadequate faculty salaries has always

plagued Clemson College and, despite marked improvement since 1955, is still a
matter of major concern.

Sou1t:h Carolina is a state with a low economic base,

and this fact has contributed to salary difficulties at Clemson and at other
of the state's institutions.
As the result of determined effort to cut costs and apply the savings directly

to faculty salaries, noteworthy advances have been made since 1954- 1955 .

During

the seven year period salaries have been increased an average of seventy- three
per cent.

Since all increases have been and will continue to be made on a merit

basis, this means that certain salaries have increased much more than ot hers.

For instance, one-fourth of th«? faculty have had increases averaging ninety per
cent.

The highest salary incrt!ase was 140 per cent, while the lowest was twenty-

four per cent.
During the seven academic years since 1954-1955 , the median salary for professors has increased from $6000 to $9570, for associate professors from $5000
to $7436, for assistant professors from $4350 to $6624, and for instructors from
$3708 to $4932.

The hichest si:ni le teaching salary to be paid during 1961-62

will be $ll,808 while the lowcs lt will be $4200.

Table IV-5, on page 147 presents

this information in some detail,,
Despite recent incrca~es, t:he Clemson salary scale is not equal to that of
other Land-Grant Colle~cs ln the:: South.

For examples, sixteen such Southern

Colle3es in 1960-61 reported mcdlian salaries as follows:

for professors,
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$10,510; for associate profes1sors, $8,l~20; for assistant professors, $7,260;

and for instructors $4,270.

Ne~dian salaries at Clemson for the same year are

$1510 to $1568 lower in the two upper ranks and $960 lower for assist.a nt pro-

fessors.

The Clemson median :for Instructors, however, was $564 above that re-

ported by the other instituti()ns.
The administration recoenizes the fact that its salary scale is out of line
for the upper ranks, and during the past two years especially has taken corrective action.

In 1961, for instance, the averaee increase for professors was

double that for Instructors.
One problem facing the College in this connection is the fact that numerous
professors and associate profe!ssors are overranked.
1

istic policies for appointment: and promotion

The establishment of real-

is working to, reduce overranking.

At the present time (July, 1961), 23.8 per cent of the faculty are· professors
and 37.4 per cent are associate professors.
Clemson College offers few fril18e benefits as such to its faculty.

In part

this is due to state policy, and in part to the fact that the complex nature of

the College makes it difficult to administer such benefits equitably.

For ex-

ample, the professional people employed by the Colleee include not only teachers,
but researchers, extension specialists, county agents, and staff members involved
in such regulatory work as fertilizer analysis and inspection, seed certification, and livestock and poult~y health inspections.
All regular employees of the College participate in Social Security and in
the state retirement system; a:re covered by workman's compensation; are eligible for voluntary eroup insura1nce, both sickness and life; are granted a maximum of ninety day sick leave
a reduced rate.

0111

full pay; and may purchase athletic tickets at

These bcncfitB arc described in detail in chapter two of this

Self-Study.
l These policies are printed in the Clemson Faculty Manual.
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Such fringe bene fits as group ter m life insurance and membership in a tuition exchange program have been discussed and/or proposed by members or groups
of the faculty, but these hav,e not been granted.

Additionally, numerous faculty

members have requested that t he College provide funds for faculty graduate
study, but this has not been possible to date.
The College O\ms and rentts to faculty a number of two and three bedroom
apartments.

Rentals for thesl? units are well below the rate for similar housin3

in this area, and this constitutes a fringe benefit for about 75 members of the
faculty.
Teachinc Loads.
The faculty teaching loadl at Clemson has been based for more than a decade
on a clock hour count, with fi.fteen to twenty-four hours being the normal range.
Fifteen clock hours have been treated as a maximum load . for teachers with theory
classes, while loads of twenty to twenty-four hours have been assigned by department heads to teachers whose classes are mixtures of theory and laboratory.
As research and graduate instruction have been expanded, these loads have proved

increasingly heavy, and they m'Ust be reduced.
Early in 1960, when this 1self-study was begun, a faculty conunittee was
appointed to review the teaching load situation, along with other matters, and
the report of this committee was strongly critical. * The report pointed out
that no adjustment in load was made for large classes (i.e., classes enrolling
more than thirty students); that loads were rarely adjusted with respect to the
level of difficulty of courses or the lack of experience of teachers in teaching
certain new courses; that loads, were not reduced, as a rule, for faculty members
doing research, serving on conunittees, and the like; and that there was a lack
of uniformity in load assignmen1ts throughout the several schools of the college.
* Fora copy of thio report, Sec Appendix D.
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The faculty conmittee concluded that a flexible policy was needed regarding
teaching load assignments; and that a continuine study should be made of student
enrollments, non-teaching assjlgnrnents of faculty, and other factors (such as research and graduate student djlrection) which should logically determine individual teaching loads.
The faculty conunittee rec:onmendations are being carried out, and have already resulted in work load aEssigrunents which are less rigid than previously.
Working within limits of econe>mic exigency, the administration proposes to bring
teaching loads more in line wjLth acceptable practice for Land-Grant Colleges.
The immediate goal of the admjlnistration is to reduce to twelve credit hours
the present fifteen hour maximum load for theory teaching, and to reduce to
twenty clock hours th~ present: twenty-four hour maximum for laboratory teaching.

Since 1955-1956 the average clock hour load for all full-time teachers

has peen reduced from 16.96 hours to 16.30 hours, and the number of graduate
and undergraduate student teac:hing assistants (for paper grading, laboratory
work, and the like) has been doubled.

Obviously, however, much more remains

to be done.
One phase of the faculty workload which has never been properly studied
is that concerning outside employment.

For years the College has operated on

the assumption that outside work would be permitted by a faculty member, provided the teacher's service to the college did not suffer as a result.

The

informality of this arrangement was conmendable, but for obvious reasons it
has not worked well in practic:e, especially during the past decade.

Now that

the Clemson salary schedule iu somewhat competitive with other colleges in
the area, the administration believes it wise to adopt a written policy for
outside activities, and such a policy is currently being prepared by a committee of the Faculty Senate.
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Attendance at Professional Meetings.
One of the bright spots in the Clemson faculty picture has been the interest of the faculty in attending professional meetings and the willingness
of the college to assist in this matter.

As a matter of policy the college

pays full expenses for faculty who are officers of professional groups and for
those who are scheduled to read papers at professional meetings.

A share of

the expenses of other facult:y who attend meetings is paid, and this generally
includes all transportation ,c osts plus a portion of remaining costs.
The college operates a fleet of automobiles which faculty may use in
attending such meetings, and each school dean includes in his annual budget a
figure to be used for general travel expenses.
During the academic yea:r 1960-1961, seventy-nine per cent of the faculty
held membership in one or mo:re learned societies, and forty-six per cent of
the faculty attended at least one meeting of such a society.
Teaching Facilities and Working Conditions.
Appendix D to the Self-:Study contains a listing of faculty grievances
concerning teaching faciliti,?s and working conditions.
equipment deficiencies as. well as space needs.

The list includes

The former will be or have

already been corrected; t!he latter have been made a part of the Master Plan
for the campus.
Major faculty compl~tnt1s as to teaching facilities include references to
a substandard Library bui~dimg; an inadequate auditorium; insufficient office
space for teachers in the humanities and social sciences; the absence of minimum soundproofing in ·the

n..

l~.

Poole llgricultural Center buildings; the need

for certain additional soeci11l-purpose laboratories; and the need for additional large lecture rooms in some areas.
The faculty report also called attention to the fact that English and
Mathematics classes are being held in as many as six different buildings, with
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a resulting decline in departmental com:nunication and coordination; but this
situation will be remedied in 1962 with the completion of new classroom and
office buildings for these disciplines.
For the most part physical teaching facilities are good--in some cases
excellent--and in all cases are being steadily improved.

More than twenty-

four million dollars has been spent on physical plant in the past decade, and
new construction continues according to plan.
General working conditions for teachers are also good.

A revamping of

janitorial and maintenance :s ch~les in 1955-56 has greatly improved these services; parking space for fa1cul ty in most areas seems adequate and conveniently
located; communication betWieen administration and faculty has cleared considerably in recent years; _and th1e development of such services as a central motor
pool, a college-wide duplic,ation and printing office, a central purchasing
agency, a college-wide persi)nnel office, and an efficient, inter-building mail
facility have done much to :lmprove conditions.
Perfection in general ,~orking conditions has not been attained, of course.
The faculty report points out that some buildings are improperly ventilated;
that some offices are too small and some laboratories (and greenhouses) located
too far from classes and/or offices; that the number of typists is inadequate,
as is the number of student assistants for paper-grading and the like; that there

are insufficient telephones for faculty use; and that "some of the persons working in administration hold themselves in high esteem and are rather impertinent
to faculty members seeking nervices these people are employed to render."
Faculty complaints regarding the operation of the College Book Store are
numerous.

In sum, these connplaints are directed at (1) the ownership of the

store by the Athletic Association; (2) the inability of the store to have on
hand at all times an adequate supply of current texts; (3) a belief that book
prices are higher than necessary; and (4) the failure of the - store to stock
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books other than required texts.

Conunents of the faculty on the Book Store may

be found in Appendix D to this Self-Study.
Faculty dissatisfaction with official college policies is apparently slight.
These policies (tenure, appointment and promotion, vacation and leave) were
initiated by the Faculty Senate and reflect a faculty consensus.

Some members

of the twelve-month research faculty believe that the amount of annual leave
(vacation) is insufficient and thus hinders the recruiting and retention of
staff.

Other faculty members suggest that the sick leave policy discriminates

against teachers whose classes are spread over six instead of five days.

These

matters are being studied by appropriate groups.
The policy of the Board of Trustees ·requiring that all Clemson employees,
teachers and otherwise, reti're at age 65 understandably does not meet with
universal faculty approval; however, since the average age of the faculty is
40.01 years, this is not yet a major issue.
Tenure and Academic Freedom.
Since 1957 the College has had a published tenure policy, approved by
the Board of Trustees.

This policy, printed in the Faculty Manual, provides

that those eligible for tenure are teachers and/or researchers who have been
employed at the College for four years at a rank above that of instructor .
Other provisions of the poli,cy are standard and are designed to protect the
interests of faculty members who have acquired tenure.
No faculty member with tenure has been dismissed since the tenure policy
has been in effect.
The College does not have a written policy on academic freedom, and the
report of the faculty self-study conunittee on administration-faculty relations
indicates a need for one.

Tio the surprise of the faculty co1TUnittee, and the

astonishment of the administ:ration, fifteen per cent of the faculty indicated
a belief that there were limitations on basic academic freedom at Clemson.
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Accordingly two steps have been taken by the President and the Dean of the College during the past three months.

These steps were (l) to request that the

Faculty Senate draft a reconmended policy on academic freedom; and (2) to assure
the faculty in the interim that "this administration believes in and will defend a definition of academk freedom which holds that it is the right of a
faculty member to be responsibly engaged in efforts to discover, speak, and
teach the truth.

This administration believes and will defend the thesis that

a Clemson teacher is a citi2:en, a member of a learned profession, and an officer of the college.

When hei speaks or writes as a citizen, he will be free

from institutional censorshi.p or discipline.

The administration asks only

that the faculty member, as a man of learning and an educational officer, remember that the public will judge both his profession and his institution by
his utterances.

Hence he should be accurate; he should exercise appropriate

restraint; he should show re:spect for the opinions of others; and he should
make every effort when speaking or writing as a citizen to indicate that he is
not an institutional spokesmian."
Faculty Organization.
The faculty organization at Clemson dates from 1956, and conforms to
the following table:
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[

The Pren idcnt
of the Co ll ege

n rhe Educational
Counci l

L
[

The Dean
of the Co llene

----r------...

Faculty Standing
Conunittees

The Honors Program
Conunittee

Academic
Faculty
Senate

Research
Faculty
Council

The Academic Faculty

The Research faculty

This or3anization works well , and appears to have the general approval
of the facul t ies .

The acade,mic and research facu l ties, the Senate and the

Research Council operate under separate constitutions, each of which have been
approved by the Board of Trustees.
Some faculty members are unhappy with the make-up of the Educational
Council, insisting that too many of its voting members are from the nonacademic areas of the college.

As

a partial answer to this complaint, the

President recently invited the President of the Faculty Senate to sit as an
ex officio voting member of the Council .
The academic faculty holds four rer;ular meetincs annually and the research
faculty one.

The Dean of the Collece presicles .

The Academic Senate meets

monthly with the Presiden t of the Senate servini:; as presidin::; officer.

The

Research Faculty Council meets in January, i\pr:ll, and October, and its president
presides.

Special m~etings may be called at any time by the respective pr,c -

siding officers .
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Membership in both the Academic Senate and the Itesearch Council is by
secret election, and each school of the college is allocated by formula a
specific number of such elected representatives.

Each senator and council

member serves a three year term, with about one-third of the members rotating
off the elected list each year.

No member of the administration above depart-

ment head level is eligible for election.

Constitutions and By-Laws of the

faculties and of the represe:ntative bodies of the faculties are printed in
the Clemson Faculty Manual.
All major academic poli1cies and changes in policy are originated by the
Academic Senate and/or the Riesearch Council.

The policy recormiendations are re-

viewed by the Educational Council which is composed of the President and his
assistant, the acade~ic dean13, the registrar, the four executive officers of
the college, the director of the library, the director of public and alumni
relations, and the President of the Faculty Senate.

This Council reports to

the President who is the final approving authority except for matters requir;..
ing action by the Board of Trustees.
Illustrations of policy matters which have been ori13inated by the faculty
organizations are the tenure plan, the leave proarams, the guides for appointment and promotion, and the blueprint for the College honors program.

Currently

the Senate is preparing stateiments on such matters as outside work by faculty,
a patent

policy for the college, and a revision of the faculty standing com-

mittee system.
The faculty voice in general academic administration is expressed not
only through the Senate and Research Council, but throuch eleven standing committees, as follows:

(1) Admissions, (2) Curricula, (3) Ethics and Religion,

(4) the Graduate Council, (5) Honors and Awards, (6) Faculty Basic Research,
(7) the Library, (8) Schedule, (9) Social Affairs, (10) Public Lectures, and
(11) the Honors Procram.
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Nembership on these conmittees varies from six (Public Lectures) to thirtyfour (Social Affairs), with an average of thirteen. llcmbers are either ex officio
1
or are appointed by the Dean of the Colleze with the advice of the deans of
schools.

Terms of office on all committees are three years, except for ex officio

members, and except in the c:ase of the schedule corrmittec where no specific
term is stated.
Although the conunittee system seems satisfactory, the Dean of the College
has asked the Faculty Senate to give it study with a view toward improvement,
and a Senate group is engaged in this work.
No standing conunittee ils inactive and all corranittees play an influential
part in determining institu1:ional development.

Especially valuable conunittees

in this regard are tl)ose dealing with admissions, curricula, and schedule.

Two

committees are in fact councils, these being the Graduate Council and the Colleee
Honors Program Council.

Thc?se two groups are responsible for all academic

matters relating to their a1ceas of interest.
Summary.
The Clemson Faculty is, on the ,~,ole, a congenial, dedicated group of men
and women.

Since 1955-1956 this faculty has suffered through a series of radi-

cal changes in the admin:f.st:rative structure of the college; has witnessed the
transition of the college f :rom a four year military school to one with civilian
status; has withstood tht n,oise and confusion of a continuous on-campus building
program; and has enduree1 the a gony of birth of i ts

otm

organizational structure.

Throughout the same period faculty salaries have increased an average of
seventy-three per cent; the student body has incre ased by thirty-four per cent;
and the faculty itself has increased by twenty-three per cent.
Faculty frustrations during these years of almost daily change and enlargement have been few and entirely rational.

Faculty satisfaction with

1 The Dean of Student Affoi.rs appoints members to the Social Affairs and the
Ethics and Religion ComndLttecs.
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improved working conditions, w:Lth increased financial compensation, with efforts
to develop a respected Graduate School, with the adoption of a system of
selective ad.mission of studenta ,. and with the administration's program of giving the teachers and researche1rs a clearer voice in College government has been
obvious.
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TABLE IV-3
INSTITUTIONS FROM WHICH 1960,- 61 CLEMSON FACULTY MEMBERS RECEIVED THEIR
MOS'r ADVANCED DEGREES
Institution

Bachelors

Masters

Doctors

(or equivalent)
1. Auburn University
2. Bradley University
3. California College of Artis
& Crafts
4. California Instit. of Tech.
5. Case Institute
6. Clemson College
7. Colorado A & M
8. Columbia University
9. Cornell University
10. Drexel University
11. Duke University
12. Emory University
13. Florida State University
14. Fordham University
15. Furman University
16. George Peabody College
17. Georgia Institute of Tech.
18. Georgetown University
19. Gettysburg College
20. Harvard University
21. Institute of Textile Tech.
22. Iowa State University
23. Iowa Wesleyan College
24. Kansas State University
25. Lehigh University
26. Louisiana State Univer s ity
27. Massachusetts Ins tit. of 'Tech .
28. Michigan State University
29. Middlebury College
30, Mississippi State Univers ity
31. New York State College
32, North Carolina State Univ .
33, Northwestern University
34. Ohio State University
35, Oklahoma State Univer si t y
36, Oregon State University
37, Oxford University
38, Pennsylvania State University
39 , Purdue University
40, Rensselaer University
41. Rutgers University
42, Sarah Lawrence College
43. Sorbonne, The

0
0
0
0
0

27
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

l
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2

1

l

0

l

0

0

1

1
36

0

0

2
4

0

l
l
9
0
4
0
1

8
0

3

9
l
l

l
1

1

6
3
2

1
0
0
3
0
0
2

0

5

8

0
0

0

1
1

0

2

5
6

0

1
0

1

l
l

0
2
0

l
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8

6

1

0

l

0

0

0

1

0

2

7

1
1
1
7

0
0
0

2

6

1
1

3

1
1
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Institution
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52 .
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.

72.
73 .
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.

Bachelors

Southern Illinois Uni.
Southern Lutheran Seminary
Southwestern University (Tex.)
Spring Hill College
Texas A & M University
Tulane University
Union Theological College
University of Alabama
University of California
University of Chicago
University of Colorado
University of Detiver
University of Florida
University of Georgia
University of Illinois
University of Indiana
University of Iowa
University of Kentucky
University of Maine
University of Maryland
University of Michigan
University of Minnesota
University of Missouri
University of Nebraska
University of North Carolina
University of Oklahoma
University of Oregon
University of Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburg
University of South Carolina
University of Tennessee
University of Texas
University of Virginia
University of Wisconsin
Vanderbilt University
Virginia Polytechnic Inst.
Winthrop College
Yale University
TOTALS

Professional Faculty Totals
Appointment for teaching only
Appointment for teaching & ResEiarch
Appointment for resear ch only

Masters

Doctors
(or equivalent)

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0
4
2
l
3
l
0
0
l
1

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

2
l
1
39*

0

1

0
0
0
1
1
1

0
5
3
4

6

1
0
1
3
0
0
1
0
0
2
6
0
l
4
1
2
9
0
3
1
4
0
0
2
179**

1

0
0
0
2
3
l
1

0
6
1
0
2
0
0
2
3
6
12
3
4
0
0

138***

Bachelors

Masters

Doctors

Total

21
1
17
39

143
15
21
179

84
41
13
138

248
57

-2.!
356

* of these, 24 have done or are: doing graduate study beyond the bachelor's level.
** of these, 57 have done or aret doing graduate study beyond the masters level.
*** of these, 6 have done or are doing post-doctoral study.

TABLE IV-S
NINE-MONTH FUU-TIME FAOJLTY SALARIES

1955-56

1956-57

19.57-56

19.58-59

19.59-60

1960-61

1961..62

~igh

8400

8496

9000

9300

9600

10800

11800

Low

4704

5400

5660

5808

5808

6000

6240

Median

6000

6408

7104

7404

7764

9000

9510

(number)

(71)

(72)

(69)

(65)

(67)

(68)

(70)

High

6300

6132

6996

6900

7220

8208

9310

Lov

L.300

4500

4600

4660

4980*

5904*

6000it-

Median

5000

5340

5724

5904

6024

6852

7L36

(nwrber)

(86)

(93)

(101)

(115)

(104~

(111)

(110)

High

4800

5100

5604

5964

6600

7200

8004

Rank

Prof.

Assoc.

-

Assist.

Inst.

Low

3804

4008

4404

4500

4500

4704

5004

Median

L.350

4575

5004

5048

5304

6300

6624

(number)

(28)

(61)

<21)

(46)

(64)

(68)

(81)

High

3900

4800

5004

5400

5004

5508

56o4

Low

3500

3600

3600

3500

3600

4008

4200

Median

3708

3936

4104

4152

4194

4706

4932

(number)

(12)

(lh)

(26)

(20)

t-'

.i:,-

(J2)
(J2)
*Excludes one unusual case.

(JJ)
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STUDENT PERSONNEL

INT ROD UC TION
From the founding of Clemirnn College until September 1955 the institution was operated as a military school.

Participation in the military program

was compulsory for all male titudents who were housed in barracks according
to military organization.

Students (or cadets) were &ove rned by the rigid

regulations customarily found in a military school.

Discipline, student life,

and many extracurricular activities were administered by a Commandant ,rnd
his staff, all United States Army or Air Force personnel assigned to duty at
Clemson.

The Commandant was administratively responsible to the President.

The Registrar's Office, Student Health Service, The General Secretary
of the Young Men's Christian Association, and the Director of Athletics operated
as separate departments reporting directly to the President.

Student publica-

tions and organizations sharing in the activity fee reported through a faculty
adviser to the President.
Following World War II students who had served in the armed services
were not required to take military training and the large majority attended
Clemson as civilian students.
system was not satisfactory.

During this period it was recognized that a dual

In the absence of a single coordinating officer,

both cadet and civilian students were confused regarding the source to which
they should turn for assistance or advice.
Following a comprehensive study by management consultants in 1955,
the Board of Trustees directed that the Administration be reorganized.

The

TABLE VII - 1
CLEMSON COLLEGE
Administration Organization
OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
PRESIDENT

11o-----------The Educational Council

Dean of Student Affairs

t - - - - - - - - - - - : A s s ' t Dean of Students
-Resident Counselors
-Dormitory Counselors
-Personal Counseling
-Clubs, Publications 8t Organizations
-Student Conduct & Discipline
-Class Attendance
-Student Radio Facilities
-Student Government
-Student Insurance
-Student Motor Vehicle Regulations

Registrar
-Admissions
-Registration
-Academic Records
-Testing
-Selective Service
- Veterans' Affairs
-Orientation
Director of Athletics
-Intercollegiate Athletics
-Intramural Sports

YMCA Gene ral Secretary
-YMCA
- YMCA Handbook
-Chaplain 8t Religious Activities
-Campus - Wide Recreation & Social
Activities

Director of Student
Aid and Placement
-Student Employment
-Loans
-Scholar ships (excluding
Activity Grant-in-Aids)
-P:J.acement of Graduates

Director of Bands

Director Student Health Svr .

-Marching Band
-Concert Band
- R OTC Band

-~tudent 'Health Programs
-Preventive Medical Service
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new plan established the Office of Student Affairs to administer the total
student personnel program.

This divisbn of the Administration, reporting

directly to the President, was made responsible for the administrative supervision of Admissions and Registration, Student Discipline and Welfare, Student
Aid and Placement, Student Health, the Student Center and YMCA, Athletics,

Army and Air Force ROTC, and College Bands.

A Dean of Student Affairs was

appointed as the officer ref1ponsible to the President for all these matters.

In

February 1961, the admini1stration of the ROTC program was transferred to
the Dean of the School of A:rts and Sciences .
The guiding principlles for the operation of the division of Student Affairs
are as follows:

(1)

To exercise a continuing concern for the total welfare and development of the student.

(2)

To provide and coordinate essential student services and activities
which support the academic program, and to maintain appropriate
records.

(3)

To encourage through Student Government the development of a
democratic student community.

(4)

To provide through special activities opportunity for intellectual,
moral, culturall, spiritual and physical development of the students.

(5)

To provide effective two-way communication between the College
Administration and the students.

STUDENT HOUSING FACILITIES AND PROGRAMS
The development and administration of housing facilities and programs
is the combined re sponsibillity of the Dean of Student Affairs and the Director
of Auxiliary Enterprises.

The College currently operates six dormitories for
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men, housing 2900 students (approximately 70% of the male group) .

Two

new dormitories for an additional 288 men are under construction and will
be ready for occupancy i.n the fall of 1961.
Women undergraduate students were first admitted to the institutio n
in 1955, but no dormitories have been provided for them.

They are housed

in private residences, a1r1d thus far (due to the small number of women) this
arrangement has worked well.

Women's dormitories are projected in the

long-range planning of the institution.
The dormitory operation consists primarily of five functions:

(1)

room assignment, (2) dormitory maintenance, (3) location system and message center, (4) counseling program, and (5) resident hall life and acitvities.
The entire operation, with the exception of the counseling program, is under
the direct supervision of the Dormitory Manager.

Although he reports di -

rectly to the Director of Auxiliary Enterprises, he consults freely and
effectively with the As siE1tant Dean of Students on matters which affect the
welfare of students housed in dormitories.
The counseling program is the responsibility of the Head Resident
Counselor.

He is under the general supervision of the Assistant Dean of

Students and consults with him on major policy.

Working under the super -

viaion of the Head Resident Counselor is another Resident Counselor.

These

two individuals carry out the dormitory counseling program through direct
contact with residents an,d through supervision of several student assistants .
These two Resident Counselors live in apartments located in the dormitories.
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The student assistan1ts who work under the supervision of the Resident
Counselors are important to the program, especially in connection with mat-

ters pertaining to maintenan.ce of dormitory furnishings and equipment.

Each

assistant ie assigned approx.imately sixty students located in a specific section
of a dormitory.

Fifty-three student assistants are employed for the 1961-62

session.
The dormitory coune1eling program is designed to facilitate the resident

student in reaching a level Cl! academic, social and spiritual maturity commensurate with his potential.

The objective is pursued through the use of many

techniques and activities,
The student assistant counselors are the foundation of the counseling
program.

They have the m1ost intimate rontact with the students., and their

duties encompass a wide range of activities.

They are counselors in the true

sense of the word as they al3sist in the orientation of new students and help all
students with personal and academic problems. They are disciplinarians as they
correct residents for inapp1ropriate behavior.

They are maintenance personnel

as they report repair or replacement needs for dormitory furniture and equipment.

They are members of the College Administration as they communicate

with residents on regulations, policy changes, and matters of general interest.
The entire dormitory counseling progr am is administered by the two
Resident Counselors who, i.n addition to supervising the student c ounselors in
the activities listed above, perform personal counseling and disciplinary functions.

These Resident Counselors deal primarily with the human aspects of

any given problem, but ma1r well perform liaison duties with persons other
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than those whom they sup«:irvise.

These Counselors do not make final deci-

sions about matters not under their administrative control, of course, but
coordinate with the adminhtrator or faculty member who is responsible for
decisions concerning the topic under discussion.
A significant porti<>n of the Resident Counselors' time is spent in

assisting the manager in p1lanning for the improvement of the dormitory
operation.

In this capacity they represent the students' point of view and

recommend administrativu procedures which will benefit student residents.
As noted, one Resident Counselor is designated as Head Resident
Counselor.

This counselor, who is respon·sible to the Assistant Dean of

Students, supervises the remaining Resident Counselor and maintains a
close contact with student counselors and residents.
Except as they rela(te directly to dormitory life, activities of clubs
and organizations are supe:rvised by the Office of Student Affairs.

Activ-

ities, such as intramural •~ports, hall devotions, and the weight lifting

club (which are directly linked to the dormitory by virtue of their being a
part of the formal dormitory program) are coordinated by the Resident
Counselors under the gene:ral supervision of the Office of Student Affairs.
The Assistant Dean. of Students supervises the operation of seven
local social fraternities which are housed in dormitories.

Each fraternity

is supervised by its own officers but governed by the same regulations as
all other dormitory studen1ts.

No national social fraternities exist at Clemson.

Athletes are not ho1t1sed as groups but are assigned rooms just as any
other student.
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The Director of Auxiliary Enterprises has the immediate responsibility for management of the college housing projects for married students.
The College operates three married student housing projects, comprising a
total of 397 units.

These include 100 two-bedroom apartments located in

fifty buildings of brick veneer and concrete block construction, equipped with
electric stove, refrigerat,or, gas circulating heater and hot water heater,
and renting for $42 per m1onth; 50 two-bedroom units in 11 brick veneer on
concrete block buildings, equipped with oil heaters and hot water heaters
and renting for $33-$36 peir month; an~ 247 two-bedroom prefabricated houses,
equipped with oil circulating and hot water heaters, and renting for $27 per
month.
Approximately 700 married students are enrolled at Clemson.

Appli-

cations for married stude1nt housing are made to the College Housing Office
which maintains waiting lists and assigns units on the basis of the date of
application.

A limited nu1mber of privately owned apartments are also avail-

able in the community.
A central dining rc,om administered by the Director of Auxiliary
Enterprises offers a coun1ter-service cafeteria type meal to students.

3500

to 4000 students are serve:d a meal in about a two hour period.
Students who live in dormitories are required to pay the food service
fee on a semester basis.

Students residing outside the dormitories may or

may not take meals in the dining hall.

Commuting students may eat the mid-

day meal in the dining halJl by paying for the meal on a semester basis, and
any non-resident student rnay purchase a ticket for any individual meal.
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STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
Until 1955. the Student Health Service. or College Hospital as it was
called then, served a sim1ilar function to that of a military unit dispensary.

This bad its good a.nd bad points.

There was positive control of the patient,

assuring compliance with the physician's orders but, due to the disciplinary
aspect, a desirable doctor-patient relationship was often lost.

With the

change to a civilian type establishment, doctor-patient relationship improved
but is sometimes difficult: to maintain wit h the present class attendance regulations and the resulting rnedical excu~e system.

There are many students

who consider the Health Service as a convenient class excuse factory.
Statistically, the outpatient service of the College Hospital from 1926
through 1956 averaged ap1proximately 9000 visits per year.

Following the

change in 1956 to the civiJLian type of service (which included extending the
outpatient clinic hours and elimination of the disciplinary aspect of the service)
outpatient visits have doubled in number.

Since 1957 there has been a con-

sistent rate of over 20,000 visits per year.
At present the Student Health Service maintains an outpatient c linic
which receives patients ei.ght and one-half hours a day for routine visits.
There is a graduate nurse: on duty and a physic ian on call at all times for
emergencies.

An infirma.ry with 22 beds is m aintained for regular use.

An

additional 23 beds are held in reserve and used only during periods of an epidemic nature.

There is a. complete pharmacy from which all medications are

dispensed without extra charge to ' the student.

The staff consists of two full

time physicians, six reginte r ed nurses, one registe r ~d laboratory te c hnician,
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a medical secretary, one male nurse's aide, two orderlies, and one maid.
All X-ray films are interpreted by a group of radiologists from Greenville,
South Carolina, on a fee-per-case basis.
The philosophy of the Health Service is to do everything possible for
the student, yet limit the service to that which can be adequately provided
by the present staff and physical facilities.

This necessitates referring

those cases needing major surgery or requiring extensive diagnostic work.
The building in which the Health Service is housed is inadequate in all
respects.

This antiquated structure, an old wooden residence taken over

about fifty years ago, has had additions and renovations resulting in a floor
plan that is very inefficient for handling large numbers of patients.

Further

major changes would be economically prohibitive.
While the physical condition of the building is poor, the equipment
within is of the best type a.nd has been kept up to date in every way.

There is

no lack of necessary diag:nostic and treatment equipment, and through cooperation with the Athletic Dep,artment, a most complete physiotherapy department
is operated.
Every College Health Service has an excellent opportunity for research.
There is a close contact with a clearly defined group making possible the
gathering of more comple1te data than with mo st other types of practice.
Health Service has conducted such a project over the past four years.

The

For

instance, the College HeaLlth Service is cooperating with the United States
Public Health Service in a five year study of Rheumatic Fever in college freshmen.
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The College requires a physical examination of every entering
student.

This examination is made by the student's personal physician

and a report is forwarded to the Health Service for evaluation.

This

method has some undesirable features, but is considered satisfactory
for the present and near future.
To better protect the student against certain controllable diseases, the
number of required immun1izations was increased this year.

Now required are

a recent smallpox vaccination as well as current typhoid fever and tetanus
immunizations.

.

Strongly irecommended are poliomyelitis immunization and a

recent tuberculosis skin te:st (the latter in lieu of a chest X-ray requirement).
The Health Service now re ceives itti regular meals from the C,ollege
Dining Hlll.

This has proven to be more economical for the present but may

have to be changed in the future.

A limited number

01

special diets are now

available in the College Di.ning Hall but adequate supervision is impossible.
Active supervision over these special diets should be a function of the Health
Service.
With the projected increase in the student body over the next ten years,
there are many areas of student health work which must be changed, enlarged
or initiated.

Some will bEi due to the increased volume, but added areas of

service will be needed reuardless of the number involved .
Effective in Septetnber 1961, the health fee will be increased to
a total of $13 per semester,

This is necessary to provide needed increase

in the staff and other essential services,
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One of the most pre,ssing needs in the overall care of the student is
an adequate mental health facility.

The need for counseling by well-trained

personnel becomes increaslingly apparent.

However, the greatest and m ost

immediate need of the Health Service is adequate housing.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Once the military system was ended in 1955, emphasis was directed to
the development of a strong student government organization.

.

The Student

Government which evolved is a governing agency operating under a Constitution, its By-Laws and the Student Body Regulations.

(A copy of the Constitu-

tion is attached to Standard Twelve, available to the Self-Study Visitation
Committee.)
The organization of' the Student Government is composed of three
branches: the President's Cabinet (Executive), the Student Senate (Legislative),
and the Student High Court (Judicial).

The President, Vice President, Secre-

tary and Treasurer of the :Student Body are elected by the Student Body, and
the presidents of the four classes, who are each elected by their respe c tive
classes, constitute the President's Cabinet.
The Student Senate is composed of the Vice President of the Student
Body (President Pro-Tempore), nine senators ele cted from each class and
fourteen senators elected from the Council of Club Presidents.
High Court is composed of nine voting members.
by the Student Body.
officio member.

The Student

Eight of these are elected

The Vice Pr e sident of the Senior Class is a voting~
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To be eligible to hiold office in the Student Government, a student
must have the minimum a•cademic classification required for his c.lass to
graduate plus a • 30 Grade Point Ratio.
tions to this rule.

Freshmen class officers aro excep-

The Dean of Student Affairs serves as adviser to all

phases of the Student Government.

The Administratio:n looks to the Student Government for leadership
in the affairs of the Student Body.

Legislation passed by the Student Senate

is received by the Dean of Student Affairs for transmittal via the Educational
Council to the College Prc!sident.

Consequently, Student Government has a

strong voice in the development of Student Body Regulations.

The Student High Court serves as the college disciplinary committee
and is charged with the re:sponsibility of hearing cases involving stude nts, as
submitted to it by the Dean of Student Affairs.

Actions of the High Court ar e

in the form of recommendations to the College President.

The Dean of

Student Affairs is authori:zed to act for the President in all matters of discipline except those involviing suspension and dismissal.
An all-student dis ,c iplinary cwncil is not unique but is unusual on
most campuses.
administration.

At Clerr1son it is highly respected by students, faculty and
There has been no necessity during the past five years for the

administration to reverse1 a decision of this c ourt.
To further utilize student leadership a nd to receive opinion in all mat-

ters pertaining to student affairs, the President of the College has appointed
a committee known as the: President's Committee.

This body meets either on

the call of the President of the College or the President of the Student Govern-
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ment to discuss pertinent issues.

The student membership of this group

consists of the Student Body President's Cabinet, the Chairman of the
High Court, the President of the Senate, the ~ditors of the newspaper
and the yearbook, the Mana:ger of the Student Radio Station, the President
of the Council of Club Presi.dents, the President of the Married Students•
Association, the President ,of the Hall Counselors and the President of the

Inter-Fraternity Council.
Faculty and administration opinion indicate that students are kept
well informed on all matters and have ample opportunity to present their
ideas or recommendations 1:o the administration.

Good leadership is pro-

vided by Student Government and it is fully supported by a majority of
students.

Nevertheless, too many students remain indifferent to their

re spon.sibilitie s for self government.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AND EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
The Council of Club Presidents under the authority of a O>nstitution
and By-Laws approved by the Administration, has the responsibility for
administering the policies and regulations governing student organizations.
No student organization carJL function unless approved by the Council.

The

Assistant Dean of Students serves as chief adviser to this group and maintains appropriate records in hie office.

In order for an orgamization to be approved by the Council of Club
Presidents it must meet thee following requir<-ments:

I. Constitution and By-LawR must be approved by the Office of
Student Affairs.
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ll.

A full organization report must be filed in the Office of Student
Affairs.

m.

The Club adviser mtLst be approved by the Office of Student Affairs.

"fV.

Application for membership must be made during the first semester.

The· administrative policiles for student organizations are as follows:

I.

Organization of Studi~nt Groups
A. Each organization shall keep one up-to-date copy of its constitution and by-laws on file with the Dean of Student Affairs.
B. Every organization shall file a "Student Organization Report"
with the Dean of Student Affairs during the first four weeks of
the fall semester.
C. All student organizations, clubs and publications, except those
specifically exc1u.sed by the Dean of Student Affairs, shall maintain an active membership in the Council of Club Presidents.
D. All social clubs and fraternities shall be members of the Inter. Fraternity Council. The IFC and its member organizations
shall be membe:rs of the CCP and shall be subject to the policies
established by tlb.at body.
E. All organizations shall have a minimum of one adult adviser
acceptable to th,e Dean of Student Affairs. Except for churchrelated organizattions, the advisers shall be members of the
Clemson Colleg,e faculty or administration.
F. Students who affiliate with any group whose aims are not consistent with the policies of Clemson College subject themselves
to disciplinary atction.

II.

Financial Obligationis
A. All organization:S shall b-e held responsible by the Dean of
Stu~ent Affairs Jfor the prompt payment of their assumed debts.
B. Those organizations whose financial transactions are not
regularly accouinted for in the Office of Student Affairs shall at
the end of the school year submit to that office or the club
adviser their records for safe keeping during the summer period.
C. All organizations shall maintain their financial records in a
manner acceptalble to the College and shall submit same for
audit when requ,e sted by the Dean of Student Affairs.

. m.

Meetings and Social Functions
A. A calendar of all College events shall be maintained in the Office
of Student Affairs. Organizations are requested to register
their activities :in this office.
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B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.
I.

J.

K.

To avoid scheduling complications, organizations shall adhere
as closely as practicable to the master meeting schedule
approved by the Dean of Student Affairs.
Wednesday night of each week is reserved as church night.
No organii~ation shall meet at any time on this night without
the expressed permission of the Dean of Student Affairs.
No organb~ation shall conduct a regular meeting which begins
later than 9:00 p. m. without the expressed permission of the
Dean of St'Udent Affairs.
No organb~ation shall own, rent, or use rooms or housing
facilities off the campus without securing written authorization from the Dean of Student Affairs.
Applicatio:ns for reservation of College facilities (other than
those cont:rolled by YMCA or some other designated office)
must be submitted to the Dean of Student Affairs no later than
five days prior to the date when they are needed.
All social functions h~ld by student g1U1ps, organized or
spontaneously formed, whether on or off campus, shall be
approved by the Dean of Student Affairs at least one week in
advance of the event. An application shall be completed and
submitt1:1d. The application will require the names of at least
one acceptable married couple from the faculty or staff who
will chape:rone the function.
All org<:1.ni:zation rooms shall be kept clean, orderly, and shall
be subject to inspection by College officials at all times.
No alcoholic beverages shall be served or consumed in organization rooims or at social functions.
Detailed pllans for organization initiations shall be submitted to
the Deart of Student Affairs for approval at least seven days
prior to their commencing.
All organi tz ations shall conduct themselves at all places and at
all times in such a manner as to bring credit upon themselves
and Clemson College.

The college recognJlzes the following types of student groups and has
approved the number indicated in each classification:
Honorary Proftessionals
Leadership and Service
Military
Musical
Professional a111d Departmental
Publications
Regionals
Religious
Scholastic Honors

9
9
6
5

26
7

10
10
3
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Social Fraternities and Sororities
(Local Only)
Miscellaneous
TOTAL

9

10
104

Social fraternities in addition to meeting the requirements of the
Council of Club President1s are governed by an Inter-Fraternity Council.
The IFC has its policies and regulations set forth in its constitution bylaws.
Social clubs had been prohibited at Clemson until 1960.

At that time

the Administration recogn.ized the request of certain groups and permitted
them to organize social groups as loca~ organizations only.

There are no

plans to allow the fraternities to petition for national affiliation.

Currently,

only seven fraternities a~d two sororities have been permitted a charter.

This number will be held until experience is gained in their ope.ration.
There are no overall academic restrictions or minimums of achieve ments required for participation in student organizations or activities.

Mi ni-

mum academic requireme:nts have been placed on certain organizations whe r e
the nature of their activity requires excessive time.

Publications• senior

staff members must have an academic standing required of their class to
graduate, and no fraterni1ty may pledge a student until he has been at Clemson
for one semester and is iin good academic standing.

As a group a fraternity

must attain an overall 2. 0 grade point ratio (" C" average) to hold membership
in the Inter-Fraternity Council.
At the present ti~,e the number and type of organization appears to be
adequate to serve the needs of students,

There are limitations with re spcct
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to their effectiveness.

Som,e of the organizations do not have adequate

meeting places, but progress has been made in this respect by providing
for additional lounges and meeting rooms in dormitories under construction.
Students and faculty 1:1eem generally satisfied with the organization
and administration of clubs and activities. The faculty is sometimes concerned about claaa absences caused by extracurricular activities, and every
effol't ia made to provide activity schedules which minimize lost class time.
Organizations are restricted aa to the number of off campus visits they can

make.
Every 1tudent organi:tation is self-sustaining, either participating in

the student activity fee or providing their operating funds from dues or selfproduced revenue.

No club or activity receives financial support that would

detract from the financial re ,sources of the educational program.

Organiza-

tions receiving funds from the student activity fee are budgeted by the
Adminiltration according to l:teed and justification.

All funds are maintained

at the College Accounting Office with purchase requisitions and payment
voucher• proce11ed only upon the signature of the Dean of Student Affairs.

DEPARTMENT OF BANDS
In the ab1ence of a music department, the Department of Bands ii

a••i1ned to the Dean of Stude1r1t Affair• for administrative purpose,.
Three different band a are organized at pre 11ent.

The Tiger Band is

a marching organization of 11.0 pieces which performs for college ceremonies,
athletic event,, and civic events; the ROTC Bands provide appropriate music
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for military functions; and the Concert Band provides for the pleasure of
those students with sufficient desire and talent to play classical and semiclassical music .
New quarters have just been completed which, for the first time,
contain adequate rehearsal and storage areas.

RELIGIOUS LIFE
The Clemson Young Men's Christian Association has supervision of
voluntary religious activities of the students and contributes to the religious,
social and physical life of the college community.

The YMCA building pro-

vides a meeting place for denominational groups not having church faciliti es
at Clemson, as well as for· many inter-denominational and civic groups.
There are six actiV'e churches at Clemson (Baptist, Episcopal,
Lutheran, Methodist, Prei:ibyterian, and Roman Catholic).

Each of these

churches has a program especially designed for college students.

Five

of the churches employ full-time workers.
There is no official administrative relationship between the local
ministers and the college; however, the ministers, the YMCA secretaries,
the Dean of Student Affairs, and the Assistant Dean of Students do serve as
a standing Committee on i:thics and Religion.

T hie committee is advisory

to the President on religious policy and progr a m.
The student religious organizations have regular meetings each
Wednesday evening.

Participation is voluntary.

is scheduled for this even:ing.

No other college activity
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There is a small chapel in the Student Center that is used by students
for inter-denominational E1ervices such as an evening watch program.
vidual students use this facility for private meditation.
a "Religious Emphasis WEiek11 in February of each year.

Indi-

The College sponsors
During this week

outstanding ministers corne to the campus for lectures, seminars, and group
meetings.

Attendance is voluntary, and meetings are held at night, not

during class hours.

INTERCOLLEGIATE AND INTRAMURAL ATHLETICS
The Athletic Department is charged with three separate, yet interrelated functions.

1.

They are:

To foster a stirong program of intercollegiate athletics and to
field representative varsity teams in a variety of sports.

z.

To develop, supervise, and promote an extensive intramural
program.

3.

To develop a program of physical training for all students.

The role of intercollegiate athletics is defined in the Constitution of
the Atlantic Coast Conferemce, of which Clemson is a member.

Article III

of that instrument states:

"It is the purpose and function of this Conference to promote intercollegiate athletice1 in every form, to keep them in proper bounds
by making them an incidental and not the principal feature of
college and univer1sity life, and to regulate them by wise and prudent measures in order that they may improve the physical condition,
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strengthen the moral fiber of students, and form a constituent
part of that educati1on for which universities and colleges were
established and are maintained.

11

Clemson College subscribes without reservation to the philosophy
and ideals expressed there,in.

Though it admits to being engaged in "big

time" athletics, it zealously guards against overemphasis.

It is believed

that the objectives of a strong program of intercollegiate athletics are
entirely consistent with the general purpose of the institution.

Certainly

from its program the colle1ge derives a considerable measure of favorable
publicity which promotes public and alumni interest.

Further, successful

teams generate enthusiasn:i and institutional pride among students.
The College Admi.n,i stration has the responsibility and control of
the athletic program.

Th«:i Director of Athletics reports administratively

to the President through the Dean of Student Affairs.

The Athletic Council

is advisory to the administration through the Dean of Student Affairs.

The

recommendations of the Athletic Council are requested on all matters of
policy; thus faculty opiniC!>n, as expressed by the members of the Council, is

assured.
Since 1955 the Athletic Council has been composed of five faculty

members appointed for indefinite terms by the President.
Faculty Chairman of Athle,tics is elected by the Council.

From these the
In addition, two

alumni members are elected for one year terms by the Alumni Association,
and two ~ officio members are t}:le Budget Officer and Registrar.

In 1960

the President of the Faculty Senate was added to the Council as an ex officio
member with voting privileges.
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The faculty has not been completely satisfied with the policy of
indefinite appointments.

Therefore, to adequately assure that faculty opin-

ion is being expressed the Council has been reorganized effective July 1, 1961,
as follows:
(1)

Three faculty rnembers appointed for indefinite terms.

The

Faculty Chairn1an shall be elected from these members by the
Council, thus 3LSSuring a man of sufficient experience in Conference Affairs1 to function effectively.
(Z)

Three members of the academic faculty appointed for three years
each.

(Initial appointments have been staggered so that one mem-

ber will rotate each year.)

(3)

President of the Faculty Senate

(4)

The Registrar

(5)

The Budget Officer

(6)

Two alumni meimbers elected for one year terms by the Alumni
Association.

Faculty members of the Council are recommended by the Dean of
Student Affairs to the President who makes final appointments.
Prior to the reorganization of the college in 1955, the Council was
granted "full and final authority in all matters p e rtaining to intercollegiate
athletics at Clemson College, subject to the approval of the President of the
College and the Board of Trustees. 111

1 By-Laws of the Board of Trustees, Clemson College, June 14, 1937
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The Council does not now exercise such full authority.
is defined as purely advi.s ory.

Its function

In effect, however, there is no significant

difference in its mode of operation,

The recommendations of the Council

are requested on all mat1ters of policy; however, the final authority for all
matters relative to the atthletic program is vested in the President of the
College and the Board of Trustees.

A chart showing the administrative

organization of the Athle1tic Department is given in Standard thirteen of
the Self-Study report on :Standards of the Southern Association of Colleges.
The College field1s varsity teams in the following sports: baseball,
basketball, cross country, football, golf, swimming, tennis, and track.
The intercollegiate athleltic program has enjoyed outstanding success in

some sports but only fair to poor showings have been made in others.
There are no rec,ords as to the exact time of the organization of intra mural athletics at Clemson, but such a program goes back certainly to the
early l 900's.

this area.

About 19210 the Athletic Department assumed responsibility in

In 1932 the program was assigned to the YMCA, and a well-organi-

zed activity evolved, witlh 10 to 15 different sports involved.

The competition

in these was based on the military company, and when the full military program was dropped the problem of maintaining a c ompetitive spirit became a
major one.

In 1955 the Athletic Department was ag ain made responsible for the
intramural program, and during the past thr e e years considerable progress
ha&' been made.

A reaso,nably diversified program affording the opportunity

for competition in both team and i ndividual spor t s has b ee n developed.

At
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present the following sports are included in the intramural activities: touch
football, swimming, table, tennis, pocket billiards, bowling, basketball, basketball foul shooting, volleyball, track, golf, tennis,horseshoes, softball, handball
and cross country.
The · success of an intramural program is measured by the total number
of persons who participate.

Hence we believe that our current program is

successful only to a fair degree.

The basic difficulty in team sports is the

lack of natural competitive divisions of the student body.
no unit of students to replace the military company.

There has evolved

Serious study is being

given to the problem.
The responsibility for a general physical training program was recently

assigned to the Athletic Department, and no progress has yet been made in this
area.

No noteworthy prog:ress will be made until physical facilities are ex-

panded; scheduled time is provided for physical training activities; a decision
is made as to whether or not such a program shall be compulsory and, if so,
to what degree; and an additional trained staff is provided.
The students can d,erive much benefit from a well-organized, compre-

hensive physical training program.

First, regular and systematic exercise

will develop and condition the body.

Second , the development of skill in

various individual sports will provide recreation while in college and in later

life.

The Athletic Council recommends that detailed planning for such a pro-

gram be initiated at an early date.
The Head Coach of each intercollegiate sport has the responsibility of
recruiting outstanding high-school athletes for his particular sport.

These
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coaches investigate fully t1he character, reputation and academic record,
as well as the athletic ability of each prospect.

If the coach is satisfied

that the prospect meets th,e requirements for a grant-in-aid, he submits
this information with the a .pplication of the prospect to the Athletic Director.
The prospective grantee in then required to pass the College Entrance
Examination Board tests.

Under Atlantic Coast Conference regulations,

adopted May 6, 1960, a student entering in June 1961 or later must achieve
a minimum total score of '750 on the two parts of the Scholastic Aptitude Test
of the College Entrance E,c:amination Board in order to qualify for a grantin-aid in football or basketball.

After the applicant successfully passes the

Entrance Examination, th«~ Athletic Director reviews all information available, and if he considers the applicant worthy of a grant-in-aid, he signs
the application and submits it with his recommendation to the Chairman of
the Clemson College Grants-in-Aid Committee.

The Faculty Chairman of

Athletics, (Mr. R. R. Ritchie, Professor of Animal Husbandry), the
Registrar (Mr. K. _N . Vickery),

and Dr. R. W. Moorman (Head of Engi-

neering Mechanics Depart,ment) constitute the College Grants-in-Aid
Committee.

The grant-in-aid is validated upon the signature of the Chair-

man of the Clemson College Grants-in-Aid Committee, and the applicant
is notified that his application has been granted.
Table VII-Z shows the number of students receiving financial
assistance through the grant-in-aid program for the academic year 1960-61.

NUMBER OF
STUDENTS

AID FOR
BOOKS ONLY

18

7

AID COVERING ALL
COLLEGE PAYMENTS

TOTAL
AMOUNT
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5. Swimming

4

6.

Tennis

8

2

6

4,078.00

7.

Track

13

4

9

5,507.25

8.

Band (Majorettes)

4

1,325.00

176

$ 176,540.25

TOTAL

4
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The fiscal affairs of the Athletic Department are handled precisely
as are those of other departments of the college, with the exception of
authority granted by the South Carolina Appropriation Act, which states
11

That money derived wholly from athletic and other student contests, and

any other funds derived wholly from the activities of student organizations,
shall not be considered as state funds.

11

As a result, the Athletic Depart-

ment is self-supporting, excluding the sum of $16,020 which is received
from state appropriation for the intramural program.

All funds are bud-

geted, all income is deposited with the College Bursar's Office, and all
expenditures are made on vouchers according to procedures set by the
College Administration for all departments.

The income for the Grants-in-

Aid account is deposited in the College Bursar's Office and withdrawal s for
grants-in-aid are made by check.

The following table indicates the sour ces

of income.
TABLE VII - 3
A.

Sources of Income - Operating Account

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
B.

Ticket Sales
Student Activity Fees
Conference and Tournament Share of Receipts
Conference Television Share of Receipts
Refunds and Reimburseme nts
Investments
Appropriation for Intramur a l P rogram

Sources of Income - Grants-in-Aid Acc ount
1.
*2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

C.l emson IPTAY Club Donations**
Service Station
Football Program Advertising
Football Program 1?ale s
Radio & Television
Refunds
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7.
8.
*9.
10.

Investments
Canteen
Barber Shop
Book Store

*Income from these sources ceased during fiscal 1960-61.
**IPTAY (11 1 Pay Ten A Year") is a club composed of friends of
the College who donate funds to be used for Athletic Grants-inAid.
Present resources are adequate to carry out the present operation,
but are inadequate to finance a program of physical training.
At the present time the physical facilities for athletic activities at
Clemson are as follows:
1.

Field House.

The large gym was constructed in 1929.

A smaller

gym was added in 1934, and the structure was completed in 1940 by adding the
office and training rooms.

The office portion of the building is sufficient at

the present time, but additions are needed for handling supplies, for a training room, and for dressing-room facilities.
for intramural sports.

The smaller gym is used mainly

The larger gym is used as a basketball practice and

playing area as well as an auditorium for concerts, graduation, registration,
and any other activity requiring a large indoor area.

A larger spectator area

is needed for college basketball games, and it is hoped that a general-purpose
auditorium will be constructed in the future with seating space for at least
10,000 people.
2.

Football Stadium.

Clemson Memorial Stadium was originally con-

structed in 1942 with a seating capacity of 20,664.

In 1958 the stadium was

increased to a seating capacity of 37,733, and new restrooms and concession
facilities were built.

We st Stands were added in 1960, increasing the seating

capacity to 43,409, with new dressing rooms, restrooms and concession
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facilities underneath.
3.

Track.

This facility is adequate in all respects.

The track was constructed many years ago and consists

of a 440-yard circular track with ZZO-yard straightaway.
standard, as it has four corners.

This track is not

A new track is included in future plans

and will be constructed to the west of the Field House .
4.

Baseball.

The present baseball field has been in use for many

years and is a fine facility as far as the playing field is concerned; however,

more room is needed for spectators.

Future plans call for two new baseball

fields to be constructed, one of which w:ill be used only for practice .
5.

Tennis Courts .

Clemson has six varsity tennis c ourts that were

rebuilt with a quick- drying teniko surface in 1955.

Six other lighted tennis

courts are located between the track and the baseball field.

The varsity

courts are in excellent condition, and two of them are to be lighted in the
near future.

The six other courts are hard-surface courts that need a coat

of special finish to give a better playing surface.

At least twelve additional

courts are needed and should be constructed of all-weather material with
lights provided for night use.

6. Practice Fields. Recently constructed practice fields provide
excellent facilities for football, for intramur al sports and ROTC drills, and
for parking at football games.
7.

Golf.

Boscobel Golf Course (six miles from the campus) is used

· for practice and intercollegiate matches.

Future plans should provide for a

college-owned golf course located nearer the campus for varsity use and for
use by other students, faculty , and employees .
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8.

Swimming.

All swimming (intercollegiate, intramural and recrea-

tional) is now done at the YMCA.
are inadequate.

The pool is too small, and other facilities

A larger pool with proper facilities is needed for the entire

athletic program and recreational use by students.

Plans now call for such

a pool and facilities in a proposed student activities building.

9.

Student Activities and Recreation.

Plans are now in progress to

construct a student activities building adjacent to the present baseball field with
facilities for all types of indoor physical training and recreational use.

This

will do much to meet immediate needs and will add greatly to the intramural
program.

Its facilities should also be suitable for the physical training

program when it is put into effect.

STUDENT AID AND PLACEMENT SERVICES
Student personnel services were expanded in 1955 with the addition of a
Student Aid and Placement Director and Secretary to the staff of the Dean of
Student Affairs.

The college provides all possible financial assistance to

eligible and worthy students through scholarships, loans, and part-time
employment.

Placement services include arrangements for campus interview

visits, the publishing and distribution of placement bulletins which list scheduled recruiting trips and other career opportunities, and related counseling
activities.
A faculty survey in January, 1958, revealed the following data concerning student efforts to finance their education at Clemson:
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1.

Over two-thirds worked during the summer, 4 7 per cent on
jobs related to their course of study.

2.

During the school year 30 per cent were employed and 25 per
cent of these earned at least half of their expenses.

3.

One-fifth had borrowed money from some source to provide
financial assistance.

4.

One-eighth were attending college with some scholarship aid .

Much of this assistance came from sources which the college does not
administer.
The following table refers to undergraduate scholarships which were
awarded at Clemson by faculty selection committees for the yea.r s 1956-60
inclusive:
Undergraduate Scholarships Awards
Year
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61

Number

Amount

38
51
63
84
99

$ 11,475.00
17,125.00
22,650.00
31,650.00
44,925.00

If grants and loans to students from outside sources are included, the total
amount of financial assistance in 1960-61 is over $144,000.

During 1960-61 sixty-four loans were made, totaling $12,296.

The

college policy is to refer students to educational foundations and other available sources initially.

Local funds are kept in reserve for emergency pur-

poses and to assist deserving students who are nearest graduation.
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This year more than 500 students are employed part-time on the::
campus.
expenses.

This employment provides a total of about $90,000 towards college
The college departments normally employ their own upperclass -

men as labratory assistants.

Students seeking othe r part-time work apply

each semester at the Student Aid Office.

These ap pli cants are r efe rr ed to

college departments and off-campus agencies in this area which report
openings for part-time workers.
This year 385 industry representatives interviewed 3776 students o n
the campus for permanent (or summer) employment and arranged for ove r
400 plant visits.

370 student resume's were reproduced and faculty confi-

dential appraisals secured.

1054 alumni have requested the placement

bulletin service since 1955.

This spring 127 graduates (repres~nting 27

different curricula) were on the mailing list at one time, and 575 college
placement annuals were distributed to interested students, faculty, and
alumni.
Since the student aid and placement activities were established,
there have been three noteworthy developments relating to these services,
as follows:

1.

Additional financial aid for entering students, and specific
requirements concerning scholastic achievement for continued
support, now emphasize the importance of combining financial
aid functions with the office responsible for student admissions
and records.
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2.

Area industrial expansion and dive rsification is inc r eas ing the
demand on the Place m e nt Office to provide drop-out student:;
with information concerning prospective employers, and to
offer career information to students considering curricular
choices or changes.

3.

Rapid growth in recruiting efforts for graduate students and in
employer-sponsored programs for advanced study is requiring
a closely coordinated informational service concerning these
opportunities.

GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING
In addition to the dormitory counseling progr am described earlier
in this chapter, a program of general and academic counseling is offered.
At the beginning of the freshman year, students are assigned to
selected faculty members in their schools.
assigned to each such counselor.

Fifteen to twenty freshmen are

These counselors arrange for group and

individual conferences with their assigned freshmen and are also available
for additional interviews as need arises.

The results of aptitude and achieve-

ment tests and the mid-semester grade reports of the freshmen are given ·to
the counselors.
This academic counseling arrangement is the framework of the guidance
program at Clemson, but counseling opportunities are not confined to this
system.

Students are enco.uraged to avail themselves of the counseling oppor-

tunities available through all faculty, all administrative offices (including the
health service), as well as through the student programs of the local churches.
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The counseling system is organized under the Dean of Student Affairs and the
Deans of the five Schools.

The Registrar's Office acts as a clearinghouse for

information concerning student records.

Faculty members are selected by

the respective school Deans for general counsel~ng duties on the basis of their
interests and experience in such work.
The Deans of the various schools have the responsibility for academic
advising of students. Each dean assigns a number of students .to a professor.
It is the duty of the professor to assist the student in planning his total course
of study as well as to approve his class . schedule for each semester.

This

academic advisei: is also available to discuss any academic adjustment problem the student may have. Students who need sp~cial assistance in adjusting
themselves to the College are referred by the Dean of Student Affairs to these
academic advisers, as well as to the freshmen counselors discussed above.
The faculty and administration recognize the need for an improved
counseling program.

The Director of Student Health Service during the past

year has consulted with the Dean of Student Affairs about this problem.

Arrange-

ments have been made for a Consultant in Psychiatry and a Clinical Psychologist
to meet on alternate Wednesdays with a committee made up of the campus
chaplains, staff personnel from the Office of Student Affairs, and personnel from
the Health Service.

The objectives of the committee are to determine better

' and
ways and means to coordinate and strenghten existing counseling personnel
facilities, and to determine what additional services or activities are required.
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In a recent report, the Committee suggested the following shortcomings

in the present counseling practices:
(a)

There is a lack of communication and coordination of effort between
the various personnel engaged in counseling endeavors;

(b)

Faculty counselors are sometimes selected without due regard for
their qualifications and/or interest in counseling;

(c)

Faculty now serving as counselors· perform these extra duties without compensation for the additional service; and

(d)

Maximum use is not being made of campus personnel who are capable
and available for counseling duties.

In light of the foregoing the committee has recommended that the follow-

ing actions be taken:

1.

The establishment of an Office of Student Counseling with a fulltime director charged with the following responsibilities:
a.

To coordinate all counseling activities including hall counselors,
professional fraternities, faculty counselors, Student Affairs
Office (including Aid and Placement and Student Health Services),
chaplains, and other evolving counseling services;

b.

To evaluate existing counseling services and make recommendations to appropriate persons;

c.

To develop such specific counseling aids as a counselor's handbook and a counselor I s training program;

d.

To serve as a consultant to persons engaged in campus counseling
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activities and as one to whom and from whom referrals may be
made; and
e.
2.

To perform individual counseling.

That additional professional staff be added to the Office of Student
Counseling as needs develop and

3.

That until services of the person referred to in the first recommendation can be secured, a continued effort be made for better communication and coordination among existing counselors.

The administration has approved the recommendations of the committee
and has authorized the Dean of Student Affairs to recruit a qualified person for
the position of Director of Student Counseling.

THE ORIENTATION PROGRAM
The important function of inducting new students into the College is under
the general supervision of the Registrar's Office.

Other appropriate depart-

ments whose services are essential to the welfare of new students also participate.

The program is planned by the Registrar and approved by the Educational

Council.
Orientation programs are conducted for a week at the beginning of the
fall semester andi>r shorter periods at mid-year and at the opening of the
summer session.

Primary consideration is given to academic advising.

All new students hear the Deans of the Schools discuss their programs.
The discussion includes vocational opportunities afforded by the various schools.
After selecting a major school students are assigned to selected faculty mem-
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bers.

These counselors arrange for group and individual conferences

with their assigned freshmen and are also available for additional interviews
as needed.

Initially, the results of aptitude and achievement tests are

furnished the counselor.

Mid-term and semester grade reports of the

freshmen are also given to the counselors to assist them in the process
of individual counseling.
Additional orientation includes the following:

(a) tht: history,

traditions and policy of the institution given through informational meetings
with appropriate administrative staff, faculty and student leaders; (b) an
orientation on the use of the Library facilities; (c) a review of the spiritual
and religious opportunities on campus, given through special programs at
the local churches; (d) the student personnel program is outlined in detail
by the administrative officers in charge; (e) Student Government leaders
arrange informative meetings which describe opportunities for participation
in all organizations and extracurricular activities, and (f) the President of
the College entertains the new students with a reception and dance.
A special feature of orientation, available to all entering students,
is the two-day camp in the mountains sponsored by the Y . M . C. A . prior
to the beginning of each school year . At this camp numerous college people
discuss sundry aspects of college life with the students.

Attendanc e at the

camp is voluntary.

There h no organized program of orientation continuing beyond the
1pecial periods at the opening of each session.

Nonetheless the residence

halls, the faculty counselors, the Y . M. C . A . and the local churches
conduct continuous activities in which students may participate if they choose .
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THE PHYSICAL PLANT
General Information.
The physical plD.At is comprised of 846 buildings with an estimated replacement value of $38,476,490.00 for all buildinBS and equipment (see attached
Table VIII-1).

Thirty-frur of these buildings are used for classrooms, teach-

ing laboratories, research and offices, and have a combined gross area of
1,135,745 square feet, with an estimated value of $20,635,300.00.

(See

Tables VIII-2 and VIII-3).
The college embarked upon a multi-million dollar expansion ~rogram in 1950.
Under this program construction of physical plant facilities totaling
$23,459,542.00 have either been completed or are presently under contract.
Some of these facilities have replaced substandard buildings, but most have
been additions to the plant tQ meet the needs for additional classroom and
housing f acilities.

(A schedule of this completed part of the expansion pro-

gram is shown in Table VIII-9).
Appraisal of Buildings.
Details concerning college buildings are listed in Tables VIII-1 through
VIII-8.

Brief references to each category are given below.

(1) Instructional Buildings.

There are thirty-four buildings in the instruct-

ional group, having a combined total of 1,121,935 square feet.

Seventeen of

these buildings (including ten greenhouses) have been constructed since 1950.
Tables VIII-2 and VIII-3 contain information as to age, renovation dates,
general condition, adaptability, type of construction, fire resistivity, and
allocation of space.
(2) Housing.

(a) The faculty and staff housing on the campus consists of 100

two and three bedroom apartments; 41 old housing units, mostly single
family dwellings, built between 1893 and 1930; two official residences
built in 1959 for the President and Vice President for Development; and
the Clemson llousc-Hotcl, consistin13 of one three-bedroom apartment, twelve
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two-bedroom apartments, twenty-four one-bedroom apartments, fifty-eight
efficiency apartments, and ninety-one guest rooms.

(See attached Table VIII-4).

(b) Married student housing consists of 247 single unit pre-fabricated buildings of the United Kingdom type; one prefabricated duplex unit obtained from
the Federal Government; fifty units in two and four unit apartments buildings; and 100 modern duplex apartment units with four rooms each.

(See at-

tached Table VIII-4).
(c) Single student housing consists of six dormitories with acconunodations
for 2900 students, limiting the capacity of each room to two students, with
two additional dormitories to accommodate 288 more students scheduled for
completing in the fall of 1961.

Housing for both married and single students

will accommodate a total of over 3,600.

(See attached Table VIII-4).

(3) General Service and Maintenance Buildings.

General service and maintenance

buildings are numerous because of the varied instructional program, the public
service functions involved in a Land Grant College, and the isolated location
of the campus which requires the college to provide many services which normally
would be provided otherwise.

Included are the central heating plant, fire sta-

tion, student laundry, central motor pool and maintenance shop, outdoor theater,
physical plant offices, shops, storage buildings, water filtration plant, electrical distribution center, and other assorted service and maintenance faci~ities.

(See attached Table VIII-5).

(4) Agricultural Service Buildings.

Included in this group are those facilities

required by the various departments of the School of Agriculture as they relate
to agricultural teaching, the agricultural experiment station, and the agricul•
tural extension service.

(See attached Tables VIII-6 and VIII-7).

(5) Miscellaneous Facilities:

This .sroup includes the athletic buildings, boys

and girls scout cabins, the Y.M.C.A., student health center, and historic buildings (See attached Table VIII-8).
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MASTER PLAN.
A master buildin3 plan for the college was completed by Perry, Shaw, Hepburn,
Kehoe and Dean in 1953.

This plan is presently being adjusted and brought up

to date by our architectural department.
completed in the near future.

A model of the adjusted plan will be

Currently the plan includes an addition to the

chemistry building, a new library, an auditorium, a student union, several physical plant building and shops, an administration building, and additional dormitories.

To the present date the college program has not been restricted signi-

ficantly because of the need for additional facilities.
}1AINTENANCE AND GENERAL HOUSEKEEPING.
The Comptroller, who is the chief business officer of the college, is responsible for the proper maintenance of all college facilities .

This respon-

sibility is carried out through the Physical Plant Division which is under the
direct supervision of a Director.

This Division is departmentalized and has a

Superintendent over each department (viz., Superintendent of Utilities, Superintendent of Buildings, Superintendent of Grounds, Superintendent of Engineering
and Planning, and the Chief of Security).

A

central ized janitor service is

operated under the Sup_erintendent of Buildings .

SUMMARY COMMENTS.
Because of the large number of buildings located on the main campus, thi~
chapter does not attempt a prose discussion of each of them.

The accompanying

tables list each buildine and offer evaluation as to adequacy.
Currently under construction (August , 1961) are two dormitories, a physics
building, a classroom building for mathematics, a classroom building for English
and Modern Languages, and an office building for professors in mathematics, English and 1'1odern Languages .
A priority list for future building is being prepared.
on this list will be reserved for a new Library.

Number one position
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Instructional buildings are planned by architects who cooperate fully with
the faculty involved.

The Comptroller and his staff coordinate all plans and

carry out all contract negotiations.

Final approval for all buildings is given

by the State Budget and Control Board.
Space utilization studies are made annually by the Director of Planning.
These studies are reviewed by the Educational Council and serve as the basis
for planning.

BUILDING INVENTORY (TABULAR).
The tables which follow list and describe all buildings at Clemson.

Table 1

summarizes the gross area, construction cost, and estimated replacement cost of
the physical plant.

Tables 2 and 3 are an inventory of instructional space.

Table 4 relates to housing for students and faculty.

Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8

describe agricultural service, and miscellaneous facilities.

Table 9 gives

financial data relating to the construction of the physical plant since 1950.
In tables 2 and 3, certain instructional buildings are designated by name
rather than purpose.

Name and purpose may be related to each other by the fol-

lowing reference:
Name of Buildine

Major Purpose of Building

Chemistry Building, new

Classroom and laboratory:

Chemistry

Chemistry Building , old

Classroom:

Earle Hall

Classroom and Laboratories: Chemistry
and Metallurgical Engineering

Education Building, old

Classrooms:

Engineering Annexes

Storage, Music, Engineering Laboratories

Engineering Shop

Classroom and laboratory: Industrial
Engineering and Industrial Education

Food Industries Building

Laboratories:

Long Hall

Classrooms, offices, laboratories and
administration: Agriculture

McGinty House

Classroon~:

Social Sciences

English and Modern Languages

Agriculture

Army ROTC
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Name of Building

Major Purpos e of Bu ilding

Olin Hall

Classrooms and Laboratories:
Engineering

Plant and Animal Science

Classrooms and Laboratories: Agriculture;
classrooms, Air ROTC; Computer Center

Physics Building (old)

Classrooms:

Riggs Hall

Classrooms and Laboratories: Electrical
Engineering; Engineering Graphics; Mechanical Engineering

Sirrine Hall

Classrooms and Laboratories:

Tillman Hall

College Administration; plassrooms, English and Mathematics

Structural Science

Classrooms and Laboratories: Architecture;
Civil Engineering; Engineering Hydraul ics

Trustee House

Offices of Vice-President for Development

Ceramic

English and Mathematics

Textiles
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TABLE VIII-1
SUNMAR.Y OF BUILDINGS
COMPRISING THE CLENSON COLLEGE
PHYSICAL PLANT BY CATEGORIES OF USE
Category of Use

Construction
Cost

Equipment
Cost

Number
of
Buildinss

Gross Area
Square Feet

34

1,121,935

14,067,300

6 /•93 ,000

580

1,295,546

9,420,824

883,400

Service and Maintenance
building (c)

27

162,897

834,300

700,300

Agricultural Service
buildings (d)

78

143,700

506,890

200,300

Miscellaneous Facilities (e)

27

226,445

1,199,660

163,920

Agricultural Service and(£)
Maintenance Land Use

98

184,920

36.3 ,100

96,700

844

3,135,443

26,392,074

8,537,620

Instructional buildings(a)
Housing, faculty and
students Cb)

Totals

2

2

NOTES:
(a) Consists of 19 separate permanent buildings, one unit of 5 separate wooden
temporary buildings, and one unit of ten greenhouses.
(b) Dormitory rooms to house 2900 students, two to a room; Clemson House (hotel)
with apartments, transient rooms, dining and kitchen facilities; 410 married
student housing units.
(c) Buildings occupied by t he Physical Plant Division, offices, repair and
•
h ops, etc. I
maintenances
(d) Agricultural barns, grattaries, tool sheds, maintenance shops, etc.
(e) Miscellaneous buildings , Y.M.C.A., boy and girl scout cabins, historic
dwellings, etc.
(f) Barns, dwellings, machinery sheds, etc. located on land use area.
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TABLE VIII-2
INVENTORY OF INSTRUCTIONAL BUILDINGS
Year
ConStructed

Building

Year
Renovated

General
Condition

Type of
construction

Fire
Resis tivity

(a)

(b)

(c)

'

Agricultural Engineering Building

1 950

1

3

1

Chemistry Building

1952

1

4

1

Chemistry Building (old) 1890
2

2

Earle Hall

1959

Education Building
(old)

1898

5 Engineering annexes

1949

Engineering Shop

1926

1930

1946

Food Industries
Building

1

4

1

2

2

2

3

1

3

2

3

l

1

3

1

Greenhouse

1922

1

5

1

10 Greenhouses

1954

1

5

1

Library

1901

2

4

1

Long Hall

1937

1

4

1

McGinty House

1(395

2

1

3

Olin Hal. l

1953

1

4

1

Plant

Animal Science

1954

1

4

1

Physics Building (old)

1G90

2

3

Physics Building (new)

1960

1

4

1

Riggs Hall

1927

1

4

1

S irr inc Hall

1930

1

3

1

Tillman Hall

Hl90

2

2

3

Structural Science

1958

1

3

1

&

1927

1940

1957

(a) General Condition: (1) Satisfactory ; (2) Need of renovation; (3) should be razed
(b) Type of Construction: (1) \lood frame or uood frame with brick veneer; (2) Load
bcarin~ masonry; ( 3) Steel fr nme with mas onry walls; (4) Reinforced concrete
(5) Other .

(c) Fire rtccis tivity: (J.) F.i.rc re~istant construction; ( 2 ) Non-Fire resistant,
spri.nl:lcrc<I; (J) Um:~t:i.sf"nc tor~, .
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TABLE VIII-3
INVENTORY OF INSTRUCTIONAL BUILDINGS:
Building
Number
-- Agricultural
Engineering
- - Chemistry
-- Chemistry (old)
-- Earle Hall
-- Education (old)
- - 5 Eng. Annexes
- - Engineering Shop
- - Food Industries
- - Greenhouses
- - 10 Greenhouses
- - Library
- - Long Hall (d)
-- McGinty House
-- Olin Hall
- - Plant & l\n;l.mal
Science (e)
-- Physics Building (old)
- - Physics Building (new)
- - Riggs Hall
-- Sirrine Hall
- - Tillman Hall
-- Structural
Science
Totals

3

10
16

6 (f)

3
2

Classrooms
CondiCapation
city
(a)
2
2

83

ALLOCATION OF SPACE

Number

Teaching Labs.
CondiCapation
city
(a)

11 (c)

1

2

2

2-3

252

1

2

1

290

10

1

3

77

2

3

9

4

3

107

(a)

79
749
24
134
50
304
231
190
20
150

4

17

8

2

16

l

2

2

Research Labs.
CondiArea
tion
Sq. Ft.

2
2

2
l
2

l

8,568
3,167
252
3,576
1,200
28,939 (b)

1

2

30

15

2

719

12

2

238

2

7,595

l

3

4

1

28
190

7

l

150

l

9,124

18

l

970

16

l

379

1

27,335

19

4

734

10

4

178

4

2,545

11 (g)

1

810

14

1

568

l
1

18
21

2

2

370
435

l
l
l

7,237
4,000
10,043

3-4

749
746

17
17
26

19

l

662

17

1

422

1

4,404

7,015

202

181

4,103

89,693

NOTES:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Condition: (1) Excellent; (2) Good; (3) Poor; (4) Substandard,
Research refrigeration and food processing,
Both teaching and research,
Includes Experiment Station and Extension Offices.
Includes staff offices, central mailing, photographic services, fertilizer
inspection and analysis, etc.
(£) Includes l auditorium of 154 seats, leaving 136 seats for classrooms only.
(g) Includes 4 lecture rooms with 600 seats, leaving 7 classrooms with 210 seats.
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TABLE VIII-4
HOUSING :FACULTY, STAFF, STUDENT AND TRANSIENT
Buildings

Clemson Homes (100 unizsl
Faculty & Staff houses c
""Ciemson House
d
Hotel and apartments<)
Dormitory /}4
Mal e student housinf!(e)
"
Dormitory #5
Male student housing (e)
Dormitory #6
Male student housing (e)
Dormitory l,k7
Male student l10using(e)
Dormitory /}8
Male student housin~ (e)
Dormitory-student union,
dinint;.l-housing, Kitchen (f)
Residences
43 faculti housing units(g)
Married student housing
247 U. K1 ercfabs(h)
Married student housing
2 Qrefab duelex units<i)
Married student housin~
100 4 room duplex uniL ~ ( j)
Littlejohn Homes
50 units - -married students(k)
Totals

Condition
(a)

Type of
Construction
b

Year
Constructed

l

1

l

Gross
Area
Sq . Ft.

Estimated
Present
Value $

1950

99,576

1,000,000

4

1950

150,988

2,225,000

1

3

1934

16,250

186,000

1

3

1934

16,250

186,000

1

3

1934

24,400

290,000

1

3

1934

24 , 400

286,00Q_

1

3

1938

382900

470z000

1

4

520 2000

5,225z000

2-3

1-2

1954
1898 to
1960

93 1824

446 1000

3

1

19l~7

164 1 255

300 1000

3

1

1947

1 728

l100

1

1

1958

64,300

675,000

1

1

1950

30,658

250 , 000

1, 295,429

11, 619,400

NOTES:
(a) Condition: (1) Excellent ; (2) Good; (3) Poor; (4) Substandard .
(b) Type of Construction: (1) Wood frame or wood f rame with brick veneer; (2) Load
bearing masonry; (3) Steel frame , masonry walls; (4) Reinforced concrete;
(5) other.
(c) Duplex and four unit apartments --2 and 3 bedrooms , for faculty and staff.
100 units in all.
(d) Clemson House-Hotel, consisting of 1 3-bedroom apt ., 12 2 bedroom apts.,
24 1 bedroom apts., 57 efficiency apts., 91 guest rooms, dining rooms,
kitchen and appurtenances .
(e) Student Dormitories: Nale, sincle, capacity 700 students .
(£) Student Dormitory , Dining Room , Kitchen, Student Union, Book Store, Canteen,
Post Office , etc . Single ma l e students sleeping capacity l, 9l~6 students.
Total sleepin3 capacity al l dormitories, 2 , 900 students .
(g) Faculty and staff dwellings , 2 to 4 bedroom units.
(h) Married student sin~le unit prefabricated dwellings , united kingdom, obtained
from U. S. Government in 19/~7.
(i) H.irricd student duplex units , prefabricated, in poor condition .
(j) Married student dup l ex units , 2 bedrooms, l iving room, kitchen, and bath .
Finished 1959 .
(k) Faculty and marr led s tudent units, 2 and l~ unit apartments . Good condition.
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T.ABLE VIII-5
GENERAL SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE BUILDINGS
Building

Central Heatiny Bldg. (c)
Fire Stttyon(d
Laundry e
Motor Pool ( f)
Outdoor Theater and
Reflection Pool
Physical Plant Division
Physical Plant Division
Police Off~ce
Printery(g
Water Filtration Plant
Totals

Year
Constructed

Gross
Area
Sq. Ft.

Type of
Construction
(b)
3
3
4
2

600 ooo<c)
35, 000 (cl)
343:5oo<e)
41,80o(f)

5

52,000
263,000
284,000
7,200
12,000 (g)
200,000

1950
1934
1953
1908

10,858
2,880
23,436
9,400

1
1
1

1934
1918
various
1952
1910
1933

11,900
13,500
80,300
575
2,250
7,798

1
2
2-3
1
3
1

162,897

Present
Value
$

Condition
(a)

2

2
1-2-3
2

2
5

1,838,500

NOTES:
(a) Condition: (1) Excellent; (2) Good; (3) Poor; (4) Substandard,
(b) Type of Construction: (1) Hood frame or wood frame with brick veneer; (2) Load
bearing masonry; (3) Steel frame, masonry walls; (4) Reinforced concrete;
(5) Other.
(c) Central steam heating plant, coal fired boilers with heating controls.

(d) Central Fire Station owned by the college with fire fighting equipment,
(e) Central Student Laundry with equipment,
(f) Central Motor Pool, hous :lng for college owned automobiles, trucks and other
equipment,
(g) Building owned by college and leased to a private printing company. College does
not own printing equipment.
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TABLE VIII-6
AGRICULTURAL BARNS, SERVICE BUILDINGS, SHOPS
MAINTENANCE AND LABORATORY FACILITIES
Building

Year
Constructed

Condition
(a)

Type

of

Construction

Gross
Area
Sq. Ft.

(b)

Estimated
Replacement
Cost-Total
1960

Agricultural Engineering
Garage & Boiler House
1950
2
2
10,100
3,203
Agronomy Laboratory
Ext . Service & Experiment Sta.
50,000
2
1
6,600
1938
Agronomy Dept.
5 units, barns, machinery
Various
3
1, 2
5 ,216
Animal Husbandry Dept.
3 units, steer shed, barns
52,000
2
1, 2, 4
Various
10,393
Dairy Barn
Dairy cattle & Hilking Rooms
1936
2
17, 920
322 , 000
3
Dairy Laboratory
Ext. Service & Experiment Sta.
1946
2
2
3,500
2L•,OOO
·------------------------------Dairy Department
2-3
Service Bldgs .-- 21 units
Various
l, 2 , 4
30,752
16'• , 000
Entomology Dept .
Apiary, implement shed, barn
15,200
Various
2-3
1
3,620
tarms Dept.
33,800
8 units--barns, machinery, etc . various
4
1
10,585
Foundation Seed Laboratory
,. ,ooo
33,000
2
Ext. Service & Experiment Sta.
1950
3
Horticultural Dept.
Ext . Service & Experiment Sta.
Various
5 ,582
52,470
2- 3
1, 2
Insectory
2
E~ct. Service & E:cperiment Sta.
1932
1
30 , 000
4 ,720
Poultry Department
2
87 , 000
Incubator & Laying Uouses- - 3
1928
1
11,500
Poultry Dept .
192S
25 units--Service Bui_l_d_i_n~3_s ____l_9_3_5_ _ _ _
2 ____1_,"--2___1_6.,_
64_9____9_0_,_8_50
Sheep Barn
Service Storage
1901
4
2
5 . 000
3 1 000
Poultry Dept .
1934
2
2
31,500
Brooder House
Totals

143,470

NOTES:
(a)Con<lition: (1) Excellent; (2) Good; (3) Poor; (4) Substandard .
(b) Type of Construction: (1) Hood frame or wood frame with brick veneer; (2) Load
bear in~ masonry; (3) Steel frame masonry walls; (L~) Reinforced Concrete;
(5) Other.
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TABLE VIII-7
MISCELLANEOUS FACILITIES
Building

Year
Constructed

Year
Renovated

Condition
(a)

Type of
Construction

Gross
Area
Sq. Ft.

Present
Value
$

(b)

Armory and Garage(c)
Boy Scout Cabin
Girl Scout Cabin
Calhoun Mansion
Four colonial restorations

1932
1936
1854

Field House·A
Field House-B
Stadium & Press Box
Hospital

1927
1934
1942
1893

Service Buildings at Stadium
Trustee House
Y. M. C. A. Building
Y. M. · C. A. Cabin

1942
1898
1914
1932

Totals

19L~O

1938
1930
1940
1937
1957
1933
1941
1957
i.957
1955

l
2
2
1

3
5
5
l

1,050
980
5,234

7,000
6,000
75,000

l
1
1
1

1
3
3

3,158
29,656
27,589

5

22,500
190,000
180,000
610,000

3
1
3
2
2

1
2
2
1
l

12,135
7,940
6,500
42,000
1,445

160,000
36,000
42,000
420,000
7,200

226,445 1,755,700

NOTES:
(a) Condition: (1) Excellent; (2) Good; (3) Poor; (4) Substandard.
(b) Type of Construction: (1) Wood frame or wood frame with brick veneer; (2) Load
bearing masonry; (3) Steel frame with masonry walls; (4) Reinforced concrete;
(5) Other.
(c) Armory and Garage, does not belong to Clemson College. Cost not sho~m.
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TABLE VIII-8
AGRICULTURAL FACILITIES ON LAND•USE LANDS
Building

Year
Constructed

Condition
(a)

Type of
Constructed

Gross
area
Sq. Ft.

Present
Value
$

(b)

Animal Husbandry and
Agricultural Engineering
Kibler
Ravenel Place
Land, Barn , et~.

___________________
..._____
_.__
V3r ious
2-3
1-2
45,834
222,000

Horticulture--15 unit s
Service Buildings, Barns

e.tc-.,
...
------------LYruj,Qys..,___2...,-..3____,.1_-....2_____l.,.6.a.,""'O.l4;1,_._-.:=c~}6'-.1,..,o~o..
o
Cherry Place Farms
Dept.--Animal Husbandry, etc.
30 units service buildings,
Various
barns, etc.
17 Assorted Buildings
North L. U. Area
, Various
Barns. sheds, etc.
31 Assorted Buildings
South L. U. Area
Barns, Sheds, etc.
Various
Totals

3-4

1-2

36.592

140.200

3-4

1

10 ,1 2lt

42.000

3-4

1

76 ;356

262,000.

184,920

752,200

NOTES:
(a) Condition: (1) EJ,cellent; (2) Good; (3) Poor; (4) Substandard,
(b) Type of Construction: (1) Wood frame or wood frame with bricl~ veneer; (2) Load
bearing masonry; (3) Steel frame with masonry walls; (l~) Reinforced concr~te

TABLE VIII-9
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CLEMSON AGRICUL '!URAL COI.J..EGE

Available for Capital Improvements from
January 1, 1950 thru October 31, 196o

Funds

1. From State Appropriations:
(a) Agricultural Engineering fuilding, 1950-51 •••.••••••••••• , •• $ 250,000
(b) New Chemistry fuilding, 1950-51, ................ $ 516,860
(c) New Steam Plant, 1950-51........................ 508,204
(d) Steam, Water, and Power Line Elctensions, 1950-51 274 1 935 1,300,000

New Student Laundry, 1953-54 ••••••••••••••.••••• $ 275,ooo
Additional Boiler to Steam Plant, 1953-54.......
154,000
Extension of Steam, Water, and Power Lines 1953-54 308,815
Enlargement of Water Filtration Plant, 1953-54..
95 1000

832,815

(i) Equipment for New Dormitories, 1954-55....................

298 1000

Total State Appropriations ••••••

$2,680,815

(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

2. From Revenue Bonds:
(a) Clemson House and Faculty Apartments, 1950 ••••• $2,500,000
(b) New Student Dormitories, 1954 .. , •••.•••.•.••••• 4.,000,000
(c) }larried Student and Faculty Housing, 1958 ••••••
835,ooo
(d) Dormitory Additions, i959 •••.••••••••••••••••••
115,ooo
( e ) Two New Dornti. tories, 1960 •••.•••••.•••••••••••••
890,000
(f) Expansion of Water Filtration System, 1960 •.•••
4.0o,ooo
Total Revenue Bonds ............. • $9,!iOO,OOO

3. From Tuition Bonds:
(a) R. F. Poole Agriculrural Center:
First Issue 4/1/54 •• •••••••• •••••••.••• $3,100,000
Second Issue 6/1/55, •.•••• ,., ••••••••• ,.
750,000
(b) Strucrural Science fuilding, Revovati on of Riggs
Hall, 1,000,000 Gal. Water Tank, and
College portion of Earle Hall, 11/1/57,. 2,100.,000
(c) Physics Building & Ravenel Water Facility 5/1/59 1,900,000
(d) Class Room Building, 5/1/60 ••.••••••••••••••••• 1,015,000
Total Tuition Bonds, ••••• , ••••• ,

$8,925,000

4. Statium notes: 10/1/57 and 10/1/60...................... .. .. . C 450,000

5.

Donated by Olin Foundation:
(a) Olin Hall (Ceramics Building), 1953.,, ••••••••• $ 654,105
(b) Earle Hall (Chemical Engineering Bldg) 1959, •• J.i234,622
Total Donated •••••••••••• •••••••

$1,888,727

6. Army Engineers for Sewer 'lrunk Line, 1960 ••••••••••••••••••••• $ 115 1000
GRAND TOTAL ........ ......... .. , •

11/8/60

$23 ,1~59 .,542
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RESEARCH AT CLEMSON
I. Introduction.
Organized research at Clemson prior to 1956-1957 was essentially the province of the School of Agriculture.

Since 1957, however, a concerted effort

has been underway to extend research, basic and applied, into the Schools of
Engineering and Textiles and the physical science departments.
accomplished.

Much has been

A Textile Research Department was organized early in 1958; and

the Engineering Experiment Station was given support and direction in 1959.
Also in 1959, the Ravenel Research Center was mapped out and made available
to industry.

Throughout the period research equipment has been acquired and

staff appointments . have been made with a view toward research improvement.
A research atmosphere has b~en arrived at on campus, and the College is on the
move in research matters.
The research faculty a,t Clemson number 115.

In addition to these, fifty-

five members of the teaching faculty have published research papers during
the academic year 1960-1961.

Research done by the research faculty is sup-

ported financially by the Cbllege or by grants of funds administered through
the comptroller's office.

Research carried out by members of the teaching faculty

includes projects supported by the college basic research fund (described later
in this chapter), projects supported by grants from foundations and the like,
and projects which are supported by the faculty members themselves.
ganization for research is as follows:

The or-
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Di rector, Exp • Sta •
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D, rector, Researc h

II. Funds Supporting Research Programs.
Important increases in funds for research have permitted expanded programs
in the various schools of the college.

The gradual increase.sin funds from

sponsored and appropriated sources have favored the orderly development of a
productive, progressive institutional research program.

A summary of the

funds available for research is as follows:

l. Engineering

From Sponsors
1958-59
1957-58
19,075
14,790

2. Physical &

Social Sciences
3. Textiles
4. Agriculture

1959-60
38,336

1960-61
39,089

11,000

12,000

24,000

31,395

17,067

16,397

40,103

85,031

113,385

99,430

252,608

258,881

From Appropriations
1. Federal

641,645

669,036

669,152

691,0l~4

2. State

633,569

668,019

668,019

815,362

3. Revolving

482,262

466,079

420,817

392 ,ooo

A title listing of sponsored research projects currently underway is
appended to this Self-Study an ;\opcndix "F".
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III. Faculty Opinion About Research.
During the past academic year a questionnaire concerning research was forwarded to faculty members who had evidenced an unusual interest in research.
Eighty-five of these questionnaires were returned and have been evaluated.

The

faculty was asked these five questions:
(1) What steps could the College take uhich would inspire you to an increased

research effort?
(2) l~1at specific areas of research do you think should be officially encouraged
at Clemson?
(3) Should the College employ full-time ~esearchers in all schools.
(4) What integration of research facilities should the College strive for?
(5) What suggestions do you have for the administration of an expanded
research program at Clemson?
Answers to Question One.

With some exceptions from the School of Agriculture,

all respondents to question one called for decreased teaching loads.

Additionally,

all respondents stated the need for improved salary scales which would reflect
tangible appreciation for research accomplished.

Of the two points, the first

(reduced teaching loads) was deemed the more important.

The Professors insis-

ted, incidentally, that decreased loads for researchers must not mean increased
loads as such for non-researchers.
About one-fourth of the respondents believed that an expanded research program would be possible if more teachers were allowed to do sponsored research
during the su!mler months.
More than two-thirds of the eighty-five Professors insisted that research
output would be increased if researchers were relieved of secretarial and "pickand-shovel" work.
searchers.

This feeling was ·especially strong among agricultural re-

Companion to this request for personnel assistance was a plea for

better financed research projects.

Hany researchers believe that the funds
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requested and/or received for sponsored projects are not sufficient to cover
total costs.
One Professor in five complained that the Library was not adequate for
full research in his field.

A few stated that laboratory space was lacking,

and a few complained of the distance between office and laboratory or green-

house.

Several respondents called for full travel pay and expenses to professional

meetings where research information could be exchanged and problems discussed.
About a dozen Professors believed the College should aid financially the educational efforts of those staff members who need advanced graduate training.
About half of the eighty-five respondents asked specifically for stronger
support of the Graduate School.

These men believed that a Graduate School which

attracted superior students would go far toward developing a research atmosphere
on the campus; and that graduate students would be of great value in assisting
with basic projects.
Answers to Question Two.

This question invited opinion as to areas of research

which Clemson should especially emphasize.

The concensus of the respondents

was that Engineering, Agriculture, Textiles, and the Physical Sciences deserve
most attention at Clemson.
About one-third of the Professors felt that financial support should go
mainly to projects aimed at benefiting South Carolina.

Most, however, insisted

that research in any area of interest, basic, applied, state or national, should
be encouraged.
Seventeen Professors believed that only basic research ought to be emphasized
on a college or university campus.

Six disagreed, and called for fullest sup-

port to research which would bring a money profit to the school.

A number of

Professors doubted the wisdom of atte.m pting research in such an expensive area
as nuclear engineering.

A small number questioned tangible support for research

in the social sciences or humanities.
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Answers to Questions Three, Four, and Five.

Question three asked for an opinion

regarding the appointment of full-time researchers throughout the College.
respondents split almost precisely--half favoring and half opposing.

The

Those

favoring made the point that such researchers, if appointed, should be expected
to aid in the direction of graduate theses and the offering of graduate seminar
courses.
Question four was concerned with the advisability of integration of research
facilities.

While all respondents agreed that college-wide staff cooperation

should be sought, they did not agree that research laboratories and/or equipment
should be integrated.

Such integration would work, they said, only in cases of

highly specialized and forbiddingly expensive equipment.

The Professors agreed

that the College ,rould profit by the establishment of some college-wide laboratory facilities--for instance,· in the areas of spectographic and tracer instruments.
Question five asked for faculty opinion concerning the appointment of a
full-time research director.

About half the respondents believed that such a

director would serve no useful purpose.

These people suggested either a faculty

research committee or a committee of deans and department heads.

Most respondents

did state the need for a "contact" man to seek funds and gather information concerning the availability of research grants.

The questionnaire answers reflected

a fear that a research director might tend to think of himself as an assigner of
projects rather than a coordinator of research activity as such.
IV. Facil;ties and Programs.
School of E;_n g,ineering
Ceramic Engineering.

A grant from the Olin Foundation has provided Clemson with

excellent research facilities in Ceramic Engineering.

These facilities include

equipment for most research problems. which are associated with the ceramic industry.

Basic research in the department is now carried out in connection with

the graduate program.

Typical of the topics included in this program have been

a study of why vermiculite exfoliates and the development of a new theory for
copper-heading enamels.
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The Ceramic Engineering Department has been active in development work, much
of it in cooperation with the State Development Board.

This work has had as its

objective the increased utilization of the state's natural resources.

Work done

on shales provided the basis for a $3,000,000 expansion of our local clay products industry.

A study of the ion-exchange characteristics of vermiculite is

now providing the impetus for a development of a commercial p~ocess of radioactive waste disposal using South Carolina materials.
Research underway and projected includes (1) The Development of new uses
for ~anite; (2) Fundamental investigations of Clay Properties, (3) Development
of a new method for making quarry tile; (4) Investigation of the feasibility of
producing light weight concrete aggregates from granite screenings; (5) Developme~t of new techniques for spectrographic analysis of ceramic materials; and
(6) S~udy of super-lattices in. magnesium oxide-metal. oxide solid solutions.

Chemical Engineering.

Since September, 1959, the Chemical Engineering Depart-

ment has been located in a new building with outstandingly good laboratories
and equipment.

The building with equipment is a second major gift to Clemson

by the Olin Foundation.

Currently the department i~ engaged in several research projects, among them
being:

(1) A three-year study of the characteristics of non-mechanical devices

~o replace mechanical devices in ratio-chemical processing.

ktomic Energy Commission).

(Sponsored by the

(2) A sponsored study of industrial waste treatment.

(3) A study of the uses and recovery of valuable materials from the fly ash of
industrial power plants.

(4) Development of a new method of producing powdered

tantalum hydride.
Research projected by Chemical Engineering includes studies in the recovery

of fiavor materials from fruits and berries, and studies in mineral recovery from
low-grade ores.
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Civil Engineer i ng.
September , 1958.

The Civil Engineering Depar t ment occupied new quarters in
This department has the equipment necessary to conduct r e -

search programs, basic and developmental, i n many areas.

During the past few

years the department has carried out research projects which serve to demonstrate future possibilities.

Among t hese pr o j ect s are :

aggregates for economical concrete mixtures .
ing capacity of various types of soils.
disposal for small municipaliti es .

(1) The use of local

(2) Specifications as to the bear-

(3) The lagoon i ng method of sewage

(4) A comparison of results from different

techniques in serial photography for mapping purposes.

(5) Cracking and per-

formance o f asphaltic wearing surfaces of certain highway section.
Electrical Engineering.

The laboratory facilities of the Electrical Engineering

Department have been developed primarily f or

under graduate teaching.

However,

certain items ar e suitable for bot h ins t r uct ion and research, among them being :
(1) High-speed oscilloscopes and other rel ated e l ectronic equipment suitable for
nuclear-instrumentation studies.
and calibrat ion equipment.

(2) Standard electrical me asuring instruments

(3) Frequency and t i me-measuring devices suitable

for measuring short time intervals or high frequenc ies with great accuracy.
(4) A hydraulic analog system suitable for provi ding design information for
cities where water systems are being studied.
Res earch projects underway in the Department include (1) A method of controling t emperature in a ceramic kiln; (2) An experimental Investigation of a
tranfor rnarless d-c transistorized audio-power- amplif i er output stage; (3) A
method of visual demonstration of FM; and (4) A dir ect-current analyzer for
small water distribution systems.

Engineering Mechanics.

The Engineering Mechanics Department has equipment

necessary t o conduct research in two general fie l ds:

investigations of the

use of solid materials as load bearing members; and inves tigations in hydraulic
and hydrologic areas.
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At present the department has research underway dealing with the use of
Photostress equipment in the quantitative analysis of stress distribution in
the inelastic range.
Mechanical Engineering.

The facilities available to the Mechanical Engineering

Department which can be used for research consist primarily of instrumentation.
Instruments are available for measuring the heating value of gaseous fuels, the
very rapidly-varying pressures of gases in containers, and the very rapidlyvarying gas velocities.

In addition, the department has on order the necessary

equipment for basic investigations necessary for predicting performance in high
altitude rocket and missile work.
An

example of the work that has been done is an investigation of air

pressure drops in Sonotubes and the measurement of the coefficient of heat
transfer of the materials of which Sonotubes are made.

Currently this department

is conducting an investigation of a device for use in determining the percentage
of a gas which exists in the dissociated state within a volume of gas.
The Physical Sciences
At Clemson the Physical Sciences include Chemistry, Geology, and Physics.
Until recently research in these areas was done by men employed solely as teachers; hence research has been an after-hours interest.

Nonetheless during the

past five years four chemists, one geologist, and four physicists have compiled noteworthy research records.

Five of these men, on their own initiative,

have recently obtained government research grants.
Research done in the physical sciences has been to a large degree basic,
and the projects have reflected researchers' individual interests.
Chemistry and Geology.

The Department of Chemistry and Geology is housed in a

modern building with labor atory facilities which range from very good to excellent, both for current uses and for expanded research activities.
significant in this connection is the radioisotope laboratory.

Especially

2CJ9

Research currently underway in Chemistry and Geology inclu~E:6 these project~:
(1) A Study of Geometrical Isomers; (2) A Study of the Eiels-Alder Reaction uith
Some Substituted Quinones; (3) The Synthesis of Potential Anti-Cancer Agents
(National Institute of Health); (4) A Study of the Hofman Reaction with Substituted Phthalamides; (,) Reduction of Dicarbonyl Compounds; (6) Conversion of
Resin Acids to Sterbid Analogs (National Institute of Health); (7) Substances
Related to the Cevine Alkaloids (National Institute of Health); (8) Total Synthesis of Lunacrine; (9) Synthesis of Substances Related to the Iboga Alkaloids (Faculty
Research Fund); (10) Synthesis of Pentalene Ring System (Research Corporation);
(11) Synthesis and Rearrangement of a Novel Dienone; (12) The Re l ationship of
Hammett Sigma Functions to Higratory Aptitudes; (13)· The Acid Catalyzed Rearrange ment of 1-phenyl-2-methylpropane-l, 2 diol; (14) Development of a Qualitative
Test for Phenols; (15) Development of a ~olorimetric Reagent for Calcium; (16)
Sorption of Water Vapor by Crosslinked Hydrophilic Membranes (Paint Research
Institute); Thermal Reactions in Membranes Composed of Maleic Anhydride-Vinyl
Copolymers; (18) Electrochcmistry of Thermally Degraded Oxidized Polyvinyl Alcohol Membranes; (19) Pressure Effects on the Solubility of Dicarboxylic Acids in
Various Solvents; (20) A Direct Potentiometric Method for the Separation and
Estimation of Alkali Metal Ions (Faculty Research Fund); (21) A Geological Survey of Pickens County (State Development Board) ; (22) A Geologica). Survey of
Oconee County (State Development Board) .
Physics.

Research now being conducted by members of the physics staff includes

sol id state investigations using x-ray diffraction techniques, and Hal l coefficient
measurements in semiconductors using high magnetic fields and electron microscopy.
Textile Research
Research and development have b~en recognized activities in the School of
Textiles from its inception.

Since World Har II, this work has been expanded;

and in January, 1958, a separate Textile Research Department was authorh:ed an<l
established.
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Facilities for Textile Research at Clemson are superior.

The Textile Build-

ing is modern and contains laboratories adequate for expansion.

These labora-

tories are supplemented by the presence on the campus of the Agricultural Experiment Station, the USDA Southeastern Experimental Gin, the USDA One-Thousand
Spindle Spinning facility, and the Agricultural Marketing Service
sion Laboratories.

Cotton Divi-

These several units, working in harmony with Clemson Textile

Research Department, make Clemson the center of cotton research in the United
States.
Accomplishments in Textile Research at Clemson include more than fifty
separate improvements in textile machin~ry; more than thirty published studies
of X-ray and microscopic investigations of cotton and other fibers; and numerous
industrially sponsored projects.
in spinning and bleaching.
from the U.

s.

Noteworthy experimental work has been done

Several of these programs were sponsored by grants

Department of Agriculture.

Others were and are sponsored by the

Sirrine Textile Foundation and by individual textile concerns.
An investigation to develpp elasticized cotton yarn has been underway dur-

ing the past two years and has been quite successful.

During the course of

this project, the first all-cotton stretch sock has been developed at Clemson.
Projects now underway in the Textile Research Department at Clemson include the following:
For the Department of Agriculture:

(a) Experimental Warping and Slashing;

(b) Treatment of Cotton Fibers with Resins and Rubber Latices; (c) Development
of Elasticized Cotton Yarn~ (d) Evaluation of the Weaving and Finishing Performance of Cottons Harvested and Ginned Under Varying Conditions; (e) A Combing Study of Cottons H..arvested by Various Ginning and Harvesting Practices.
For Private Corporations:

(a) Evaluation of Experimental Materials for

Dow

Chemical Corporation; {b) Factors Influencing Mass Cohesion for E. I. DuPont de
Nemours and Company, (c) Fabric Evaluation for Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company;
(d) Improvement in Dyeing and Wet Processing Methods for United Merchants and
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Manufacturers, Inc.; (e) Evaluation of Experimental ChemicaliJfor Shell Development Company; (f) Evaluation of Experimental Chemicals as a Wool Protection Agent
for A. E. Staley Manufacturing Company; (g) Evaluation of Experimental Materials

as a Warp Size for Buckeye Cellulose Corporation; (h) Bleaching Evaluation for
the Food Machinery and Chemical Corporation; and (i) Experimental Yarn Development for American Cynamid Company.
Agriculture

In accord with its dual function of teaching and public service, the School
of Agriculture at Clemson has carried out through its experiment stations a
varied program of applied and basic research.
The research output of the School of· Agriculture has been large.

More than

1500 articles, leaflets, bulletins and books have been written and distributed
by Experiment Station personnel during the past decade.

Important basic re-

search has been ·done in food preservation, soil chemistry, animal breeding,

crop improvement and fruit and vegetable strains.

More than two hundred projects

of all types are currently in progress.
Staff and physical facilities for research in Agriculture are excellent.
The laboratories are modern and equipped for projected expansion of research
activities.

Current research in Agriculture is following these lines:
(1) Research in Beef Cattle. Swine, and Sheep, including:

methods of

producing slaughter and feeder cattle and sheep; systems of fattening swine;
internal parasites in cattle; production of early high quality lambs; and the
breeding, management, and feeding of dairy cattle.
(2) Farm Management. Farm Adjustments, and Product Merchandising.
(3) Farm Mechanieation, including:

Cotton mechanization, handling, storage,

and ginning; minimum tillage; sub-soiling for field and vegetable crops; dehydrating and pelleting of southern forages; and causes of nonfluffed cotton.
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(4) Field Crops, including:

more satisfactory methods of harvesting, hand-

ling, and curing tobacco; improvement in breeding of cotton, tobacco, and other

field crops; variety evaluation in testing agronomic and special crops; and
soybean management experiments.

(5) Food. Nutrition. and Home Economics, including:

the development of

new products suitable from production of agriculturally based industries, and
factors affecting the nutritional value of foods and feeds.

(6) Grasses and Forage Crops.
(7) Horticulture and Special Crops, including:

mineral nutrition of peaches

and grapes; evaluation of varieties and rootstocks-peaches, grapes, vegetables,
and ornamentals; chemical thinning of peaches; weed control in ornamental nursery
crops; breeding peppers, sweet potatoes, southern peas, cantaloupes, cucumbers,
and sesame; cultural practices with peaches and small fruits; post-harvest physiology of fruits and vegetables; processing of fruits and vegetables; and the
effects of sea weed on fruits and vegetable growth.
(8) Insects and Parasites, including:

projects designed to develop or im-

prove control measures for destructive pests of peaches and other fruit, vegetable crops, cotton, tobacco, corn and small grain, forage and pasture, and
forests and forest products.

In addition general projects cover analysis of

insecticide residues in crops and soils, surveys of potential pests, pollination
by bees, and basic research in biology.
(9) Plant Diseases and Weed Control, including:

peach disease studies with

emphasis on root-knot and bacteriosis; small grain and perennial pasture grass

problems; problems associated with the lack of persistence of ~?hite clover; breeding for disease resistance in various crops; disease control in ornamentals nnd
lawns; weed control in row crops and _pastures, with emphasis on cotton, corn,
and soybeans; disease control in vegetables with emphasis on cucurbits and toma-

toes, and disease control in South Carolina forests.
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(10) Poultry, including:

effects of management of turkey males and fertility;

effects of feeds and non-nutrient additives on egg production, hatchability and
growth in chickens; effects of feeds and feeding methods in growing female chickens
and their reproduction and livability; and studies in the control of certain
prevalent diseases and hemorrhages of poultry.
(11) Soil Fertility and Fertilizers.

~1uch research at Clemson is directed

toward the solution of cropping problems resulting from low fertility.

Limited

studies concerned with the improvement of the fertility of many soils of South
Carolina are now under way.

Crop rotation studies and the necessity for apply-

ing nutrients, as well as the determination of amounts to apply are being investigated.
(12) Forestry, including:

Site preparation prior to tree planting; direct

seeding of pines and grading of trees for reforestation purposes; fertilization
of loblolly pines; introduction of exotic species; and conversion of inferior
stands to valuable ones.
V. The Faculty Basic Research Committee.
The Faculty Basic Research Committee is appointed by the Dean of the College.

Its function is to make decisions concerning requests for funds to fi-

nance personal research by members of the faculty.

This co!Tlllittee controls

both the Claude W. Kress Endomnent Research Fund and the gifts to Faculty
Basic Research from the Clemson Alumni Loyalty Fund.

The annual income from

the Claude W. Kress gift to the college and royalties from the sale of books
whose publication was supported by this fund is used for faculty research.

During the last five years the income from this source has been $35,000.

The

faculty research grants from the Clemson Alumni were started in 1959 with a
gift of $2400.
1961.

Three thousand dollars were contributed in 1960 and $7000 in
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Research of all types are supported by these two funds.

However, work

toward an advanced degree is specifically excluded and none of these monies
may be used to pay salaries or wages to the person receiving the grant, or to
any other Clemson College faculty member.
A listing of the research grants that have been made to faculty members
through the Faculty Basic Research Conunittee for the last five years follows.

Table IX - 1
Faculty Basic Research Committee Grants, 1956-1961
Project No.

Title

.Date and Amount

114

Interlibrary Loan Materials

1957

$400.00

115

Service Charges on Patents

1957

231.00

116

Fiber X-Ray Research

1956

600.00

117

"The French Army, A Factor in Hitler's
Diplomacy"

1956

376.30

A Study of Transformations of Solids
by X-Ray Diffraction

19561961

"Charles Gildon: A Study of his Work
as Professional Man of Letters,
Creative Writer, and Critic"

1956

552.00

120-121

Service Charges on Patents

1956

1,197.14

122

Clemson Nature Study Leaflets

1959

1,500.00

123

"A History of Georgia, 1790-1800"

1957

500.00

124

"Crime and Control of the Criminal in
s. c., 1790-1860"

1957

2,500.00

125-127

Service Charges on Patents

1957

1,717.00

128

"A Short History of S.

1958

1,750.00

129

"The Remilitarization of the Rhineland"

1958

477 .oo

130

Basic Research in High Speed Computer
Components and Techniques

1958

200.00

131

"The Robert Newman Gourdin Papers"

1959

393.00

132

"The Flight of Loyalists From the
Carolinas and Georgia During the
American Revolution"

1959

225.00

118
119

c.

Since 1865 11

13,402.75
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Project No.
133

Title

Date and Amount

A Study of the Resistivity of Thin Metallic
Films

1959

$150.00

A Study of Heat Transfer from
Dissassociated Gases

1959

800.00

135

"Kiderlan-Wachter and German Foreign Policy"

1959

559.00

136

Research in Fine Arts Oil Paintings

1959

300.00

137

Weathering Sequences in Amphobolite
Feldspar Rocks in Pickens County, S. C.

1960

5,763.64

"A Study of the Records and Documents
of the Dispensary"

1960

162.00

The Synthesis of a Compound Related to
the Iboga Alkaloids

1961

1,450.00

140

Low Temperature X-Ray Diffraction Studies

1960

350.00

141

"The Diary of Floride Clemson"

1960

1,750.00

142

A Direct Electrochemical Method for the
Separation and Estimation of Alkali
Metal ions

1961

1,695.00

134

138
139

VI. The Ravenel Research Center.
In 1958-59 President R. C. Edwards envisioned and planned the Ravenel Research Center.

This 200 acre tract of land, supplied with water and all uti-

lities, is located at the northwest edge of the main college campus.
The center was recently described in these words by President Edwards:
"The establishment and expected growth of the Ravenel Research Center of
Clemson College will have far-reaching impact upon the growth and development
of South Carolina, upon the expansion of the state's existing industries and
upon the development of n@lJ industries."
"The Research· Center is located on approximately 200 acres northwest of
the main Clemson College campus.

A minimum of nine and as many as 12 different

research building sites are available to industrial organizations desiring to
establish research installations here."
"It is anticipated that the area will develop into a modern center for
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diversified industrial research that could well be the most significant technological development in South Carolina since the establishment of Clemson College, the land-grant college of this state. 11
"The initial unit of the center has been completed and is in operation.
This is the 40,000 square-foot Saco-Lowell research building.

The Saco-Lowell

Shops were moved to the Ravenel Research Center from Biddeford, Maine.

Saco-

Lowell is one of America's principal manufacturers of textile equipment and
the creator of many textile techniques and methods. 11
"Clemson College has a tremendous responsibility and an outstanding opportunity to render a real service in assisting with the continuing rapid expansion of South Carolina and the Southeqst by expanding research programs in
all areas.

We expect to contribute in every way possible to the economic

growth of our state by cooperating in every way with the State Development
Board and other . agencies of state government concerned with this vital growth . 11
To date the faculties of the College have had no specific part in the development of the Ravenel Center.

As the Center takes shape it is expectc<l

that faculty people, especially in the engineering and physical science areas,
will be involved in consultant capacities.
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SPECIAL ACTIVITIES
The Summer School
Traditionally, courses in the sununer school at Clemson have been offered
for three groups:
1. Those undergraduate students who have failed courses in
the regular sessions;
2. Those undergraduate students who desire to accelerate; and
3. Those elementary and secondary public school teachers in the
Clemson area who wish to complete requirements for degrees
or who wish to fulfill certification requirements.
Presumably, as long as courses are offered which will meet the needs of these
three groups, the sununer school at Clemson can continue to function as it has
in the past, as a kind of auxiliary to the regular two semester academic year.
A tentative statistical study of summer school enrollment was provided
for this study by the Registrar's office.

A cursory examination of the re-

port revealed that for the past ten sununers the heaviest concentrations of
students have been in Accounting, Freshman Chemistry, Civil Engineering, Economics, Education, Englis h , Government, History, Mathematics, Engineering
Mechanics, Physics, and Zoology.

Apparently it can be deduced that because

much of the work in these areas is required of the bulk of the students here
a good portion of this enrollment consists of students making up failed work.
A second fact derived f rom studying the report was that in 1950 the
college offered about 200 courses in the summer and in 1960 about 160.

Whether

this reduction in courses offered results from lessening demand or from other
causes there is no way of knowing.

.

A significant portion of the reduction is

in offerings in Education.
In recent years the "regular

summer session has lasted nine weeks with

students enrolled allowed to take up to 11 credits, although the average load
for students has been 9 hours.

In addition to this "regular" session, some
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courses running three weeks and some running six weeks have also been offered.
Until 1959, the bulk of these shorter sessions have been offered in Education;
in 1959 a few courses were also offered for six weeks in Arts and Sciences.
In the past the sununer school program has been financed on a "pay-as-you-go"
basis, and is thus intended to be self-supporting.

In some summers the cost of

instruction was greater than receipts from tuition; in others receipts exceeded
instructional costs.

During a ten year history, full-load teacher pay for

sununer school has increased from $)00 to $1400.
There appear to be four choices in planning for summer sessions at Clemson.
The first of these is to abandon the sununer session entirely.
now being exerted on colleges this would be unconscionable.

With the pressures
A second choice is

to continue to run the summer school session in the future just as it has been
run in the past.

It obviously does provide a service to the three groups named

earlier, and this choice has the administrative advantage of familiarity.
The third and fourth choices derive from an awareness of certain new elements in the educational picture at Clemson.
The first of these is the increased number of married students housed here .
Many of the student wives work in college offices, and presumably they are here
on a twelve months basis.

Their husbands, therefore, swell the number of thos e

wishing to accelerate by going to school in the summertime.
A second group growing in number consists of the graduate students enrolled in expanding graduate programs on campus.

Graduate students go to col-

lege the year around, and the Dean of the Graduate School avers that one deterrent to graduate work at Clemson

•

in the past has been the paucity of graduate

level offerings in the summertime.
A third group to whom an expanded summer session would appeal is more
nebulous.

Students attending summer schools are likely to go to schools near

their homes.

As the population of this area grows, more students who normally

attend other colleges may want to accelerate at Clemson during the summer.
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One final group is perhaps also worth considering.

Increasing industriali-

zation in the Piedmont area affects our sociology in many ways.

It is quite

possible that Clemson can serve in this industrialization in various ways by
running non-credit short courses, seminars, institutes, and the like for
workers and management alike at various times during the year, but in the summer especially.
In addition to the possibilities inherent in these groups of students,
other developments in the state and in the area may affect the future of the
summer school.
For example, Clemson, like all other colleges, must deal with the boom in
college attendance.

It is already doing that by expanding its physical faci-

lities and by preliminary efforts to make more efficient use of those facilities.

As yet, however, the use of those facilities in the summertime is not

efficient.

More and more of our buildings are now air conditioned and with

careful planning efficient use of these could be made in summer.
The co-educational nature of the college has been hampered by the lack
of dormitory space for women.

While it is not possible to house women in

dormitories during the regular session, it might well be feasible to open the
quadrangle of old dormitories for women students in the sununer, thereby increasing the college's service to women in South Carolina.
Students often are drawn to schools for summer sessions for recreational
as well as academic reasons.

In the past Clemson has made no attempts to ex-

plait the recreational possibilities it has had in attracting students to
summer sessions.

.

In the near future, the college will be able to offer the

finest recreational area available in the state.

Not only are the mountains

accessible, as they have always been, but we will soon have a recreation center
on campus and, above all, the recreational potential of Hartwell Lake which
will surround us.
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Bearing in mind, then, increased numbers of undergraduate students to educate, increased numbers of married students on campus the year round, increased
numbers of graduate students, increased local population to draw from for the
summer sessions, more efficient use of facilities already available, and increasing potential for recreation in the area, two additional choices are
available for sununer school planning.
The first of these is to expand the basic program into a full semester of
work, going to a trimester system such as that recently advocated by President
Kirk of Columbia University.

This requires a re-alignment of thinking involving

the whole "school year" and probably would be feasible only if actuated throughout the state's public school and publically-supported college system.

The

College is studying the advantages and disadvantages of this "trimester" system.
The final choice would be to expand the service of the college in the summer by making more flexible the whole summer school activity.

This would in-

volve:
1. Conceiving of the sununer school as a part of the total college educational endeavor and not as an adjunct to that endeavor;
2. Providing for su~r education in the annual budget for the college;
3. Increasing course qfferings as needed on all levels through a basic
session consisting ~f two six-week periods;
4. Providing for flexibility in length of sessions so that those which
should take longer pr shorter than six weeks can be offered;
5. Increasing facilities for housing available for women students;
6. Enlarging the concept of Clemson as an educational center by encouragement of seminars, short courses, institutes and the like
offered both for credit and not for credit, largely in the summertime;
7. Promoting Clemson's summer educational program through all media,
emphasizing both educational and recreational virtues available
at Clemson in the ~ummer.
The Self-Study Committee feels that if Clemson is going to do all it can
to serve the cause of higher education in South Carolina that the college ought
to explore further the possibilities for service inherant in this final choice
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of plans for sununer school programs.

ADDENDUM
During the summer of 1961 the Educational Council has approved a new program for summer school, to be implemented in 1962.

Based on the report of

the Self-Study Summer School Committee, a reconunendation from the Faculty
Senate, and a letter from the faculty of the School of Arts and Sciences, the
Educational Council decided as follows:
(1) That beginning with the 1962 Surmner Session, Clemson College will
offer two summer terms of six-weeks each, replacing the nine-week
term which has been offered in the past.
(2) That no student will be authorized to enroll for more than seven
credit hours of work in a six-week term.
(3) That a full teaching load for a six-week term will consist of
6-7 credit hours or 18-20 clock hours of work.
(4) That a director of Summer Sessions will be appointed.
(5) That the tuition charges per credit hour be adjusted in view
of the extra costs of the proposed two-term program.
In taking the above action, it was understood that certain courses may
require scheduling over the full twelve-week period, and that these will be
allowable on recommendation of the faculty schedule committee.

It was also

understood that certain special programs, such as the forestry sununer camp,
will continue to operate on a nine-week basis.
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TABLE X-1
Sununer School Enrollment, 1948-1960
Sununer Session

Regular NineWeeks Program

Other
Programs

Total

1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

1113
1186
989
902
641
677
778
808
852
906
983
900
925

184
216
271
201
199
233
247
329
244
214
206
274
300

1297
1402
1260
1103
840
910
1025
1137
1096
1120
1189
1174
1225

SUMMER INSTITUTE FOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
Clemson has had a summer institute for high school teachers of science
and mathematics for the last four years.

This institute program was first s et

up on a limited basis and financ ed by contributions from industries in this
area.

For the past three years the institute has received financial support

from the National Science Foundation, and this support has allowed stipends
for the participants, travel expenses and tuition remission.
Clemson conducts this institute for the express purpose of raising the
level of science and mathematics teaching in the state and region.

The college

has on its staff dedicated teachers who are deeply interested in this problem.
In addition, outstanding faculty members not teaching in the institute are ~lso
available for lectures for the group.

The college plant lends itself admirably

to the conduct of such an institute, as the laboratories and libraries are available to the participants.

Having such a program on the campus allows the college
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to make use of facilities which would not otherwise be used, thus approaching
closer to the concept of a year-round utilization of both college personnel
and plant.

The one supreme goal, however, is the improvement of high school

teaching--all others are secondary.
The institute is administered by a director, a faculty member who handles
the paper work involved, and who also serves as liaison between the college
and the National Science Foundation.

Participants are selected by a conunittee

of the institute faculty, and provide a nucleus of students for the degree
'Master of Education in Science Teaching."
The program provides a core of subject matter courses in which modern
theories of the various sciences are taught.
in the institute, and there are no

11

No "methods" courses are taught

refresher" courses--this is a program in

which the sciences themselves are emphasized, not the teaching of science.
This institute allows the better students to return for more than one summer
and to obtain the degree, "Master of Education in Science Teaching".

Thus it

serves not only to improve the teacher in his teaching specialty, but by allowing study to a graduate degree it is hoped that this program will engender
pride and a feeling of accomplishment on the part of the individual teacher.
It is also thought that this program will help to serve as a means of halting
the flow of good teachers from the classroom to industry.
This program is self-supporting, except for indirect costs (classroom
use, etc.) which are not readily determined.
the faculty who participate in it as teachers.

The program is controlled by
Other such Institutes are held

in the state, but while this implies duplication of a sort, all Institutes have
had and are having full enrollments.
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SPECIAL ACTIVITIES IN AGRICULTURE
The Extension Service.

This special activity of the School of Agriculture is

jointly sponsored by the State of South Carolina (through Clemson College) and
the federal government (through the United States Department of Agriculture).
The service has its own director and other administrators, its own budget, and
it currently employs 359 people.

The administrative offices are at the College

(in Long Hall) and its director is responsible to the Dean of Agriculture, the
Dean of the College, and the College President.

The current budget for the

service is $2,693,216.52, and these funds are under the accounting jurisdiction
of the Comptroller of the College.
A critical self-study of the Extension Service has been made and is a part

of Volume I of the Self-Study for Agriculture.
The job of the Extension Service is to make available to farmers, homemakers, rural boys and girls, and others the results of research and successful
farm and home experience in agriculture and home economics, and assist them
through interpretation, practical demonstrations and otherwise in applying
this information to improve their farms , their homes, and their collUllunities
to the end that they may build and maintain a sound and progressive agriculture
and rural life.
The focal point of the extension program is the county extension staff
consisting of a county agent, who serves as county extension leader; a county
home demonstration agent, who serves as associate county leader, and a staff
of associate and assistant agents, varying with the number of farms in each
county.

.

Negro agricultural agents and Negro home demonstration agents are a

part of the county staff in those counties having the largest number of Negro
farmers.
For supervisory purposes the counties are grouped into three extension
districts, each under a distr.ict agent and an associate district agent.
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In each county a County Agricultural Conunittee composed of representative
farmers and farm women serve in an advisory capacity to the county extension
agents in the development and conduct of the extension program.
Extension specialists in agriculture and home economics are responsible
for training county extension workers and keeping them up to date on the results of research and other new developments in agriculture and home economics.
They also prepare most of the literature used by county personnel such as bulletins, circulars, etc.
The Extension Service carries agricultural information to rural people by
means of farm and home visits and conferences, training meetings, demonstrations, newspaper articles, bulletins, letters, radio programs, television broadcasts, visual aids, exhibits, and other means.
Extension Youth Work.

Four-H Clubs are voluntary organizations of rural boys

and girls under the supervision of county extension workers and local voluntary
adult conununity leaders, who train these boys and girls in agriculture, home
economics, leadership, citizenship, and health.

Each 4-H Club member carries a

farm, home or other project through to completion each year, and thus
by doing.

learns

In 1960 the enrollment of South Carolina rural boys and girls in

4-H Club work totaled 65,015.
Special Programs of Extension Work are developed from time to time to meet

specific needs of rural people.
~

Important among these are {l) Community Develop-

through w~1ich rural communities are assisted in organizing under their own

leadership and in developing a program of community improvement; (2) Rural Area
Development, aimed at assisting people on an area basis to develop resources to
their full potential; (3) Farm and Home Development, through which farm families
are assisted in resolving their problems, evaluating their resources and developing a farm and home plan to solve their problems and make the best use of these
resources; (4) Intensive Cotton Pror,rarn

directed toward the economical produc-

tion of high yields per acre of high quality cotton on South Carolina farms and
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stabilizing the state's cotton acreage; (5) Small Grains Program, a program to
improve the yields and quality of the small grains crop produced in the state.
Farm and Home Week.

Farm families are invited to Clemson during mid-August to

live on campus and to attend three or four days of lectures and demonstrations
on modern agriculture.

Special attractions are such events as Young Folks Day,

the 4-H Talent Show and Fashion Show, a display of a million dollars worth of
farm machinery and other exhibits.

More than 15000 people attend part or all

of this annual event.
An event similar to Farm and Home Week is held each year at Florence,

South Carolina, sponsored by the Clemson College School of Agriculture and the
Florence Chamber of Convnerce.

Two full days are devoted to educational farm

programs on home economics, cotton, tobacco, truck crops, and l ivestock.

In-

dustry has cooperated by providing an outstanding display of agricultural equipment.

Short Courses.

Short courses in agriculture at Clemson are numerous and gen-

erally well-attended.

The time period for each course may be concentrated into

several days or spread over sixteen weeks.

Courses are generally conducted at

Clemson, but may be approved for locations away from the campus.

Recent short

courses include the artifLcial breeding of farm animals, the diagnosis of poultry diseases, poultry management practices, butter fat testing, and cotton classing and marketing.
Conferences, Seminars and I r-1eetings.
special needs.

These "short courses" are designed to meet

They rarel~ meet for longer than two or three days.

Illustra-

•
tions of recent meetings are Tractor Maintenance; Procedures for Pest Control

Operators; Pesticides, Fungxcides, Herbicides and other agricultural chemicals;
Dairy Production Practices; the Grad~ng of Livestock and Meat Products; Horticulture Crops Production; Small Grain Production; and the Economics of Forest
Production.
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Livestock- Poul try Health Department Activities.

Operating under a cooperative

agr eement with t he college and the Animal Disease Eradication Division of the
Agricul tural Research Service , U.S.D . A. , the Livestock-Poultry Health Department
has headquarters at Columbia in a modern diagnostic laboratory.

This laboratory

provides t he technical skills and facil ities necessary for determining the causes
of diseases in l ivestock and pou l try .

Major projects include Brucellosis, Tuber-

c ulosis , Hog Cholera, Vesicular and other exotic diseases, auction markets, the
movement of l ives t ock into the State , and diagnostic services .

The director of

t his work has police powers and is a joint-employee of the State and the federal
gover nment.
A c ritica l eval uation of the Department is bound with Vol ume I of the Sel fStudy of t he School of Agriculture .
Fert i l izer Inspect i on and Analysis Department.

For many years the collection

of a fertilizer t ax suppl ied the funds necessary to operate Clemson College.
The tax now goes to the Seate Treasury, but the College continues to have the
r e sponsibil i t y f or the inspecti on and analysis of fertilizers in South Carolina,
A s taff of inspectors and chemists supervise the registration, labe l ing and
s ale of all fertilizer s in the State.

The service operates through a board of

control s elected from the Clemson College Board of Trustees, who are responsibl e f or enforcement of the provisions of the South Carolina Fertilizer Law.

A

c ritical review of the work of this agency is bound with Volume I of the SelfStudy of t he School of Agriculture.
The Crop Pest Commission.

The agricultural committee of the Board of Trustees

funct ions as the State Crop Pest Commission.

Several state laws authorize t\le

convniss i on to regul ate the movement of plant material , the control and eradication of i nsect and diseases of plants, and the sale or distribution of registered
pes t icide chemical s sol d for agricultural purposes .
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The commission operates through a State Entomologist and a State Plant
Pathologist.

Both are administrative personnel of the School of Agriculture.

The commission supervises nursery and greenhouse inspection; vegetable
plant importation; insect control on forest lands; the South Carolina Economic
poison law; the honey bee inspection program; and the eradication of dangerous
introduced pests.
Seed Certification Department.

Under the State Seed Certification Act, this

department has responsibility for the maintenance, production, and distribution of breeder and foundation seed which is recommended for use by the South
Carolina Experiment Station, other State Experiment Stations, and the United
States Department of Agriculture.

The department also develops rules for

certification of crops, makes inspections, and develops educational material
on the merits of registered and certified seed.

The Department Head serves

as Executive Secretary of the South Carolina Crop Improvement Association.
A critical study of the department is bound with Volume I of the Self-Study
of the School of Agriculture.
Soil Testing Laboratory.

Clemson College established a laboratory for testing

soils earlier than did any other Southern State.

For twenty years pioneer work

in soil testing was carried out in the department of agronomy.

Finally

in 1950 an aggressive farm movement developed and the state legislature voted
to establish and finance a separate soil testing laboratory at Clemson.
During the decade the laboratory has expanded its capacity to a maximum
of 2000 samples per week.
day period.

Samples received are reported out within a seven

County Agents using laboratory data from these tests recommend

to farmers the correct ratio of plant food and the amount of lime and fertili zer needed to return an adequate yield.
search function as such.

The laboratory has no teaching or re-
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SPECIAL ACTIVITIES IN ENGINEERING
The public service activities of the School of Engineering have been confined primarily to conferences, meetings, and short courses, held on the campus.
These activities are all self-supporting.

Where funds from special sources

are received, they have been so described under the particular program.

Other-

wise the activity is supported by charging participants a registration or
tuition fee.
The main objective of such courses is the dissemination of information
on new materials, techniques, theories, and applications in the various fields

of engineering to the practicing engineers in our state and area.
Ceramic Engineering.

A

short school for plant operators of ceramic plants of

the nation is held at Clemson each year.

The Ceramic Engineering Department

always participates in the program, and on alternate years actually conducts

the school.
In addition, during the past few years two meetings of the Southeastern
Section of the American Ceramics Society, one meeting of the Basic Science Division, and one meeting of the Structural Clay Division of the American Ceramics
Society have been held at Clemson.

These programs are primarily the develop-

ments of the head of the department of Ceramic Engineering.

His interest in

public service activities and his standing in his field was recently recognized
by his election to the National Metallurgy and Ceramics Foundation, Inc.
Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering.

During the past two years, three night

courses in Basic Metallurgy have been given for industrial people in the area
served by the College.

Lectures and demonstrations were given by Dr. J. T. ~1cCor-

mack and Professor E. J, Freeman.

The total number of persons enrolled in the

three courses was 164.
During the past year, Dr. McCormack and Professor Freeman also conducted
a short course in Heat Treating.
Civil Engineering.

Attendance for this course was 60.

Each second or third year the Civil Engineering Department
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offers a surveying refresher course to the land surveyors of the rc~ion.

ny

means of these courses, the surveyors are acquainted Hith the latest develop ments in instruments and techniques.

Professor J. P. Rostron is in charne of

these programs and is assisted by the faculty of the Civil Engineering Department.

Attendance averages 30 persons.
Several short courses dealing with various phases of concrete construction

have also been offered.

These have varied in length from one to £our days and

have had an attendance ranging from 30 to 150.
All programs were conducted with the assistance of members of the Civil
Engineering Department.

The faculty for one short course on Prestressed Con-

crete included several national authorities, all of them past-presidents o f
the Prestressed Concrete Institute.
Electrical Engineering.

The Southern Bell Conununications Engineerine School

has been located on the Clemson campus since March 1957.

The program of train-

ing consists of five two-week phases, each designed to provide a review of
college engineering courses and an introduction to new devices and new applications of theory in an effort to up-date the students in a rapidly expanding
communications field.
As of June 30, 1960 over five hundred engineers from the nine southeastern

states had

participated in the program.

Instruction has been provided by

twelve members of the Electrical Engineering faculty, four members of the
Mathematics fac ulty, two from Chemistry and one from Physics.

Ue believe that

the fact that this program has continued in operation for four years demonstrates the high esteem the officials of Southern Bell have for our faculty·
and academic facilities.
Bell.

All costs of the program has been borne by Southern

Faculty receive extra compensation for the teaching involved in the

program.
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Engineering Mechanics.

During the period June 13 - August 6, 1960, a Summer

Institute for Teachers of Mathematics and Physics in Junior Colleges and Liberal
Arts Colleges was conducted by this Department in cooperation wtih other of the
engineering disciplines.

The purpose of the Institute was the establishment

of closer liaison between degree-granting engineering institutions and mathematics and physics instructors in junior and liberal arts colleges which are participating or planning to participate in pre-engineering programs.
Thirty-seven persons attended from 21 states and Canada.

The total finan-

cial support (amounting to $46,800.00) was received from the National Science
Foundation.

Plans are now being made for a similar progran1 in the near future.

During the period June 11 - 24, 1961, the Junior Engineers' and Scientists
Summer Institute (JESSI) was conducted on the campus.

This was the third such

program in which Clemson College has participated, the first two being directed
by Dr. J. N. Thurston of Electrical Engineering and the third by Dr. R. W. Moorman of Engineering Mechanics.

These institutes are conducted in cooperation

with Scientists of Tomorrow, Portland, Oregon.

The program at Clemson this

sununer was one of twelve in the United States.

Ninety-five young high school

juniors or seniors from 9 southeastern states participated.
The purpose of the pr,ogram is to provide the young men with a broad insight
into the various career fields in science and engineering, to stimulate their
interest in these fields, and to provide them with guidance concerning their
education in high school qnd college.
During the two weeks of the Institute, the participants receive instruction
from faculty members representing all areas of science and engineering.

In

addition, there were eveni;ng programs sponsored by various industries.
The institutes were self-supporting.
of $100.00 per student.

Income was derived from a charge

For those unable to pay, financial aid was made availa-

ble through the generosjty of civic clubs and sponsoring industries.
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General.

Clemson College, cooperating with the South Carolina State Board of

Health and the South Carolina t/ater and Sewage Works Ass ociation, has been conducting short courses for the water and sewage works operators of the State for
thirty years.

These short courses were initiated to provide better trained

operators of water and sewage works.

For the first twenty years, the program

consisted of a four or five day residence school at Clemson where instruction
was provided mainly by faculty members.

The program was expanded in 1951 to

include correspondence courses of instruction for the water and sewage works
operators.
The program now consists of correspondence courses at four different levels,
combined with an annual short course at Clemson.

The operators who have com-

pleted a correspondence course on any level are assembled on the campus, given
a review of the course material and a written examination.

A certificate of

completion is awarded to those who receive a passing grade on the examination.
The courses, reviews and examinations are prepared and conducted by members of
the college faculty.
More than 600 operators have taken the courses, with approximately 300
having completed them and received certificates.

The municipalities of the

State have actively supported the program, and in many municipalities promo-

tions and wage increases have been dependent upon receiving certificates of
completion from Clemson.
The program is financed by an annual appropriation of $10,000.00 from the

.

General Assembly of South Carolina •
SPECIAL ACTIVITIES IN TEXTILES
Public Relations.

The School of Textiles, in cooperation with and with the

support of the South Carolina Textile Manufacturers Association and the J.E .
Sirrine Textile Foundation, carries on a considerable program of public relations.

This program is aimed at informing the high sch( ol students of the
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I

state, their teachers and parents, of the economic importance of the textile
industry to the state of South Carolina.
The public relations program includes informing the young people of career
opportunities in the textile industry.
The program also includes maintaining a better understanding between the
management of the industry and the faculty of the Textile School.

It is nec-

essary that these two groups understand each other and work in harmony.
The J.E. Sirrine Textile Foundation finances this program.
Short Courses.

Each summer the School of Textiles offers a number of three

week short courses for personnel of the textile industry.
Courses in Yarn Manufacturing and Fabric Development are offered for two
drifiierena grouRs..
41

One group is made up of college graduates who have chosen

eaaieer :!in• textt:ii]es. but who have not had a formal textile educ at ion.

other group is made up

of high

The

school graduates who have gone to work in the

textile industry simply to get a job and then have shown possibilities of advancement.

The courses are designed to teach the theory of textile manufactur-

ing and to emphasize those things least apt to be learned in an industrial
training program or by work expe_rience.
A course in Supervisor Development has been developed for the first line
supervisor or the prospective supervisor.

The course proposes to give the stu-

dent an awareness of the complexity of his duties and responsibilities.
work and special reading are emphasized.

Library

The student makes oral and written

reports to the class.
Courses in Quality Control and Methods and Standards are offered for people
who work in these departments but who have had no formal training in the field.
The response of the industry to this short course program has been and is
most encouraging.

Faculty members teach these classes during the summer.
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Testing.

Due to the completeness of the School's testing equipment, much

sponsored work is done in specialized fields.

This work is under the admin-

istration of the Research Department and is discussed in Chapter Nine of the
Self-Study.
Consulting.

The staff of the School of Textiles is called on frequently to

help solve industrial problems of a wide nature.

Very often they are called

on to interpret test results or to explain the uses of new testing equipment.
Many times a year they are asked to assist with fancy weaving problems and
designing problems.

Most of the consulting items are not time consuming and

there is usually no charge.

If a great deal of time is needed to work out a

problem, it is turned over to the Research Department and is carried on as a
paid project.

Faculty members welcome the opportunities to do consulting work.

Professional Meetings.

Many members of the faculty of the School of Textiles

are leaders in various professional societies.

This fact means that many of

these meetings are held at Clemson, with Clemson textile faculty members taking
leading parts in programning.
Cooperating Agencies.

The School of Textiles is offering a public service in

its cooperative program with the United States Department of Agriculture cotton research work and with the American Cotton Manufacturers Institute in its
public relations program.

More detailed functions of these agencies are dis-

cussed in the separate Self-Study of the Textile School.

THE COLLEGE COMPUTING CENTER
The Clemson College Computing Center was established February 1, 1961,

•

to provide a high speed electronic computing system for the use of all schools
of the College as a research and teaching tool.
A series of training seminars for members of the faculty was begun in
February, 1961, to acquaint them with basic prograllllling techniques.
five faculty members have attended the seminars.

Thirty-
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On March 15, 1961, the Computing Center received an RPC 4000 Computer with
tape-typewriter input and output.

As auxiliary equipment we have an IBM card

punch, an IBM card sorter and a Systematics card-to-tape converter.

We have

on order an auxiliary tape-typewriter and a photo-electric tape reader.

The

selection of this equipment was based on the report of a faculty conmittee appointed to reconmend to the College administration the type and make of equipment needed at Clemson.
The Computing Center bas cooperated with several departments in studies
to determine the best use of the computer as a teaching tool.

As a result of

these studies, the first classes for students will begin in September, 1961,
on an experimental basis.
The Computing Center will continue its program of seminars for faculty.
Seminars will be held in basic prograaming and also in more advanced computer
techniques.

Additionally, work will continue with interested departments to

dev~lop courses which will utilize the computer in the undergraduate and graduate curricula.

This will include courses in progranming taught jointly by

the Computing Center and the Department of Mathematics, and courses in other
departments which will include computer applications.

The latter courses will

be taught by members of the respective departments who have attended the faculty
seminars.
THE CLEMSON ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Background.

The first Clemson College class was graduated in 1896.

While no

records exist that will indicate an actual founding date for the Clemson Alumni
•
Association, it is known that Mr. J. S. Garris ('96) was the Association's
first president in 1900 and Mr. B. F. Robertson ('96) was the first secretary
of the Association.

Through the years, the Association has had 33 presidents

and 12 secretaries.

The first issue of "The Clemson Alumnus" was published

in March of 1921.
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Records and minutes of the Alumni Association indicate a history of starts,
spurts and stops until the Administration established the Department of Public
and Alumni Relations and launched its operation on January l, 1956.
This is not to say that alumni activities were non-existent nor that the
institution neglected to maintain alumni records.

In fact , between 1953 and

1956 the Alumni Office did extensive file work that increased greatly the number of correct alumni addresses and added extensively to equipment facilities
of the office.
But relatively little was done to weld alumni volunteer workers into a
strong, functioning Association, to build an alumni annual giving program, or
to impress upon the alumni their responsibilities to higher education.
However, two signif icant alumni developments were born in the early 1930s ,
One concerned itself primarily with the academic facets of the institution;
the other concerned itself primarily with the institution ' s athletic program.
One was the founding and chartering of The Clemson College Foundation within
the Alumni Association.

The other was the athletic support program known as

IPTAY (I Pay Ten A Year) and dedicated to grants - in-aid for athletes.

Hhil.e

the Clemson Foundation has contributed worthily to many academic aspects of
the institution, candid evaluation must admit that the IPTAY program has been
considerably the more productive of the two.
This may be attributable to the fact that the Athl etic Department seized
upon its opportunity, moulded the alumni into strong and well organized volunteer groups and actively and intensely solicited the support of the alumni and
other interested persons .

.

Meanwhile, the institution did not take a full meas-

ure institutional part in the development of the Clemson Alumni Association
or its offspring, the Clemson Founda,tion.
It should be noted that the Alumni Association program and the IPTAY pro gram are two completely separate identities, separately administered and stnffed.
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The assets and accomplishments of the Association and its Foundation were
very modest and, with one notable exception, centered principally around the
efforts of a handful of interested and financially-able alumni.
The exception was the Foundation's Educational Fun~ established in the
early 1940s.

This fund was earmarked to insure scholarship aid to the children

of Clemson alumni who were war casualties.

Although no extensive campaign of

solicitation was conducted for this fun~, the worthiness of its dedication
struck a responsive chord with the alumni with the ultimate result that the
fund was oversubscribed.

Hence, in recent years the Trustees of the Foundation

have transferred part of the Educational Fund to the Foundation's permanent
Endowment Fund.
The Foundation began life in 1933 with a total fund of $559.19, given by
twenty-four donors.

From its meager 1936 holdings qf $700, the Foundation de-

cided to (1) begin a permanent endowment fund and (2) assist a needy student.
The words were "set aside $50.00 to be awarded the student of 1935-36 who is
making an outstanding effbrt to maintain himself at Clemson by his own work."
The first such award was"lllade at the 1936 commencement.
At the end of ten _ye'a rs t~e Foundation had built its assets to nearly
$12,000.

Ten years later alumni who had established separate scholarships

or loan funds agreed to transfer their funds to the ·Clemson Foundation.
brought Foundation assets in excess of $200,000.
ceed $400,000.

This

Today Foundation assets ex-

During the building of its total assets, of course, the Founda-

tion, through its various funds, has made what financial contributions it
could to the academic. program of the institution.
From its beginning u~til its campus reorganization in 1956, the Clemson
Alumni Association operated on a strict membership (and membership dues) basis.
Dues were $3.00 for alumni of the graduating classes of the last five years
and $5.00 for other alumni.

The alumni were, of course, asked to make gifts
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in excess of dues with the knowledge t~at all above the dues amount would be
deposited to the Clemson Foundation.
Additional to this "dues-plus" program, on several occasions the alumni
~re solicited in the interest of specific projects.
ful, but hardly overwhelming.

Results were always help-

And, at best, results were sporadic and extremely

uncertain.
Before 1955, the record Alumni Association membership figure (donors) for
a single year was 1,354, and the amount contributed was about $15,000.
Current Program.

On

January 1, 1956, the alumni office was placed in the of-

fice of Development as a part of the Department of Public and Alumni Relations
and made the responsibility of the Director of Public and Alumni Relations.
The philosophy of the program was changed from one of membership affiliation to one of annual alumni giving in the interest .of serving the across-theboard academic programs of the institution.
Adequate alumni office space was provided in a separate building admirably
suited to the purpose of the program in the very center of the campus.

The

institution provided "starting" personnel and equipment, with the understanding
that more updated and additional equipment would be added as made possible by
a program which would inspire the interest and concern and financial support
of the alumni.
The philosophy of alumni association offices and directorships was changed
from one of "this is a nice honor" to one of dedication, work and sacrifice.
The policy of the alumni publication (The Clemson Alumni News) was changed
from one of "why won't you support the alumni program?" to one of "your Alma
Mater is a dynamic, exciting, going, growing educational concern and w~ll be
even more so through your efforts and through the efforts of others who will
be inspired by your concern, your enthusiasm and your gifts."
The three words "dues, donations and contributions" were eliminated from
the alumni office vocabulary early in 1956 and have never again appeared.

The
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Alumni office began talking to the alumni about an annual Alumni Loyalty Gift
to a living endowment program dedicated to strengthening the institution's academic program beyond the necessary limitation of state appropriations and to
inspiring the financial support of business, industry, corporation and foundations.
The alumni magazine began to concern itself with seeking alumni understanding and appreciation of the educational program and facilities and seeking alumni concern and financial support toward a quality of education at Clemson second
to none.

Since 1955 the frequency of issues of the Clemson Alumni News has been

stepped up from four to twelve issues a year.
An alumni placement service, sponsored by the Alumni Association and exe-

cuted by the office of Student Aid and Placement, is meeting with sound success.
The master records of the alumni office have been (and are continuously)
checked, cross-checked and made more complete and more accurate.

The files

have been devested of those former students (non-graduates) who, through action
or lack of action on their part, indicate that whatever Clemson interest they
may have had has been transferred.

Graduates are a full-fledged part of the

master records, without regard to their response or lack of response.

The cor-

rect addresses in the master file today (1961) is just about 15,000.
In 1959 the association published the first Clemson Alumni Directory
(albeit it a very modest one) since 1940.

A more complete directory is anti-

cipated as soon as funds will permit .
The overall Class Reunion Program has been reorganized with the result
that many more alumni are returning in June of each year.

Some efforts hav~

be~n devoted to enlargement of the Fall Homecoming event, but the principal
empha~i3 h~ij bQan on Class Reunions .
A Olau Asente Program has been launched as a part of the Loyalty Fund

prosram, An Area Agents Program to combine personal contact with mail contact
is on the planning board.
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The activation in many instances and re-activation in other of local alumni

An annual date for "Clemson Night

clubs has been under way for three years.

Around the World" has been set and in 1961 a total of 23 Clemson Alumni clubs
met that evening.
The Alumni office goes to every reasonable extreme to provide individual
services to alumni as they are requested and find.a additional ways to be of
service when requests are not made.
What is resulting from this institutional effort to realize the potential
of alumni concern and support?

Perhaps the best answer to that can be found

in a recently prepared "1956-60 Financial Report of the Clemson Alumni Loyalty
Fund," appended to this chapter as page 243.
Evaluation of Current Program.

The current program apparently has inspired

the enthusiasm and moral backing of virtually the entire alumni body.

It is

functioning as well, and obtaining tangible results as well, as should be expected in view of the late serious approach the institution took welding alumni
strength and support for the college.

While the amount of alumni annual giving

has increased nearly seven fold in five years, there is still a great gap between what is and what should be.

An objective analysis must hold that the

percentage of alumni participation in terms of annual gifts is still disappointingly low (in five years it ranged from a high of 29.6% in 1958 to a low of
15.7% in 1956); and that it has been impossible as yet to launch a program of
continuing alumni education.

However, the fringes of such a program have been

touched by the editorial content of The Clemson Alumni News, and the 1960 Reunion Program included two Alumni Seminars.
Projection for the Future.

Inunediate future plans are for the further solidi-

fication of the program now established.

This will include intensification of

the Class and Area Agents Program aimed at increased alumni annual giving, improvement of the editorial content of alumni publications, the launching of a
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Bequest Program, expans ion of the Alumni Continuing Education Pro3ram, and refinement of the Cl,1ss Reunion Program.

All will be aimed at convincing Clemson

alumni of the importance of quality education not only at Clemson, but throughout the land and motivating them to becoming a contributing part, throu3h personal sacrifice if necessary, of a higher quality education in America.
Physical Facilities.

The physical facilities are excellent at this point in

the development of the Clemson alumni program.

The Alumni office is located

immediately adjacent to the dormitory and administrative area and is presently
adequate in size and comfort.

Equipment is sufficient and excellent for pre-

sent needs and will be added to as justified.
Finances.

By pro-rating the Public and Alumni Relations staff, it may be said

that five people (executive and secretarial staffs) are engaged in alumni work.
Three of these salaries are paid from institutional funds; two are paid from
alumni (contributed) funds.
institution.

The building, lights and heat are provided

by

the

The entire operating budget is financed by the Alumni Loyalty

Fund. Available alumni funds beyond operating expenses are used to further the
institutions academic program as presented in the 1956-60 Financial Report appearing on the following page.
Faculty Evaluation.

The Alumni Program has the official approval of the Clem-

son College Faculty Senate and the general approval of the faculty and staff
at large.

By and large (with the usual individual exceptions) it may be ac -

curately said that the faculty and staff recognize the progress of the Alumni
Program, are appreciative of it and encouraged and inspired by it.

For the

.

first time, in 1961, the Alumni Association presented seven Outstanding Service
Awards (plaque and cash stipend) to seven members of the teaching and research
faculties and extension ancl staff services .
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1956-60 FINANCIAL REPORT
(The Five Years Since Reorganization of the Alumni Office)
Total Income
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TOTALS

Program Expenses

31,728.27
44,113.81
56,950.70
80,089.66
107,834.12
$320,716.56

"Residue"

10,000.00 (close est.)-21,728.27
20,825.96 ------------23,287.85
25,361.90 ------------31,588.80
30,882.75 ------------49,206.91
35,768.77 ------------72,065.35
$122,839.38

$197,877.18

GRANTS FROM UNRESTRICTED FUNDS
1956-1958

1959

1960

Alumni Graduate Fellowships
Library
R. F. Poole Scholarships
Faculty Basic Research
Faculty-Staff Awards
Faculty Travel
Student Government
Permanent Endowment
,,,
Loyalty Fund Reserve
Foundation Loan Fund

$ 3,600.00
6,801.12
206.94
2,400.00

$ 6,000.00
4.000.00
4,000.00
3,000.00
3,150.00
1,500.00
500.00
7,773.35
7,715.00

$10,000.00
2,500.00
6,000.00
7,000.00
3,650.00

TOTALS

$38,008.06

$37,638.35

$48,617.78

5,000 .00
20,000.00

1,000.00
10,057.78
8,410.00

TOTAL
$ 19,600.00
13,301.12
10,206.94
12,400.00
6,800.00
1,500.00
1,500.00
17,831.13
21,125.00
20,000.00
$124,264.19

RESTRICTED INCOME

Permanent Endowment
Other Restricted Gifts
TOTALS

12.ll
$7.09

1956
$8.16

1956-1958

1959

1960

TOTAL

$36,567.05
2,624.81

$ 3,610.00
7,958 .56

$ 2,915.00
19,937.57

$43,092.05
30,520.94

$ 39,191.86

$11,568.56

$22,852.57

$73,612.99

AVERAGE ALUMNI GIFT
1957
1958
$ 12.64
$9.62

1959
$23.11

1960
$26.91
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THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
The justification for the Graduate School as an integral part of Clemson
College is contained in the policy statement of the role of the College which
notes that fulfilling this role "means continuing development of a strong
graduate program which is necessary in all major fields of the College for
maintaining the scholarly staff and atmosphere essential to a strong undergraduate program and a creative research program. 111

Continuing support for this

policy promoting graduate education may be found in the statements of the individual schools in Chapter One above.
The aims of the Graduate School at Clemson in carrying out this role are
best described by the statement on page 6 of the current Graduate School Bulletin.

They are "to provide comprehensive training in special fields, to offer

instruction in the methods of independent investigation, and to foster the
spirit of research scholarship.

Graduate study is much more than a continua-

tion of undergraduate work.

Its true spirit is one of inquiry and the desire

to add to human knowledge. 11

These statements give direction to the graduate

program at Clemson.
Resources.

There are at Clemson sufficient resources necessary to develop a

strong graduate ~rogram, although trere are always areas in which greater resources could be put to good use.

The consultants who evaluated the graduate

program at Clemson in 1957 recognized that in the fundamental areas of faculty
competence and physical facilities Clemson had certain strong departments.
These departments, they felt, constituted a strong base on which a sound graduate program could be erected. 2

Graduate study at the College has been and

1. Sea Chapter I, p. 2.See also the statement in the Chapin, Pardue,
and Spivey report, Appendix~, p. 5.
2. Appendix C, pages 2-3, 7.

~6

is being developed in accord with this concept.
Indicative of the support the College gives to graduate work is the use
of senior faculty in teaching graduate courses and the high faculty-student
ratio used for graduate instruction.

About forty per cent of all faculty

members at the College have their doctor's degrees; however, of the 62 professors who taught graduate courses during the academic year 1960-61, 73 per
cent had doctor's degrees.

Student enrollment in graduate level classes

ranged from one to sixteen in the first semester, and averaged 3.8 students
per class.

In the second semester enrollments ranged from one to fifteen and

averaged 3.1 students per class.
This close attention given to graduate students by Clemson's senior faculty
members does not mean that the College is unaware of the costs involved or that
a commitment to a program entailing such costs is irrevocable.

Since 1957 eight

Master's degree programs have been discontinued or replaced by programs ,better
suited to Clemson's areas of strength.

For example, the Master of Science in

Education was replaced by the Master of Education in Science Teaching which
makes greater use of Clemson's strong science faculty.

The Master of Mechani-

cal Engineering, Master of Civil Engineering, and Master of Electrical Engineering degrees were dropped since the Master of Science was also offered in each
of these fields.

The Master of Science in Mechanics and Hydraulics was discon-

tinued to allow greater emphasis on other Engineering curricula where faculty

were stronger in number and in training.
Clemson is unusually well equipped in the physical resources necessary
for the graduate programs.

Most of Clemson's graduate programs are in the•

general fields of agriculture, engineering, and the physical sciences.

In

Agriculture the Poole Agricultural ~enter, consisting of the Plant and Animal
Science Building, the Food Industries Building, and the greenhouses, was constructed in 1954.

In Engineering, Olin Hall, housing the Ceramic Enginee~ing
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Department, was constructed in 1954; the Civil Engineering Building in 1958;
and Earle Hall, housing the Chemical Engineering Department, in 1959.

In the

physical sciences Brackett Hall, housing the Chemistry Department, was completed
in 1952, and the new Physics Building was completed in September of this year .
Not only are these new buildings (in most cases complete with new equipment)
available for graduate instruction and research, but the remaining departments
housed in the older quarters have been left ,nth ample room and facilities to
perform their duties.
The Library presents a different picture.

The physical facilities here

are not adequate for an expanding graduate program.

This limitation has been

recognized and a new Library is the next building scheduled for construction.
The College has outgrown its Library facilities, which fot the Graduate School
has meant that carrells have been placed in open rooms and students assigned
to them have not had the privacy and quiet that they desire • . Also it will soon
be necessary to move some of the Library holdings into storage because of lack
of shelf space, and graduate students are the ones most likely to be affected
by this shifting about of the less-used books.
The Library has certain equipment and services that are of particular
value to students and faculty engaged in research.

Two microfilm readers and

one microcard reader are available which makes it possible for the Library to
enlarge its holdings of rare books and documents, doctoral dissertations, back
issues of journals, and many other types of publications.

In addition, some

departmental libraries have their own microcard equipment; the Chemistry Department Library in particular has a good collection of periodicals on micr6card.

The interlibrary loan service permits graduate students and faculty to

borrow without cost material needed from most libraries anywhere in the United
States.

The fact that Clemson itself last year loaned 66 publications to other

libraries in 19 different states indicates the scarcity and value of some of
our holdings and their ne~d by other scholars.
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Administration.

Policy gov~rning the Graduate School is set by the Graduate

Council which is composed •)f eight faculty members, the Deans of the five Schools,
and the Dean of the Graduate School who serves as Chairman,~ officio.

This

policy is administered by the Dean of the Graduate School and by the department
heads.
To institute a new graduate curriculum the department concerned must submit a request to the Graduate Council outlining the need for the program, the
staff and facilities available, library holdings in the field, courses to be
offered, and any other information important in the consideration of the program,
The Council considers these qualifications and discusses them with a representative of the department in reaching its decision on the request.

If the program

is approved any suosequent substantive changes must also be approved by the
Council .

Final approval comes from the Educational 9ouncil, composed of deans

and directors, and a faculty representative.
Students seeking admission to graduate programs must submit with their

applications a transcript of their undergraduate work and their scores on the
aptitude portion of the Graduate Record Examination.

The department head and

the Dean of the Graduate School . consider these materials, along with any letters
of recommendation the department head may request, and pass on the application.
If the applicant fails to meet the requirements of either the department or
the Graduate School, he is denied admission.

The Graduate Dean is the final

authority on all admissions.
As the successful applicant continues to study in the department, his

work is constantly reviewed by both his department head and the Dean of the,
Graduate School.

Failure

1:0

meet the requirements of either the department

or the School results in his being dropped .

The student is awarded his degree

when he has completed all requirements to the satisfaction of his eJ<amining
conunittee and the Graduate Council.

Thus at all stages of the student ' s work,
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from his admission to his graduation, both the department and the Graduate
School must agree on the student's capabilities and performance if he is to
be allowed to continue his work.

The office of Dean of the Graduate School is relatively new, dating from
1951.

Prior to 1951 the graduate program was directed by the Chairman of the

Faculty Graduate Committee.

The Cresap, McCormick, and Paget report in 1955 1

recommended that the Dean of the College also serve as Dean of the Graduate
School; this was done until 1957 when the Chapin, Pardue, and Spivey report 2
recommended the establishment of a separate Dean of the Graduate School.

The

historical development of the graduate program is discussed in greater detail
in the introduction to this Self-Study., pages xvi-xviii.
The Dean of the Graduate School in administering the policies of the
Graduate Council seeks to maintain the prescribed standards in each of the
graduate curriculums.

He reports to the Dean of the College ·on the activities

and plans of the Graduate School and through the Dean of the College to the
College Educational Council.
He

deals directly with the other academic deans and with the department

heads in matters affecting the graduate program and graduate students.

Much

time is spent with the department heads discussing the administration and evaluation of the existing departmental graduate program and planning for new or improved curriculums.
The Graduate Dean also deals directly with the Dean of Students and the
Comptroller and their staffs in arranging for graduate students to benefit from
facilities and services under their jurisdiction.

This year, for example,

graduate assistants are able to buy group health insurance that was f ormerly
restricted to full time students.

They have also been given preference in

1. A report by a consultant group which studied all phases of work at
Clemson College.
2. A special study of the Clemson Graduate School . See pages 12-14 of
Appendix C to this Self-Study.
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the assignment of married student hous~ng and have been given facu lty parking
privileges to enable them to better perform their duties.
There is considerable contact between the Dean of the Graduate School
and the individual faculty members who work with the graduate program.

This

contact is largely informal and occurs when either party has questions regarding the progress or program of particular students or the administration of
particular programs.

This informality and ready availability enables each of

the parties to resolve issues and channel information with little loss of time
and with a minimum of friction .
Graduate work is offered at Clemson in thirty- three curriculums, primarily
in agriculture, engineering, and the physical sciences.

These are the areas

in which the Colle'g e has develop.ed strong undergraduate programs with strong
faculties and supporting physical equipment.
Each department offering a graduate degree establishes its own curriculum
within_the bounds set by the Graduate School and ahy limitations prescribed
by the Graduate Council.

For example, all cun;iculums require for the Master's

degree at least thirty semester hours of work, the maintenance of at least a
"B" average, a given proportioq of work to be taken in courses open only to
graduate students, and a final examination ·o n all work taken at the graduate
level.

Variations have been approved by the Graduate Council by permitting

for some programs a non-thesis option and by permitting some departments to
waive the language requirement .

As to which courses will be included in various

curriculums, general poliqy is laid down when the curriculum is presented to
the Graduate Council for approval.

The choice of particular courses to be

taken is then made within this framework by the major and minor departments.
All graduate students are requ~red to take at least half of their course
work in courses numbered 500 or above, in which enrollment is limited to
graduate students.

An undergraduate with a high scholastic average who is in
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his last semester of study may enroll in a 500 level course if he does not need
the course to meet the requirements for graduation.

This privilege is rarely

used, however.
The remaining half (or less than half) of the graduate student's course
work may be taken in approved undergraduate courses, nearly all of which are
at the senior level.

When a graduate student registers in an undergraduate

course for graduate credit, the instructor is notified and reminded that
graduate students are expected to do extra work in such a course.

To receive

graduate credit for the course the student must have a final grade of "B" or
better.

While half of the student's program may be in such courses, usually

much less than half is so scheduled.

Of · the courses taken by the thirty

students who received advanced degrees in June 1961, seventy per cent were at
the 500 level where enrollment is limited to graduate students.

Two of these

graduates took 500 level courses only; three took only one undergraduate course,
and four took only two undergraduate courses to m~et their graduation requirements.
In order to offer the variety of graduate level courses required of a
graduate program the faculty should be sufficiently large and well qualified
by the level and breadth of training.

These factors are necessary for the

diversity of opinion and resulting intellectual stimulation that should be
part of any graduate program.

As a consequence, such factors are carefully

considered by the Graduate Council when reviewing proposals for new programs.
In some cases the Council has failed to approve, and in other cases has abandoned

programs that failed to meet these requirements.

In the case of th~

Education Department, where the faculty has not been large, the graduate program has been broadened to permit the use of faculty from other departments.
Table XI-1 indicates the size of staff working in the various graduate
programs.

Further discussion of the qualifications of the staff may be found

in Chapter VI above.
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Since the reconstitution of its Graduate School in 1946, Cl emson College
has awarded 408 Master's degrees (through June 1961) and one Ph.D. degree.
Table XI- 2 shows the distribution of these degrees over the last five years.
The largest concentration of students has been in Agricultural Education and
Education, but here the students now concentrate in the subject matter that
they will be teaching and so take the majority of their graduate work in other
departments.

The Chemistry program has al so had a relativel y large enrollment.

The remaining graduat es are distributed rather evenly throughout the curriculums offered.
The Library and Research Output.
been discussed above.

The physical facilities of the Library have

Library holdings are even more basic to a scholarly

graduate program and these too have received considerable attention.

The Chapin,

Pardue, and Spivey report noted in 1957 that Clemson annually spent onl y $35,000
for books and periodicals and suggested increased annual expenditures of $25,000.
In the academic year 1959-60, only two years later, Clemson had raised its expenditures for this purpose to $70,000 , and the emphasis on improvement of
library holdings continues.
The Chapin, Pardue, and Spivey report also noted that Clemson had the
smallest total library collection of all the major institutions in the South .
This relationship still exists, although the marked rate of increase in annual
expenditures indicates that this may not long be true.
Two factors may help explain the relatively small hol dings at Clemson.
In a report published by the Director of Libraries at Auburn University in
January of this year, Clemson's total student enrollment was sho"m as being
smaller in 1959-60 than that of any of 22 other major Southern universities
except Rice Institute.

In terms of. both expenditures per student and volumes

held per student, however, Clemson was better off than some other similar
universities.

Second, the course work and the research done at Clemson, and
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particularly at the graduate level, are largely in agriculture, engineering,
and the physical sciences where the more important expenditures must be made
in land, buildings, and equipment.

Library holdings are important, but the

library investment for a graduate program in Chemical Engineering or Agronomy
will be much less than for programs in English or history.

The physical plant

investment, on the other hand, will be much greater.
The Graduate Council is aware of the importance of library holdings to
the success of a graduate program and considers these holdings when requested
to institute a new program or expand an existing one.

The Library works closely

with departments which are beginning or continuing graduate programs.

When a

graduate program is first being considered by a department, the department
head and his representatives meet with the Librarian to discuss Library holdings and needs for the program.

If the holdings and prospective holdings are

considered basically sound but with some additions to the collection needed,
the graduate program may be approved, and the Librarian will begin acquiring
the needed books and journals so that they will be available when the program
starts.
To see that Library holdings remain adequate and are kept current, department heads throughout the year submit r~quests for purchases, and the
Librarian keeps the department heads informed on studies and surveys of Library
holdings necessary for graduate programs in the various disciplines.
The faculty has an opportunity to appraise and recommend improvement in
Library holdings for graduate programs through their representatives on the
Graduate Council and their representatives on the Faculty Library Committee.
The approval of existing programs indicates that these faculty representatives
have felt that the Library holdings were sufficient to support the proposed
programs, and the rate of increased expenditures on new acquisitions indicates
the interest of the faculty and the Administration in improving this facet of
graduate work.
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Two areas of weakness in the Library contribution to the graduate program
are in the inadequacy af the physical plant and the relatively low expenditures
on new acquisitions.

Each of these problems has been previously discussed and

the steps being taken to overcome these weaknesses have been cited.
Each of the departments offering graduate deg~ees has underway research
projects, usually both basic and applied.

Generally, it is the faculty member

engaged in graduate teaching who is also ~ngaged in these projects.

Chapter IX

of this Self-Study discusses in detail the breadth and volume of research activity on the campus.
Assistantships and Fellowships.

Graduate students are eligible for appointment

as either teaching assistants or research ·a ssistants.

The compensation for

these assistants is · generally the same throughout the College and is set at
$1, 750 for the 10 month teaching assistant and $2,000. for the 12 month research
assistant.

Assistants who hold advanced· degrees are paid mor~.

drastically reduced for all assistants,

Tuition is

The question of how many assistant -

ships will be granted in each department and the duties that will be assigned
to them are decisions that lie with the department heads and the deans of schools.
In the School of Agriculture where an extensive research program is carried
out by the Agricultural Experiment Station, assistantships are generally for
research.

In Engineering and the physical sciences research undertakings are

not so extensive and teaching duties are heavier.

There the assistants are

more likely to be engaged in teaching.
The work done by these assistants contributes greatly to their graduate
education.

Research is generally a prescribed part of the student's graduat~

program and his research abilities are improved by his association with fac ulty
members engaged in research,
than financial.

The teaching assistant also benefits in ways more

The advantage in having the young prospective tea<:her intro-

duced to teaching while still a graduate student and under the supervision of
experienced. teachers has been often cited.

However, becaus e of tho limlted
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training and experience of these graduate assistants, their teaching activit ies
are confined largely to instructing in laboratories, meeting recitation sec tions
and teaching freshman level classes.
During the first semester of 1960- 61, 72 of 146 graduate students held
some form of work assistantship.
Beside the assistantships, there are several fellowships available to
graduate students.

Most important from the total dollar standpoint are the

National Defense Education Act Fellowships.

During the academic year 1960-61

Clemson had eleven of these Fellowships, seven in Chemistry and four in Plant
Pathology, paying to each Fellow an average of $2,200 plus $400 for each dependent, and paying to the College $2,500 for each Fellow.

While the Graduate

School and the departments concerned are interested in helping these students
and in receiving these funds to help improve the graduate offerings, they have
not been willing to continue these Fel lowships when the quality of the work
being done does not warrant it.

Thus, at the end of the academic year 1959-60

one student was dropped from this program because of unsatisfactory work, and
at the end of 1960-61 two additional students were dropped for the same reason.
Each of these students has received or is likely to complete the requirements
for his Master's degree.

Each has profite4 from his graduate work and has

received some tangible evidence of this work.

In concluding that these stu-

dents were unable to complete the requirements for the Ph.D., the departments
concerned have sacrificed $10,000 of income to their graduate programs but
more importantly they have sought to establish and maintain at a high leve l
the quality of their gr aduates.
A new but rapidly growing sources of fellowships has been the annual
grants from

the Alumni Loyalty Fund.

Making their first grant for fellowship

purposes in 1959, the Alumni Association gave $3,600 to the Graduate School.
The following year this was increased to $6,000, which was used to help support
twelve graduate fellows in their study.

For the present academic year, the
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Alumni have pledged $10,000 for graduat~ fellowships and these funds have been
committed to assist sixteen graduate students.

These funds have not been re-

stricted as to the particular graduate program in which they llUlSt be used, and
this has enabled the Graduate School to use the money primarily to attract good
students into the new doctoral programs where the quality of the student is
of the utmost importance.
There are ten fellowships given by private individuals or firms and restricted to students who are studying in particular fields.

These are listed

on pages 8-9 of the current Graduate School Bulletin and will amount to approximately $14,350 for the present academic year.
During the last academic year three students had National Science Foundation Fellowships.

During the current year there are only two, although two

other· students were also awarded National Science Fellowships for study at Clem•
son but chose instead National Defense Education Act Fellowships which they were
also offered at other institutions.

Two students are stu~yin~ this year in

the Water Resources Engineering Curriculum under United States Public Health
Traineeship Awards.
The Graduate School recognizes the importance of having available financial
aid to graduate students to help them continue their studies.

While the Graduate

School at Clemson is relatively young, the availability of most of the abovecited fellowship aids is even newer.

Two of the most important forms, tqe

Federal Goverrunent aid and that from the Alumni Association, have been received
for less than three years.

Many capable graduates are financially unable to

~ndertake graduate study, incurring new expenses and sacrificing job income.

tt ta primarily these students who should be attracted to the graduate schools
by financial aid.

If the Graduate School at Clemson is to continue to grow in

size and in quality, it must attract more of the superior students from the
alternative of direct employment after College without the full development of
their capabilities.
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Needs. Strengths and Weaknesses.

The Chapin, Pardue, and Spivey study, sought

to evaluate the need for graduate study at Clemson.

Their conclusion was con-

tained in ten statements, each presenting a reason for continuing and enlarging
graduate study at Clemson. 1

The Board of Trustees, in adopting this report,

has indicated its agreement with the idea of need.·
While there is little doubt of the need for the graduate program in general ,
the need for a particular . graduate program may be less certain.

This question

is then considered by the Graduate Council which must be satisfied that a need
exists for a course before approval will be granted.

If, however, enrollment

fails to develop in the program after a reasonable period, the Council may call
for a revamping or an abandonment of the program.
The desirability of a 'graduate program does not depend on enrollment alone.
Benefits accrue to the fac~lty through their association with more stimulating
and inquisitive students and these benefits flow naturally to the undergraduates .
The undergraduates are indeed prime beneficiaries of a so~nd graduate program.
The more extensive facilities and Library holdings required, the increased
research activity, the assQciation with graduate students, and the elevated
importance of scholar~hip all spill over from the graduate program and benefit
the undergraduate.

While~ graduate program is more costly than an undergrad-

uate program with a similar enrollment, and so costs the undergraduate by some
reduction in the faculty-student ratio, the above advantages appear to more
than offset this small disadvantage.
The principal strength and weakness of the graduate program lies in a single
factor--the small enrollment in most of the curriculums.

Such a small enroll-

ment makes possible a personal contact between faculty and student that is not
possible in most graduate schools aqd guarantees the personal attention that
the student needs in planning and pursuing his courses and his research undertakings.

This same feature, however, is also a source of weakness, resulting

1. Appendix C, pp. 4-6.
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in a program of inordinate cost per student educate,1.

Fortunately, because

graduate enrollment throughout the country is scheduled to grow even more rapidly
than undergraduate enrollment , and because Clemson's small enrollment base should
enabl e it to grow even more rapidly than the national average, this source of
difficulty should soon be eliminated.
The particular strength of the Graduate School in its faculty and facili ties has already been cited.

An additiqnal strength is the strong support that

has been given to the Graduate School as it has undertaken new programs.

The

benefits to the State and to the College as a whole have been recognized and
considered worth the additional costs associated with the graduate program.
There are areas in the graduate program where weakness has been recognized,
and efforts are now being made to remove these weaknesses.

The inadequacy of

the physical Library facilities for an expanded graduate program and the low
enrollment in certain graduate programs have been cited and .discussed.

The

level of aid to graduate students is expanding rapidly but is still below what
is needed for a more rapid expansion in the quantity and quality of the graduate
student body.

The level of basic and applied research in most areas outside

agriculture is also below the ievel desirable for a larger graduate program.
Steps to overcome this last weakness have been taken in the last two years
through the establishment of the Textile Research Department, the Engineering
Experiment Station, and the Alumni Basic Research Grants, discussed in Chapter
IX above.
Faculty Participation.

The faculty participates in and influences the graduate

program in several capacities:

through membership on the graduate council: by

teaching graduate courses and undergraduate courses in which graduate students
are enrolled, by working with and directing graduate students in their research
projects, and by serving on the examining committees of the graduate students.
In each of these respects faculty members have influenced the quality of the
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graduate program and have given comple~e cooperation in serving and improving
the graduate program.

Their activities in these respects indicate an active

support of the program, its expansion, and its improvement.
The faculty has shown a willingness to cooperate in promoting the total
graduate program by offering courses in curriculums that cut across departmental lines.

The curriculums in Water Resources Engineering, Nuclear Engineer-

ing, and Education utilize such courses •. This cooperation has the dual advantage of making possible new curriculums without the establislunent of a new
department and of combining existing course offerings to meet the need for new
curriculums with a minimum expenditure for expanded offerings.
Since all graduate curriculums are under the control of the Graduate
Council, members from all parts of the College are able to study and influence
the development of programs in all other parts of the College.

This leads to

a cooperation among all school~ and departments that helps to guarantee uniform
development of all curriculwns offered and the support of all. by all departments.
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TABLE XI-1
FULL-TIME TEACHING AND RESEARCH STAFF EMPLOYED IN
DEPARTMENTS OFFERING ADVANCED DEGREES

.

SEPTEMBER 1960
Department

Degrees Offered

Faculty

Agriculture

Agricultural Economics
Agricultural Education
Agronomy and Soils
Animal Husbandry
Bacteriology and
Plant Pathology
Dairy
Entomology and
Zoology
Horticulture
~oultry

M.S.,
M.S.,
M.S.,
M.S.
M.S.
Ph.D.
M.S.
M.S.,

Ph.D.
M.Ed.
Ph.D.

22
5

11

11
13
10

Ph.D.

M.S.

15

M.S.

9

M.S.

6

Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Education
Mathematics
Physics

M.S., Ph.D.
M.Ed.

M.S.
M.S., Ph.D.

17
3

25
13

Engineering
Agricultural Engtneering
Ceramic Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering and
Water Resources Engr.
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

M.S.
M.S.
M.S.
M.S.
M.S.
M.S.
M.S.

8

4
7
6

14
7

Textiles

Textile Chemistry

M.S.

5
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TABLE XI-2
MASTER'S DEGREES AWARDED BY CLEMSON COLLEGE
1956-1961
Department

1956

1957

1958 .

1959

1960

1961

3

3
12

8

10

4
5

10

6

0

2

3

2

1
0

2
1

Agriculture
Agricultural Economics
Agricultural Education
Agronomy
Animal Husbandry
Botany & Bacteriology
Dairy
Entomology
Horticulture
Plant Pathology
Zoology

2
1

1
0
1
2
2
0
2

0
1
1
1
3

0
1

0

0

l

l

6

0
4
0
1

7

2
2
0
6

0

2
0

0
0

0
1

2
6
2

4
5
0

3
5
1

0

0

0

2

1

*2

0
2
2

0

0

1

3
1

0

0
1

0

3

0

4

2

l
3

1

6

0

1

l

2

31

41

43

49

59

78

0
3
3

7
3

1

Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Education
Industrial Education

Mathematics
Nuc lear Science
Physics

2
7
0
0
0
2

9

6

.11

15

1
2
1
5

0
2
2

4

3

2
0

2
0
2

3

Engineering
Agricultural Eng~neer ing
Ceramic Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

2

5
2
0

4

Textiles
Textile Chemistry
Totals

*

begun in 1958
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il~~llA
Report of the

NATIONAL ARCHITECTURAL ACCREDITING BOARD
April 1, 1961
At a meeting of the National Architectural Accrediting Board, held during February 17, 18, 1961, the report of the Visiting Conunittee to the School
of Architecture of Clemson College was submitted for review and action by
the Board.

Below in detail is the report of the Visiting Committee followed

by action taken by the Board.

INTRODUCTION
The Visiting Committee of the National Architectural Accrediting Board,
consisting of Mr. Frederick H. Hobbs, Jr., Architect trom Columbus, Ohio;

Mr. Samuel E. Homsey, Architect, Wilmington, Delaware; and Mr. D. Kenneth
Sargent, Dean, School of Architecture, Syracuse University, visited the
School of Architecture, Clemson College on November 9, 10, 11, 1960.
The visiting Corrunittee arrived in time to attend a fourth year open jury.
The problem:

A Design for a Merchandise Mart.

his project.

This was followed by a visit ~o the Design Studios of the second

and third year.

The students each presented

The Conunittee then toured the School facilities.

ADMINISTRATION
At a breakfast meeting with President Robert Edwards and Dean of the
College Jack Williams, the Conunittee was able to learn of the close cooperation the School enjoys with the administration.

They both expressed their

interest in the School's objectives and recognized the cultural contribution
made by the School to the College and the community.
At a session with the members of the faculty assembled, they explained
their work and the curriculum which they follow.

This was of great help to

the Visiting Conunittee for it was possible to better evaluate the program.
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The School is completely autonomous.

Financial support of the School iu

on the increase and the support of the Clemson Architectural Foundation provides force and enrichment for the program.

There have been real strides

made to increase the teaching salaries; however, the scale is still below
that of comparative architectural schools, especially in the area of the
upper ranks of the faculty.
RESOURCES
The student group is diversified; geographic distribution is to be commended.

Their selection is by College Board Examinations.

The attitude of

the students was found to be eager and intent on reaching their goals, with
a motivation and healthy respect for their teachers.
The teachers .a re competent and especially enthusiastic about their work
and the School; a high esprit de corps

is evident.

The Visiting Critic

and Lecturer program is good; the list .is impressive.

The use of · the jury

method as a teaching tool rather than a mere grading device is ··good.
The School plant is highly effective in its arrangement and possibilities of expansion are real.

The studios are very light and cheerful.

facilities are unusually good and very well utilized.

The

The auditorium and

exhibit facilities are excellent.
PROGRAM

"The School of Architecture has as its prime objective the well rounded
development of students intending to pursue the practice of the profession
of architecture.

A second objective provides training for service in other

areas of the building industry, such as contrasting, product design and manufacture, and urbart design.

Its third objective is to

offer courses, exhibi-

tions, lectures and other stimulae in the visual arts to the students in
other campus disciplines."
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The Visiting Conunittee believes that the program is designed to achieve
these objectives.

The committee organization within the faculty is an ef-

fective tool in attaining their objectives.

Considering the lack of museums

in this part of the state, the potential is great for cultural enrichment and
the Architectural School has recognized the challenge.

Through its facilities

it makes available to the College many varied exhibits.
There are a number of electives offered and the students seem to avail
themselves of a great variety of these programs.
Effectiveness of Architectural Design sequence is quite evident.
The School has a committee studying the relationship of technical aspects
such as Mechanical Equipment, Illumination and Acoustics with Design.

It is

recognized that it is not practical to expect a small college in a rural area
to have full time teachers in these courses.

This School has been able to

use the visiting critics for some of these courses with a marked degree of
success.
There is good integration of the architectural program with progr ams
in City Planning, Interior Design, Landscape Architecture and Fine Arts.
The Dean plans to have an

outstanding Visiting Critic in these fields every

year .
Until architecture becomes a totally graduate subject, there seems to
be no chance, that the student will get enough in the way of cultural framework, here or elsewhere.
The Library is in a good location in the building.
equipped and its service is a strong point in the school.

It is very well

'
Under the inspiring

leadership and guidance of a dedicated librarian, it is a library which is a
working tool , in constant use.

Records of student use of the library are kept

and these indicate its strength and influence.
is working w~ll.

l

The library committee system

The library budget is realistic.

Only ~n undergraduate program exists at the School.
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The School of Design enjoys good cooperation from the School of Engineers,
although this Committee was not able to visit the School of Engineering and
discuss the matter more fully.

This is strengthened by the use of the exhibi-

tion gallery in joint exhibits.
The School represents the only source of aesthetic instruction at Clemson.
It appears the best possible job is being done.

The exhibition spaces play an

important role in this.
Dean McClure is compiling a list of graduates who have gone on to post
graduate work since he has been the dean.

The list or numbers were not availa-

ble to our Committee.
SUMMARY
The Committee believes the student accomplishments are of a high standard
and contribute towards attaining the objectives of the School.
The strength of the School is due ·in large measure to excellent leadership and faculty.

The faculty is doing significant professional and creative

work and is allowed much freedom.
NMB ACTION ON VISITING COMMITTEE'S REPORT
Following a car~ful review of the Visiting Committee's Report, the
National Architectural Accrediting Board voted to continue accreditation of
the School of Architecture of Clemson College for the normal five years or
until the 1965-66 academic year, subject to the review of the Annual Interim
Report of the School during the intervening years.
This report is and will remain confidential between the NAAB and your
school.

The decision on accreditation is unofficial at this time and will

not be made official until the Annual Meeting of the NAAB on April 22, 23, 1961
after which date the 1961-62 list o~ Accredited Schools is published.
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APPENDIX B
REPORT OF THE
EDUCATION AND ACCREDITATION
COMMITTEE OF THE ENGINEERS'
COUNCIL FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
October, 1959

The following statement concerning the engineering curricula
at Clemson College is based upon an evaluation made of the information
presented to the Education and Accreditation Committee of Engineers'
Council for Professional Development.

It is hoped that the suggestions

of such an outside group may be helpful to the institution in its
planning for the future.
This statement should not be regarded as necessarily a
balanced appraisal of strong and good versus weaker and poorer aspects~
More ~mphasis is in general given those aspects in which further study
and constructive action appear desirable than to those that appear
satisfactory or strong.

Also the ideas expressed are intended primarily

as suggestions or observations for consideration by the faculty and
administration rather than as specific requirements for ECPD accreditation.
Any questions or requests for additional information may be
addressed to the Chairman of the Region in which the institution is
located as given in the Annual Report of ECPD.
STATEMENT
Agricultural Engineering
Agricultural Engineering is operating smoothly and it should
continue to grow and enhance its stature among departments on the campus.
When an occasion presenls itself to examine the curriculum, consideration
should be given to increasing the Humanities requirement to around 18
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semester hours, as suggested by ECPD.

In this study Freshman English

Composition (6 credit hours) and Speech (3 credit hours) were not counted
as Humanities.

The Agricultural Engineer in the future will have an

increasing need for a knowledge of electronics .

Thought might be given to

including some such training in the curriculum.

A budget permitting the

annual or semi-annual purchase of some worthwhile piece of apparatus,
such as a strain gage recorder, temperature recording potentiometer, or
soil moisture determination devices, would, after a number of years, place
the department in a favorable position as far as apparatus is concerned
for class instruction and pure research.

The department is to be commended

for its research farm and its physical plant.
Ceramic Engineering
It was observed that considerable improvement has been made
during the period of the 195a and 1959 inspections and much credit Should
be given to the Head of the Department.
The staff is at a minimum, especially if increased attention is
given to graduate studies.

With an increase in the staff, more published

articles could be anticipated,

This would help in the elevating of the

professional status of the staff members and help in further recognition of
the ceramic department.
The time devoted to the humanistic-social subjects is at a minimum.
, Chemical Engineering
The Dean of Engineering and the Head of the Department of Chemical
Engineering are to be comm3nded for a good job they have done in building
up a good, small department and in acquiring a group of competent and
enthusiastic young staff m13mbers and for their efforts to obtain a fine new
chemical engineering building.

The addition of one more young chemical

engineer to take care of some increase in enrollment expected for next year,
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should strengthen the staff,

The quality of instruction appears to be good.

The greatest need of the department is for higher salaries for
the quality of men on the staff.
a greater staff stability.

Substantial salary increases would assure

These increases are needed even though the

living costs at Clemson are relatively low.

The department should have a

definite and somewhat larger annual appropriation for supplies and equipment,
The curriculum could be improved by increasing the course work in
engineering design and analysis and in the humanistic-social subjects.
The courses in electrical engineering which the chemical engineering
students take should place more emphasis on principles of electronics,
instrumentation, control systems, etc,

The . physical chemistry classes

which the chemical engineering students take are too large and should be
split into smaller sections.
Civil Engineering
The Department of Civil Engineering has every reason to be proud

of its physical plant.

The staff is well balanced with respect to specialty

interests, and appears to be an enthusiastic, well-knit group.

Teaching

loads have been improved since the last inspection, and although they tend
toward the high side they are not unreasonabl~.

The quality of instruction

appears to be good, and the staff has been reasonably productive in research
and publication.
The curriculum is well balanced with respec t to mathematics,
sciences, and the humanistic-soc ial areas .

There is room for improvement,

however, in the content of the analysis-design sequences, particularly with
respect to the time that is devoted to routine design aspects in the
structural design sequence in metals d es ign.
consideration will be given to this situation.

It is to be hoped that
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Electrical Engineering
The program of education in Electrical Engineering is both modern
and ambitious.

The administration and staff have been successful in making

needed curriculum revisions and modernizing Electrical Engineering courses
to keep pace with a fast changing technology.

The entire group is to be

commended for substantial accomplishment under difficult conditions.
It seems appropriate, however, to raise the question as to what
degree of the full creative potential of the staff members can be achieved
if the present teaching loads, which seem unreasonably high, are continued
for long.

Furthermore, substantial upward adjustment of professorial

salaries seems to be indicated if the Department Head is to attract
additional talent to augment the professional specialties already
represented in the Department.

Budgetary provisions for a systematic

imp rovement of present labora tory facilities, particularly in communications
and ele c tronics, also appears to be an obvious and urgent need,
The members of the Department might well consider at length what
positive action would be effective in expanding the scope of the present
M.S. degree program and in initiating a vigorous research effort.

It

appears that significant benefits to the progr&m of undergraduate instruction
could result from the involvement of a large percentage of the professorial
staff in research investigations plus the intellectual stimulation afforded
by the presence of a substantial number of graduate students.
Industrial Engineering
The efforts of tho faculty to combine, supplement and reshape
existing offerings in manufacturing processes (industrial arts), metallurgy
and basic engineering so as to extend beyond this base to form an entire
curriculum in industrial engineering have been energetic and are proceeding
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in a constructive direction.

These are recent steps and, not surprisingly,

the faculty elements do not seem to be unified as yet .

The individual

courses also still tend to show the separateness of their origins rather
than a complete weaving together of industrial engineering subject matter.
In the interim the students are extremely dependent on the two professors
who have their main training in the Characteristically-1.E, courses of
the Junior and Senior years, and a third professor strong in these topics
is sorely needed,

In this transitional period it seems particularly

advisable for the industrial engineering faculty to be in touch with
other industrial engineering teachers (for instance, through attendance
at engineering and engineering-teaching conferences), and industry,
The Clemson industrial engineering curriculum as a whole emphasizes
descriptive and pragmatic industrial engineering courses (e.g., machine-shop
practice and calculations) more than basic analytical or mathematical ones
(e.g., modern statistical analysis applied to engineering problems), and

test and examination papers further imply that the treatment of topics
within individual industrial engineering courses of an applied nature
(except I.E . 407) is not strongly analytical or mathematical.

A downward

adjustment of the time devoted to descriptive or survey subjects would be
more in line with rapid developments now going on in the industrial
engineering field, where mathematical solutions are constantly being
found for problems in such areas as production and inventory control
(queuing theory, etc.) time and motion study (statistical methods, as in
work sampling or in machine-interference analysis), manage rial economics

(analytical rather than trial-and-error determination of optimum-cost
points), plant location, or quality co~trol (probability and sampling
theory) .

More complete separation of engineering from non-engineering
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students in industrial engineering courses would make it easier to increase
the mathematical-analytical content.
Mechanical Engineering
Substantial improvement in the administration of the mechanical
engineering curriculum has been evidenced during the period between the
1955 and 1959 inspections.

The efforts of the Department Chairman

are to be commended particularly with reference to the development of
a high morale among the staff and the clarification of curriculum
objectives.
At the present time there is a potentially serious problem
with reference to the teaching loadA which .the staff are carrying.
These are higher than desirable and effectively prevent the development
of any research interests on the part of the staff and deprive them of
opportunities for essential professional development.
be made, if at all possible, to improve this situation .

Some effort should
It also appears

that faculty salaries are sufficiently low that it may be difficult to
maintain a satisfactory quality in the staff.
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APPENDIX C
THE GitADUATE PROGRAM AT CLEMSON

*

Introduction

This report is based on a study of the graduate offerings, facilities,
obligations, and prospects at Clemson College.

The study was conducted at

Clemson March 3-6 by Lloyd Chapin (lormer Dean of Faculties at Georgia
Institute of Technology and presently Special consultant to the southern
Regional Education Board), Louis A. Parduo (Vice-President and Director of
Grnduato Studies at Virginia Polytechnic Institute), and Herman E. Spivey
(Dean of tho Graduate School at tho University o! Kentucky and Executive
Secretary of the Conference of Bo"thern Graduate Ooans).
WOH

This committee

greatly aided by having previously studied cllrtain publications of

Cl~mson and thirty-three brief written reports prepared for the committee
by department heads in the four SchoolR of the College und by some of the
~eneral ndministrative officers.
A(!ainst this background of up-to-date information the committoP. con ducted a series of intervie ws runnin~ from Monday morning through Wednesd ny
noon, beginning with Pre s ident Poole nnd Dean Kinard, and concluding with
the Committee on Educationnl Polir.ics of the Board of Trustees.

Three of

the conferences invnlvod large r groups (the dea ns , dire ctors and admini s trative officers; the advtsory committee on Graduntc St udi e s; and the Trustees
Committee on Educational Polici e s, with tho princi pal administrative
officers); but most of tho interviews involved frorl\ one to three people at
a time. roprP.senting vario\ls phns os of College activity--in nll, approximately twenty groups.

*

This stu dy wns ma<l~ in 19S7 . I L wn9 acccp t c<l by t he nonr<l of Tr us t ees and
is th e char t t'r <>f the present G1nJuatc Sch ool.
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It would be impossible to find anywhere a more helpful group than the
Clemson faculty and administrntion.

All the interviews were held in an

atmosphere of free and frank discussion, and the committee found no evidence
of conflicting purposes and desires but instead a consistent conviction that
advanced study and research are in need of vigorous development at Clemson
and that Clemson is in a poaition to make highly significant progress in
this direction if given .firm and steady support by the Board and the administration.
The committee agrees that Clemson is indeed blessed with a number of
assets fundamental to the development of a strong program of graduate study
and research.
(1)

For example:

Clemson has developed a tradition of sound undergraduate work with the
emphasis on those subjects which are basic to all branches of learning.
It would appear thnt Clemson graduates of all the four Schools get a
good undergraduate general education as woll as good undergraduate
technical training.

(2)

Clemson has a sizeable n\lmber of outstanding faculty members well
qualified to conduct graduate work of high quality.

(Much of this

potential is unrealized DQw, -however, because of Clemson's extremely
small graduate progrftm.

Furthermore, many phases of the present

research progrnm and some phases of the elementary teaching now
performed by senior faculty members could bo carriod out by graduate
students under supervision.

This would allow a more productive use

of the high competence possessed by tho leading faculty members.)
(3)

Clemson has some prog~ams nnd facilities of distinctive and rare
value to south Carolina:

its Ta~tile School, for example, its

program and fnctlities in ceramic. engineering; its physical plant
and facilities for the animal and plant sciences; its expanding
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engineering program and plant.
(4)

And Clemson is blessed with an experienced, well-informed, and dedicated
administration, imbued with the philosophy of land-grant institutions at
their best and alert both to the distinctive achievements of the landgrant colleges and their challenging opportunities in American education.

Why Develop Graduate work at Clemson?
Clemson has not kept pace, however, with the other land-grant colleges
and universities in the training of graduate students, or even with the other
colleges of the south.

No other major white school of the land-grant family

has so small a graduate program.

In fact, . very few of the colleges in the

South, land-grant or not, private or public, have so small a program.

This

fall, for example, the Southern schools listed below were training graduate

students in numbers as indicated, exclusive of the additional graduate students
taking off-campus graduate work:
86
CLEMSON - - - - - - - - - - - 526
Alabama Polytechnic Institute
307
Baylor University - - 1052
Catholic University - - - - - - 457
Duke Unive rs ity - - - - - - - - - 265
Emory University - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 861
Florida Stnte University
1 46
George Peabody University - - 771
Georgetown University - - - - - 321
Georgia Institute of Technology
- - - 22
Instituto of Textile Technology
- - - 1332
Louisiana State University - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 78
Mercer University - - - - - - - - - - - - - 286
Mississippi Southern College - - - 165
Mississippi State College - 419
North Carolina State College - - - - - - - 864
Oklahoma A. & M.104
Prairie View A. & M.
149
Rice Institute . - - 554
southern Methodist University 518
Texas A. & M. - - - - - 376
Texas Christian - - - - - - 648
Texas State College for Women
449
Texas Technological College -
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Tulane University - - - University of Alabama - University of Arkansas
University of Florida - - - - - University of Georgia - University of Kentucky - - - University of Louisville
University of Maryland
University of Miami
Uni~ersity of Mississippi
University of North Carolina
University of Oklahoma- - - University of South Carolina
University of Tennessee
University of Texas - - - - - - - - - - Univcr~ity of Tulsa - - University of Virginia - - - - - Vanderbilt University - Virginia Polytechnic Instttote

- - 345
552
- 398
1081
- - 411
- - 783

- - 320
- - - - - -

1480
- 604
- 194
-1081
- 935

- - - 366
- - - - - - 885

2206
135

- - 329
- 380
- - - - - 278

This year (1956-1957) the south is training aore than 25,000 graduate
students for leadership in our increasingly complex society; and all surveys
of

u.

S. manpower needs insist that this proportion is bolow the critical

level.

Of these 25,000 graduate students~~ South, Cle•son 1• preparing

only 95 (86 on-eampus nnd 9 off-caapus)!
Stncc graduate work is inescapably expensive, why should Clemson enlarge
her monger graduate work?

If Cle11son does not, she will be the only land-grant

institution in tho nation which has not felt obliged to contribute significantly
to the training ot college teachers, state, federal, and industrial research
workers.

There can be no future college as good as Cleason unless colleges

like Clemson contributo the graduate training prcrequisitG to tho operation of
such institutions.
Tho committee urges earnest consideration of the following ten state•ents:
1.

A land-grant ins~ttution historically is conaNissioned to prepare the sons
and daughters of agricultural, industrial, and business people for the
various pursuits and professions of lite.

Undergraduatft education alone

docs not prepare for all phases of modern life.

Society nowadays needs

and demands more people with graduate training, and must get them from
somewhere.

In South Carolina only Clemson and the University are equipped

and staffed to conduct the graduate training and research of the state.
Yet at present these two combined contribute only about one-third as much
as most South~n states do to the graduate work conducted in the South.
2.

All the l and-grant colleges and universities of America arc conducting
graduate work--all the others in greater degree than Clemson.

Without a

growing graduate program , Clemson will be conspicuous within the landgrant family, and will suffer a serious loss of prestige, not only among
land-grnnt colleges but a lso among students.
3.

The clomson Will says that Clemson is to offflr "thorough theoretic and
practical instruction in those scjcnccs and arts wbtch boar directly upon
agriculture'' and is to bo an "in stit ution for developing tho material
resource s of the state by nffordinG it s youth the advnntagos of scjcnttfic
culture."

It is absolutely impossible , here in the mid-twentieth century ,

to carry 011t thi s intent without well-developed graduate work.
4.

The agricultural and c-n gincering facul1ics oi tomorrow, as well as all
the other college and universily faeult ics , both teaching and research
groups, have to cornc from graduate schools.

In fact, practically all

speci~lists tn all fields, busines s and professional, require grnduate
training.

South Carolina should contrjbute her sha r e of this advanced

educatjon required by

R

growing proportion of society ; and South

Cnrolinn must do so if she is to have her shore of the specialists
needed.

It is neither safe nor ri~ht to depotld

nn othor etotos

ond

other regions to meet our most advnnocd needs.
5.

The greatest achievements 1n agricult\lre, cngincerin~. buRine!-.s , and tho
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professions have come from research--just such research as is conducted and
learned in graduate schools.
6.

The undergraduate program is generally better in America where there is also
a graduate program.

7.

Each tones up the other.

An institution that has a good gradmte program can keep and can recruit a
better staff than one which does not have a grBduate program.

8.

Opportunities for research and (~raduate instruction help keep a faculty
aware of the latest developments in their fields and thus make them bettor
faculty members.
students.

Grnduate work, in other words, stimulates both faculty and

As one Clemson department head insisted, "Grrtduate work helps

the faculty, helps the students, nnd is a drawing card.

It helps business

and industry, too."
9.

Recent studies ahow that the institutions which are most successful in
motivnting graduate study are the institutions which themselve~ conduct
graduate work.

10.

Graduate work is of such a complex nature that it can not be dropped at
will and picked u~at will, fluctuating with economic or other factors.
Neglect forfour or five years, for example, will have ill effects for ten
or twenty years, it indeed the institution can ever recover from the
damage done.

Impressions of the Existing Graduate work~ Clemson
As indicated earlier, there is a strong nnd practically unanimous feeling
among the faculty at Clemson that a strong graduato progrnm should bo developed.
This sentiment, sincerely felt and vigorously exproRsed to the consultants,
constitutes an important asset in evaluating tho potential of the institution
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for graduate work.

Lacking such an interest and concern, the faculty of

Clemson college would be without the first and fundamental foundation for
the development of a graduate program.
There are areas of genuine strength for graduate work at Clemson,
strength in terms of faculty competence and physical facilities in several
departments.

Without attempting here to list all of the departments or to

make the complete appraisal for which time was lacking on their brief visit,
the consultants are of the opinion that the programs in entomology, agronomy,
plant pathology, agricultural economics, and dairying are strongly staffed
and well equipped with excellent facilities.

In the basic sciences, which

constitute the backbone of the land-grant college curriculum, the staffs in
mathematics, physics, and ch emistry--especially chemistry--are prepared to
develop strong graduate programs if they can be relieved of an extraordinarily heavy burden of undergraduate teaching.

The School of Engineer-

ing and School of Textiles have facilities of distinguished excellence for
ceramics and textile research, respectively.

The Department of social

Sciences and the Department of English have staffs of unusual distinction
who have maintained scholarly activity in an environment where their function has been limited to undergraduate instruction.
More than sincere intentions, some scholarly competence, and a few wellequipped facilities for instruction and research, however, will be necessary
if the full potential of the present faculty strength is to be realized.
There are obstacles to be removed anrl points of weakness to be bolstered.
To say that a larger s taff is needed, not only for the present size of
the teaching Qperation. but for growth, expansion, and improvement, is to
state a generality which applles to most educational institutions today.

The

average teaching load at Clemson is hlgh--perhnps not exceptionally so for
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undergraduate instruction, but too high to accommodate the present modest
graduate program, and impossibly high if an enlarged graduate program were
superimposod upon it.

The very nature of graduate instruction is such that

it cannot be measured in the same terms as undergraduate instruction.

There

must be time for the instructor to give individual attention to students,

to advise and guide thesis projects, to conduct research, and to keep himself
informed concerning latest developments in his field.

Where normal loads in

undergraduate teaching may run from twelve to fifteen credit hours, graduate
loads should normally be nine to twelve.

One undergraduate department at

Clemson has loads of from eighteen to twenty.

This situat:l.on leads the

consultants strongly to recommend that the present 1/16 faculty-student
ratio not be applied to areas of graduate instruction.

One-to-sixteen,

applied to the overall operation, is a high ratio at best, even if limited
to the undergraduate faculty, and it would render practically impossible any
development of a respectnble graduate-level operation.

If some compromise

must be made in this mntter, it is suggested that the one-to-sixteen ratio be
limited in its application to undergraduate instruction only, and then ~ot
necessarily in detail to each segment of instruction but on the average, and
that every effort be made to see that the figure used as the faculty divisor
in the ratio be derived fro~ an accurate estimate of equivalent time represented
by full-time and pnrt-time instruction.
Another barrier at Clemson to the growth of the graduate program is the
faculty salary scale.

Tho present average salaries of the teaching staff

are below bothmtional and regional averages.

The median salaries indicated

below for all land-grant colleges for 1955-56 are figuros supplied by the
research staff of tho National Education Association:
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Median Salaries
Clemson

All land-grnnt colleges

1956

1955

Professor
Asso. Prof.
Asst. Prof.
Instructor

$6283
5431
4649
3995

$7539
6015
5047
4059

These are times whon there is a pressing demand, both by industry and
education, for highly trained personnel, particularly in the sciences and
enaineering.

An inability to meet prevailing salary scales is not only a

handicap to the recruitment of additional strength for the staff, but it
also makes difficult the retention of those staff members already employed.
Another point where additional financial ::1upport must be brought to bear
on the development of n sound graduate program is tho enhancement o! resources
for graduate fellowships and assistantships.

The number of fellowships and

assistantships should be incroased and the stipends raised.

By such means

good students arc nttracted to the grnC:llnto program, and the teaching faculty
may be relieved of a considerable burden of routine work which is properly
and economically done by grndnnte aRsistantli, in order that the valuable time
of a highly trained faclllty momhor m3y be used for ndv3nced level teaching,
thesis supervision, ond research.

The inadequncy of the present stipends for

graduate ass19tants hns Jed one department at Clemson to off~r potential
graduate students full-tlmo instructorships with permission to carry a parttime program of ~.radunte studies c:oncurrcntJy.

While this practice is not

unique, the consultants arc emphnticnlly of the opinion that it is unfortunate
in thal it Jmposes a heavy strain upon the person involved. with consequent
bad effects upon both hls touching nnd his study.
Thero is no mo1·e effective means for tho attraction of able persons to a
colloae faculty thnn tho opportunity to participate in an excnllent graduate
program--effective both in bringin~ in good students for training, and for
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bringing in and retaining good teachers for the faculty.
The heart of a graduate school is the library.

In the opinion of the

consultants, the library of Clemson is in competent hands and is of good
quality as far as it goes, but it does not go far enough.

Of all the major

institutions in the south, Clemson has the smallest total library collection.
Clemson annually spends about $35,000 for books and periodicals.

Only one

of the twenty-seven major southern institutions (the University of Mississippi)
spends an amount as small, and that one has more books.

An annual i ncrease

for books and periodicals of $25,000 plus a smaller allotment for library
staff increase would make a significant difference in library resources for
advanced instruction.

unless tho library can be appreciably improved, it is

doubtful that Clemson should expand the graduate work; but library improvement
alone would cost comparatively little.
Since Clemson conducts doctoral work in zoology and entomology and also
in botany and bacteriology, the library needs more of the frequently cited
journals in these subjects.

Other subject fields in which the library of

Clemson, because of her nature , ought to be stronger 1n basic scientific
journals are mathematics , physics, and chemistry.

The lowest journal hold-

ings are in enginee ring journals; and in the field oftextile technology, where
Clemson h~s a rare program, the library could improve present holdings.

If

the graduate program is enlarged , the collection of recently published
scientific books should be built up also.
Tho library will soon need a new and larger building.

The librarian

reports that the present shelving is filled beyond working capacity--a fact
evident upon the most casual inspection--and there are no facilities for
seminar and conference rooms which are essential for maintaining effective
relationships between the library and the teaching and research activities

'

.

of a graduate program.
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The consultants nre of the opinion that a careful study of the present
curriculum, with a viow to some consolidation and integration of offerings
should be undertaken, with the promise of increased simplicity of administration and strongthening of instruction and research through joint use of staff,
An illustrative instnnce is in tho School of Agriculture, where the strong
staff and excellent facilities in animal husbandry, dairying, and poultry

might be united in a really distinguished program in nutrition and breeding,
or in tho general area of the plant sciences where the resources in agronomy,
botany, forestry, and horticulture are equally rich and could be concentrated
into fewer and less widely spread offerings.
such changes should be made only after extended and careful study, and
the same deliberateness should govern also any decisions to add to the present
curriculum.

It would bo highly desirable, for instance, for a bachelor's and

master's degr.ee to be offered in mathematics, hut it is obvious that arbitrarily
to superimpose such a program upon the Department of Mnthemntics with its presont
teaching load would be shortstcht~d and futile.
Tho consultants recommend n simtlnr caution in going forward with such a
prpposal as that for n program in nuclear engineering.

Tho extraordinary costs

for equipment and personnel (if personnel can - be obtained) should be weighed
with utmost care, since the operation will require not only its own high-cost
support, but if successful, will require o substantial strengthening of the
wol'k in basic sciences and engineerin~ throughout the institution.
The whole problem of contont of the curriculum of the entire institution-the relation of each part to ovary other part, and the relation of each part to
the whole--is of such importance in every aspect of progran1 planning that the
consultants recommend that the committee on curriculum or some similar body
undortako a study of the entire corpus of curricular offerings as a guide for
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continuing evaluation and planning (and perhaps some eliminations) which
must be a part of strong and successful growth.

The reports supplied the

consultants by tho various heads of departments for the purpose of the
present visit would provide an excellent base for beginning such an effort.
organi~ation for Graduntc Work
Part and parcel with the concern about what is regarded at Clemson as
a de-emphasis of graduate work is a feeling that what is left will bo in
danger of withering and dying unless n positive commitment is made to
graduate work, at the top levels of authority, by setting up an organizational
pattern which will symbolize full recognition.

Recent events have suggested

to many members of the faculty that graduatP. work has been assigned to
operate in the vicinity of the dry docks so thnt it could bo easily put in
"moth balls".

Tho consultnnts believe thnt Clemson connot afford to go out

of the graduate business even for a day without doing irreparable dRr1nge to
an obligation she holds os n land-grnnt college.

To restore interest to the

faculty in what they have a right to regard as one of their principal reasons
for being and, in any event, to capture the best efforts of fnculty and
graduate studP.nts, it is ncccssnry to ~stnblish and majntain nn orgnniznt1onnl
pattern which will exhibit commitment to graduate work from the governing
Board down.
Admittedly it is impossible to defend a given pattern of organi?.ation
as tho best of all pos~ ible ones and certainly dlffcrent system~ of administration arc use<t effectively in ~wccessful graduate schools.

However, in all

graduate programs certain elements arc pres'3nt, with very few exceptions.
Gradunte work nlmott invnri nhly is henrlc d by a principal ndmtnistrator bea ring the title of de an or dir(}ctor of gradt1nto work.

There is a faculty g't'OUJ>

under the chairman~hip of th~ d9an whic~ hns the rc~pon~inility for formali?.ing
in tho first stage o! policy-makin,:t the felt nneds nt the 1nstit'1tion.

Doth
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of these agents have official sanction from the top.
points of graduate school administration.

These are the cardinal

In the opinion of the consultants,

Clemson should give official recognition to the following organization for
graduate work:
President

I
Dean of Institution

I
Deans of Schools

Graduate Dean

I

I
OepR rtments

Graduate Council

The organization shows the channels for instructional matters.

Since this

leaves the bead of graduate work somewhnt outside of budgetary and personnel
matters, he should be included in the administrative council of the dean of
instruction or group with which he confers on these matters, for they are
important to graduate instruction.

Tho dean or director of graduate work

should bear a specifid title as such.

Though it is not desirable, particularly

in a large graduate school, the graduate deanship is sometimes conbined with
the office of overall academic denn, vice president or provost.

In a way

this is done at Clemson now in that a very able and highly respected Denn of
the College performs the function but he does not carry the title.

Also the

Doan iR very busy, not having time to specialize in the intricate techniques
of graduate school administration, nor has he h a d previous experience in the
area.
A graduate council or committoo of not more than fifteen members should
be set up.

Slightly more than half of those should be recommended by the

graduate dean to the President and servo at his pleasure.

Any administrators

iniportant to graduat~ work ahould he 1.n cluded ex officio in this gro\1p, e.g.,
school deans.

The remainder of tho council should be a.ppointed by the President
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on recommendation of the graduate dean nod school doan for non-repeating
tel'llls of two or three or possibly four years.

Professot>s who teach graduate

students and direct their research should be chosen for these lll?mberships.
Over a period of a few years, Clemson should work toward a graduate faculty
made up of faculty members who each year on the average spend a considerable

portion of their time, say approximately one half, teaching and directing
graduate students.

Of course cortnin administrative officers should be

included in such a faculty.

This latt'cr group would be n forum for discuss-

ing grauuate matt~rs and could make recommendations to tho graduate council.
Other functions are possible.

For 0:11.ample, this group could elect the rotating

members of the graduate council.
In the opinion of the consultants a united graduate school is strongly
to be preferred at a large public colle~c of university type such as Clemson
is, for a good reason aud a corollary to it.

A modern large educational

institution is a complex revolving mechanism with centrifugal :forces threatening to toar it apart.

A single grnduato school is the finest device to

counteract these forces.

The corollRry is that the separate schools and

depnrtmonts tend to compete with each other lending to much duplication of
effort and fragmcntntion of notut>nl units.

A Ringle graduate school serves

as a unifying agent to counter this tendency, thus, importantly, enriching
scholarly attatnment and, not negligibly, saving money without loss of
service.

If this plnn were rlevolope d to it s full potential, the fine

facilities and personnel at Clemson in animal science nnd plant science
could be brought to boar on strong gt>adunto p~ograms at the doctorate level
in a !cw years.

Likewi se strong units could be established from the resources

in physical science and en~ineerin~ s cie nce .
for a~ti!icial barriers cnn be cross~d.

Joint staffing becomes a possibility,

In this connection the cnnsultants
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' believe that the Research F~culty now being established is of dubious value.
Drawing lines between research and teaching can easily be a harmful dichotomy
of parts which belong together.
The great value of a clearly defined graduate school in a university is
generally . recognized.

In a lmring this month b efore a Congressional Committee

(March 14. 1957) conc~rned with higher education, this value is featured by
Dr. ward Darley speaking in behalf of a complex national association:
university is a constellation of schools and collc~es.

"A

Each of these schools

and colleges brings together the teachers, investigators and scholars with the
common interests and capacities necessary to serve thtir separate objectives .
As a conseque nce of this, while the univers ity provides the framework within
which each of these schools nnd colleges may operate as more or less independent
units, it also provides the fra,~cwork within which these sc hool s and colleges
may join h::mds in the interest s of any pro~ ram that may require the joint
effort of more than one school or college.

The ~raduntc schools of our

universities examplify the ~~ti.mate inJhi s 'joinin g of hands' in that they
are devices whereby the unive.1·sity cuts across n ll d ep:1rt10ents, all schools ,
and all colleges so as to hring toge ther the cream of its educational resources
in the interests of the most advanced kind of education that we can conceive."

Conclusion
The consHltants would be remiss in the performance of a clear obligation
if they did not express their indebtedness to the ,, (!ministration and faculty of

Clemson College for a fine educational experience, for a delightful hospitality,
and for patiently sharing ideas on a very important area of learning.

~hey feel

that they learned much more than they possibly could have imparted .
The findings of the cons ultants ~nd the opinions expressed above may be
summarized in the followin~ rccp~me odation:
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A clear acceptance of the challenge to maintain, improve aud enlarge
graduate work at Clemson should be made in such a way as will commit the
Board, the Administration, and the Faculty to a partnership of groat determination.
Once such a decision is made, several steps are suggested -1.

An appropriate administrative organization should be set up
which will give the graduate program unequivocal

status and

a focus for development and action.
2.

Complementary resources for instruction and research, now in
separate administrative units, should be used in concert on
graduate programs.

3.

Graduate stip~nds should be increased in number and amounts.

4.

Plans should be made to enlarge library holdings and facilities.

5.

Provision should be made to reward scholarly and scientific
competence more adequately.

6.

Allowable unit costs for graduate work should be more realistic
in terms of need and by comparison with good graduate programs
in other institutions.

savings on and enrichment of the under-

graduate program--and there arc some such as better teachers for
less money--should not be overlookod.
Finally the consultants are convinced from direct contacts that the Board,

the Administration, and the Faculty possess the educat ional statesmanship to
work out the destiny to which Clemson was calle d when Rhe became a land-grant

college.
Lloyd Chapin
southern Regional Education Board

L.A. Pardue, Vice Prosjdent
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Herman E. Spivoy, Denn,
Gr.aduate School, University of
Kentucky
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ADMINISTRATION-FACULTY-STUDENT RELATIONS SELF-STUDY REPORT
PART I
The first section of this report is concerned with information received
by this coamittee from the department heads of the college.

Each department

head submitted a statement and the information served as a basis for the conclusions, observations and reconmendations made in this report.
With regard to full time teaching loads, most departments require from 15
to 18 contact hours, which includes 12-15 lecture hours and 3-6 hours of laboratory instruction.

In the case o{ classes where there are 3-35 students no

adjustment is made with respect to the teaching load.

However, in some depart-

ments which operate on the lecture-recitation basis, adjustments are made to
reduce the number of teaching hours for those professors who have lecture
sections which sometimes number a hundred or more students.

Only ·in a few

instances are teaching loads adjusted with respect to the level of difficulty
of the course and whether or not the professor has taught the course before.
With regard to adjusting teaching loads to allow for personal research, some
departments allow some credit but not as much as they felt they should, while
in other departments no credit at all is given.

The maximum teaching loads

reported seemed rather incoherent with the normal teaching load.

Maximum

clock hour loads of 26, 24, and 20 hours were reported by department heads;
the 26 hours by the Department of Entomolouy and Zoology , 24 hours by Drawing
and Design and 20 hours by the Mathematics Department and the Agriculture
Engineering Department.
About half the departments give credit for directing graduate research.
In some areas, of course, no graduate work is being done.
There is wide variation from department to department with regard to
the percentage of the staff serving on committees.

In only one case did a
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department head state that he made adjustment in the teaching load in recognition of committee service.
These are the facts, but they are rather meaningless without interpretation.

With regard to the normal teaching load it was commented a number

of times that college policy dictates that the minimum load be 15 hours.

It

was felt by many department heads that a more flexible policy would enable
them to equalize the individual faculty membert total assignment better.

In

many instances where no teaching credit was allowed for personal research
and directing graduate research it should be pointed out that the department
heads felt that credit should be given but that it was impossible at the
present time because of the limited number of staff members and the inflexibility in the rule for minimum number of teaching hours.

It is the recom-

mendation of this committee that a study be made to equalize teac~ing as signments, first within departments, then within schools and finally equalized with respect to the schools in the college and that · the college endeavor to add staff members in departments where teaching loads are too
heavy due to an inadequate number of people currently on the departmental
staff .
With respect to inequalities in the amount of committee work done by
faculty members, it is to be noted that this is a natural result of the
inescapable fact that not all faculty members are of the same ability nor
do they have the same circumspect resulting fr om experience .
It is to be noted that only in the School of Agriculture did the individual department heads report almost unaminously that all of the members of
their staff serve on some committee, but reported that by no means was the
total committee work shared equally·by their staff members.

The department
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of Textiles, which submitted a combined report, stated that 90 per cent
of their 14 staff members serve on coumittees.
All department heads make reports concerning evaluation of faculty
members once a year to their deans (in the case of the Agriculture School
to the Director of Teaching or Director of Research) .

From the comments

received, however, the department heads evaluate the efficiency of the members of their department continuously. , It is from their personal knowledge

of the work of their staff members that recommendations for promotion, pay
raises, etc. are made--not from the forms submitted to the Dean.

One de-

partment head feelsthat the forms for these reports to the Dean of the
College need revision.
Areas in whicb the College needs strengthening.

The following are

comments made with respect to areas of the college which the department
heads feel needed strengthening:
1. Strengthening of the graduate school program in general.

More as -

sistantships should be made available and more fe llowship money must be
obtained.
2. General improvement to the teaching at the freshman and sophomore
levels.

Particular reference was made of the Physics, Mathematics, Chemis-

try and English Departments.

A number of department heads pointed out that

the better instructors in their departments teach advanced courses only,
leaving the more inept instructors to do teaching at the introductory levels.
It is interesting that so many department heads feel that we needed strengthening in the English department with respect to placing more emphasis on helping the students to express themselves more clearly, both orally and in composition, while the head of the Engl,ish department calls for college wide
cooperation on this matter; that is, asking all professors to require handedin work to be grammatically correct and clearly expressed.
3. More laboratory equipment and better audio and visual training aids.
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4. A better orientation program for freshmen.
5. Recognition of outstanding teachers.

In June 1961 the Alumni Associa-

tion recognized four professors for "their outstanding contribution to Clemson
College".
College.

This, however, is an activity of the Alumni Association and not the
This recognition does not preclude the possibility of the College

further recognizing outstanding faculty members through "endowed chairs",
such positions as "distinguished professors", etc.
6. More strength in the field of Biochemistry.
7. A stronger Education Department.

The committee feels that the total

program in secondary education has been ~reatly improved with the abolishment
of the Department of Secondary Education.

The present plan to have prospec-

tive teachers major in a subject matter field while taking the education
courses required for certification seems to be entirely coherent ~ith the
problems currently besettin~ secondary education.
8. Smaller student loads to enhance better quality of work.
9. An overall look at the grading system.

It was pointed out t hat "the

ranks in distribution of our freshman on the entrance examination scores
show

an inverse correlation with the grades given by the diff erent schools.

To wit:

those schools which have entering freshman in the lowest two quartiles

(in grade percentages) are also the schools that gave 50 to 60 per cent A's
and B's.

The grades in some advanced courses ye ~r in and year out average

from 75 to 100 per cent A's and B's.

These same s t udents enrolled in these

courses have much difficulty with the average run of freshmen and sophomore
courses.'' In line with this comment another department head (who does much
counseling) pointed out that he had difficulty with his advisees because a
disproportional number requested to ' elect certain courses.

He felt the

basis for this selection was that these courses had established the reputa-

tion of being "easy",.

Another recommendation which mcrtts consideration is
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the establishment of a grading system which would include pluses and minuses.
This conunittee feels that all of the above points merit investigation and
recommends that each of these items be assigned to the appropriate person or
persons for action.
With regard to the college giving financial assistance to faculty members
to help them pursue an advanced degree, only one such case was reported in
the entire college.

This was reported by the head of the department of

Electrical Engineering.

One other case reports that a man on leave to pursue

graduate studies received $500.00 from a special Fund.
This committee recommends that some office be designated to gather and
keep on file information concerning places faculty members may secure loans
for pursuing graduate studies leading to advanced degrees and that the faculty
as a whole be made cognizant of this service.

The Graduate School office is

doing this in part; the committee's recommendation is that the work be elaborated.
PART II

The second part of this report is concerned with the information received by this committee through questionn~ires

sent to each faculty member.

Approximately 80 per cent of the faculty members completed and returned their
questionnaires.

The questionnaire asked the individual faculty members to

list conditions which they felt needed improvement.
under 8 headings.
editorializing.
faculty members.

These are catagorized

In most cases the comments are recorded without

committee

In some cases comments were submitted by only one or two
In the event of a large number of people reporting the same

grievances, due note is made.

It must be emphasized that this section of the

report should n2! be misinterpreted as reflecting the opinion of this committee.

Committee comments are always prefaced with some phrase such as "in

the opinion of the committee."
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A. SCHOLARSHIP:

Foremost in the minds of most faculty members is the need

to improve scholarship at Clemson.

Some of the comments were as follows:

1. The college should study methods of improving scholarship.
2. An improved counseling system is needed.
3. A stronger freshman orientation program is needed.
4. We should work toward getting the entire student body and faculty to
assume a proper attitude toward education and scholarship.
5. Based on the observation that some students are unable to perform
satisfactorily in simple arithmetic, it is to be concluded that the
entrance examinations should be strengthened.
6. Study hours should be required for marginal studenti.
7. The discourteous manner in which students are treated by some members
of the administrative staff and non-teaching personnel in various departments is damaging to their morale.

a.

The college needs an honor system.

9. The college should launch an all-out effort to discourage cheating,
with emphasis on the morals involved.
10. Better cultural advantages should be made available to students.
11. The administration's policy of allowing the athletic association ~o
extract confiscatory contributions from students to supplement the
IPTAY program through the athletic associations ownership of the Book
Store, imbues the student with the feeling that the administration
places our athletic reputation above our academic reputation.
12. Student requirements for returning to school are too lax and too low.
13. The college needs a more effective method of keeping quiet in the
dormitories so that serious minded students may study.
14. An effort should be made to separate good students from poor students
in classes. (The Committee notes here t hat the establishment of a
honors program in 1961 will do much to correc t this situation).
15. All students entering Clemson College are required to take the same
course program within their major field. This imposes a difficult
task on the students who have made low sco~es on their entrance exams,
and may prevent them from passing the number of hours requisite for
continued enrollment. The matter should be carefully studied.
16. There is an overemphasis on agriculture and textiles in view of the
fact that their combined student enrollment is only about 20 per cent
of the total.
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17. Poor student-faculty relationships exist in the physics department, due
to the lecture-recitation system employed there.
18. There is some unnecessary duplication of courses (~.,organic chemistry
is taught by both the Chemistry department and the Textile Chemistry department).
19. Too often the caliber of instruction is still pitched on the level of
the sub-average student.
20. Clemson should consider the possibility of offering the B. A. degree.
21. Many areas of concentration in Arts and Sciences (particularly History
and English) are too heavily weighted with required science courses.
22. Staff members need more teaching and research assistants to relieve
them of some menial chores.
This conmittee recommends that a college-wide committee be established which,
working with the committee on scholarship · in the Faculty Senate, will make a
comprehensive study of methods of improving scholarship and establishing a more
academic atmospher~ at Clemson.
B. FACULTY NEEDS AND RESPONSIBILITIES. Almost all faculty members felt that
salaries were too low. The emphasis here was placed on the associate add full
professorial ranks. These comnents were made not only from the individuals
economic point of view, but also from the viewpoint of the poor bargaining
position department heads find themselves in when they try to attract competent personnel to their departments. Many felt that higher salaries from
this point of view would not only enable the college to attract higher caliber
faculty members, but would improve the proficiency of the faculty in general
through association with these people. Others felt that there was not a sufficient salary differential between mediocre and outstanding faculty members;
the outstanding faculty members carry an inordinate proportion of the load
with respect to teaching assignments, committee work, directing graduate research and other departmental assignments, and often find their salaries to
be only slightly higher than that of faculty members who do little work beside
that which is required of them.
Other comments concerning faculty are as f ollows:
1. There are an insufficient number of telephones for faculty use.
2. Persons retired from the military \nth little or no teaching experience
receive high rank and salary. A number of comments were received on
this point from members of the Engineering staff who showed bitter resentment toward the policy of giving people retired from the military
rank and salary nearly equal to faculty members with much more teaching experience. This committee recommends that this situation be studied.
3. Funds should be made available to implement the "Sabbatical Leave"
section of the "Leave Policy"* Two faculty members have been granted
"Sabbatical Leaves". One is from the School of Arts and Sciences and
the other from the School of Architecture. However, it is still to be
noted that no specific fund has been established to implement the
"Sabbatical Leave" policy.
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4. The retirement policy needs revision since we are now retiring faculty
members who are in good health and who may make valuable contributions
after they reach 65 years of age.
5. Teaching loads are excessive and prevent research minded people from
carrying out their r esearch endeavors.

6. In the calculation of teaching loads little or no consideration is
given to the fo llowing:
(a) Size of class.

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Committee assigrunents.
Teaching of graduate courses.
Courses taught for the first time by an instructor.
Time required for t he preparation of some laboratory courses .

7. One member of the mathematics department did not feel that his department head was qualified to pass out the assignments on advanced courses
since he had never taught a course in mathematics above the sophomore
l evel.

8. One member of the Physics Department felt that "persons in the department with undue infl uence select the physics sophomore text but showed
poor judgment in doing so - that these books are then crammed down the
throats of the sophomore physics teachers". (In the opinion of the
committee the two above items should be referred to the Dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences for action),
9 . Some of the persons working in administration hold themselves in hi3h

esteem and are rather impertinent to faculty members seeking services
these people are employed to render . (The term 11 administration 11 connotes many different things to many different people. It is the
opim.on of this committee that most people making the above criticism
have in mind the non- academic administrative personnel).
10 . There should be more cooperation, coordination and communication between
departments and schools in establis~ing sound curricula for t he various
disciplines.
11. The present plan for compulsory attendance of faculty at commencement
should be re-examined.
12. The "leave policy 11 does not allow adequate leave time for 12 month employees --new staff members have less leave than non-professional employees . The policy hinders the hiring and retention of quali f ied
staff members .
13. The sick leave policy discriminates a gainst faculty members with classes
spread over six days instead of four or five days.
l l~ . Aircraft should be provided for state travel (especially between Columbia

and Clemson) to conserve tim~ of professional staff members.
15. The college cars shoul<l carry official seals on the doors to give the
college some good publicity, to discourage use of said vehicle for
personal use, and as an answer to those who claim that we do not use
seals because of the USC' of the vehicles by the athletic association
for clandestine recruiting trips.
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16. The Clemson House should have rooms at reduced rates for visitors who
are on official business at the college.
17. The r etirement policy benefits should be strengthened to include more
aid to dependents where an employee dies or becomes disabled before retirement.
18. The graduate school should be enlarged with particular emphasis on increasing its services to public school teachers.
19. Faculty members who wish to attend professional meetings should be
allowed to do so at least once a year at college expense.
20. We should have a more effective way of evaluating professors--student
opinion should be considered.
21. An excessive amount of time is spent studying the curriculums in the
School of Asriculture.
22. In the selection of faculty members more consideration should be given
to professional preparation (courses in teaching and methods and
principles of learning).
23. The college should provide sumner research jobs for those members of
the faculty who are interested in research but do not have the time
during the reeular school year.
24. There is a need for a t:ultion exchange plan.
25. Faculty members should be reimbursed more promptly for personal money
spent to finance college trips. The committee recommends that the service given by the student bank for loans for official trips be made
kno't-m to faculty members.
26. The accounting department should pay the NSF Summer Institute participants at a time convenient to the participants, not at times that are
optimum for the accounting department.
27. There are too many non-academic people on the Educational Council.
28. Experiment Station and extension personnel of ten seem to be i gnored by
administration (no representation on Educ ational Council).
29. Funds are often difficult to come by for legitimate requirements for
laboratory teaching and research.

C. ADMINISTRATION.
follows:
·

Some conunents pertaining to the administration are as

1. Channels of communication from administration to faculty are so slow
that much information reaches the individual faculty members as hearsay
or through the newspapers before they are notified through any official
channels. This committee feels that channels of communication have improved to such an eictent that insidious rumors are almost non- existent .
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2. There are too many questionnaires and reports to fill out. This comment came mostly from the School of Agriculture with regard to reports
within the school, This committee feels that fewer complaints would
be made concerning questionnaires and reports if the faculty understood
the need of the administration for the information requested,
3, A billboard should be placed on the Clemson By-pass identifying Clemson
College.
4. The facilities of the YMCA need expanding.
5, Some administrative activities, such as purchasing, personnel, etc.
have not contributed to the college in proportion to the magnitude
of their staff and budget.
D. BOOK STORE.

Caustic remarks concerning the Book Store were numerous.

Lead-

ing the list was the chronic gripe of faculty members concerning the o~mership of the book store by the Athletic Association.

To summarize those

comments, it was felt that the ownership of the book store constitutes
a most flagrant abuse of students by the college administration.

This is

from the viewpoint that students are not required to patronize the canteen ,
etc., b u t ~ required to buy their books from the book store and that the

profits therefrom support athletic grants-in-aid.

It is the considered

opinion of this committee that this is one of the College's most damaging
activities to its public relations, since both students and faculty resent
this policy.

This constitutes the "Achilles Heel" when anyone, adminis-

trator or faculty member, tries to convince others that Clemson is stressing
the academic aspects of its total life.

The committee strongly recommends

that the administration seek means of trans ferr ing the ownership of the
book store from the Athletic Association.

It f urther recommends that the

profits from the sale of books to students should be small and that such
profits should go into some academic pursuit.

The chairman of this commit-

tee served as President of the Faculty Senate for the past year and during
that time heard more criticism of administrative policy on this one item
than any other.

These comments came from serious-minded students as we ll

as serious-minded faculty members.
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The Committee is cognizant of the fact that the Athletic Association
bought the Book Store, that the space occupied by the Book Store is rent-free,
that the Athletic Association does assist in the financial support of the band
and intramural sports, and that it (the Committee) has not specifically recommended
who should operate the Book Store should it be taken out of the hands of the
Athletic Association.
Other remarks from the faculty concerning the Book Store are*
(a) The Book Store makes a poor effort to provide the proper number
of books needed each semester.
(b) The time study kit for TM 454 is seldom ready at the beginning of the
semester, in spite of sufficient advanced notice.
(c) Textbooks are not always ready a.t the beginning of the semester, in
spite of sufficient advance notice.
(d) The Book Store sells early printings of textbooks to students
when l ater printings are available.
(e) There appears to be a high mark- up on all items sold in the Book
Store . Students can purchase many items (such as slide rules) in
Greenville much cheaper than in our own Book Store.
(f) The Book Store should broaden its scope by carrying books other
than standard textbooks.
E. GENERAL FACILITIES .

Comments submitted by the faculty on facilities

are as follows:
1. The ROTC drill field is inadequate.
2. Parking space near certain buildings is inadequate. Special mention
here was made of the faculty area behind the textile building.
3 . The college needs an improved auditorium.
4. Audio and visual aids in the English department are inadequate.
5 . The Collece needs a dormitory for girls.
6,. The use of the green houses should be reviewed.

Some are too crowded,
and some are used for purposes for which less expensive space would
serve as well.

*

Information which follows may be in need of "up-datinc" to be statistically
correct. However, changes would not appreciably effect the tenor of this
section.
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7. The offices and classrooms assigned to ROTC are inadequate.
8. There is a need for an armory type building for effective military
teaching.
9. The English Department should be housed in one building. At present,
the English classes are held in five or six different buildings but
even with this arrangement, there are an inadequate number of rooms
and offices. (The Committee notes that such a building will be constructed in 1961-62).
10. Now that Clemson is co-educational and has on its faculty a number
of lady professors, the lack of facilities for women has become
quite apparent.
Specific conunents regarding agriculture facilities are as follows:
1. Plant and Animal Science Building.
a. Poor chalkboards.
b. Not sufficiently soundproof - impossible to lecture in room
adjacent to another room where movies are being shown.
c. Ventilation not adequate.
d. Poor lawn maintenance around building .
e. Planned cytology laboratory needs to be developed in Agronomy
and Soils area.
2. Agricultura l Eng i neering Building.
some laboratories.

Better lighting needed in

3. Entomology Space in Long Hall.
a. Lighting poor for laboratories.
b. Lacking in microscopes.
c. Temperature not controlled properly.
4. Agricultural Economics Space in Long Hnl l .
a. Too crowded in offices and classrooms .
b. Funds for instructional aids insufficient.
c. Need more calculators .for statistics laboratory.

5. Botany Space in Long Hall.
a. Need additional microscopes, materials and equipment.
b. Need some trucks in motor pool for hauling chemicals, soil,
fertilizer, etc.
c. Greenhouses not close enough to teaching laboratory.
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d. Need large lecture room in Long Hall.
e. Need freight elevator in Long Hall.
6. Animal Husbandry Space in Poole Memorial Agricultural Center.
a. Need Livestock pavilion.
b. Laboratory facilities not adequate for graduate students.
c. Lack proper facilities for statistical work on research data.
d. Nutrition laboratory needs to be equipped.
7. Horticulture Space in Poole Memorial Agricultural Center.
a. Need more equipment in processing laboratory.
b. Need instructional aids.
c. Need more space and equipment for graduate students.
8. Dairy Space in Poole Memorial Agricultural Center. Additional
equipment is needed in some of the dairy laboratories.
F. Athletics.

Conunents pertaining to athletics were as follows:

1. Athletics are overemphasized, particularly football.
2. Faculty members are required to do an excessive amount of work
giving make-up quizzes for athletes who are off on trips during
quizzes.
3. The college should adopt the recommendations of the CMP report
concerning profits from Athletic Association enterprises.
4. We need a greater diversification in inter-collegiate athletics.
5. The intramural sports program needs strengthening.
6. More facilities for the student body should be provided such as
additional tennis courts, outdoor swimming pool, golf course, handball court, etc.
7. The college needs an indoor swinnning pool.
belongs to the YMCA and is inadequate.
G. LIBRARY.

The only existing one

Cotrunents regarding the library are as follows:

1. A monitor is needed to maintain quiet in the library.
2. The library building is inadequate.
3. Back issues of some journals are badly needed.
4. The library should stay open a larger number of hours during school
holidays.
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H. MISCELLANEOUS REMAIU<S.
1. The name of the college should be changed since the college is
no longer an agricultural college from the student enrollment
viewpoint.
2. The Su1TU11er School needs a director.
pointed in 1962).

(Note:

one will be ap-

3. The college should arrange to buy chemicals in bulk.
might be feasible at the department or school level.

This

4. Deans should teach at least one course.
5. There should be special provision for members of faculty families

to attend classes at the college.
6. Part of the college runs on a 6 day week and part on a 5 day week.
This makes insuperable difficulties for class advisors in making
out student schedules.
7. Faculty members should be issued I. D. cards.
8. The college should cease teaching courses of high school level.
9. A faculty member should not be required to teach more than t wo
consecutive classes.
The survey also revealed some other interesting information.

A popula-

tion curve of the length of service of faculty members . at Clemson versus the
number of faculty shows a dip in the curve from 5 to 10 years.

This may

indicate that advancement, promotion or prospects for the future may dim at
this juncture.

The co1TU11ittee recorrunends that this particular situation be

studied.
Only 16 faculty members in the c~llege are working toward their Ph.D.'s.
Ten of these are in the school of Arts and Sc iences.

There are about 3

times this number working toward their master's degree.

In only one in-

stance has the college assisted a faculty member financially with his Ph.D.
program.

This conunittee feels that the college should encourage faculty

members to acquire advanced deerees by offering some sort of assistance,
particularly in fields where it is very difficult to attract new personnel.
About one-third of the faculty have Ph.D.'s, but it is the feeling of this
committee that the breakdovm of this type of information in the departmental
self-study reports will be more meaningful.
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The survey also showed that a very small percentage of the faculty is
engaged in research, except in the School of Agriculture.

Again, with the

exception of the School of Agriculture, there is little research financed by
agencies outside Clemson College.

It is the opinion of this committee that

Clemson has more staff members who are interested in research than are actually
engaged in research, and that a study should be made as to means of providing
time and facilities for development in this area.
Although a surprisingly large percentage (15%) of the faculty felt
that there were limitations on academic freedom, the committe believes that
the recent statement made by President Edwards that faculty members may feel
free to write letters or articles to papers, journals, etc., stipulating only
that they sign their names and not their academic ranks, should eliminate complaints in this area.

Most of the comments concerning limitations on academic

freedom dated back to incidents that happened at least two or three years ago.
CONCLUSION.

The basic aims and purposes of this institution and the

fulfillment of its basic role are stated in "The Policy Statement on the
Role of Clemson College and its Five Schools".

This committee sincerely

believes that the recommendations contained in this report, if adopted and
implemented, will enable this college, .2E!, college, to successfully fuliill
this basic role.
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APPENDIX .E
A Projection
By the year 1975 Clemson College expects to enroll 7000-8000 students.
This increase means that the present enrollment will be doubled.

Planning

for this increase has included (1) a detailed study by the Office of Planning,
dealing with teaching facilities; (2) the development of a master architectural
plan for the campus; and (3) statements from each of the major academic Schools
of the College, outlining school requirements for the fifteen year period.
The study by the Planning Office and the master architectural plan for the
College are available for review by members of the Self-Study Visitation Committee.

The conunents of the deans of the Schools of Agriculture, Arts and

Sciences, Engineer'ing and Textiles, and of the Graduate School and the office
of Student Affairs are reprinted in this appendix.
I The Office of Student Affairs
Since 1955 all student activities have been the responsibility of the
Dean of Student Affairs.

It has been his duty to coo~dinate and supervise all

student personnel services as well as to develop policies concerning these activities for the approval of the administration.

He has had the responsibility

for administering directly the functions of counseling; discipline; residence
hall programs; student organizations; student motor vehicle regulations; class
atte~dance regulations; and the development and administration of regulations
designed to promote the health, welfare, morale, and conduct of all students.
To be able to provide for and to improve student personnel services for
the enrollment 0£ ·7500-8000 students which is expected by 1975, the following
requirements are listed:
Personnel
1. The Dean's office will require three additional resident counselors for
added male residence halls, a director of student organizations with his
assistant, and two steno3r.iphers. In the event women's residence halls
are provided at least four professional staff members and a secretary
must be added.
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2. The Registrar's Office will require three more professional staff members
and seven clerical assistants.
3. Two physicians, four trained nurses, two clerical helpers, one stenographer,
and three orderlies will be required for the Student Health Service, in
addition to the present members of the staff.
4. A department of counseling should be established. Three professional staff
members and a secretary will be needed . to operate such a service.
5. Enl arged intramural and intercollegiate activities will require four additional athletic staff members.
6. In order for Student Aid and Placement to serve the anticipated increase
in the number of students, one more professional staff member and two additional stenographers must be employed.
7. The Y.M. C. A. and Student Center will need to add five staff members, one
stenographer and additional part-time student workers.
8. An assistant director of bands will be needed.
The staff additions as listed above would increase the personnel of Student
l1.S clerical and
steno3raphic assistants.

Affairs from 41 to 73 professional members and from 27 to

Physical Facilities
1. Office space for Dean 1 s Office, n.ecistrar, Counseling, and Aid and Placement
will be required (10,000 square feet) .

2. The construction of a llealth Service facility will .be needed to replace the
obsolete frame house ~,hich was converted many years a30 to an infirmary.
The present building has an inadequate number of rooms and becaune of high
voltage x-ray equipment and inflammable materials which are necessary for
its operation, is inherently a fire hazard (30,000 square feet),
3 , A gymnasium-coliseum to seat 12,000 people for indoor athletic events, military drills, colle3e-wide convocations, cattle shows, an<l agricultural and
scientific exhibitions is needed (200,000 square feet).
4. Additional fields for intramural activities wHl be needed which should
include twenty additional tennis courts, an outdoor track, and a baseball
field .
5 . A recreation-Student Center facility to include an indoor swimmin3 pool,
gymnasiums (designed to be used for intramural athletics, pl ays, concerts,
dances, etc.), hand ball courts, boulin3 alleys, rifle ran~e, meeting rooms,
music rooms, snack bar, and loun~es will be needed (100,000 square feet).
6 . The Department of Bands will need an office, practice area and stora::;e nrea
(5,000 square feet).
7. Male dormitory residents will require 36l~ additional rooms uith 1780 beds .
8 . Assuming that the percenta::;e of married students remnins constant there
will be a demnnd for 300 additional livinc units.
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9. There will be a need for women's dormitories (200 rooms for L~OO occupants) •
The goal of Student Affiars is to help college students to become mature human
beings, knowing their responsibilities and limitations , setting their sights on
worthy objectives which will guide their lives both personal and vocational.
This must be accomplished by a coordinated program of non-academic student activities and counseling which will supplement and enhance the academic instructional
program.
II THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
Three factors portend a rapid expansion in graduate study in the United
States between 1961 and 1975.

Two of the~ are conuuon to undergraduate educa-

tion: the college age population is expected to increase and the proportion
of this population going to college is expected to rise.

A third £actor stems

from this rising undergraduate population but is peculiar to the graduate
school; additional college students will require additional teachers but this
rate of increased demand for college teachers will far outstrip the rate of
increase in undergraduate enrollment.
The college age population, ages 18-21, in 1975 may be predicted with
relative certainty since persons who will reach that age then are already liv-

ing and counted.

The numbers are expected to increase from approximately 9.6

million in 1960 to 14.6 million in 1970 and to nearly 16 million in 1975.

This

means a population increase of about 67 per cent.
At the same time, an increasing portion of this population is expected to
enroll in college.

The proportion of the college age group that is enrolled

in college has approximately doubled every 20 years since 1900, changing from
four per cent in 1900 to eight per cent in 1920 and to fifteen per cent in 1940.
This rate of increase obviously cannot continue indefinitel y and probably has
not been maintained in the last two decades.
These figures of college age population and percentage of this group in
school must be considered in the light of another important variable, viz . over
forty per cent of the persons enrolled in colleges in October 1958 were either
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below 18 or over 21.

Thus, the college age population and the percentage en-

rolled will serve as guides for computing expansion, but the actual figure must
consider persons outside this group .

The resulting computations indicate that

the college enrollment is likely to increase from an estimated 3.2 million in
1960 to 4.8 million by 1970 if the proportion of college age persons going to
college does not change, and to 6 or 6 .5 million persons if the proportion changes
by only 5 per cent over 1960.

It should be noted that this would constitute

approximately a 100 per cent increase in a 10 year period.

By 1975 college

enrollments could easily further increase to 7.5 million.
The above figures for college age population and proportion in college
have been for undergraduates.

However, graduate enrollment and graduate de-

grees awarded have increased at a more rapid rate than undergraduate enrollment and degrees awarded.

From 1920 to 1940 graduate enrollment increased

about 700 per cent; undergraduate enrollment increased about 100 per cent.
From 1940 to 1958 the number of doctor's degrees awarded increased 170 per
cent; the number of second level degrees nearly 150 per cent; and the number
of bachelor's degrees nearly 100 per cent.
While there is thus an historical reason to believe that graduate enrollment will increase even more rapidly than the probable 100 per cent increase
in college enrol lment over the next ten years, the increased undergraduate
enrollment will, in itself, present increased pressure for graduate enrollment.
If we have a teaching population of 100 with teachers dying or retiring
at a rate of five a year, graduate schools must produce five new teachers a

year.

If in one year, however, the undergraduate enrollment increased by

five per cent, in that year the graduate schools must turn out not only the
normal output of five replacement t~achers but also five newly-demanded
teachers--a 100 per cent increase in its output .
confronts graduate schools today.

A situation similar to this

The increased demand for teachers from this
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source is likely to be even larger than the number that will be forthcoming
because of the larger population and the increased proportion in graduate school.
This same effect operates with respect to business's demand for graduate
degree holders.

Not only are businesses seeking to replace such persons who

are leaving them, but their rapid expansion of research and development outlays,
requiring largely persons with advanced degrees, will call for an even more
rapid expansion of graduate schools and enrollment.
Concommitant with the question of quantity of graduate enrollment is
that of quality.

This question has received less publicity, the assumption

being that present quality will be at least maintained.
a foregone conclusion.

This, however, is not

About two generations ago, as a consequence of our de-

sire to expand our. secondary education system there was a large increase in
the demand for secondary school teachers.
had supplied these teachers.

Traditionally liberal arts colleges

At this juncture they failed to expand to meet

demands, and new institutions, largely normal schools and teachers colleges,
sprang up.

Debate over the desirability of this change in teacher training

persists to this day.
If graduate schools fail to expand to meet the increased demand for their
graduates, the supply may come from other s.o urces, giving more teachers with
less education.

There are enough college students with ability for doing graduate work.
The questions to be answered are whether there will be enough room in the
graduate schools and whether the cost of such education will be low enough
that the student can afford to invest the additional years which are required .
Graduate work' at Clemson has grown rapidly in both quantity and quality
during the last decade and promises to continue to grow.
instituted at Clemson only fifteen years ago.

Graduate work was

Since that time enrollment in

the Graduate School has risen rapidly from six in 19l~7 to 64 in 1954 , and to
146 in 1960.
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The number of persons receiving advanced degrees from Clemson College has
also risen from an average of twelve degrees a year over the four year period
1948-1951, to an average of thirty-one degrees a year for the three year period
1955-1957, and to an average of fifty degrees a year for the three year 1958-1960.
This is a four-fold increase in a period of just over a decade,
The expansion of graduate work is also shown by the increased number of
fields in which work is offered,

In the· 1948-1951 period degrees were awarded

in ten curricula; in the 1958-1960 period degrees were awarded in nineteen
fields.

In the present academic year graduate work is being offered in twenty-

five different fields and in seventeen of these fields Clemson College is the
only school in South Carolina offering an advanced degree.
These figures · indicate that the Graduate School at Clemson has grown
rapidly:

more rapidly than the undergraduate school at Clemson and more rapidly

than the average for graduate schools throughout the United States.
The Graduate School at Clemson, while growing rapidly, was in 1957 the
smallest of any major, white land-grant college and it is doubtful that there
has since been an advance from this position.

In 1959 Clemson had the third

lowest graduate schoo~ enrollment among forty-seven Southern graduate schools.
It may therefore be argued that Clemson is not yet contributing her share to
the national and regional demand for highly trained persons.

It is neither

right nor safe for Clemson or for South Carolina to continue this dependence
on other institutions for highly trained teachers and research persons.
The College proposes, then, to emphasize the development of its Graduate
School, and a gro,rth in the number of graduate students to 600 by 1975 seems
not unreasonable.

An

increase of this size obviously calls for increases in

faculty, equipment, and expenses.

A. faculty-student ratio for graduate stu-

dents must be lower than for undergraduates because of the more specialized
training and individual attention required.

If a ratio of 1 faculty member
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to 10 students is assumed, an increase in enrollment of l~SO would require L~S
new graduate faculty members,
Clemson may here, however, have one advantage in its persently small graduate
program.

In those fields where enrollment is still low, additional students

could be enrolled with little or no increase in faculty personnel.

As

many

as 150 students could be so enrolled in certain courses with no increased
faculty requirement.

The net increase then required would be on the order of

30 faculty members instead of the 45 mentioned above.
Other costs associated with graduate training should approximately equal
the cost of graduate faculty salaries.

Estimates of the cost per student of

graduate education at Clemson made by two departments for the academic year

1960-61 were $3000, and $4,200.

Faculty salaries were approximately forty per

cent of total cost for the lower cost department and about fifty-five per cent
in the other department.
These estimates support the expectations of lower costs per student as
the graduate program expands.

The hi3her cost department expected onl y six

graduate students; the lower cost department expected sixteen,
We may estimate the total annual cost of the above expansion at a figure
between $500,000 and $750,000 .

Considering the uncertainty of progr am costs

even one year in advance, the cost of a program fifteen years hence must necessarily be largely conjecture.

These limits are derived by (1) assuming that

thirty new professors are hired at $8 ,000 a year and that this cost of $2L~O ,000
is fifty per cent of the total cost of the graduate program; and (2) assuming
that an additional 300 eraduate students would have an average annual educational cost of $2,500 each.
Not all these costs, however, would be borne by the College.

Tuition and

fees from students and grants from scholarship programs might be c~,pected to
approximate $100,000 a year.
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Can such an expenditure of an additional $400,000 to $650,000 be justified?
Perhaps there are places where such funds could be more profitably spent; but
if $1300 to $2000 spent to give a superior student an additional year of specialized training results in an additional wage (and hence in additional output) of $1,000 a year (a not unrealistic assumption) society would be paid
twenty to thirty times over for its investment.

And when one considers that

the basic research, the innovations, the policy decisions, and the philosophical leadership of our society are more and more devolving on graduate-trained
persons, we can hardly afford not to make such an investment.
III THE SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
The informati?n given in this report is based on the assumption that by
1975 the undergraduate enrollment in the School of Agriculture and in the College as a whole will be approximately doubled, and that there will also be a
significant increase in the graduate enrollment.
A. Projected Staff Needs to 1975-76
1. Full-time teaching equivalents in 1960- 61 budget, including Dean
of Agriculture, Director of Agricultural Teaching, and three
graduate teaching assistants.

45.16

2. Additional full-time teaching equiv~lents needed for the
undergraduate program in 1975-76

29.54

3. Additional full-time teaching equ ivalents needed for the
graduate program (500 courses) in 1975 -76 .

12.60

Total full-time teaching equivalents needed in 1975-76

87.30

B. Projected Building Needs to 1975-76
1. According to the "Long Ilange Plannin3 Study of the Teaching Facilities
Required at Clemson College for an EJcpanded Enrollment of 8000 Students"
prepared by the Clemson Of fice of Planning in August 1959, the classrooms and teaching laborator i es in the buildings assi3ne<l to the School
of J\sriculture will still be adequate when t he total Colle3e enrollment
reaches 8000. That conclusion probably was essentially correct for
the agricultural programs in effect at that time. It is now predicted
that changes in existing programs and the initiation of new programs
will result in the need for the teaching facilities listed below, in
addition to all of the space in the buildings now assigned to the
School of Agriculture:
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2 teachinB laboratories for the Forestry Department

1 teaching laboratory for the Horticulture Department
2 teachin3 laboratories for the notany an.cl Dacteriolocy Depa;:-trnent
2 classrooms for the Food Technolor;y and Human Nutrition Department
2 teaching laboratories for the Food Tcchnolor;y an<l Human Nutrition
Department

1 teaching greenhouse including a headhouse with adequate space £or
24 students for the Botany and nacteriolo3y Department. This
structure should be located as close as possibl e to Long Hall .

1 Livestock Pavilion for Animal Husbandry, Dairy and Poultry Depart ments. This structure wou ld be used for regular classes during
the year and also fo;: special events such as Farm and Home Heek and
The Little International.
L~O additional offices for the increase in the teachinG staff indicated

under A above
ApprOlcimately 5000 sq. ft . of additional desk or study space for
graduate students
2. Space for graduate student research is not included in this report,
since it is be lieved that this item could more appropriately be considered in the Azricultural -::::xperinent Station projection.
C. Projl!cted Curricula Chan4 es
1. Followine a rather e1~tensive study of its undergraduate program, the

School of Agr iculture recently developed revised curricula to become
effective in 1961-62. ,\mong the major changes is the provision in
several curricula for a student to ~elect an option in Science, Business, or Production Technolozy . It is believed that in the foreseeable
future any additional changes in undcx-[;raduate instruction will conform
to the recently adopted curricula pattern.
2. The following additional graduate procrams are projected for 1975-76 :
Ph.D. Degree in A.'.;ricultural Engineering
I'

1.D. Degree in i\3ronomy (Crop Science)

Ph.D. De13ree in some phases of Animal Science , especially Physiolo3y,
Nutrition and Dx-eeding
N.F. and Ph .D. Decrees in Fores try
Ph.D. Der;ree i n Horticulture
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M.S. and Ph.D. Degrees in Nutrition, Biochemistry, and Food
Technology
Ph.D. Degree in Zoolozy
M.S. and Ph.D. Degrees in Wildlife Management
IV THE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Following is a report of anticipated needs for the School· of Arts and
Sciences projected to 1975, with an estimated enrollment for the College of
1soo · students.
In compiling this report it was assumed that no radical changes would be
made in the areas under the supervision of the School of Arts and Sciences,
and that the percentage of women students in the College remains approximately
constant.

If the number of women students increases drastically, many of our

estimates would be invalidated, since most female students major under the
School of Arts and Sciences.
1. The staff needs for a student body of 7500 by 1975, subject to the
above assumptions, would be 225 plus 70 graduate assistants as compared to
125 full time faculty equivalents and 35 graduate assistants at the present
time.

The large increase in graduate assistants will result from the develop-

ment of a Ph.D. program in Physics and an M'.S. program in Industrial Management
together with an expansion of the graduate program in Chemistry.
2. The building needs for the School of Arts and Sciences for the next 15
years will be extremely limited, provided the present Physics building and the
upper floors of Tillman Hall will be available after the present occupants move
into the new Physics-Math-English complex.

It is planned that Industrial Manage-

ment b~ moved to the upper floors of the Main building, thus releasing space
for the expansion of the Social Sciences Department.

The Music Department can

move into the old Physics building when it is vacated.
The Chemistry and Geology Department has outgrown its quarters and will
'

require an addition to the present building of approximately 36,000 square feet.
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At the same time, it will be desirable to air condition some of the classrooms,
laboratories and lecture rooms of the present building.
With the present and growing interest in space exploration, a modest ob~ervatory for teaching purposes would be highly desirable, located on high
ground and away from most illumination.

This would be under the control of

the Physics Department.
3. Major changes in the various departments and curriculums of the School
of Arts and Sciences over the next 15 years will be as follows:
(a) Chemistry Department,

It is thought that the emphasis in the chemis-

try field in the coming years will be in the areas of electronics as applied
to chemistry, radiation chemistry and other instrumental techniques.

Other

curriculums in the College are increasingly emphasizing the training for their
students which physical chemistry provides, so a rather large increase in these
students is anticipated.

It is hoped that the general chemistry course can

be strenghtened and that one beginning course will be offered for students in
all technical curriculums and a "survey-type" course for students in nontechnical
curriculums.
(b) English and Modern Languages.
problems of administration will result.

With a large increase in size, various
Probably the first change which will

be necessitated will be the appointment of a director of Freshman English to
take some of the load off the head of the department.

Freshman English is

taught primarily by young instructors who need constant supervision and gu idance.
If the growth in modern lan8uages increases, it will probably be necessary to
set up a separate department for this area of study.
It is the feeling of most of the staff of the English and Modern Languanes
Department that, as soon as Clemson becomes a University, or sooner, if that is
not to be in the immediate future, it will be desirable to offer an A.B. degree.
In a technical institution like Clemson it is most difficult to attract competent
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staff members without upper level graduate work in the field and with no
students.

A.n.

In the event this change is implemented, it may be necessary to

introduce the teaching of classical languages to a limited degree.
(c) Industrial Management.

Maurice W. Lee, Dean of the School of Business

Administration, University of North Carolina, recently stated "The field of
collegiate education for business has, in recent years, probably been studied,
evaluated, and reflected upon more than any other segment of our system of
higher education."

Both the Ford Foundation and The Carnegie Corporation have

conunissioned and financed major studies of higher education in preparation for
business careers in the United States.

Both reports were published in 1959,

and the Clemson curriculum in Industrial Management now corresponds closely
to that suggested in these reports, which is the result of some of the best
thinking in the field.
The principal changes to be anticipated in this field are the development of more depth in the areas of quality control, production, linear programming and operations research.

A Mas ter's degree program should be intro-

duced as soon as a couple more staff members are added, and a Ph.D. program
should be deve loped and started in 5 or 6 years.
is another objective of the department .

Stronger ties with industry

When this is accomplished it will be

possible to recognize and furnish services needed by Industry which are not
at present available in the state.
(d) Mathematics Department.

As

the other areas of the College increase

in numbers of students, the mathematics enrollment will not only keep pace
but increase at a higher rate if the emphasis on science and engineering continues.

It is apparent that before too long calculus should become the first

mathematics course for all new students majoring in the physical sciences or
in engineering.

Statistics and probability will be expanded to meet the needs

of students interested in engineering economics , agriculture and the computer
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field.

With the greater emphasis on the scientific basis of engineering, which

is the current trend, new and more advanced courses in mathematics will have
to be introduced.
In order to avoid a duplication with other higher education institutions
in the state, the strengthening and expansion of the Master's program will be
largely in the field of applied mathematics rather than in pure mathematics.
(e) Physics Department.

With the new building under construction, it will

be much easier to attract staff and this should accelerate development of the
Ph.D.

program which will start in the fall of 1961.

The Physics Department

staff feels strongly that there should be a de-emphasis of technique courses
and more emphasis on the fundamental sciences .

It will also be highly de-

sirable if some of the present freshman work can be moved back into the high
schools.

This would enable the first college course in Physics to be moved

into the freshman year and enable fields now covered by graduate courses,
such as quantum mechanics, to be introduced at the undergraduate senior level.
(f) Social Sciences Department.

The Department of Social Sciences as it

is now constituted, is a conglomerate of several disciplines in none of which
is an undergraduate major offered.

With the tremendous growth in the Industrial

Management Department and the requirement of a freshman history course for all
engineering students, the student teaching load in the Social Sciences Department has increased at a much higher rate than in other areas of the College.
This increase can best be met by increasing the staff and this in turn makes
administration of the department increasingly difficult.

It would seem that

the best solution of this problem would be to transfer the economics tdaching
to Industrial Management as a separate School of Industrial Management.

It

is common practice in other colleges, to combine Industrial Management or
Business Administration with economics.
With the above mentioned change, it would then be possible to expand
the areas of sociology and psychology and add a few courses in philosophy, all
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of which would be needed if an A.B. program were introduced.
V THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
1. Based on an estimated student enrollment of 7500 by 1975, the estimated
staff requirement in Engineering will be 148 full-time equivalents.

While it

is anticipated that a more efficient utilization of faculty at the undergraduate
level can be effected through the use of such media as closed-circuit television, audio-visual aids, etc., the development of our graduate and research
programs will require additional staff.

In this regard, the estimate above

ia a conservative one.
2. The School of Engineering will require 160,000 square feet of additinal
space before 1975.

Our

present long-range plans for the use of building are

as follows:
(a) Riggs Hall to be used exclusively by the Mechanical Engineering Department.

(b) The present Internal Combustion Laboratory to have permanent walls
and roof constructed on the present floor and foundation system.
(c) The present shop building to be further remodeled for the Industrial
Engineering Department.
(d) No change will be required in the Civil Engineering Building to provide adequate space for the departments of Civil Engineering and Engineering
Mechanics.
(e) Possible additions to Olin Hall and Earle Hall for special purpose
laboratories (20,000 sq. ft.).

(f) The constTuction of separate buildings for the Electrical Engineering
and Engineering Graphics departments or one building to house both departments
(140,000 square feet total).
It is contemplated that all buildings will be used to a nuch greater extent during the sunrner months.

This will require a central air-conditioning

system for Riggs Hall and the Shop Building.
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3. The character of engineering education has changed drastically in the
past 15 years and all indications are that the rate of change will increase
in the future.

We now teach material on the undergraduate level which was

unknown in the most advanced research laboratories in 1945.

The degree of com-

petency needed in the basic and engineering sciences will vary in the several
curricula but the following predictions are applicable to a greater or lesser
extent to all engineering curricula of the future:
(a) Six semesters of mathematics will be required including at least one
and probably two courses beyond ordinary differential equations.
(b) From four to six semesters of physics will be required.
(c) All shop courses or courses having a high skill or vocational content
will be deleted.
(d) A carefully planned and integrated program of humanities will be
inaugurated.
(e) Traditional courses in the engineering sciences will be considerably
modified with more emphasis on the fundamental properties of materials and
more stress on dynamics and vibrations.
In addition to the rather obvious changes listed above, there may be

added the following opinions concerning the nature of engineering
education in general in the future:
The emphasis in undergraduate engineering education will shift from the
terminal program to one which will prepare the student for professional education at the fifth and sixth year levels.
Undergraduate engineering education will become a four-year, core curriculum designed to prepare a student for professional schooling in a specific
area, e.g. structures, water resources, transportation, etc.

Introductory

courses in these areas will be taught at the third and fourth year level to
provide a "bridge" for those who terminate their education at the end of the
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fourth year and to orient those who continue their education at the professional
school level.
Elective courses at the undergraduate level will be deleted to make room
for more courses in the basic and engineering sciences> humanities> etc.
Engineering education at the fifth and sixth year level will undergo considerable changes.

Instead of stressing research as is presently done in

graduate work> emphasis will be placed on preparing the engineer for his design function.

The shift in emphasis will induce a greater proportion of

engineering students to continue their education beyond the fourth year level.
Engineering faculty will teach more courses at the fifth and sixth year
levels while service department faculties will assume more of the undergraduate
load.

Consequently> a higher degree of education and professional attairunent

will be required of our engineering faculty.
Finally, in addition to curriculum changes> there may be major changes in
methods of teaching.

With a rapid increase nationwide in the demands for a

college education, probably more reliance will have to be placed on individual
student initiative and directed individual effort.

In this respect, and as

a matter of interest> the following is quoted from an article by Dr. A. K. Johnston, Head of the Mechanical Engineering Department, Newcastle University,
Australia:
"We can thus picture the life of our engineering student in the not-toodistant future.

After he enters the school he is assigned to a tutor, who is

a senior staff member of ability who is interested in education and who has
a group of about ten such students in his care.

The tutor introduces the

student to the personnel and facilities of the school, plans his course, and
gives him small but significant research projects to work upon.

The student

then spends part of his time in cubicles with learning machines for which an
attendant provides the material and punches the particulars into the Registrar's
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data processing system,

Some of his time is spent viewing lecture-films, some

in tutorial-demonstration-laboratory sessions and some in the library,

There

is not much need for formal examinations since his progress is measured by the
machines and by his reports in tutorial and laboratory and his reports to his
tutor,

The tutor adjusts his progression according to his ability.

The activities of the academic staff would consist of research, duties
as tutor, preparation of material for learning machines, making films, and
conducting tutorial-laboratory classes,
The physical facilities consist of cubicles with machines, lecture theatres, lecture demonstration rooms with small mobile equipment, and laboratories,
By "laboratory" is meant working space with services, moveable enclosures, instrument stores, and workshops.

This is a thumbnail sketch of something that

is not fanciful but feasible and necessary if the increasing needs of the curriculum and the increasing numbers of students are to be met ,"
VI THE SCHOOL OF TEXTILES
Changes In Textile Industry,
1, Despite wage increases of 70 per cent and increases in the cost of
other items that must be bought, the textile industry is producing fabrics today at a lower cost per yard than was the case in 1946,
is due to technological improvements in the industry.

This accomplishment
These improvements are

in the form of better raw material procurement and selection, better quality
control in the processing, higher speeds, better designed machinery and more
automatic machinery.
2. The result of these changes is a constantly shifting ratio between the
per cent of white collar jobs and the per cent of blue collar jobs.

The blue

collar jobs are constantly on the decrease and the white collar jobs are increasing.

This means an ever-increasing demand on the part of the industry for college

educated personnel.
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Size of Textile Industry in Sou~h Carolina.
I

1. The textile industry is one of the five leading industries of the
United States and next to food is the most basic industry.
2. One-third of the textile industry of the United States and one-half
of the textile finishing capacity is located in South Carolina.
3. About 85 per cent of the textile industry of the United States is

located in the Southeast,

4, In South Carolina the textile industry is twice the size of all other
industries combined,
S, The dollar value of the man-made fiber produced in one plant in South
Carolina is equal to the value of the whole cotton crop of the state,

The

value of the man-made fibers presently produced in the state is 2 1/2 times
the value of the cotton crop.

When two new plants, now being constructed, go

into production the value of tho man-made fibers produced in the state will
be about equal to the entire agricultural production.
6. 'l'ho textile indu1try i1 srowins in South Cerolina moro than anywhere
1110

in tho Unitod Stato1.

;oxtilo

school Enrollmont,

1, Boforo 1920 thoro woro never•• many•• 20 sradueto1 per year from
the School of T1xtilo1,

Until 1935 tho number of sraduato1 wa1 1011 thAn

thirty, mo1t1y around twonty,

Jh:'om 1935, tho number ot sreduato1 increased

until tho 1tudont1 all loft for World War II,

foro tho war, tho srcduetiag

0111101

In tho10 yoAre iffUllCdiatcly bo•

wore from SO to 75,

Durins tho years fol•

lowing tho war, tho enrollment took enothor bis jump 10 that in 1950 there woro

216 dosroo1 awo.rdod,

Duo to a numbor of roc1on1, enrollment in the School of

Toxtilo1 1tartod fallins off 10 that in 1960 thoro wore only 45 srAduAtoa,

2, Thil falling off in enrollmant WII not duo to A 1Ack of demand for
ar1duato1, but rather to the publicity aivon to tho onsinoorins field• and to
the inflationary 1tartins 1alario1 in tho10 fiold1,

Al10 involved wee a alisht
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recession in the textile industry which is always felt in South Carolina, whereas
recessions in other industries are less noticeable.
3. The textile industry is conscious of this enrollment problem and is
working on it.

The Education Committee of the American Cotton Manufacturers

Institute meets annually with the textile school heads to work on this and
other points of mutual interest.
The South Carolina Textile Manufacturers Association has a committee
called the "Clemson Liaison Committee".

Its function is to keep the industry

and the School of Textiles in touch with each other.

This committee at pre-

sent is primarily interesting itself in increasing the enrollment of the
School of Textiles, thus supplying its industry an adequate source of educated young men.
4. When the South Carolina textile industry started to raise money for
what is now the J.E. Sirrine Textile Foundation, its stated purpose was
"to improve textile education in South Carolina".

The Board of Trustees of

the Foundation selected the School of Textiles of Clemson College as the instrument through which it should work to accomplish this end.
The industry collected about one million dollars and the income from
this is used entirely for the stated purpose.

This support is in the form

of faculty retirement supplements, travel funds, extra professors, library
support and public relations.
Conclusion.
Based on the foregoing statements, it is our belief that there should always be a program of textile education in South Carolina.

We believe that there

will be a continuing priority demand by the industry for young men with a sound
textile education.
With a total college enrollment of 7,500, in 1975 we would expect the
following conditions:
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(1) 600 - Students in the School of Textiles

1 - Dean
4 - Department Heads
25 - Teachers
(2) There will not be much change in the curriculum on the undergraduate
level.

More emphasis on the social sciences may be seen.

Existing courses

will be updated, of course.
(3) Sirrine Hall will be adequate as far as floor space is concerned to
take care of the expected enrollment.
(4) A growing research program will eventually tax the capacity of Sirrine Hall, and a decision will have to be made in the next few years with
reference to additional research space.
(5) Better facilities are needed for textile finishing research.

Adequate

working facilities for professional personnel must be provided.
(6) Air conditioning facilities must be provided for our expanding research
program, and for the academic program if it is to function during the sununer
months.

The whole east wing should be air conditioned for this latter work.

(7) In the graduate field, the Textile Chemistry program will cpntinue
to expand.

Many students who have earned the Master's degree have gone into

industry with great success.

Others have gone on to the Ph.D. in Ch~mistry

with equal success.
A pqlicy decision will have to be made as to what department of the College
will off~r graduate work in the field of textile management.

Al~houfh graduate

work is necessarily specialized, the graduate council appears to disfgree with
this principle in the case of Textiles.

APPENDIX F
SPONSORED RESEARCH PROJECTS CURRENTLY UNDERWAY

( July 1961)
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SPONSORED RESEARCH POLICIES

1. No person wi II be permitted to use college foci lities for sponsored research

unless he has official status at the college. (Such matters as the temporary
loan of an instrument foll outside the scope of this provision.)
2. No sponsored project will bEi undertaken which would tend to overload the
staff of any department or school, or which might in any way prove detrimental
to the graduate and/or underi~raduate educational programs.
3 • .. The sponsored project must not encroach on space and facilities required by
the educational program and existing research activities.
4. Each sponsored research project contract should stipulate a sum of money to be
used for the purchase of library materials.
5. Any staff member invited to .supervise a sponsored research project may decline
the task if the project does not impress him as being worth the time and energy
demanded.
6. Profits which may accrue from sponsored research projects will be made available
to the graduate program of the college. Such profits should be spent (a) for teaching
and research assistantships; (b) for departmental research equipment; and (c) for
salary supplements to distinguished professors.

PROJECTS IN AGRICULTURE

I. Projects using statE~ and/or fed era I funds.
Agricultural Economics
1. The Economics of t·he Market for Factors of Production
Used by S. C. Fairmers

$13,300

2. Economics of Hand ling and Marketing Peaches in S.C.

8,449

3. Economic Problems in Handling and Marketing Fresh
Vegetab Ies

9, 964

4. Consumer Preference for Beef as Influenced by Type
of Fattening Ration

900

5. Demand and Prospective Demand for Eggs in the South

3,300

6 . An Economic Apprc,isal of Farming Adjustment
Opportunities in Selected Areas of S. C. to Meet
Changing Conditicins

20,270

7. An Economic Appraisal of Part-time Farming in the
Piedmont Area of S. C .

3,463

8 . Improving Credit Services to Agricu lture

1,646

9. The Impact of Econc:,mics and Social Changes on Local
Government in S. C.

800

1O. Economic Analysis of Hog and Pork Movements in

S. C.

12,562

11 . Economic Aspects c:,f Producing, Handling and Uti Ii zing
Roughages in S. C.

5,300

12. Consumer Preference for Eggs Produced on Rations with
Varying Proportions: of Xanthophy ll Pigments

6,832

13 . Economic Eva luatie>n of the Movement of Fluid Milk

11,320

14. Forestry Marketing

6,215

15. Transportation of Grain, Grain Products

2,600

16. The Utilization and Adequacy of Market Information in
S. C.

38 , 500

17. Improving Market F1acilities for S. C . Agricultura l Products

12,500
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Agricultural Engineering

18.

Methods and Techniques for Efficient
Irrigation of Field Crops

$ 6,460

19.

Development of W,oter Sources for Irrigation

20.

Maintenance of Drainage Systems

7,592

21.

Production of Field Crops Under Minimum
Ti II age Methods

3,360

Dehydrating and Pi~lleting Southeastern
Forage Crops

6,238

The Development c>f New Principles and
Techniques for Gir1ning Cotton

3,696

Cutting and Feedin1g Mechanisms of
Combire Harvesten;

5,399

22.
23.
24.
25.

Investigations of Nlew Techniques and Procedures
for Mechanically Harvesting Cotton in the Piedmont
and Coastal Plain Areas of South Carolina

10,022

12,245

26 .

Hydrology Researc h

8,013

27.

The Effect of Para lie I Terraces on Erosion
Control, Irrigation Layouts for Labor Studies
and Mec hanization

6,054

Design, Development and Adoption of Machines
and Techniques in !the Production of Corn

6,693

28.
29.
30.

Cotton Production for USDA Southeastern
Cotton Ginning Rei;earch Laboratory
Relocation Plannin~~

780
9,012

Agricultural Information Se1rvices

31.

Agricultural Information Services

31,379

Agronomy

32.

Breeding Small Grains

11,280
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33.

Potash Fertilization - Its Requirements by
Agronomic Crops and its Movement,
Fixation and Releas;e in Soils

$ 10, 196

15,976

34.

Orchardgrass Improvement

35 .

Relation of Soil and Plant Characteristics,
Fertilization and Water Quality of
Efficient Irrigation

8,332

Soil Treatment Conditions Affecting Yield,
Composition and Maintenance of Optimum
Ratio of Tall Fescu1e-ladino Clover Forage

10,616

Relation of the ChE1mical, Physical and
Mineralogical Prop-erties of Different
Soil Types to their Classification,
Nutrient Avoilobil ity, and Pla nt Qrowth

10,373

Minor Element Ferlrilizotion in Relation to
Yields and Quolit}' of Crops

6,474

36.

37.

38.
39.
40.

Soi I Fer ti Ii ty R •qu'irements for the Production ?f
Tobacco with Satisfactory Yields and Quality

10,000

Effect of Subsoi I Compaction on Root Development
and Plant Growth

6,426

41 .

The Fate of Pesticide in Soil

5,064

42.

Cotton Variety and Strains Tests

1,892

43.

Hybrid Corn Breeding and Testing

1,480

44.

Corn Variety Trials with Hybrids, Open
pollinated Varieti,~s and Experimental Strains

1,840

45.

Studies with Small Groins

1,914

46.

Studies with Forag1e Crops

2,350

47.

The Testing of S. C. Form Soils to Determine
their Soi I Ferti Iity• Status, the Prediction of the
Need for Fertil ize:r and Lime Materials, and a More
Intelligent and Efficient Management of the Soil

48.

Plant Residue Monagement

17,600
1,000
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49.

Forage Sorghum, Su,dangress and Millet
Improvement

521

50.

White Clover Improvement

1,200

51.

Experimental Statislt ical Studies in Agronomy

1,860
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.Animal Hu s bandry

52. Methods of Management of Slaughter Cattle

$19,346

53 . The Response of Sir•e Progeny to Management and
Feeding Procedures

54. Performance Testins1 of Bull Calves
55. Testing Bu I ls for Carriers of Dwarfism

15,951
720
1,040

56. Comparison of a Pelleted and Meal Type Ration for
Growing Fattening1Swine in Dry Lot

400

57 . The Effect of Addin!3 Lysine and/or Oleondomycin to
Plant Protein Rations for Swine

58. Gestation Rations for Swine

734
15,896

59. Pelleted Versus Noni-Pelleted Rations for Fattening
Steers in Dry lot

60. Factors Affecting Market Acceptability of Pork

8,496
8,592

61. Factors Affecting Brieeding Performances and Early
Lambing in Sheep

20,n2

62. Statisti ca I Services

1,224

63. Veterinary Services

1,260

Botany and Bacteriology

64. Diseases of Small Grains

7,998

65. Diseases of Perennia I Pasture Grasses

3,456

66. The Tolerance of Weeds and Pasture Grasses for
Various Herbicides, with Especial Reference to
Horsenettle (Solanum carolinense)and Sandspur
f:enchrus spp. }

6,000

67. Diseases of Perennial White Clovers and Methods for
Their Control

12,524

68. Use of Growth Reguk1ting Substances for Weed Control

2,980

69. A Study of Microbial Antagonisms in S. C. Soils

6,464
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70. Physiological Relationships of Clovers

$3,500

71. Identification and Control of Parasitic Nematodes
Affecting Peach Trees in S. C.

T,077

72. Dissemination, lnfoction and Control of the Peach
Bacterial Spot Pathogen, Xanthomonas pruni

4,083

73. Comparison of Organic Bactericides and Fungicides
for the Control of Peach Diseases

74. Disease Control on Vegetables
75. Diseases of Ornamental Plants in S. C.

2,865
2,960
10,536

76. A Study of the Effec:t of Gibberellic Acid on the
Development of thie Cotton Plant

773

77. Diseases of Forest Tirees

7,844

78. Trial Grounds for Ornamentals and Flowering Plants

3,176

79. Crown Rot and Blast Diseases in Peach

2,232

Crop Pests and Diseases

80. Crop Pests and Disemes

45,907

81 . Forest Insects and Diseases Survey and Control

10,800

82. Pesticides in Water

12, 170

Dairy

83. The Development of Dairy Cattle Especially Adapted to
Southern Conditions

37,416

84. Studies on the Gross Composition of Milk Produced Under
Southern Conditions

3,040

85. Factors Affecting Feed Utilization by Ruminants

13,084

86. Roughages for Dairy Cattle

12,480

87. Irri gati on of Coasta I Bermuda Grass

14,244
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88. Methods for Evaluof'ion of Milk Flavor

$12,000

89. A Study of the Relationship Between Frozen Semen
Evaluation and Fertility in Dairy Bulls

10,788

90. Physiological Cause1s of Delayed Breeding and Sterility
in Dairy Cattle

13,444

91. Studies on Freezing Point, Acid Degree, and Residual
Antibiotic Content· of Milk Produced in S. C.

92. Pelleted Roughages for Dairy Cattle

6,500
13,706

93. Blue Cheese Manufocture ~s a Means of Utilizing Milk
Produced in South Carolina

6,757

94. Methods of Standardizing The Flavor of Market Milk

7,836

95. A Study of Factors Affecting Fertility in the Dairy Bull

1, 113

96 . Statistical Services

1,704

97. Veterinarian Servicies
Entomology
98 . Insects Destructive Ito Forage and Pasture Plants

1,848
10,304

99 . Pesticide Residues-··Determinati on, Effect on Plants and Soils 8,500
100. Internal Parasites in Cattle and Sheep in S. C.

5,000

101 . Insects Affecting MEm and Animals

5,924

102. Control of Borers Attracking Peach Trees

5,307

103. Identification and Distribution of Economic Insects in S. C .

3, 990

104. External Parasites of Poultry , Their Biology, Distribution
and Control

3, 794

105. An Analysis ~f the Effects of Weather & the Physical
Environment on thu Activity & Population Level of
Insects

7, 398

106. Chemical and Biol~1ical Control of Insects Other than
Borers Attacking Pi~aches

107. Boll Weevil lnvestig.a tion
108. Tobacco Insects lnvetstigations

6,369
1,000
800
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109. Insects on Corn and Miscellaneous Field Crops
11 o. Investigation and Control of Insects on Miscellaneous
Crops

1,000
1,000

111. Development of Tec:hniques & Bio-analysis of
Insecticides

1,000

112. Insecticide Leaching Tests

800

113. Insect Control on Vegetable Crops
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114. Biology & Control e>f Certain Insects Affecting Forest Trees
and Unfinished Forest Products in S. C.

6,917

115. Residue Deposition of Co-Roi in The Tissue of Back-line
Treated Cottle

2,400

Food Technology and Human Nutrition

116. The Causes and Prevention of Discoloration in Stored
Pungent and Popri ko Peppers

117. Food Value and Uti lizotion of Sesame Meal

. 949
4,152

118. Investigation of Methods for Increasing the Uti lizotion
of Poultry

3,274

119. Investigations on the Development of Complete Corn Meal
Mixes

120. Interchangeability 1::>f Shortenings in Baked Products

3,265
3,166

121. Investigations on the Effect of Processing Treatments on
the Acceptability of Products from S. C. Gropes

7,000

122. Comparison of Deh)'droted Coosta I Bermuda Meo I,
Dehydrated Alfalfa Meal and Synthetic Vitamin A on
the Performance and Vitamin A Blood Levels of Fattening
Swine

300

123. The Response of Live Progenies to Management and Feeding
Procedures

1,033

124. Amino Acid Values and Unknown Growth Factors of
Coosta I Bermuda Grass

8,811

125. Supplementary Relationships of Proteins and Amino Acids
for Corn Meo I and Corn Meo I Mixes

5,980
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126. The Effects of Post·- Harvest Treatments on the Shelf Life
and Market Quality of Peaches and ' Leafy Vegetables

300

127. Evaluation of Deh)rdrated Coastal Bermuda Grass as a
Source of Carote1ne and Xanthophyl I Pigments in Chicken
Rations.

7,704

128 . Investigations on tlhe Amino and Fatty Acid Composition of
Various Strains olf Hybrid Corn

6,448

129. Effect of Freezer Storage on Ready-to-Bake and Baked
Products S'1u.rtenud with Vegetable Oi Is

4,990

13Q. Functions of Vitamin E. and Other Tocopherols in
Lipid Metabolism

7,180

131. Improvement of thEi Nutritive Value of Certain Staple
Southern Foods

14,920

Forestry

132. The Influence of Siite Factors Upon the Growth of Piedmont
Forest Tree Species

11 , 860

133. Growth and Yield of Loblolly Pine Plantings in the
Piedmont

425

134. · Replacement of Un,d esirable Hardwood Species with
Loblolly Pine

275

135. Shortleaf Pine Seed Production

125

136. Growth of Lob lolly• Pine Seedings in Response to Fertilization
and Mulching
5,475
137. Forestry Managemein t

245

138. Introduction of Exo,tic Wooq Species

275

139. Field Surviv<JI and Growth of Pine Seedlings Taken from
Variou~ Seedbed !Densities

200

140. Indirect Estimation of Form Class of Forest Trees

190

141. Effect of Shading and Mulching of White Pine Seedlings in
the Nursery

130
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142. White Pine Release Employing Chemical and Girdling
Techniques

140

143. Application of Iron Oxalate (Nulron) to Forest Tree
Seed Ii ngs During trhe Dormant State

195

144. Depth and Density :Studies in Nursery Seeding of
Hardwoods

1, 042

145. Site Preparation St1.J1dies on Sericea Covered Land

192

146. Direct Seeding versius Planting in the S. C. Sandhills

235

147. Kudzu Control for Pine Planting
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148. Demonstration of lolblolly pine fertilization

150

149. A Study of Piedmon1~ Pine Plantations for Construction of
Yield and Volume Tables; Also a Study of Soi Is and Site
Factors Related to Growth of Planted Stands

4,485

150. A Thinning Experimi:mt on Bottomland Sweetgum with
Reference to the Incidence of Epicormic <;:Nater)
Sprouting

270

151. Subsoiling, and Its Effect on the Growth of Certain Forest
Tree Species in tht~ Piedmont Area

152. Fertilization-water irelationships in S.C. Nurseries

225
265

153. Managing a White Oak Plantation on -the Simpson Experiment
StationLands of Clemson

154. A Hardwood Demonstration in S. C.

200
280

155. Growth of Lob lolly J?ine Seedlings of Magnesium .Ammonium
phosphate

7,075

156. Difference in types ()f fungi in the soi I around individual
pine trees that have been attacked by Fornes annosus and
adjacent trees that have not been attacked

157. Computer Programmi1ng of Continuous Forest Inventory
158. Forest Economics

4,531
1,955
575
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Horticulture
159. Breeding and Improvement of Pungent Pepper

3,688

160. Breeding and Evaluc,ting New and Improved Varieties
of Sesame

5,200

161. Breeding Edible Southern Peas

4,696

162. Chemical Thinning ,::>f Peaches

5,436

163. Mineral Nutrition of Peaches and Grapes in S. C.

7,854

164. (S-9) Investigations of New or Special Crops

8,300

165. Study of the Effects of Herbicides, Fumigants, and
Plastic Mulches oni Weeds in Some Ornamental
Nursery Stocks

4,520

166. Breeding Bunch Grapes for the Southeast

5,368

167. The Breeding and lmiprovement of Sweet Potatoes

6;450

168. The Development of Disease Resistant Cantaloupe
Varieties

5,000

169. Breeding Pimiento Pepper

3,988

170. The Effects of Plant Growth Regulators on the
Physiological Changes in Peach and Ornamental Plants

4,800

171. The Effects of Post-Harvest Treatments on The Shelf-life
and Market Quality of Peaches and Leafy Vegetables

3,620

172. Evaluation of South Carolina Fruits and Vegetables for
Baby Food Purees

5,660

173. Improving the Proce:ss of Peeling Freestone Peaches with
Infrared Radiation

2,000

174. Cooperative Testing of Vegetable Varieties by Experiment
Stations in the Southeastern Region

2,220

175. Varietal Evaluation of Fruits Qnd Pecans

5,180

176. Establishment, Development and Evaluation of
Aromatic Tobacco as a New Crop

4,500

177. Evaluation, Development, and Evaluation of Bamboo
as a n ew crop .•

6,000
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178. Investigations on the Effect of Processing Treatments
on the Acceptability of Products from S. C. Grapes

802

179. Breeding Pimento P'epp«=:r

1,784

180. Factors lnfluencingr Storage Life of Seed

4,052

181. Evaluation of Norwegian Seaweed for the Production
of Various Hortic1ultural Crops

182. Processing Fruits and Vegetables

2,500
8, 116

183. Evaluation and Improvement of Ornamentals and
Flowering Plants

3,288

184. Mineral Nutrition ,cmd Management Practices for
Ornamentals

3,576

185. Fertility and Cultu1ral Studies with Vegetable Crops
for Processing in S. C.

1,780

Poultry

186. The Control of Salmonella Infections in Chickens and
Turkeys

9,938

187. The Effect of Feeding and Management of Pullets on
Reproduction and Livability

6,664

188. The Control _of PPLO in Poultry Flocks

3,892

189. Effects of Management Factors with Turkey Males to
Improve Fertility in Breeding Flocks

8,900

190. The Effect of Dietary Components on the Incidence of
Hemorrhage lnduc:ed In Turkeys by BAPN

6,680

191. A Study of the Toxiic Ingredients Contained in Cottonsee~
Oi I and Other Fats as Related to Hatchabi lity of Eggs and
Growth of Broilers

5,744

192. Consumer Preferenc:e for Eggs Produced on Rations with
Varying Proportions of Xanthophyl I Pigments

7,500

193. Prevention and TrecJtment of Fowl Cholera and Avian
Erysipelas

5,438
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194. The Effect of Environment on Fowl Semen Production
195. Components of Broiler Rations
196. Study of Respiratory Diseases in Poultry

6,408
12,924
2,784

197. Study of Coccidia and Other Protozoan Infections in
Chickens and Turkeys

5,140

Seed Certification

198. Seed Certification Program

29,496

Coast Station

199. Systems of Fattening Swine

7,872

200. Response of Si re Proi~en 1es to Management and Feeding
Procedures

10, 172

201 • Forest Management

2,.120

Edisto Station

202. Pesticide Residues--lDetermination, Effect on Plants and
Soils

6,098

203. Soybean Fertility and Management Studies

12,406

204. Small Grain Studies

1,323

205. Plant Disease Investigations of Cucurbits and Other
Vegetables

206. Investigations of Sweiet Potato Diseases

10,200
6,479

207. Evaluation and lmpro•vements of Horticultural Crops and
Varieties

9,507

208 . Studies af Nutrition ,cmd Management of Horticultural
Crops

7,095

209. Cantaloupe Breeding and Vari.etal Adaptability Tests

6,270

210. Sweet Potato Breeding

7,320

211. Subsoil Tillage and Fertilization

4,372

21 2. The Development of 1Plum Varieties Adopted to the
Coastal Plain Area

3.556
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213. Fertilizer Requirenrients of a Small Grain-Soybean
Rotation

214. Variety Testing of Agronomic Row Crops

1,269
1,188

215. Nitrogen, Phospho,rus and Potassium Requirements
of Coasta I Bermuda Grass

2,093

216. Influence of Ferti lii zation Through Winter Cover Crops
and by Direct Application of Fertilizer on Crop
Yields and Soil P'roperties

1,752

217. Summer Pastures for Beef Cattle on Well-Drained Sandy
Coastal Plain Soi Is

218. Plant Residue Manclgement Studies·

17,977
3,814

219. Uniform Sulfur Experiment--Southem Regional Sulfur
Experiment with Cotton and Forage Crops

988

220. Design of Automatic Feed Handling and Processing
lnstal lotions

6,000

221. Water Management· Studies

3,361

222. Evaluation of Insecticides

6,428

223. Forestry Management

1,000

224. Winter Rations for '.Steers

4,442

Pee Dee Station

225. Hybrid Corn Breeding and Testing

16,578

226. Boll Weevil Investigations

8,556

227. Tobacco Insect lnv1!stigations

6,372

228. Insects <;>n Corn andl Miscellaneous Field Crops

14,678

229. Variety Testing of Agronomic Row Crops

2,534

230. Breeding br long and Extra-long Staple Cottons

7,120

231. Value of Pre-emergence Herbicides for Cotton,
Soybeans and Peanuts

2,466
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232. Long Time Ferti lit-y and Rotation Experiments With
Cotton, Corn an1d Oats

2,640

233. Methods of Contml of Tobacco Lead Disease, with
Special Referenc::es to Blue Mold, Wildfire, Blackfire,
Anthracnose andl Moso ic

3,950

234. Development of More Adequate Plant Bed Management
and Procedures

235. Forest ManagemE1nt

3,491
1,120

236. Improvements of Flue-Cured Tobacco by Development of
More Adequate Fertilization, Cropping Systems and
Cultural Practices

7,387

237. Improvement by Breeding of Varieties and Strains of
Flue-Cured Tobacco with Desirable Growth, Quality,
and R~sistance t·o the Prevailing Diseases

14,836

238. Crop Variety Experiments -- Small Grains, Soybeans,
Alfalfa, Winter Legumes, Pepper, Sesame and Peanuts

4,122

Sandhill Station

239. Mineral Nutrition of Peaches and Grapes

4,112

240. Chemical Thinning

3,868

241. Comparison of 01rganic Bactericides and Fungicides for
the Control of Peach Diseases

242. Chemical and Bic,logical Control of Insects Other than
Borers

2,080

243. Inter-relations of Fertilization on Cotton and Corn

2,140

244. Cultural Management Practices for Small Fruits

4,410

245. Fruit Variety andl Rootstock Evaluations

3,412

246 .. Foundation Plant Material Production--Observational
Plantings and Seed Processing

2,724

247. Forestry Management

1,972

248. Nematodes Affec:ting Peach Trees in S. C.

1,296

249. Diseases of Ornamental Plants in S. C.

568
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Truck Station

250.

Disease Control c,n Vegetables

8,960

251. Studies on Vegetable Culture

9,587

252. Lown grasses and fruit for Coastal area

800

253. Insect Control on Vegetables

2,432

254. Vegetable Variety Testing and Improvement

11,724

255. Tea Culture and Pr1ocessing

7,500

2. Projects using no,n-appropriated funds.
Department
Conducting
Research

Amount of
Grant

256. Health, Education and Welfare

Chemistry

257. Pennsolt Chemicals Corp.

Entomology

250

258. Savannah Sugar RelFining Copr.

An • Husb.

400

259. U. S. Atomic Ener!~Y Commission

Forestry

3, 300

260. Norwich Pharmacall Company

Poultry

2,500

261. Shel I Development Company

Entomology

300

262. Morton Chemical Company

Botany

50

263. Thomas J. Lipton, Inc.

Truck Sta.

15,000

264. H. W. Loy & Compcmy

Horticulture

480

265. Chemagro Corp.

Entomology

150

266. Mi crotron Corp.

Horticulture

1,650

267. S. C. Liquefied Pelrroleum Gas Assoc.

Ag. Engineering

268. Niagara Chemical Division

Entomology

50

269. California Spray Cc1rp.

Entomology

500

850

400
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0-ganization

Dept.

Amount

270. Skod Company

Horticulture

1,650

271. American Smeltin!~ & Refining Co.

Horticulture

300

272. National Assoc. c.f Artificial Breeders

Dairy

350

273. U. S. Rubber Comtpany

Horticulture

600

274. U. S. Borax & Chemical Corp

Agronomy

500

275. R. J. Reynolds Tolbacco Company

Pee Dee
Station

2,500

276. Hercules Powder Company

Truck Sta.

250

277. Olin Mathieson Clhemical Corp.

Botany

250

278. Union Carbide Ch,emicals Co.

Entomology

150

279. Southwest Potash Corp.

Pee Dee Sta.

1, 000

280. Virginia Smelting Company

Pou Itry

1, 500

281. Tennessee Corp.

Horticulture

300

282. Norwich Pharmaccil Co.

Poultry

1,500

283. Union Carbide Co111pany

Botany

500

284. American Cyanamiid Co.

Entomology

250

285. Savannah Sugar REifining Co.

An. Husb.

1,500

286. Chemagro Corp

Entomolgoy

1,800

287. Union Carbide Ch1:!micals Co.

Entomology

400

288. American Humates, Inc.

Horticulture

3,000

289. Norwich Pharma cc, I Co.

Poultry

6, 900

(The Clemson Experiment Stations are also doing cooperative research
of various types for the IUSDA, Currently #25,000
is budgeted for
such research).
The total amount of money being applied directly to the 289 research projects
in agriculture (exclusivEi of certain overhead and administrative costs) is
$ 1, 589, 087.
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PROJECTS IN ENGINEERING

I. Unsponsored msearch underway or completed.
Mechanical Engineering Department

290. A Study of Heat Tro1nsfer from a Submerged Heated Body To a
Pool of Saturated Liquid Nitrogen

291. The Determination of the Extent of Dissociation of a Gas
Engineering MechcJnics

292. Elastic and Inelastic: Stress Analysis by Use of Photostress
292. An Investigation of ·the Mechanic9I Properties and Optical
Response of Type S Birefrigent Plastic
Chemical Engineering
294. Surface Renewal in 1Mass Transfer

295. Effect of O xidation-·Reduction Potential on Sludge Reduction
296. Mineral Recovery fr<>m Low Concentration Ores
296. 5 Determination and Correlation of Chemical Kinetic Data
Electrica I Engineering

297. Frequency Multiplie1rs using Non-Linear Capacitor
298. Low-Loss Frequency Multipliers of Hlgher Order and Power in the
UHF Range - An an1alysis for Their Design Using Nonlinear Capacitors.
2. Sponsored proje!cts underway or completed.
Ceramic Engineering

299. The Zonolite Company: Structural Products from Vermiculite

3,000

300. Campbell Limeston Co.: Utilization of Granite Wastes

3,000

301 . U. S. Atomic Energy Commission: Use of Depleted Uranium
Components

3,600

302. U. S. Air Force: Superlattice Formation in O xide Solid
Solution

10,000

303. Greenvi lie Industrial Group: Gypsum Plaster-Coated
Fiberous Wall Construction

1 000

'
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2,000

304. Miscellaneous small proijects
Civil Engineering Department

305. State Highway Deportm,ent and Federal Bureau of Public Roads:
Cracking and Performcmce of Aspholtic Wearing Surfaces of
Certain Highway Sectiions

10,000

Mechanical Engineeritllg Deportment
306 . National Science Foundation: A Study of Heat Transfer from
Dissociated Gases

5,467

307. Davis Mechanical Cont1roctors; Metal Corrosion Rates

2,000

Chemical Engineering Department

308. Union Carbide Nuclear Company: Non-mechanical Pulsers for
Pulse Extraction Colunnns
Total for School of Engineering-----

8,250
48,317

3. Summary of consulting activities in the School of Engineering
Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering Department
(1) J. T. McCormack--Metallurgy consulting for Jacobs
Chuck, Sangamo Electric Co. and others
(2) C. E. Littlejohn c1nd R. C. Harshmon--Chemical Engineering
consulting for cfii!!nts of Lockwood-Greene
(3) G. F. Meenaghan1--Waste Products Disposal for Owens-Corning
Fiberglas Co.
Civil Engineering Department
(4) J. M. Ford-Munic:ipal Waste Disposal
(5) W. L. Lowry, Jr. --Concrete consulting for Daniel Construction Co.
(6) L. G. Rich--U .

s;.

Public Health Service

Electrical EngineE,ring Department
(7) R. N. Kersey--En1gineering Training Programs for Southern Bell
Telephone and TelE!groph Company
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PROJECTS IN! THE PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

309.

A Study of Geometri'cal Isomers

31 O. A Study of the Diels-·Alder Reaction with Some Substituted Quinones
311. The Synthesis of Poteintial Anti-Cancer Agents--National Institute of
Hea Ith, $7000
312. A Study of the Hofman Reaction with Substituted Phthalamides
313. Reduction of Dicarbonyl Compounds
314. Conversion of Resin Acids to Steroid Analogs--National Institute
of Health, $5000
315. Substances Related to the Cevine Alkaloids--National Institute of
Hea Ith $5000
316. Synthesis of SubstancE~ Related to the lboga Alkaloids--Alumni
Loyalty, $600
317. Synthesis of PentalenEi Ring System--Research Corporation, $3500
318. Synthesis and Rearran!~ement of a Novel Dienone
319. The Relationship of H<lmmett Sigma Functions to Migratory Aptitudes
320. The Acid Catalyzed Rearrangement of 1-pheny 1-2-methylpropane-1, 2 diol
321. Development of a Quc,litative Test for Phenols
322. Development of a Col1orimetric Reagent for Calcium
323. Sorption of Water Vapor by Cross linked Hydrophi lie Membranes--Paint
Research Institute, $5000

324. Thermal Reactions in Membranes Composed of Maleic Anhydride-Vinyl
Copolymers.
325. Electrochemistry of Thermally Degraded Oxidized Polyvinyl Alcohol Membranes
326. Pressure Effects on the Solubility of Dicarboxylic Acids in Various Solvents
327. Direct Potentiometric Method for the Separation and Estimation of Alkali
Metal lons--Alumnii loyalty, $1695
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328. A Geological Survey of Pickens County--State Development Board, $1000
329. A Geological Survey of Oconee County--State Development Board, $2500
Current support for res;earch in the physical and social sciences
is $31,295 .oo.

In addition to tbs iabove-listed projects 1n the School of
.4rts and Sciences, at li~ast thirty-two teachers are engaged 1n
personal and non-sponsoJred re search.

The 1r projects r9:nge

from a study of south 01:1.rolina etymology to a history of the
practice of criminal law 1n the Ante-Bellum south.
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CUR~T PRtDJECTS

,JN

TEXTILES

(330-345)

Stein Hall and Company: Evaluation of Chemical Products

1,767.13

Sonoco Products Company: Testing of Acids

44. 47

E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Company: Spinning Experimental
Fibers

142. 50

Shell Development Company: Chemical Evaluation
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company: Fabric Evaluation
A. E. Staley Manufacturing Company: Chemical Evaluation

11,200.00
1,080.00
405. 00

Dow Chemical Company: C~1emical Evaluation

7,300.00

E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Company: Fiber Evaluation

9,000.00

E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Company: Fiber Evaluation

2,600.00

E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Company: Fiber Evaluation

700. 00

United Merchants & Manufacturers, Inc: Process Studies

6,750.00

State School Book Commission: Evaluation of Binding Fabrics
on School Books

1,000.00

New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts,
Home Economics Department:: Production of Experimental
Fabrics From Different Cotton Varieties

2,818.00

USDA, AMS, Marketing Reseiarch: Evaluation of Weaving &
Finishing Performance on Cotton of Known History
USDA, AMS, Marketing ResecJrch: Evaluation of Effects of
Harvesting, Gin Cleaning & Conditioning Practices on
Comber Waste
Miscellaneous Small Grants & Laboratory Services

33,026.00

4,325. 00
2,873.00
$85,031.00

SUMMARY OF REQUESTED INCREASES IN APPROPRIATIONS AND REQUESTS
FOR PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS, 19r2·-f3
Collegiate Activities • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
Ag r i c u It ur a I Res ea r ch . .
Extension Division

.

$

. . .

654,300
2s2, 1ooal

..

237,400

4-H Club Camps . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . .

7,200

Livestock-Poultry Health Department . . . . . . .

50,300

Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis Department . . . . . .
Total Increases . .

·.

.. .. ..

9,300
$ 1,241,200

Permanent Improvements
Tota I . . . . . . .

275,700

.

. .

.

..

• . • • • • • • . • .

$

1,516,900

a/ Includes $8,000 requested for expanded research under Standard Soil
Survey Program; $20,000 for expanded Clemson-Winthrop Cooperative
Home Economics Research; and $43,700 for regulating sale and use of
pesticides (see foptnote on page 2).
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CLEMSON COLLEGE
CO LL EGI ATE A·cT I V I T I 'ES

• . . . . . . . . $3,415,164

1. - TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 1961-62
2.

NET I NCREA S E I N A P P RO'P RI AT I ONS REQUES TE D FOR
CURRENT PROGRAMS 1962-63:
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

3.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 354,400
117,500
New Positions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
34,100
Wages and Special Payments . . . . . . .
65,700
Services , Supplies and Fixed Charges . . . .
.
23 , 700
Library Books . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
581900
Educational Equipment . . . . . . . . . . .
Salary Adjustments

!

TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS REQUESTED FOR
CUR RENT PROGRAMS 1962-63 . . . .. . . . . . .

Page 1

.. ... .

$

654,300

$4,069,464

f

r

(

r

C

CLEMSON

COLLEGE

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

1.
2.

TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 1961-62

B.
C.
D.

4.

5.

...

. .

....

. .

.

$ 855 , 362 a/

INCREASES REQUESTED FOR CURRENT
PROGRAMS 1962-63:
A.

3.

••

.

Salary Adjustments •• . • • • • • • . .
.~
. . $134,000
19,700
Wages . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . .
20,300
Services and Supplies • . . . • • • . • • . •
37,000
Equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

APPROPRIATIONS REQUESTED FOR CURRENT
PROGRAMS 1962-63 • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • .

• • $1,066,362

APPROPRIATIONS REQUESTED FOR EXPANDED .
RESEA RCH U N DER STA N DA RD SOI L S.U RV EY P R.O GRAM • • • •
APPROPRIATIONS REQUESTED FOR EXPANDED
CLEMSON-WINTHROP COOPERATIVE
HOME ECONOMICS RESEARCH • • • • • • • • •

• •

211,000

• •

•

•

• •

6.

APPROPRIATIONS REQUESTED FOR REGULATING THE
SALE AND USE OF PESTI Cl DES • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •

7.

TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS REQUESTED FOR 1962-63 • • • • • •

8 , 000

20,000
43 100~1
'
$1,138,062

a/ 1n addition to the current $855,362 appropriation, the fees collected under the Economic Faison Law,
estimated at $43, 700 per year, are being used to defray expenses of enforcing the law. It is requested that $43, 700 be appropriated to cover expenses during 1962-63 and that fees collected after
July 1, 1962 be used as other general funds of the State.
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CLEMSON

COLLEGE EXTENSION

SERVICE

EXTENSION DIVISION
I

1.

STATE APPROPRIATIONS 1961-62 . . . • • • • . • • . . . • . . $ 1,063 000

2.

INCREASES IN APPROPRIATIONS REQUESTED
FOR 1962-63:

A.
b.
C.
D.

3.

Salary Adjustments.
New Positions . . . .
Travel . . . . . . . .
Equipment . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . .$
. .
. . . . . . . . .
...... .• . ....
. . . . . . . . . . . . .

TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS REQUESTED FOR 1962-63 .

215. 000
16.000
3. 000
3 . 400

.

.

.

237 400

. $1,300,400

4-H CLUB CAMPS
LONG

COOPER
1.

STATE APPROPRIATIONS 1961-62 •. $ 2,400

2.

INCREASE IN APPROPRIATIONS
REQUESTED FOR. 1962-63 • . . . • •

3.

TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS
REQUESTED FOR 1962-63 • • • • • . $4,800

$

2,400

Page 3

$

DAN I ELS

TOTAL

2, 400 $

2,400

$ 7, 200

2,400

2,400

7,200

4, 800

$ 4, 800

$14,400

(

CLEM SON COLLEGE

LIVESTOCK-POULTRY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

. . . . . . . .

1.

STATE APPROPRIATIONS 1961-62

2.

INCREASES IN APPROPRIATIONS REQUESTED
FOR 1962-63:

. . . . .

$

Salary Adjustments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $16,~00
B. New Positions (3) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,500
1, 100
C. Wages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
D. Travel for New Positions . . . . . . . . ' . . 3,600
E. Other Supplies, Services and Indemnities. . 5, 700
4,800
F. Equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

274,568

A.

3. TOTAL APPROPRJ_ATIONS REQUESTED FOR 1962-63 .

Page 4

. . . . . .

50,300
• $

324,868

c.:

(

CLEM SON

COLLEGE

fERTILIZER INSPECTION AND ANALYSIS
1. . TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 196.1-62 . . . • . • . • . . . • • • . . .
2.

INCREASES REQUESTED FOR
CURRENT PROGRAMS 1962-63:

A.
B.
C.
D.
3.

$85,021 ·

Salary Adjustments . . • . • . • . . • . . . $ 5,500
Wages . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . .
500
Supplies . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 400
Equipment. . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . .
900

TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS REQUESTED FOR
CURRENT PROGRAMS 1962-63 • • • . . . • . .
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9,300
. $94,321

c

<

<

<
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CLEM SON COLLEGE
REQUEST FOR PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS 1962-f3

1t

'

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH PROGRAMS
1. Clemson Station
(a) Poultry Houses . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . $89,000
( b ) I so t o pe Labo r at o r y f·o r Po u It r y Re sea r c h • : 5 1 , OOO
(c) Wood Utilization Laboratory Equipment . . . 37,500

2.
3.
4.

Coast Station
.Multiple Purpose Metal Building . • . . . •

6,000

Edisto Station
Feed Storage and Feeding Control Facility.

3,200

Pee Dee Station
Tobacco Grading and Curing Barn . . . . . • . .

6,000

Total . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $192,700
4-H CAMPS

I.

Camp Bob Cooper
(a) Renovation Plumbing Facilities . • . . • . $15,000
(b) Swimming Pool" . . • • . . • • • • . • . . 50,000

2.

Camp Harry Daniels
Dormitory . . •

. . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..

18,000

Total

83,000

TOT A L REQUEST FOR ·p ERM A NENT I M P ROV EM ENT S 196 2 - 63 . . .
Page 6

$

2 75 , 700

I

•
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COMMr~ REPORT ON VISIT TO

CLEMSON COLLEGE

The evaluation group of the Southern Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools visited CJlemson College during the period October 16 - 19,
1961.

The committee includ,~d the following:

Dr. W. M. Fifield, Provost

for Agriculture, University of Florida; Dr . L.B. Dietrick , Dean of Agriculture, V. P . I.; Dr . R. E .. Stiemke, Dean of Civil Engineering, Georgia
Tech; Mr. Porter Kellam, Librarian, University of Georgia; Dr. W. M. Pearce,
Vice-President of Texas Tech; Dr . H. H. Sisler, Head, Chemistry Department ,
University of Florida; Mr . D. G. Fulton, Dean of Student Affairs , Northwestern State College of Louisiana; Dr. GuyStevenson, Dean , Graduate
School , University of Louisville; and Dr. John A. Hunter, President-Elect
of Louisiana State Uni versi t:y, Chai nnan of the Corruni t tee .

It is to be noted that Dr. Sisler worked with the corruni ttee as a
representative from the American Chemical Society .

The whole committee

was indebted to Dr. Sisler f'or his assistance and wishes to e.xpress
appreciation to him and to the American Chemical Society for his assistance.
The acrninistration of C:lemson College had made every preparation for
the committee ' s visit .

Accommodations for the committee were excellent;

excellent work-space was provided for the committee; typewriters and
clerical assistance were provided; hospitality was warm and gracious; and
the administration, aside from an initial dinner meeting on Sunday evening,
social
permitted the committee to work without/ interruptions.
Each member of the conunittee was agreed th~t the institution hid done
a thorough , professional job in making the self-study and the committee

-2wishes to strongly commend D,ean J. K. Williams and his fdcul ty and staff
for the most excellent work done _on the study.
In vi el;[ of the fact thc.1t Clemson is a "complex" institution, the

.

narrative report of the committee visit does not follow the exact pattern
of reporting that would be f()und in a less complex institution.
example, two committee membe:rs were assigned to Agriculture.

For

One member

was assigned to the College of Arts and Sciences, one to Student Affairs,
one to the Library, one to the Graduate School, and one to the area of
Engineering.

The chairman worked on the sections of the report having to

do with purposes, financial clffai rs and organization.

Whereas there was

of necessity some overlap in interviewing and in reporting, the committee
hopes that the Southern Association and Clemson College will find its
report interesting and informative.

HISTORICAL SKETCH
The Clemson Agricultural. College of South Carolina was founded in

1889 when the General Assembly of South Carolina accepted the beqUest of
Thomas G. Clemson which set atside the bulk of his estate for the founding
of a scientific and technical. college.

Immediately after the founding in

1889, and prior to the opening in 1893, the General Assembly also took
action to designate Clemson a1s a Land-Grant College under the provisions
of the, First Morrill (Land-Grant College) Act passed by the National
Congress in 1862.
The official name of Clemson, as specified in the Clemson Will, is
''The Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolind."

The cornerstone of

the College was laid in July, 1891, and in 1893, 446 students entered for

-3-

the first session .

The first graduating exercises were h~ld in December,

1896, with 37 in the class .
I~ 1897, the instructional program was organized into the Agricultural ,
Mechanical , Chemical , Academic and Military Departments .

In 1898,

d

Text ile Department was addeq, and the South Carolina Agricultural Experiment
Station, started earl i er, was moved to Clemson in 1890 .

The Extension

Service was organized after the passage of the Smith-Lever Act in 1914 .
By

1933 , enrol l ment had i ncreased to 1108 students , and a School of

Education was added that yea .r.

In 1953-54 , with a first semester enrollment

of 2749, the organization of t he college was essentially what it was
t wenty years earlier .

At th:ls point , the Board of Trustees employed

management consulta nt s to rnake recommendations .
Clemson ' s growth and dev elopment h.:ts been steady t hroughout the
y ears, and its services t o the State and Nation have increased as the
insti t ut ion has developed .
PURPOSES

~iliQ

OOALS OF THE INSTITUTION

As indicated in the self-study, the purposes and goals of Clemson
College are those of most Lanid-Grant Colleges :
public ser vice (extension) .
and natural sciences .

.

education, research , and

Clemson emphasizes dgriculture , engineering

In this role, t he instituti on devoles much of its

attention and effort to acti vities which enhance the cultural a nd economic
welfa r e of South Carolina .
The basic role of Clemson is outlined in the will of Thomas G.
Cl emson, Acts of the General Assembly of South Carolina c1nd by the Morrill
Act of 1862.

Mr . Clemson ' s vision contemplated an ins titution th~t would

-4provide instruction in Agriculture and Mechanics which would be useful to
fanners.

In accepting the grant of Mr. Clemson the State of South Carolina

accepted Mr . Clemson's defin.ition of the role of the institution and the
provisions of the Morrill Act of 1862.
As Clemson has grown and developed, it has fulfilled the basic role
as originally outlined and hcis _extended the concept to engineering, industrial
and other scientific areas.

As indicated by the self-study committee,

fulfilling such a role means continuing development of:
- A strong educational program in a variety of undergraduate curricula
designed to meet the Jl\eeds of the students served by the college
- A strong graduate proqram which is necessary in all mu jor fields
of the College for ma:Lntaining the scholarly staff and atmosphere
essential to a strong undergraduate program and a creative research
program
- An active research program in all major fields which is essential

to ~cientifit.c development and leadership in technical advancement
- Special public servic1~s for sharing knowled;Je with agriculture,
engineering and industry.
The visiting comrni ttee determined thdt course offerings , degree
programs, research and public service activities in each school of the
college are carefully related to the goals ancl purposes for the college .
Objectives and goals an~ clearly and well defined .

An evaluation of

the impact th-tt Clemson CollHge has had upon the growth and economy of the
State of South Carolina is positive proof of successful achievement of
established goals .

The chan~re in the economy of South Caro lina from a

purely agricultural economy to a blend of agricultural and industrial
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activities is reflected in the offerings of Clemson College and indicates
a continual appraisal of all curricula and other services.

Developments in

these areas have not been at the sacrifice of a liberal arts program.
The corranittee strongly urges that continued appraisal of services be
maintained as society and the economy grow more complex.
All agricultural extensio~ is done by Clemson College whereas at the
present time General Extension work is done by the University of South
Carolina .

There is adequate evidence that the College is cooperating with

other state institutions and agencies in providing an excellent educational
program.
Discussion with selected faculty and staff members revealed that they
believed that Clemson was achieving its goals and purposes .

The cornnittee

agrees in this belief.
,FINANCIAL RESOURCES
Clemson College, a state-supported institution, is required to operate
on a balanced budget .

The c,o llege is not penni tted t o accumulate a surplus

nor is it pennitted to show ,a deficit at the end of the f iscal year.
There are five major fund divisions of the college.

They are (1) Teaching

and Maintenance, ( 2) Agricultural Experiment Station, ( 3) Agricultural
Extension Service, (4) Livestock and Poultry Health Department, and (5) Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis Department .
It is to be noted tha t ,:tbout 93"k of the income doll ct r for teachi ng and
maintenance is dependent upo1n state appropriations and student fees .
All funds received are ,channeled through the Accounting Di vision of
the Comptroller's office, and all financial transactions of the college are
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acininistered through six fund groups, viz, ( 1) General Funds , ( 2) Restricted
Funds, (3) Loan Funds, (4) Endownent and Other Non-expendable Funds,
(5) Pla.nt Funds, and (6) Agency Funds.

An examination of financial records tor the past five years indicated

a typical pattern of distribution in tenns of e.xpendi tu res.

For example,

for collegiate activities, sJlightly more than 40% of the budget was spent
on Instruction; Student Living Expenses approximately 28%; Physical Plant
Maintenance slightly under 17%; Administration accounted for about 6%;
Library approximately 3%, and General Expenses about 51..

A study of

expenditures for a five-year period reveals little change in percentages
spent in these categories al 1:hough as additional funds were budgeted, more
actual dollars were spent in each category.
As previously indicated,, approximately 93% of these funds came from
State appropriations and student fees.

The remaining 7% came from Federal

Land-Grant Morrill-Nelson funds, Unrestricted Endownent Income and Other
Institutional Income.
The financial strength of the institution is good.

Whereas South

Carolina is not one of the w1~lthier states, its dollar expenditure for
education is excellent when compared to the total weal th of the state.
State appropriations have increased steadily and while support hcts not
been spectacular, it has pro"ided for the development of a strong institution.
The acininistration of the college and the Boa rd of Trustees hc1s done
and is doing an exception,-tll)r fine job of keeping the public informed in
reference to the needs of th1~ institution.

Although student fees have been

i ncreased, educational expenditures are not dependent on enrollment but
essentially on state approprilations.

Student fees were increased last year,

-7and the subsequent increase in revenue was expended primarily upon teachers '
salaries.

The actninistration h,:i s indicated that if the Board and the

actninisj:ration are not succi~ssful in securinq funds from the State, that
fees will again be raised in order to provide for additional compensation
for faculty .

Whereas this Jls a most worthy objective for the expenditure

of funds , the committee hastens· to advise that continued increase of fees
could result in the ins ti tu1tion eventually reaching a point of not carrying
out some of its established purposes and goals for it may price itself out
of business.

In reference to salaries , it is to be noted that faculty

have received particular attention .

This is commendable.

However, Clemson ' s

salaries for some actninistrcttors are definitely less than those paid in
comparable selected institutions in the South a nd when possible should be
raised .

Clemson should be comparing itself to the best in the South and

Nation rather than to ·other Bo 11th Carolina ins ti tut ions .

The committee

recognizes the difficulties involved and that this will take time .
Budget procedures and budget control measures are good .
purchasing has been in effect for a number of years.

Centralized

Employee welfare benefits

include Workmen ' s Comp ensat:lon , sicr. leave, annudl leave, Douth Carolina
Retirement System , Social s,~curi ty, and the Federal Retirement and Insurance
( limited to those employees who participate in Federal-State Cooperative
programs).

There are also voluntary insurance programs financed by

individual employee participants .
The Finance Division i s to be complimented on the progress made during
t he past five years.

It is also to be complimented on its program of

evaluation in order to provjlde maximum service with maximum efficiency .
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There does not appedr to be enough "academic" pdrtjcipation in the
development of the budget .

In other words, the comptroller appears to be

the "chief" budget officer in title and in fact .

The .financidl office

should not be involved in the matter of making educational policy .

This

office should be responsiblE~ for the proper handling of funds but should
not be i nvolved in determining - - through approved or disapproved
e:xpenditures

educational policy.

The academic dean and faculty

(th rough its representati ve)1 should participate in developing the budget
and the comptroller should not be placed in a position of determining
academic policy .

It is to be noted that the administration recognizes

thi s situation, and future plans call for academic participation.
THE ORGANIZA.TION OF TI.:lli, COLLEGE
The present organization structure of the college is a result of study
by selected manbers of the faculty and staff and the management survey
conducted in 1954-55 .

The Board of Trustees is set up in accord with the

wi ll of Thomas G. Clemson and the Act of Acceptance of the General Assembly
of South Carolina.

The Board consists of thirt een members , including seven

life a nd self-perpetuating trustees and six elected by the General Assembly ,
thr ee every two years for four-year terms .

The Board meets at least three

t i mes each year, generally in March , June and October, ctnd hold additional
me et ings as necessary at the call of the president of the Board.
The president of the Bo.ffd, also referred to as chairman, is the
pres i di ng officer and is elected by the Board to serve for a four-year te nn
o r unt i l a successor is elected .

'rhe secretary to the 80.1rd is a non-member

who also holds a staff position in the Institution as Assistant to the
President .

'
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There are four standingr comrni ttees of the Board.

These are:

the

Executive Committee, the Corrnnittee on Educational Policy and Student
Affairs , the Corruni ttee on De!Velopment and Public Rel a tions , and the
A.gricul tural Regulatory Corrun1ittee .

Each conuni ttee consists of five

members , including a chainnan, plus the president of the Board as a n
ex officio meuber.

Commi tte·e memberships (and chairmanships) , and

chunges in these appointments , are based upon norninations by the
p r esident of the BoJ rd and election by the Board.

The secretary of the

Board serves as secretary of each committee.
The President of the college is the only admi nistrative officer
responsible directly to the Board.

He, of course, is assisted by his

four chief executive officers in reporting to the Board on mat\ers in
their respective areas .
Matters of pertinent i n terest are usually presented to the app r opr iate
Board committee sometime pri,or to the meeting of the Board.

The Boar d

secretary prepares an. agenda for each corranittee,and committee action i s ,
i n turn, reported to the whole Board for approval or rejection .

The

Board meetings are not · open to the public, and the only action reported i n
Board minutes is approval or rejection of proposals .

Minutes do not

report discussions .
The committee was of th,:! opinion that Board meetings should be open
to the public except where met tters were discussed that would possibly be
embarrassing to individuals.

A.n examination of Bo~rd minutes indicated

that they were indexed, redc:Ul ly available, and stored in fire-proof storage .
The comrni ttee also thou9ht that it was rather a unique situation to
have the Board secretary serving as Assistant to the President .

Whereas

-10 this may be an economical arrangement, it would appear th,i t combining the
two jobs places the president in the position of selecting the Bourd
secret~ry or the reverse - - of placing the Buard in the position of
selecting the President's administrntive assistant.

Conceivably this

s i tucttion could degenerate into a situgtion that may cause problems in
the future .

Whereas the situation appears to be working well, is not

the president's administrative responsibility of this complex institution
of such nature as to merit a full - time administrative assistant who would
r eliev e t he president of some detail now being performed by him and the
Academic Dean?

This suggestion is not to be interpreted as a criticism

of the present arrangement which appears to be working satisfacto r ily.
It is a matter which should receive consideration in the future, however.
The Presi dent and the Bioard have excellent rapport.

The Board

functions in a policy-making role and relies on the President and his staff
to perform the executive fum:::tion.
clear understanding of its riole .

The Board is to be corranended for its
Incidentally, the Board is composed of

very distinguished citizens of South Carolina, and Board minutes reveal

that meetings, Board actions" etc . are ethical in nature and are conducted
in a deliberate dignified ma,rm er .
Board committees appear to be adequate for proper policy development
and administration.

The Executive Committee serves as the financidl and

business affairs committee oJf the Board.

The Committee on Educational

Policy and Student Affairs is the committee concerned with policies affecting
f aculty promotion and tenure,, student life and organizations, etc .

The

Development and Public Relati~ Committee concerns itself with institutional
development and public rela Uons.

The Agricultural Regulatory Committee
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reviews policies, rules and regulations pertaining to agricultural r~gulatory
matters entrusted to the college under state law.
Major decisions and policies of the Board in rec ent years have included:
A policy statanent on the Role of Clemson College; The adoption of a policy
to maintain, improve, and enlarge graduate work; The approval of constitutions
and by-laws developed by the faculty and staff; The development of
standardized published personnel policies; The selection of a President;
The upgrading of faculty salaries and the approval of the construction of
a new library building.
Clemson College is organized as a typical college or university of
this size would be organized.

Essentially, the institution is administered

through four major divisions: instruction, finance, student affairs , and
development.

The chief academic officer is the Dean of the College .

The

other divisions are headed by a Dean of Student Affairs, a Comptrolle~ and
a Vice-President for Development.

The heads of these fou r major divisions

report directly to 'the Presidlent who, in turn, reports to the Board of Trustees .
An examination of the se,1£-study indicates the various areas of
responsibility included in the four major divisions.

Discussions with faculty

and staff members indicated that channels of communication are clear and
that general satisfaction exists over the organization as such.

The commit tee

would like to point out , howe•ver , that of the £our major officers, only one -the Academic Dean -- holds an. advanced degree.

The Complroller, the Dean ot

Students and the Vice-President for Development hold the Bachelor 's degree.
Whereas the number of Ph.D.'s on the faculty is quite satisfactory, it is
rather unusual to find in dn institution of this size, the dectrth of graduate
degrees at the top administrative echelon .

The committee is not critical of

the perfonnance of the individuals holding the posi lions; it does point out
that advanced degrees for top ddministrators are desirable .
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Persons Visited
Tl}e deans of the school:, of Engineering , Archi tecturc and Texli l cs ,
the Dean of the College, the heads of all of the departments of th <:.•
Engineering School, all membE~rs of the faculty of the Chemical Engineering
Department, sev eral other members of engineering faculty and s everal
students .

The head of the Auricultural Engineering Department was visited

briefly.
Report of Self~tudy
In general , the facts and projections reported in the self-study
appear to be consistent with actual conditions and probable developments .
In some inst ances , correcti vo measures have been initiated to remedy
weaknesses.

In a few cases, the future staff requirements proposed by

department heads seem too conservative if the graduate and research programs
develop as hoped for in the next decade .
Plant~ Equipment

It is evident that the 9 reatest emphasis during the past half dozen
years has been on improving the physical plant .

All schools and departments

have adequate space for presEmt needs , and some of the departments have
ample room for expansion for five years of more .

New buildings housing

Ceramic, Chemical and Civil Engineering ; Engineering Mechanics and Architecture are truly outstandinc;;r. Laboratory equipment for undergraduate
i nstruction is good, though in some areas it is still incompl ete .

The rapid

rate of obsole.scence demands that increased funds be available to purchase
equipment from annual appropriations .

As research and graduate programs

- 13 expand, addi t ional funds for specialized equipment and supplies will be
needed .
Facult¥ and Instruction
The morale of the faculty seems to be good.

Excellent physical faci-

lities and recently improved salaries contribute to this happy state .
Salaries at all levels are still below the regional average dnd should be
materially improved to attract the new top-level people who are required.
In the years ahead the major effort should be aimed at improving the
faculty.

This is essential if creditable grctduate and research programs

are to be developed .

Graduate work and researcll are inseparable and must

be developed concurrently .

They are e.xpcnsi ve but rewarding, and lhey have

a decided beneficial effect on undergraduate programs.
The general quality of undergraduate instruction is good.

The cu1ri-

cula compare favorably with lhose of other schools of good quality .
Student-faculty relations are excellent.
Student Counselling
Nearly all faculty members interviewed expressed di ssa ti sfaction with
the student counselling and professional orientation , or with the lack of
such programs.
and fonnali zed.

The departmental advisor systems should be strengthened
More importai:1t, and to supplement the work of faculty ad-

visors, a student counselling and testing service should be established.
A staff of trained professional personnel in this area would provide a
valuable, important service to the College, its faculty and its students.
Honors Program and Visi tinq LE~cturers
Proposed plans for estab]li shing honors programs in some of the Freshma n
and Sophomore courses and in some of the engineering sciences are conunendable
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and should be carried forward .

The Schco1 of Architecture has a creditable

prooram for bringing visitinq lecturers to the campus for periods ranging
from s@veral days to a whole sanester.

It would be helpful if the School

of Engineering, and perhaps the Textile School , could do this loo .
Architectural School
The Architectural School appears to be doi ng an excellen t job .

Addi -

tional space will be needed if the offerings of the school are expanded to
include work leading to a degree i n buildi ng cc.,nstruction.

Preli mi nary

plan s co n templati ng a fi v e - year, rdther than a four-y~ar p r ogram in thi s
field are corrunendable .

Texti 1 e School
Clemson ' s Textile School i s recognized as o n e of the best in the
country .

It is reqretable thdt effnrls to encourage more students to en r oll

in its curric11la have met wiL

I

only partL ~11 success .

conunon to all textile schools in spite o t

d

This is a problem

liioh demand for gradudte3 .

Industrial Engineering and Induslriul E<lucatic.r,
The recent action whereby industr1dl educatic,n, a vocational teacherl rai nj ng cur ricul wn, ha s been rath e r closely allied to industrial enginceri nq ,
with respect to both administrcttive responsibility dnd physical facililics,
deserves comment .

Undoubtedly , this all i a nee wi 11 tend lo upgrade the

industrial education proqram .

I1 may , however , tend to lower the image of

industrial e ngineering i n the eyes of students , the faculty , and the public .
Engineeri ng Research and Graduate Programs
The Engineeri ng Sc hool has reached the point where i. t must i nitiate ct
research prog ram .
memhers and

d

A smalJ c1cmount of research is beino done by a few faculty

fe w ()raduatt" students .

Hut lhis is far lPss thctn adcqualt> f o r
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a school of Clemson's stature and potential.

Money is needed to release

more time for faculty researclh for those persons qualified and interested
in doin'g research.

Money is meeded to provide graduate research assistant-

ships, so that teams of faculty members and graduate students can conduct
the preliminary investigations which could form the bases for proposals
for larger, sponsored projects .
to support these studies.

Mo:ney is needed to employ additional, top- flight ,

research-oriented faculty .
sources .

Money is needed for specialized equipment

These monies must come from regular College

After the program h,as been established, sponsored research of

good quality can be expected to bring in substantial additional funds .
As the research program grows , the graduate program will grow, and vice
versa.
Sponsored research is not a panacea .

It will not result in a "profit."

In fact , because of the low overhead rates paid to educational institutions
for the desirable types of research projects, the institution must share
in the cost of such work .
and must be recognized.

This may be unfair, but it is the present fact
Therefore, as the sponsored research program grows,

the research contribution of the institution also grows.

Even so, this is

a desirable situation, because it aids substantially the entire instructional
objective of the school .
A sound graduate program must operate on a 12-months basis .

It will

be necessary to keep key faculty members on the campus to be available to
graduate students during summers .

Sponsored research can be a help in

accomplishing this , - but at present regular funds will be required .

Swruner

salaries for teaching or rese,a rch should be on the same base as academic
year sala:ri es .

16 In the Engineering School , the Chemical Engineering Department has the
largest number of students wc>rking on masters ' degrees .

Its physical plant

and th~ qualifications of its faculty appear adequate for that department
to consider offering the Ph . D. degree in t he near future .

The other engi -

neering departments might properly expand their efforts over the next few
years to develop strong mansters ' programs before embarking on the Ph.D.
bandwagon .
Budget Approval
The current practice at Clemson requires deans of the schools to negotiate with t he Co~troller in the justification and securing of funds for
operation and improvements.

This places the responsibility for determining

the direction of the institution ' s academic growth in the hands of a nonacademicnanber of the admini.strative staff .

It is highly desirable that

this procedure be changed to require approval of the Dean of the College
and the President on budget matters affecting the academic schools .
Graduation· Requirements
A grade of C (two grade-points) is considered "satisfactory."

To

allow students to graduate with less than a C-average is undesirable.

It

would sear. advisable to take steps to raise the minimun graduation average
from 1.8 to 2 . 0.
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Persons Visited
During the period October 16-17, 1961 , conferences were held with
the foilowing persons on the campus of Clemson College:

Dr . Howard L .

Hunter , Dean, School of Arts ,a nd Sciences; Professor Carl L . Epting , Head,
Department of Social Sciences ; Dr . Dawson C. Sheldon , Heaq

Department

of Mathematics; Dr. H. Morris Cox, Head, Department of English and Modern
Languages ; Dr . Floyd I . Brownley, Jr . , Head, Depa r tment of Chemistry and
Geology; Dr . Charles Q. Brown , Associate Professor, Geology; Dr . Lorenz D.
Huff, Head, Department of Physics ; and Dr. Walluce D. Trevillian, Head,
Department of Industrial Manaigement.
The departments listed a:bove constitute the School of Arts and Sciences .
In all instances, the conuni ttee member found the persons whom he met
to be most cooperative and co:ngenial .

The nature and purpose of the self-

study and of the committee ' s visit seem to have been well understood and
while there was a consensus t lhat the institution ' s participation in the
self evaluation program has heen time-consuming, there was general agreement
that the undertaking has been worthwhile .
A sympathetic understanding of the college ' s problems and an appreciation
of the amdinistration's efforts to solve than prevailed.

The building

program, recent increases in ,faculty salaries and confidence in the institution~
officials have accounted, in a large measure, for the high morale of the
instructional staff .
Major problems within th,e School of Arts and Sciences appear to have
been identified ; in each case,, action has been taken to remedy the situation
or recorranendations pointing toward a solution have been made .

On the basis
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of remarks made to the corrani ttee member during conferences, the desirability
of bringing teaching loads into line with acceptable practices at comparable
institutions might be enphasized.

.

In addition to the points set forth on

page 135-136 in the institutional self- study report (August, 1961), several
department heads stated that ,a reduced teaching load would be advantageous
in securing the services of new, qualified staff members.

Likewise, in

discussions centering on the recruiting of competent faculty, opinions were
expressed that , should the college (1) offer a Bachelor of Arts degree and
( 2) expand its graduate progr,am, the disciplines affected would be greatly
aided in their efforts to acquire staff members .
In its Report- ( Volumes I and II) written for the institutional selfstudy and periodic visitation, the School of Arts and Sciences has prepared
a comprehensive and well-organized account of its history, its faculty, and
its academic and military programs .

Of particular significance are:

the

rapid growth of the school within the past five years , the reorganizational
throes through which it has gone since 1955, and the multiplicity of
disciplines which can be found in several of the departments .

A forecast

of continued growth can be taken as a forecast of further reorganization in
the creation of new departments.
The role of the School of Arts and Sciences within the framework of the
College ' s purpose is concisely stated along with the dean ' s report on the
and on
facultyt graduate work and his appraisal of the several departments within
the School.
The self-study reports of each department and reports related to the
curricula in pre-medicine and in Arts and Sciences follow the dean ' s report.
The fullness of these docwnents indicates that the self-evaluation program

-19 was undertaken and carried thirough in a serious, scholarly manner by the
School of Arts and Sciences, 1that a large majority of the faculty participated
in the program, and that a positive approach has been made to the solution
of old and new problems .
Recommendations
1) That attention be gi v,en to the reduction of teaching loads which

will place thes.e assignments :ln line with practices of similar institutions.
2) That sustained effort:s be made to secure funds which will provide
increases in faculty salaries and operating allowances .
3 ) That a continuing study be made of trends in enrollment in the
graduate area and in the libe:ral arts so that the · institution may remain
sensitive to the demands of the region and the opportunities in these fields .
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AGRICUL'I'URE
The review of the SchoC>l of Agriculture included conferences with
personn,el in the Resident Instruction Di vision, the Agricultural Experiment
Station, the Agricultural EJctension Service, the Department of Fertilizer
InspectiC?n and Analysis, thEi Livestock-Poultry Health Department, and Seed
Certification Department, arud the State Crop Pest Commission.
Following a brief confeirence with the Dean of Agriculture and a
short meeting of the Agricultural faculty, we conferred over a two-day
period with the following:

Dean of the College; Dean of· Agriculture;

· Director of Teaching in Agriculture; Director of Agricultural Experiment
Station; Director and Associate Director of Agricultural Extension Service;
Head, Agricultural Economics:; Head, Agricultural Education; A.cting Head,
Agricultural Engineering; He·a d, Agronomy and Soils; Head, Animal Husbandry;
Head, Botany and Bacteriology; Head, Dairy Science; Head, Entomology and
Zoology and Assistant State Entomologist; Head, Food Technology; Head,
Forestry; Head, Horticulture; Head, Poultry Science; Director, LivestockPoultry Health anq USDA Veterinarian; Director, Fertilizer Inspection; State
Home Demonstration Agent; District Home Demonstration ~gent ; Head, Seed
Certification Department; Head, Agricultural Infonnation Services; Head,
Agricultural Chemistry Research; District Extension Agent; Five Extension
Specialists---Livestock, Agricultural Economics, Agricultural Engineering,
Agronomy, and Entomology- Plant Pathology .
The entire staff in the School of Agriculture is to be commended for
their fine report and statement as a part of the Institutional Self-Study
and Periodic Visitation Program .

The report gives ample evidence of the

tremendous amount of interest, thought, and effort which went into its

-21preparation.

Problems and ;issues have, on the whole, been faced squarely ,

and solutions suggested. Eicih individual involved in the preparation of
the report has apparently heen given entire freedom to express the situation
as he sees it and has done ,s o.
Interviews with some thirty-three individuals in the School of
Agriculture have been of real assistance to members of the visitation
team assigned to the School of .Agriculture.
revealing, and constructive.

Discussion has been frank,

Every effort has been made to assist the

committee in their review btJth by answering questions and by personal
observations on the part of those interviewed.
The committee was impr,essed by the fact that many of the recommendations
in the report have already been accomplished including the following:
l} Curricula have been established in Food Technology and in Biology .
2} The Doctor of Philo:sophy degree is being offered in Agronomy.
3} The name of the Dai iry and Poul try Departments have been changed to
the Departments of Dairy ScJLence and Poultry Science.
4} Revision of the curnculum has been completed.
The School of Agriculture is a unit consisting of Resident Instruction,
Research and Extension.

ReBearch is basic to educatjon, both Resident

Instruction and Extension.

To function properly, conununication channels

must be kept open at all times .

Every possible effort should be made by

members of each division to understand the programs of the other divisions
and to cooperate in every WclY possible in a joint program in agriculture.
A close relationship is particularly essential between Research and Extension .
This can be brought about in many ways but in large part can only be brought
about by an earnest desire ctnd effort on the part of individuals in both
divisions.

Each division complements the other.

-22Likewise, achninistratiVE! channels should be respected and adhered to
and communicdtion kept open a.t all levels.
People who work closely together on a prof essional level should
largely be subject to the same rules and regul.1tions and eligibl e to the
same rights and privileges.
of Agriculture.

This condition does not exist in the School

There are CEtrtain marked differenc es between the Resident

Instruction and Research personnel on one side and the Extension personnel
and personnel of some of the Service agencies on the other.

These differences

involve such matters as leave,, aneri tus status, ranunerati on, etc.
should be made to correct such inequalities.

Efforts

A study might be made of

the advantages and disadvanta.ges of granting faculty rank to such groups.
The School of Agricultur·e has a responsjbility for the in-service
training and up-grading of its staff .

Particularly this is important

for field personnel , such as the county extension agents, who are staff
members of Clemson College, a.nd its representatives throughout its statewide "campus."

Likewise, it has responsibility , through its program in

Agricultural Education, for in-service training of teachers of vocational
agriculture.

Keen need is felt for special provisions to enable these

people to pursue graduate work without undue personal hardship.

County

extension agents, men and women, have obligations which make extended
residence for graduate study on campus ext rernely difficult.

Vocational

Agricul t ure teachers, unlike others, are on twelve-month status.

Some

special consideration should be given to personnel in these categories ,
either through special three-·week courses , as a~e given at some other
i n stitutions, or in some othe1r manner to satisfy the need.

This problem

is not alone for South Carolina; it exists in most states, as the demand for
more highly-trained people at the county level increases.
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No attanpt is made to present a critique on a department-by-department
basis.

However, the conunittee feels that certain additional comments,

observations and recommendations are in order f0r administrative consideration •

.

These are listed below without particulaT elaboration and without any
significance as to order of priority.

All are touched upon within the

Self-Study Report but were emphasized in our interviews to a degree we
deemed sufficiently important for special mention.
1) Consideration might well be given to development of more specific

or uniform policies governing outside employment and consultation.

If

this is not practical or desirable for the College as a whole, at least
policies within schools might be definitized.
2) Several departments expressed need for qualified statistical
consultation and assistance in design of experiments as well as in analysis
of data •. This need should be met.
3) There is need for so1me strong course offerings in biochanistry,
particularly at the graduate level.

This need will become more acute as

graduate programs develop.
4) The research and tea,c hing programs should be strengthened by
addition of personnel trained in the area of nernatology.

This is an

area of widely-recognized agricultural significance.

5) Suggestions were made that perhaps if more help was available
to the College Placement Off.ice, its personnel would be able to devote
more time to acquiring famiUarization with the qualifications of
agricultural graduates for j,ob opportunities.
6) An excellent curriculum has been developed in forestry, a fine
faculty assembled, and stude1nt interest and statewide support for this

-24progn1m appears at a high leV'el.

Some concern is evident not only for

the restoration of the School Forest to its original size but also for
ils fut~re preservdtion .

This forest is the School ' s laboratory and is

also a vital research asset.

It , through its peculiar diversification

possibilities and proximity to the campus, provides a research potential
and economical facility that should be protected vigorously from encroachment .
7) The faculty of the Sc:hool of Agriculture is practically unanimous
in support for increased faci.li ties for the College Library .
8) Several individuals Eixpressed the desirability of instituting
course offerings in the area of conununioation for agricultural students,
even if on an elective basis .,

Individuals on the staff appear qualified

to offer such instruction, but some administrative realignment might be
necessary to permit them to teach .

Such instruction, however, would be

most helpful to students facjng careers in practically all aspects of
modern agriculture.
9) Time did not permit much on-site examination of the physical plant
and facilities .

With a few Hxceptions, based on interviews and the Report ,

the space situation do~s not appear critical.

So many comments were made

on such things as poor heating and lighting, cooling of some areas,
temperature control in greenhouses , etc . that a study with the view of
correcting these problems would seem to be in order .
10) The existing salary nituation, of course, was discussed repeatedly,

as it has been recorded in the report.

The committee detected throughout

conversations with the acadarnic staff a general recognition and appreciation
for the special efforts of the President and others of the College adminis-

t rati c n in attempting to correct the situation .

It hds been improved recently .

-25Almost unanimously the need also was expressed for more operating funds,
and additional help, particularly at the sub-professional level.

Obviously,

the Col l ege administration is fully aware of these needs , and is making
every effort to improve the situation.
In conclusion, the committee wishes to make it clear that the comments
and suggestions made in this report are sul:mitted in the spirit of
constructive criticism with full recognition that no institution has reached
the stage of perfection .

The fact that these points were raised by the

School ' s leaders themselves in the Self-Study is indication enough that
there i s nothing stagnate nor complacent in the planning process.

The

agricultural programs sean t ,o be fundamentally sound, progressive and more
than adequate to meet accept,abl e standards .
The School of Agriculture is rendering fine service.
dedicated and loyal .

Its staff is

Its co:ntributions to the welfare of the people are

known far and wide and benefit the nation .

Its accomplishments reflect

credit upon the School and UJPon Clemson College .
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LIBRARY
The Report of t he Self-Evaluation Committee on the Clemson College
of an awareness
Library. shows evidence/of the weaknesses, strengths, and problems of the
Library.

Its findings are logical and its reconunendations are sound.

These conclusions were reached after a careful reading of the Self-Survey,
and examination of the library ·building and the book collection, and
consultations with as many of the library staff and faculty as time would
pennit.
The following people were interviewed:

Gordon Gourley, Library; John

Goodlnan, Library; Mrs. Mary C. Stevenson, Library; Violet Menoher, Library;

c.

W. Bolen, History; J. D. Dinwiddie, Chemistry; H. M. Felder, English;

C. B. Green, English; J. W. Jones, Agriculture; Hugh Macaulay, Graduate
Dean; H. E. McClure, Architecture; J.E. Miller, Physics; L. G. Rich, Civil
Engineering; I. A. Trively, Civil Engineering; H.J. Wheeler, Social Sciences;

J. K. Williams, Dean of the College; and several students.
Rather than following the outline of the Self-Evaluation Committee's
report, the problem will be approached by stating the most important
essentials of an effective library program and briefly considering how well
the Clemson College Library measures up to them.

These essentials involve

physical facilities, resources, staff, and organization of resources and
services for effective use.
Physical Facilities
The Survey treats this subject adlnirably.

There is no doubt that the

present building is . entirely inadequate for the needs of the College.
Despite the formation of many small departmental and school collections, the
Main Library is hopelessly over-crowded, with shelving on stairway landings,
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Very little, if any,

improvanent in library services and organization cdn be effected until a
new modernly designed building is constructed.

Fortunately, a new building

has been given first priority in the building program.

A central site has

been selected, and the CollegE! administration should not allow any other
need to intervene and postpone .the construction of this building.

Upon

its completion depends the sa1tisfactory fulfillment of the teaching and
research objectives of the Ce>llege.
Resources
There seems to be almost unanimous opinion that the book resources are
adequate for the under-gradua1te program.

However, on the graduate and

research levels, the book collection leaves much to be desired.

The

doctorate is offered in six f;ubjects, and others are to be added.
Staff
The consensus among students and faculty seems to be that the library
staff is doing exceedingly wull with the means at its conunand.

The working

conditions are qui.ta good, but salaries seem to be slightly lower than
those in many similar institutions throughout the Southeast.

The surveyor

was pleased to learn that aoa1demic rank for the staff is being asked for by
the Director of the Library.

It is hoped that this request will be granted

in order that the following recommendation in Standard Nine of the Southern
Association may be met:

"In order to insure faculty-library cooperation

and a high quality of library service, the librarian and other members of
the professional staff should be well qualified academically, professionally,
and personally, and they shoutld have faculty rank, comparable salaries, and
privileges."
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Some of thE: Clemson College Librdry staff, as is true in many other
libraries, need to have more appropriate subject backgrounds in order to
serve better the reference n1~eds of the students and fa.cul ty.

Owing to

the shortage of librarians, cldtninistrators cannot be too choosy, but
everything possible should bn done to attract people with academic backgrounds in the subject areas which they staff.

Faculty rank and higher

salaries would be of help in this endeavor.
Organization~ Policies
The open-shelf-di visiona1l organi za.tional pattern in the Clemson Library
·is to be conunended.

Although more books may be lost in a library thus

arranged, there is no doubt !:>ut that it is much more effective as an
instrument of education than one arranged in the traditional manner.

The

Library is to be conunended on1 its staff organization, especially for the
detailed work manual which ha.s been prepared for each staff rnenber .
The statement is made in, the Policy Governing the Function ~ 9Eeration

£! .!h£ Clemson

College Librar~ that "The principle of centralization of

its library resources shall guide the organi za.tion of the library collection .*'
The facts do not seem to support this statement.
sixteen departments or schools.

Most of these collections are small , but

this is wide fragmentation of the book collection.
a campus as compact as this one?

There are collections in

Is this necessary on

Would not liberal lending rules, allowing

faculty to keep books for as 1much as a year obviate the need for this
dispersal of resources in so many areas?

Many of the titles in these

departmental collections are duplicates of those in the Main Library -some of them being rather expensive periodicals.
be purchased with the money SJPent for duplicates .

Additional titles could
With limited funds and

-29a fairly small campus where walking distances are short, it appears that
one copy of most journals mi9ht meet the needs of the entire campus .
Duplication does not increasi~ the total knowledge on the campu:; -additional titles would.
The policy of departments and schools ordering books with their own
funds should be examined with care.

Many institutions require that all

book purchases be made throu9h the library in order to take advantage of
the order procedures established by the library and to consolidate all
expenditures for books in thei library's budget .

Al so sometimes a library

is able to obtain 1:i rger disc:ounts than a department is able to do .
The full energies and time of the library staff are going to be
required to meet the needs of a growing student body and a burgeoning
graduate program.

The fact that 33% of the circulation last year was to

outsiders constitutes a problem which merits serious study.

Is the

College justified in providing library service to the citizens of Clemson
and the school children of this county?

The staff, time, and the money

required for replacements and binding of the juvenile and fiction
collections could be used to improve services and resources for the College
students and faculty .

It seems that the Library is performing a function

which should be the responsibility of the public and school libraries .
Is there any more justificati,on for the college Library to furnish books
to schqol children than for the College to allow these same children to
use the laboratories in the v,nious scientific deparbnents?
Perhaps the school autho:ri ti es should be encouraged to provide school
libraries for their s'lu dents d.nd the County Library requested to establish
a branch in Clemson .

It is most unusual for a college Library to provide

these services to people outsjlde the college.
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The legi sldti vc requi n::m1ent that the college have its binding done
in the State Penitentiary may be frdught with dctnger .

The binding of

journctls is a tctsk that requi.res expert knowledge which
not available in a prison bindery.

ordinarily is

Samples of periodical binding should

be exdmined carefully for quality and, if it is substdndard, an effort
should be made to get permiss:lon to continue to use a conunercial binder.
Recommendations
It is recommended that:

1) Careful consideration ,be given to the amount of duplicat ion of
titles on the campus, especiallly among journals, in order to ascer tain i f
it is justifiable in the light of other needs .
2) That the ordering of books by departments and schools be discontinued
and that all book ordering be done by the Main Library .
3) '.l'hat study of the College Library ' s responsibility in providing
service and books to the public school students and to tl1e adults i n Cl emson
be continued.
4) That nothing be allowHd to postpone the erection of a new library
building at the earliest possible date ,
5) That more money be prc,vided for buildi ng resources .

Thi s i s

needed now but , because of spatce limi tations, perhaps a substantial i ncrement should await the occupancy of the new buildi ng .
6) That the administration be kept awar e of t he necessi t y of additions
to the Library staff in the neiw building in order that funds can be
provided for them at the propeir time .
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The committee would like to express appreciation for the very
complete sources of inforrnati ,on provided by Clenson College on its
history and present strengths and weaknesses.

The study made by the

consultants in 1957 is especi,:llly helpful in setting forth the problens
of the college in the area of graduate work.

It is gratifying that the

adninistration has adopted this report and has convinced the faculty
that it intends to live by it.

There eeens to be a genuine appreciation,

by the faculty, of this assurance of continued support of graduate work
at the college.

It is to be )hoped that no future administration will

be disposed to change this coiu rse.

While it is not expected that there

would ever be complete agreem,e nt among all faculty menbers and the
acininistration about all phas,e s of graduate work and the support each
part should have, the conuni tt,e e finds a rather large percentage of
those interviewed in agreenent on the principles set forth in the report
of the consultants·.

rhe way :in whi c h the administration has undertaken

to implement this . report, the:re is complete satisfaction among the
faculty that the college was cornrni ttoo to expanding Graduate work on
the campus.

That the administration has really taken seriously its

commitment to this report and its recommendations is evidenced by the
progress that has been made ilrl the expansion of Graduate work since 1 957,
the date of the report.
Listed below are the chi,ef factors which are involved in a
successful graduate _program.
l) A research-minded faculty with real research ability
2) Good students
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3) Library facilities adlequate to provide sufficient resource materials
4) Good laboratory equipment

5) Scholarship and fellowship aid to attract first-class students
6) Time for faculty and students to use on research
7) .Sympathetic understanding, by all involved in the process, of the
problems that are encountered..

This includes the persons conducting

the

program and the research.
The committee also recognizes the fact that many of these factors
are dependent on each other.

For example, dedicated research workers

help to attract first-rate students, and good students stimulate faculty
to work harder.

Well-equipped libraries and laboratories are very helpful

in attracting outstanding teachers, and good scholarship and fellowship
pro9'{'ams attract the better students.

It oftm takes years to build a

reputation that is needed to develop strength in all phases of graduate
work.

An attractive program 'Which is sought by the abler students is

developed after ma~y years of hard work on the part of the staff carrying
out the program.

There are areas in which the graduate program at Clemson

has advanced to the point where they are sought by good students, but
there are others in the early stages of this development.

Much patience

is going to be required in th.i s latter group to bring them to the point
where they will attract many igood students.
aware of its weaknesses and strengths.

Each department seems to be

In some cases, little research

has been done by members of t lhe staff, and thus an atmosphere of research
is needed.

In some oases, th1e teaching load is too large to provide

adequate time to devote to graduate students and to research.

The point

on which the conunittee found the greatest feeling of concern was the one
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of teaching load.

It must be adnitted that just a reduction in the

teaching load does not guarantee automatic increase in research.

One

who has not done research for many years is not likely to utilize his
free time to start research.

It would seem wise to vary the teaching

load dependent on the ability and interest in research and in graduate
teaching.
There seems to be some need for work in the area of Agricultural
Education along the line of upgrading the people out in the field.
It might be wise to consider short courses, even on the graduate level,
that would be designed to bring these persons up to date in their
respective fields -- such work would have fo be well-planned and conducted
on an advanced level if credit is to be offered on the Graduate degree.
The committee feels confident that there is a fine spirit of
cooperation on the part of the faculty and an eagerness on its part to

give Graduate work its whole-hearted support.

The problems which confront

the College can be solved if this spirit continues.
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STUDEN1'. PERSONNEL SERVICES
The evaluation of the self-study of personnel services was made
easy by, the careful appraisal and deep insight of the corranittee preparinq
the self-study report.

The cooperation given the committee in making

this evaluation by personnel ctirectly involved in the report , faculty,
and students, should not be urunentioned.

The privilege of seeing and being

part of groups in action has been appreciated.
Student Housing and Facili tie:!
The organization and administration of the housing facilities is
apparently functioning well.

This may be a result, however, of the

personality of personnel involved rather than the organization structure.
Should the excellent relationships that now exist falter, it is quite
possible that the residents of the halls might not be served as well.
Consideration might well be given to the idea of full administrative
responsibility of residence halls being assigned to the Dean of Student
Affairs, with the Director of Housing being administratively responsible
to him.
The organization of the dormHory counseling program is basically
sound.

One possible fault lies, however, in the lack of a sufficient

number of full-time personnel.

At the present time, the core of the

program is the student hall counselor.

Because each of these have fifty

to sixty student for whose we:lfare he is responsible, he either cannot
give su.fficient time to his c,wn program; or, if he does, then he cannot
give sufficient time to the counseling program.

These men provide a vital

link between the student and the administration, and equally important,
between the college and parents of the students .

Consideration might

-35well be given to increasing the number and the compensation of this group .
The honor of being selected mny wear thin unless they are better paid.
It is extranely unlikely that two Resident Counselors can be effective

.

for 3, 000 students .

It might prove beneficial to consider a different

type of i ndividual for these positions.

In the event it is not feasible

for financial reasons to secuJ:-e additional personnel of the type now
empl oyed, personnel with less professional training might be secu r ed who
would render a satisfactory job, for more students .

Women have served

satisfactorily in some institutions as ''House Mothers. "
personnel would give mon, stability by longer tenure .

This type of
It is not expected

nor desired that present type of personnel ·would remain long with the work
conditions and salary scale ai, it is, and the proble:n of continually having
new resident counselors to orient will become onerous .
Student Health Service
The evaluation of health services revealed careful study i n thi s a rea
had been made .

The needs are recognized, particularly i n the a rea of

mental heal th , and remedial steps are being taken .

The need fo r mo re

sati sfact6ry physical plant still remains.
Student Goverrunent
St udent government seems to be well organized and well functioning,
with proper encouragement and supervision.

Student officers are r ecognized

as leaders as evidenced by thE! number of freshmen who could name the
student leaders when questione,d.

There seems to be a willingness to speak

out on issues that affe9t the students and a willingness to be c r it i cal of
fellow students whose conduct does not meet the expect ed Clemson standa r ds .
There was exhibited a willingniess on the part of the student leaders t o t ake
a stand for what they considered right when it might not have been t he
popular thing to do.

- 36Interest in self-governm1ent parallels too closely, at times, adult
performance, as indicated by -the nurnber of votes C"dst in a recent freshman
class election.
Serving as host to the S•::>Uthern University Student Government
Association should stimulate interest .
Student Organizations and Ext.racurricula Activities
There seans to be an ade:JUate number of well organized and supervised
organizations providing out o.f class opportunities for student participati on .
The advent of fraternities and sororities should prove beneficial to the
morale of students by providing needed loyalties and ties .

The need of

sufficient places to hold their meetings is recognized.
Religious Life
The religious needs of students seem to be recognized and an unusual
amount of effort is made to cooperate with local churches in thei r p r ograms .
The counseling service rendered by church affili ated coun selors is of
i nestimable value to the campus.

The YMCA is unusually active in provi ding

a program of social, physical, and religious activities.
Intercollegiate and Intramural Athletics
Recent changes in the method of appointments to the Athletic Council
should serve the purpose of solidifying the campus in its athletic p rogram .
Standards set by the two major athletic associations of which Clemson is a
manber seem to be fully met.

Athletes seem to be recognized as students .

There is full recognitio,n that the Intramural program is not sati sfying
the need for physical activity of the students, and means of overcoming
this are being studied and tried.

To develop team sports, group loyalties

and identities must be develo,ped.

While ample publicity is given in the
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individual accomplishments in the report would not serve to heighten
interest.
It seems evident that some form of physical education program is
badly needed .

The amount of itime, money, and facilities allotted to

intramural activities as compo.red to the same factors allotted to intercollegiate athletics is infin:L tesimal.

The intramural program is the

sole program for developing plnysical fitness for approximately 3, 000 men
while athletics develops appn,ximately two hundred.

The fac t tha t the

athletic program is self-supp1:>rting does not alter t he fact that it s ti ll
has responsibility "To develoJp a program for physical training for all
students. "
Student Aid~ Placement S e r ' ~
There seems to be exceU 1ent contacts with hi r ing agencies .

There may

be need of closer relationshd.p between placement office and department s .
More accurate appraisal ,:,f the student might be obtained for futu r e
employers if the student was 1not the sole selector of those who made the
appraisal.

A recommendation might be included from the faculty adviser

a nd a representative of the D,ean of Student Affairs office as well as the
department head or major prof,essor.

A. more revealing appraisal might result.

The efforts of the offic,e seem to be directed to the graduating
students thereby neglecting tlhose students who are forced to drop out .
A concerted effort in this ar,ea might help to salvage many worthwhile
citizens who might not otherw:l se benefit by the education and training

received.
society.

Even a partially trained Clemson man should be of service to
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There is indicated to be more need of centralized effort in the area
of financial aid.

The failure to have a common clearing house for aid

renders it difficult to direc:t funds that may be available in such a manner
that more students may be as:s i sted.

It is possible that the more enter-

prising . students may receive aid from as many as three sources without
any one of the sources being aware of the other two.

Such centralization

need not deny department heads the privilege of selection of student
assistants, but could provid•:? help to t hem by providing infonnation
relating to the student that may not be available to the department head
at this time.
It is noted that scholaJ,ships awarded· totaled more than three times

the amount of loans, and the college policy was to refer requests for loans
to other agencies.

Since son1e of these agencies have restrictions

surrounding the use of their funds, it may be possible that all who would
borrow are unable to do so.

The practice of reserving funds for those

nearest graduation is not much comfort to the freshman or sophomore who
is forced to drop out · because, of lack of funds.

These are forced to

work until they have proven themselves worthy of other forms of aid.
Work, of itself, is certainly· not considered unworthy, but if this is the
only source of funds available to a student, so much time may be involved
in earning a living that the student is unable to attend to his real
purpose of attending college.

According to the self-study report,

approximately $90,000 was spent last year in employing more than five
hundred students, which indicates that students who work earn less than $200
each.
meager.

If students really need financial assistance, then this source is
A. recommendation is :made for the conducting of a study to determine
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the financial needs of students, and if the results indicate that the
needs are not being met, then efforts to secure more funds for financial
assistance should be undertaken.

Students might be encouraged to combine

employment with loans , thus r ,e ducing the amount of time in employment .
The loan provisions of the 1958 National Defense Education Act might prove
helpful.
Emphasis on loans to freshmen might have a more far-reaching effect
than is first realized.

It m.ight encourage students who are still in high

school to more effort if they believe that college is a possibility, and
reorui ting of the talented would be simplified because there would be
more of them.
Guidance and Counseling
There is no doubt that a student who wishes to seek it can find
counsel.

It might be provided by the Registrar's office, the Student Aid

office, the Hall Counselor, t lhe Residence Counselor, the Department Head,
the Academic Dean, the Faculty Adviser, and sophomores.

Students seem to

feel confident that they will receive academic assistance by conferring
with their instructors .

It is possible, however, that a less fragrnentized

program would produce better results .

It is pointless, however, to pursue

this further here because th e weaknesses are well recognized, and steps
have been taken to overcome t ~hem .

It would appear to be wise, however,

to make no changes such as suc;igested in the report for transferring student
aid to Admission of £ice, unt.i.l such time as the newly-created position of
Director of Counseling is fil.led.

Much centralization is needed.

Orientation
Conversation with freshm,en presented evidence that the orientation program
functions well .

Students who have been enrolled for only a month were well

acquainted with many phases o:f college life not normally taught by sophomores .
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REPORT CONCERNING THE DEPAR'IMENT OF CHEMISTRY
CLEMSON COLLEGE PHEPARED FOR THE VISITING COMMITTEE
OF TiiE
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS

by
Harry H. Sisler, Head Professor
DHpartment of Chemistry
University of Florida
Gainesville

It is a pleasure for me to report that , in my opinion, the Department
of Chemistry of Clemson CollE!(Je is to be highly commended for the most
impressive progress which thEiy are making not only in maintaining and
improving an undergraduate chemistry program of very high quality but
also in the development of their graduate program leading to the Ph . D.
degree in chemistry .

Since the decision to grant the Ph.D. degree in

chemistry was made about threie years ago, they have moved deliberately
and effect'ively in developingr the facilities, the program, and the faculty
which the granting of this deigree makes necessary.

Moreover, the no less

important but somewhat less tangible factor which we might call the
"research spirit" is gradually being developed.
Let us consider a few specifics :

the recrui trnent of faculty during

the past few years has been so carefully done that of a full-time staff qf
sixteen, thirteen now have the Ph.D . degree and a majority of these have
established or are establishing research programs .

Approximately thirty

graduate students are enrolled in the chemistry graduate program.

Teaching

loads of faculty are commensurate with pres~nt research activity, but will
have to be adjusted downward as the graduate program develops .

-41Equipment for research i 1s gradually being added and the library,
though not outstanding, is su:fficiently broad in coverage to provide
considerable support for the :research activity.

Several members of the

staff have or are seeking out:side grants to aid in supporting their
research program.
The morale of the department is about as high as I have seen anywhere .
Dr. Brownley has the complete confidence of his staff and apparently
also of Dean Hunter, Dean Willliams and President Edwards.

From my

observations , I would judge that this confidence is well placed.
I have spent some time Wl. th President Edwards and was pleased to
f ind that he understands about as well as any university administrator
whom I have met what a presidEmt can do to build an academic program and,
just as important, what he cannot do and, therefore, must leave to the
faculty .

Clemson College seerns to have enthusiastic , dynamic , and

e nlightened leadership -- a si.tuation not entirely universal in the
a cademic world.
In conclusion, one might observe that Clemson's Department of Chemistry
continues to offer a very sountd undergraduate chemistry curriculum .
the graduate chemical world, it is a rather young infant.

In

However, it is

a heal thy infant which shows €!Very sign of rapid and systematic growth .
The high morale and the reasoned optimism of the chemistry staff bode
well for the future .
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Collegiate Activities - Current Operating Accounts
FilUNCIAL REPORT

Aa of March 31 1 1961

:itate Appropriations and Income

99,704 ,59 *
Operating Revenue Balance July 1, 19..QQ...,.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $
State Appropriations •••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
3,, 080,984.00
535,092.6;
Class .and Laboratory Fees July 1, 19 60 to Date ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1

Sunvner School ..•••.••••• •.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

µ$ ,$58.86
262 ,123.77
4 000.00

Morrill-Nelson •••••••••••••••••••••••• • •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Other Income J ,uy 1, 19 60 to Date • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,
Alumni Loyalty Fund Allocation to Library ....•....•..................•.......
Total .••••••••••••••••••••
Expendi turea July 1 1 19 60

Personal
Services

Account

"umi.n.

&

to Date
Supplies &
Expenses

Oen. • • • • • • $_ _29...3.........5_83
__._8....9_

$

130 ,641 . 82

Equipment &
Perm. Impr.

Total

$

11.010.46

$

li35 , 22Q,J7

$

98~.90
1:n. 81

$

16 ,698.67
111.1182 ,/ii,
71.101 ,/i8
64h,098.91
435,80~.77
13g;9316.78
.66

"atruction ,

Dean of College ••
Agrioulture ••••••
Architecture •••.•
Arts & Sciences ••
Engineering ••••••
Textiles •••••••••
Air & Mil. Sci •••
Teaching & Res in
Water & Sewage,.
Jummer School ••••
Library,,, •••• ,.,
Jtate Dept. of
Education, ••••••

$

>tal Instruction ••

$

1,726,774,38

lant Operation &
iaintenanoe •••••••

$

·and Total ••. , ••••

$

$

129.6~
212ao.s·
bl.~7
737 .72

5~225 .99
B9:356.3~
64
907.5

15,140,55

25 , 224.17

3, 712.82

':96i.71
35 .3~
117,197.2

89

37,149.15

28,936 .99

981175.78

$

40,743 .86

$ 1,865,694.02

274z563 .09

$. 305~500.81

$

481471.29

$

628,535.19

21294,921.36

$. 534, 318.41

$

100, 285.61

$

2, 929,525,38

$

~· expended Balance ••• ,., •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,., •• , •••• , ••••••• , ••••••••• $ 1 1 105, 203 . 99

~} Includes $97,240.50 collected in

Junll

for 1960 Summer School.

Auxiliary Enterprises

FINANCIAL REPORT
As of March 31, 1961

Income

375:,293. 2;,

'Balan.ce July l, 19 60 ................................ • ...... •. •• •••• • ·· .. • .$
1

.Dining Hall July 1, 19 60 to Date ••••••.••••••• ,............................

1,000,375.95

Dormitories July 1, 19 60 to Date, ................... ,, ......... ,., .. , ... ,..

124,414.00

-

Hospital July 1, 1960 to Date ............... , ...... , ......... .. ... , ....... ,
.

76,494.11

- - ~ ' - " - - " - --

Laundry July l, 1960 to Date .•••.••••••••.• •••• •.•••••.••••••••••••••••••.• ___
89...:'"4-_6_6_.6_5_

Total ••••••••••.•••••••••••••• 2., •••• $ 1,666,043,96
~endi tures July 1 1 19 60 to Date
(

Personal
Services

Supplies &
Expenses

Dining Hall .... $ 203,825.17

$ 604,061.19

Account

$

5,628.77

Total
$

63.z087.54

29,329.24

636.78

93,053.56

Hospital. , •..•.

39zl90.63

30,183.77

5, 786,40

75,160 . Bo

Laundry •• , •••..

86,516.76

24,648.93

2,623.10

113,788.79

14,675.05

$1,095,518. 28

•!

392,620.10
I

!

688,223.13

$

{ rnexpended Balance . .. , , ............. , , ............ , . ... . , ........ , ............. $

~~

813,515.13

Dormi torie a .. , .

Totals ...•.
I

Equipment &
Perm. Impr.

Major portion of income already received.
.fiscal year.

Balance is adequate for remainder of

570,525.68 ,}
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Public Service Activities - Current Operating Accounts
FINANCIAL REPORT

__________________________________________
EXPERIMENT STATION

(

~=~~~~:~e;e~~½e!~.~~~~ . •:~.~~~~ ... , •.........••............ , ..•..•.••....•~$-~9_6~5~,...2~2~7_,~3~9Sllpplie a and ~ e nse s • . . • . . • . . . . . , • . . • . , . . • . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . , . . • • . . . • ...... ·--""3.._,2...:.7_.,-6_0-1_._9'""3"--Equipment and Permanent Improvemsnte, ••• ,, •••••••• •• .•••••••••••••••••••••• ___.;:;5...:.7_.,~1~7_5_._5~4~

(

Total ......... , .. . ...... , .... $ 1,350,004.86
Unexpended Balance . ..... , ..... .. .... .. ...... .. .. . ............................ $

310,304.42

EXTENSION SERVICE
ApproEriation and Income
State Appropriations 19 60 - 61 . .. . .......... ... ... .... .......... .... . .. $1,070 , 200,oo
Federal Appropriation Balance July 1, 19_60 ....•• . •...••. • ••.•.. •.. • .• •.••• ______ _
Federal Appropriations 19_& --.£.L· ..... , ........ , , . , . , .. , , .. , •. •.•,, •,, •, 1.468.712 1 00

Total ........ ,.,,,,.,.,,, ,,, .$ 2,538,915.00
~enditure a July 1, 1960 to Date
ersonal Services ,. , •••..• , ..•. ,.,., .• . ,,, .... , ... ..• , ..• ,, .• , .. ,,,,,,,,.,,$ 1,543,902~~
Supplies and :EJ<penses ................ ,..... . ......... . .. . ...... .... .. .... ..
280 ,481.!...2.2..,__

Equipment and Permanent Improvements ....•.. , •• .. .... , .. , •..•......•... , .. ,.

6,968.12

Total. ... , ..• ,, . , .•..•... ,, .. $ 1 1 831,3.52 .05
Unexpended Balance ........................................................... $

):

I ncludes $6,000 .00 in Petty Cash accounts at the five branch stations .

707,562 . 95

~!--

Restricted Funds
llNANCIAL REPORT

As of

1·:arch 31, 1961

(Balances do not include value of investments)

Ba.la.nee J u1y 1,

July

19 60

A.cccnmt

Receipts

1, 19 60 to Date
E:xpenditur.es

Unexpended
Transfers

Bal.a..nce

Collegiate
& Home Week •..••••••
Gcv't Land Timber .•..••••
Ca.:1~ee~ & Boo~ St.ore •..••
Cle~cn 3ouse ............
Col:.ege Housi.:lg •.•..•.•.•
Schcla.rships & Awards ••.•
Al:. Other • • . • . • • • • • . . • • . .

$

To'ta.l.s . .••••...•..••.

$

$

?a.r!t

2sfh0.9!!

1~188.32

tf
2

-!. • ··-·
•• C .r-•
'

•••••••••••••••••

.:..J..:.. o i:.h: r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sub Tota.ls . ....•..•..
St-~dent Bank ..... .. ...•••
Security Ieposits .•.•••••

$

816h1.6J
JJ.855.y2

,268 1 J76.02
~2 ll0.68
=J. :~26. 85
2821912.07

28o,688. 73

$1,328,503.06

$ 1,18o,760.02

57,250.65
llb z422 .olJ
5,22;.47
4,140.08
1s2,92,.m~
9,809.13
o0z0B7.12
273z015.4t>
89.?277.02
Bo,2;7 .02

s

$

59,488.83

$

$

361 1h07.J2

3291896.2h
Bk 1630 .,22
hl 187k.32
376,933.21

378.42)
z029 .9
42:SOb .58
iL.3,131.42

Gle::so~ Col Found ..•...•.
Sv~dent Publications .••••
£t::.letic Assn •.........•.

61515.!!0
2Bs8!!,2.70

379 1 808.9!!

3b9.9i

.8.2e!'.!CV

ilu:c!li Loyalty Fund •.••.•
Cle::son ilumni Assn .....•

$

13,749.21
37,03;.;;
Jio,7I8.5Ii
47,720.89
b? ,tiB3 .43
542,39t>.45
C10,oI:s. 93 J (b)
{32,192.00) (c)

4,000 .00
30,083.98
13,101.30
lh,125 .04
Ii7o, ;:» .13
35,504.10
38,288.72
b1l,b5B.21

ZalJ.lh. 71
2ti, sl!Z6 . 6o

Lh:171.55

26 1 ~2.l!z
2Z:2!J.9.8o
J91h60.68
2101165.96

8 5~.60 fl)
(26:9 .60) 2)
(18,450.00)

$

uo9 ,981.11

$ (54,599.55)(3)

$

58 139.93
(l~:i~tf~) (a)
27 !1.19
~10:-8.bb~
221025.92
891J:n .2z
1811698.29
ll:631.69
523.72

$

298,853 .70

$

26z295.06

$

35il~~:!~

f~~

CJ, 1s1 .09J~o)
(22~1:~i~(?)

9,541.30 ( c)

Totals ••••.••••.••.•

$

L.48,550.10

$

493,558.52

$

621,199.57

$

Lcan.s. . ....................

$

17,494.17

$

24,634.63

$

20,482.00

$

(22,055.35)
h,648.26 (8)

Page 2
(

Public Service Acttvities - Current Operating Accounts
l•'INANCIAL REPORT
As of

March 31, 1961

LIVESTOCK - POULTRY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
(

State A ro riations and Miscellaneous Recei ts
State Appropriation 19 O
1 •••••••••••••••••••••• , •• , ••••••••••••••• __
$__2...,$7,._,...,4....6_8_.O_O_
Sale of Serum July 1, 19...Q.Q_ to Date .........•...•..•.•...••...•..•..•.... ___4~z~6_8_1_._2~9 _

Total •.....•••...•.••....... _$__2_6_2~,...,14,_.:..;..9_._2~9_
Exp endi ture s July l , ___ 1·J 60 to Date
Personal Se !"'V'ic e H • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • ._$__1~3"'1._,~4""1"'2=..:·..::.0.::.2_
Supplies arid Expenses . .... , .................... . .. • .. , ........ • · • • · · • • • . • . ___$.,_9...,,u2:..a6;.:,4. .a·'"""3.8_
.: .
Equipment and Permanent Improvements ..•.•.....•..•.•.••.....••••.••••••.•. ____2_,w3~7-=-6~·-=-6~2-

Total ..•••• •••• . •.••.•... ... _$_-=19~3~,~0-5~3~·~0~5_
( Jnexpended Balarice . ......................................................... _$_ _6.....9........_,0__.9_6_.-=-2_.4_

FERTILIZER INSPEC'I'ION AND ANALYSIS DEP AR'IMENT

-

61 . ........................................ $

85,021 .00

Date. • . • ... • .. •.. . . • .. • . • • • ...... . ----------

-------

Total .•.•.••.•.••..••••••.•. $

85,021 .00

------"'----

1

l

~enditures July 1 1 1960
to Date
.
-----Personal Serv!ces ......................................................... $

43,391.07
Supplies and Expenses ••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••• , • , •••••• , • •••••••• -----1-o-,-s-a-1-.-o-oEquipment and Perm.anent Improvements •••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••• _ _ _........8~26-.r-i654 ,798 .53
---------

Total ..••••••••.•.........•. $

Unexpended Balance ..•.....•...........• •. ..•.•.... ... .........•........•... ._$___
30
___
, 2_2_2_._l1_7_

Ex!:e:-irent Station
Sheep Exp Station \·:ell."l'.an :D:i:ri.sio::i . . ...•. .

$

{5S9.65~

·Receipts

$

C. Found Seed Assn ••••
Ot:ier . . • . . . . . . . . . . ...
Tot.als .... . . . ... . ... .

$ 231,073.36

$

$

54z326.29
25,162.69
17,108 . tl4

$ ll8.,9~9 .5L

96,617.82

$

12..l

1, 1So0 to Date
Expenditures

$

l'> , 293 .99
23,928.62

!:iozli10.2B
90z498.8b
100,E63.S7

S . C. Crop Imp:::- Assn .....
S•

JuJ.y

Ba]ance July 1,
1960

Account

2iZ!:a.2 •oo

Unexpended
Balance

Transfers

$

$

4,989.3.

1 8 1 28G .27

!.3 ,n1.0u
133,851 .35

23 :872,2l!
- , 7, 032 . 35

216,835 . 00

$ 1~9 . 232.86

h6.01ia.61

Bo ,35.,,..66

109 . "3" .61

(7 , 545.26) (9)
$ (7 ,545.26)

$ gu:_,130.24

$

s

Er-ver:.S'icn Serr-ce

:eC:e::-al-Stat.e
::::isp Servi.ce ... ... . . .. . .
... ,
'I- - •
v_u_
.. C-::"i! • •••••••••••

!, ,

O'the::- •• ••• ••••• • • • • ••

:'c"'C2.:..s. . ........•...•.

,

,,

\a,
...:
\ -,
( C,'

,_

Jc-:c..:.:,...,------c:.&'e-- - - - -"0...:.--.." u.~-~- -=

6,CXXl.CC

:,536,6o
3,~00.00

J,:5c .oo
1,500.00
~33,100 . 00 1

( l,536 .6c,

(3;

..c:.--

..

c::

207 ,t .5:6.69

Bo 1ol.1 .L9
~.160.30
34., 973.18

-

2. 545. 26 =:rr:o)

:..59.,180.97

s

2 ,2h5.26

93 , 228 . 3u
32 .32"'. 32
21 ,949.J.l

$ ;h7,L98.8o

~
"'-- •_,,:c: _rv.. .,,__.;.."IU".1 ...,c:;-a_.1..
• ..'.'il!lC .,c Cove::- ope:-a.,:...:::i.g e)?e::::!,SeS c!: l.2."l.:..t.~ n.SSOC~:.:.c:: .
5-:::.ce::::. Za:::: :.ra.::.sact:.~~s a::-e :-epcrted as r.et ::-ecein -r..s a..="'te::- deduction :c::- ·,d:~;ici::-a~:als ::or each day .
'.:::"a-sa.c-:ic~ st.::,;.~ a.re depo~.. s 2.!ld deposioe.:fu.:lds- ::ict receip..s and e:x;:e::iciitx.:!'es.

l,OCC.00

(2)

~

$

s:.,298.93
T,268.22

(:.c,:.5o.oc.
(-:.=
,..,..,, 7£0
c;c. 7~·
{;

(l8C. 7 e)

-"""C.

.,&rt

..... -

........

.

-

...

- ....

-

:.959 Lc;:."82.~ ?und alloca~:-on to ~adua-c.e Fello\l·
s~;ps (C2- 02-096)
Part a:: ?orestry Facil:.ties Tund Balance transferred "tc Cb.az:::pion ?ape:- Forestry Award (02-03- 0561
unexpended balance of 1958 Loyalty ?und allocat.io~
transferred !'::-om Graduate Grants, N. E. C. (02-02- 099)
t.o Alur!!li Graduat.e ?e:J.o-..-sh:.ps (02-02-096)
:959 ~oya~ty Fund allocation to Faculty Basic
Researcc (02- 02- 098)
:959 Lcyalt.:· Fund a:.location to ?aculty Achieve~ent Awa::-ds (02-02-097)
:959 Loyalty Fund allocation to Faculty Travel
Supp:ement (02-02-095)
:::a..~..·e:..: .Jan: ::'unds t.rans!'erred to Expe::-i.:n.en"t
St.at.ion Relocation Projects (10-01-900)
See note (:::.) above .for this a.mount.
:.959 ~~-alty ?.md ili.strlbut~on
::..960 Cpe::-at:!.:lg expe::ises trans::'erred tc
c:e~~c:: ;.llL"lI!l:.. ~sscciation (07-12- 030;
..::a..i..a::.~e c!: ?e::-:ia..!'.cnt ::-.cc;,.700~'t a:id Ope::-a.t:.ng
:?Es::-vs neeaec :..:i add:.~::.c~ vc stoct cer~:.::icaves

-

-·

•

•

•

•

transf'erred t.c Clen:scn College Fouz:ci.
35,768.77 See note (3) above .for this a.~ouct..
(5)
680 . 78 See note (3) above ::or this ~cunt .
(6, (3,757 ,09 ) '!'rans.fer-red to Plant ?unds (10- 01-019)
the an:.ount of' expenditures which exceeded
Stadium Notes issue.
(7)
500.00 1959 Loyalty F\md allocatio:i t.o St.udent
Organizations (07- 12-090)
(648.26)Balance in Xemorial 1'\md- -Class o:: 1916
(07-12-060) t.rans.ferred to :o~ funds
(8)
6L8.26 See note ( 7 ) above !:or this a.~cunt .
u,000.00 Part o.f Forestry Facilities fund balance
trans.:'erred to :oan Funds (09-02-005)
(9) (5,000.00)Forestry Facilities Funds (0~-:1-252 1
balance t.ransferred to Loan Fu..~ds-$4,000.00 and Char.pion Paper Forestry
A;,.-ard (02-03-056 )--$:,000.00
(2,5;.!5 .26)10-31-60 ba::..ance -in Ar. Test.i.ng (0.,.-08-::!..76
t::-ansferred to new accou.~t--""ai.IJ- ?rcduct::.cn ~e~ing ( o6-0" -15:)
(10) 2,5h5.2t 3ee note (9) above !:er tt:.s a.~o-..:nv

(~1

..
Clemson Agricultural College
Statement of Reserve for Bond Retirement
as of :~rch 31, 1961
(date)
Bond
Name of Pund or Issue

Retirement
Reserve

7 1/ 60
Institution Bonds:
First Issue
Second Issue

TICTd Issue

(4/1/54)
(7/ 1/55)
(11/1/57)

I

Additions
Recei pts

Tuductions

Bond

Investment
Income

iI

I
I

I

190, 000.00

Other
Charges

182 .20

20, 650 .00
5, 175.00

I

39,100.00

77, 000 .00

I

I

Interest
Paid

Payments

Current;
Reserve
Balance

36, 200.00
Tot.al Institution Bonds
Dor=dtory & Housing Bonds:
?'_rst ::ssue

Second Issue

(9/ 1/54)
(3/ 1/58)

~ ,:ssue (7/1/59)

I

279, 002 .91

I

;

, l24, 4l6,70 j

I ------631,532 .99

faculty Eau.sing Bonds

255,993 . 97

4,532 .62

I

207,18

613, 102 ,41

·

I

i

};ate:- System Expansion Note

267, 000,0~

I

I
I

I

12, 883,56

I

Issue (9/ l/6o)
Total uorm. & Housing BondJ
!'Otirt_

712, 839,82

i

l24,0oo.oo

107, 520.00

35, 000 .00

30, 720 .00

30, 000 .00

34,200 .00

i
I l? ~l~l..92
______________

~

___________ _

t - - - - - - - -

iI
i

356, 644.43
ll7 , l,4J.. OO

189,0~ .oo
94, 000 .00
32, 000 .00

3,221 .80

45, h.67 . 38

189, 621.95
50, 525 .00
I 18,:x:>O .OO

683 ,50

6o9,555 .47
232., L48 .27
,00

Sta.d:-i:m 17otes:

:First ::s sue

Seccnci :ssue

(10/1/57)
(8/l/6o)

~ota: St.a.ciu.m Notes

- --- --- i
21, 080.0~

14, 689. 25

, ~, 192, J..42 .49

I1, 241, oa1.aa

- ---- -

. - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -35,- 769- -. 25i

l

16,105.,36 I 582, 0~ .0J

1

382,563.65

890.68

2., ... 89,875 .40

.....
Clemson Agd.cu:i.rural College

Statement of Bonded Indebtedness
as of ¥.arch 31, 1961
(date)

Date
o:f

Amount
of

Issue

Issue

Name o:f Fund or Issue
Institution Bonds:
First Issue

April 1, 1954

1955

Current Fiscal Year
Indeotedness
Begi nn1 ng of
Year

3,100,0:::>o.OD

1,1ao, ooo .oo

750,000.0:>

555,ooo.oo

Second Issue

July 1,

Third Issue

November 1, 1957

2,100, 000 . 00

1,955,000.00

Fourth Issue

May 1, 1959

1., 900, 000 . 00

1,810,CX)0.0:)

Fifth Issue
~

Total Institution Bonds

Payments
to
Date

190, 000 .00

Current
Indebtedness

990,000.00

555,ooo.oo
77, 000 .00

1,878 ,ooo .00
1, 810,000 .00

1, 196'J
1,075.,000.00
-!.fay
- - - - - - - - - -1.,075,000.00
- - - - - - -1,015,000.00
--------------8,925,0~ .oo
6,575,000. 00
267., 000 .00
6, 308,000 . 00
~

~

Dormitory & Housing Bonds:
First Issue

September 1, 1954

Second Issue
Third Issue
FOtirth Issue

4,000,000.00

J,646,ooo.oo

124, 000.00

3,522,000.00

March 1, 1958

835.,ooo.oo

768,000.00

35, ooo .oo

733,000.0:)

July 1, 1959

775,ooo.oo

775,000.00

30,000.0J

745,ooo.oo

... _s~~I£b~r _l i..

~~o _

Total Dorm & Housing Bands
Faculty Housing Bonds

September 1, 1950
April 28, 1960

Water System Expansion Note

- -5,189,000.00
------

_ _89_0.,_oo_o •.90__
6, 500, 000 .00
2,500,000 .00
400, 000 .00

1,790,000.00
400, 000.00

300,000.00

28o, ooo . oo

- -189,000.00
- - - - - - _ _820i OQO~OQ __
5,890,000.00

94, 000.00
32,000.00

1,696,000.00
368 ,000.00

Stadium Notes:
October 1., 1957

First Issue

Second Issue

-August
- - - 1,- -1960
-- --

Total Stadium Notes

_ _152 ,_o~ ._o~
450,000 . 00

GfilKD TOTAL

18., 775,000.00

~

-

-

280, 000 . 00

- - ------ - - - - - - - - - -150,000.00
------280.,oco.oo

ui,23L.,ooo.oo

430,0:)0.00

582,000.00

J.L.,692 ,ooo .00

Collegiate .A.ctivi ties - Current Operating Accounts
FINANCIAL REPORT
As

or June 30, 1961

State Awropriations and Income
Operating Revenue Balance July 1, 196o •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $_..~.....,~....- State Appropriations ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Claes .and Laboratol<f Fe~s J)Y.,: 1, 1960 to Datq••••t••••a••••••· .. ••••• ....
c 3UJ1V11er School. ••~••••-. jl',.,.2f:,;••'$P•••••-:-:7: ~~}... ;-..,.iJ.P.?J~PQ,i •••••• •••••••••••••
Morrill-Nelson ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Other Income July 1, 1960 to Date•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Alumni Loyalty Fund Allocation to Library •••.•••••.••••.•••••••..••••••..••.
Total••••••••••••••••••••• $ 4. 267,119.42
Expenditure e July 1 1 1960

to Date
Supplies &
Expenses

Personal
Services

Account
Admin. & Oen ••••••• $

392.903,6~

$

184,443,10

Equipment &
Perm. Impr.

1'otal

$

28,853.13

$

606,19~. 88

$

~2,774.0l

'

434,382.24

Jratruotiont
1

Dean ot College ••
Agriculture ••••••
Architecture., •••
Arts & Sciences ••
Engineering ••••••
Textiles •••••••••
ilr & Mil. Soi •••
Teaching & Res in
Water & Sewage ••
Summer School ••••
Library ••••••••••
State Dept. ot
Education •••••••

TL ~al Instruction ••

*:

22 016.0¥
J2J: 0
9~,l,.u3.81
632,'2B:Z.S3
561 .] ?J ,23

~~.1:

I
r-93
12:;U2

1z~,Z~J,~l

I180,2~

12,2a2.s1

33.396,06

6 ,269.99

10,000.00

89 356,jj

57.203.08

163:354.38
40,366.05

$

154,896.47

$

142,752.31

419,426.55

*-

442,2° 2 .61

$

62 .551.90

Grand Total •••••••• $ 3.109.288.10

$.

784 .542. 24

$.

234.057.34

Plant Operation &
Maintenance ••••••• $

880:ljl-16

819,76

1::3~,3:
.8 8.79

102,.505.87
602 3 .21
192,2 2.12
10,277 ,36

2 21~.oij
17 ,9

88.89

$ 2.296.957.90

!tB. 75

69,414 .96

$ 2,594,506 .68

.

927.181,12

*4.127.887.68

Unexpended Balanoe •••••• , ••••••••••••• , ••••• , ••••• ,., ••••••• , ••••• ,, •• , ••• , •• , $.

139 a231 · 74*

*Balance is adequate to cover encumbrances. Includes $102,400.90 collected in June for
1961 Summer School.

Auxiliary Enterprises
FINANCIAL REPORT
As 0£ June 30 1 1961

Income
Balance July 1 1 19~•••••••••••••••••••••••••• •. • •• • • •. • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .$

to Date •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• 1 1110 1 465.95
Dormitories July l, 1960 to Date...........................................
155 1106.48
Hospital July 1, 1960 to Date ..............................................__7"""9_.,_8;;:..;22;;.;•..:;3_,8_
Laundry July l, 19 60 to Date ..................... ; ............ , . . . . . . . . . . . .
119!226. 27
Dining

(

Hall July l,

372,293.22

1960

Transferrecr?rom Dining Hall Account to Plant Funds ••••••••••••••••
(233 IB0.40)*
Total ••••••••••••••• , ••••• , •••••••• ,.$ 1,606,733 .93

Expenditures July 1, 1960 to Date

Account

Personal

Supplies &

Services

Expenses

Di.n1ng Hall .. •• $ 284,936,13
C

$ 816.816.39

Equipment &
Perm. Impr,
$

Total

$,628,77

$1.101.381.29

Dorm:1.tortes. , ..

86.498.lh

41.620.35

636.78

128,755.27

Hospital, ••••• •

24,481,$7

37.111.11

$,786,40

97,409.08

Laundry ••• • •••.

115.965.83

31.108.72

2.738.98

119,813.53

9~6.686.$7

$ l!l,790.93

Totals •••••• $ 21.Ll,88:Ja,67

!

$ 1 ,J,83, 359

Unexpended Balance . ... , ..•...•. . ...•........ , •.............•................... $

*

I

17

123. 374. 76**

$229,980 .40 - Transferred to Dining Hall Conversion Account (10-01-022)
3,200.00 - Transferred to Renovation of Basement-Dormitory #2 Account (10-01-023)

$233,180.40
** Includes $20,000.00 Bursar's Office Petty Cash

Public Service Activities - Current Operating Accounts
FINANCIAL REPORT
As of_ _.J_.u..,.n..._e_3._0...,•......,l.,96__1____

EXPERIMENT STATION
.A.p~riations and Income
!o Serv!oe Operating Revenue Balance July 1, 19 60 .••••••••..••••••••• $
State Appropriations 19 60 - 61 . . •• ••• .• ••• •• •.•::::. ...... .. ...........
Federal Appropriations Uoo' -::--01 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Farm Produots Sales July I;l96o--io Date............ . .... . . .. . .. .........
AMA Title Il Balance July 1, 1 ~.. .. ..... . . ... . . ............. . .... .. ... ..

(

Total.• • ·•••••••••••••••••••

16,035.88
815 ,362 .00
704,544,00
425,658,$$
1,500,00

,$1,963,100,43

1 1960 to Date

·$1,303,407, 38
Supplies and Expenses •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,...............
516,253 1 38
Equipment and Permanent Improvements, •••• , •• , ••••••••••••••• ,.,............
98,370,37
oes . • ••••••••••• • •••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••

Total . ..... , .. , . . ... , , .. , , , , ,$1, 918 ,031 ,lJ
(

Une?9?ended Balance . . , ... , .... , .. , ....... . , , . , , , , . , , ... , , . , , , , .. , , , , . , , , , , , , , .,.$___.....
42...,..0....6...9.....,.3~0-*_

(

*Includes $6 ,000 .00 in Petty Cash accounts at five branch stations
EXTENSION SERVICE
Ap:eropriation and Inoome
State Appropriations 1960 - · 61 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••• ••••••••• $ 1,070,200.00
Federal Appropriation Balanoe July 1, 19 60 ••• ,•••••••••••••••• •• •• ••• ••• • •
Federal Appropriations 1960 - 61 •••• ::-:-:-••••••••••••••.••••••••••.••••. --1-.~4-7-7-,-7-1-5~.-o-o-Total ••••••. , •••••••••••••••• $ 21 547,915.00
~endituree July 1 1 196o to Date
ersonaJ. Servioes, .. , ,, .. , .. , .. , .. , .. ,, "" • • • • "• "• • • "" •" • •" "• •" • • .$

Supplies and Expenses ••••••••••• ••• • ••• • • •• • • • • • , • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Equipment and Permanent Improvements.......................................

2,m:~1.g·
2

22

9•

Total . .... . ......... . . .. .. , . . $ 2, 520 , 065, 10

!!n&JCJ?ended BalarlOe . •• .••• , • , .••••.••. , ••...••...•.•.•..•.••.•. , , .•..

$___.2...,7...,i..8
. 4__9_._9;..0.;..._

l ••• · ., ......

Public Servic e Activities - Current Operating Accounts
(

FINANCIAL REPORT

As of_J"-'un=e......._3_..0,__1__9_61____ _

LIVESTOCK - POULTRY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

257,468.00
7,139,62

Total ••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 264 1607.62

Total •••••••••••• • •••••••••• $ 264,607.62
Unexpended BalaJloe. ·............ . ... , . , .... , , .............. , .......... , ..... '.1$______._o_o
___

FERTILIZER INSPECTION AND ANALYSIS DEPAR'IMENT

Date. , ... , , , ... , .. , , .... , , , .. , .. ,

85,021.00

----------

Total •• , ••• • •••••••••••••• • •~$__8~5~,0_2_1_._oo
___

\

Total •••••••••••••••• ,,., • • •$

85,021 .00

Unexpended Balance ••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••• , ••••••.•• , , ••••••••••••• , , •• $

.00

P1 ge l

'"'

Restricted Pmlds

.l8 ~

June

30, 1961

(Balances do not include value of 1nves'bnents)

Bal.ance July 1,

1960

Account

Receipts

Colle~ate

Heme Week •••••••••
Gov•t Land Till:ber ••••.•••
Ca:itee~ & Boo~ Store •••••
Clemson nouse .••••.••••••
College Hou.sing •.••.••••••
Sc~ol.a.rsbips & Awards ....
Fam

$

.All oth.er •..•.••••••.•..•
ToW..S •••••••••••••••

A~nc,

A1mr:n1 Loyal.ty Fend ••••••
Cle.~on ilumni.. Assn •...••

$

$

9.5h0.9h
l~,488.32
2 1Jb9-2J
(S,31B.l12l
4S .022 .26
h2.S06.SB

$

~.:-::.c ..J.._ ••••••••••••••••••
Sub Totals .•.••••••••
Student Bank •••••••••••••

UneJt;,ended

Date

Transf'ers

8:1·22

$

~l==i:i~
S33,73B.Q4

r121000

Balance

.001

(1)
(2)
(3)

$

71532.12
14i707.Jo
13~541.lb
(9 146.66l
hh,893.31
28,468.58
125,810.03
225.265.96

lh3,l3leli2

8,SJ6.6o
(38,986.60)

280,688,13

$1.n-2,288.58

$i.z28,961.35

$ (42,450.00)

$

$

$

4,Q00.00
31,500. 56
34,041.92
L.1,853.13
622.232.02

$ ($4,599.55)

35.168 .11
680.18

(4) $
(5)
(6)

d~:i~lt~)
1,68l.l.u1

13,242.91

(7)

~~:~i~Ji

f~Z ~8.2~~
:62:[:5.3::

(8)

1~ ~83 ~3
r1:::20 .) >
l!!a121.02
221081.96

s1.2SQ.6S

1S,886.SQ
29,820.1.1.t
53,h96.38

~:ijt~
11,801.3

!f~a.ao
~ il@)

~:~st:o~

Security D:?posits ••••• •• •

nditures

11,.s12.11,3
QS,l1Q,1S
SQl,111.Q,68

S,225.1.lZ
4,lho.68
152,925.02
9,8Q2.13
6o 1 081.12
2i3,0l5.~6

1-.lJ.. ot.n.e r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

J:tt;

$

i;J9 6o to

S22,362.Bo
JJ2,315.a4
42.S96.lS
S,3,4QS.89

!16.422 .6l)

Cle~..son Col Found ••••••••
S.;-~dent Publications •••••
~thletic Assn ••••••••••••

Julz

Totals ••••••••••••••

$

448,550.10

$

757,364.41

Loan.s . ....................

$

171494.17

$

32. 852 .36

8hh.219.25

(b)

48,775.62

(c)

.66 .07

$ 8921994.87

$ (62,955.35)

$

$

411696.20

ff:ll~

(c)

41648.26

$

250,864.29

(9) $

131298.29

(a2

'"'

....

Page 2

July 1, 19 60to Date

Ba]ance J ~ 1,

Acccnmt

...

Receipts

1960

Expenditures

Unexpended
Balance

Transfers

~riment Station

heep Eip station -

Welllnan Di.vision .•••••••
s. c. Crop Impr Assn .••••
S. C. Found Seed Assn • . ••
All. 0th.er • • • • • • . • • • . • • • ••

Totals . . . .......... . .
Extension Service
Federal-State
l.!lsp Service ••••..•.••••
4-H Club Work .••••.•..•.•
All other . • . .... •• •...•••
Total.s ••• •. ..••• • •• • •

$

$

,31.013.36

$

296,031.67

$282,736.57

$ (7,545.26)

Su,326,22
2S.1a2,62
17,108.84

$

132 .Lu.7 .42 ·
77,112.Zl
47,565.13

$105,800.32
68,22k,08
lp.045.30

$

$ 26,617.82

$

227,162.33

$ 212.122.10

$

$

(2~

(J ~

.CC: ::~ ·....

,~,,, I

l:ffl:H

175,887.64

i:~J!
~:2~ .3i

1

$

0 5.1

$

(7,545.26)

2.516.26
2.5!¼.2-26

(10)

2,991.03

47,834,39
81.266.68
102,731.10

$ 236,823.20

$ 80,t4~-46
33. 6 .32
(11)
22,173,93
$

136,525.71

? , :-1.odically t rans!'e rs are made .trom il'llll:ln Loyalty Fund to -oover operating u penses of Alu=1 As l!oc1at1on.
Stude nt Ba.:i.< transactions are reported a.s ~ recei.:pt s alter deduct ion ! or wi.thdrawa.ls t or e ach cay.
~c~ ':':-ansact!.0:lS sbo..-:i L-e deposi.ts and deposit refunds - not recei.pts and ei;penditures.
(12 ,COO .OC) Tra."lS!'e!Ted to Experl:nent Station Relocation
(6)
6Bo. 78
See footnote (4 ) !or t his a?tount
(7)
(3,757.09) Trans.ferred to Plant Funds the
P:-o~e cts (10-01- 900)
c,OOC.00
1959 :.oyaJ.ty Fund al1ocation te C-raduate
a::ount of ei;penditures for Stadim::
Fellcr..-ships (02-02--096)
Enlargement (10-01-019) win.ch
1,000.00 Transi'e rred !r= Fo..--est:ry !"aci.lities Flmds (04- ll- 2S2)
e.rceeded Stadillll! Notes isS1Je
to Cca:;>ian Paper Forestry .lvard (02--03-0.56)
1 7, 000.00 Transi'erred .trom :•:a.intenance &
:,5)E.6C 'C'ne.xpended bal.ance o! 1958 Layal.ty :Fund allocation
Activity Fee s (07- 12-0Bo)
(8)
500. 00 1959 I.oyalty Fund allocation to
t:r&!lS!'erred !!-0:n Graduate G.-ants, N. E. C. (02-02-099)
t c ..:.:·.:-:ti G=-aduate Fe:-1awsb1ps ( 02-02-096)
Student Organizations (07- 12-09C)
:9;? Lo:.ralty Fund allocation to Faculty Ba.sic
(648. 26) Balance in Memorial Fund- Class o!'
J,C'.:C.00
Fe s'!a.-:': (02-02- 096)
1916 (07- 12-060) trans!'e:-red to
.3 1 :;c.oc 195:i Lcya].ty ~d allocation to Fac-alty
Loan Funds
(17,000.00) See .footnote (7) for this a:cnmt
~c:-.::.e-.i::ient 1.;,ar<ie (02-02-097)
l,l;C.OC
:s;; Lcya.lty ?.md a:J.ocaticm to Faculty ':'ravel
(40,000.00) Transferred ~ llllallotted Student
E:::.::!c~ t (02-C2-095 )
Activity Fees (07- 12-080) to R.enavr
{45 ,lOC
""e:!. !l&lt Ftmds (02-01-013) transferred t o
tion Basement Dormtor y ,12 (10- 01-023)
2x:pe1"'-=oent Station .Reloca ti.on Proje cts (10-01- 900 )
( 9)
648.26 See .footnote (8) for this ~ount
See !'oct:lot.e (2) !or this amount
u,000.00
Transferred from Fore stry Facilit i e s
1959 :cyalt:· :'und districut.icm
Funds (04-11- 252 )
17CC Ope:-ating expense s transferred to illlEl1
(10)
(5,000.00) Forestry Facilities Funds
(04-11-252) balance transferred &l5
./.ssoc1.atior: (07-12-030)
(680 . "'Bi :aa:.ance of Pe rr.anent EndOV!llellt and Operating
sho...-n in footnotes (2) and (9)
~eserve needed in adc:1.ti.an to stcck certL~cates
(2,545.26) 10-31-60 'ealance in AR Te ~_ng
trans!'e:-:-ed to Clemson College Focnda.ticn (07-12-040)
(04-08-176 ) tra." .ls!erred to new
35,?cB. 77
l9c~ Cperatin~ ~enses tra:is1'erred ~o~ il'IIJCli
account- -Dairy Production
:..ovaltv :'und {07-12-220)
Testing (o6-07 -1Sl)
(11)
2,%.26 See footnote (10) ~or this &T.lOUD't
•
•

{a)
~::)

(: )

$

(SS2.6Sl
4Q.670.i
22ak28,
100,463.87

~

Clemson ~grlc--ltu-u College
Statement 0£ Reserve £or Bond Retirement
as~

Bond
Retirement
Reserve

Name of' Fund or Issue

Jfae
30,
date)

1961

Additions
Receipts

7/1/>0

Deductions

Investment
Income

Band
Payments

Interest
Paid

Current
Reserve
Balance

other

Charges

Institution Bonds:
First Issue (L/½54)
Second Issue ( 7 1/55)
Third Issue (ll/1/57)
Fourth Issue (5/1/59)
F.i.f'tb Issue (5/1/60)
Sixth Issue (5/1/61)

Total Institution Bonds

$190,000.00 $20,650.00
40,000.00
10,350.00
77,000.00
76,660.00
95,000.00
72,400.00
10,000.00
50,166.70

$ 182.20
65,96

-------- ------ ~------ -------- ------ ------ -------$ 273,725.13 $ 714,139.4' $17,205.41

$412,000.00 $2- :;,226.70

$

248.16 $ 362,595.15

lx>rmi.tory & Hou sing Bonds:
First Issue (9/½54)
Second Issue (3 1/58)
Tbird Issue (7/1/59)
Fourth Issue (9/1/60)
Total lx>rm & Housing Bonds

124,000.00

35,000.00

30,000.00

------- - ------ ------- ~------·
$ 631,532.99

p 396, 827.71

255,993.97

153,778.5(

4,532.62

45,467,31

Faculty Housi:n.g Bonds
Water System Expansion Note

107,520.00
30,720.00
34,200.00
_lZ.,!_8!.-2? _

~----- --------

$189,000 .00 $189,621.95

5,524.93

94,000.00

50,525.00

32,000.00

18,000.00

$ 649,738.82
270,004.10

768 .30

.00

Stadium Notes:
First Issue (10/1/57)
Second Issue (8/1/60)
Total Stadium Notes

_______
~- ---- - - ------ ------ ---------------- -----,,

$

21,080.00

s

18,228.25

It

~Q

~OR ?~

I

rawrn

TOTAL

$1,186,864.71

~1,328,hh! JE1 $22, 730 .3_

I i: ~27,000.00 th88:~n .6c;

$1.016.h6

~, . 121 f,J,f, . ~?

.-

Clem.son Agricul~ral College
Statement of Bonded Indebtedness
as of
June JO, 1961

-

(cfate)

-

Current fiscal Year

Date
Xame of Fund or Issue

o:f

Issue

Amount
of
Issue

Indebtedness
Beg:5nn1ng of
Year

?ayrci:nts
to

Current
Indebtedness

Date

Instit"uticn Bonds:
First Issue
Second Issue
Third Issue
?ourth Issue
?i.....f'tb Issue
S:ixtb Issue

April 1, 1954
July 1, 1955
November 1, 1957
May 1, 1959
May 1, 1960
May 1, 1961

---------

3,100,000.00
750,000.00
2,100,000.00
1,900,000.00
1,01.s,000.00

-~0£,£0~:£0__
9,72.S,ooo.oo

Tot.al Institution Bonds

1,180,000.00

555,000.00
1,955,ooo.oo

1,810,000.00
1,01.s,000.00

190,000.00
40,000.00
77,000.00

95,000.00

10,000.00

---------------6,575,ooo.oo

990,000.00
515' 000. 00
1,878,000.00
1,115,000.00
1,o6.S,ooo.oo
_ _ 8_20..z 0_90.; ~ _

412,000.00

6,963,000.00

124,000.00

3,522,000.00

Dormitory & Housing Bonds:
?irst Issue
Second Issue
Third Issue
Fourth Issue

September 1, 1954 4,000,000.00
March 1, 1958
835,000.00

1, 1959

775,000.00
S9~~~r_li }9~0- - ~Q, Q9Q.. Q..O - - •
July

6,500,000.00

Total Dorm & Housing Bonds
Faculty Housing Bonds

September 1, 1950 2,500,000.00

Water System Expansion Note

April 28, 1960

400,000.00

3,646;000.00
768,000.00
775,ooo.oo

35,000.00

30,000.00

r-----------------5,189,000.00
189,000.00

133,000.00

745,ooo.oo
__8,20_. O.QO~ D.Q _
5,890,000.00

1,790,000.00

94,ooo.oo

1,696,000.00

400.,000.00

32.,000.00

368,000.00

Stadium Notes:
first Issue

October 1, 1957

Second Issue

August

Total Stadium Notes

mwrn

TOTAL

--------1, 1.960

300,000.00
- ~Q., Q_OQ_. Q_O - - •
450,000.00

tl.9,575,ooo.oo

280, 000.00

--------------280,000. 00
Jl , 234,000.00

121,000.00

280,000.00
__l,20~QQO.:.O.Q _
430,000.00
J.5,.347,000.00

Collegiate Activities - Curr~nt Operating Account:;
(

F'.CNANCIAL RF.POR'l'
As of September 30, 1961

---

State Appropriations and Income

t

Operating Revenue Balance July 1, 19 61 • • • • •
State Appropriations • • • • • • • . . • .
Class and Laboratory Fees July 1, 19 61 to Date .
Summer School. • •
. .....•
Morrill-Nelson • . . . . • • • • • • . . • .
Other Income July 1, 19 61 to Date . . . •
Alumni Loyalty Fund Allocation to Library . .

$

Total

139,231. 74*
3.41.5,164.00
207,692 .30
1 , 317.00
93,732.59
125,428.53

$3 ,982 ,566.16

E:?<Penditures July 1, 19 61 to Date
General
Oper. EJq)enses

Account
Admin .

&

Gen.

$

.. _atruction 1
Dean of College .
~ '1.gricul ture . . . . •
Architecture
.
Arts & Sciences .
Engineering, . • . •
Textiles . .
. .
Air & Mil. Sci .
Teaching & Res . in
Water & Sewage .
State Res . Appns ..
Summer School . .
Library.
. •••
, '1tate Dept. of Educ.

rTr·•l Instruction.
Plant Operation
Maintenance .

24,41+5 , ll

Urn::xpended Balance .

$_ _. ;. .;88"""-3__
. 8-=
2-

Personal
Services

Total

$ 107 ,774 ,77

$

133,103.70

$_-=1"""3' -"-6""-'56;__;._ 3..__,
109,616. 32
27,771.76
21 7, B55.Jn
160,793 -33
Sl , 2b5.36
.:::...2

27.2~.65
7,067.28
10 . 00

310.t;l_

5.95

1,058 .25
2, 000 .00
96,737.00

16.09

3,525.79
942.58

7,810.32

22,221. J}_ _

$

80,430. 06

$ 127,096. ~ ?

. . . .

.

1 , 064.20
2 ,016.ov
96 , 737 .00
37, 28S .J7
8, 752.90

9,532.33

$

&

Grand 'fotal. .

Equipment &
Permanent Impr.

*--~-'----21,473.98
* 683,429 .16
*---------60,569.71
$ 85, 590 .15
:Ji

. . • .

82,927 .51
.

. .

~i

?27 ,124 .l.19

226,58~ .')~

876,794 .08

. . . . .

~-Includes $102,400.90 collected i n June for 1961 Su1mner School.

$

$1,086 I 818, 11
. .

*2, 895 , 748. o,

(

Auxiliary Enterprises
FINANCIAL REPORT
As of September 30 , 1961

Income
Bal&llce Jll.l.y"' 1, 1 9 ~ . .... .. .... . ............ . ........... . ........ . ....... . $ 123,374 . 76
Dining Hall July

1, 19 61 to Date ••••.••.•.•.••••.••.•• • •••.• •• •••••••.••••. 280, 440 .64

Dormitories July 1, 1961 to Date ••...••••••.•.••.•......•.••..••.•••••••.•• _____
7,__9_8_5 _.2_0__
Hospital Jll.l.y"' 1, 19 61 to Date . .................................... , ..... ,..

47, 787 ,89

Laundry- July 1, 19 61 to Date, • • . . • , •.. , .••.... . •....••..•• , . , • • , . , • , , • . • . , .

25,144 .33

Total . .............. . ........... . .... $ 484,732.82

Expenditures July 1, 1961 to Date
(

General
Account

Oper. Expenses

Dining Hall., •• $ 101 1 861. 78

Personal
Services

,t,;quipment &
Permanent Impr.
$

1 .800.00

$

Total

55 ,615 .66

$ 159 t 277 ,44

20 . 1h6,30

28121,2.0J

Dormi.tories ....

18,065.05

Hospital ...... ,

6, 140 .83

14,50).48

20,644 .31

Laundry........

2 1 807.35

22 ,686 .98

25,494.33

112 , 952 .42

$ 243 ,631.11

Totala •••••• $128 3 875 .0l

3, 68

$

1, 803 .68

$

"J, xpended Balarloe . ........ , ......................... , ........ .. ...... . ...... . . $ 241 , 101. 71

f

Page 1
(

Public Service Activities - Current Operating Accounts
FINANCIAL REPORT
As of September 30 , 1961

EXPERIMENT STATION
(

ApE£OE_riations and Income

- Public Service Operating Revenue Balance July 1, 19 61 •.•• , , , , ...• , , •• •..• $

39,069.30
State Appropriations 19 61 - 62 ..•• • ..••••••• •. •-:-:-:-:-.•..•• . •...•.. ..•• .. -'---s5.,...5,.;..,-36.,_2-.-0-0Federal Appropriations I'9°bl ~ 2 .•• ••. ••••• , ••••.••. , •••.•• •••• . • •.. • .. _ __;;;2~6~
3~,8.;..8~6~.~0-0_
Farm Products Sales July r,-19 61 to Date ...•...••••..•..•.••.• • • .••••.••• _ _~97~,~7~6_1~.5~5'-Total ............. . .... .... .. $1, 256 1 078.85-

~:~~!!~~ese;~~e!~.

~:~~ •• ~~. ~~~~ •••••••.•• •••• • • •• ••... , •• • •. •. • •• , .•••• , • •$

363,433 .90

Sl.1ppliea an.d Expenses •.. •..•• •.. ..•.. , ....•.•.•• . •. , .•. , ..• , • •••• • •••••. •.• ..:--~1-0;;...
9~,5.;,l.; .9_
;;. ..;..9_0_

Equipment and Permanent Improvements •••• ,,, ••••••••••••••••• , ••• •• ••••••• ••:====2:0:,:4:86::.o:8==
(

Total •. •• .••• • • •.•••.•••.•••• $
Unexpended Balance,, •••• •• • • ,, •• ,, • ••• ,,,,,, •.•.••••••••.••••• • •• , • •••••.•••• $

493, 439 .88
762,638,97 ~:-

*Includes $6,000 .00 in Petty Cash accounts at five branch stations

EXTENSION SERVICE

(

Ap~r~riation and Income
tae Appropriations 19 61 - 62 .••••..•• ..• •••• . • • ••.••.... •. . • •• • ••. • .. $1, 070 , 200 .00
Federal Appropriation Balance July 1, 19 61 .•••• • •.••••.•• • . • .. ...• .• ••••.
27,849.90
Federal Appropriations 19 61 - 62 •..• -:-:-:-:- .. .. . .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .
758,495 .00
Total ••••.•..••••••• •• . • ••••. $1, 856, 544.90

~=~~!~~e~e~~~e;~. ~:~~ •• ~~. ~~~ •.•. •. .• , ••• • , .. , •.••.•• • •..• , • . • •• .. .•. . .• $
Supplies and E..xpenaes . .. .. . ...... .. . ... . .. .... .. . .......... . . . .......... , ..

Equipment and Permanent Improvements •••••.. , .• . •. •••••••.•• • ••••.•••.. • •.•.

.531 , 035.81
78, 235..:.2.Q_

7, 379~~S b

Total • •• . • .••••• •. •• • •.••••.•_$__6_1_6~1 6_S_1.. . . ;;.2_7_
_!!nexpended Balance •• , ••.•.•••••••.• , ••. • . •.• ••••• , •• •• • , ..• , • • • , • • . .••...•••• $ 1, 239 , 893.63

Page 2

Public Service Activities - Current Operating Accounts

FINANCIAL REPORT
As of September 30, 1961

LIVESTOCK - POULTRY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
State Aplropriations and Miscellaneous Receipts
State ppropriation 19 61 - 62 ......................................... $ 274,568.00
(
Sale of Serum July 1, 19 61 to Date. ....... ......... ....... ...... .. ......
2,382.96
Total ..•.•. •. •.. , .......•..• $ 276,9$0.96
~=~~!~a1e~e~~e;~. ~:

~~..• ~~. ~~: .........•.• ,,., • • • · • · · · · • • · • · · • · • · • · • • • .$

42 :?i0.95

Supplies and Expenses . .... ............. .. ....... .... ...................... ::=:2:o::9i:s:.~5~7===

Equipment and Permanent Improvements ......•...•..•..•....••.•• •••..•.• ...• _ __.._3~1_."1~3__
Total ...•• •.......•••••..... ~$_6___
4.._,o6
____7_.6__5__

<

Unexpended Balance .•.•..•.•......•.•.•.........•••.........•.•.•.•. ...•. .. .. $ 212,883 ,31

FERTILIZER INSPECTION AND ANALYSIS DEPAR'IMENT

8$,021.00
Total . . ......•.........•...._$___8~5....,0
~2=1~·~00
_____

~=~~!~~~e;e;~~e!~.~~~:•... ~~.~~~~ . ........•.•. .•.. ..••...... . .....••.••••_$__1=4....6_6~9~·=4~1__
1

Supplies and Expenses .•.•..•....•....•...•.....•••........ • ....•.•....... . _ _l..._1 '""93"""'__
7 ._1__5__

Equipment and Permanent Improvements ••••.•••••.••••••••.••.•••••••••••••••

Total •....•.• ,, ...•......•. -~$_1_6~16_o6_._5_6__
UneXl>ended BalBJ'l.ce • •••••••••...•••• , ...... ... .. .. ............... . ...............
$_6_8..,,4_1_4_._4_4__

I

-

Page l

......

Restricted Ji\.mds

F.rNANCIAL REPORT
As o;f September

30 1 1961

(BaJances do not include value o.£ investments)

Balance July 1,

A.cccmnt

19 61

Receipts

:z,S32.J2
J.L :Z6:Z 36
(2,:ZJ.i.Q.QQ)
1'h,B2J.J:Z
Jh.h22 .11.6
J6,22Q.lB
J.2.822121
67,187.64

$

Ju~

1!xp961

to Date
enditures

UneJCpended
Balance

Transfers

Colle~te

£-m~ 3ame Week

C-ov 1 t Land Tilllber.

$

.

...
...

Clemson House.
College Housing. .
Stccient .Aid.
Sp onsored Researcl:. •
J1SF-Smmner Institutes
.!I1. Othe::-. .
Totals

I

.

. . . . .. .

f!en~

$

208.131.74

.

ilJllllDi · Loyal.ty Fund •. •
Assoc-Oper Acct.
Clemson College Fu.md .
!".~.C..&. .
S-cudent Organizations.
Student Puclicaticns
Athletic Department.
.k.th:.eti.c Radio & T. V.•
BoM Stcre
Canteen.
.
.,;.J.'llll:!li

..

~

Sub Tot;;if

Sw:1 de:i.t Ea:::iir

I

$5,788.86
$

256.678.4?

$

$

7,o64.03

$

$

s 267.z998.51

$

583.z017 .48

(125 ,863.42)

41.201.oa
2a,ie2.zo
2 . 49.9~
37.372.7

$

$

2,J88.72

(~:~:~1
49.781.86

(72.312.4?) (2)

lhh,1ao.os

$

(a)

1,475.00
850.00

:P·~

.

....

194 .166 .-69

$

(2J.SS1.oo) (1)

ll,177. 1
97,723.66

2

11.1
10B:~Bo.BB
J2 l J.7
Iio9.zBB2.71
B3.z224.77
89 2910.00

$

r·oo
~:~ti~

28::ir;
5.

171

.

h.:Z2B.S3
l6l.SQ
21.L.222.21
~.JJ.LB.oz
16.012.hJ
JZ 1 08J.Jh
10,005.28
13,29"'! .32

8,233.5$

~,30J. 82
2-:082.68
2B 597. 8!1

Secu:-!.ty .Deposits.
Tctc:1.E

I

lQ3,2Jh.:Z2
2B.QJ6.Sl
2J.$6lJ,,Q$
Zh,652, 86

.
.....
.
..
. .

..
.. .. .
otbe::-. . . . .

$

6.6SS.l6

lh lUQ 2Q

I

(3)

(4)

-

r10:32~.oo~ (5)
~B

(b)
(cJ

2 .z 98.i:.IiB

$

230.z619.97

000.00

(c)
$

(8.z000.00)

$ 612aJ96.02

-

-.

,..,,

,...

19 61

Receipts

19 61 to Date
J::.q>encB.tures

Transfers

13,298.29

$

$

2,3$4.00

$

$

16,164.23

:~iri:i

$

$

2:260.~l

f·

...

$

r:tiP~

$ 236,823.20

$

61,769.46

$

73,116.75

$

$

33,408.t2
80 2943, 6
22,173,93

$

32,o82.33
117 2 368.20
11,761.41

$

35,769.89
102.iB11.70
10,868.43

s

136,525. n

$

164.z211.94

$

149.z450.02

Balance July 1,

Account

Loan· :Funds

$

Experiment Station
Sheep Exp. Station
S. C. Crop Impr Assoc. .
S. C. Found Seed Assoc •
All Other.

$"

...

.Extension Service
i!-3 ciuo \.: o:-k • .
Fed. St. lnsp. Serv.
All other. .
Totals.

(ca.)
(c )

{c)

(53,551.00)
(72,312.42)

(3)

1,125.00

(5)

$,219.94

~

~

2

Unexpended
Balance

-

12:
9-1~
53 021.s

1, .93
136,827.19

53,551.00
$

279,026.91

$

$

32,720.76
95.i499.96
23,666.91

$

$

151.z287.6J

53,551.00

Perioc!.cal:,Y 'transfers are made from Alumni Loyalty Fund to cover operating expenses of Alumni Association.
Student Bo!lk t:-ansactions are reported as net receints a_~r deduction for withdrawals for each day.
'.!'ra..~sact~o~ shown are deposits and depositre!'unds--not receipts and expenditures.

(1)
(2)

(4)

2

July ll.

ri,2
102,731.10

.

Totals •

Page"""\2

.....

350.00

850.00
(2,325.00)
(8,000.00)

Transferred to Gov•t. Land Timber Research Projects Account (04-11-255)
Funds transferred from Condenmed Lands--Hartwell Dam Project to Experiment Station
Relocation Projects Account (10-01-900)
Maintenance & Activity Fees transferred to Student Radio Station AccOtlilt (07-02-004)
Maintenance & Activity Fees transferred to Class Funds and Small GrOtips Account (07-02-001)
Maintenance & Activity Fees transferred to the Tiger Account (07-03-004)
Maintenance & Activity Fees transferred from Clearing Account (07-99-002) as sho'WD. in
notes (3) and (4) above.
Funds transferred from Student Uniforms Account (07-99-006) to Renovation Buemimt
Dorm.

#2 (10-01-023)

,.....

.....

Clemson Agri -11t.,_al Colle ge
Statement of Reserve :for Bond Retirement
a s o:f September 30, 1961

{date)

Additions

Bend
Retirement
Reserve

Na.me of Fund or Issue

Deduct ions
Cllrrent

Receipt s

7/1/61

Investment
Income

Bond
Payments

Interest
Paid

other
Charges

Reserve
Balance

Institution Bonds:
First Issue (4/½54)
Second Issue (7 1/55)
Third Issue (11/1/.57)
Fourth Issue (5/1/59)
Fi..ftb Issue (5/1/60)
Sixth Issue (5/1/61)
Tot al Institution Bonds

$ 8,662 .50

-------- ------ -------·
$ 362, 595 .15

$353,314. 80

1...

_______

$6,048.65

$

41 .55

- - --- - .,.. ____ _~-- -- - $ 8,662 .50

$

41 .55

$

713,251.55

DoI'Illitory & Housing Bonds:
First. Issue (9% 54)
Second Issue (3 1/ 5 8)
Third I ssue ( 7 1/59)
Fourth Issue (9/1/60)

$128,000 .00
31,000.00
28,000. 00

$52 ,830 .00
14,660 .00
16, 762 .50
- 12.i.250..:.0.2

$187,000. 00

$lo6,502. 50

$1o6,ooo.oo

$ 24,675 .00

-------- ------ ------- --------

Total Do.rm & Housing Bands

$

649,738 .82

$16, 739.65

Faculty Housing Bonds

$

270,004 .10

$36,180.66

. 00

$13,554. 85

Water System Expansion Note

$

968.66

-- - --- -- - ---$ 372, 975 .97
$

337,50 $ 176,140 .94
~

13, 554.85

Stadium Notes:
First Issue (10/ 1/57)
Second Issue ( 8/ 1/ 60)

--------- ------ ... - - - - - - ... j
39,308 . 25

Total Stadilll!l Notes

$

GILJ..ND TOTAL

$1,321,646 .32

$

4, 469 .00

Sh24,258.98

$

7, 017,31

J.0-1 D_QO~ ~ . j _3~ 7.20.:.0_Q

$ 10,000 . 00

$ 3, 750 .00

$303,000 . 00

$143,590 .00

~----- -------$
$

30, 027 .25

382.05 $1,305, 950.56

....
Clemson Agricultural College
Statenent of Bonded Indebtedness
as 0£ September 30 7 1961

ldate)

'

Na.me of Fond or Issue

!ate
of
Issue

Current Fiscal Year

Amount
of
Issue

Indebtedness

Payments
to
!ate

Begi.nning 0£

Year

Current
Indebtedness

Institution Bonds:
First Issue
Second Issue
Third Issue
Fourth Issue
Fifth Issue
Sixth Issue

April 1, 1954
July 1, 1955
November 1, 1957
May 1, 1959
May 1, 1960
May 1, 1961

$3,100,000.00

__ ~002 000.<E _

990,000.00
515,000.00
1,878,000.00
1,715,000.00
1,065,000.00
_ __ao..9,0~ ...9~

$ 9,725,000.00

$6,963,000.00

Septenmer 1, 1954 $4,000,000.00
March 1, 1958
835,000.00
July 1, 1959
775,000.00
S~_¥mb!r_ l .i. _!9~q_ - ~~~~~

$ 3,522,000.00

---------

Total Institution Bonds

$

150,000.00

2,100,000.00
1, 900, 000.00
1, 015,000.00

$

__

------- -

990,000.00
515,000.00
1,878,ooc.oo
1,n.S,000.00
1,o6.5,ooo.oo

- ~OQ,QOQ,Q.O_

$6,963,000.00

Dormitory & Housing Bands:
:'irst Issue
Second Issue
Third Issue
Fourth Issue

-

Total Dorm & Housing Bonds

733,000.00
745,000.00
890 000 .00

- . - - - _,_ - - - - -

$128,000.00

$3,394,000.00
733,000.00
31,000.00
7]1,000 .00
_ _gBiOQJ..:..OQ _ _ _ 86g_, Q.OQ.. Q.O_

$6,500,000.00

$5,890,000.00

$187,000.00

Faculty Housing Bonds

September 1, 1950 $ 2,500,000.00

$1,696,000.00

$lo6,000 .00* $1,590,000 .00

Water System Expansion Note

April 28, 196o

$

$

368,000.00

October 1, 1957
August 1, 1960

$

300, 000 .00
$
_ -~0~~0..:.00 _.

280,000.00
150
_,_000.00

l

430,000.00

$10,000.00

$

$15,347,000.00

$303,000.00

$15,04u,OOO.OO

uoo,000 .00

$5,703,000.00

$

368,000.00

Stadium Notes:

First Issue
Second Issue
Total Stadium Notes
Gfil.lW TOTAL

---------

$

---

450,000.00

$19, 575,000.00

*Includes Sl0,000.00 bona called Septembe~ 1, 1961.

$

- ----

$
280,000.00
]P.J.OQO~OQ. _ - _ J,hQ..,~Q..Q.O_

1i20.ooo.oo

Collegiate Activit:les - Current Operating Accuunts
FINANCIAL REPOR'.l'

As of Decembe r 31 , 1961

State ApEroeriations and Income

. ..

Operating Revenue Balance July 1, 1961 • .
.
State Appropriations .
.
.. . • . . .
Maintenance & Activity Fees J uly 1, 1961 to Date
' Sununer School. .
. .
. . .
Morrill-Nelson
. . .
..
Other Income July 1, 1961 to Date . . . .
Alumni Loyalty Fund Allocation to Library ,
..

.. ..
.. .....
.... . ...

.
.

.

..
.
. ..
.. .
. ....
. .
Tot al

.... .

$

139 1231 . 7~~,
J1!!l2 1164 .00
230 1027 .00
l iti25 .00
93 z732 .~9
197 /i77 .;2
2z,OO . OO

$

4 , 079 , 757 . 85

.

..

.

Expenditures July l z 19 61 to Date
Account
Admin , & Gen

...

instruction,
Dean of College .
1
Agriculture . . .
Architecture
Arts & Sciences .
Engineering.
.
Textiles
.
Air & Mil . Sci
Teaching & Res . in
Water & Sewage
State Res . Appns . . .
Summer School •..
Library. . .
.
l 3tate Dept . of Educ.

General
Oper . Expenses

Equi pment &
Permanent Impr.

$

$

82 , 722 .00

3, 198 .59
12 , 794.82
1 166i·~o
22 . 40- .-9
l~ 112r21
--11 1"6s .88
21B:Z2 .6J

$

..
.. .
...
.

.

$

1 , 963 . 84
4 , 864 . 37
; 9 . 99

$
$

b27.93
7 ,157. 28
42,97

79 . 00
324,7b

. . ..

Personal
Services
215, 015.46

$

17 , 542 .00
215, 973 . 41
5b , 2b5 .59
453 : b81.53
JOt 71~ .7~
9 1900 . 9
109 , 98

$

370.~9

3, 068.75
21600 .00

2Iiz no . s3

G6
aa
=~: =g9 .b5

299z701 .JO

=+

25,604 .96
228 , 828 . 22
57 , 929 . 29
47b 1 7lb .l5
J27 1000 . 2}
99 1598 . 81
21985 .bl
3,lh7 . 7S
), 222 . )2
26113.7 .00
79 1 203 . 97
18 ,508 . 36

~f

-

7, 703 . 79
3 , 354. 99

-Total
-

1 , 1 3 .37

Tvtal Instruction.

$

73,184 .06

$

38 , 093 .66

$ 1, 308, 277 . 98

$

1, 419,555 . 70

Plant Operation &
Maintenance .

$ 185, 6)8 .68

$

62 , 960 . 72

$

186 , 292 .18

$

434, 891.58

. ..

$ 341, 544, 74

.,'I'

103 , 018.22

$ 1, 709 , 585 .62

$

2, 154,148.58

'I'

1 , 925 1609.27

Grand Total.

Unexpended Balance

*

.....

.

. . .

..

.

.... .

.

Includes $102 , 400 . 90 collected in June for 1961 Summer School .

.

.

,J

C

Auxiliary Enterprises

FINANCIAL REPORT
December 31, 1961

As of

Income
Balance July' l, 19~....................... . .... . ......................... $ 123, 374 . 76
Dining Hall July 1, 19 61 to Date •••••••• ,,, •• ,,,,, •• ,,,.,,,,,, •• ,.,,,,, ••• ,

Dormitories
Hospital
Laundry

July'

July'

July'

569,198 .76

1, 19 61 to Date •••••••••• , •••• •• •.•• ,., ••• • • • •••• ,. , ,.....

71, 288 .49

1, 19 61 to Date .•.•. •••••••..•••••••.••••.•.•••.••• ,,.,, ••••. ____5_1,,._3_2_2_.8__5_

1, 19 61 to Date, ••••••••••.•••••••••••• , •••• • ••• • •••••••••• • •._ _6_2,._6_8_0_.7_9_
Total . .................. . ............ $

Expenditures July 1, 1%1

(

Account

877, 865 .65

to Date

General
Oper . Expenses

Dining Hall, •.. $ 358 ,582 .69

Personal
Servioes

Equipment &
Permcglent Impr.
$

52 , 169 .04
------Hospital,... . ..
18, 415.92
--------lO, 058. 15
Dormi.tories.,,,

------

133,349. 29

$ 494, 309 .56

678,36

43, 598,32

96,445.72

1, 527 ,96

30, 464. 17

50, 408 .05

53, 116 .30

6), 174 .45

260, 528 .08

$ 704, 337 .78

2,377,58

$

Laundry • • , ••• • .

Totals •.•••• $ 439, 225 .80

$

Total

4,583 .90

$

~i'.h.,xpanded Balarloe . . ..... , ...... .. .... . ............ . ... " ........................ $ 173 1527 . 87
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Public Service Activities - Current Operating AccOW1ts
FINANCIAL REPORT
As of · December 31. 1961

EXPERIMENT STATION
Ape:o;e_riations and Income
39 1 069,30
' - Pu.blio Service Operating Revenue Balance July 1, 19 61 •••••••••.•••••••••• $
State Appropriations 19 61 - 62 ••••••••••.•••••• -:-:-:-:- ••.•••.•••.••••.•••. -'----5~5~5·,3-6~2'-'.o-oFederal Appropriations 19 61 - 62t··· ····· ····· ······· ·· ·· ••.•••••...•••• __6o
=-o.,..._1~6-)~.o_o::a.Farm Products Salee July 1, 19 ~ o Date,, ••.• ••• ••••• ..•••••••.•.•••.. ,. __1~9~6~:~0~5~9~,3~2"Total . ....................... $ 1 ,690 1653 ,62
1

(

1¢1 to Date

711,830.os
General Operating Expenses •••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••• , ••••••••• • ••••• ----23-6~,8,. ;;2'-.........
6 4..;;.7_
Equipment and
Improvements, ••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ___.:;.3_2~,5_7_4..,_.8_4.,_
eraonal

er

oes .......................................................... $

Permanent

______

Total •• , •••••••••••••••••••••..:,_
$
UneXJ>ended Balance .......... .............•....... , .........•............... ,

* Includes

981,231.36

._$__7_0_9_,4_2_2_ .2_6_*

$6,000 .00 in Petty Cash Accounts at five branch stations .
EXTENSION SERVICE

ApEr~riation and Income
State Appropriations 19 61 - 62 ................ , ........................ $ 1,070, 200.00
Federal Appropriation Balance July 1, 19 61 ••• .•••••••••••••••••••••.•••• •• ___2...
7...,1 8_4_9_.__9_0_
Federal Appropriations 19...§.!_ - 62 ••••::7:' ........ , ...................... __..;.
75;;....8~,4~9~5'-.'-0'-0_
Total ........................ $ 1,856,544.90

~=~~~:~ Se;*e!!. ~~~ .. ~~. ~~~., .... ,.... ,, .... ,......... ,.. ,., .... ,.,.,
8

.$ 1,046,111.44
196,291.11
General Operating Expenses •••••••••••••••••••• , , .••••• , •••••• , •••••••• , , • , •
Equipment and Permanent Improvementa.,,., •••••.•.•••••.•••••••••••••••• , •• ,___l_l_,~00_,:;5'-._1~4;,._
Total ... ....... . ........ . .... $ 1, 253,407 .69

.!!_nexpende d Balano e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . _$__6
_0_3_ ,1_3_7_._2_1_
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Public Service Activities - Current Operating Accounts

FINANCIAL REPORT
As of December 31, 1961

LIVESTOCK - POULTRY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

27tt :568.oo
130.13

(

Total .•.. •• ..• ••.•• ••.•.••. ._$_2_78~,~6_9_8_._
13~ _
to Date
oes . .••...•.••.••••.•..•..•••.•.•••••••••.•.••.•.••••.••••.. $

88 2329.90

General Operating E.x:pen se s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . •... ----4-5..,"'"3""'.4.6-.0·7- -

Equipment and Permanent Improvements •.•....•.•...•. ,.,,,,,, ....•.••..••.••:::::::e:2:6::.-5~-4~---_-_

Total •••••. ,, •••••.•.••••..._$_ 1_3_4_,_5_0_2_ .5_1__
<

•Jnexpended Balarioe. ·.... ...... ................................................ $ 144 ,195.62

{===================================================
FERTILIZER INSPECTION AND ANALYSIS DEPAR'IMENT
85,021.00
to IJate . ........................... .
Total ....................... $

1

1961

85 1021 .00

to Date

30 1634.06
General Operating Expenses •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -----7-,oo
---a-.g- -9-Equipment and Permanent Improvements ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••:::::3::,7_-8_-o_-_.-6_-_3:::
ces .............................. , ............. , ............ $

Total •••••••••••••••••••••.• _$_~4.l_....,4.2~3.. . ,.~5_8__
UneXI>ended Bal.8.l'l.oe ••••••• •••••.•••••••••••...•••••••••..• , ••.••.•••••••••••• $

43,597 .42

-

Acccu."lt
:..oa..."1· Tu.ncis

Bala.!lce July 1,
1961

rteceipts

Ju:..y l z 1961

........

?age 2

to Date

l!.Xpendi'tllres

Transfers

Unexper.ded
Balance

$

13 , 298.29

$

13 ,L82.12

$ 13 ,046.71

$

$

13 ,733.70

$

2, 997.03
42 .834 . J9

$

10, 734 .40
11 , 338 .08

$

2 1436.00
10 .81J .02
21 ,92J.9J
112 ,966 .81

$

s

--23,SSl.OO

8,295.43
S6.3S9.LS
119 ,441 .9h
11.h,656 .0l

~""=?e=i."':.er.t Stat~on
5':1eep z'.x;> . St.atio:i
C:"'op --::P::' .n.SSCC.
•

s. C.

a, .,6o .6a

s. C. ?ou:i.c Seed ~ssoc
;_:: Ci.he= .
Tota:s

66 .lll ,l2

102 .731 .10
$

236,823 . 20

$

33, 408 .32
Bo, 943 .46
22 ,173.93

s

136 , S2S.11

11 , 340 . 81

(l)

$ 16S,S24 .uB

$

157 ,1J9.82

$ 53 ,551.00

$

298 , 758.86

41, 859 .46
123,130 . 20
28 , 874 .67

$

47 , 448.17
107 ,6!!2.0!l
26 ,052 .46

$

....C

27,819.61
96 ,h31.62
24 ,996,14

$181, 142 .67

$

$

149 , 247.37

. .se:-;-_ce
.
.:..}:':-e~s~c:i
_-:: C-1..-::0

:ec.

.\C~L.

c::- , ::is:: . Ser.--.
..,.,

_:._:_: C:.::e!".

:o-:a.:s

$

$193, 864 .33

(a ) ?e=:..oc:..cal:~ ~=a....~s~ers a!'e JT1ade from A~um:rl. Loyalty Tund tc cover operating expenses o~ Alurr.ni Associatic~ .
(b ) St-;;ce::r. 3~.?: 7,::-a.."lsact:..c:1s are :re~crted as net receints a:'"ter deduction for withdrawals Ior each day.
(c ) :-:-a:-_sact:..c~s !:~~·-::1 are :ie~csits ~d deposit :::-e.:'uncis- nct receipts anci e:xpe:iditures.

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)
(S)
(6)
(7)

Transferred to Gov•t . Land Timber Research Projects Account (04- ll- 2SS)
1960 Loyalty Fund allocation to Alumni Graduate Fellowships (02-02-096)
1960 Loyalty Fund allocation to Faculty Achievement Awards (02-02-097)
Funds transferred to Experiment Station Relocation Projects Account (10- 0l-900)from
Condemned Lands - Hartwell Dam Project
1960 Loyalty .Fund allocation to Faculty Basic Research (02-02- 098)
1,000.00
(24,150.00, 1960 Loyalty Fund allocations
1,12S.oo ~aintenance and Activity Fees transferred to Student Radio Station (07-02-004)
350.00 Maintenance and Activity Fees transferre d to Class Funds and Small Groups (07-02- 001)
1,000.00 1960 Loyalty Fund allocation to Class Funds and Small Groups (07-02- 001) for student government
aso .oo Maintenance and Activity Fees transferred to the Tiger Account (07- 03-004)
(2,325.00) ~aintenance and Activity Fees transferred from Clearing Account (07-99- 002) as shown in
notes (S) and (6) above
(8,000 .00) Funds transferred f r om Student Uni.forms Account (07-99- oo6) to Renovation Basement Dorm. #2 (10-01-023)
(53,SSLOO)
10,000.00
J,6So .oo
(72,312.42)

Clemson Agricultural College
Statement of Bonded Indebtedness
aS Of .Jace!"lbe!'
1961
(date)

r,

-

Current Fiscal Year
~\a.'l:.e

of P.md or Issue

Amount
of

rate
of
Issue

Indebtedness
Beginning o:f
Year

Issue

Current
Indebtedness

Payments
to
.Date

Insti tuticn Bonds:
April 1, 1954
$
July 1, 1955
November 1, 1957
May 1, 1959
May 1, 1960
May 1, 1961

?irst Issue
Second Issue
Third Issue
:Fcurth Issue
?i....~h Issue
Sixth Issue

3,100, 000 . 00
750, 000. 00
2, 100, 000. 00
1, 900, 000. 00
1, 075, 000 . 00
800, 000. 00

--------· ~--------

Total Institution Bonds

$ 9, 725, 000. 00

990, 000 .00
$
990,000 .00
515, 000 .00
515,000.CO
$ 80,000 . 00
1, 798, 000 .00
1, 878, 000 . 00
1,715,000. 00
1, 715, 000 . CO
1,o65, 000 .00
1, o65, ooo.oo
_ _ _Boo
_ t:;coo
__
.co_ _ _
__ 8_90.,iC.90..:C.9 _

$

-------

$ 6, 963, 000. 00

$ 80, 000 .00 $6,883, 000 . 00

Dormitory & Housing Bonds:
September 1, 1954 $ 4, 000, 000 .00
835, ooo .oo
March 1, 1958
775,000. 00
July 1, 1959
S~,¥~!:r_l.z. 19~0- - - ~£,~~.. ~o-

First Issue
Second Issue
Third Issue
Fourth Issue
Total Dorm & Housing Bonds

128, 000 .00

$ 3, 522, 000 .00
733, 000. 00
745, 000. 00

__ j90L00_9:_D0_ __

31,000 .00
28, 000 .00

-------

3, 394,000.00
733 , 000. 00
714, 000 . 00
_ _ 86 2~ 0_90_; 0.9 _

$

6,500,000.00

$

5, 890, 000.00

$187, 000. 00 $5, 703, 000 .00

Faculty Housing Bonds

September 1, 1950 $

2, 500, 000 .00

$

1,696,000.00

$1o6, coo .oo * ~ 1, 590, 000 .00

Water System Expansion Note

April 28, 196o

400, 000 .00

$

368, 000 .00

300, 000.00
150,000.00

t____
280, 000 . 00
_____
150c000
. 00
j

450, 000 . 00

$

$

$

368, 000 .00

ii

280, 000 . 00

s

420, 000 .00

Stadimn Notes:
October 1, 1957
August 1, 1960

First Issue
Second Issue

f

--------- --------·

Total Stadium Notes

$

GRAlID TOTAL

$19,575,000.00
*Includes$ 10,000. 00 bonds called September 1, 1961.

430,000 .00

$15,347, 000 . 00

1-0.,i O_Q<?_: O.Q _ !>__ :IJ!0..10.QO..!qQ _
$10, 000. 00

$383, 000 .00 ~14, 964,000 .00

Clemson Agricultural College
Statement of Reserve for Bond Retirement
as o~ December 31, 1961
(date)

Additions

Bond
Retirement
Reserve

Name of Fund or Issue

Leductions
Current

Receipts

Investment
Income

7/J./61

Band

Interest

Payments

Paid

other
Charges

Reserve
Balance

Institution Bonds:
First Issue

$

(4/1/54)

Second Issue (7/1/ 55)
Third Issue (11/1/57)
Fourth Issue (5/1/59)
p;...f'th Issue (5/1/60)
Sixth Issue (5/1/61)

$ 80, 000 .00

8, 662.50
4, 725 ,00
37,560.00
34,JOO.OO
26, 625 .00
15,600.00

$

4h .55
23.17

-------- ------ ~------· -------· ------ ------ --------

Total Institution Bonds

$ 362,595.15

$384, 239 .29 $

6, 207 .51

80, 000 .00

$127,472 •.so

t 128,000.00
31,000.00
28,000.00

$52,830.00
14,660.00
16,762.50
22,250.00

p 187, 000. 00

$106,502 .50

S 106, 000. 00

$ 24,675.00

~

$

67 . 72 $545, 501.73

Dormitory & Housing Bands,
First Issue (9/½54)

Second Issue (3 1/ 58)
Third Issue (7/J./59)
Fourth Issue (9/1/60)
Total Dorm

&

-------- ------ -------· -------- ------ ... - - - -- -------

Housing Bands

Faculty Housing Bonds

$ 652,138.82

$203, ll3 •51

$ 270, 004 .10

$ 72, 282 .95

.00

Water System Expansion Note
Stadium Notes:
First Issue (lO/J./57)
Second Issue (8/1/ 60)

2,204 ,44

29,589.21

$ 1,028.30

561,749 . 83

? 212, 788 .19
? 29,589.21

I

i-------- ------ --------

Total Stadiur.: Notes

$

mwrn

$1,324, 046.32

TOTAL

$

$

~

39,308.25

$ 11, 2.45 .00

$700, 469 .96 $

$ 10,000.00 $_ 1,15~.~o~----- - - - ----------·
~

$ 10,000.00
8, 411 .95 $383, 000 .00

$ 3,750.00

$

36,803.25

$262, 400. 00 $ 1, 096 .02 $1,386,432.21

